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By Mr. MOSHER:
H.R. 8571. A bill to amend the Antidumping · Act, 1921; to tlie Committee on Ways
and Means.
By Mr. NELSEN:
H.R. 8572. A bill to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
By Mr. NIX:
H.R. 8573. A bill to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
By Mr. O'BRmN:
H.R. 8574. A bill to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
By Mr. O'KONSKI:
H.R. 8575. A bill to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
By Mr. PELLY:
H.R. 8576. A bill to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
·
By Mr. PEPPER:
H.R. 8577. A bill to amend the Antidumplng Act, 1921; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
By Mr. PHILBIN:
H.R. 8578. A bill to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
By Mr. QUILLEN:
H.R. 8579. A bill to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
By Mr. RANDALL:
H.R. 8580. A bill to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
By Mrs. REID of Illinois:
H.R. 8581. A bill to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
By Mr. ROBISON:
R.R. 8582. A bill to amend the Antidumplng Act, 1921; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
By Mr. ROGERS of Colorado:
H.R. 8583. A bill to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
By Mr. ROONEY of Pennsylvania.
H.R. 8584. A bill to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
By Mr. SAYLOR:
H.R. 8585. A bill to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
By Mr. SECREST:
H.R. 8586. A bill to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
By Mr. SMITH Of New York:
H.R. 8587. A blll to amend the Antidump1ng Act, 1921; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
By Mr. STAGGERS:
H.R. 8588. A bill to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
By Mr. STRATTON:
H.R. 8589. A bill to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
By Mr. TEAGUE of California:
H.R. 8590. A bi11 to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
By Mr. TRIMBLE:
H.R. 8591. A bill to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on Ways and
Means.
~y Mr. WAGGONNER:
H.R. 8592. A b111 to amend· the Antl'dumpihg Act, 1921; to the Committee on
Ways and Means.
·

By Mr. WHALLEY:
H.R. 8593. A bill to amend the Antldumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on
Ways and Means.
By Mr. WHITTEN:
H.R. 8594. A bill to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on
Ways and Means.
By Mr. WILLIAMS:
H.R. 8595. A bill to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on
Ways and Means.
By Mr. CHARLES H. WILSON:
H.R. 8596. A bill to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on
Ways and Means.
By Mr. BROYHILL of North Carolina:
H.R. 8597. A bill to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
By Mr. HOSMER:
H.J. Res. 484. Joint resolution proposing an
amendment to the Constitution of the United
States relative to equal rights for men and
women; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
. By Mr. ROYBAL:
H.J. Res. 485. Joint resolution proposing an
amendment to the Constitution of the United
States relative to equal rights for J.en and
women; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. BOB WILSON:
H.J. Res. 486. Joint resolution proposing an
amendment to the Constitution of the United
States relative to equal rights for men and
women; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. TALCOTT:
H.J. Res. 487. Joint resolution proposing an
amendment to the Constitution of the United
States relative to equal rights fo:: men and
women; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. BARRETT:
H. Con. Res. 423. Concurrent resolution requesting ·the President to bring the Baltic
States question before the United Nations; to
the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
By Mr. LINDSAY:
H. Con. Res. 424, Concurrent resolution to
establish a Joint Committee on Ethics in the
legislative branch of Government; to the
Committee on Rules.
By Mr. ASHLEY:
H. Con. Res. 425. Concurrent resolution
to express the sense of Congress -against the
persecution of persons by Soviet Russia because of their religion; to the Committee on
Foreign Mairs.
By Mr. MACDONALD:
H. Con. Res. 426. Concurrent resolution
expressing the sense o{ Congress with respect to the viewing of the U.S. Information
Agency film "Years of Lightning, Day of
Drums,'; at the 25th class reunion of the
Harvard class of 1940 in Cambridge, Mass.;
to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
By Mr. PATTEN:
H. Con. Res. 427. Concurrent resolution
designating the month of June as Community and Natural Beauty Month; to the
Committee on the Judiciary.

MEMORIALS
Under clause 4 of rule XXII, memorials were presented and referred as follows:
283. By the SPEAKER: Memorial of the
Legislature of the State of New York, relative to anti-Semitism in the Soviet Union:
to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
. 284. Also, memorial of the Legislature of
the State of Oklahoma, relative to the election of President and Vice President of the
United. States; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.

PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS
Under clause 1 of rule XXII, private
bills and resolutions were introduced
and severally ref erred as follows:
By Mr. ADDABBO:
H.R. 8598. A b111 for the relief of Salvatore
Cracchiolo; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
H.R. 8599. A bill for the relief of Benito
Ferranti; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
H.R. 8600. A b111 for the relief of Georgia
Christos Manolakos; to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
H.R. 8601. A bill for the relief of Paraskevi and Christos Basile Manolakos; to
the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. BATF.8:
H.R. 8602. A bill for the relief of Miss
Veronica Guitelen; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. BROWN of California:
H.R. 8603. A bill for the relief of Mrs. Jean
J. Phillips; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. BURTON of California:
H.R. 8604. A bill for the relief of Mrs. Desolina Giannone (nee Delucchi): to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. CALLAN:
H.R. 8605. A bill for the relief of Miyoko
Nakamura; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. ERLENBORN:
H.R. 8606. A bill for the relief of Mr. and
Mrs. Rosario DiBella; to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
By Mr. GILBERT:
H.R. 8607. A bill for the relief of Miss Lydia
M. Rahman; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. LONG of Maryland:
H.R. 8608. A bill for the relief of Dr. Antoine Arrege; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
H.R. 8609. A bill for the relief of Dr. Pedro
A. Sevidal, Jr.; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. MADDEN:
H.R. 8610. A bill for the relief of Mansueto R. Dimaiiig; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. MEEDS:
H.R. 8611. A bill to provide for payment
of interest on overtime compensation owing
to employees of the Alaska Railroad, and for
other purposes; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. PEPPER:
H.R. 8612. A bill for the relief of Nicolas
Duarte; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
H.R. 8613. A bill for the relief of Wieslawa
Drzewiecka Pawlowicz; to the Committee. on
the Judiciary.
By Mr . . SMITH of New York:
H.R. 8614. A bill for the relief of Miss Rajka
Soda; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
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SENATE
WEDNESDAY, MAY

26, 1965

(Legislative day of Monday, May 24,

1965)
The Senate met at 9 a.m., on the expiration of the recess~ and was called
to order by the Acting President pro
tempore (Mr. METCALF).
The Chaplain, Rev. Frederick Brown
Harris, D.D., offered the following
prayer:
Father of all mankind: Standing in
the midst of swift social currents and
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lurking evil forces whose hideous cruelty
stabs our anguished sympathies, we confess that the world in which our lot is
cast is too much for us if we front it
alone.
Because there is no solution of the
world's ills save as it springs from the
enthronement of Thy righteous will in
the hearts of men, we pray for ourselves-Create within us clean hearts, O
God, and renew right spirits within us.
Give us to see that the pride of nations, their covetousness, their greed,
their assaults upon the rights of others,
are the very evils that lie in wait to corrode our own souls.
"Breathe on us, breath of God,
Fill us with new life anew,
That we may love what Thou dost love
And do what Thou wouldst do."
In the dear Redeemer's name, we pray.
Amen.
THE' JOURNAL
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
yield myself one-half minute.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Montana is
recognized for one-half minute.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the reading
of the Journal of the proceeding of Tuesday, May 25, 1965, be dispensed with.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temPore. Without objection, it is so ordered.

VOTING RIGHTS ACT OF 1965
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill <S. 1564) to enforce the 15th
amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
Mr. MANSFmLD. Mr. President, I
suggest the absence of a quorum.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. MANSFmLD. Mr. President, !
ask unanimous consent that the order
for the quorum call be rescinded.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
AMENDMENT NO. 210

Mr. TYDINGS. Mr. President, I call
up my amendment. No. 210 and ask that
it be stated.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The amendment of the Senator
from Maryland to the Mansfield-Dirksen amendment in the nature of a substitute will be stated.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 6,
lines 5 and 6,. it is proposed to strike out
the two commas and the words "other
than aliens and persons in active military service and their dependents".
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. How much time does the Senator from Maryland yield himself?
Mr. TYDINGS. I yield myself 5 minutes.
The amendment would' remove from
the provisions of section 4 the words
"other than allens and persons in active
military service and their dependents-.''
This provision has to do with the tally

or computation of the 50 percent of persons.voting o:r :registered.
·
When these words were included in the
original bill, it was not realized that the
Census Bureau would be confronted with
the troublesome question of determining
the facts in regard to these figures. So
the principal reason for adopting the
amendment is to avoid very troublesome
questions which might arise in litigation
under the act with respect to the correctness of the determinations of the
Bureau of the Census. The Bureau of
the Census has no published figures on
military personnel, dependents, and aliens. Estimates and projections would
have to be made particularly with respect
to the military dependent ·figure. The
reliability of these estimates and projections can be expected to be attacked in
the courts. One problem with all of the
categories is that exact figures concerning them are not available on a voting
age basis.
While the necessity for computing and
excluding figures for these categories is
liable to be very troublesome, not much
is to be gained by requiring this to be
done. According to our best estimates,
there are only eight counties which
would be covered by the bill with this
change that would not be covered without the change. Two of these counties
are in Alaska-election districts Nos. 12
and 17; three in North Carolina-craven, Cumberland, and Hyde Counties;
and two counties-Nottaway and Prince
George, as well as the independent city
of Hampton in Virginia. Thus, the
actual effect with respect to coverage
will be minimal.
The House bill does not contain an
exclusion for military personnel, their
dependents, and aliens. The amendment would thus remove an unnecessary
point of difference with the House bill~
At present, the Bureau of the Census
does not have figures for the number
of aliens, military personnel, and dependents resident L-1 each State on
November 1, 1964. The collection of
these figures will take time and until
they are collected and buttressed with
substantial proof, the Director of the
Bureau of the Census will, as an honest
civil servant, not be prepared to certify
to the population figures required to set
this law in motion. Thus, the whole
voting mechanism which we are seeking
to establish here will be held up pending
the collection of these really unimportant :figures.
The Senate, on Monday, adopted an
amendment proposed by the distinguished Senator from Texas [Mr.
TOWER], which calls for a study by the
Secretary of Defense and the Attorney
General to· determine the extent of discrimination in voting against military
personnel. This study will indicate
whether there are. appreciable numbers
of military personnel resident in our
States who are denied the right to vote.
Pending the completion of that study, it
would be premature and unnecessary to
exclude military perS0nnel from the
number of perso:ns' considered' eligible to
register to vote.
If the numbers of military personnel,
dependents, and aliens are to be deducted
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from the population figures, equity would
demand that those persons who are
voting in the State by absentee ballot
should be added. Roughly speaking, the
two figures should cancel each other out.
For these reasons, I ask that the Senate adopt the amendment.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempare. The question is on agreeing to the
amendment of the Senator from Maryland.
The amendment to the amendment
was agreed to.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I move
that the Senate reconsider the vote by
which the amendment was agreed to.
Mr. TYDINGS. I move to lay that
motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
suggest the absence of a quorum.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The clerk will call the roll.
The Chief Clerk proceeded to call the
roll.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the order
for the quorum call be rescinded.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
EXECUTIVE SF.SSION
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
yield myself 1 minute. I move that the
Senate proceed to· the consideration of
executive business.
The motion was agreed to; and the
Senate proceeded to consider executive
business.
EXECUTIVE REPORTS OF COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES
Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, from
thP. Committee on Armed Services I report favorably the nominations of 586
second lieutenants in the Regular Air
Force, 843 officers for appointments in
the Regular Army in grades not above
that of major, and 1,078 appointments
and promotions in the Navy and Marine
Corps in grades not above that of lieutenant commander. These lists contain
the names of distinguished military
graduates of the ROTC and graduates of
the three military academies.
Since these names have already appeared in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, in
order to save the expense of printing on
the Executive Calendar, I ask unanimous
consent that they be ordered to lie on the
Secretary's desk for .the information of
any Senator.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
The nominations are as follows:
John C. Aa:ml.. Jr., and sundry other cadets,
U.S. Air Force Academy, for appointment in
the Regular Air<Force:
Ralph W. Adams, Jr., and sundry other
cadets, U.S. M111ta.ryr Academy, for appointment in the Regular Air Foree~
Richard D. Ba.~er, and sun<Uy other midshipmen, U.S. Naval Academy, :for appointment in the Regular Ab Fo.r ce;
Tl!loma& R. Dooley,, and sundl'J' other per8Qll8,.. for appointment 4t the Regular Army;:
James L. Abbot llI, and sundry othe:c midshipmen (Naval Academy), :for appointment
in the Navy:
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The ACTING PRESIDENT pro . tempore; If there be no. further reports of
committees, the clerk will proceed to
state the nominations on the Executive
Calendar.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
The Chief Clerk read the nomination
of Wilbur J. Cohen, of Michigan, to be
Under Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, the nomination is confirmed.
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 90MMISSION

The Chief Clerk proceeded to read
sundry nominations in the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask that the nominations in the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission be
considered en bloc.
Mr. KUCHEL. Mr. President, for the
RECORD, will the distinguished majority leader inform the Senate whether
these nominations have been cleared with
the minority?
Mr. President, I suggest the absence of
a quorum.
The ACTING PRESIDENT · pro tempore. The clerk will call the roll.
The Chief Clerk proceeded to call the
roll.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Montana yield?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield.
Mr. JAVITS. I yield myself 30 seconds.
I have submitted certain questions to be
answered by Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr.,
who is slated to be Chairman of the Commission. I favor the confirmation of his
nomination and the four other nominees
to the Commission. Also, I invite attention to the fact that the questions
submitted to Mr. Roosevelt and answers
will appear in the record of the hearing,
which is not yet before the Senate. In
evaluating the work of the Commission,
these answers will be important.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, the nominations in the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission are considered and
confirmed en bloc.
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
The Chief Clerk proceeded to read
sundry nominations in the Public Health
Service.
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Robert R. · Butterfield·, and sundry other
U.S. Miliary Academy graduates, for appointment in the Marine Corps; and
Paul R. Aadnesen, and sundry other officers, for promotion in the Marine Corps.

tions in the Public Health Service are
con,sidered and confirmect en bloc.
. Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
move that the President be notified immediately of the confirmation of the
nominations.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, the President
will be notified forthwith.
LEGISLATIVE SESSION
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
move that the Senate resume the consideration of legislative business.
The motion was agreed to; and the
Senate resumed the consideration of legislative business.
VOTING RIGHTS ACT OF 1965
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill ·(s. 1564) to enforce the 15th
amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I yield
myself as much of the 1 hour allotted to
me as may be needed to complete my
remarks.
I have spoken only twice on the pending measure. The first time was on the
opening day of debate, when I invited
attention to the results .of the undue
haste which had been involved in reporting the bill to the Senate. This had resulted in some false statements in the
report of the committee.
In that report it was stated that three
good counties of Florida were included
within the provisions of the bill, when
they should not have been. I have shown
by the record that those three counties,
of Gadsden, Jefferson, and Union, should
never have been included in that classification, because in each case they were
not subject to the charge that less than
25 percent of their nonwhite citizens of
voting age had been registered for voting.
My second speech was on the poll-tax
question.
I have listened to the debate throughout the 5 weeks. I have participated
only through colloquies; but I desire, before the debate ends, to state my unqualified opposition to the bill and to
this method of approach to this serious,
critical, vital question.
There has been much debate on the
unconstitutional aspects of the bill, in
which I completely concur; but. I shall
not waste the time of the Senate at this
late hour in the debate to discuss those
unconstitutional aspects. There has
been much talk about the poor policy
that is involved in the four corners of the
bill. I shall devote my time today only
to discussing a portion of the unutterably
poor psychology which is involved in this
sort of approach to a human question, a
question that cannot be properly solved
by this type of bill.
.
Mr. President, I note in· yesterday's
Washington Star a column by Mr. David
Lawrence. I so completely agree with
statements contained in that article that

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I I ask unanimous consent that the column
ask that the nominations· in the Public of Mr. David Lawrence published in yesterday's Washington Star be printed at
Health Sen'ice be considered en bloc.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tetn- this point in the RECORD. The article is
pore. Without objection, the nomina- entitled "Vote Bill Recalls Tragic Era."

There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
VOTE Bn.L RECALLS TRAGIC

ERA

On the day the voting rights bill becomes
law, a Federal dictatorship will begin. Some
States will, for all practical purposes, be
driven out of the Union. They will not be
able--as is the privilege of all other Statesto enact and enforce certain laws unless the
Attorney General of the United States, or perhaps subsequently a Federal court, declares
that such State laws may be permitted to
operate.
One provision of the pending bill specifies
that certain States shall not be allowed to
prescribe the qualifications for their own
voters if the U.S. Attorney General determines that a "test or device" has been used
during the 5 preceding years for purposes of
discrimination in individual cases.
The phrase "test or device" is defined as
any requirement that, as a prerequisite for
voting or registration for voting, a person
must "demonstrate the ability to read, write,
understand, or interpret any matter, demonstrate any education achievement or his
knowledge of any particular subject, possess
good moral character, or prove his qualifications by the voucher of registered voters or
members of any other class."
The Federal Government, therefore, becomes the judge of whether certain State
laws-although duplicating statutes existing in several other States of the Union. shall be permitted to operate at all in what
might be called suspicious States.
While there is a provision for court review,
the whole issue turns on the circumstance
that what is lawful in one State of the Union
could be judged unlawful in some other
State--based wholly on suspicion of alleged
abuse or misuse of power.
Hitherto, whenever the Constitution has
been violated, the courts have been in a
position to punish the guilty individuals, including State officials. But this is the first
time that a whole State is to be deprived of
its constitutional right to set voter q-µalifi.cations, even though these may be identical
with State laws in other parts of the country
which are being left untouched. The phrase
"equal protection of the law" becomes a
mockery so far as the Federal Government is
concerned.
What is happening today is reminiscent of
the tragic era of 100 years ago, when Congress disregarded the doctrine of Abraham
Lincoln about an "indivisible union," and
actually expelled from the Union certain of
the Southern States. The whole theory of
the Lincoln administration was that there
was no right of secession and that the Southern States were a part of the Union, though
in rebellion. Indeed, after the War Between
the States was over and peace had been proclaimed between the North and the South
by President Lincoln, the 13th amendment
to the Constitution-abolishing slaverywas submitted in the usual way and the
legislatures of the South ratified it.
One year later, however, when the 14th
amendment was submitted and the same
legislatures in the Southern States rejected
it, Congress threw those Southern States out
of the Union, denied them seats in Congress and prescribed by law a set of conditions before they could be readmitted to the
Union.
New legislatures thereupon were set up,
and Federal troops were used to coerce them
into "ratifying"' the proposed amendment.
When the required number of States, including those in the South, had voted for
"ratification," Secretary of State Seward was
doubtful about the legality of the process
and hesitated to proclaim the amendment as
having been adopted. Congress, however, by
resolution, ordered him to do so anyway.
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cannot help, at least in my opinion and
in his, but create a Federal dictatorship. I shall endeavor in my talk to
show the result of such an approach.
Some people say, "The United States
of today is not the United States of the
Reconstruction period." Of course, that
is true. People say that the bitterness,
the hatred, the violence, the night riders,
the Ku Klux Klan, and the violence
which erupted at that time cannot erupt
because this is a different age and a different time. I wish that statement were
true. However, it so happens that
human nature is still the same. The
deep-rooted feeling of Americans that
local and State governments should prevail, as the Constitution requires, in certain vital fields, still exists in many
hearts. Despite the good intention of
those who sponsor the bill, this deeprooted feeling will come forth as surely
as we are standing here in the Chamber
of the U.S. Senate today.
This feeling will erupt in violence, for
which we shall all be heartily ashamed.
We shall all deplore this as not being in
accord with what was intended by the
authors and sponsors of the bill.
Florida is not affected by the bill in
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, this
·article is written not by a southern any serious way. Therefore, I believe
zealot, either from the House or Senate, that I am able to discuss this matter
not by a racist, but by a person who is from a standpoint that, in many respects,
trying to assay honestly the unfortunate is objective. There is no poll tax in our
aspects of the bill from its unconstitu- State. We have no literacy test. We
tional import and the unfortunate effect have no counties with less than 25 perwhich it will have. I am sorry to say cent of the Negroes of voting age registhat my distinguished friends who have tered with the exception of Liberty and
thrown themselves into this battle with Lafayette Counties, which I shall menardor and zeal, thinking that they will tion in a moment. The three counties
get a worthwhile bill, are destined to be which were mentioned in the report,
seriously disappointed with the results Gadsden, Jefferson, and Union, as being
in that classification were clearly shown
which will accrue.
i read a few short paragraphs from by the report of the Secretary of State
Mr. David Lawrence's column. They which I had printed in the RECORD on an
earlier occasion in this debate, not to be
i·ead:
within that classification.
On the day the voting rights bill becomes
The only two counties which could be
law, a Federal dictatorship will begin:. Some
States will, for all practical purposes, be even remotely affected are the two small
driven out of the Union. They will not be forest-product counties of Liberty and
able--as is the privilege of all other States-- Lafayette.
I want the RECORD to show, as small as
to enact and enforce certain laws unless the
Attorney General of the United States, or the eft'ect of the bill would be on my
perhaps subsequently a Federal court, de- State, that as a predicate for what I am
clares that such State laws may be permitted about to say, there are in Liberty County,
to operate.
according to the census of 1960, only
One provision of the pending bill specifies
that certain States shall not be allowed to 240 nonwhites of voting age.
In Lafayette County there are 152 nonprescribe the qualifications for their own
voters if the U.S. Attorney General deter- whites of voting age. There are less than
mines that a "test or device" has been used 400 nonwhites of voting age in these two
during the 5 preceding years for purposes of counties. That would be much less than
discrimination in individual cases.
the average size of one precinct in a
Mr. President, I read the closing state- State which has more than 2,000 precincts. Furthermore, these are forest
ment in the article:
products counties. The Negro populaFor if the precedent is set and the Supreme Court upholds it, a Federal dictator- tion does not live in towns because there
ship can-by mere act of Congress-operate are no sizable towns in those counties.
to deprive any State or group of States at The Negro population is scattered
any time of any rights or privileges speci- through the forests, living in small vilfically delegated to the States under the lages and camps. The standard of eduexplicit words of the Constitution.
cation there is very low, and it is easily
Mr. President, I shall not weary the understood· why the Negro citizens have
Senate by a long argument on the con- lagged in voting registrations in those
stitutional aspects of the bill. However, two particular counties.
Mr. President, I believe that the SenI do state in the very beginning that
Mr. Lawrence analyzed this subject from ate knows that the State of Florida has
an objective standpoint. Mr. Lawrence grappled with this problem of voting
is by no means to be considered a racist. rights for our citizens. We eliminated
He sees the objections which are so the poll tax in 1937. We ·never had a
deeply engrained in the bill and which literacy test in modern times. We have

The action naturally was protested, and
efforts were made to get the Supreme Court
of the United States to pass on the issue of
improper procedure in the "ratification" of
a constitution1:1.l amendment. But the High
Court declined to hear any case on this point,
contending that it was a "political" matter.
Not until the recent reapportionment cases
d id the Supreme Court consent to hear or
decide what it called political cases.
Since the voting rights bill which is about
to become law deprives certain Southern
States of the right to set voter qualifications
and puts them indefinitely under supervision by the U.S. Department of Justice and
the courts, efforts will be made, of course, to
get the Supreme Court to pass judgment on
the constitutionality of such a procedure.
Meanwhile it is surprising that so many
men in Congress who are familiar with constitutional law have hesitated to come out
in the open and criticize what is being done,
though privately many of them express grave
doubts about the constitutionality or the
wisdom of such coercive legislation. For if
the precedent is set and the Supreme Court
upholds it, a Federal dictatorship can-by
mere act of Congress--operate to deprive any
State or group of States at any time of any
rights or privileges specifically delegated to
the States under the explicit words of the
Constitution.
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welcomed Negroes to the voting booths.
More than 300,000 Negroes are now qualified to vote. Most of them do vote.
The State of Florida, through its Senators and Representatives and the submission of the 24th amendment to the
Constitution, knocked out the pall tax
requirement for all Federal elections. I
am happy and proud that the Florida
legislature, when it came to ratifying
that amendment, did so by a vote of 105
to 3 in the House, and by a vote of 3~
to 6 in the State Senate.
We have tried to grapple with these
problems. We have maintained relative
calm, relative understanding, relative
peace and tranquility in our State between the races.
It is from the standpoint of a Senator
speaking for a State such as Florida
that I want to say what I foresee will,
in the future, result from the enactment
of this particular coercive and unconstitutional legislation.
It happens that within the past few
weeks there has appeared within an authoritative journal-The Florida Hist0rical Quarterly, of April, 1985-a scholarly
article on the subject "Curbing of Voter
Intimidation in Florida, 1871," written
by a member of the faculty of the University of Florida, Ralph L. Peek, who is
a highly skilled man. This article is
written in an objective way, and, incidentally, is authenticated by 94 notes
which appear to show the source of the
records from which he takes his inf ormation.
I shall not encumber the RECORD by
having the 15 pages of this article printed
in the RECORD, although I believe that it
is well worthy of the serious consideration of every Senator. However, I wish
to read certain things that appear in the
article which clarify the background and
the terrible story of the murder, the
burnings, and the court trials, which
were such a travesty, that occurred in
the State of Florida in 1871 and 1872 as
the result of the passage of the Reconstruction Act followed by the Voting Act
of 1870, exactly on the same subject as
this measure.
Let me read the first paragraph:
The National Republican administration
by early 1870, was aware that large-scale
intimidation of Negro voters throughout the
South was effectively curbing Negro voting
and hurting the party. Consequently, legislation wa$ proposed to protect Negro rights
by enforcing the 15th amendment to the U.S.
Constitution.

Mr. President, do we learn anything
from history? Has anybody ever turned
back to see if this program has ever been
tried before, what the effort was, and
what the result of the effort was?
I know the Senate will pass the bill,
but I hope Senators will recall that at
least one voice was raised to point out
that exactly the same path was trod
before, and the results were disastrous
to the very objectives that those who
passed it had in mind.
I am not questioning the good obj ectives of those who passed the act of 1870
and the other reconstruction acts. They
thought they were angels of mercy,
. bringing balm to reconcile the differences and bring good feeling between the
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two races. The results showed ·so exactly the opposite that I had hoped that
those who proposed this measure would
realize that they are not breaking new
ground. They are treading the same
paths that resulted so disastrously and
that resulted possibly in the election of
one man as U.S. President, and had put
in his place a man who may not have
been elected on the basis of actual returns, on the promise that troops would
be withdrawn from the South. I refer
to the selection of Hayes over Tilden,
who was announced as having won the
election by one quarter of a million votes,
which was a great many votes.
This article shows that Representatives and Senators in those earlier days
were treading the same path which the
well-meaning sponsors of the bill are
treading today; and remember that this
is a documented article, written by a
scholarly man, from a completely objective point of view, writing about one of
the most disastrous periods in the history of my own State, of which we are
terribly ashamed, and which we do not
want to see duplicated in the States
particularly affected by the problems and
against which this bill is directed. Continuing to read:
On Februa~y 21, 1870, Representative John
Bingham, of Ohio, introduced a bill that was
supposed· to protect voting rights wherever
they were being denied. Administration
spokesmen testified that intimidation and
violence were keeping Negroes from the polls
in several States, and that Federal "force"
legislation was needed to protect civil rights
in States where politicians refused to accept
the new status of the Negro and were unlikely
to act to protect him.

Digressing for a moment, that sentence
could have been uttered to apply completely to the well-intentioned people
who sponsor this action at this time-These proponents of Federal action-

And party politics entered into itcla.im.ed that a conspiracy in the South was
seeking to destroy the Republican Party
through the use of violence and terror. Senator Oliver P. Morton, of Indiana, whose appeal was characteristic of the Republican
position, called for a law giving the President
power to extend the protection into every
state, whether or not the Governor requested
tt, in order that "the lives of loyal men
might be protected in the States formerly in
rebellion." The provisions of the bill were
characterized as a declaration of fundamental
constitutional principles and a guarantee of
political equality for the Negro. Debate on
the bill was extremely limited in the House.

How characteristic of our present
situationDemocrats were allowed only an hour and
a half to present their arguments. Debate in
the Senate was bitter and more prolonged,
extending until the latter part of May. The
blll finally passed and was signed by President Grant on May 31, 1870.

We are retr,eading the same steps here.
In May of 1965, we are going to try
exactly the same procedure; and it may
even be that President Johnson will sign
the bill on May 31, 1965.
Continuing to read:
The law was described by the Tallahassee
Weekly Floridian as ail insult and an outrage to southerners and its authors were
denounced as "fools and . madmen." The

15th amendment, which became law on
March 30,' 1870, was al.so "a useless piece
of legislationt" the paper stated: it granted
no rights not already enjoyed by the Negroes,
it interfered in the rights of the States to
regulate suffrage, and the manner in which
it was adopted was illegal.
The Enforcement Act of 1870 contained 23
sections, which aimed at outlawing any
denial of the right to vote because of race,
color, or previous condition of servitude.

Mr. President, I shall not continue to
read from this enlightening article. I
hope Senators who are students of this
vital question will take the time to read
the article, because it shows what the
hopeless failure of passage of that act
was and how it resulted in bitterness
which · has rarely been equaled in our
country as between people of the white
and Negro races.
To select two or three quotations
helter-skelter from the 15-page pamphlet, here is one that speaks about
Gadsden County, to which I have already
referred where the Negro population is
still gre~ter than that of the white:
Six individuals were indicted for preventing
persons from voting in the Gadsden County
election of November 8, 1870. Among these
were former Acting Gov. Abraham K. Allison,
who, on March 30, 1871, pleaded not guilty.
He was convicted on April 3, but a motion
was granted for a new trial when it was
learned that one of the jurors, David Ellis;
was not an American citizen. On April 6,
Allison was reindicted for "combining and
confederating with others to prevent persons and citizens from voting," and the case
was continued to the next term of court.
On February 9, 1872, Allison pleaded not
guilty a second time, but 3 days later, he
was found guilty and was sentenced to serve
6 months in the Leon County jail and to
pay a fine of $550. The Weekly Floridian
bitterly pointed out that no other verdict
could have come from a jury that was composed only of men who could take the ironclad oath.

I digress long enough to say that one
of the sections of the bill of 1870 had
prescribed that a judge co~d requi~e that
the oath be ironclad; that is, that Jurors,
or prospective juries, would take an oath
that they had not participated in what
was called the Act of Rebellion, or the
Civil War, so that jurors were composed
largely of freed slaves and carpetbaggers
mentioned in this article.
Continuing reading:
A petition calling for Allison's pardon was
circulated in Gadsden County and with the
signatures of many leading Conservative and
Radical citizens it was transmitted to President Grant. Allison, however, served his
full sentence despite these efforts.

The Democratic Party then was called
the Conservative Party, and the Republican Party was called the Radical Party.
How things have changed. How· the
positions of the two parties and the party
leadership have changed on this particular question.
Mr. President, without unduly burdening the R.EcoRD, let me read one other
paragraph:
In January 1871, U.S. Deputy Marshal J.

w. Childs served warrants on four Columbia
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bystanders refused to aid the Federal omcers,
saying that they would "have nothing to do
with the damned Radical Enforcement Act."
A few days later, Childs returned with a
squad of soldiers but the men that he was
seeking could not be found.

I believe I should add that up to and
including the 1876 presidential elections,
Federal soldiers with fixed bayonets were
stationed throughout Southern States at
the principal polling places.
I happen to know something about that
because I have heard my father-who, as
a youth was a Confederate soldier, badly
wounded, and never regained his
health-tell of the fact that in the first
three presidential elections in which he
participated, Negro Federal soldiers stood
with fixed bayonets guarding the ballot
boxes in the polling places.
I invite attention to these incidents,
not in an effort to inflame people into
thinking about events which embittered
the Nation so greatly-because, so far as
I am concerned, in my State we have long
outgrown those prejudices, as the RECORD
will clearly show-but in order to state
for the RECORD what I believe will be
the result of this legislation.
We cannot by coercion, by using unconstitutional means, go into States
where the feeling is so deep, where the
racial barrier is up, where the gulf is so
great, and expect that the Federal Government through that kind of coercion,
whether through sending troops-as has
recently been necessary in the opinion
of the Executive--into certain Southern
States, whether by sending in examiners
and registrars, as the pending bill would
provide; whether by the taking over of
judicial functions by the Attorney General as the pending bill would provide;
whether -by the naming-either by the
courts or by the Attorney General-of
poll watchers to be present while ~he
votes are cast and while they are bemg
tabulated to be observers named by the
Attorney ' General-by way of giving
those observers rights and privileges
which have never heretofore been given,
even in Reconstruction days, to aD:Y individual official of the U.S. Governmentwe cannot expect, through such actions,
to obtain good results. The bitterness
and, I fear, the violence which will follow in the States where the problem is
·so great, will, I believe, make every Senator who supports the pending bill realize later the futility of his actions and
the fact that not only have his good objectives not been attained, but tragic
consequences of the k.ind he had not
expected have followed.
Mr. President, let me read another
short statement appearing in the article:
on April 3, 1871, County Clerk John Quincy Dickinson, reportedly one of the last Republican leaders in west Florida, was killed
· 1n Marianna as he was returning from work.
A former Union soldier and Freedmen's Bureau agent, he had many bitter enemies because of his activities in connection with the
sale of lands for delinquent taxes in Jackson
County.

It is unfortunately the case that so-

Oounty men, charging them with violation . called carpetbaggers in county governof the Enforcement Act on the night before ment State government, and through
the November 1870 election. Childs and a many parts of the Southland, acquired
deputy sheriff were forcibly resisted and were great estates through the purchase of
· prevented from making any arrests. Several land for delinquent taxes, because they
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had a little money in their pockets for
that purpose and the South was prostrate
at that time. Here is an authenticated,
documented incident of the kind of
thing which occurred. Incidentally, if
anyone reads the article, he will find that
not one, but perhaps a dozen officers,
from sheriffs to deputy marshals, and
various other county courthouse officials,
were killed in the course of the 2 years'
tragic effort to enforce a law which
should never have been enacted.
Mr. President, to conclude, let me quote
another paragraph appearing later in
the article, which shows the reason for
the bitterness and the violence:
Sentiment in Florida was overwhelmingly
against the enforcement program. One observer denounced it as oppression and a "suoversion of the principles of Republican government • • • the rights of the people," and
an unwarranted concentration of governmental power. Ambrose Hart called "the
conduct of the U.S. Government in interfering with the local affairs of this State • • •
the most monstrous proceeding that has yet
come under my notice."
Conservatives
denied that the Ku Klux even existed in
Florida.

The Ku Klux Klan existed in Florida.
It was responsible for much of the violence which occurred. I ask Senators
to remember that during the troublous
days through which we are passing, that
organization which operates in the
nighttime and which does violence to the
principles which all of us hold dear, and
which breaks down the enforcement of
law and order, has reappeared in various
parts of the South, and is gaining in
strength.
I greatly fear that this misdirected
step taken in the effort to straighten out
these difficulties will only encourage such
organizations, and further encourage
such acts of violence which will only
bring us to realize that, after all, we cannot coerce people into doing what they
must learn through experience is the
right thing for them to do-and . what
we have learned for a long time in Florida is something that we should do and
which we are now doing.
Mr. President, enactment of the pending bill would be a tragic mistake. There
is no question about it. I wish the RECORD to show that that is the way I feel
about it, and that in voting against the
bill I shall be voting not only against a
measure which I believe to be hopelessly
unconstitutional, but I shall also be
voting against a proposal which I believe
is so clothed with tragic consequences
to the people whom it is most expected
to help that I must raise my voice
against the imposition of such an intolerably coercive act upon · people who do
not believe in this kind of approach, and
will never accept it.
There was a deliberate political connotation in the act referred to; and let
us note reference to that. Continuing
to read the article about the Ku Klux
Klan, here is another paragraph:
President Grant ordered the Secret Service to investigate Ku Klux depredations in
the South. Agents°infiltrated southern communities, taking jobs, and joining local secret
organiza tlons.

Mr. President, need I remind the Senate that that is exactly what is taking
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place today? The FBI has recently been
I pay tribute to my friends .of_ the
infiltrating the Klan. We know of the opposition. They, no doubt, believe they
tragedy which occurred in Alabama, and are right. However, they are very much
none of us deplores that tragic event mistaken if they think any good results
more than I do. None of us hopes more will be attained in the way of better race
than I do that strict enforcement of the relations and better understanding belaw will follow. But, let us note, that tween the white and nonwhite populapath has been trod before by the Fed- tions in the relatively few States where
eral Government and -its agencies.
this question is still active.
Continuing reading:
Let us eo to the next point.
Agent J. J. O'Toole reported from Jasper
I shudder to think cf what will happen
that a number of men from Hamilton County in those few States where the problem of
were members of an armed band which beat full Negro participation in voting is still
to death a Lowndes County, Ga., Negro
named Thompson "because he was too good a serious one as the result of the passage
a Negro." Secret Service Chief Hiram Whit- of this coercive legislation. The revival
ley reported that such organizations were of the Ku Klux Klan recently enhanced
trying to keep Negroes and others from exer- · acts of violence. The bitterness which
cising their civil rights.
has forced political turnovers in some of
Mr. President, this is not a new step. the other States indicates what we may
This is a step that has been taken be- expect and what always happens when
fore by conscientious people in South- Americans are subjected to force from
ern States, many of whom have solved their central government and are dethis problem-and they are the States prived of local self-government, particuwhich have the greatest proportion of larly by means which they deeply resent
the Negro people-and they are still in and deeply feel are unconstitutional.
What Florida suffered immediately
the process of solving it. . They are tryfollowing the repressive acts of Reconing to solve it.
As I said the other day, one house of struction speaks loudly from the biograthe Alabama Legislature passed a resolu- phies of the four Senators who repretion submitting to the people of Alabama sented Florida in the first years of
·
a constitutional amendment abolish- Reconstruction.
Mr. President, I hope Senators will
ing the poll tax. The special session
of the legislature adjourned, however, read this too, because it shows what hapwithout favorable action having been pens with this kind of approach.
The two Senators sent from the State
taken by the other house of the legislature. But that shows how things are of Florida in good faith in December
1865, elected by the legislature after the
going.
When thP 38th State, South Dakota, adoption of the 15th amendment, not
ratified the 24th amendment to the Con- only nationally but by ourselves, after
stitution, the Georgia Legislature was our approval of that arJ.1endment, were
sitting, and one house of that legisla- both re"fused their seats. They were
ture had approved the ratification only Wilkinson Call and William Marvin.
an hour or two before final ratification Wilkinson Call later came to the Senate
in a more peaceful day, and William
took place in South Dakota.
Why is it that people are so hurried Marvin became Governor of our State.
that they forget the facts of history and
They were both refused their seats
forget that human nature is still human because of the continuing effort by men
nature, and forget that in this great melt- of the Thaddeus Stevens and Charles
ing pot, where millions of white Ameri- Sumner stripe to enforce the Federal
cans and nonwhite Americans live to- will upon the beaten Southern States
gether, and until recent days in relative and to make citizens there conform to
peace and quiet, that they insist on caus- what men of the Stevens type thought
ing this kind of troublemaking, coer- they should conform to.
cive, unconstitutional effort to centralThe first Senator to succeed through
ize the Federal effort and to make peo- our class 1 seat was Adonijah S. Welch
ple do what they ought to do, and what who was seated June 17, 1868. He was
they will eventually do through experi- followed by Abijah Gilbert who was
ence and learning how to get things done seated March 4, 1869. The first Senator
peacefully?
to take our class 3 seat was Thomas W.
Mr. President, I close by showing the Osborn who was seated June 18, 1868.
political connotation in my State of He was succeeded by Simon B. Conover
the effort that was a part of the enact- on March 4, 1873.
ment of the voting rights legislation of
Mr. President, these are the men who
1870:
came to this sacred tribunal to represent
Florida Republicans had barely won their the State of Florida in reconstruction
victories in 1870 and 1872. It would seem days. They had been elected under the
that the enforcement acts had been utilized reconstruction legislation which I have
by the party not only to curb violence and
intimidation but also as devices to maintain mentioned only in part up to this time.
the slim Republican supremacy in Recon- The Biographical Directory of the
American Congress, covering the period
struction Florida.
This is a very informative article. I from the beginning of the Continental
wish Senators would read it. I wish Congress in 1774 to January 3, 1961,
they would understand that facts of his- gives among other facts the following
tory are against getting any reasonably data about these four Senators.
They may have been very fine men.
good results from an act of this coercive
nature. It is bound to result in bitter- I do not know. -Their names and their
ness. It will result in violence. That deeds are buried in the past. But let us
will be· the result, just as sure as we are se~ whether they could have possibly
here. ·
truly represented tbe State of Florida.
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Thomas Ward Osborn was born in New
Jersey. He entered the Union army in
1861 as a lieutenant and became a captain and a major, and finally a colonel in
1865, just before the end of the war.
He was appointed Assistant Commissioner of the Bureau of Refugees and
Freedmen-and, of course, the freedmen
were the freed slaves--for Florida in
1865 and 1866, and settled in Tallahassee.
He was a member of the State constitutional convention. He was elected as a
Republican to the U.S. Senate-I quote
this, because this is such a travesty upon
the actual situation which resulted at the
end of the war, which had been fought
to keep the Union together and to keep ·
all States in the Union-"upon the readmission of Florida,'' and served from
June 25, 1868, to March 3, 1873. He
served as U.S. Commissioner at the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia in
1876. He moved to New York City and
died there.
So far as our State was concerned, he
came in as a Federal Army officer and he
served long enough to be a U.S. Senator
for one term. He left our State. Then
he went back to the north, and died
there.
He may have been a good man. But
he was a carpetbagger . . He was no more
representative of the people of Florida
than anyone could be under such facts.
That is the kind of thing that happened
under the legislation which I have mentioned.
The second gentleman whom I have
mentioned is Simon Barclay Conover.
He was born in New Jersey. He was an
Army surgeon in the Civil War. He was
assigned to Lake City, Fla., in 1866. He
resigned from the Army "upon readmission of the State into the Union" and
was appointed State treasurer, and immediately elected a member of the· Republican National Committee. He was
elected as a Republican to the U.S. Senate and served from March 1873 to
March 1879. He did not run for reelection. He moved to Port Towrisend,
Wash., shortly thereafter, and died
there.
Mr. President, I do not think I need
to make any comment about this situation, but it is clear that this kind of legislation had a political connotation,
besides an unconstitutional connotation,
and that it was whoily against the thinking and desires of the people who lived
in Florida and who had brought Florida
up to that state. Those who came to
the Senate under this legislation, which
we are trying now to duplicate, were not
representatives of our State.
The third gentleman-and so far as I
am concerned, they may an· have been
distinguished gentlemen-:--was Adonijah
Strong Welch. He was born in Connecticut. During the Civil War he served as
a field officer in the 2d Regiment, Michigan Volunteer Cavalry.
·
That means that he was either a major,
a lieutenant colonel, or a colonel. He
moved to Florida in 1865. He wa.S
elected as a Republican to the U.S. Senate and served from June 25, 1868, to
March 3, 1869. He declined renomination and moved to Iowa and later to
California; where he died. ·-

I shall not make any comment about
that gentleman. Perhaps he was a distinguished gentleman, but he certainly
was not a Floridian and not a representative of Florida, but instead he was a
Federal Army officer, as was the case
with all three of those whom I have
named.
The fourth was Abijah Gilbert, who
was born in New York. He moved to
St. Augustine, Fla., in 1865. He was too
old to have been in the war, but he came
there as soon as the carpetbagger days
began. He was elected as a Republican
to the U.S. Senate in March of 1869 and
served until March 1875. He retired
and moved back to Gilbertsville, N.Y.,
where he died.
I am glad to see my distinguished
friend the senior Senator from New
York [Mr. JAVITsl in the Chamber, because it is evident that the people of
his good State were contributing in a
temporary way at that time to the problems we had in Florida.
Since that time citizens of that great
State have contributed vastly and in a
permanent way to Florida, because following 1877, Hayes was elevated to the
Presidency over the Governor of New
York, Governor Tilden. I shall always
believe Tilden was really elected President-and I make this statement advisedly, for I cannot determine what the
facts are. A distinguished commission
of 15, by a majority and minority vote
of 8 to 7, determined that Tilden had
been defeated and that Hayes had been
elected. But one of the factors which
played a great part in the determination
was the promise of President Hayes to
remove Federal troops from the States of
the South, which he did as soon as he
became President.
Mr. President, it was a very long time,
from 1865 to 1877, to have that type of
legislation-legislation such as we are
considering here today-to disturb the
public, to defeat the promise of good
areas such as our State was, to take that
long to find out that the Reconstruction
approach was wrong and that the voting
approach taken in 1870 by an act in
many respects quite similar to the pending bill was destined to failure, and that
it brought with it, not settlement of the
problem, but great disaster, violence,
murder, deaths, and all kinds of criminal
acts, which no one who wishes to do the
right thing could ever feel were appropriate.
I invite attention to what has happened in Florida since 1877. Our State
went back from the Civil War time until
1877, when again we took back the handling of our own business. We took back
the passage of our own voting laws. We
took back the naming of our own officials.
Federal troops were withdrawn. Federal
observers at the polls were withdrawn.
Now we are trying to put some Federal
observers back in those several States
which, unlike Florida, are deeply affected
by the pending legislation. At once we
began to get citizens who came not
merely to serve as Senators from Florida
for a few years, as carpetbaggers, but
who have conie to help us make a great
State. We have made a great State.
The great State of New York-and I
again see my distinguished friend the
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Senator from New York in the Chamber-has contributed in a vast way by
sending to us many good people who did
not come to reform us, to evangelize us,
or to impose their will upon us, but who
came to become good citizens of the
State of Florida, and they have been excellent citizens.
They have come from every other part
of the Union. Instead of having, as we
had then, some 250,000 to 300,000 -people, we now have 6 million people. We
are a prosperous and a great State. We
have moved far in the field of civil rights.
We have moved far in the direction of
having peace prevail between our citizens of different color. We have moved
a great distance toward joining what I
believe is a majority trend in our Nation.
The two races must find a peaceful way
to live together, with full rights as
American citizens, but that way will not
be found by the imposition of coercive
and unconstitutional laws.
Mr. President, I see that my time is
approaching an end. I say in closing
that, in my judgment, any measure which
seeks to bypass the courts, and to knock
out of the picture, to a great extent, one
of the three separate branches of government which our Constitution enthroned and expected to keep there, is
wrong. Any legislation which seeks to
give to one executive officer, the Attor,ney General in this case, the power by his
finding to pass down a decision which is
not appealable to the courts, and which
controls the voting practices and the
voting destinies of millions of people in
our Nation in their own States is wrong
and is doomed to failure.
Any legislation which gives to the Attorney General and the courts in distant
places the right to send in poll watchers
to make sure that we do the right thing
in certain States of the South-and Florida does not happen to be one of them,
Mr. President, for which I am very
thankful-is doomed to bitterness, misunderstanding, and the violence which
follows. If Senators will stop to think
for a moment, they will see what is happening in States where the Federal arm
has already gone in and asserted itself
through the sending of marshals, soldiers, and Assistant Attorneys General,
and through the bringing of every conceivable sort of suit to force people to .do
what they are going to do only when they
realize that it is the right .thing to do
and that they must do it in order to preserve the American way of living among
the people of that State.
Mr. President, it is a horrible mistake
that the Congress of the United States is
about to make. I do not know whether
the courts will uphold the proposed legislation or not. From the very great display of emotion and applause given by
members of the Supreme Court who .were
present at a recent joint session in the
House of. Representatives, it may well
be that the present Court will uphold it.
That does not touch the question. The
question is whether the people in their
minds and hearts will accept·this kind of
approach, or whether, instead, they will
become embittered, driven to violence,
and driven to clandestine organizations,
such as those which are now appearing.
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They are being driven. to taking the
law into their own hands. I do not for a
moment give any support to any of that
type of reaction. I believe I know something about human nature. I have seen
it at work for a long time. I have held
public office for a long time as a State
senator, as Governor, and in the Senate
for 19 years. I am a native of the South.
I am the son of a Confederate veteran.
I am the grandson of two Confederate
veterans, all three of whom were
wounded in the war. I never heard one
word of bitterness out of any of those ·
three as to the war itself, but they resented to their dying day the fact that
instead of a peaceful effort being made
to bring back together the people of this
Nation, which would have been done under Lincoln, we were forced by the machinations of such men as Thaddeus Stevens, Charles Sumner, and others to go
through the horrible experience of Reconstruction, which put a blot upon our
whole country, a blot upon my own State,
a blot upon other States in the Southland, and as great a blot upon the records
of all those who attempted to force that
type of legislation upon us, which they
must have known was unconstitutional.
A brave President of the United States
told them it was unconstitutional. He
vetoed the Reconstruction Act ancl other
similar acts.
While he was impeached, the effort to
convict him failed by only one vote.
Emotionalism and sentiment in this
whole field was so rife at that time that
almost anything could be accomplished.
I glory in the spunk and independence
of a bare majority of the Senate who at
that time said, "We are going to have
constitutional government instead of
mere emotional handling of this vital and
difficult question." To some of them it
meant the end of their public careers.
My hat is off to those particular Senators.
I appreciate the Senate giving me this
opportunity to state my own convictions
in this regard. I hope I am wrong. I
hope that the proposed legislation will
not run in accord with history. I believe that history shows that it is doomed
to failure. The Constitution shows that
it is hopelessly unconstitutional. We
know that millions of people will resent
it. We know what the reaction is likely
to be of too large a number of people.
Resenting an encroachment upon their
private lives, local affairs and States
which they think is unconstitutional and
coercive and an overcalling of their own
rights and privileges, too many of them
will resort to violence.
Let it be distinctly understood that
when a bill becomes a law, so far as I
am concerned, I ask my people to obey
it, and I ask the people of the United
States to obey it. That was what was
urged in 1865 and the years following.
But the fact remains that the law was
not obeyed. The fact remains that it
brought an unparalleled course of violence upon our whole country. It did not
result as the well-intentioned people who
were behind the legislation intended.
So far as I am concerned, I want to
have the RECORD show clearly that just
as I went home last year, following the
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passage of the Civil Rights Act of· 1964,
and within 3 days made a statement in
my home county at a F-0urth of July celebration, requesting the people of Florida
to obey. that law, even though they disliked it, and to confine themselves to the
courts or to legislative efforts, but by no
means to violate or defy it, so I shall do
when this bill is passed.
There are not enough people who will
listen to that. voice of reason, whether it
comes from me or from thousands of
others, but who instead will, just as was
done in Reconstruction days,' take the
law into their own hands. Everything
that has happened in recent months
shows that clearly, whether it has happened in Alabama or Mississippi, or in
other Southern States; whether it has
happened in Harlem-and I observe
again on the :floor of the Senate the distinguished senior Senator from New
York [Mr. JAVITs]---or in Cleveland or
Chicago. The fact remains that this
kind of legislation promotes bitterness,
promotes violence, promotes anything
but the peaceful solution which we all so
ardently desire.
We in Florida have learned how to get
along together. I received about half
of the Negro votes in the recent election.
That is an indication of the voice of
reason asserting itself in that regard.
I wish to make it very clear that the
bitterness will come out, just as it has
come out in the States that are so seriously affected. Let us remember that in
some States there are numerous counties
in which the nonwhite population
greatly exceeds the white population, in
which the nonwhite population pays
little in taxes, owns little property, has
little education, has little ability to cope
with the problems of government, and
is easily swayed ·by others, just as in
Florida the freed slaves were swayed by
Federal officers, resigned from the Army,
who came into our State and then went
immediately to the U.S. Senate.
That is not a fertile field for bringing
about understanding and peace, but is,
instead, a field which, I am as sure as
I am standing here, will result in violence, discord, and anything but the
type of American calm and peacefulness
which all of us hope for.
It is in that spirit that I am stating
for the RECORD my reason for opposing
the bill, in spite of the fact that I voted
in earlier days, to eliminate the poll tax
in Florida. I was supposed to have
sounded my death knell in politics at
that time. For 13 years I offered in the
Senate the 24th amendment, before the
rest of the Senate was willing to say
that it was the constitutional way, the
real way to approach the problem, and
agreed with me to submit the amendment, which is now in the Constitution.
I am perfectly willing to fight for the
rights of voters, but I want the fighting
to be done under the colors of the Constitution of the United States. I want
it to be done with some regard for the
feelings of the people affected, and without any effort to tell millions of people,
living in s6vereign States, "You must
comply whether you wish to do. so or
not, because the . Attorney General of
the United States says you must do it,"
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or "because the Civil Service Commission
of the United States has appointed registrars to override your own voting legislation."
. Mr. President, I yield the floor.
· Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
INOUYE in the chair). The clerk will
call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
INOUYE in the chair). Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. HILL. Mr. President, this debate
is now in its fifth week. Since it began,
those of us who continue to have faith
in the Constitution, those of us who regard it as a living symbol of democracy
and freedom, have been pleading and
fighting for its life. We have been
pleading and fighting for its continued
existence in debate on the bill itself and
on amendments thereto.
We have recognized the wisdom of
Senator William E. Borah, of Idaho,
who was so aptly known as the lion from
Idaho--one of the greatest men I have
had the privilege to know in the Senate
and, indeed, a giant among men-when
he warned:
When the people lose control of their Constitution, they have already lost control of
their Government.

On the other side of this debate have
been those who would leave the Constitution at the crossroads as a thing of
another day, as a relic of bygone years
that has served its purpose well, but that
now has no place in this modern space
age.
Mr. President, the hour is late, but
there is yet time to stretch forth a hand
to save the principles on which this
Nation was conceived and founded.
There is yet time to save the Constitution and the liberties and freedoms embodied therein. The hour is late, but
there is yet time to halt this headon rush
to the destruction of the basic rights of
the individual States and the liberties
of the American people to satisfy the
demands, the clamor, and the expediency of the day.
Never in my more than 40 years in
Congress have I seen a measure come
before this body that has had such builtin potential for the destruction of our
constitutional system and the breakdown
of law and order as the pending bill.
I make this statement with firm and
deliberate conviction.
I say this while I devoutly believe
that every qualified American should
· have the right to vote.
I say this as one who has a deep concern over our lack of direction and as
one who believes that more than ever
in these troublesome times does this
Nation need a strong and steady rudder
to its Ship of State.
I say this because the enactment of S.
1564 would undermine the very foundation upon which the orderly conduct of
. our Government and our political and
social institutions are founded-the Con-
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stitution of the United States-the rudder of our Ship of State.
Mr. President, the cry of expediency
has been relentlessly sounded and today,
I am sorry to say, its altars are filled
with communicants. If Congress, if you
and I as Members of it, in panicky resp0nse to this expediency, to the demonstrations and to the emotional hysteria
of the day, shows its willingness and even
eagerness to yield to the demands of
every group or movement that takes to
the streets, where will this road lead us
and where can the Urie ever be drawn
again?
Thomas Jefferson once said that "delay is preferable to error."
We have had much debate on S. 1564
and on the many amendments thereto.
We have seen many figures and have been
presented many statistics. When I think
about statistics, I am reminded of what
that great English statesman, Benjamin
Disraeli, said about statistics. Disraeli,
who did more to build the mighty British Empire than anyone else, declared:
There are statistics and statistics and statistics, and then there are ordinary lies.

Have we stopped for a moment to think
about the serious and long-range implications of the drastic steps we are being
asked to take under the expedient banner
of civil rights and the p0pular phraseology of voting rights?
Until now, we have had a government
and a society based upon respect for law
and adherence to the Constitution. Now
we are being asked to pass a bill to conf orm to those who say they will obey only
those laws of their own choosing. We
are being asked to let the bars down, to
mock the Constitution, and to let the
cry of the mob and the demonstrators
take the place of sober legislative deliberation.
As we know, Mr. President, our Constitution provides two methods for its
own amendment: by a vote of two-thirds
of both Houses of Congress, or by a Convention called on application of twothirds of the States, and, in each case,
ratification of any proposed amendment
by three-fourths of the States. The 24
amendments thus far adopted to the Constitution of the United States have followed this prescribed procedure.
Now, however, a new method of amending the Constitution is proposed. This
proposal by the propanents of S. 1564,
· by its very language and intent, suggests
amending the Constitution by the mere
act of passing a bill through Congress
and having it ratified by a simple majority of the members of the Supreme
Court of the United States. Under this
method pro.1>0sed by the proponents of
S. 1564, the amending process requires
ratification by only five men, instead of
the legislative bodies or conventions of
the people of three-fourths of the States,
as prescribed in the Constitution itself.
The propanents of this propasal are saying to us, "Now that we have laid the
Constitution to rest, we shall have no regard for its own last will and testament,
and we shall at our own will decide how
to distribute the last vestiges of its re· mains."
·
With one fell swoop, Mr. President, the
proponents of S. 1564 would amend the

Constitution of the United States by nullifying section 2, article I, which gives
the States the right to set voter qualifications.
With one fell swoop, the proponents of
S. 1564 would amend the Constitution of
the United States by nullifying section
9 of article I, which provides that "no
bill of attainder or ex post facto law shall
be passed" by punishing States or p0litical subdivisions for an alleged act that
took place before enactment of their bill.
With one fell swoop, the proponents of
S. 1564 would amend the Constitution
of the United States by nullifying section
2 of article III, which provides "that the
trial of all crimes shall be by jury; and
such trial shall be held in the State where
the said crimes shall have been commftted" by requiring submission. 'to a
three-man court in the District of Columbia under circumstances of punishment
far exceeding those defining a crime.
With one fell swoop, the proponents
of S. 1564 would amend the Constitution
.of the United States by nullifying the
very provisions of the Constitution that
provides for its amending process, article
.V, by amending the Constitution without the two-thirds vote of both Houses
of Congress and the ratification of threefourths of the states, as required by it.
With one fell swoop, the proponents of
s. 1564 would amend the Constitution
of the United States by nullifying article
. VI, which again provides that "in all
criminal prosecutions, the accused shall
enjoy the right to a speedy and public
trial" for the same reason that it nullifies section 2 of article m.
With one fell swoop, the proponents
of s. 1564 would amend the Constitution
of the United states by nullifying article
VIII, which provides that "excessive
. bail shall not be required, nor excessive
fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual
punishments infilcted" by punishing the
people of a state for 5 years hence for
some act that may have taken place 4
years and 11 months ago.
With op.e fell swoop, the proponents
of s. 1564 would amend the Constitution
of the United States by nullifying article
x, which provides that "the pawers not
delegated to the United States by the
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the
States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people," by usurping
: the rights of the States to set voter
qualifications which, not being delegated
to the United States by the Constitution,
were clearly reserved to the States respectively.
With one fell swoop, the proponents
of S. 1564 would amend the Constitution
of the United States by nullifying
. amendment XVII, which provides, as
. does section 2 of article I, that "the electors in each State shall have the quall. fl.cations requisite for electors of the
most numerous branch of the State legislatures" by invading this right and controlling the State's machinery regarding its local, State, and Federal elections.
Mr. President, the history of the Constitutional Conventions shows that the
framers of the Constitution, those who
brought this Nation into being, were
· deeply concerned about making cer· tain that the Constitution could not be
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changed at the whim and caprice of a
politician or by the expedience and thirst
of a political party. They labored tirelessly to make certain that there would
be a proper means for amending the
Constitution, but, at the same time, insured that it be so devised that any
amendment would clearly reflect the will
of an overwhelming majority of the people and not a few at any given time
in control of the Government.
In his Farewell Address, George Washington cautioned to resist "the spirit of
innovation" upon the principles of the
Constitution, "however specious the pre.texts." He said that "facility in changes
upan the credit of mere hypothesis and
opinion exposes to perpetual change from
the . endless variety of hypothesis and
opinion"; and that in any event, should
a "modification of the constitutional
powers" be necessary, it should be made
"by an amendment in the way which the
Constitution designates."
"But let there be no change by usurpation," he warned . .
Mr. President, once we have introduced this new method of changing the
Constitution-this change by usurpation-into our way of government, the
cornerstone and basis of our society of
laws will crumble iike sand. What then
will happen to the checks and balances
and built-in safeguards against rash and
impetuous action which have repeatedly
in the course of our Nation's history
proved the wisdom of our Founding
Fathers? What then will prevent this
same thing from happening again and
again every time a mob or demonstration presses its demands upan the Congress? What then will protect us from
future demagogues on any issue whatever who, through manipulation of mass
emotion and hysteria, force the enactment of measures which similarly flaunt
our basic constitutional provisions?
What then will happen to our constitutional rights-to the Constitution itselfand what then will be the course toward
which our Government and our country
wm be directed?
These are the questions that I ask each
and every one of us to seriously and conscientiously ponder. I ask Senators this
as an American. I ask Senators this in
·appreciation of those before and in concern for those ahead. I ask Senators to
take a long look at the road ahead arid
see where all of this may lead us. I
would remind the Senate that delay is
preferable to error. The easy course
today may be appeasement and even surrender to the emotional demands for legislation which clearly repudiates the
Constitution; but may I say that we do
this at an exorbitant and dangerous cost
to the generations of Americans who will
come after us and we breach a trust to
those who came before us-who gave us
our constitutional system-and to those
who have given their lives to preserve it.
For, when we leave a system of government of, laws for a government of men in
response to the clamor and expediency
of the day, we give open invitation to the
dangers and possible destruction of
which we have been warned.
Two thousand years before the Virginia - Convention of 1788, where this
abiding truth was to be more eloquently
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vote is being denied in four States be- therefore, is ~hat when the right to vote
cause they collect a poll tax as a pre- is granted, it must be impartially grantrequisite to voting. It would provide ed; but it is always competent to the
that if the constitutionality of poll taxe$ State to declare that "when."
As we see, Mr. President, it is abunis sustained by the courts, the Congress
Therefore, he who bids the law rule may shall then be empowered to override the dantly clear that the 15th amendment
court's decisions and regulate the pay- was not intended to give Congress the
be deemed to bid God and reason alone rule,
but he who bids man rule adds an element . ment of poll taxes in the four States power to strike down State literacy tests,
of the beast; for desire is a. wild beast, and involved. Provision by provision, the to set voter qualifications, or to regulate
passion perverts the minds of rulers, even bill goes on in the same harsh, punitive State poll taxes. A long line of Supreme
when they are the best of men. The law and discriminatory way.
Court decisions have confirmed that the
is reason unaffected by desire.
I may say, Mr. President, that in my power to set voter qualifications, by the
The law is reason unaffected by de- last speech on the bill I discussed the language of the Constitution, rests with
sire, Aristotle declared-unaffected by matter of the poll tax. What an incon- the States and confirm that neither the
mass hysteria and emotion, by demon- sequential, vanishing phenomenon it is 14th nor the 15th amendment gave the
strations and sit-ins, by political thirst today. As I said, in my State of Ala- Congress the power to change this by
and political PQWer and, above all, by bama the poll tax is $1.50. We cannot legislative fiat.
The proponents of S. 1564, however,
go back for more than 1 year in the colexpediency.
Mr. President, every Member of the lection of it. The maximum, therefore, argue that in some States, literacy tests
Senate knows, regardless of his per- is $3. Every cent of the dollar and a and other means are used to exclude
sonal feelings on the subject, that the half goes to the public schools for the Negroes from voting in violation of the
Constitution clearly reserves to the education of the youth of the State of 15th amendment and, therefore, that
this legislation is necessary to protect
States the authority to establish quali- Alabama.
fications for voting. This authority is
The bill is entitled "A bill to enforce the certain constitutional rights. They arexpressly provided in article I, section 2, 15th amendment to the Constitution of gue then that we must destroy the Conand confirmed in the 10th and 17th the United States, and for other pur- stitution in order to preserve it.
I contend again, however, that there
amendments of the Constitution. Under poses."
is a lawful and orderly way to accomthis reserved power the States have for
The truth is, Mr. President, that S. plish
any desired result through amend175 years determined the rules and re- 1564 was not drafted with the idea of
quirements for voting by their citizens. dealing with a constitutional problem. ment to the Constitution in accordance
But now in this bill the Federal Govern- I contend it was drafted primarily for with the procedurces outlined in article
ment proposes to usurp this authority "other purposes,'' that is, to satisfy the V. I contend again that it is not necesand take over the function of establish- mass demonstrations blocking our streets sary to destroy the Constitution or any
ing voter qualifications. If Congress can and highways, and to stop the invasion provision of it in order to preserve it,
so blatantly ignore and nullify a specific, of public buildings with lie-ins and sit- and that if it is, a requiem at this time
unqualified provision of the Constitu- ins. The bill pretends to be "appropri- would be more appropriate than a vote
tion in this instance, what other parts of ate legislation" to prevent the voting at this time.
In one of my last speeches on the
the Constitution can ever again be re- rights of citizens of the United States
garded as inviolate?
from being denied or abridged by States bill I cited not one, not two, not three,
Not only would this bill usurp the on account of race or color. It pretends not four, not five, but a number of cases
constitutional powers of the States, but that under the 15th amen<Uinent Con- which guarantee that a person shall have
it would do it under a formula designed gress has the power to fix and regulate the right to vote regardless of race or
so that only certain selected States will voting qualifications in the individual color. It is a matter of going into court
be brought within its application, and States. It pretends to justify any action and having these statutes enforced.
Fenet, the French statesman, in makother States excluded. The Attorney by the Congress on the basis of the apGeneral of the United States admits propriate legislation clause of the 15th ing a report for the revision of the Jaw
of France and the adoption of a civil
this. He admits that while the bill is amendment.
supposed to be a bill for the entire
In fact, Mr. President, S. 1564 can pre- code, and having in mind the failure of
United States,. it just so happens that tend no such thing. History shows that the French Revolution in its effort to
the standards set forth in the formula the 15th amendment does not justify any take leave of past thought and achieveof the bill apply only to a few States. such contention that Congress has any ment and to set up a new social and
The Attorney General admits that it such power under the 15th amendment. governmental system based upon supjust so happens that these States are, as The history of the 15th amendment and posedly new ideas, gave expression to a
he put it in his testimony before the the debates and the proceedings in Con- maximum which should not be forgotten.
Senate Judiciary Committee, a part of gress at the time it was adopted make It recites:
It is better to preserve what it is not necesthe "old Confederacy." I submit, Mr. clear beyond the shadow of a doubt that
President,. that these are indeed weird the proponents and sponsors of the sary to destroy.
standards by those who are supposed to amendment had no intention of giving
I ask you to think of this maxim for a
represent all of the people of the United Congress the authority to fix and regu- moment-late
voting
qualifications
in
the
indiStates, and the Attorney General's own
It is better to preserve what it is not necestestimony puts us on guard as to the vidual States. The 15th amendment sary to destroy.
real purpose and meaning of the bill simply deelares that ~·the right of citFor this is the basic proposition that
izens of the United States to vote shall
before us.
The bill would give one Federal offi- not be denied or abridged," by either must be resolved in your minds and in
cial, the Attorney General, the power of State or Nation, "on account of race, your hearts before a vote is cast on the
decision in regard to which States may color, or previous condition of servitude," proposal before us. It is better to preor may not enforce their existing voter and it gives Congress the power to en- serve the freedoms and the liberties the
qualification laws, and which are to be force this provision for impartial suf- Constitution guarantees us, as long as it
taken over by Federal registrars. The frage by "appropriate legislation." is not necessary to destroy it.
It is an endless process, Mr. President,
bill would prevent any State seeking re- There is an assumption only of the polief from arbitrary enforcement action tential right to vote. There is no as- to preserve liberty.
Liberty cannot be forced by the bayby a Federal officer from going into any sumption of a vested right to vote. The
U.S. court, other than the District Court potential right to vote can become actual onet nor granted by the rash act of a
for the District of Columbia. This un- only by a law of the State, or in a terri- legislature. True liberty is gained
precedented restriction is an insult to tory by a law of Congress. There is no through the orderly process and can only
the integrity of the Federal judges in mandate that the actual right shall be be preserved by it. This has always been
.
·
the Southern States, and impugns the conferred in either case. The only man- and always will be.
The overriding ·issue at stake here is
honor of the entire Federal judicial sys- date is that, in conferring it, the grant
tem. The bill would by legislative ·fiat must be impartial among all citizens. whether we are going to uphold the ordetermine and declare that the right to The plain import of .the amendment, derly proceM, or whether we are going

expressed, Aristotle warned of the dangers that arise when a government of
laws is corrupted by a government of
men. In his "Politics," Aristotle praises .
the rule of the law and says this:
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to succumb to those who teach civil dis- antee the right to vote to every American the wisest possible courses of action that
obedience and call for demonstrations equally. This is why the voting rights will survive the tests of the future and
legislation proposed by the President and the reflections of hindsight.
and street scenes to provide it.
Therefore, I would hope that we could
The question is whether we are going now before the Senate will be enacted.
do a great deal more than we have been
to take the low, dangerous road of apdoing until now to get before the people
peasement and expediency' or the high
ORDER OF BUSINESS
of our country the real complexities and
road of reason and orderly process.
Mr.
STENNIS.
Mr.
President-the contradictions and the befuddleThe question is whether we are going
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. BASS ments of the many overlapping and into continue to live by the Constitution,
.or whether we are going to abandon it in the chair) . The Senator from Missis- tertwined issues in both of those areas of
sippi is recognized.
the world in order better to understand
to meet the demands of the hour.
Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I ask the need for the kinds of decisions that
The question is simply whether we
are going to nullify and amend the Con- unanimous consent that I may yield to we ultimately make.
The attitude, all too prevalent, that
stitution by statute, or whether we are the Senator from Wyoming [Mr. McGEE]
any person who runs casually through
going to adhere to the provisions of it on his own time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- those torn countries can make a better
that provide the orderly way for change.
· And this· is the question, Mr. Presi- out objection, it is so ordered.
judgment and a. better decision than
Mr. McGEE. Mr. President, I thank someone whose neck is really on the
dent, that each of us must answer bethe
distinguished
Senator
from
Missisfore we cast our vote on S. 1564. For
block and who has to bear the consethis legislation, by its enactment, would sippi for yielding to me at this time.
quences of the decision, is one of the
nullify and repudiate vital provisions of
failings that we find in our midst at this
the Constitution and destroy many of
time. I should like to believe that we
PROBLEMS OF THE DOMINICAN
our legal institutions.
could find a way to correct some of the
REPUBLIC
The Constitution of the United States
misstatements that have been made or
Mr.
McGEE.
Mr.
President,
I
wish
to
has often been called "a divinely inspired address myself to a column that was some of the partial statements that are
creation." I think the hour is here for pablished
last evening in The Evening being made at this time.
us to pause and rededicate ourselves to Star. Since
I have encouraged the Secretary of
the subject is not germane,
it and to "pledge our lives, our fortunes, I ask unanimous
State to consider accepting questions
consent
that
I
may
and sacred honor" to preserve it. And proceed to speak on the question at this in a more public way than he has until
in the solenin moment that we do, we time.
now from whomever he designates, or
take renewed meaning of the wisdom
whatever segment of our critics would
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER.
Withand warning expressed in that immortal out objection, it is so ordered.
seem appropriate, and to respond to
Farewell Address in 1796:
Mr. McGEE. The column by Mr. those questions in a better way, more
Should a modification of the Constitution Charles Bartlett is entitled "Problems in than merely in print-preferably in one
be necessary it should be made by an amend- 'Casting' Dominicans." The burden of of the communications media of the air,
ment in the way which the Constitution
on radio, TV, or both-in order that the
designates. But let there be no change by Mr. Bartlett's article is that many of the . difficulties involved can be eliminated
reports of the crisis in Santo Domingo
usurpation.
have stemmed from efforts on the part and the separation of fact from fiction
Mr. President, the United States is of some making those reports to pick out can likewise be more accurately made.
a constitutional system of government. the "good guys" and the "bad guys" and Such a course would contribute a great
It was by the Constitution that it took contrast them with one another, when, bit in the sense of public information,
life.
as Mr. Bartlett aptly points out, neither and thus public understanding, of what
It has ~en by the Constitution that are all good or all bad, and one is not is transpiring in both of those areas.
I am firmly convinced, after pursuing
it has survived.
clearly distinguishable from another.
It will be by abuse of the ConstituIt is in the pattern of that complexity the subject as closely as one can from
tion that it dies.
that the American people have been this position, . that the President has
Mr. BIBLE. Mr. President, I yield asked to formulate their judgments in followed the problem with extremely
myself 1 minute. .
regard to what is transpiring in the great patience and insight, and that our
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Caribbean. In the conclusion of his policies are beginning to show their real
Senator from Nevada is recognized for column, Mr. Bartlett writes-substance and strength. But it will re1 minute.
Preconceptions of American clumsiness in quire a little more time than some of
Mr. BIBLE. Mr. President:
Latin atratrs persist from the days before the quick reactions that we have been
The right of citizens of the United States 1958 when few of the problems and realities reading about or are being told about
to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the had been recognized. The crisis in Vietnam would allow for. So I call special attenUnited States or by any State on account of has encouraged an hypothesis that reporters tion of the Members of this body to the
race, color, or previous condition of servitude. may be more perceptive than the ofH.cials on column by Mr. Bartlett in the Evening
the scence.
Star of yesterday, and I ask unanimous
A Nevadan wrote those words nearly
But the lesson of Fidel Castro, on whom
100 years ago. They became the 15th many of us erred, was that the United States consent that the column be printed inamendment to the U.S. Constitution. cannot afford to be mistaken on the nature tact following my informal remarks.
There being no objection, the column
Nevada was the first State to ratify this of the men who seize power in neighboring
amendment, and it has been a part of the; republics. This lesson should inspire deep was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
Constitution since 1870. Yet today these patience with the President's wariness in as follows:
a coalition to govern this pulver12.ed [From the Washington (D.C.) Evening Star
historic words are the focal point of one forming
May 25, 1965]
of the major issues before Congress-and country.
before the people.
PROBLEMS IN "CASTING" DoMINICANS
Mr. President, there are those of us
Without question this amendment has who can criticize and freely criticize.
(By Charles Bartlett)
not only been ignored but brazenly We ought always to be able to do so in
The roots of the discord between the Johnabused in some areas of our Nation. Its this country, and we can even criticize son administration and segments of the press
basic guarantees have been willfully de- with the luxury of not being responsible over the crisis in the Dominican Republic are
nied to the Negro of the South and to for our criticisms. We can criticize with tangled and deep.
The Government ofH.cials tn charge of the
other racial groups elsewhere. Efforts sincerity, and if we are wrong, there is
Dominican nettle do not cloak their anger
to correct this flagrant wrong in State no major disastrous consequence.
at the tendency of some Imporand Federal courts and at local governBut the President of the United States and dismay
reporters in Santo Domingo to portray
ment levels have failed. · Now Congress and those directly responsible to him tant
the United states as the suspicious party,
has turned at last to the second para- cannot enjoy that luxury. They must be the rebels as the heroes, and the junta.
graph of the 15th amendment: "The right, if possible, the first time. That leaders as the vlllians in the messy situation.
Congress shall have power to enforce this is the essential difference ·between critics
The anger ts goaded by instances in which
article by appropriate legislation."
and those who carry the frightful burden these report.era appeared to be stretching
Our duty is clear. We in Congress of decisionmaking both in the Dominican Isolated instances to support a contention
must take every necessary step to guar- Republic and in Vietnam, as they seek that U.S. policy ts aimed in fact at crushing
CXI--741
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the rebels and installing rightwing authority.
. This is a shortcut that some have urged
and that President Johnson has doggedly resisted. It is the answer that is no answer
but it attracted those whose concern with
the larger consequences was dwarfed by the
drama on the scene.
· This outlook infected many Americans in
Santo Domingo, particularly those who had
watched American boys fall to snipers. One
wrote last week, "H the fools who sit and
deliberate what must be done and how wicked intervention is coUld see their own blood
spilling out, they might decide that drastic
action is necessary."
Johnson's need to avoid the trap of this
emotionalism led him to supplant the diplomats on the scene with John Bartlow Martin and to direct Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara to put the U.S. forces up.der
a general "who didn't wear his stars too heavily." The President has reflected an awareness throughout the crisis that he must justify his intervention by lnstalllng a broadbased government.
His show of support for Gen. Antonio Imbert Barrera was criticized as a move to impose a strong man. some insist that he was
only diverted from this course by the flurry
of press criticism. Imbert performed the
useful function of replacing Gen. Wessin y
Wessin, and some, including Martin and the
papal nuncio, believed he might become a
rallying point. When this possib111ty faded,
the President dispatched the Bundy-Vance
mission.
In covering these developments and the
subsequent moves to establish a coalition
weighted toward the rebels, the reporters who
flew into Santo Domingo were seriously
handicapped. They were largely strangers
to the incredibly complex Dominican scene
and they could not be kept closely informed
on the delicate maneuverings that were underway.
The most insidious myth that confronted
them was· the idea that the contenders could
be divided into good and bad men. All the
major figures on both sides have been badly
warped by the long dictatorship and they
defy any ready classification.
Juan Bosch had the opportunity, for example, to become a heroic figure by asserting his leadership in the chaos created by
his followers. But his courage failed him
and he remained in Puerto Rico. He must
now defend his self-respect by denouncing
the United States.
Rafael Fernandez, a Bosch favorite whose
death last Wednesday added new bitterness
to the crisis, will almost certainly become ·a
martyr. He was a promising and popular individual. But curiously he served as
deputy director in the Trujillos' secret police in the period after the dictator's assassination when these police was imposing
brutal revenge in many quarters. Later assigned to the Dominican Embassy in Spain,
he became involved with a Communist cell.
It is diftlcult to gage such men.
Preconceptions of American clumsiness in
Latin affairs persist from the days before 1958
when few of the problems and realities had
been recognized. The crisis in Vietnam. has
encouraged an hypothesis that reporters may
be more perceptive than the omciaJ.s on the
scene.
But the lesson of Fidel Castro, on whom
many of us erred, was that the United
· States cannot afford to be mistaken on the
nature of the men who seize power in neighboring republics. This lesson should inspire
deep patience with the President's wa.riness
in forming a coalition to govern this pulverized country.

amendment to the ·Constitution of the
United States. ·
·
Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, may I
inquire how much time I have remaining?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Mississippi has 32 minutes
remaining.
Mr. STENNIS. I thank the Chair.
I believe it is a fair summary to say
that instead of devoting a little time to
the application and enforcement of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, which fully
covers many fields, including voting
rights, the pending bill was put together
hurriedly, without caution, because of
the pressure of the marchers. It is a
bill that was introduced as a matter of
political expediency. It has had that
tone and tenor all the way through.
Another aspect of the matter relates
to the far-reaching provisions of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, which was a
revolutionary act. There has not been
enough time since its passage for people
in many areas of the country to adjust
to it and for the rank and file leadership
at the various political levels of government really to understand how· it ap.plies to them, what their duties are, and
what they can do as a practical matter
to stand behind the law of the land.
Whether the people like the law or not,
almost ·everyone is willing to abide by it.
It is a double tragedy that even though
we already have that law, and this rush
order, as I have already mentioned, has
been given to meet the marchers' demands, even without allowing time to apply the law, the actual provisions of the
proposed law invade some of the most
sacred and most important and essential
· parts of the Constitution of the United
States.
I come quickly to the part that I believe is most vital; that is, the part that
invades the provisions of the Constitution
with reference to voter qualifications.
The bill provides for a downgrading and
a degrading of voter qualifications; an
outlawing of some of the m·o st vital and
essential parts of voter qualifications,
including one on which there should not
be any real difference of opinion; that is,
a simple literacy test.
I am impressed by the fact that the
Senate in 1 week passed a bill with
reference to extending the educational
processes in the Nation, even in the elementary schools, and only a few weeks
later, by a meat-ax method, is considering a bill to abolish literacy tests in large
areas of the country, even to the extent
of the ability to read and write.
I have also noticed in all that has been
said, from the White House, from the
Attorney General's omce, from the floor
of the Senate by the proponents of the
measure, and in the press, that nothing
has been said about the responsibilities
of citizenship with respect to voting.
· That has not been emphasized. Everything that is emphasized relates to
rights-so-called rights. Nothing is said
about obligations. Everything is said
about rights; nothing is said about responsibilities.
Nothing has been said to the people
VOTING RIGHTS ACT OF 1965
· about self-improvement in matters of
The Senate resumed the consideration citizenship. Nothing has been said about
-of the bill <S. i564> to enforce the 15th the lessons to be learned from self-denial
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in order to improve oneself as a citizen.

Nothing has been said about the underlying principles of self-control and selfimprovement.
· I believe ih citizens voting and exercising their basic privileges. But I believe
that in order to protect those persons,
there must be some kind of regulation,
some kind of control, some kind of qualifications established to regulate the voting privilege. It is not a right; it is a
privilege. In one of his writings on selfgovernment, the great Woodrow Wilson,
a man of strong moral courage and intellectual capacity, and having a spiritual
reservoir that lent strength and judgment to his every act, said:
Self-government is not a mere form of
institutions, to be had when desired if only
proper pains be taken. It is a form of character. It follows upon the long discipline
which gives a people • • • the habit of order and peace and common counsel and a.
reverence for law which will not fall when
they themselves become the makers of law.

Any comment by me upon those marvelous words of wisdom from the pen
of that truly great man would be superfluous. I shall only say that he
summed up in those words the meaning
of self-government. It depends upon a
form of character that results from processes of self-denial. That should be the
watchword today, rather than the general idea that everyone's salary will be
increased, everyone's welfare payments
will be increased, and that poverty will
be abolished without any attempt at selfhelp.
The abolishment of qualifications for
electors. of literacy tests, and of other
requirements that I have mentioned is
a myth. It is a myth that will lead us
down the road to self-destruction.
The worst feature of the bill is that it
undertakes to suspend the Constitution.
It does not meet head-on the contention
that the qualifications of voters must
be valid; that the literacy tests are valid.
The courts have recognized their validity. A former Attorney General can be
quoted to that effect, and so, I think,
can the present Attorney General. The
bill does not meet that proposition headon but seeks to suspend the Constitution
of the United States. Under the guise of
enforcing one provision, the bill proposes
to suspend the Constitution in other particulars. One provision of the Constitution cannot be suspended on the ground
of enforcing another. The bill sets the
most dangerous of precedents for the
future by providing that the Constitution, including the 15th amendment, can
be enforced by letting Congress write the
remedy. I verily believe we have already
written that remedy by the provisions of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
The operation of the remedy must be
through the judicial processes, through
the courts. The courts must be kept
open. The pending bill literally would
. close the doors of the courts to a large
segment of the citizenry of our country.
It is essential that in a republican form
of government the courts remain open to
the people. We propose, in effect, to close
even the Federal court with the exception
of this small avenue of remedy which
would be available in the courts of the
District of Columbia. The District of
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Columbia is more than 1,000 miles from
the place where the litigation ma~ arise.
I believe that it is absolutely essential
to due process of law that the courts remain open. The due process of law, mentioned in the 14th amendment, is essential in a republican form of government.
The courts must be kept open to the
litigants, to the people, and to the Government.
It is essential in a republican form of
government that, under due process of
law, the legislative processes-0f the various States be kept oJ)€n. The pending
measure would literally close the door
on the State legislatures which might be
affected by the application of the bill.
It is unthinkable. It is unheard of. I
do not believe that it would be tolerated
here for 10 minutes on any subject except
on a voting rights bill.
The pending measure demonstrates
the sadness of the situation that we have
got into in our country. It illustrates
what can happen when there is an emotional wave engendered by the marchers
and the groups with Political demands
of expediency, even before there was an
opportunity for the CiVil Rights Act of
1964 to begin operation.
Perhaps I am too strict in my interpretation of the Constitution. I do not believe that I am. Ho:wever, one of the
minor atrocities of the pending bill is
that, sailing along here under the guise
of enforcing the 15th amendment, we
launch out into a wholly different territory and argee to what I call the New
York State amendment. On the other
hand, we propose to go into a State in
which there is no charge of any kind of
racial discrimination and dip down into
the net very deeply, to check the qualifications they have established for citizens to register and vote and their
literacy tesw. In the pending measure,
we undertake to overrule the great State
of New York on an extraneous matter to
this bill, on a subject that is irrelevant
to the 15th amendment to the Constitution.
Mr. President, only by the broadest
stretch of the imagination could the
matter be related to any part of the Constitution as it pertains to voting righw.
If the amendment J)€rtaining to the
State of New York were to be upheld, it
would mean that the Constitution would
be gone and that there would no longer
be any provision of the Constitution relative to voting qualifications that would
have any meaning whawoever.
Mr. President, how much time do I
have remaining?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator has 17 minutes remaining.
Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I thank
the Chair. I believe there is an error
there.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. If the
Senator will suspend, the Chair will
check the time.
Mr. STENNIS. I thank the Chair. I
thought I had 32 minutes remaining.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator used 28 minutes of his time on
yesterday and 15 minutes today, which
leaves exactly 17 minutes.
Mr. STENNIS. I thank the Chair very
much.

Mr. President, for the second consecutive year the Senate has seen fit to invoke
cloture on a measure which presents
grave . and far-reaching constitutional
issues. The debate limitation thus imposed will prevent full and adequate consideration of the proposal now before
the Senate, even though that proposal
reflects a philosophy foreign to many
traditional concepw of constitutional
government in this Nation. I believe
that S. 1564 is unreasonable, unwise, and
unnecessary legislation. However, even
if one assumes that the purposes of S.
1564 may be worthy, the means adapted
thereby of securing those purposes are
not only beyond the power granted the
Federal Government but are directly
contrary to a number of our most treasured constitutional principles.
One of the truly great constitutional
authorities in the history of our Nation,
the late Dr. Edwin S. Corwin, who edited the fifth edition of "The Constitution of the United States of America"-U.S. Government Printing O:fll.ce,
1953-stated in the Introduction to
that publication that the effectiveness of
Constitutional law as a system of restrainw on governmental action in the
United States depends on four doctrines
which he listed as:
( 1) The doctrine or con<:ept of federalism;
(2) the doctrine of the separation of powers;
(3) the concept of a government of laws
and not of men, as opposed . especially to
indefinite conceptions of presidential power;
(4) and the no longer prevalent substantive
doctrine of due process of law and attendant
conceptions of liberty.

An examination and analysis of S.
1564 reveals that it clearly Violates each
of these doctrines, which Mr. Corwin
stated will determine the effectiveness
of constitutional law as a restraint on
Government action. Because the pas~
sage of s. 1564 by Congress will constitute a rejection of these doctrines, what
we now decide will have implications
far beyond the matter of securing the
right to vote. For if Congress can ignore
basic constitutional principles for one
reason, it can likewise ignore these principles for any reason it desires. Acceptance of such a philosophy by Congress,
if upheld by the courts, would mean that
there are no longer any restraints on
governmental action; the respective
States would be reduced to mere administrative units, and the righw of citizens would no longer be inViolate against
governmental interference·.
The doctrine of federalism, as known
in the United States, presuppases the
existence of a central government, composed of autonomous Political entities,
or "States," which have joined together
for common purposes. The Central Government is delegated such powers as the
States may determine necessary, and the
remaining powers, or residual powers,
continue to be vested in the States.
Within the realm of th·ese delegated and
reservecl powers, each . government _is
sovereign; the powers of one may not
be assumed or denied by the other. The
authority of the Central Government is
supreme, of course, in areas of common
jurisdiction, but there is no Federal
supremacy in the absence of authority
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specifically delegated to the Federal
Government.
This is the plan of government set
forth in the Constitution of the United
States, with the powers of the Central
Government clearly defined.
The proposed Voting Rights Act of
1965, now pending in the Senate, violates
and casw asunder the doctrine of federalism.
Although the Constitution
clearly and without question provides
that the respective States have the sole
and exclusive jurisdiction to establish
voter qualifications, both for the Federal
and State elections, S. 1564 would deny
to certain States the power to exercise
this constitutional authority.
The specific provisions of the Constitution dealing with this power are so
unequivocal, and the Supreme Court interpretations thereof so explicit, that it
would hardly seem necessary to consider
them. Indeed, even the proponenw of
S. 1564 acknowledge the exclusive jurisdiction of the States .in this field, but
nevertheless advance the argument that
the Congress has the power to "suspend"
the exercise of that pawer under the
guise of enforcing the 15th amendment.
Granted that the Federal Government
is delegated certain authority under that
amendment to prohibit the denial or
abridgment of the right to vote on account of race or color, that provision of
the Constitution cannot be given a favored position to the extent of abrogating other valid and equally important
provisions.
I know the Milligan case has been
cited and explained in this debate before, but it is such a fine, shining light
of constitutional government that I pay
my great respects to it and the court
that announced it 99 years ago this
month. The case arose during the Civil
War, in the State of Indiana, where a
man charged, in effect, with treason was
arrested and tried by a military court
without a jury, found guilty, and sentenced to be hanged. His lawyer sued
out a writ of habeas corpus which
reached the Supreme Court of the United
States. That court held that even in
time of war, even in time of rebellion,
when the lifeblood and very exiStence of
the Nation was in doubt, in any area of
the Nation where civil courts were still
open the man was entitled to be tried
by the civil court. He was entitled to
a trial by jury, rebellion or not, guilty
or not, and the Constitution could not
be suspended even in time of war, when
the very existence of the Government itself was challenged and in doubt. That
case, from that time until now, has been
a tower of strength, light, and guidance
for the courts and for the Congress. But
if we pass this bill and it should be up•
held, then that great principle would be
placed in the rubbish can, on the dump
heap, and trampled upan, until there
was no life in it, unless, at some saner
time and saner moment it should be revived by some court or some Congress.
Mr. President, may I ask how much
time I have left?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Mississippi has 10 minutes remaining.
Mr. STENNIS. I thank the Chair.
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Because the Court in Ex parte Milligan
expressed so forcefully the principle that
no provision of the Constitution may be
suspended, let me quote briefly from that
decision:
The Constitution of the United States is
a law for rulers and people, equally in war
and in peace, and covers with the shield of its
protection all classes of men, at all times, and
under all circumstances. No doctrine, involving more pernicious consequences, was
ever invented by the wit of man than that
any of its provisions can be suspended during any of the great exigencies of government. Such a doctrine leads directly to anarchy or despotism, but the theory of necessity on which it is based ls false; for the
Government, within the Constitution, has all
the powers granted to it, which are necessary
to preserve its existence.

Let me emphasize, Mr. President, that
the Court stated that no provision of the
Constitution may be "suspended during
any of the great exigencies of government."
Those are the Court's words, not
mine, and I emphasize them.
Although the petitioner in Ex parte
Milligan was charged with an offense
against the United States during time
of war, the Supreme Court held that the
constitutional right of trial by jury could
not be suspended-it could not be temporarily taken away from an accused.
I say what is proposed here is a dangerous doctrine. Long after the issue of
voting rights is settled or adjusted, or
whatever term one might want to use,
this dangerous, deadly precedent will be
here, stirring the Congress and the
courts in the future. It is an obliteration of the protective features of the
Constitution of the United States. The
right of trial by jury is not written in
any clearer or plainer language in the
Constitution of the United States than
it is in the matter of voter qualifications-certainly, those that are reasonable-and the most reasonable of all is
the requirement of a simple literacy test.
To continue with my statement, the
same principle applies to any provision
of the Constitution, for a temporary suspension of a constitutional right is the
same as a denial of that right. If any
section may be suspended for a week, or
a month, or a year, it may be suspended
in perpetuity and thus forever denied.
The effect of S. 1564 is to "suspend" the
constitutional authority of the respective
States to prescribe qualifications for voting. This assault on the powers of the
States is a direct violation of our Federal system of government; it is a basic
assault on the most delicate of all Federal-State relationships, for if the States
are not allowed to regulate and control
the election of their public officials, and
by indirection establish the qualifications of electors in Federal elections, the
States will be reduced to mere nonpolitical administrative units. The last vestige of State political sovereignty will
thus be destroyed.
Just as the passage of S. 1564 will destroy the Federal nature of our government, it will likewise trample on the
doctrine of the separatfon of powers.
Our system presupposes the tripartite
nature of governmenk-that there are
three distinct functions of any govern-

ment: the legislative, executive, and judicial. To insure that a grant of llmlted
power does not become absolute power,
our Constitution delegates authority
and responsibility among these three
branches of government, each with certain checks on the other. The Congress
may not delegate its authority, nor may
the legislative powers be assumed by the
executive or the judiciary. Likewise, the
executive may not assume judicial
powers, nor may the courts perform executive functions. Subject only to the
constitutional system of checks and
balances which each branch has over
the other, such as the power of the Senate to confirm Presidential appointments
or the judicial power to declare acts of
Congress unconstitutional, no branch of
government may be given nor may it
assume authority not inherently appropriate of being exercised by that particular branch.
S. 1564 proceeds on an assumption
which is contrary to this doctrine of separation of powers, however, by giving to
the Attorney General legislative and judicial authority and by delegating to the
Federal judiciary certain powers which
are inherently executive in nature. Sections 3 and 5, for example, give the
Attorney General and the Federal District Court in the District of Columbia
the power to veto a State legislative
enactment. Never before in the history
of this Republic has an executive officer
of the Federal Government been given
power to either approve or disapprove an
act of a State legislature, but this bill
would do so. It is just as incomprehensible that a Federal court be given
the power to review a State law as a
condition precedent to that law becoming effective. No case or controversy
would be presented to the court, nor
would there be an adversary proceeding,
but, under the terms of this bill, a State
or political subdivision subject to section
3 or 4 must either ask the Attorney
General's permission to change a voting
law or it must come all the way to the
District of Columbia and ask the Federal
district court for permission to enact
any new law dealing with voter qualifications or procedures.
I think the pending bill is the greatest slam against the Supreme Court and
the entire judicial system than anything
that has been seriously presented to this
body in a generation. It takes powers
away from . the judiciary. It takes
powers that belong to the judiciary and
to the legislative branches and vests
them in the executive. It closes the doors
of the courts in large areas of the country and states that they are not qualified
to pa.sS on these cases, when almost every
one of these judges was selected by the
Department of Justice itself, in large
part-certainly approved by it and by the
Senate.
This proposed law transgresses the
lines between the legislative, the executive, and the judicial, time and time
again, with reckless abandon. With all
deference to those who wrote it, it reads
in places as though a schoolboy had writ:.
ten it insofar as having respect for constitutional provisions and se~i:ation of
powers are concerned.
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It is inconceivable to me, Mr: President, that anyone, and especially anyone
with legal training, could propose the
enactment of sections 3, 5, and B<b),
which so clearly violate the principles of
federalism and the separation of powers
outlined by the Constitution of the
United States. To do so under the guise
of the power of Congress to enact "appropriate legislation" under the 15th
amendment is to give that article a posi·
tion of superiority to other constitutional principles. Certainly, Congress may
enac.t appropriate legislation to enforce
the protection afforded by the 15th
amendment, but it cannot do so in a
manner directly contrary to and incon·
sistent with other provisions of the Constitution.
One of the most precious concepts of
English jurisprudence, Mr. President, is
the principle that society should be ruled
by a government of law and not of men.
As our strongest weapon against com·
munism, we advance and promote the
rule of law; to take pride, and justifiably so, that no man should be given power
to act arbitrarily or without restraint.
Yet the pending bill would grant to the
Attorney General of the United States
the power to make determinations and
to take action not subject to appeal or
judicial review.
Section 4(b) specifically provides that
a determination by the Attorney General
or the Director of the Census under that
subsection, or under section 6 "shall be
final and effective upon publication in
the Federal Register." Both sections
mentioned require factual and subjective
determinations, but power is given to two
individuals to make those determinations, free of any review or restraint. It
is no salvation for the constitutionality
of this provision to state that the Power
thus granted will not be abused, for as
Chief Justice John Marshall so clearly
stated:
·
The constitutionality of a measure depends, not on the degree of its exercise, but
on its principle. (The Providence Bank v.
Billings et az., 29 U.S. 514 (1830) .)
·

A government limited only by the discretionary exercise of power by individual holders is not a government of law
but a government of men. Under the
bill now being considered, the Attorney
General is given such power-restrained
only by his discretion.
The fourth principle mentioned by
Dr. Corwin as a determining factor on
the effectiveness of restraint on governmental action was "the no longer prevalent substantive doctrine of due
process of law and attendant conceptions of liberty." By this statement,
Dr. Corwin meant the increasing disposition on tne part of the Supreme Court
to invalidate legislation, not on substantive grounds but rather in terms of governmental infringement with the basic
liberties protected by the Constitution.
In other words, the Court is now disposed to look to the real effect of legislation; if basic liberties are infringed,
the statute will be struck down.
I submit, Mr. President, that S. 1564
clearly violates the meaning of the due
process of law-· clause. While the Court
has extended the protection ?f that
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clause to embrace man:9' basic liberties, it
Mr. President, there is only one issue
is now proposed that the Congress · take before the Senate. It is not whether
from certain States their unquestioned 51 Senators believe this bill is necessary
c:mstitutional authority to prescribe to secure the voting rights of all citizens;
voter qualifications. This action would nor is it a question, in the abstract, of
be taken, not after a judicial determina- whether the Congress cannot enforce
tion and a finding of guilt, but on the the 15th amendment. The only quesbasis of an arbitrary statistical formula tion is whether this bill, S. 1564, incorand a factual determination of condi- porates methods which may be considtions which had existed in the past. ered "appropriate legislation" ·under
This is a clear denial of due process, section 2 of the 15th amendment. If it
which the learned Daniel Webster de- exceeds the grant of authority to Confined as "a law which hears before it gress under that section, or if it conflicts
condemns; which proceeds upon inquiry, with other specific constitutional proand renders judgment cnly after triaL" visions which might be given equal
Under section 4 of the bill, there will be weight, i.t is not appropriate legislation
no hearing; there will be no inquiry; and and is unconstitutional.
·
In plain and simple language, Mr.
there will be no trial. But judgment
will be pronounced against certain States President, I can only conclude that it is
upon passage of the bill-a judgment a bad bill. It proposes that which is far
that those States are automatically beyond the power of Congress to enact
guilty, not on the basis of present acts under the 15th amendment. It violates
but on the basis of facts which existed many principles of our constitutional
during the month of November 1964. system, and it would deny to certain
Not one charge need be brought against States their historic and inherent rights
those States, nor a scintilla of evidence under the guise of protecting other
presented; without trial or hearing or rights.
judicial proceeding of any kind, these
Still, we are told that we must enact
States would be automatically found the bill because there is a great need for
guilty. There is no consistency, Mr. new voting legislation. But need is not
President, with such a law and the re- the test of .c onstitutionality, and great
quirements of due process.
social, economic, or political crises do not
There are many other sections of the pro;yide legislative authority not granted
bill, in addition to those I have briefly by the Constitution. I am reminded of
discussed today, that raise serious con- the great wisdom of the Supreme Court
stitutional questions. Section 9, for ex- when it stated in A.L.A. Schechter Poulample, recites that evidence has been try Corp. et al. v. United States, 295 U.S.
presented to Congress that the poll tax 495, 55 S. St. 847, 79 L. Ed. 1570 <1935),
requirements of certain States violate · that:
the constitutional right of citizens to
Extraordinary conditions may call for exvote. On the basis of that evidence, a traordinary remedies. But the argument
directed verdict is sought from the Su- necessarily stops short of an attempt to juspreme Court, notwithstanding the sworn tify action which lies outside the sphere
constitutional authority. Extraordinary
testimony of the Attorney General that of
conditions do not create or enlarge constituhe does not passess evidence to prove tional
power. The Constitution established
such a case. In addition, section 4 would a. national government with powers deemed
deny to the affected States the right to to be adequate, as they have proved to be
seek judicial relief in the appropriate both in war and peace, but these powers of
Federal courts, but instead would require the National Government are limited by the
those States to present their case in the constitutional grants. Those who act under
grants are not at liberty to transcend
District Court for the District of Co- these
the imposed limits because they believe more
lumbia. This constitutes nothing less or
different power ls necessary.
than an indictment against every court
I urge the Senate to heed these wo.r ds,
in the land except the appointed tribunal
Mr. President. Look not at extraordiin Washington.
Endless time could be devoted to a dis- nary conditions which existed in recent
cussion of the unconstitutionality of · weeks, but look to the Constitution.
Mr. HILL. Mr. President, will the
these and other provisions of the bill,
Mr. President. Because those of us op- Senator from Mississippi yield to me, on
posed to the bill have been denied this my own time?
Mr. STENNIS. I am glad· to yield to
opportunity, however, let me summarize
my objections to S. 1564 in this manner: the Senator from Alabama.
Mr. HILL. I commend the Senator
First, it presumes the guilt of certain
States, not on the basis of evidence pre- from Mississippi on the fine and able
sented in a judicial proceeding that those speech he has just made, in the colirse
States are presently violating the 15th of which he made reference to the case
amendment, but cin the basis of an arbi- of Ex parte Milligan.
trary statistical finding of facts which · I have long believed that the speech
existed in the past; second, on the basis which Jeremiah S. Black made before
Court of the United States
of that presumption, certain constitu- the Supreme Milligan
was the most magtional provisions are suspended so as to representing
nificent·speech in all of Anglo-Saxon judeny the rights of the States to estab- dicial procedures-and I use the word
lish voter qualifications and require- "Anglo-Saxon" because I include Engments. First, the presumption is invalid, land, Scotland, and Wales along with
and second, Congress does not have the the United States.
authority to suspend any provision of
Let me say that magnificent as Mr.
the 9onstitution at any time for any Black's speech was, the Senator from
reason. Herein lie the fatal defects of Mississippi has assuredly, in his sp·e ech
this proposal.
· · today, proved himself worthy in every
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way to be associated with Jeremiah S.
Black, in the latter's speech made on behalf of Ex parte Milligan.
Mr. STENNIS. I thank the Senator
from Alabama very much for his most
generous words. He is very capable and
knowledgeable on this subject. He made
an excellent speech today.
It is a great tragedy that judgment
has already been made. The decision
has been rendered. No more testimony
can be heard.
Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, I
yield myself 25 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Alabama is recognized for
25 minutes.
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, now
that we are operating under the time .
limitation of cloture, I will summarize my
opposition to this unconstitutional and
unwarranted bill. At the same time I
will comment on the recent additions or
amendments that have been added to it.
At the outset, however, I want to reiterate the fact that neither in this
speech nor in any of the debate thus far
have I once expressed oppasition to the
right of any qualified person to vote. I
just think that voter qualifications
should be set by the State, not the Federal Government.
I have opposed this measure quite actively from the start. This includes
speeches, :floor amendments, and proposals made before the Judiciary Committee to cut back at least some of the
extreme provisions of the bill. Briefly
summarized, my opposition arguments
follow:
First. The bill is unconstitutional because the right. to vote is not derived
from the Constitution; it is a State matter. This bill is predicated purely and
simply on the false premise that the Federal Government can take over the question of voting.
·
Second. The bill is designed to punish
the South and the South only. This is
regional and punitive legislation-not
national legislation. Congress should
concern itself with matters on a national
basis.
Third. Under the Constitution Congress can pass no bill of attainder; that
is to say it cannot point a finger at any
single individual or any State and say
that you are guilty. The Constitution
states that this must be done by the
courts.- Nevertheless, this bill does exactly that in unmistakable terms.
Fourth. Congress can pass no ex past
facto law under the Constitution. Yet
this bill is definitely ex post facto because
it is based on what took place in the
presidential election of November 1964.
No intent or fact of discrimination is required. It goes into effect through a cold
mathematical formula of 50 percent in ·
registration or voting, thereby punishing
States, counties, and cities for something
of which they had no knowledge at the
time it took place. Innocence is thereby
turned into guilt by an ex post facto
retroactive law.
Fifth. The bill places ministerial or
administrative functions on a pinnacle
above the courts. The ·A ttorney General is given an enormous amount of
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power, and the South is placed at the
mercy of his discretion. This is somewhat similar to Reconstruction days
when arbitrary Federal officials regulated
both personal and property rights in the
South. The bill can lead us into another "tragic era."
Sixth. Our lines of distinction between legislative, executive, and judicial functions of government are completely obliterated by this. confused
measure. It is as though our accepted
principles in these fields were all thrown
together in one ball and then tossed out
the window. All of this is in the interest
of punishing the South for an outburst
of emotionalism occasioned by mass
demonstrations purposely put on for the
purpose of getting this bill. The precedents that this can establish are untold
and may never be rectified. We are
acting in the heat of passion and are
casting aside our most treasured gifts
of the past-our bastions of safety and
balance-the precious heritage of a balanced form of government.
seventh. The yoke of bondage imposed by this bill, which would send in
Federal examiners to run State and local
registrations and oversee elections, cannot be thrown off properly by compliance.
There is a 5-year moratorium qn State
laws in court proceedings and examiners
appointed by the Civil Service Commission can remain rather indefinitely in the
discretion of the Attorney General. The
recent amendment of May 25 affords
an escape clause fortunately, but litigants must go to the District of Columbia and shoulder the burden of proof in
court.
Eighth. Congress, under the present
poll tax provisions of the bill, is attempting to constitute itself a factflnding jury
without sufficient evidence before it. It
is imploring the Supreme Court to outlaw poll taxes as a prerequisite of voting
when the Court has stated already that
a State may impose poll taxes as a prerequisite of voting if it so choses. This
is unconstitutional both in substance and
in procedure. It should be beneath the
dignity of Congress to stoop to such a
ridiculous level.
··
Ninth. The bill will foster and promote a denial of the equal protection of
the laws. Side by side in at least two
States there will be counties in totally
unequal status as to literacy tests and
other election procedures that have been
approved in the Supreme Court.
On this subject I will allot myself additional time and go into more detail.
As originally drawn, it would appear
from available statistics that the bill
would apply to 6 Southern States,
Alaska, and 34 counties in North Carolina. The Judiciary Committee added
the 20-percent provisions on line 10 of
page 6 which would appear to release
Virginia and Alaska as States from the
bill because, I understand that Virginia's voting-age Negro population is
18.9 percent of the total voting-age population. At the same time, the bill woµld
cover several cities and counties in Virginia where less than 50 percent of the
voting-age population voted last November in the presidential election, and
wherein more than 20 percent of the
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adult population is nonwhite. I simply of Columbia for this type of relief. This
point this out with no malice whatsoever is arbitrary, rank discrimination. If a
to the great Commonwealth of Virginia, Federal court is good enough for the
but merely to show that this bill if en- United States, it is good enough for its
acted into law will not only punish citizens and for aggrieved States and
merely a section of the Nation, the South, their political subdivisions. I trust that
but it can cause great confusion and in- the Senate will correct this proposed inequalities within a single State when one justice-this condemnation by the
county or city is affected and the ex- United States of its own Federal court
aminers move in, while another and per- system and structure, and I submitted
haps an adjacent county or city would amendments to no avail to accomplish
not be touched.
this purpose, drafted and redrafted sevThe fundamental thing to consider, eral times as the bill was substituted by
however, is that the machinery of the another substitute.
bill starts into motion not on the basic
I opposed the three civil rights bills
premise of discrimination, which could passed in 1957, 1960, and in 1964. It was
happen anywhere in the United States, my view after the long battles of those 3
but it starts by virtue of mere percentages years, in which I was engaged most acand the fact that a test or device was tively, that the field of voting rights was
maintained. Once the bill becomes ap- one of the most heavily covered fields inplicable by these cold and unjust stand- . volved.
Law after law has been written and
ards, then it appears that a State or political subdivision is presumed to be guilty passed and then revised to flt the alleged
until it gets down on its knees and comes needs of the moment. As a matter of
into the Federal courts in the District of fact, I was somewhat curious to see how
Columbia and proves its innocence or the far the Supreme Court would apply what
nonapplicability of the law.
had been written into law, and how
This is a plain reversal of our theory vigorously the Attorney General and the
of justice that there is a presumption of various civil rights organizations would
innocence until guilt is proved beyond a utilize all the many and powerful legal
reasonable doubt. At the same time, it remedies that Congress had given them.
is asking too much of a State to ask it to I did not have the time to draw any
bow down and conform to the most pe- sound conclusions after the 1964 act,
culiar judicial procedures set forth in the however, because the instant bill was
bill. The Judiciary Committee changed thrown at us without sufficient use of
the court structure part of the original existing law and without a bona fide efbill considerably, but it still leaves an fort to try it out and come back to Conunbalanced and hard to understand gress and show that it would not work.
court procedure authorized by the bill. This is the sad but true case in this type
I question the soundness of these pro- of legislation.
cedures, and I most seriously question
I knew that some important Federal
tampering with the jurisdiction of a U.S. cases were pending on the scope of exdistrict court in one part of the Nation isting law and the authority to bring
.and leaving the other courts of similar entire States into court to abolish disjurisdictions untouched because the bill criminatory practices wherever they expurposely does not apply to them. For ist. The agitators, however, seemed to
example, no declaratory judgments or prefer the course of national publicity
injunctions against enforcement can be rather than the course of resorting to the
issued in any court except in a District courts and exhausting remedies under
Court for the District of Columbia, or a existing law.
court of appeals, according to section
The ink had hardly dried on two
14(b), page 20---star print.
printed decisions of the Supreme Court
This is designed expressly and obvi- on March 8, 1965, giving a very powerously to avoid southern Federal judges; ful and widespread effect to existing laws
men who have been confirmed by the on voting rights, when S. 1564 was introSenate, and who can be impeached if duced. This bill was introduced on
they deserve it. Moreover, if a State or March 18, apparently in the attitude that
subdivision wishes to contest the appll- the Supreme Court decisions allowing a
cability of this bill to it under section whole sovereign State to be sued to pro4 (a) in district court in the District of tect the voting rights of Negroes were
Columbia, it has to allege and prove non- not sufficient.
discriminatory practices in voting for a
These cases give very powerful methperiod of 5 years or resort to the 50-per- ods of using the courts and not Federal
cent escape clause under the May 25 registrars or examiners to settle voting
amendment on page 19, and in that case, rights matters. I speak of the two
the court retains jurisdiction for 5 years. cases, U.S. v. Mississippi et al. No. 73
While the South is the chief target of 380 U.S. 128, and Louisiana et al. v. U.S.
this bill, many other sections of the coun- No. 67 380 U.S. 145, both decided March
try might not be pleased with the prece- a, 1965, in the supreme Court.
dents of this provision as well as several
Let me quote from the concluding
other provisions in the bill.
paragraph of our Mr. Justice Black's
I wish to point out specifically that in opinion in the Louisiana case:
section 12 (d), page 18 of this bill, the
It also was certainly a.n appropi:iate exerAttor:hey General can go into any appro- else of the District Court's discretion to
priate U.S. district court for injunctions order reports to be made every month conand preventive relief, well armed with cerning the registration of voters ln these
the stringent provisions of the bill, and 21 parishes.
at the same time, citizens and political
entities other than the United States
In other words, the court could encannot. They must come to the District force nondiscrimination in 21 parishes
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and in other parishes as well if discrimination existed.
I do not cite these cases in any sense
that I approve or endorse them. I cite
them to show that present law can be .
broadly applied, in a manner that appears constitutional to the Supreme
Court, and in such a way that it will not
completely tear down our traditions of
government and our form of government.
The present bill would do just that,
and the Supreme Court would have great
difficulty in not someday agreeing with
niy statement here today. If this bill
passes and the Court does otherwise, it
will be abolishing the reserved powers of
the States to establish voting qualifications and it will be approving powers for
Congress far beyond the contemplated
scope of the Constitution.
It should be noted that the Supreme
Court, on March 8, did not abolish literacy tests. It merely stated that the
discriminatory use of these tests as between whites and Negroes has to stop
and whole States can be brought in as
defendants to bring this into reality.
The present bill condemns literacy
tests, in fact it suspends them. The Supreme Court for years has affirmed these
tests as a reasonable exercise of a State's
authority under the Con5titution to determine the qualifications of voters.
In the case of Lassiter v. Northampton
· County Board of Electors, 360 U.S. 45
June 8, 1959, the Supreme Court upheld
North Carolina's literacy test laws requiring that a voter "be able to read and
write any section of the Constitution of
North Carolina in the English language."
The Court _condemned literacy tests
that have been employed as "a device to
make racial discrimination easy," but
found that this was not the case in North
Carolina.
·
I quote from the Court's opinion:
The States have long been held to have
broad powers to determine the conditions
under which the rights of suffrage may be
exercised.
Literacy and illiteracy are neutral on race,
creed, color, and sex as reports around the
world show. In our socie·t y where newspapers, periodicals, books and other printed
matter canvass and debate campaign issues,
a State might conclude that only those who
are literate should exercise the franchise.

It seems to me that this bill flagrantly
and directly violates the recognition that
the Court gave expressly in this case only
6 years ag0 the right of a State, and not
the Federa: Government, to determine
the qualifications of voters. This right
is stated clearly in article I, section 2 of
the Constitution, and the 15th amendment does not diminish it to the
extent that Congress, and certainly not a
Federal agency, can set the qualifications for voters in State and local elections. We might observe also that the
Lassiter case is not in line with the
amendment adopted May 20 allowing
Puerto Ricans in New York to vote despite the fact that they cannot read or
write the English language.
According to this bill, whenever the
Attorney General moves in on the 50percent rule set forth in section 4(b),
page 6, then the rights of a State cease.
The drafters of the original bill made
an attempt to stick to .constitutionality

on line 8 of page 5 of that bill, when they
required a Federal examiner to determine whether an unregistered person
had the qualifications prescribed by
State law. But then they added the
words "in accordance with instructions
received under section 6(b) ."
Section 6(b) on page 7 of the original
bill authorized the Civil Service Commission to issue regulations governing examiners hearing cases. It provided that
the Commission, after consultation with
the Attorney General, shall "instruct examiners concerning the qualifications required fOr listing."
In other words, under the original bill,
the Commission and the Attorney General could determine voter qualifications,
which the Constitution says that the
States can determine. Outwardly section 6<b> appeared to ba only a procedural section, but any intelligent lawyer
could readily see that adding the word
qualifications in line 22 changed it from
merely procedural to substantive, as well,
and I thought that it was unconstitutional. I appeared before the Judiciary
Committee against this bill, and I told
them that this provision was quite flagrantly unconstitutional. They changed
the section and .deleted the specific language that I opposed. I tried unsuccessfully to have the Senate further amend
the bill to make it unmistakably clear
that State law must be followed.
The Commission may now instruct examiners under section 8 (b) on State laws
not inconsistent with the Constitution
and the laws of the United States with
respect both as to qualifying to vote and
as to loss of eligibility. Thus, by administrative action, arbitrary rulings can be
made on the constitutionality of State
laws. This merely adds to the hopeless
confusion of the bill. Under this provision, examiners become judges and the
Commission becomes a Supreme Court
issuing rules and orders on the constitutionality of State laws. If it be the intent
of the bill to appoint judges, it should so
state. I want the lawYers of the Nation
to join me in noting that administrative
officials carrying out regulations are not
judges, and they and their superiors
should not be clothed with judicial powers. Also, I would like to ask where
there are any provisions spelling out
what constitutes due process of law in
the many matters in the discretion of
the Attorney General under this bill.
Since the bill is one to enforce the 15th
amendment, I am afraid that the drafters forgot about due process of law under
the 5th and 14th amendments. Future
litigation will probably show what I am
talking about in this instance.
Another section showing that the
rights of a State cease when the examiners move in is section 5, page 7.
Here a State would be relatively helpless
even as to the power of its State legislature. If. any new law on voting, substantive or procedural, is enacted after
the examiners move in, it cannot go into
full effect until it is approved in the District Court for the District of Columbia
unless the Attorney General, after being
consulted, enters no objection. This, to
me, is outrageous. The Federal judici"."
ary of one single jurisdiction and · the
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Attorney General are to act as a third
branch of a State legislature. At the
same time · they are to have veto power
somewhat similar to that of the
Governor of a State. This unconstitutional provision is contrary in every respect to the reserved powers of the States
and to the separation of powers between
the legislative, executive, and judicial
branches of our Government.
I expect that someone would have been
thrown out of the Constitutional Convention of 1787 bodily, if he had even
suggested that a State legislature could
not effectuate its laws without the approval of a Federal court and an officer
of the Federal Government. Montesquieu and John Locke would probably
throw up their hands in disgust in trying
to understand wherein the proposal
would fit into the doctrine of separation
of powers as between the legislative, executive, and judicial branches of Government. I asked the Judiciary Committee . to delete this section. They
modified it slightly instead. Senator
ERVIN of North Carolina and I both tried
in vain to amend the bill by eliminating
this unjust review of a change in State
law.
The Judiciary Committee added a
provision on page 6, line 16, of the bill,
making the bill applicable whenever 25
percent of the voting age persons of a .
race or color in a State are not registered. The Attorney General has the
d1scretion of asking for a population
survey on which enforcement would
rest. In other words, Federal machinery
·and Federal personnel can take over the
administration of registering and voting
in a State merely because 25 percent of
the members of a race did not register.
This is arbitrary legislation. It accuses
a State of guilt by blaming it without
even a formal charge of discrimination.
The bill itself presumes discrimination.
Laws in this country are not supposed
to do that. This blanket indictment of
a race of people and a State, at the same
time is tantamount to a bill of'attainder,
which is prohibited under the Constitution.
The committee also added a provision
to the already onerous original bill authorizing "poll watchers" or persons
representing the examiner to be present
to observe balloting procedures and voting tabulations. At the same time, the
committee put in added criminal penalties for coercion under persuasion and
intimidation as well as for election fraud.
The substitute bill-amendment No.
124-authorized court-appointed poll
watchers. On the :floor an amendment
passed authorizing an unlimited amount
of poll watchers appointed by the Attorney General.
To me, this is extending the arm of
the Federal Government entirely too far
in State affairs. In a purely local or
State election, Congress, in this bill, is
presuming that there is sufficient Federal jurisdiction in a heretofore State
controlled field to supervise it by Federal law and to send people to the penitentiary for violating Federal law.
Criminal laws must be strictly construed.
I doubt the constitutionality of the Federal Government going this far down
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into local affairs with criminal penal- ·arrogate unto itself something that was fact that our Founding Fathers discussed
ties. Moreover, I think that the prin- never taken away from the States in the principle of this bill and decided to
ciple is wrong, clearly wrong.
the first place and attempt to use it in leave voting matters to the States, we
I am not certain that the present vot- ·so abusive a manner.
are now going to cast all this aside and
ing rights laws in the civil rights bills
There is one major and basic thought take over the field both as to jurisdicare constitutional. For reference, I refer in my mind that has occasioned the cer- tion and as to substance.
to an article in the March 1963 edi- tainty with which I have opposed, and
Therefore, Mr. President, it is with a
tion of the "Yale Law Journal" by the am opposing, this bill: That is that our profound respect for the principles of
noted editors entitled "The Federal Re- Government was not established with the government on which this Nation was
feree Plan and Alteration of State Vot- thought in mind of taking away from the founded that I oppose, and shall vote
ing Standards," especially at page 777 States the control of the right of suffrage. against, this bill.
and the footnotes and cases cited. There, This basic concept was not altered sumMr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I sugable· legal scholars raised questions con- ciently by the 15th amendment to war- gest the absence of a quorum.
cerning what Congress had even done by rant this bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
that time, and they stated:
In the Federalist Papers-Federalist clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
Although Congress may have some power No. 52-we find a discussion of why
to affect voting qualifications in Federal elec- article I, section. 2, giving suffrage con· the roll.
tions, as to State elections only the right to trol in Federal elections as to qualificaMr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask
be exempt from discrimination comes from tions of electors to the States, was placed unanimous consent that the order for the
the Federal Constitution.
in the Constitution. The following quo- quorum call be rescinded. .
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
This bill is not a bill to exempt persons tation is most important:
The definition of the right of suffrage ls objection, it is so ordered.
from discrimination. It is a bill to punMr. THURMOND. Mr. President-ish States and subdivisions without proof very justly regarded as a fundamental article
of republican government. To have reduced
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
of discrimination.
the
different
qualifications
in
the
different
The whole theory of this bill contra- States to one uniform rule would probably Senator from South Carolina is
recognized.
dicts the concept that under the Consti- have
been as dissatisfactory to some of the
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, this
tution of the United States as stated States as it would have been dlfilcult to the
period in the Senate's consideration of
clearly in article I, section 2, the States Convention.
the proposed Voting Rights Act of 1965
reserved the power to establish the qualiIn other words, our Founding Fathers can best be described as anticlimatic. If
fications of voters. This concept has
been approved time and again by the considered the point of this bill and de- the final result of the Senate's work on
Supreme Court. In the case of McPher- cided against it because they felt that this bill was ever in question since its
son v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, at page 35, the States would object. I might add to dramatic presentation by the President,
1892, opinion by Mr. Justice Fuller, the that the thought that the Constitution in all doubts were removed by the vote on
Supreme Court stated this doctrine in my opinion would not have been ratified cloture. The time of debate is now limhad a uniform voting qualification been ited, and the formality of a final vote for
unmistakable terms.
The McPherson case was decided in in it or had any arbitrary control over passage is nearly at hand.
1892. Forty-five years later · the Su- the power of State legislatures been given · The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
preme Court reiterated this doctrine in the Federal Government in the field of Senator will suspend. The Senate will
·
· be in order.
a case which I have already cited on this voting qualifications.
That is definitely one side of the coin,
The Senator from South Carolina may
ti.oar in the poll tax debate but which
is so much in point against this whole and it should be considered here and ·proceed.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, the
bill that I cite it again-Breedlove v. now.
On the other side we hear the various debate in the Senate has been signally
Suttles, 302 U.S. 277, 1937 at page 283:
Privilege of voting is not derived from the arguments. that the 15th amendment su- unproductive. Few, if any, votes have
United States and, save as restrained by the perseded this concept. The history of been intluenced by it. In fact, from all
15th and 19th amendments and other pro- that amendment shows otherwise, and appearances, little attention has been
visions of the Federal Constitution, the State moreover the 17th amendment was paid to the debate. The news media has
may condition suffrage as it deems appro- adopted after the 15th amendment and disseminated little of the substance of
priate (citing six previous Supreme Court used the same language as article I, sec- the debate, so that the real issues indecisions) .
tion 2 of the basic Constitution. I have valved in the bill are known and underThe language of the Breedlove case is checked some of the legislative history stood by the public hardly at all.
It would be. naive to hope to change
diametrically opposed to the whole pur- of the 15th amendment and I find that
pose of this bill. and to its many uncon- the Senate added to the words "race or either the seemingly oblivious disposition
color" a provision to ban discrimination of the. Senate to pass the bill, or to hope
stitutional and unusual provisions.
I have also mentioned before another· based on "nativ!ty, property, and edu- to make any appreciable progress toward
fostering public understanding of the bill
case decided in the Supreme Court only cation."
When this provision reached the House in the remaining hours of debate.
a little over 2 months ago, but its lanThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The
guage is also so appropriate for general of Representatives a rollcall vote ensued
opposition to this bill that I reiterate it. and on February 15, 1869, the House re- Senator will suspend until the Senate is
In Carrington v. Rash, 380 U.S. 89, fused by a vote of 133 to 37 to accept in order. The Chair respectfully reMarch 1, 1965, Mr. Justice Stewart, in this version-Congressional Globe, 40th quests that Members of the Senate and
Congress, 3d session, February 15, 1869, .their staffs retire from the Chamber if
the majority opinion, stated:
Texas has unquestioned power to im- page 1226. In turn the Senate receded they must hold conferences.
The Senator from South Carolina may
pose reasonable residence restrictions on the from its amendment, and the debates in
availab111ty of the ballot. There can be no the Senate show that it was aware that proceed.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, it is
qoubt either of the historic function of the it was yielding to the House on this point,
States to establish, on a nondiscrlmlnatory particularly as to "education"-Globe, not unlikely, however, that bills of similar
basis, and in accordance with the Constitu- page 1639.
import will again, in the future, ride to
tion, other qualifications for the exercise of · Therefore, under no theory of reason- the Congress on a tidal wave of emotion
the franchise. Indeed, "the States have long ing should it be said that Congress, which or simulated crisis. In such an event, it
been held to have broad powers to determine submitted the amendment to the States is just barely possible that some may rethe conditions under which the right of suff or ratification, intended that it include call the tragic experience which will In!rage may be exercised."
a ban on literacy tests in voting which evitably ti.ow from passage of this bill,
and heed the warnings which here fall on
The above quotation brings the long- had been expressly deleted.
In the instant bill Congress is now ig- deaf ears.
standing position of the Supreme Court
The question now before the Senate is
up to date. In view of this, it is most noring this history if the bill becomes law.
difticult for me to understand how and It is also saying that what the S'tates did not merely an issue of good laws and bad
why Congress, in a wave of .mass demon- not authorize us to do, we are now do- laws, which is usually the crux of legisstration emotionalism, feels that it can ing. Also, it is saying that despite the lative decisions. Bad laws are passed
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by all legislatures from time to time;
and-in our time, more than most. The
Congress has passed laws which were bad
because they were impractical; laws
which were bad because they we:r:e inequitable; laws which were bad because
they were extravagant. Congress has
even proposed constitutional amendments which were bad laws, and some
of them have been adopted.
The proposed Voting Rights Act of
1965 is a bad law, but its significance is
by no means hinged on this particular
defect. As I have said, all legislatures
pass bad laws, for legislation is the product of fallible human judgment.
The real significance of the proposed
Voting Rights Act of 1965 lies in the fact
that the crux of the issue it presents to
the Congress is not a question of good
versus bad law, but rather a question of
whether the rule of law itself will prevail or be repudiated. The peculiar evil
of this bill lies in the denial of the very
concept of a government by laws which
its passage will involve.
Ultimate sovereignty, insofar as
earthly matters are concerned, rightly
rests with the people. This fact was recognized when our forefathers freed
themselves from the rule of the English
Crown. Thereafter, in a comprehensive
exercise ·of their sovereignty, the people,
acting through their several States,
chartered a central government and reposed in it certain specified powers. The
charter itself was given the status of the
supreme law, and provides the basis for
all the other laws by which the Nation
is to be governed.
The Constitution is the only basis upon
which this or any other Congress can
claim the right or authority to enact legislation. Except for the Constitution,
what we do here is both presumptuous
and usurpative bf the sovereignty of the
people.
Moreover, the Constitution is the sole
source for differentiation between a government of laws and a government of
men. It is on this major distinction
that self-government, order, and justice
depend.
The Constitution grants power to the
Congress to pass good laws as well as bad
laws, so long as the laws enacted are not
inconsistent with the Constitution itself.
Although bad laws have ill effects on the
operation of our society, often thwart
justice, and impose inequities upon the
people, they do not, so long as they are
consistent with the constitutional authority of Congress, impinge upon the
concept of a government of laws.
The effect of passage of the proposed
Voting Rights Act of 1965 will be to suspend the Constitution. Obviously, Congress has no authority to suspend the
Constitution, for its only source of authority is the Constitution itself; but it
is equally clear that Congress, as to this
issue, at this time, with the concurrence
of the Executive, and the anticipated
complicity of the Supreme Court, does
have the power to ignore or suspend the
Constitution.
The contest on this proposed Voting
Rights Act of 1965 has been demonstrated throughout the debate, and, by
the Senate's action on amendments, has
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been a rather one-sided contest between . concurs, and while the President affixes
power on the qne hand and argument of his signature. On the contrary, the susconstitutional issues on the other. There pension of the Constitution which would
has been, and, indeed, can be, no serious follow from the passage of this bill would
argument that this bill is consistent with perisist throughout the life of this legislation, and beyond. So far reaching is
the Constitution of the United States.
The Congress has no authority, under the impact of this proposal, that its effect
the Constitution, to usurp the judicial- could probably never be erased from the
review authority of the judiciary. The society of our posterity.
Underlying the position of the propofunction of judicial review is vested in the
judiciary. The constitutionality of the nents of this legislation is the inescapable
very laws which Congress would invali- implication that the suspension of the
date through passage of S. 1564 has been Constitution is justifiable on the basis
sustained repeatedly by the Court.
of very extraordinary circumstances.
The Congress has no authority under This is but another way of saying that
the Constitution to abrogate the equal the demands of expediency cannot othstatus of statehood by reducing some to erwise be comfortably fulfllled.
No circumstances, however turbulent,
a new, unnamed, but inferior, status.
There may be and are differences of or however pressing, can justify the
opinion as to the scope and magnitude of suspension of the Constitution by legis. authority encompassed in the concept of lative fiat. If the concept of a govstatehood under the Constitution; but ernment of laws has any validity, the
whatever it may be, it is singular, in- concept must be able to withstand the
variable, and unchangeable by any act onslaught of the most turbulent circumwhich this or any other Congr ess might stances. Almost any concept of governpass.
ment can survive the tranquil and harThe Congress has no authority under monious times. The real test of the rule
the Constitution to place a prior re- of law comes from its ability to withstraint upon the enforcement of acts of stand the strains and pressures on the
State legislatures enacted pursuant to high end of the spectrum.
powers reserved exclusively to the States
If, therefore, it is concluded that a
under the Constitution. The Constitu- government of laws is inadequate to
tion grants Congress no veto power over withstand the requirements of difficult
acts of State legislatures.
circumstances, the principle itself is
Undeniably, however, these are the invalid.
powers which Congress purports to exerThe truth of the matter is that there
cise in the passage of the Voting Rights is no inadequacy in a government of
Act of 1965.
laws.
If there is need for the Congress to
The bill purports to invalidate the imposition of literacy tests as a qualifica- have the power to pass legislative judgtion to voting in certain statistically ment on the constitutionality of State
selected States. · The imposition of laws, there is a means consistent with
literacy tests as a qualification for voting the Constitution to accomplish this end.
If there is justification for creating
has repeatedly been sustained by the
courts as a constitutional exercise of the entity of a second-class statehood, it
State power under the Constitution.
·
can be accomplished without violating
Under this bill, Congress purport& to the Constitution itself.
If the need of Congress to have a veto
decide which States could, and which
States could not, impose literacy tests as power over acts of State legislatures can
a prerequisite to voting, thereby denying in fact be sustained, there is a constito some States, while leaving intact in tutional means to that end.
others, a specific and important power.
The alternative to suspending the ConThis bill would impose a condition of stitution, and the alternative to a reprior approval by a court or the Attorney jection of a government of laws, is found
General on enforcement of State laws in article V of the Constitution, itself;
dealing with voting rights and proce- for the alternative to suspension of the
dures.
Constitution is to amend the ConstituBy such an act, Congress would assume tion.
ro itself a power of veto over acts of
The Nation has witnessed an almost
State legislatures and the same time del- unparalleled display of political power
egate that power to specific courts, and by the proponents of the proposed Voteven to an appointed official, the Attor- ing Rights Act of 1965. They have moved
ney General.
with dispatch, they have proved inThis bill, if passed, will be one act of vulnerable to argument, and they have
Congress which is entirely an exercise brooked no delay. In a Senate which
of power rather than an exercise of au- was formerly, but lamentably, no longer,
thority. The exercise of such power is the most deliberative body in the world,
incompatible with the Constitution, and they have imposed cloture and termithe passage and enforcement of this bill nated debate even in the complete abis only possible to the- extent that the sence of the treat of filibuster. They
Constitution no longer applies or is "sus- have brought this proposed Voting Rights
pended."
Act of 1965 to a :final vote in this formThe suspension of the Constitution erly most deliberative body in the world
which will be occasioned by the passage before the other House, known for its disof the proposed Voting Rights Act of ·patch, could even get the bill reported
1965 would not be a mere temporary hia- from committee.
.tus. 'nle passage of this bill would inOne would presume-with far more
volve not ju,st putting the Constitution validity than have the presumptions inaside for a moment while the Senate en- corporated iii the bill before us-that the
gages in a rollcall vote while the House basis of all political power in the United
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States resides in the people, themselves; final resting place' of the Constitution
as does sovereignty. It would follow, and the rule of law; for it is here that
therefore, that the political power dis- they· will have been burled with shovels
played by the proponent.~ of the proposed of emotion under pUes of expediency, in
Voting Rights Act of 1965 is but a re- the year of our Lord, 1965.
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, Benjamin
flection of the political will and determination of the people of the Nation. Ap- Franklin stated at the completion of the
parently, those who support the pro- work of the Constitutional Convention
visions of S. 1564 hav3 the requisite po- of 1787:
litical strength to amend the ConstituWe have given this country a re.p ublic if it
tion of the United States to authorize can keep it.
Congress to exercise the power which it
I say in all solemnity, and in all sinnow clearly disposes to usurp.
cerity that if the pending bill is to be a
Admittedly, amending the Constitution prototype of the legislation which the
is no easy matter. In the first place, it American people can expect from the
requires a two-thirds vote in Congress to Congress in the future, we will not be
propose an amendment. This require- able to keep the Republic which the
ment should pose no difficulty to the pro- Founding Fathers gave us. The Foundponents of the proposed voting rights .ing Fathers were perhaps the best qualiact, for they have already mustered in fied men who ever lived to write a Conthe Senate 70 votes to impose cloture on stitution. They had studied the · long
the bill. Certainly this was a sufficient and bitter struggle of man for the right
formidable display of strength.
of self-government and for freedom from
For ratification of an amendment, the governmental tyranny. They had found
affirmative concurrence of three-fourths these tragic words inscribed upon each
of the States is necessary. In view of the page of that history:
.f act that the bill singles out only five
No man or set of men can be safely trusted
States and portions of two others for with unlimited. governmental power.
punishment and demotion, and in view
This discovery inspired them to write
of the wide and enthusiastic support
which surely must underlie the most im- a Constitution which specified the Powpressive power display we have witnessed ers that the Federal Government was to·
in the Senate there should have been no take, the Powers which the States were
difficulty in securing the adoption of an to retain, and the rights which the citauthorizing amendment to the Consti- izens were to have even against Government.
tution.
The bill before the Senate does offense
Even if the process required a full
year's time, it could have been consum- not only to constitutional safeguards but
mated-had it begun when this bill was also to the essential elements of fair
presented-without permitting any in- play. The Founding Fathers did not
tervening election to take place prior to merely define the powers the Federal
Government was to take. They wrote
the reform.
the Constitution specific limitations
The constitutional amendment process into
upon the powers of the Federal Governwas rejected, however, if it was ever even ment.
One of those limitations appears
considered. Perhaps the proponents of in section
9 of article I of the Constituthis legislation are aware that political tion.
It states in plain words that Conpower is a fleeting thing which crests
shall not have the power to pass
like a wave, only to subside again. They agress
bill of attainder or an ex post facto
may reason with logic that emotions
cool with time. Or perhaps they recall law.
A bill of attainder is a legislative act
a lesson from "The Prince," that politicians should strike while the iron is which imposes punishment upon named
bot. It gives one cause to wonder, how- individu&.ls or ascertainable groups of inever, how many recall Lord Acton's ob- dividuals without judicial trial. The bill
servation that "power tends to corrupt; condemns five States as a whole and
absolute power tends to corrupt abso- parts of two other States without notice,
without an opportunity to be heard, with1utely."
It may be that this "suspension" of the out evidence, and without a t1ial. By an
artificial and deceptive triggering procConstitution will prove neither perma- ess,
declares that 5 States and substannent nor fatal. A century ago, there tial it
of 2 other States are guilty
was a similar rejection of the rule of law of portions
violating the 15th amendment.
following years of bloody fratricide.
counties of the State which
The Constitution survived. Fortunately, Thirty-four
have the honor, in part, to represent
however, the judiciary remained at that Iare
condemned by this artificial and detime committed to the integrity of the
ceptive formula of violating the 15th
Constitution and the rule of law. There amendment
upon the pretext that the
is little basis for hope that rescue of the
Constitution will come from that quarter election officials in them use literacy
tests to deny citizens the right to vote on
in our time.
the basis of their race or color. That is
It is quite possible that should this sus- the
made by the triggerpension prove fatal to the already dam- ing condemnation
process of the bill. The condemaged Constitution and the rule· of law, nation
is made despite the fact that rectheir passing will go unnoticed for ords assembled by U.S. Civil Rights Comawhile, and only later will obse:rv~rs at- mission show that during recent years
tempt to fix the time of death, locate the 997 of every 1,000 persons of both races
body and reconstruct the crime. Should who took the literacy test in North Carosuch an attempt be made, surely this lina were judged literate and were regisspot will be the focus of attention.
tered.
Here, in what was formerly the most
The administration, through its repredeliberative legislative body, will be the sentative, the Attorney General, de-
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mands the passage of the bill. The Attorney General came before the Senate
Judiciary Committee and admitted that
the Department of Justice had no evidence that any of the 34 counties of
North Carolina are engaged in violating
the 15th amendment. A tragic day has
been reached in the history of the Nation when its chief law officer comes before a committee of Congress and demands that 34 counties of my State,
which he admits to be innocent, be adjudged guilty of a violation of the Constitution.
When the Attorney General is asked
why he advocates a bill of this type, he
says that the judicial processes are too
slow and cumbersome. In other words,
he advances as the only argument for
the passage of the bill the excuse which
a mob gives when it denies a man a fair
trial in a court of justice and lynches
him.
That excuse goes along very well with
the provisions of the bill, because the
bill would lynch provisions of the Constitution, which every officer of the Federal Government is bound by a solemn
oath or affirmation ·to support.
I believe that every qualified citizen of
every race ought to enjoy the right to
vote, and that any election official who
wilfully denies him such right ought to
be punished. For this reason, I otrered
amendments which would have made it
possible to secure the registration of
qualified citizens in all areas of the
country without substantial delay in a
manner consistent with constitutional
principles and the essentials of !airplay.
Unfortunately for good government
these amendments were defeated.
When the Constitution divided the
powers of government between the Federal Government, on the one hand, and
the States, on the other, it declared, by
section 2 of article I and section 2 of
article II of the originnl Constitution,
and by the 10th amendment, and by the
17th amendment, that the power to prescribe qualifications for voting ·belongs
to the States, not to Congress. According to every decision handed down by the
Supreme Court of the United States from
the beginning of the Republic to this
hour, the power which those provisions
.of the Constitution give to the State to
prescribe qualifications for voting include the power to establish and to use
a literacy test as one of the qualifications
for voting.
The able and distinguished Senator
from Mississippi [Mr. STENNIS] suggested a moment ago that the bill might
well be deemed an affront to the Supreme
Court of the United States. There is
substantial foundation for this suggestion.
The bill would rob seven States of their
power to establish and use literacy tests
without notice, without an opportunity
to be heard, without evidence, and without a trial. It would do so notwithstanding the fact that every decision
handed down by the Supreme Court on
this subject, from the day George Washington took his ·first oath of omce as
President of the United States to this
·very second, has declared that the power
to prescribe qualifications for voting, including the power to prescribe a literacy
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test, belongs to the States under the
provj.sions of the Constitution of the
United States.
This being so, the proponents of the
bill lay themselves open to the charge
that they have no confidence whatever
in the judiCial stability of the Supreme
Court. I say this because the bill cannot be adjudged valid by the Court unless it repudiates every decision it ~as
made on the subject.
The proponents of the bill also lay
themselves open to the charge that they
manifest little confidence in the intellectual integrity of the Supre;me Court.
This is true because the second section
of article I of the Constitution and the
17th amendment state in simplest words
that in order to be eligible to vote for
Senators and Representatives in Congress persons must possess the qualifications of electors of members of the most
numerous branch of the State legislature. It would have been impossible for
the Founding Fathers and those who
drafted and - ratified the 17th amendment to have selected clearer words in
which to express that all the States of
the Union, including Alabama, Georgia,
Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina,
South Carolina, and Virginia, have the
Power to prescribe who shall vote for
Senators and Representatives in Congress within their borders by prescribing
the qualifications of those eligible to vote
for members of the most numerous
branches of their respective legislatures.
The pending measure would ignore
those plain words of the 2d section
of article I and the 17th amendment
and deprive seven States of the power
which these plain words vest in them to
determine the persons eligible to vote for
Senators and Representatives in Congress.
Another principle which was written
into the Constitution by implication, and,
which has been declared by the Supreme
Court again and again in matters involving the powers of newly admitted States,
ts that the Constitution of the United
States creates ~ union of States of equal
dignity and power.
The pending measure would ignore
that constitutional principle and declare
that 7 States are not States of equal
dignity and· power with the other 43
States. Consequently this is a bill
to make the constitutional angels weep.
The legislative physicians who have concocted the strange nostrum contained in
the bill are unwilling for their States
to take their own medicine.
Hence, the bill is cleverly designed to
exempt their States from its provisions.
It is to be used as an instrument of
chastisement for selected areas of the
country which it is now politically profitable to chastise and which are without
protection against the injustices embodied in the bill unless the Constitution of the United States is still a living
document affording .them the protection
which the ·pending measure would deny
to them.
No action taken in connection with the
consideration of the pending bill illustrates in a mor~ glaring manner the attitude which this .bill expresses .toward
constitutional government than the action of the Senate in respect to the
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amendment designed to rob the State
of New York of its constitutional power
to prescribe literacy in English as a test
for voting in that State.
The constitution of the great State of
New York declares in the plainest words
that no person within its boundaries
should be allowed to vote in any Federal
or State election unless he is literate in
the English language: That was a constitutional principle written in the organic law of the State of New York by
the people of New York State.
The validity of that provision under
the Constitution of the United States had
been assailed on at least two occasionsonce in the courts of the State of New
York, and a second time in the Federal
court sitting within the State of New
York. The first of these challenges, the
one in the State court of New York, raised
the question that the 15th amendment-the amendment which provides that no
State shall deny or abridge the right of
any citizen to vote on account of race or
color-invalidated that provision.
The challenge in the New York court
and also in the Federal court raised the
question of whether the provision of the
constitution of the State of New York
which required literacy in tlie English
language as a prerequisite for voting
violated the 14th amendment to the Constitution of the United States. Both of
those courts declared that nothing in the
15th amendment invalidated the provision of the New York constitution which
required literacy in the English language
as a prerequisite for voting.
As was expressly pointed out in those
judicial decisions, a Puerto Rican who
is literate in Spanish but not in English is not denied the right to vote by the
New York ·constitution on account of his
race or color but, on the contrary, is
denied the right to vote by the New York
constitution on account of his illiteracy
in English. Consequently, they rightly
held that the 15th amendment had no
application whatever to the New York
constitution.
Both decisions held that the 14th
amendment to the Constitution of the
United States did not invalidate the requirement of the New York constitution
that a person be literate in English to
qualify for the right to vote in New York.
Such holdings were eminently sound.
The equal-protection-of-the-laws clause
of the 14th amendment does not apply
to any State law which applies in like
manner to all persons in like circumstances. The New York constitution aPplies in like manner to all persons illiterate in the English language.
During the debate en that amendment,
I called attention to the decision of the
Supreme Court of New York, 221 N.Y.S.
2d 262, the decision of the Court of Ap·peals of New York, affirming the decision
of the Supreme Court of New York, and
the decision of the three-judge Federal
court sitting in New York. The decision
of the Court of Appeals of New York is
reported in 7 N.Y. 2d 762, and the opin- ·
ion of the three-judge Federal court is
reported .in 199 F. Supp. 155 <1961>.
These decisions make it clear, beyond
peradventure of doubt, that New York
State has the power to require literacy
in English as a prerequisite of voting;

and that it has that power under the
Constitution of the United States. Moreover, it is elementary that the Congress,
which does not have the power to amend
the Constitution of the United States, or
the constitution of New York, by one of
its acts, had no power to adopt the
amendment proposed in the Senate to
outlaw the New York literacy test.
Notwithstanding the Constitution of
the United States, which gives the State
of New York the power to prescribe literacy in English as a prerequisite to the
right to vote, and notwithstanding all of
the decisions of the Supreme Court of the
United States placing that interpretation upon the Constitution of the United
States, and notwithstanding the decisions of the highest court in the State of
New York, the court of appeals, and the
three-judge Federal court sitting in New
York, that New York State had the power
under the Constitution to prescribe
literacy in English as a prerequisite to
the right to vote, the Senate, by an overwhelming vote, incorporated that
amendment in the bill.
When the Constitution of the United
States was drawn, it divided the legislative powers of government between the
Congress on the one hand, and the legislatures of the States on the other.
Under the decisions of the Supreme
Court of the United States construing
that separation of governmental powers,
it has been held what ought to be selfevident-that the States of the Union
have the same legislative power in the
fields assigned to them by the Constitution as the Congress has in the fields
assigned to it by the Constitution.
Notwithstanding the plain words of
the Constitution and the clear decisions
of the courts construing . those plain
words, that the States have the right to
prescribe the qualifications for voting,
including a literacy test, and that they
have the constitutional power under section 4 of article I of the Constitution to
designate the procedures for voting in
Federal elections in the absence of express congressional legislation on the
subject, the bill before the Senate provides that in seven States legislative acts
adopted by those States in the plain
exercise of their constitutional power
cannot be made effective until they are
approved by an executive officer of the
Federal Government, the Attorney General of the United States, or by a Federal
court sitting in the District of Columbia.
This offends the Constitution, because
it robs those States of their undoubted
power to pass laws and make them immediately effective.
It is also an offense to the constitutional principle that the powers of the
Federal Government itself are divided
among the Congress, the President, and
the Federal courts.
I say this because the bill would vest in
the Attorney General what is in essence
judicial power.
If Congress can vest power in the Attorney General to pass on the validity of
an act of a State leginlature before it
can become effective in one case, it can
vest that power in the Attorney General
in all cases. If Congress can vest that
power in t!:ie Attorney General in respect
to 7 States, it can vest that power in the
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Attorney General with respect to all 50 the administration of justice.· The judi- to take such survey or census as may be
States.
cial process contemplates that no per- appropriate for the making of the determination provided for in this section. The
There are more strange things about son, natural or artificial, shall be con- District
Court for the District of Columbia
the bill than time permits me to discuss, demned and punished for alleged wrong- shall have
jurisdiction to require such surbut the strangest thing is that the pro- doing without notice, without evidence, vey or census to be made by the Director of
ponents of the bill admit that those of without an opportunity to be heard, and the Census, and it shall require him to do
us who oppose it are on sound constitu- without a judicial trial.
so if it deems the Attorney General's retional ground when we say that the ConThe pending bill scarcely pays lipserv- fusal to request such survey or census to be
stitution of the United States gives the ice to the judicial process. It says to · arbitrary or unreasonable".
States power to prescribe literacy tests. each State and to each political subdiMr. HART. Mr. President, last night
They also admit that we are on sound vision condemned by the triggering de- I suggested a modification of the amendconstitutional ground when we say that vice: "You are condemned without ment which was offered by the Senator
Congress cannot abolish by congressional notice. You are condemned without from Louisiana [Mr. LONGJ. It was done
act any of the powers conferred upon the evidence. You are condemned without in complete good faith. It was assumed
States by the Constitution.
an opportunity to be heard. You are that there would be available census inThey say, "We are not doing that. All condemned without a judicial trial."
formation that would be required in
we ar e do·ng is to suspend the power of
After condemning the State or politi- order that that opportunity would be
seven States to use literacy tests as quali- cal subdivision without notice, without meaningful.
·
fications for voting. We admit that the evidence, without an opportunity to be
We discovered, however, that that
power to do so is vested in these seven heard, and without a judicial trial, the census information would not be availStates by the Constitution."
bill then makes false obeisance to the able. The amendment now o:ff ered proIf Congress can suspend any power judicial process by saying, in substance, vides a means of making available census
vested in Alabama by the Constitution, to the condemned State or political sub- information so that the "good" county
it can suspend any power vested in Ken- division: "While all the other 90 Federal may obtain release from any examiner
tucky by the Constitution. If Congress district courts in the United States are who might be sent in by the Attorney
can suspend any power vested in Missis- closed to you and denied power to hark- General. I hope the amendment will be
sippi by the Constitution, it can suspend en to your plea, you may journey any- agreed to.
any power vested in the State of Michi- where from your location, be it 250 or
Mr. JAVITS. I yield myself a minute
gan by the Constitution. If Congress 1,000 miles distant, to the District Court on my own time. It will be noted that
can suspend power vested in North of the District of Columbia, and exon- the structure of the amendment conCarolina by the Constitution, it can sus- erate yourself from your congressional tinues the general structure of the bill,
pend power vested in all 50 States by the condemnation if you satisfy such court which vests the fundamental adminisConstitution. I deny the theory which of two things:
tration of the various aspects of it in
underlies the bill; namely, that Congress
"First. That you have not violated the the Attorney General of the United
can suspend any provision of the Con- 15th amendment in the past, or if you States.
stitution. This theory is utterly incon- have, you have fully corrected your past
However, it does give very complete
sistent with the Constitution and ut- violations.
· and effective court sanction. It provides
terly repugnant to the reasons which
"Second. That you will not violate the for two types of petition to the Attorney
gave it birth.
15th amendment at any time during the General, one asking for a termination
Mr. President, as a practicing lawyer, foreseeable future."
of procedures which are the general purand as a judge, I have spent the major
The bill withholds the substance of pose of the bill, and also seeking 'the necpart of my life in the administration of · the judicial process from those it con- essary survey or census which will
justice. Consequently, I have reason to demns without notice, evidence, opportu- qualify a subdivision for the purpose of
entertain a high opinion of the place of nity to be heard, and a judicial trial. I starting · a suit. It gives . complete authe courts in the life of our Nation. In- do not know of a worse offense which can thority to the court in order that that
deed, I believe, the administration of be committed by a legislative body than . be done.
justice to be the most sacred function of to do what the pending bill would do with
"I:herefore, the structure of the admingovernment.
respect to the judicial process, to take a istration of the bill is preserved, and the
During debate on this subject, I read process which was created to do justice substance which is sought by the amendto the Senate a provision of the ·consti- and· pervert it, distort it, and prostitute ment of the Senator from Louisiana is
tution of North Carolina which declares it, so that justice cannot be done.
effected.
that courts shall always be open. I al})O
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. PresiThe PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
read to the Senate a great passage from time of the Senator from North Caro- dent, I yield myself 1 minute.
the speech of Jeremiah S. Black, counsel lina has expired.
I appreciate the fact that the Senator
for the petitioner in Ex parte Milligan,
from Michigan has offered the am.endMr~ COOPER. Mr. President, I sugconcerning the intention of the Ameri- gest the absence of a quorum.
ment. It was necessary to do so in order
can people that courts of justice should
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. RIB- to perfect the modification of my amendalways be opEm for the administration ICOFF in the chair). The clerk will call ment that the Senator had offered yesof justice.
· the roll.
terday. The idea is that the Attorney
The pending bill is absolutely incomThe legislative clerk proceeded to call General ordinarily would have his finding final for the determination that a
patible with devotion to the rule of law the roll.
or respect for the judicial process.
Mr. HART. Mr. President, I ask certain percentage of Negroes are regisAlthough Congress has created 91 unanimous consent that the order for tered or are not registered. However,
in the event that there should be a disFederal district courts in the United the quorum call be rescinded.
States and given them virtually identical
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- pute about the matter, and there should
be reason to feel that the Attorney Genjurisdiction in all other instances, this out objection, it is so ordered.
bill provides that only one of the 91
Mr. HART. Mr. President, I send to eral might be arbitrary about declining
Federal district courts, to wit, the Dis- the desk an amendment and ask that a request for a census, we now would give
the court discretion. I appreciate the
trict Court of the District of Columbia, it be stated.
can exercise jurisdiction in cases arising
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The fact that the Senator from Michigan
under the provisions of the pending ·bill. amendment to the amendment will be has offered this amendment. ·
·Mr. JAVITS. ·Mr. Piesident, I yield
Mr. President, the judicial process was stated for the information of the
myself 30 seconds. I merely wish to
invented by man in his most exalted and Senate.
most enlightened hour. Its purpose was
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I do not point out that the technique tised with
respect to the Attorney General and
to repeal the law of the jungle, and object:
establish in its place the law of civilizaThe legislative clerk read as fallows: his request to the Director of the Census
tion. The judicial process was invented
On page 22, line 22, insert after .the words is the very same technique which is conby man for one purpose and one purpof?e "clause (a)" and before the period, the fol- tained in the bill in section 4<b> · with
only-to enable government to perform lowing: "a.nd to petition the Attorney Gen- respect to the so-called 25 percent trig··
·
in a just . manner its most sacred task, eral to request the Director of the Ce:rµi\1$_ gering mech~sm. .
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The . PRESIDING OFFICER. The the .electors in..each State shall have tJ;ie
qualifications requis~te for electors of t~e
question is on agreeing to the amend- most
of the State legislament offered· by-the Senator from Michi- ture. numerous branch
·
gan to the . amendment in the nature.
The clear, cogent, unambiguous lan.of a substitute, as amended, No. 124,
offered by the Senator from Montana guage thereof is neither subject to mis[Mr. MANSFIELD] and the Senator from understanding nor susceptible to misinterpretation by fairminded men. It
Illinois [Mr. DIRKSEN] .
The amendment to the amendment was clearly comprehended by its authors
and has been accepted for 177 years since
was agreed to.
Mr. HART. Mr. President, I move to . the ratification of our Constitution as an
reconsider the vote by which the amend- absolute reservation unto the States of
the power to prescribe voter qualificament was agreed to.
Mr. JAVITS. I move to lay that mo- . tions, save only as limited by the subsequent adoption of the 15th, 19th, . and
tion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was 24th amendments. And I submit, Mr.
President, that the proponents and adagreed to.
vocates of this amendment are mocked
Mr. EASTLAND obtained the floor.
Mr. RUSSELL of South Carolina. at every turn by the clear and cogent
Mr. President, may I ask a question of language of article I, section 2, of the
the Senator before he begins his speech, Constitution of the United States; the
so that he may address himself to this deliberations related thereto by the Constitutional Convention of 1787; the desubject?
.
bates and treatises concerning its ratiMr. EASTLAND. I yield.
Mr. RUSSELL of South Carolina. It fication; its subsequent consideration
has to do with the poll tax, to which the from time to time in the debates of the
Senator has · given a great deal of Congress, and 177 years of unbroken legal
thought and attention. The poll tax, as precedence.
Mr. President, I would like to take this
I understand the bill, is to be outlawed
as a condition to voting because it is. occasion to enlighten my friends and
discriminatory, allegedly, under the 15th colleagues as to the clear meaning, force
amendment, and is discriminatory be- and effect of article I, section 2, of our
cause, as I understand the argument, National Constitution. In doing so I
Negroes are on a lower economic level should like to discuss, among other
than white persons in many of the States things, its historical origin and subsequent history, the legal precedences reaffected.
Would not the same argument be lated thereto, and its connection with
equally applicable to a sales tax or excise related sections of the Constitution.
tax, in exactly the same way? Would
It is an established cano!l of constitunot those also be regarded as discrimi- tional construction that no one provinatory under the 15th amendment in the sion of the·Constitution is to be separated
same way that the poll tax is said to be from all the others, to be considered
discriminatory?
alone, but that all the provisions bearing
Mr. EASTLAND. The distinguished upan a particular subject are to be
Senator from South Carolina is exactly brought into view . and to be so intercorrect. · The poll tax does not discrimi- preted as to effect the great purposes of
nate because it is levied against the black the instrument-volume 16, Americ.i.n
and white, the rich and poor, regardless Jurisprudence, second edition, Constituof their economic level. There is no tional Law, section 66.
discrimination. It is levied on everyone.
Thus in order to fully comprehend the
Mr. RUSSELL of South Carolina. As- true force and effect of article I, section
suming that a person has less money 2, I would like to impress upon my colthan another person, and therefore it is leagues the necessity of being ever mindargued that the poll tax is discrimina- ful throughout this discussion of the
tory, would not that same argument ap- importance of its relationship with artiply to a sales tax or excise tax in exactly cle I of the Bill of Rights. Now I .know
the same way? .
that the presence of the 10th amendment
Mr. EASTLAND. The Senator has in our National Constitution is a conput his :finger on a very important point. stant source of extreme discomfort and
The Senator is correct. We are entering frustration to many of my distinguished
an era of absolute government, of a friends and colleagues, but I hope they
strong centralized government. The bill will not be unduly offended if I take this
ts a major step in that direction. It occasion to reacquaint them with the
would destroy the system of government clear mandate :of its language.
that we now know. We are' destroying
Article X states:
it under the whiplash of Martin Luther
The powers not delegated to ·the United
King and others of that ilk.
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited
ARTICLE I, SECTION 2, OF THE CONSTITUTION
EXPRESSLY RESERVES UNTO THE STATES THE
EXCLUSIVE AUTHORITY TO PRESCRIBE VOTING
QUALIFICATIONS, SAVE ONLY AS LIMITED BY
THE PROHIBITION OF THE 15TH, 19TH, AND
24TH AMENDMENTS

by it to the States, are reserved to the States

respectively, or to the people.

I submit that upon thoughtful consideration of the plain language of article I,
section 10, there are several facts that
. Mr. President, the exclusive right to became inur.ediately and patently obprescribe voting qualifications was ex- vious on its face. I would draw your spepressly reserved unto the States by arti- cial attention to the fact that it is quite
cle I, section 2, of the Constitution, apparent that it is not in any sense a
wherein it states:
· grant of power to the Congress of the
The H;ouse of Representatives shall . be United States or to anyone else, but simcomposed of Members chosen every second ply a prerequisite set forth in the Conyear by the people of the several States, and stitution for the creation of a new gov-
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ernment. It is a requirement that the
"House of Representatives shall be composed of Members chosen every second
year.~· Certainly that was no relinquishment of power from the States, nor a
delegation of power to the United States,
nor a prohibition, but a simple command.
In addition to the foregoing command,
section 2 vested, in those persons in each
State who .qualified to vote for members
of the most numerous branch of their
State legislature, a right to . vote for
Members of Congress. This was clearly
not a delegation of power by ·the States,
because the States never had the power
to vote in the :first place, and the inhabitants of the States never had the right
to vote for Members ·of Congress for the
simple reason that there was no Congress
in existence. No, it was not a delegation
of power but a direct provision for the
establishment of a new government
which vested a right in a defined class
of persons to vote for Members of Congress, or those qualified tmder State law
to vote for members of the most numerous branch of their State legislatures.
It is likewise clear that section 2 contains
an implied prohibition on the States
against establishing qualifications for
the electors of members of their own
legislatures which are different from
those which they established for electors
for Members of Congress and vice versa.
This is an implied restriction upon the
powers of the States and in no sense a
delegation nor a grant of pawer.
Now, Mr. President, this brings us to
the question as to what powers, if any,
are vested in the Congress of the United
States in relation to article I, section 2.
While it is perfectly obvious that section 2 contains no specific grant of power
to the Federal Government whatsoever,
I would concede that under the necessary and proper clause of article I, section 8, the Congress is vested with the
implied authority to assure that the
States elect Members of Congress every
second year; that those persons qualified
to vote for members of the most numerous branch of the respective State
legislatures are given the right and opportunity to vote for Members of Congress, and that the States make the same
provisions for qualifications of electors
of Members of Congress as they do for
the · electors of the most numerous
branch of their respective legislatures.
While I never underestimate the ingenuity of the proponent of this type
legislation when it comes to misconstruing the clear meaning of the Constitution I assume that there are none so
bold or confused as to seriously contend
that the implied powers vested in the
Congress by the necessary and proper
clause of section 8 · of article I include
the power to prescribe to the States who
they should qualify to vote for the members of their respective legislatures.
The historically accepted and legally
established fact that the authors of our
National Constitution intended article I,
section 2, as an absolute reservation unto
the States of the exclusive power to prescribe vot!ng qualifications is not only
patently obvious on its face, but is thoroughly corroborated by the situation existing prior to the convening of the
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Convention: by the deliberations of the
Constitutional Convention itself, and
the debates connected with its ratification within the respective States.
The fundamental principle of constitutional construction is that effect must
be given to the intent of the framers of
the organic law of the people adopting it.
This is the polestar in the construction
of constitutions-16 Am. Jur. 2d Constitutional Law, section 64.
As a corollary to that principle we
find in section 88 that:
The rule is well established that in the
construction of a constitution recourse may
be had to proceedings in the convention
which drafted the instrument.

The question as ta whether or not there
should be a national su1Irage for the election of Representatives and Senators was
the subject of intense debate in the Constitutional Convention of 1787 and the
question as to whether the States or the
Federal Government should determine
the qualifications of electors of representatives was an issue which was squarely
placed before the delegates and argued
at length on the floor of debate. The
contest evolved between those delegates
who desired a uniform qualification for
electors to be prescribed in the Constitution itself: those who wished the power
to prescribe voting qualifications to be
vested in the Congress, and a prevailing
faction which believed that the Constitution should prescribe that the electors for
Members of Congress should be the same
as those qualified in the respective States
to vote for members of the most numerous branch of their State legislatures.
The issue was resolved on August 6,
1787, when Morris of Pennsylvania moved
to strike from article IV, section 1,. of
the existing draft, the words:
The qualifications of the electors shall be
the same, from time to time, as those of the
electors, in the several States, of the most
numerous branch of their own legislatures.

His stated purpose was "in order that
some other provisions might be substituted which would restrain the right of
suffrage to freeholders." Morris also
argued that another "objection against
the clause, as it stands, is, that it makes
the qualifications of the electors of the
National Legislature dependent upon the
will of the States." Colonel Mason of
Virginia argued in favor of the clause,
stating: "A power to alter the qualifications would be a dangerous power in the
hands of the Federal Legislature." Other
advocates of the provision warned that
the authority to prescribe voting qualifications was jealously guarded by the
States and would not be voluntarily relinquished by them. The motion to strike
was defeated, with seven States voting to
retain the sentence; Delaware to strike
it; Maryland being divided, and Georgia
absent. It is, therefore, an uncontroverted historical fact that it was the
unanimous understanding of the delegates to the convention that article I,
section 2, vested in the respective States
the exclusive authority to prescribe votlng qualifications, and there exists not
one scintilla of evidence to the contrary.
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As stated in Transportation Co. v.
Wheeling, 99 U.S. 280:
Support to that view is also derived from
one of the members of the Federalists, which
has ever been regarded as entitled to weight·
in any discussion as to the true intent and
meaning of the provisions of our fundamental law.
·

consequences? Some States might make no
regulations at all on the subject. And shall
the existence of the House of Representatives, the immediate representation of the
people in ·eongress, depend upon the will and
pleasure of the State governments? • • •
We find, on examining this paragraph (sec.
4) that it contains nothing more than the
maltims of self-preservation.

We find in 16 Am. Jur. 2d., Constitutional Law, section 89, that:

In the Virginia convention, Wilson
Nicholas, one of the delegates, said:

It is an accepted principle that in the interpretation of the Constitution of the
United States recourse may be had to the
Federalists, since the papers included in that
work were the handiwork of three eminent
statesmen, two of whom had been members
of the Convention which framed the Constitution.

In issue No. 52 of the Federalist Papers,
the States were given assurance that
they would continue to exercise exclusive
authority to establish voting qualifications:
To have reduced the different qualifications in the different States to one uniform
rule would probably have been as dissa.tisfactory to some of the States as it would
have been difficult to the Convention.
The provision ma.de by the Convention
appears, therefore, to be the best that lay
within their option. It must be satisfactory
to every State, because it is conformable to
the standard already 'established, or which
may be established by the State itself.

A review of the debates in the ratifying
convention of the respective States bears
out the universal acceptance of this interpretation and are entitled to great
weight by every principle of constitutional construction.
In the Massachusetts convention there
was a "doubting Thomas." Dr. John
Taylor, from the town of Douglass, who
feared that section 4 might give Congress
power to prescribe a property qualification for voters in the sum of 100 pounds.
He inquired of Rufus King whether this
could not be done to keep Members of
Congress in omce. Mr. King was one of
the more distinguished statesmen of that
period, a leading member of the Federal
Convention. Answering, he said:
The idea of the honorable gentleman from
Douglass transcends my understanding; for
the power of control given by this section extends to the manner of election, not the
qualifications of the electors.

In the Pennsylvania convention James
Wilson, a leader in the Federal Convention, said:
In order to know who are qualified to be
electors of the House of Representatives, we
are to inquire who are qualified to be electors of the legislature of each State. If
there be no electors of them: if there be no
such electors, there is no criterion to know
who are qualified to elect Members of the
House of Representatives. By this short,
plain deduction, the existence of Stat.e legislatures is proved to be essential to the existence of the General Government.

If, therefore, by the proposed plan, it is
left uncertain in whom the right of suffrage
is to rest, or if it has placed that right in
improper hands, I shall admit that it is a
radical defect; but in this plan there is a
fixed rule for determining the qualifications
of electors, and that rule the most judicious
that could possibly have been devised, because it refers to a criterion ·which cannot
be changed. · A qualification that gives a
right to elect representatives for the State
legisla.tures, given, also, by this Constitution, a right to choose Representatives for
the General Government.

The Virginia debates do not show any
dissent.
·
In the North Carolina convention, a
delegate, John Steele, refe~g to
Representatives, said:
Who are to vote for them? Every man who
has a right to vote for a representative to
our legislature will ever have a right to VQte
for a Representative to the General Government. Does it not expressly provide that the
electors in each State shall have the qualifications requisite for the most numerous
branch of the State legislature? Can they,
without a most manifest violation of the
Constitution, alter the qualifications of the
electors? The power over the manner of
elections does not include that of saying
who shall vote. ~~ Cons.titu_tio~ expressly
says that the qualifications which entitle a
man to vote for a State rep~sentailve. ·rt
is, then, clearly and indubitably fixed and
determined who shall be the electors; . and
the power over the manner only enables them
to determine how these electors shall electwhether by ballot, or by vote, or by any other
way.

Now, there are those, Mr. President,
who admit the exclusive authority of the
States under article I, section 2, to prescribe the voting qualifications, but audaciously suggest that the term "qualification" was not intended by the authors
of our Constitution to include the payment of a poll tax or other tax as a
prerequisite for voting. Now if this
contention appears unusual and erroneous on its face, it is rendered sheer nonsense by the provisions of the State
constitutions existing at the time of the
Convention. As stated in 16 Am. Jur.
2d, Constitutional Law section 87:
It is settled that in placing a construction on a constitution or any clause or part
thereof, a court may look to the history of
the times and examine the state of things
existing when the constitution wa.s framed
and adopted, in order to ascertain the prior
law, the misc~ief, and the remedy.

Each delegation had before them the
the provisions of their own State constitutions requiring the payment of poll
taxes and property taxes as lit prerequisite qualification to tb~ right to vote for
members of the most numerous branch
They
If the Congress had it not in their power of their resi)ective ~egµ;latures.
to make . regulations, what might be the had before them the fact that the New

This negatives any idea that Congress
could, under section 4, deal with qualifications.
·
With respect to section 4, Mr. Wilson
says:
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Hampshire constitution, of 1784, had a
requirement for the payment of a poll
tax and that the constitution of Massachusetts, adopted in 1780, required the
possession of a freeheld estate as a prerequisite to suffrage. They had the
constitution of 1777 of New York State
which required that a man must be
either a freeholder or a taxpayer of New
York or Albany in order to vote. They
had the constitution of New Jersey of
1776, which required that a man possess
an estate of 50 pounds as a qualification
for voting.
They had the constitution of Pennsylvania of 1776, requiring that a voter for
the legislature must be a taxpayer; the
constitution of Maryland, which required that a voter of· the State legislature must be a freeholder of 50 acres or
the possessor of 50 pounds; the constitution of North Carolina of 1776, requiring
that a voter for the most numerous
branch of that State legislature be a
freeholder or a taxpayer, and they also
had the constitutions of South Carolina
and Georgia, which had similar requirements for voting.
If there remained any doubt whatsoever as to whether the term "qualification" as used in article I, section 2,
encompasses the requirement of the
na,yment of taxes as a prerequisite to
voting, it was forever resolved in the
affirmative by the adoption of the 17th
amendment in 1912. The 17th amendment, providing for the popular election
of U.S. Senators used the identical
language of article I, section 2:
The electors in each State should have the
qualifications requisite for electors of the
most numerous branch of the State legis. latures.

The above-quoted language of the 17th
amendment was adopted after more
than a century of experience with the
suffrage provisions contained in the
Constitution and also after there had
been ample time to observe the operations of the newer poll taxes which were
imposed in the Southern States between
1875 and 1908.
Continuing from the ·ridiculous to the
.absurd, past proponents of anti-poll-tax
legislation have repeatedly advanced the
astounding proposition that the Congress is specifically delegated the power
to regulate State voting qualifications by
the terms of article I, section 4, wherein
it states:
The times, places, and manner of holding
elections for Senators and Representatives
shall be prescribed in each State by the legislature thereof; but the Congress may at any
time by law make or alter such regulations,
except as to the places of choosing Senators.

Not only does this unusual theory fly
in the face of the plain and patent meaning of article I, but even the most. partisan view of the deliberations of the Constitutional Convention, ratification debates, and the subsequent legal precedence relating thereto, can produce one
shred of fact to recommend it.
The words "times," "places," and
"manner" cannot be re~otely associate!i
or confused with the plain meaning of
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the word "qualification" as used in section 2 of article I. No degree of strained
construction nor the most . ingenious
imagination can conjure up a conflict
between these two sections.
At the Massachusetts Ratifying Convention, in answer to an inquiry as to
whether Congress may prescrib~ a property qualification for voters under the
provisions of section 4 of article I, Mr.
Rufus King, a delegate to the Constitutional Convention, replied:
The idea of the honorable gentleman from
Douglass transcends my understanding; for
the power of control given by this section
extends to the manner of elections, not the
qualifications of the electors.

These two sections were explained before the North Carolina Convention in
the following words by John Steele: ·
Can they, without a most manifest violation of the Constitution, alter the qualifications of the electors: the power over the
manner of elections does not include that
of saying who shall vote. The Constitution
expressly says that the qualifications are
these which entitle a man to vote for a State
representative. It is, then, clearly and indubitably fixed and determined who shall
be the electors; and the power over the manner only enables them to determine how
these electors shall elect--whether by ballot,
by vote, or by any other way.

Madison explained article I, section 4
to the Virginia Ratifying Convention as
follows:
It was found impossible to fix the time,
place, and manner of the election of Representatives in the Constitution. It was found
necessary to leave the regulation of these,
in the first place, to the State government,
as being best acquainted with the situation
of the people, subject to the control of the
General Government, in order to enable it
to produce uniformity and prevent its own
dissolution.
And, considering the State governments
and General Government as distinct bodies,
acting in different and independent capacities for the people, it was thought the particular regulations should be submitted to
the former and the general regulations to
the latter. Were they exclusively under the
control of the State governments, the General Government might easily be dissolved.
But if they br regulated properly by the State
legislatures, the congressional control will
very probably never be exercised.

It is perfectly obvious that the advocates of such a theory either fail to
understand, or refuse to accept when it
does not suit their purpose, the distinction between substance and procedure, a
distinction clearly drawn in Newberry v.
U.S. 256 U.S. 232 <1920). They would
have us accept the unbelievable proposition that "manner" does not refer merely
to the procedure incident to elections, but
k the substance as well. To accept that
premise is to agree with what the entire
thrust of the Constitution refutes, that
the Central Government could impose
uniform franchise qualifications upon the
States.
In view of the foregoing, and especially
in light of the subsequent ratification of
the 17th amendment, it is readily apparent that article I, section 2 of the Constitution of the United States of America
was intended to vest in the States alone
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the authority to prescribe qualifications
for voters. This view has been :firmly
established by an unbroken line of legal
precedence.
In Ex parte Yarbrough, 110 U.S. 651
(1884), the Court said after quoting section 2, article I:
The States in prescribing the qualifications
of voters for the most numerous branch of
their own legislatures, do not do this with
reference to the election for Members of
Congress. Nor can they prescribe the qualifications for voters for these eo nomine.
They define who are to vote for the popular
branch of their own legislature, and the Constitution of the United States says the same
persons shall vote for Members of Congress
in that State. It adopts the qualification
thus furnished as the qualification of its
own electors for Members of Congress. (at
663.)

The Yarbrough case contains a thorough discussion of the power vested in
Congress to prescribe the manner of
holding elections under article I, section
4. In that case Yarbrough and others
were prosecuted for interferring by physical attack with the exercise of the right
to vote of certain qualified voters in an
election of a Member of Congress from
Georgia. The Court upheld the power
of Congress to pass legislation prohibiting such violence under the provisions
of section 4 of article I, but made it clear
that the protective shield of the Federal
Government could only be invoked as to
those electors already found qualified by
State law. The same conclusion has
reached in the case of U.S. v. Munford,
CCED Va., 16 Fed. Rep. 223 (1883).
The same conclusion is reached in the
case of United States v. Classic, 313 U.S.
299 0941) , in which the Court points
out that section 4 of article I is supplemented by Congress power to pass implementing legislation under the "necessary and proper" clause of article I,
section 8. The Classic case cannot be
interpreted in any way to imply an authority of the National Congress to regulate State qualifications for voting.
THE POWER VESTED IN CONGRESS TO ENACT APPROPRIATE LEGISLATION PURSUANT TO THE
PROVISION OF THE 15TH AMENDMENT IS NARROWLY CONFINED TO THE NEGATIVE AUTHORITY TO PROHIBIT DISCRIMINATORY STATE ACTION AS CONTRADISTINGUISHED FROM THE
EXPRESS GRANT OF CONGREqSIONAL POWER "TO
MAKE ALL LAWS WHICH SHALL BE NECESSARY
AND PROPER" TO REGULATE INTERSTATE COMMERCE AS ENUMERATED IN ARTICLE I, SECTION 8

In their desperate reach for some semblance of legality upon which to base
this mockery of the Constitution, the
proponents of this legislation seek to
equate the broad regulatory power vested
in Congress by the interstate commerce
clause of article I, section 8, with the
narrow, negative authority to prohibit
State action under the terms of the 15th
amendment. Testifying before the Senate Judiciary Committee in regard to
this same bill, the Attorney General
sought to justify the sweeping provisions
thereof by citing Gibbons v. Ogden, 9
Wheat. 1, and its broad description of the
congressional power to regulate interstate commerce, as well as Atlanta
Motel v. United States, 379 U.S. 241.
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Even to the most casual student of the
Constitution, such an equation is immediately absurd, not only from a comparison of the clear, obvious, patent language of the two provisions, but also by
an analysis of the judicial decisions relating thereto.
Section 8 of article II of the Constitution is that provision wherein the express powers vested in Congress are
enumerated.
The section begins:
The Congress shall have the power to
regulate commerce • • • among the several
States • • •,to make all laws which shall be
necessary and proper for carrying into execution the foregoing powers • • •.

Thus Congress is expressly granted the
absolute, exclusive, a:mrmative, "necessary, and proper power to regulate" this
area of commerce. No such regulatory
power is vested in Congress in regard to
voting qualifications, such power being
expressly reserved to the States by article I, section 2 of the Constitution.
In Gibbons against Ogden, Chief Justice Marshall stressed the word regulate,
stating:
We are now arrived at the inquiry-what is
this power? It is the power to regulate; that
is to prescribe the rule by which commerce
ls to be governed.
As stated in the Constitution of the
United States of America, Annotated,
1964 edition:

This clause serves a twofold purpose: it
ls the direct source of the most important
powers which the National Government exercises in time of peace; and except for the
due process of law clause of amendment 14,
it is the most important limitation imposed
by the Constitution on the exercise of State
power.

Nowhere in the Constitution is there
to be found an express, implied, or reserved power in the States to regulate
interstate commerce.
Contrariwise, as previously discussed,
the States are vested by article I, section
II, with the exclusive, expressly reserved
authority to prescribe voting qualifications, save only as expressly limited by
the prohibitions of the 15th, 19th, and
24th amendments.
The 15th amendment prohibits any
State from denying or abridging the
right to vote on account of race or color
and gives Congress the power to enforce
the same by appropriate legislation. It
does not vest in the Congress the power
to preempt . or usurp the constitutional
authority of the States to prescribe and
regulate voting qualifications. The 15th
amendment, like the 14th amenjment,
merely prohibits the States from discriminating on account of race or color,
as stated in Ownby v. Morgan, 256 U.S.
94, wherein the Court stated:
Its function is negative, not affirmative,
and · it carries no mandate for particular
measures of reform.

stitution," 1891, volume 2, page 719.
said:
There was no thought a.t this time of
correcting at once and by a single act the
inequalities and all the injustice that might
exist in the suffrage laws of the several
States. There was no thought or purpose of
regulating by amendment, or of conferring
upon Congress the authority to regulate, or
to prescribe qualifications for, the privilege
of the ballot.

This view has been consistently upheld
by the courts. In the case of United
States v. Reese, et al., 92 U.S. 214, 1875,
the Supreme Court said:
The 15th amendment does not confer the
right of suffrage upon any one. It prevents
the States, or the United States, however,
from giving preference, in this particular,
to one citizen of the United States over
another on account of race, color, or previous
condition of servitude.

In United States v. Cruikshank, 92 U.S.
542, 1875, the Court stated:
In Minor v. Hawersett, 21 Wall. 178, we
decided that the Constitution • • • has not
conferred the right of suffrage upon any one,
and that the United States have no voters
of their own creation in the States. In
United States v. Reese, et al., supra p. 214,
we hold that the 15th amendment has invested the citizens of the United States with
a new constitutional right, which is exemption from discrimination in the exercise of
the elective franchise on account of race,
color, or previous condition of servitude.
From this it appears that the right of suffrage is not a necessary attribute of national citizenship; but that exemption from
discrimination in the exercise of that right
on account of race, etc. is. The right to
vote comes from the State; but the right of
exemption from the prohibited discrimination comes from the United States.

Consequently, every case decided on the
subject since 187-5 has a:mrmed what the
clear language of the 15th amendment
indicates; that the "power to enforce
this article by appropriate legislation"
simply confers upon Congress the very
limited, negative · power to prohibit discriminatory state action rather than any
amrmative authority to interfere with,
regulate or preempt the right of the
States to establish and administer voting
qualifications.
In 1890 the court held in Davis v. Beason, 133 U.S. 333, that the sUffrage law
of the territory of Idaho denying the vote
to any person "who is a bigamist, a polygamist or who teaches, advises, counsels or encourages any person or persons"
in regard thereto; is not open to any
constitutional or legal objection."
The principle of Minor against Happersett, U.S. against Cruikshank, and U.S.
·against Reese was explicitly reaffirmed in
McPherson v. Blockner, 146 U.S. 1, 1892
The Court, discussing the Constitution,
said:
It recognizes that the people act through
their representatives in the legislature, and
leaves it to the legislature exclusively to define the method of affecting the object.
Ibid., page 27.

The fact that the authors of the 15th
amendment intended to vest in Congress
•
•
•
•
legislative authority negative rather than
In short, the appointment a.nd mode of
affirmative in its nature, prohibitory ·appointment
of electors belong exclusively
rather than regulatory in its scope, is to the States under the Constitution of the
obvious from the patent language there- United States.
of. Mr. Justice Storey, discussing the
Ibid., page 35.
15th amendment in "Story on the Con•

•

•

•

•
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The right to vote intended to be -protected
refers to the · right to vote as established by
the laws and Constitution of the State.
Ibid., page 39.

Having ratified and reaffirmed the
foregoing premise, the Court then concluded:
But we can perceive no reason for holding
that the power confided to the States by the
Constitution has ceased to exist because the
operation of the system has not fully realized
the hopes of those by whom it was created.
Ibid., page 36.

As stated in Pope v. Williams, 193 U.S.
621 (1903) :
The privilege to vote in any State ls not
given by the Federal Constitution, or by any
of its amendments.

In upholding a Maryland statute requiring a declaration of intent to become
a citizen of that State 1 year prior to
registration, the Court stated that:
The Federal Constitution does not confer
the right of suffrage upon any one, and the
condition under which that right is to be
exercised are matters for the States alone to
prescribe, subject to the provisions of the
Federal Constitution.

Also see Mason v. Missouri, 179 U.S.
328.
The Mississippi literacy test provided
for in our State Constitution was upheld
in the case of Williams v. Mississiplti,
170, U.S. 213, 1898, and the constitutionality of a similar provision of the Louisiana Constitution was approved by the
Fifth Circuit in Trudeau v. Barnes, 65 F.
Second, 563, 1933.
The literacy requirement of the Constitution of Nort~ Carolina has been upheld as a constitutional exercise by that
State of its power to prescribe voting
qualifications as late as 1959, in the case
of Lassiter against Northhampton
County Board of Elections. Mr. Justice
Douglas delivering the opinion of the
Court, discussed the Courts former
· precedents concerning the right of a
State to prescribe voting qualifications in
view of the provisions of the 14th and
15th amendments:
The States have long been held to have
broad powers to determine the conditions
under which the right of suffrage may b~
exercised, Pope v. Williams, 193 U.S. 621, 633;
Mason v. Missouri, 179 U.S. 328, 335, absent
of course the discrimination which the Constitution condemns. Article I, section 2 of
the Constitution in its provision for the
election of Members of the House of Representatives and the 17th amendment in its
provision for the election of Senators provide that officials will be chosen "by the
people." Each provision goes on to state
that "the electors in each State shall have
the qualifications requisite for electors of
.the most numerous branch of the State legislature." So while the right of suffrage is
established and guaranteed by the Constitution (Ex parte Yarbrough, 110 U.S. 651, 663'665; Smith v. Allwright, 321 U.S. 649, 661662) it ls subject to the imposition of State
standards which are not discrlmlna tory and
which do not contravene any restriction that
Congress, acting pursuant to its constitutional powers, has imposed. See United
States v. Classic, 313 U.S. 299, 315. While
section 2 of tlie 14th amendment, which provides for apportionment of Representatives
.among the States according to their respective numbers counting the whole number of
persons in each State (except Indians not
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taxed), speaks of "the right t9. vote," the
right protected "refers to the right to vote
as established by the laws and constitution
of the State. McPherson v. Blacker1 146
Y.S. 1. 39.

Dealing specifically with the constitutional authority of the States to require
literacy tests as a prerequisite to voting,
Justice Douglas said:
We do not suggest that any standards
which a State desires to adopt may be required of voters. But there is wide scope for
exercise of its jurisdiction. Residence requirements, age, previous criminal record
(Davis v. Beason, 133 U.S. 333, 345-347) are
obvious examples indicating factors which a
State may take into consideration in determining the qualifications of voters. The
ability to read and write likewise has some
relation to standards designed to promote
intelligent use of the ballot. Literacy and
illiteracy are neutral on race, creed, color,
and sex, as reports around the world show.
Literacy and intelligence are obviously not
synonymous. Illiterate people may be intelligent voters. Yet in our society where
newspapers, periodicals, books, and other
printed matter canvass and debate campaign
issues, a State might conclude that .only
those who are literate should exercise the
franchise. Cf. Franklin v. Harper, 205 Ga~
779, 55 S.E. 2d 221, appeal dismissed 339 U.S.
946. It was said last century in Massachusetts that a literacy test was designed to insure an "independent and intelligent" exercise of the right of suffrage. Stone v. Smith,
159 Mass. 413-414, 34 N.E. 521. North Carolina agrees. We do not sit in judgment on
the wisdom of that policy. We cannot say,
however, that it is not an allowable one
measured by constitutional standards.

They had to "bow to" the 15th amendment rather than be "supplanted by"
some Federal regulation.
The negative application of the 15th
amendment is further demonstrated in
the cases Smith v. Allwright, 321 U.S.
649 (1944) outlawing the Texas White
Primary Law, and Terry v. Adams, 345
U.S. 461 (1953), invalidating discrimination against Negroes practiced by the
Jaybird Democratic Association, a club
consisting of all white voters in a Texas
county which operated independently of
State laws . .
As correctly stated by the eminent
constitutional authority Charles Bloch,
testifying before the Senate Judiciary
Coinmitte.e on March 29:

which do not belong to the jurisdiction
of a court, either in law or equity."
As stated by Justice Nelson:
That these matters, both as stated in the
body of the bill, and in the prayers for relief, call for the judgment of the court upon
political questions, and, upon political rights,
not of persons or property, but of a political
character, will hardly be denied. For the
rights for the protection of which our authority is involved, are the rights of sovereignty,
of political jurisdiction, of government, of
corporate existence as a State, with all its
constitutional powers and privileges. No
case of private rights or private property infringed, or in danger of actual or threatened
infri~gement, . is presented by the bill, in a
judicial form, for the judgment of the court.

Also see Mississippi v. Johnson, 4 Wall.
The theory of this bill and of the Attorney 475 (1867).
General who presents it is that if in the
The rule of the Stanton case was reafopinion of Congress a State imposes stand- firmed and extended in Massachusetts v.
ards which are discriminatory, or applies Mellon, 262 U.S. 447 0923), in which the
legal standards (test and devices) discrimi- complainants alleged "that the act is a
natorily, Congress may, by statute, divest .
that State of its constitutional power of de- usurpation of power not granted to Contermining the conditions upon which the gress by the Constitution-an attempted
right of suffrage may be exercised; may sub- exercise of the power of local self-govstitute its own conditions, and may do all ernment reserved to the States by the
of that retroactively.
10th amendment"; and further alleged
The Constitution gives the Congress no "that the plaintiff's rights and powers
such power over any State of this Union, as a sovereign State and the rights
North or South, East or West, Republican of its citizens have been invaded and
of Democrat (transcript I, p. 257).
As stated by the honorable attorney

from Macon, Ga., when you expand the
principle upon which this bill is based to
its logical conclusion, then you have destroyed · our republican form of government· and made a mockery of the ConWhat better example could be given stitution upon which it stands.
of the negative application of the 15th THE .DECLARATORY JUDGMENT SUITS PROVIDED
amendment than that found in the case
FOR UNDER SECTION 4 (A)" AND SECTIONS 5 OF
of Guinn v. United States, 238 U.S. 347,
THE BILL ARE NOT JUSTICIABLE CAUSES UNDER
1915, and Myers v. Anderson, 238 U.S.
ARTICLE m SECTION 2 OF THE CONSTITUTION
AND THE STATEs ARE LIKEWISE PRECLUDED
368, 1915, both cited by the Attorney
FROM BRINGING A CAUSE OF ACTION IN THEIR
General before the Senate Judiciary
OWN BEHALF OR AS PARENS PATIUAE TO CHALCommittee. In the Guinn case, the
LENGE THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OJ' THE ACT
Court held that the grandfather clause
OR TO ENJOIN THE ENFORCEMENT THEREOF
attached to the literacy test provision of
In the case of Muskrat v. United
the Oklahoma constitution was violative
of the prohibitions of the 15th amend- States, 219 U.S. 346 <1911), quoting Milment. Discussing the effect of the 15th ler on the Constitution, judicial power as
amendment, Chief Justice White said used in article III, section 2, was defined
as "the power of the court to decide and
that:
The amendment does not take away from pronounce a judgment and carry it into
the State governments in a general sense the effect between persons and parties who
power over suffrage which has belonged to bring a case before it for decision." The
meaning of the terms "cases" and "conthose governments from the beginning.
troversies" determine the extent of the
And:
judicial power, as well as the capacity
It is true also that the amendment does of the Federal courts to entertain jurisnot change, modify, or deprive the States of diction.
their free power as to suffrage except of
In Georgia v. Stanton, 6 Wall. 50, the
course as to the subject with which the State of Georgia brought an original suit
amendment deals and to the extent that
in equity against the Secretary of War
obedience to its command is necessary.
and others to enjoin the enforcement of
The Court further held that only the the Reconstruction Acts, "setting forth
offending portion of an invalid consti- the political rights of the State, and of its
tutional provision would be struck down people to be. protected." The State conwhen severable from the remaining part. tended that the enforcement of the acts
The same basic principles were involved divested Georgia "of her legally and conin the Myers case which was decided on stitutionally established and guaranteed
the same day. The Attorney General existence as a body politic and a member
correctly stated the decisions of these of the Union." The Supreme Court recases when he told the House Judiciai:y f used to entertain jurisdiction of the
-cause for want of jurisdiction, holding
Committee:
The "grandfather clauses" of Oklahoma. that f-Or a. case to be presented for the
and Maryland were, of course, voting quali~ exercise of the judicial power, the rights
flcations. Yet they had to bow before the threatened "must be rights of persons or
15th amendment (transcript, p. 39).
property, not merely political rights,
CXI--742
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usurped-its constitutional rights are infringed by the passage thereof."
On the basis of the foregoing allegations Massachusetts sought to enjoin
the administration of the act in its own
behalf and as parens patriae for its citi-zens. The Supreme Court refused to accept jurisdiction on the ground that the
cause was not justiciable, in that a State
cannot maintain a suit either to protect
its political rights or as parens patriae
to protect citizens of the United States
from the operation of a Federal law.
Conc.e rning the right of a State to sue
in its own behalf to protect its political
rights, the Court said:
In that aspect of the case we are called
upon to adjudicate, not rights of ])erson or
property, not rights of doinlnion over physi-·
cal domain, not quasi-sovereign rights actually invaded or threatened, but abstract questions of political power, of sovereignty, of
government.

Dealing with the right of a State to
bring suit as parens patriae for its citizens, the Court stated:
· It cannot be conceded that a State, as
parens patriae, may institute judicial proceedings to protect citizens of the United
States from the operation of the statutes
thereof. While the State, under some circumstances, may sue in that capacity for
the protection of its citizens (Missouri v.
Illinois, 180 U.S. 208, 241), it is no part of
its duty or power to enforce their rights in
respect of their relations with the Federal
Government. In that field it is the United
States, and not the State, which represents
them as parens patriae, when such representations become appropriate; and to the
former, and not to the latter, they must
look for such protective measures as :flow
1rom that status.

Also see New Jersey v. Sargent, 269 U.S;
-328 0926), and Arizona v. California,
.283 u .s. 423 (1931).
Thus, by a elever and diabolical
scheme, the pretended judicial remedy
held out in section 4 Ca) and section 5 is
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rendered a mere negatory, superfluous
legislative mirage when viewed in light
of article III, section 2 of the Constitution, and the States are likewise completely and absolutely precluded from
challenging the constitutionality of the
act, or enjoining the enforcement thereof, either in their own behalf or as parens
patriae for their citizens.
I have been literally astounded to hear
the name of Lincoln invoked on this
Senate floor in behalf of this punitive
legislation. For it was Lincoln who
thwarted the efforts of the congressional
radicals to impose this very kind of
legislation upon the South. His personal
greatness precluded vengeance or malice
ever entering into his political differences
with the South.
How can the name of Lincoln be raised
in support of this abject submission to
mob might when it was he who counseled his people at Springfield:
There ls no grievance that ls a fit object or
redress by mob law.
In his second inaugural address he advised Americans against a policy of
vengeance toward the South but rather
counseled "let us judge not, that we not
be judged," and directed .this warning to
the advocates of a harsh reconstruction
of the South: "Blood cannot restore
blood, and government should not act for
revenge." No, Lincoln was too big to
join the rabble-rousing demagogs in
the street. He declined the cheap popularity of waving the bloody shirt. Lin~oln
askedWith malice toward none; with charity
for all, let us strive on to finish the work
we are in; to bind up the Nation's wounds.
I remind those who sponsor this legislation to outlaw literacy tests in the
name of Lincoln that the Gettysburg
Address speaks of a government "of the
people, by the people, for the people", not
of the ignorant, by the ignorant, for the
ignorant. I point out that i~ was the
founding father of the Democratic
Party, Thomas Jefferson, who said:
If a nation expects to be both ignorant and
:free, in a state of civilization, it expects what
never was and never will be.
Mr. President, in closing I should like
to mention a story related by Senator
John F. Kennedy in his famous book,
"Profiles in Courage." He told how the
great Senator from Mississippi, L. Q. C.
Lamar, was directed by the State legislature to vote for the Bland Silver bill,
which was extremely popular in my
State. But after studying the issue he
decided that the best interests of the
Nation would not be served by this legislation. In announcing his vote on this
same Senate floor, he said:
Between these resolutions and my convictions there is a great gulf. I cannot pass
it • • •. Upon the youth of my State whom
it has been my privilege to assist in education I have always endeavored to impress
the belie! that truth was better than falsehood, honesty better than policy, courage
better than cowardice. Today my lesson
confronts me. Today I must be true or false,
honest or cunning, faithful or unfaithful to
my people.

Carrying his campaign for reelection
to a hostile electorate he fearlessly
stated:
I prize the confidence of the people of
Mississippi, but I never made popularity the
standard of my action. ·I profoundly respect
public opinion, but I believe that there ts a
conscious rectitude of purpose, a sustaining
power which will support a man of ordinary
firmness under any circumstances whatsoever.

•

•

•

•

•

The liberty of this country and its great
interests will never be secure if its public
men become mere menials to do the bidding
of their cqnstituents instead of being representatives in the true sense of the word,
looking to the prosperity and future interests of the whole country.
But as our late President said:
The stories of past courage can define that
ingredient. They can teach. They can offer
hope. They can provide inspiration. But
they cannot supply courage itself. For this
each man must look into his own soul.
With this in mind, I close my remarks
to the senate with the words of Lincoln:
Let us have faith that right makes might
and in that faith let us to the end dare to
do our duty as we understand it.
I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
HARRIS in the chair). The Senator
from Michigan is recognized.
Mr. HART. Mr. President, I suggest
the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. J AVITS subsequently said: Mr.
President, before the Senator from
Illinois leaves the Chamber-I see that
he is about to go-I should like to say
a word in his presence. I had hoped that
I could precede him and not follow him,
because, considering the historic role
which he has played in the framing of
the amendment in the nature of a substitute, it would have been far more appropriate for the minority leader to have
been the anchor speaker, as it were, on
this side of the aisle. But I was absent
from the Chamber when he started his
speech, and hence it has worked the other way.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that my remarks might precede the
remarks of the distinguished Senator
from Illinois [Mr. DIRKSEN].
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I pay
tribute to the fact that the Senator from
Illinois [Mr. DIRKSEN] again, as in 1964,
has been, with the majority leader, the
architect of the civil rights bill. The
Democratic Party has endeavored to
stand before the country as a champion
of civil rights, and we honor it. It is no
depreciation of that honor to say that
I take peculiar pride in the fact that a
Senator from Illinois should have car-
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ried out for my party in the most practical way known to Senators, the historic
tradition of Lincoln, who was essentially
the father of our party, by fashioning
legislation and, what is even more important, having it passed. I am pleased
to voice on behalf, I know, of every Senator on this side, whether or not he voted
for cloture, the satisfaction which we all
take in the historic service rendered by
our leader in a field so uniquely apposite
to the origins of our party and to its
greatest figure in all history.
Mr. DIRKSEN. I thank my colleague.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I have expressed the desire to speak at this time,
because I believe it is necessary, in the
final hours of debate on the amendment
in the nature of a substitute, to make
very clear the legal basis upon which we
have proceeded, so that what we have
fashioned may have the very best opportunity actually to become operative law,
and so that the courts, when they come
to pass upon these questions, may have
before them, as vividly as possible, the
very essential basis upon which, in my
view, we have proceeded.
The fundamental basis for the bill is
the factual finding of Congress that
there have been such widespread denials
of the fundamental right to vote in so
many broad areas of the Nation as to
require the application of remedies in
order to implement the 15th amendment.
These remedies go beyond the remedies
which we prescribed in the Civil Rights
Acts of 1957, 1960, and 1964, and are
without the delays which have been incident to the local proceedings which we
prescribed in previous statutes.
What I have said is not in derogation
of the courts or the essentiality of their
function. It is merely the adoption by
the Congress of a means apposite to its
purpose and to the purpose required by
the 15th amendment, because there is
one endemic fact in this situation which
is not mentioned too often, and that is
that the denial of the right to vote is
irremediable.
If the courts remember nothing else,
I hope they will remember that. The denial of the right to vote is irremediable.
Therefore, the duty of Congress is not
only to secure the right to vote for every
citizen, but also to secure it consistent
with constitutional means at the earliest
possible moment, because once lost, the
individual no longer has the right to determine whether A, B, or C shall rule
him, or if a constitutional amendment is
involved, what constitutional provision
shall bind him in a particular State.
Having once lost that right, that elected
official rules just the same, and that con· stitutional amendment, or any other subject of a referendum, is the law just the
same, binding .him as it binds everyone
else. But he has irremediably lost his
right to say anything about it.
It is upon that ground that I base my
deep conviction that what we have done
in the bill, which I hope very much the
Senate will now pass, is constitutional.
Mr. President, by way of summarizIng-because it is impartant to summarize some of the factual bases upon which
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we have acted-let us remember that the
Senate Chamber has reverberated not
only with cries of unconstitutionality but
also with cries of injustice, that is, that
we are penalizing and punishing States
or subdivisions of States for the sins of
their fellows.
In the first place, that argument impliedly admits that there are sins and
deprivations of voting, as indeed there
}).ave been.
In the second place, it fails to answer
the proposition that we can only make
general law and fashion it to the utmost
extent humanly possible to enable the
innocent not to suffer with the guilty.
But at the same time, we must have some
rough measure of justice so that if the
innocent have to go to a little trouble-for example, in a declaratory judgment
suit-we cannot for that reason eliminate the remedies which are available to
those who are being bound unjustly.
As the minority leader has well said,
let us understand that Negroes who are
denied the right to vote not only pay
taxes but bleed and die like the rest of
us in the many wars and struggles of the
United States and spend their blood and
sweat in building up our country just as
those whose skins are white.
Let us look at the figures which, after
all, in the final analysis, are a summary
of the long history of abuses and deprivation of rights which make the passage
of the measure now before the Senate
so necessary; and, it is sad to say, on
the part of any American, it is a sordid
history.
For example, in the States of Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi,
and South Carolina, in varying degrees
of intensity, the percentage of Negroes
of voting age, registered in 1964, generally speaking, was under 40 percent.
In Mississippi, it was as low as 6.7 percent; in Alabama, as low as 23 percent;
in Louisiana, 32 percent; in South Carolina, 38.8 percent; in Georgia, 44 percent;
Let us remember that those who talk
about the bad counties and the good
counties completely overlook the fact
that every State controls all of its counties. If in New York, Illinois, Michigan,
Ohio, or Pennsylvania a particular
county was discriminating against Negro citizens in the matter of voting, the
State would take care of that. The examiners who would investigate· in that
State under the bill would not have to be
examiners of the United States; they
would be examiners of the State-and
they would go quickly.
Under these circumstances, I cannot
see how the interposition of the United
States to protect the . constitutional
rights of its citizens, when the State will
not protect them, can be denied.
The facts and figures with respect to
individual counties are almost beyond
belief in showing the tragedy of this
situation and the way in which the constitutional safeguards of every citizen
pave been nullified. A recent survey
entitled "Voting in Mississippi," contained.In a rePort of the U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights dated May 18, 1965, to
which I refer, shows that in Chickasaw

County ,. 1 Negro out of 3,054 over 21 years
of age is registered; In Humphreys
County, out of 5,561 Negroes, none are
registered; in Lamar County, out of 1,071
Negroes, none are registered; in Walthall
County, out of 2,499 Negroes over the age
of 21, only 4 are registered.
Compare that with the registration of
whites in the same counties: In Chickasaw, 72 percent of the white citizens
as against 0.003 percent of the Negroes;
in Humphreys County, 68.3 percent as
against O percent; in Lamar County, 88.6
percent as against o percent; in Walthall
County, 100 percent as against 0.46
percent.
The figures are so disparate that they
entitle us, in the bill, to base our action
upon triggering mechanisms far more
liberal than anything that is justified by
the general national averages of registration and voting. But, if anything, we
stretch a point in order to do our utmost
to encourage southern communities to
do what they should have decades ago.
Next, let us consider the poll tax, about
which we had such a struggle. In Mississippi, Negroes earn one-third the average wage of white persons, but the poll
tax is the same for both. We feel
strongly that the courts will invalidate
the Poll tax because it represents a real
economic burden upon what should involve no economic burden-the right to
vote.
There is a host of cases decided as recently as the · period between 1955 and
1964 in counties of Mississippi, as to
which we have an up-to-the-minute report, in which the sheriff or some other
official has refused to accept the poll tax
· and thereby has deprived an individual
Negro of his right to vote.
Next is the question of tests and devices, which are dealt with in the bill,
and as to which the Civil Rights Commission has found discrimination, first,
in the choice of matter to be written
or interpreted; second, in the judgment
of interpreters, including the application
of the so-called "letter-perfect" rule-that is, if one does not spell correctly
the month in which he was born, his
application to register is thrown out;
third, and in the rendering of assistance
to whites in answering questions, but not
to Negroes. Think of the situation, for
example, in Mississippi, where whites are
asked to interpret the following provision
of the state Constitution:
The Senate shall consist of Members chosen
every 4 years by the qualified electors of the
several districts.

Negroes are asked to interpret sections
of the Constitution dealing with tax
exemptions for corporations, the judicial
sale of land, eminent domain, concurrent jurisdiction of chancery and circuit
courts, and habeas corpus.
What about deprivation going back for
a century, which inhered in segregated
schools resulting in a median .education
level of the sixth grade for Negroes in
Mississippi, as compared with an 11th
grade median for whites? What about
the situation in the schools of Virginia,
which incidentally is. a poll . tax State,
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where voting in many counties, which
are · detailed clearly on page 39 of the
report of the majority group in the Conimittee on. the Judiciary who support the
· bill, is as low as 4 percent for Negroes.
In Prince Edward County, Va., the
schools were closed entirely, merely to
defy the Supreme Court in the matter
of school desegregation. That decision
kept those schools closed to Negro children for 3 years.
In Yazoo County, Miss., as recently as
1962, $2.92 was spent on the education
·Of every Negro child a~ compared with
$245.55 for the education of each white
child.
Then there is the intimidation by publie officials; there are the bombings, the
shootings, the burnings, the beatings;
and quite apart from them, the denial of
surplus food to Negroes who persist in
their attempt to register, as in Humphreys County, Miss.; or the ·boycotting
of Negroes who had the temerity to register by cutting off their bank loans and
their grocery store credit.
The circumlocutions engaged in since
the passage of the 1957 Civil Rights Act
have endeavored to "skin" the Federal
law in order to make it ineffective.
Mr. President, this sad, tragic, and sordid record is an effort to invalidate the
constitutional rights of Americans. This
is the responsibility of all of us. It is no
less my responsibility than it is that of
any Senator who may oppose the legislation, or of any group; and what is occurring now goes to what will occur in
the future. It is for that reason that our
responsibility is collective; that our effort
to deal with the problem must also be
collective.
I understand they are also the views
of Senators from States who say, "Most
of the counties of my State do not discriminate; they register Negroes with the
same liberalism that they register whites.
Why do you bother with them?"
We bother with them just as we may
have to bother with New York; just as
my distinguished junior colleague from
New York [Mr. KENNEDY] and I felt that
justice required, whether it would help or
hurt me politically, or the candidate I
favor in the New York mayoralty campaign, or anybody else, that American
citizens such as those from Puerto Rico,
who studied in American-flag schools,
but who happened to study Spanish
should be entitled to vote.
The same thing applies to Negroes who
have not received the educatior. to which
they were entitled. This is our responsibility. If the registrars of county A
have been discriminating, while in
county B they have not, that does not
absolve the registrars in county A. This
is still our responsibility.
If it takes some trouble for the good
counties to get themselves out from the
provisions of the bill, and they have to
come to the District of Columbia to sue,
that is our responsibility.
· So, Mr. President, I welcome, at long
last, some direct line of action by which
the majesty and power of the United
States will be exercised to give to all its
citizens what everyone has agreed, time
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and time again, is, of all the rights pro- ary Committee and the ranking Repubvided by the Constitution, the most un- lican member of it, I think it is fair to
questioned and most elementary-the say they will proceed with a House billright to vote. If this bill does not ac- meaning the text of a House bill-and at
complish that purpose, I feel certain that ·some point in the House proceedings, a
I shall be joined by many other Sena- Member of the House will move to strike
tors--! hope a majority, in standing on out the Senate text and substitute the
the floor of the Senate and proposing House text. Then there will be a conperhaps another law, until our goal is ference, at which time I assume these
achieved. But do it we will, and do it we matters can be worked out, because they
must. If the motto of the United States will be within the . frame of the conferis "In God We Trust," which means that ence.
I wished to make a short legislative
in God's morality we trust, is really true,
and we really believe in it, we will imple- record. I have conferred with the manment it with our votes, our strength, our ager of the bill [Mr. HART]. He is fully
aware of the situation. I know of no
voices, and our resources.
good reason, at this late hour, why there
I yield the floor.
should be a motion to reconsider and a
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. How motion to table, since Senators closely
much time does the Senator from Illinois identified with the bill have been fully
advised of the premises, including Memyield to himself?
Mr. DIRKSEN. I yield myself 10 min- bers of the House.
Now to say a word or two about the
utes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The pending measure, but more particularly
Senator from Illinois is recognized for about the Mansfield-Dirksen substitute:
I like to think what we have done as an10 minutes. ·
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, on other step toward the ultimate solution
yesterday we considered two groups of of one unsolved problem of the Constiamendments offered by the distinguished tution. We have talked much about the
Senator from Michigan [Mr. HART], the Founding Fathers, and apparently they
Senator in charge of the bill. These did a great and noble work, but we
were offered as technical and clarifying know also that the Constitution is a very
amendments. The first group was interesting mixture of compromises.
strictly technical and clarifying, and to The New England shipping interests had
one interest, and the Southern States at
those I had no objection.
Not having seen the amendments up that time had quite another interest.
to that time, I was in no position to de- In the one case they wanted to be sure
termine whether some of them went that the very fruitful and productive
further, and were actually amendments shipping enterprise would not suffer;
of substance. On further examination, and, on the other hand, those in the
I discovered that in the second group agricultural States of the south wanted
there were at least two amendments that to be sure, having set a foundation for
I thought were substantial in character. a fruitful agriculture, that it would not
The first of these is reported on page be destroyed or unduly limited.
Out of that came two compromises.
11484 of the RECORD of yesterday. One
of those amendments proposed to strike The first was with respect to the comthe words "test and device" and to sub- position of the Senate. They agreed
stitute in the place of those words, in the that the House should be selected on the
plural, "tests and devices." That would basis of population and that every State,
enlarge the jurisdiction of the court, for large and small, should have two Senone thing, if a matter were pending, and ators, and could not be denied its Senait would put an additional burden of torial representation without its conproof on the State or subdivision, as the sent.
The second compromise was with recase may be, in order to defend its case.
The second amendment provides for spect to the "importation of persons."
relief that was infinitely broader than It is a rather interesting commentary
that originally provided. I thought that that the Constitution of the United
particular concept placed an additional States does not use the word "slave." It
does not use the word "slavery." It does
burden on the State.
One more amendment refers to page not use the words "slavery as an institu4, line 1, and page 7, line 24, of the sub- tion." It does not use the word "enslavestitute. There the word "or" was ment." Consequently, they wrote into
changed to "and". The effect of that the Constitution, as a matter of comprochange was to prohibit any relief to a mise, that the "importation of persons"
State or political subdivision unless and should not be prohibited until the year
until the court finds that the State or 1808, but that Congress could levy a
subdivision has successfully met two capitation tax not to exceed $10. .That
tests instead of one of two alternative left the institution of slavery free to
proliferate for another 20 years before·
tests.
This amendment has the effect of the country had to come to grips with
changing the provision and increasing, the institution itself, and with those
to a considerable degree, the burden of who wished to expand it into every State
proof that is reposed upon the State or of the Union.
When the Constitution-makers met,
subdivision.
Inasmuch as the matter was not there were approximately 700,000 slaves
closed by a motion to reconsider and a in the Colonies. Of course, that reprefurther motion to table the reconsider- sented quite an interest. I presume that
the outlook in those days was considering motion, the matter is open.
So this morning, after a conference ably different from the attitude we pro ..
with the chairman of the House Judicl- · fess today. But the compromise was set-
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tied, and for another 20 years the aristocracy of slavery could continue and, at
long last, was left for another generation to deal with the problem.
We did deal with it finally, because in
the efforts to expand it, and in the efforts on the part of others to eliminate
it, there finally came secession. After
secession came conflict. As Lincoln so
nobly stated, in his second inaugural:
While the inaugural address was being delivered from this place, devoted altogether
to saving the Union without ·war, insurgent
agents were in the city seeking to destroy it
without war-seeking to dissolve the Union,
and divide effects, by negotiation. Both
parties deprecated war; but one of them
would make war rather than let the Nation
survive; and the other would accept war
rather than let it perish. And the war came.

It was not until victory had been
achieved in 1865 that it finally became
possible to implement the Emancipation
Proclamation and to put upon the statute books the . 13th amendment, which
brought slavery to an end as an institution in this country.
But, it was · not enough. · It became
clearly discernible, shortly thereaft.er,
that the rights of nonwhite citizens were
being denied in many cases. They could
not appear in town.
They could not
serve on juries. They could not vote.
There were many other things they could
not do. Out of those difficulties came
the 14th amendment. Two notable provisions are therein contained. The first
is the equal protection of the laws, and
the second is the dual citizenship which
that amendment confers upon every citizen. Regardless of color, regardless of
where he lives, every American citizen
has a twofold citizenship capacity. First,
he is a citizen of the State wherein he
resides. Second, he is a citizen of the
United States.
But apparently the 14th amendment
was not adequate to the situation and,
therefore, in 1868, there was proposed
the 15th amendment, which was finally
approved in 1870. That amendment
provided that a citizen of the United
States shall not be denied or have his
right to vote abridged by the United ·
States, or by any State. The second
section of the amendment provided that
Congress should have appropriate authority and the power to implement and
carry out the provisions of the amendment with appropriate legislation.
Mr. President, it was that vehicle, the
15th amendment, which assured to our
citizens that neither the United States
nor a State shall deny or abridge the
right to vote. That became the f oundation for what we tried to do to cure a
situation which was all too manifest and
all too evident in this country, and has
been so for a long time.
The so-called Commission on Civil
Rights has not been going through the
country, particularly in certain States,
amassing tables and evidence and providing the documents to establish the
inhibition upon the right of citizens to
vote. Sooner or later, we had to go fur.ther than what had been accomplished
up to that time.
I well remember-having participated
in the matter-the Civil Rights Act of
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1957. We thought it was a start. We
soon learned that it was only a start.
We enacted the Civil Rights Act of
1960. We sought to go a little further,
but it was not enough.
I had a particular hand in shaping the
Civil Rights Act of 1964. I thought perhaps that the Act would be something
of a remedy, but on the basis of experience it has proved to be inadequate to
solve the problem that still faces the
country.
Therefore, we began our deliberations
early, in order to take another step to
solve this unsolved problem of the Constitution. What the Founding Fathers
did was to say that the "importation of
persons"-and of course everyone knew
i 1808
who they meant-should cease n
·
But, what were we going. to do a~out
the 700,000 slaves who were m the Umte~
States on the 17th ~f September, 1787.
~hat V:'ere we gomg to do. about the
prolif erat10n of th°":~ persons .m ~~e next
20 years before the rmportat1on had to
come to an end?
They could not roll .around in orbit.
They were human bemgs. They had
souls. They had characte~. They were
expected to surrender their young men
for military duty. They were expected
to pay taxes. The Feder~! tax collector
recognizes no color when it comes to collecting money from the citizens for the
support of the Governm~nt. Consequently, it became somethmg of an incandescent issue-and it will remain so,
Mr. President, until it is accurately, adequately, and sufficiently solved.
That is the probleni now before the
Senate this very afternoon, to go ahead
at long last, if possible, to find the ultimate solution for an unsolved, residual
problem which the Constitution makers
handed down to us when they said the
"importation of persons" must cease.
But, they gave no guidelines as to what
to do about them when they were here.
Mr. President, it has taken 100 years
to catch up with the problem. We must
keep up with it, if we are to carry out
still another provision in the Constitution.
The Constitution makers did not idly
pen the Preamble-one of the noblest
statements I know-which legally is not
a part of the Constitution, but as a
guideline and as a statement of noble
purpose, it is.
Too often we forget a phrase in the
Preamble that has received all too little
emphasis and all too little consideration.
That is the phrase "to insure domestic
tranquillity."
'
Accordingly, when they started in the
Preamble, they said:

Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I yield
myself 5 minutes.
The PRESID~C:T . . OFFICE~.. The
· Senator from .IllmoIS IS recogruzed for
5 additional mmutes.
Mr. DffiKSEN. There have been demo~trations in. Mary~and •. in Alabama, in
Chicago, ~nd m Callforma. Everywhere
ii;i the Umon .there have been demonstrations. Thes~ p~op~e. are not content to
suffer these mdigruties any longer.
.
It is easy to say, "~uppose you .do this
f ~r them. They wi!~ not exercise the
right to vote anyway . .
That be~s the question ~nd makes exa?tlY n~ d1fferen~e. It will not make a
bit of d1ff erence if no colored p~rson i!1
~he l!nited States votes after this law is
mscnbed upon the statute books. The
essential point is that he is entitled to
this right. If he refuses or fails to use it,
that is his business, and not ours.
It must be there, if it is to be meaningful and purposeful under this free
system of government.
After long labor we brought the bill
here, in good faith. Then the distinguished majc)rity leader and I managed,
after further consultation with the Department of Justice and with our various
staffs to bring in a substitute that we
thought was an improvement on the first
bill.
Under the Senate's mandate, we reported back on the 9th day of April, a
bill, and were ready to proceed then to
have the Senate work its will and impress its conviction upon the handiwork
that we had brought in. It had been a
long and difficult labor.
First, we held meetings in the regular Judiciary Committee room, and later
the committee met in my office. Then
we met in the majority leader's office.
we had as good brainpower as could be
assembled. We had the help of very able
people, people skilled in this field. We
addressed the subject with as much
patience as we could summon and still
have regard for the deadline when we
were to come back to this Chamber and
say, "This is the handiwork that we have
produced."
This subject has engaged the attention of the Senate for 46 days, including
Saturdays and Sundays. That is a long
time.
I am delighted, indeed, that the Senate rose to the occasion yesterday to impose cloture on the consideration of the
bill and the speeches, because there was
little to add to whatever had already
been discussed, or w:..th respect to the
amendments that had been proposed. I
hope the bill will be passed by the Senate in due course by a resounding vote,
and that w.ithout delay the House of
we the People of the United States, 1n Representatives can then go through
Order to • • .. insure domestic Tranquil· the same proce~s, and that out of conlity • • • do ordain and establish this con- ference there. will come a ~ood, practistitution for the United states of America.
cable, enfor~1ble, an~ equitable measure. That is the thing for which we
That makes it the responsibility of have been striving.
Congress. Whether "domestic tranquilMr. President, this Chamber has rung
lity" has been assured or not can be left· for a month and a half with a discussion
to the judgment of observers who look at of constitutionality. I can only express
the contemporary scene.
the hope and belief that the bill is conThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The stitutional. But it ·remains for those who
time of the Senator from Illinois has sit in the big marble palace across the
expired.
plaza to make the final determination,
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although I do not for one moment set
anything in the way of any Member of
this body to protest its constitutionality
if he so desires.
On 11 occasions in more than 30 years
I have held up my hand and taken the
oath, in the House of Representatives
and in the Senate, to uphold and defend
the Constitution and the laws of the
United States. I meant to do it. I mean
to continue to do it. I mean to do it
according to my rights. Others may disagree with me. That is their perfect
right. How often has it been said to me,
"How could you consistently nominate
the candidate of your party in San Francisco, not withstanding the fact that he
failed to vote for cloture and failed to
vote for the Civil Rights Act of 1964?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator has expired.
.
Mr. DIRKSEN. I yield myself 5 additional minutes.
That was his privilege. He had doubts
about the · constitutionality of title II.
He had doubts about the constitutionality of title VII. He was fully entitled
to his vieWPoint. He had held up his
hand and taken the oath to uphold the
Constitution. If he felt that that bill in
1964 contravened the Constitution of the
United States, ·then he had not only a
right, but I think also a duty to his conscience, to vote as he did.
Therefore, that question gave me no
difficulty whatever.
However, I cherish other ideas. I believe that what we have wrought is constitutional and will stand up before the
Supreme Court of the United States.
If not, there is a separability clause, and
the act may still stand if one section or
another may finally be found to be unconstitutional by the highest tribunal of
this land. I believe it will stand up in
the light of day.
I earnestly hope that this afternoon
the measure will receive a resounding
vote in the Senate, and that it can be
sped on its way for ultimate action in
the House of Representatives, and in
conference committee, so that at long
last the signature of the Chief Executive
can be a:tnxed and it can be inscribed
upon the parchments of the laws of the
United States of America.
It has been long in the doing.
As I think back now, it is 100 years
since, by the force of arms, the matter .
of secession and all the ancillary matters finally had to be adjudicated.
The arbitrament of the ·sword is a
bloody business. But, as Abraham Lincoln said, "Woe unto him from whom the
offense comes."
Perhaps it had to be that way. Who
shall say, as he undertakes to evaluate
and appraise the destiny of man, and
particularly the destiny of great nations?
That is rooted in the golden tapestry
of the history of this Republic.
Now we have a further opporttinity,
not surpassed by those who occupied this
body and the other body a hundred years
ago, when they wrote the 13th, 14th, and
15th amendments into the organic law
of the country.
We are not dealing here momentarily
with a constitutional resolution. Where
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a Federal office is involved, ~hat question
was taken care of by the 24th amendment, introduced and sponsored and
nurtured by a great Member of this body,
Senator HOLLAND, of Florida. It was a
partial step only, and it did not cover
State and local elections. Until they are
covered, that problem of the Constitution, which was something of a bitter
legacy, because it was unsolved, may yet
be resolved and be taken care of in our
day and time. The sooner, the better.
I am inclined to believe that as this
right is not only restored but safeguarded
for people regardless of race and regardless of color, it will mean, of course, that
we retrieve what I believe to be a pledge
that 1s somehow woven into the whole
fabric of this free Republic.
This may yet be an epochal day 1n the
life of this country.
I am delighted that I could have a
small part in this situation.
I remember that when the Emancipator and Stephen Douglas were finishing
their seventh debate, at Alton, m., I believe, Abraham Lincoln said:
Now that this is over, our voices may be
mutned, and we Will pass off the scene. But
I hope it might be said of me that I made a
few telling remarks in the cause of civil
liberties.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator has expired.
Mr. DIRKSEN. I yield myself 2 additional minutes.
I could not think of anything pleasanter than to have some humble citizen
meet me in the street and say to me,
"You made some telling marks in the
cause of civil liberty in your time and
generation." That would be enough for
me.
I yield the :floor.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
yield myself 1 minute.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Montana is recognized for
1 minute.
Mr. MANSFIELD. First, I commend
the distinguished minority leader for the
remarks which he has made and for the
many contributions which were his in
the drawing up of the proposed legislation which has been finally presented to
this body. He deserves great credit.
There are those whom he will meet in
the street who will say to him with great
accuracy, "What you have wrought has
been worth while and what you have
wrought has been in the best interests
of the Republic."
Mr. President, a very fine editorial appeared in the Missoulian on April 22,
1965, praising the distinguished minority
leader for his statesmanlike work on behalf of the pending voting rights bill.
While recognizing fully the indispensable role of partisan politics in our system
of government, the editors of the Missoulian noted that the ability to rise
above partisanship on issues of great
national consequence was the quality
which distinguished our great public
servants. They rightly praise Senator
DIRKSEN, who has on so many occasions
put the good of his country before all
else.
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Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the editorial referred to be
inserted 1n the RECORD at this point.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed 1n the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the Missoulian, Apr. 22, 1965)
DIRKSEN'S CRITICS ARE OFF BASE

Some Republicans in and around Washington criticize Senator EvERETI' M. DmKSEN, Republican, of Illinois, for his collaboration with the administration on the voting
rights bill.
These critics charge that DmKSEN by cooperating with the administration on the
Civil Rights Act last year and by assisting in the draft of the voting rights bill
is stripping the Republicans of every issue.
What DmKSEN's critics seem to forget is
that in both instances the Illinois Senator
was right. Although highly sensible to the
necessity and values of intelllgent scrutiny
of the dominant party's activities, DmKSEN,
like many another enlightened lawmaker before him, places right above rank partisanship.
Too many of our legislators, both State
and national, put party first, Main Street
second and the general good last. We have
witnessed far too much of that in both
Washington and Helena.
The party system is necessary and basically good; but, like many another good, partisanship can be carried to the extreme.
When it militates against the general welfare and when it ls practiced for its own
sake, partisanship ceases to be a virtue.
There•s nothing wrong either with keeping an eye on and an ear tuned to Main
Street. Any legislator who neglects to do
so won't be in otnce long.
But the lawmaker has a dual function:
He represents the county, district or State
which elected him and he must legislate for
the State or Nation as a whole. Too many
lawmakers, unfortunately, put the pork barrel ahead of the general welfare.
We don't condemn legislators for party
loyalty or for taking care of the needs of
their constltutents, but right and the general
good must take precedence over party and
pork.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
call for the yeas and nays on the amendment in the nature of a substitute, as
amended, offered by myself and the Senator from lliinois [Mr. DIRKSEN].
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, on
the basis of what information I can
gather, it appears to me that we are perhaps growing close to hearing the final
speakers. n il my understanding that
the distinguished Senator from New
York [Mr. JAVITsl will have some brief
remarks to make and that the distinguished Senator from Louisiana [Mr.
ELLENDER] will speak at greater length;
others may wist_ to do so. It would appear at this time that there is a fairly
good possibility of a vote on the amendment 1n the nature of a substitute, as
amended, 1n the vicinity o.f 3 o'clock
today.
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President,
I yield myself 10 minutes.
. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Massachusetts 1s recog..;nized for 10 minutes.
THE BIGHT TO VOTE

Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. ·President.
three times since 1956 Congress has en-
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acted laws designed to guarantee the
right to vote. I voted for all of these
bil1s. Now we find that further measures are necessary to do the job. This
time. Congress intends to make sure it is
done.
To insure action, the Senate invoked
cloture on civil rights for the second time
in its history. I voted for cloture, as I
always have on civil rights measures.
As a cosponsor of the administration's
voting rights bill, I intend to vote to pass
this bill.
The major differences in this year's
measure and the laws enacted in 1957,
1960, and 1964 are that the present proposal provides administrative as well as
judicial machinery to prevent vote discrimination, and applies to all elections.
Under existing voting laws, prevention
or correction of vote discrimination lies
with the courts. Herein is the difficulty.
The court procedures have proved
lengthy, cumbersome, and, unfortunately, in some instances have themselves been used to thwart the objective
of the laws. Of prime importance is the
fact that many elections have passed
since 1957 in which citizens seeking the
right to vote through court action have
been prevented from doing so because
their cases have not been finally decided
in time.
My purpose here is to review brie:fly
the present Federal voting laws and the
new measure now before Congress.
Article I of the Constitution leaves to
the States the responsibility of setting
qualifications of their citizens to vote,
restricted only by the specific prohibitions in several amendments to the Constitution. The 14th amendment guarantees the equal protection of the laws
to all citizens; the 15th amendment prohibits . the denial of the right to vote
because of race, color, or previous condition of servitude, and gives Congress
power to enforce this right through appropriate legislation.
Prior to 1957 Congress enacted several
laws to enforce and insure numerous civil
rights, particularly the right to vote.
Under these statutes, an individual who
was unlawfully deprived of his right to
vote could file suit in the courts to secure that right.
In 1957, Congress acted further to authorize the U.S. Attorney General to seek
Federal district court orders to prevent
discriminatory denials of the right to
vote, and also sought to protect that right
from interference through intimidation,
threats, or coercion by officials or any
other person. The law also provided
for an Assistant Attorney General for
Civil Rights in the Justice Department
and established the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission to investigate voting discrimination.
By 1960, experience indicated that additional voting legislation was needed.
The Justice Department had encountered extreme difficulty in obtaining information necessary to develop cases
wider existing legislation, and, in fact,
between 1957 and 1959 had filed only
one voting rights case. In the 1960 law,
Congress required that Federal voting
records be kept for 22 months and be
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open for inspection by the Justice Department. It further authorized the
Attorney General to request the district
courts to make a finding of a "pattern
or practice" of vote discrimination where
they had determined that there were
individual denials of the right to vote.
In the areas covered by such a finding,
the court could then appoint Federal voting referees to determine the eligibility
of voters and register them. To date,
in only one case has a district court appointed a Federal referee.
In 1964, as a result of continuing discrimination in voter registration and
lengthy court delays, Congress added to
existing laws that first, all voting standards must be applied equally; second, applications cannot be rejected for immaterial errors on registration forms;
third, literacy tests where used must be
in writing and a sixth-grade education
presumes literacy unless found otherwise
by the courts; and fourth, in certain instances, three-judge courts can be requested to hear voting cases with appeal
direct to the Supreme Court. It further
instructed that VC'ting cases be heard
promptly by the courts.
Have these laws proven really effective? The answer is "No."
Congress has held out unlimited opportunity to State and local omcials to
correct voting abuset::. It rested initial
judicial relief in the local Federal district courts. Although progress has been
made in some places, these procedures
have proven inadequate in the hard-core
areas of voting discrimination.
I give you two examples from the Attorney General's testimony before the
Senate Judiciary Committee. In 1961
the Justice Department filed a voter discrimination suit in Clarke County, Miss.,
where 76 perceqt of the white population
but not one of the 2,998 Negroes was registered. Effective court relief was not
granted, so that by August 1964 Negro
registration was only 2.2 percent, or 64
Negroes.
When the Attorney General filed a
voting suit in Dallas County, Ala.-where
Selma. is located-64 percent of voting
age whites but only 1 percent of the Negoes were registered. After 4 years of
litigation only 383 of about 15,000 voting
age Negroes were registered. It took 13
months for that voting case to come to
trial, and the first court-ordered relief,
which proved ineffective, came 2 Y2 years
later.
·
Thus today we are still faced with
lengthy and costly court procedures to
tackle the multitude of State voting requirements devised specifically to perpetuate voting discrimination.
The greatest discrimination, as indicated by Federal voting statistics showing low, and in certain instances nonexistent, Negro voting participation, is
found in areas where complicated literacy tests and other devices are
required and where considerable latitude is given to local registrars in
administering the tests. Hence, the voting legislation now before Congress goes
to the heart of this problem.
The bill before the Senate suspends
literacy tests and other devices under
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certain circumstances and provides for
Federal examiners to register voters in
States or political subdivisions which
come within the following criteria:
First. Where the Attorney General
determines-maintained on November 1,
1964-any test or device as qualification
for voting and in which less than 50 percent of voting age residents were registered or voted in the presidential election last November. In addition more
than 20 percent of the population in
such areas must be nonwhite.
Or, second, where the Director of the
Census, in a survey requested by the Attorney General, finds that less than 25
percent of any race is registered.
The automatic coverage of literacy
test areas will apply immediately to Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi,
South Carolina, and some parts of
North Carolina and Virginia. The second criteria will cover particular areas
of some States which do not use literacy
tests.
The bill further provides, however,
that any State automatically covered
which contends that its requirements are
not being, and will not be, used to discriminate because of race or color can
file suit for exemption in the Federal
district court for the District of Columbia. If the Attorney General agrees he
can consent to the exemption, but in such
cases the court will retain jurisdiction of
the case for 5 years to make sure that
there is no future discrimination. Subdivisions within a covered State which
have more than 50 percent of the nonwhite population registered can request
the District of Columbia court to terminate Federal listing procedures in that
specific area. The bill, therefore, attempts to look to the present and future,
rather than to the past.
The bill also provides that whenever
the Attorney General files a voting discrimination suit under any law, the court
shall appoint Federal examiners in t~e
area involved for as long as it determines
is necessary to end the discrimination.
In such cases, the court can also suspend
use of literacy tests if they find them
used to discriminate.
The Federal examiners may accept applications from persons who are not registered and who, where the Attorney
General so requires, have tried but been
prevented from registering by loca~ omcials within the previous 90 days. In
determining whether a person is eligible,
the examiner will apply all State requirements which are not inconsistent with
the Constitution and Federal laws. If a
covered State wishes to change its requirements from those existing on
November 1, 1964, it must get approval
from the District of Columbia District
Court. Here again, the Attorney General can consent to the changes if their
purp0se or effect will not be to discriminate. ·
A Federal registration can be challenged by local officials under certain
conditions, and the challenge will be
heard by a Federal hearing officer. The
hearing omcer's decision can be contested in the appropriate Federal appeals
court. The challenged party, however,
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will be permitted to vote pending final
decision in the case.
When the Attorney General receives
complaints up to 20 days before an election that federally registered persons
have not been placed on the voting lists,
he shall seek a court order to require
local omcials to enroll these voters. The
Senate adopted an amendment, which I
supported, authorizing the Attorney
General to appoint Federal poll watchers in covered areas to insure that everyone eligible to vote is permitted to do so
and that their votes are properly
counted. Also, when a registered voter
contends within 24 hours after an election that he was not allowed to vote, provision is made for the courts to permit
the person to cast his vote and have that
vote counted in the election totals.
Both civil and criminal penalties are
provided. They cover anyone who attempts to intimidate, threaten or coerce
anyone from voting, local officials who
fail to enroll federally registered persons on the voting lists or fail to permit
them to vote or count their votes, or obstruct in any way omcials from carrying.
out their duties under this act. Criminal penalties are provided against anyone altering or destroying voting records
or conspiring to violate or inter!ere with
this law.
The greatest difference of opinion
arose over the anti-poll-tax provision.
Only four States-Alabama, Mississippi,
Virginia, and Texas-still require payment of a poll tax in State and local
elections. The poll tax was abolished
for Federal elections by a constitutional
amendment passed by Congress in 1962.
I supported this action.
The administration's bill did not contain a poll tax section. The Attorney
General testified that he did not believe
he had sufficient evidence to prove that
the poll tax itself violated the 15th
amendment and recommended against
including an outright ban of the tax in
this bill. The Senate Judiciary Committee, however, adopted a simple
amendment abolishing the poll tax as a
prerequisite to voting. A substitute bill
offered by the bipartisan Senate leadership for the committee-reported measure contained a poll tax section which
noted that Congress had evidence that
the required payment of the tax had
been used in some States to discriminate
and instructed the Attorney General to
file suit immediately to test this condition of voting. The Attorney General
supported this provision.
A further amendment was offered during Senate debate which, first, contained
a finding by Congress that the Poll tax
requirement violated the 14th and 15th
amendments, and second, banned the
poll tax as a precondition of voting. This
amendment was defeated. I voted
against this amendment because I do
not believe that Congress has the constitutional authority to abolish by law
the poll tax in State and local elections.
I then voted for a revised poll tax provision containing a finding by Congress
that this tax had been used in some areas
in violation of the Constitution and instructing the Attorney General to seek
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a Supreme Court test of the tax. This
amendment passed.
Let me make it very clear that I am
against requiring payment of a tax as a
prerequisite of the right to vote. But
I believe that the procedure adopted by
the Senate was the correct way, short of
a constitutional amendment, to legislate
on this question and get the poll tax issue
before the Supreme Court for. decision.
In this voting rights bill, we have tried
to provide an e.tfective method to reach
the continuing problems of voting discrimination. I believe it is a strong, but
fair bill. It still holds out to those States
which wish to end their discriminatory
practices the opportunity to do so. State
voting requirements, even literacy tests,
which are fair to all citizens and will not
have the effect of disenfranchising parts
of the population in violation of our constitutional guarantees could still be used.
But the Congress is saying clearly this
time that we will not tolerate further
Violations of the Constitution no matter
what form they take. We are prepared
when necessary to institute immediate
Federal action to get qualified citizens
register·e d to vote and be sure they are
not denied this most basic right.
I have said consistently that I think
the right to vote is at the very heart
of ·our way of life and system of government. We hoped before now that we
had seen to it that everyone entitled to
vote would be able to do so. We were
too optimistic. We are determined to
correct the situation. The right to vote
- is fundamental and it must be guaranteed.
Mr. McGEE. Mr. President, I yield
myself 3 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Wyoming is recognized for
3 minutes.
Mr. McGEE.

Mr. President, with the
passage of the voting rights bill of 1965
the Senate of the United States has again
demonstrated its determination to fulfill its collective oath to promote and
def end the Constitution of our Nation.
And we can rightly congratulate ourselves on the placing of another milestone in the path toward equality and
human dignity.
It is an unfortunate fact, however,
that this milestone is a long distance
from the end of the road and immense
labors and further suffering lie ahead.
And it is another hard fact that this
milestone was placed at a great cost in
human endeavor and with the sacrifice
of American men and women who gave
full measure of their devotion to the
ideals of their Nation and to the brotherhood of man. One of these Americans
whose conscience sent him to demonstrate by his presence a conviction that
no right could be abridged for one American without depriving all Americans of
their birthright was from the State of
Wyoming. His ashes rest there now.
The Reverend James Reeb was one who
gave his life for this cause. He was but
one of many. These lives were a testament to a faith in a nation and a faith
in humanity. And so is this bill.
That these lives must be sacrificed,
that this bill must be enacted is a sad
commentary upon the state of the Na-
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tion. Yet it is at the same time a cause
for increased pride that there are Americans willing to so be a witness for their
convictions and that the machinery devised to create a government of the
-people can still function to move us toward that goal.
As President Johnson noted when he
spoke to us on March 15, the battle will
not be over when this bill is passed. We
have provided a new tool for the building of a united nation. Now that tool
must be applied-with similar instruments for justice--to the job at hand.
The work will be long and hard. There
will be setbacks and failures. There will
be frustrations and discontent. But the
job must be done. The job will be done.
As many have noted, this year marks
the 100th anniversary of the end of a
great Civil War which determined that
our Constitution applied to all citizens
and that the requirements of citizenship
did not include the condition of race -or
color. The man who led the Nation in
that time of turmoil and hardship has
left a legacy of thought and action that
has sustained us through the perils of
more recent times. I would echo Abraham Lincoln in saying:
Let us discard all this quibbling about
this man and the other man, this race and
that race and the other race, being inferior
and therefore they must be placed in an inferior position. Let us discard all these
things, and unite as one people throughout
this land, until we shall once more stand
up declaring that all men are created equal.

We will stand up here today to declare
that all men have equal access to the
ballot and therefore an equal voice L'fl
their government. And this is indeed
cause for pride and for praise. For we
have set the record straight, have cut
through the snarls of evasion and subterfuge to give some of our citizens the
rights previously denied them. And with
these rights they can acquire for themselves--through the democratic process
that has made us strong-the benefits of
full membership in the Great Society of
Americans.
With this fundamental
right-equal representation-there has
been removed a debilitating limit upon
their opportunity.
But we in the Senate, in the Congress,
and across America will have to stand
up and be counted again and again. We
may not in our lifetime attain that for
which we labor. Yet in the trying, in the
achievement we make along the way is
the story of our Nation and an ideal
that has carried us for almost 200 years.
Let us continue on from this point with
pride in what we have accomplished,
with awareness of what still must be
done and with determination to finish
the job.
. Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I yield
myself 5 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Wyoming is recognized for
5 minutes.
· Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, we will
soon be voting upon ·a ·major piece of
legislation which will affect the voting
:Procedures and customs of these United
States. It is disheartening to realize
that this type of legislation would need
be considered by the Congress of the
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United States, for this is a republican
form of government based upon the
right of every eligible and qualified citizen to vote. That right is inherent in
our form of government. It is protected
in our Constitution and it should not be
denied anyone.
Time and time again legislation has
been before the Congress which is proposed with the view toward bringing the
right to vote to all citizens. I am
ashamed, and all Americans should be
ashamed, that this right has not been
one of those cherished rights guaranteed
to all citizens, regardless of race or color.
Throughout my career in public life,
as well as private, I have done everything
possible to see that the constitutional
right of a person to vote was granted.
For the most part, this guarantee has
been considered the responsibility of the
respective States, and I have always
championed that cause. But, Mr. President, we have now had called to our attention substantial evidence which, in
my judgment, clearly shows that all
qualified persons have not been given the
right to vote and that in some areas discrimination against the Negro people is a
reality which cannot reasonably be
denied. This reflects upon the whole Nation, and it cannot be tolerated any
longer. Action must be taken which will
give to all qualified citizens, regardless
of the color of their skin, the right to
register, to vote, and to have that vote
counted.
The question that exists once we have
determined that there is need for
further Federal legislation to bring
about the right to vote to those qualified
is what type of legislation is desirable
and constitutional for this purpose.
The 15th amendment of the United
States Constitution says:
The right of citizens of the United States

to vote shall not be -denied or abridged by
the United States or any State on account
of race, color, or previous condition of servitude.
SEc. 2. The Congress shall have the power
to enforce this article by appropriate
legislation.

The Supreme Court has repeatedly
recognized the pow~r of Congress to deal
with racial discrimination in voting. In
the Bowman case, the Supreme Court
ruled:
If citizens of one race having certain qualifications are -p ermitted by law to vote, those
of another having t~e -same qualifications
must be. Previous to this amendment (15th
amendment) there was no constitutional
guarantee against this discrimination-now
there is. It follows that the 15th amendment has invested the citizens of the United
States with a new constitutional right which
is within the protecting power of Congress.
That right is the exemption -from discrimination in the exercise of the elective franchise on account of race, color, or previous
condition of servitude. This, under the express provisions of the second section of the
amendment, Congress may enforce by
appropriate legislation.

No statute confined to enforcing the
15th amendment exemption from racial
discrimination and voting has ever been
voided by -the Supreme Co"urt. Article I,
section 2, and the 17th amendment to the
Constitution permit the right of the
States to fix the qualifications for voting.
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However, 'the 15th amendment outlaws
voting discrimination, whether accomplished by procedural or substantive
means. Thus, when a State exercises
power wholly within the domain of State
interest, it is insulated from Federal ju. dicial review. But such insulation is not
carried over when State power is used as
an instrument for circumventing a federally protected right. Thus, so long as
State laws or practices erecting voting
qualifications do not run afoul of the
15th amendment or the provisions of the
Constitution, they stand undisturbed.
But when State power is abused, it is subject to Federal action by Congress, as
well as by the courts under the 15th
amendment. That was expressly affirmed in the Lassiter case when the Supreme Court ruled that "the suffrage is
subject to the imposition of State standards which are not discriminatory and
which do not contravene any restriction
that Congress act in pursuance to its
constitutional power as imposed"-360
U.S. 51.
Congress is now considering legislation which has come to us in several cliff erent forms at various times. In my
judgment," portions of it have been unconstitutional, even though the intent
and spirit have been correct. The purpose of the legislation has always been
the same, and that is to grant to all citizens of the United States a right to be
free from enactment or enforcement of
voting qualifications or prerequisites to
voting or procedures, standards or practices, which deny or abridge the right
to vote on account of race or color.
After long study and thought and a
great deal of concern, because I do not
like to tamper with the functions of a
State, I have come to the conclusion that
this bill in its present form is constitutional and needed. I think the amendments which have been adopted have
been helpful. In my judgment, when
we took from the bill that provision
which would have tampered with the
States' right to levy poll taxes, we eliminated the last unconstitutional barrier
in the bill. we .have improved the bill
immeasurably by broadening its purpose so that, not only would a person
have the right to register and vote, but
he would have the right to have that
vote counted. For a vote which is cast
under the democratic process is of no
value unless it is counted.
I concede to the critics that this is a ·
tough bill. It is one which will bring
results. Unfortunately, however, it is
a bill which is needed because some of
our States and their officials have abused
the rights of American citizens and have
discriminated against American citizens
solely because of their race ·and color.
If this bill seems harsh, it is only harsh
on those who have violated the spirit,
purpose, and the intentions of this free
country. For those who have not discriminated and for those who have not
held prejudices, it will bring them the assurance that all citizens will have an
equal right to vote. This bill is geared
to stop the discrimination against our
Negro American citizens, and it is for
that purpose that I support the legislation.

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, as
the Senate debate on the pending bill
continues in a limited way, I desire to
reemphasize, once again, my opposition
to this unneeded, uncalled for, uncon.stitutional measure. I wish to review
the basis on which this bill was conceived, prepared, and guided to this stage
of its enactment.
I believe that every public official, and
particularly every U.S. Senator, should
adhere to a philosophy of government
that is deeply rooted in the concepts of
Anglo-American law and justice.
·
The cornerstone of our Republic is,
of necessity, the'Constitution. This living document is the culmination of over
700 years of man's struggle to attain a
government responsive to the will of the
governed. A high price has been paid
for those principles which were acquired-from Runnymede to Bunker
Hill-principles that have found their
distillation in the U.S. Constitution. This
organic charter is the plumbline against
which every act of the Government must
be measured. Legislation should be
carefully examined ·in all its particulars,
and also against the backdrop of our
historical experience over these many
years.
When we enter into a detailed examination of the pending bill and attempt to
square it with our Constitution, then
study it in historical perspective, we see
only a grotesque proposal, a distortion
of everything we know to be true.
When I took my oath of office to protect the Constitution, I did so without
reservation or any implied deference to
the Presidency or the judiciary in legislative matters. For myself, I accept full
responsibility for acting upon legislation
which should apply to all of the United
States with equal weight and with impartiality. I completely reject the role
of carbon copy for executive expedience
and, further, I reject the argument that
we may legislate with impunity and leave
the question of constitutionality entirely
to the courts. Any Member of Congress
who endorses an unconstitutional measure with the idea of passing the responsibility on to the judiciary violates his
oath of office.
I have no doubt that legislation such
as this voting rights bill, which will
doubtless be enacted into law, will mark
another step toward the demise of representative government. If the Senate
rushes headlong into the passage of unconstitutional legislation merely because
the President demands it, can representative government endure? When a
large group of U.S. Senators permit their
name·s to be used as cosponsors of a bill
which does violence to the organic law
of this country, without first carefully
studying that bill, I believe that representative government is in a moribund
state, awaiting only its own burial.
We can have responsible government
and .respect for recommendations of the
President without being subservient.
When a case in law is brought to court,
the first question in interpreting the law
is, "What was the intent of Congress?"
In other words, what did Congress think
about the subject? In the present case,
all that can be said will be that the Con-
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gress has not thought at all. Many
Senators have rubberstamped a vicious
proposal merely to please the President
and an entourage of demagogs which
prevailed upon him to take the lead.
Under the cover of legislative protection for voting rights, we have witnessed
the spectacle of the President of the
greatest Nation on earth turning our
assembled leaders into an incited throng.
We have witnessed the Justices of the
Supreme Court, the arbiters of the highest tribunal in our land, giving their
handclap approval to a proposal before
it is enacted.
We have heard the President tell of
his dreams for power and how this power
would be used by him. _In a highly emotional address, we heard him say:
I will let you in on a little secret: now
that I have this power, I intend to use it.

And we have seen this power used to
force passage of the bill now before the
Senate.
Under the guise of enforcing the 15th
amendment to the U.S. Constitution, we
have witnessed the adoption into this bill
of extraneous matter, calculated to affect
the political balance of one of our great
eastern cities. We have seen the U.S.
Senate rushing to enact a bill, which
would actually affect only some six member States, in clear violation of all our
cherished legal principles.
And all this has been done in the name
of democracy.
Regretfully, I can excuse the ignorance
of demonstrators whom we have recently
seen and heard chanting in the streets,
"Freedom and democracy now," but I
cannot excuse Members of Congress .for
their participation in shredding the very
marrow of our Republic. Do Senators
really believe that they can support unconstitutional and punitive legislation,
directed at a few Southern States, without ultimately losing the political freedom of their own States?
There is carved on the facade of the
New Senate Office Building the words:
The Senate is the living symbol of our

Union of States.

·

There is also carved within the Senate
Chamber, above the niche which frames
the desk of our presiding officer, the
motto: "E Pluribus Unum"-"Out of
Many, One," referring to the Union of
the States. With the passage of this bill,
which affects only six Southern States,
and 34 counties in another, that motto
will be dead. Not since Reconstruction
has the Senate permitted this Union to
be so perverted and subjected to such a
diabolic~! attack.
There are those wh-0 claim that Congress has abdicated its responsibility as
the Nation's legislator. There is much
merit to that view. If Congress is relegated to the position of merely acting
as go-between for the Members' constituents and the bureaucracy, there is
no one to blame but the Members themselves. They are saying here today on
this bill that they do not accept the
responsibility for determining the constitutionality of the measure, and they
are also saying that they do not accept
the responsibility of knowing what they
endorse. For myself, I do not propose to
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let the President do the thinking for 180
million Americans. For a man who so
often pleads "Come, let us reason together," he shows a strange determination to force his will upon all the rest
of us.
If the United. States were a tight little
island with a homogeneous population,
we could perhaps have government by
edict, or Cabinet decision, but this is not
the case. This is a Union of States, a
Nation of continental proportions within
which we have brought together many
diverse religious, ethnic, and social
groups. We must accommodate all these
people insofar as we are able, and this
can best be done under a government of
dual sovereignty. This is the premise
upon which our State governments retained their sovereign rights to legislate
on matters of a local nature.
The social order of Harlem cannot be
forced on the South by this bill in 1 year,
or in a thousand years. The structure of
our Government, ::;: repeat, was built to
accommodate as many diverse groups as
possible, and, if we are to retain any
semblance of social, political, or economic
order in this country, we must continue
to recognize the right of local self-government to a large degree.
The demagogs have discovered that
because of the strategic position of the
bloc vote, they can, by mob action, in
an obscure community in Alabama,
change our Jaws and trespass on the
Constitution of the United States.
Where was the call to "Come, let us
reason together," when the leaders of the
mob violated court orders prohibiting the
march from Selma to Montgomery, Ala.?
Where was the call to "Come, let us reason together," when our President ordered out military forces of this Nation
to conduct a pointless and disgusting
march? I say "pointless" because the
demonstration was to achieve voter registration which, in fact, was well underway. I may further ask, why was not
the power of the Presidency used to
mediate and conciliate instead of intimidate by the use of military force?
I have called upon the people of my
State-all 4 million of them-to obey
the laws of this Nation, including the
distasteful Civil Rights Act of 1964. I
did this without becoming nervous over
the political consequences, and I do not
understand why those in this Government with greater responsibilities than
mine cannot do the same with equal
vigor and courage.
This Nation is becoming one of almost
complete lawlessness from one ocean to
the other, and I am sure this condition
is greatly aggravated by the National
Government's condoning of social strife,
street demonstration, and civil disobedience. The principle of redress of grievances has never been so distorted. Can
there be respect for law and order when
local authority is usurped by U.S. military forces, when our legislatures are
suspended in the passage of legislation,
when our military is ordered to chaperon a howling, chanting mob in the pursuit of excitement?
It is true that many Negroes have not
always had all the advantages of some
whites in this country. But we are doing
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the Negro a great disservice by leading
him to believe that all his difficulties are
the white man's fault, and that the passage of a few obnoxious pieces of legislation will remedy the problems and evils
which beset him. We constantly hear
the chant "freedom," but never a murmur about "responsibility"; we hear incessant demands for jobs, but not a word
about "capability"; we hear demands
for equality, but not one word about the
requisites of citizenship.
Mr. President, as I have often stated,
this bill violates every sacred legal principle cherished by the American people.
It violates the Magna Carta; it violates
the petition of rights; it violates the Declaration of Independence; it violates the
Constitution of the United States, as well
as the Bill of Rights.
As I previously stated, it violates the
principles so eloquently enunciated in
the Declaration of Independence. There
is a striking and shocking similarity between the evlls contained in this bill and
those charges which were made against
King George III in the Declaration. I
call the Senate's attention to those specific charges:
For suspending our own legislatures • • •.
He has calle<J. together legislative bodies at
places unusual uncomfortable, and distant
from the depository of their public records,
for the sole purpose of fatiguing them into
compliance with his measures.
He has made judges dependent on his will
alone • • • ,
He has forbidden his Governors to pass
laws of immediate and pressing importance,
unless suspended in their operation till his
assent should be obtained.
For depriving us, in many cases, of the
benefi,ts of trial by jury.
For transporting us beyond the seas to be
tried for pretended offenses.

Every evil with which that 18th century tyrant was charged is embodied in
the voting right3 bill in one form or another. Many Senators are familiar with
the .provisions of this bill that prohibit
legislatures from passing any law on the
subject of voting rights when that State
is covered by the proposed measure. The
State legislatures cannot exercise their
constitutional power to count and qualify
their citizens in the exercise of the franchise. The Federal Government will be
in effect suspending the State legislatures
in those few States affected by the pending legislation. State officials will be required to come to Washington to be tried
for the conduct of their State offices by
alien judges. These State officials will
not have the benefit of trial by jury, nor
will other individuals who are prosecuted
for violations of this act be granted jury
trials. The State officials will be hailed
before these unfamiliar judges in Washington-a place "unusual, uncomfortable
and distant from the depository of their
public records." As I said, the parallel is
shocking, to say the least.
I repeat, trial by jury has bee::i abandoned; the right to trial in the local
community put in jeopardy. The right
of people to enact some laws through
their own legislatures has been suspended, the right of State officials to enforce local laws superseded. The right
of trial in duly constituted courts has
given way to special cou::..-ts set up in
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Washington, D.C., which are weighted in
favor of the Government.
The grievances that our people have
today against their Government are beginning to compare with the complaints
of those who sought redress at Runnymede and Bunker Hill.
They are taxed beyond endurance for
the support of the shiftless in this country, and for foreign governments alien to
our democratic principles. The rights
of private property have been abridged
in the name of equality; the freedom of
choice and privacy have been invaded by
the Federal Government in the name of
"equal protection" and "due process."
Our Government has no right to interfere with the citizens of this country
beyond providing and insuring an equal
opportunity to all Americans. The Government has no right, under the Constitution or any other legal concept, to force
American citizens into the role of sterile
sameness; conversely, "equal opportunity" does not mean preferred treatment. There is no doubt that this bill
now being rushed to passage in this
Chamber .would accord preferred treatment to Negroes who happen to live in
certain Southern States.
Under the pending bill, Alabama,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Georgia, South
Carolina, Virginia, and part of North
Carolina are denied the right to enact
legislation for the establishment of further voter qualifications, or other legislation dealing with elections. This is a
clear violation of article I, section 2 of
the Constitution, and the reaffirmation
of that right in the 17th amendment.
Based upon the fact that less than 50
percent of the people of voting age in
these States failed to vote in the 1964
presidential election, the Constitution is
being suspended in these States. Yet
some States that did not come up with
the magic 50 percent vote in the November election are exempt from the provisions of this bill, ostensibly because the
States so exempted, or excluded, do not
have literacy tests. It becomes painfully
obvious then, that discrimination is being
practiced to wipe out discrimination.
This absurd formula was proposed for
the sole purpose of punishing these few
Southern States because of their apathy
in the last presidential election. .
(At this point Mr. MONTOYA took the
chair as Presiding Officer.)
Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, if
this were not so, why would not these
provisions be made to apply equally to
all 50 States of this Union? There are
more than 63 percent of the people of
voting age in Louisiana registered. It is
no secret that in the Presidential election of 1964, many qualified voters in
Louisiana were not enchanted, to put it
mildly, with either party's candidate and
simply refused to go to the polls. I do
not see how anyone could deny them
the right not to vote if they so chose.
Many more people in my State voted
in the Governor's election, which preceded the Presidential election by·several
months. When the people of a State are
offered only two choices, neither of which
are acceptable to some, surely there is
a right to stay away from the polls. If
volume voting and huge percentages are
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in themselves the subject of admiration,
we should look with , the greatest of admiration upon the Soviet Union and other
"Peoples' Republics." It . is, of course,
widely known that every Communist
election rolls up a vote of usually 99.8
percent, all for the unopposed candidates
on the ballot. ·
The people of these unfortunate nations are constantly called upon to rubberstamp the party's edicts at frequent
referendums.
As I said before, representative government in this Nation is at stake if we continue to encourage this type of political
participation. When a proposal is submitted to the Senate, I do not go and take
a poll in my State to see if it is the popular thing to do. I was elected to this
office to represent the people, and I feel
that in most cases I have access to more
information pertaining to the particular
proposal than they have. I represent
them to the best of my ability, acting according to what I feel constitutes the
best interest of the people of my State
and the Nation as a whole. If the time
should come when they feel that I do not
represent their best interests and their
wishes, it will be their responsibility to
make a change.
Practically every newspaper of importance and practically every political
writer has condemned this bill in such
terms as "illogical,'' "immoral," "perversion," and "punitive."
These comments have come from
many who have been longtime friends of
the civil rights movement. We have exactly the same situation this year as we
had with the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Senators who were able to get amendments through, which exempted their
States from coverage of the bill, were
then eager to support its passage. Senators will recall that the FEPC provisions
of last year's bill do not apply in States
which have their own FEPC laws, regardless of whether these laws have ever
been enforced, or will ever be enforced.
It is an old northern custom in Congress
to respond to every complaint by the Negro with sectional and punitive legislation directed solely at the South. Thaddeus Stevens and Charles Sumner would
feel comfortable in this body today.
After almost a hundred years, we :find
the Senate adopting proposals that were
rejected in 1869.
In an earlier speech, I discussed in
some detail the House and Senate debates at the time of the adoption of the
15th amendment. Proposals almost
identical in language to some of the provisions of this bill were completely and
unequivocally rejected by the 40th Congress, purely upon the realization that
constitutional power of determining the
electorate rested in the States. The Reconstruction Congress, even in the heat
of the vengeful feeling then rampant,
recognized this. Amendments to the
original resolution which called for such
additions as property requirements, age,
length of residence, criminal record, and
the like were rejected because the authors of that amendment did not wish to
disturb this historic right of the .states
nor to upset the political b~lance which
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has .been so carefully drawn by the framers of the Constitution.
The 15th amendment simply declares
that:
The right of citizens of the United States

to vote shall not be denied or. abridged by
the United States or by any State on account
of race, color or previous condition of servitude.

The amendment further provided that
Congress shall have the power to enforce this provision. This amendment
changed the existing law in one respect
only; it denied to the States the right of
preventing citizens from voting on account of their race, color, or previous
condition of servitude. At the time of the
adoption of this amendment, there were
17 Northern States which denied the
right to vote to Negroes. This was
placed in their constitutions and that
was the reason why the 15th amendment
was adopted-and for no other reason.
This amendment superseded those
laws and those laws alone.
The proponents of this bill have been
unable to offer any evidence to the contrary, and particularly have they been
unable to cite one court decision in support of their position. Of course, there
is a Federal constitutional right of every
citizen to vote, provided he is qualified
by State law, applied equally and without discrimination. This is the most
succinct and the best statement that
can be made about the 15th amendment
and its legal application to citizens of
this country. This interpretation of
the amendment was :first pronounced in
United States v. Reese, 92 U.S. 214, October 1875, the landmark case in this
:field. In that decision, the Supreme
Court declared that the 15th amendment did not give anyone the right to
vote. It merely prevented the States
from enforcing their old laws which prohibited Negroes from voting.
Every decision of the United States
Supreme Court and other inferior Federal courts has reaffirmed this interpretation.
Now it is claimed by the Attorney
General that he recognizes the right of
States to qualify their voters, but that
the pending bill does not interfere with
this historic right. He contends that
this law would merely suspend State
laws in States covered by the bill. As
has been said many times in the past 4
or 5 weeks, there is no provision in the
Constitution which permits Congress to
suspend any valid State law, any time,
anywhere. The pretext which the Attorney General urges or uses is that in
the Supreme Court decision of Louisiana
against United States, decided on
March 8, 1965, the Court suspended tl;le
qualification laws in Louisiana because
they had been unfairly administered.
What the decision of the Court actually
did was to affirm the three-judge district
court's issuance of an injunction to prohibit 'the State of Louisiana from applying its new voter qualification test, or,
in the alternative, to reregister all voters
on an equal basis, util1zing that test.
In other words, the Court did not suspend anything; ' it enjoined, under its
constitutional powers, the enforcement
of a State law which the Court found,
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upon the basis of evidence, could be used
to perpetuate a condition of discrimination in the State. It held that 21 parishes, which had .been found guilty of
discrimination, could not apply the literacy test until such time as the Court
might change its order, or until all voters
in these parishes were reregistered on an
equal and impartial basis.
If the administration's sole purpose is
to rid all States of racial discrimination
in elections, all it need do is to appoint
referees or examiners to fairly and impartially administer State literacy tests
all over the United States. ThiS plainly
is not the object of this administration.
It wants to suspend the literacy tests in
order that thousands upon thousands of
illiterate persons may be herded to the
polls en bloc.
I do not see how anyone can condone
forcing a State to abandon its requirement for literacy. How in the world can
an illiterate person be expected to go
into a voting machine booth and comply
with the instructions for the operation
of the machine, pull the appropriate levers, and determine the summation of
constitutional amendments which are to
be voted upon? In order to ·give an op. portunity for all of our people to vote,
Louisiana has a requirement that no person may remain in the voting machine
booth longer than 3 minutes. When
there are long slates of candidates and
many constitutional amendments to be
voted, and perhaps water and ·s ewerage
bonds to pass upon, even the literate
voter must act with haste and good judgment. If anything but chaos comes out
of the operation of the bill to be enacted,
I will be greatly surprised.
Mr. President, as I said before, the
passage of laws such as the pending voting rights bill can have no other effect
than to further chip away at the respect
for law and order, which is already in a
bad state in this country. By passing
this bill, the U.S. Government will be
saying, in effect, that local laws do not
have to be respected by anyone desiring
to break them.
In this day and age, when the police
power of the State is taxed to the utmost,
we are doing a great disservice in furthering the principle of civil disobedience. Make no mistake about it--that
is exactly what we are encouraging.
This bill is a direct result of so-called
civil disobedience in Selma, Ala. The
people who are responsible for the situation in Selma, Ala., conducted their lawlessness week after week in open violation of every concept of public safety and
good order. Ultimately they were victorious in getting the U.S. police and
military forces into the dispute.
To go back a little, I hope Senators
will not forget that this peaceful little
community was posing no threat to anyone. The justifiable complaints which
were :filed in Federal Court were quickly
adjudicated on the basis of evidence, and
those complainants were duly and properly registered on the voting rolls of Alabama. All of this was settled quietly and
peacefully in a duly constituted court of
law. The problem arose, however, when
the Negro agitators came into the community even after the adjudication of
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these grievances and conducted their
street demonstrations supposedly for the .
purpose of achieving that which had
already been granted. Of course, the
real purpose was not to get people registered. It was to bring to bear national ·
public opinion which had been distorted
by these demagogs, on the State of
Alabama and this local community, in
order to displace the laws of that State.
Most of their demands had been met,
I was informed, but they did not leave;
they continued to parade up and down
the streets with their senseless chants of
"freedom now."
I would like to call the Senators' attention to an article written by Arthur
Krock in the New York Times of April
1 of this year, entitled: "In the Nation:
the Zeal Which Persecutes." In this article, Mr. Krock discusses Martin Luther
King's refusal to obey the Federal court
· order temporarily restraining his group
from marching from Selma to Montgomery, and he quotes King as saying:
There are two types of law, just and unjust.
I think we have a moral . obligation to obey
just laws and disobey unjust laws.

Anyone with a passing acquaintance
with the philosophy of Western civilization must know that this question of
what is justice and what is injustice has
been, and continues to be, a most profound mystery. Mr. Krock is quite right
when he says that this attitude of King's
is "the road to anarchy." We may never
achieve Plato's kingdom, but like him,
we should not cease in the attempt. The
road to that end does not, however, lie
in tacit governmental endorsement of the
conduct of a mob dedicated to the destruction of law and order by sheer
physical presence. Those who constantly
plead the moral law over man's written
law are always convinced that they alone
possess this divine inspiration. If, indeed, King and his fellow rabble-rousers
had been the recipients of some transcendental experience we would be able
to recognize their works by some divine
attributes.
What in effect has been their work?
It is the breakdown of law and order;
the setting of man against man and
complete contempt for the orderly administration of justice. The leaders of
these unfortunate people are never satisfied until some hapless person is badly
injured or killed in the strife engendered
by their actions.
With the assistance of the U.S. Government, these false prophets soar like
carrion crows above tlie battlefield of
human rights. In their unbridled zeal
to right an alleged wrong, they eagerly
persecute the innocent.
Mr. President, I have always held the
view that all citizens should have the
r:.ght to vote, provided their registration
is permitted under State laws, properly
applied and without discrimination. I
venture to say that those who vote for
the pending bill will regret their action
in years to come. · From lax law enforcement and a deviation from constitutional
government, anarchy will follow. In
time tyrannical government will engulf·
our cherished freedoms.

Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, I :
yield myself 1 minute.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from South Dakota is recognized
for 1 minute.
HISTORIC DAY FOR ALL AMERICAN CITIZENS

Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, today marks a historic date in the life of
the American people. I am confident
that the Senate will overwhelmingly pass
the Voting Rights Act of 1965, which is
designed to guarantee the right to vote to
American citizens, regardless of their
race or color.
Congressional passage of this proposed
legislation will complete a series of landmark acts to protect and secure the basic
constitutional rights of all Americans . .
The Civil Rights Acts of 1957, 1960, and
1964 have done much to assure Negro
American citizens the equal protection
of the laws guaranteed them by the U.S.
Constitution.
Yet, today, many American Negroes
are still trying to obtain the most basic
right of American citizenship-the right
to vote and to share in the election of
public ofiicials. For more than one hundred years this basic right has been
denied to large segments of the Ameri- ·
can citizenry, solely because of the color
of their skin.
The Voting Rights Act of 1965 will secure that right. It will be passed by the
Senate by an overwhelming margin, because there is broad agreement on the
part of the American people that to deprive the American Negro of the right to
vote is to deprive all of us of the essence
of our heritage and democracy. This
bill will be passed because the vast majority of the American people share the
feelings of President Johnson, who re•
cently said:
Every American citizen must have an
equal right to vote. There is no reason
which can excuse the denial of that right.
There is no duty which weights more heavily
on us than the duty we have to insure that
right. * * • It is wrong to deny any of our
fellow Americans the right to vote in this
country.

This bill will be passed because the
conscience of America now demands that
this precious right be secured for all
Americans.
Mr. BARTLE'IT. Mr. President, I
yield myself 3 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Senator from Alaska is recognized for 3
minutes.
ALASKANS TREASURE THE RIGHT TO VOTE

Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. President, I
shall vote for S. 1564, the voting rights
bill.
This will be the third major piece of
legislation to pass the Senate since the
days of reconstruction. I am proud to
say, Mr. President, that I have cast my
vote in favor of each of these bills.
I am proud, too, that my name is
listed as a cosponsor to thjs most important bill. For too long the direction
and ir:itent of the 15t;h amendment has
been blocked. For too long, in too many
sectio~ of our country citizens, und.e r
one pretext or another, have been denied
their .l egal right to . :vote pec~us.e of . the
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color of their skin - and for no other
reason.
The 15th amendment to the Constitution is a simple one. It is short and it
is to the point. It states, in its entirety:
The right of citizens of the United States
to vote shall not be denied or abridged by
the United States or by any State on account
of race, color, or previous condition of servitude.
·
The Congress shall have power to enforce
this article by appropriate legislation.

This amendment passed the Congress
in 1869. It was ratified by the States
in 1870. Today, 95 years after its ratification, it is time to see that it is enforced. The bill before the Senate today
is the "appropriate legislation" needed
to see that this is done.
In casting my vote for this measure,
I should like to say again and as clearly .
as I know how that it does not have
application to Alaska. · The bill before
us today would, in no way, affect the
operation of registration or election procedures in Alaska. As originally introd:uced, this bill would, under some interpretations, include my State within
its purview. I am happy to see, however,
that it has now been amended to make
plain that Alaska is not to be covered.
The bill before us today provides for
the appointment of Federal registrars
to insure the registration of those who
have been denied this right by reason of
their color or race. These registrars are
to be appointed in any State or subdivision whenever two determinations have
been made. These determinations are
specified in section 4 (b) of the bill.
The first must be made by the Attorney General. He must determine
whether the State or political subdivision maintained on N0vember 1, 1964,
a test or device as a prerequisite for
voting.
As Alaskans know, the Alaska State
co:istitution provides that voters must
be able to "read or speak" English. The
words "or speak" were deliberately added
at the time of Alaska's constitutional
convention to insure that Alaska natives-Eskimos, Indians, or Aleuts-who
might not be able to read but yet were
able to speak English would be assured
of their right to vote.
I have asked the Attorney General this
question:
Does the term used in the Alaska constitution constitute a "test or device"?

His reply to me, dated May 14, was a
fiat "Yes."
The Alaska constitutional requirement is
a "test or device" within the meaning of
section 4 ( c) of the act.
·

The second determination which must
be made before the act takes e:ffect is
to be inade by the Director of the Census. He mµst certify two things.
First, that less than 50 percent of the
persons of voting age other than aliens
and persons in active military service
and their dependents were registered as
of November 1, 1.964, or voted in the presidential election of November 1964.
·
Second, that according to the 1960
census, more than 20 percent of the persons of voting age were. nonwhite.
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I have asked the Director of the Census whether Alaska comes within the
terms of one or both of these criteria.
His answer to me was a flat "No.'' In
figures supplied by the Bureau of the
Census to the Judiciary Committee, it
was stated that 74 percent of Alaska voting age residents other than aliens, military men and their dependents, voted in
the November election.
Early press stories indicated that but
48.7 percent of Alaskans of voting age
took part in the last election. This figure, however, did not take into account
the more than 30,000 military personnel,
to say nothing of their dependents, living
in my State. With these persons excluded from the calculations, there is
now no doubt of any kind that more
than 50 percent of Alaska voters voted in
the presidential election.
The Bureau of the Census informs me
that Alaska is also excluded from coverage because fewer than 20 percent of
its population is of nonwhite racial
origin. The Bureau estimates that but
18.6 percent of Alaska's voting age population is nonwhite.
It is clear. There can be no doubt.
The Federal Government has no need
to send registrars to Alaska. Under the
terms of the bill we are passing today,
the Federal Government has no authority to send Federal registrars to Alaska.
Mr. President, Alaska does not discriminate against its citizens nor does
it infringe upon their precious right to
vote. Alaskans worked and strove to obtain the right held by all American citizens to vote in national elections. Alaskans value their right to vote. And they
support the efforts of our President and
the Congress to see that this most precious right is extended, as promised in
the Constitution, to all American citizens.
I shall vote for the bill.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the order
for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, the
moral issue of voting rights, regardless
of race or color, is indeed indisputable.
The Constitution of the United States
is quite clear upon the matter. The citizen's right to vote shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or any
State "on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude." This
principle, the Constitution makes clear,
is to be enforced by appropriate legislation.
And that is what we should be doing
here.. Whenever American citizens, of
any race or any color go forward at
registration time, or on election day, they
should be treated alike. If they are not,
justice demands that we do what is necessary to see that certain persons, in
certain areas, do not do injustice. It is,
of course. the constitutional duty of our
Federal Government to see that voting·

rights are not abridged anywhere, not in
just a few States and a few counties.
The measuring of justice by percentages,
and percentage limitations, Mr. President, in my opinion, does Violence to such
justice.
What is needed, then, is not voting
rights legislation to mete out punishment
for past sins; that is legislation which
looks backward. What is needed is forward-looking legislation, legislation designed to eliminate any future discriminatory practices. In my opinion, it is
most regrettable that the bill is aimed
toward past discrimination, instead of
being aimed at prevention of existing
and future abuses. Federal examiners
should, of course, be appointed to register citizens where discrimination is
shown to exist, and to administer voter
qualifications in a nondiscriminatory
manner.
Mr. President, the mathematical guilt
formula to be so unjustly hung upon
several States and counties, is arrived
through the highly questionable assumption that literacy tests and lower voter
participation always means discrimination. Other objective, basic assumptions
that lack of participation in certain elections may be due to a strong one-party
system, voter apathy toward one or
more candidates, or even bad weather,
are completely ignored.
Proponents of the pending measure
contend the several States and counties
affected under the bill, since in very general terms this is where a tendency toward voter discrimination has occurred
in past years, demonstrates that the bill
hits at the heart of the problem.
The guilt formula approach, as I have
stated previously, is arbitrary, and itself
most discriminatory. Grave constitutional questions are brought forth by this
bill. Clearly, its guilt formula is not appropriate to further the implementation
of the 15th amendment. Clearly, it is
not constitutional to ban States that do
not discriminate from using a literacy
test as a requirement for voting. Clearly, the elimination of such constitutional
voting requirements in some States and
political subdivisions, with like requirements remaining intact in others, declared innocent by the arbitrary percentage formula of the bill, is bad logic
and bad law. It is apparent, Mr. President, that the sheer momentum of this
measure has brushed aside any serious
consideration of constitutional arguments.
And what of the precedent for the
future. Such precedent concerns not
only those States to be found guilty by
this bill, but all States. As I have once·
before noted, if this Congress can now
legislate to punish one section of the
country, to abolish admittedly constitutional State laws, then a subsequent Congress can do likewise to other parts of
the country, and to other States, and to
other provisions of our Constitution.
Mr. President, it is my feeling that it
is incumbent upon us here in the Senate,
in pursuance Qf our sworn duties, to see
that constitutional provisions guaranteeing equal protection of the' laws are
carried out to the fullest extent possible.
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Whenever a case arises, where a person in a State is denied this constitutional right of equal protection of the
laws, we must act to eliminate such
denial. We have the right and the responsibility to do so.
This right and responsibility however,
does not give to us the power and the responsibility of negating equitably enforced and equitably applied constitutional State laws.
Mr. President, in conclusion let me
say I believe legislative establishment of
guilt, as embodied in the pending measure is not only unjust, but most unwise.
Let us hope the implementation of this
measure, if it is to be passed into law,
will be most judicious.
Mr. MANSFIELD." Mr. President, I
suggest the absence of a quorum . .
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The VICE PRESIDENT. . Without objection, it is so ordered.
The question is on agreeing to the
amendment in the nature of a substitute
offered by the Senator from Montana
[Mr. MANSFIELD] and the Senator from
Illinois [Mr. DIRKSEN]' No. 124, as
amended and modified, for the committee substitute. On this question the yeas
and nays have been ordered, and the
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana I announce
that the Senator from Nevada [Mr.
BIBLE], the Senator from West Virginia
[Mr. BYRD], and the Senator from Idaho
[Mr. CHURCH], are absent on official business.
I further announce that the Senator
from Nevada [Mr. CANNON] is necessari·
ly absent.
I further announce that, if present
and voting, the Senator from Nevada
[Mr. CANNON], and the Senator from
Idaho [Mr. CHURCH], would each vote
"yea."
On this vote, the Senator from Nevada
[Mr. BIBLE] is paired with the Senator
from West Virginia [Mr. BYRDl. If present and voting, the Senator from Nevada
would vote "yea," and the Senator from
West Virginia would vote "nay."
The result was announced-yeas 78,
nays 18, as follows:
Alken
Allott
Anderson
Bartlett
Bass
Bayh
Bennett
Boggs
Brewster
Burdick
Carlson
Case
Clark
Cooper
Cotton
Curtis
Dirksen
Dodd
Dominick
Douglas
Fannin

[No. 95 Leg.]
YEAS-78
Fong
McGee
Gore
McGovern
Gruening
Mcintyre
Harris
McNamara.
Hart
Metcalf
Hartke
Miller
Hayden
Mondale
Hickenlooper Monroney
Hruska
Montoya
Inouye
Morse
Jackson
Morton
Javits
Moss
Jordan, Idaho Mundt
Kennedy, Mass. Murphy
Kennedy, N.Y. Muskie
Kuchel
Nelson
Lausche
Neuberger
Long, Mo.
Pastore
Magnuson
Pearson
Mansfield

McCarthy ·

Pell

Prouty
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Proxmire
Randolph
Ribicoff
Saltonstall
Scott
Byrd, Va.
Eastland
Ellender
Ervin
Fulbright
Hill
Bible
Byrd, W. Va.
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· Williams, N.J.
Simpson
Wllliams, Del.
Smith
Yarborough
Symington
Young, N. Dak.
Tower
Young, Ohio
Tydings
NAYS-18
Holland
Russell, Ga.
Jordan, N.C.
Smathers
Long, La.
Sparkman
McClellan
Stennis
Robertson
Talm adge
Russell, S.C.
Thurmond
NOT VOTING-4
Cannon
C'hurch

So the Mansfield-Dirksen substitute,
as amended and modified, for the committee substitute for the bill was agreed
to.
Mr. HART. Mr. President, I move
to reconsider the vote by which the
Mansfield-Dirksen
substitute,
as
amended and modified, for the committee substitute for the bill, was agreed to.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I move
to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to the committee
amendment in the nature of a substitute
for the bill, as amended by the Mansfield-Dirksen substitute.
The committee amendment in the nature of a substitute for the bill, as
amended by the Mansfield-Dirksen substitute was agreed to.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill is
open to further amendment. If there
be no further amendment to be proposed,
the question is on the engrossment and
third reading of the bill.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed
for a third reading, and was read the
third time.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, we
are about to vote on final passage of
what will be the Voting Rights Act of
1965. The Senate has labored for many
weeks considering this most ditlicult
legislation and I believe has admirably
met its obligations in drafting a bill
which should meet a pressing domestic
need. The issues in this case have been,
as in all cases in this area of legislation,
highly sensitive. The problems in this
bill have been particularly ditlicult because of the constitutional questions
raised by many in this body.
I cannot permit a vote on this bill
until I first give credit to those who most
justly deserve it. I pay special tribute
to the distinguished minority leader, Mr.
DIRKSEN-without him we would not
have a bill. Mr. President, it is fortunate
indeed that this body is graced with such
an able minority leader---one whose con:structive cooperation in this vital area
of our duties is so freely given. His contributions are a matter of public record
and speak more eloquently than any
words from me.
I pay a similar high tribute to the
junior Senator from Michigan [Mr.
HART] who has rendered a singular
service not only to the Senate but to
the country by the manner in which he
has directed and managed this legislation these past weeks. He has not only
contributed a keen legal mind in untangling and resolving the ditlicul~ and

technical problems that have -arisen but
has also demonstrated again the calmness of manner and sensitivity of feeling
that all of us in this body have come to
know him by. In spite of his strong
convictions in favor o·f the bill, he never
forgot that those opposed felt equally as
strongly and he respected their feelings,
their viewpoints, and their arguments, as
he directed this bill to passage.
In addition, the able assistance of
many other Senators has contributed to
making this bill the effective piece of
legislation it is. In particular the distinguished Senator from New York [Mr.
JAVITS], the distinguished Senator from
Massachusetts [Mr. KENNEDY], and the
distinguished Senator from Maryland
[Mr. TYDINGS] should be cited for particular commendation.
I believe also that those who opposed
the bill so effectively, the distinguished
Senator from Louisiana [Mr. ELLENDER],
the distinguished Senator from Georgia
[Mr. TALMADGE], the distinguished Senators from Mississippi [Mr. EASTLAND and
Mr. STENNIS], the distinguished Senator
from North Carolina [Mr. ERVIN], the
distinguished Senators from Alabama
[Mr. HILL and Mr. SPARKMAN], and other
Senators who were so constructive in
their opposition, are likewise entitled to
commendation.
In conclusion, I owe thanks to the
Senate as a whole for the contributions
all viewpoints have given to molding the
many refinements of. this bill. It is my
hope and belief that this legislation will
meet the needs of the country as a whole
and redeem the promises of the Constitution to all citizens.
Mr. President, I urge the adoption of
the pending measure.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill
having been read the third time, the
question is, Shall it pass?
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I ask
for the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The VICE PRESIDENT. On this
question, the yeas and nays have been
ordered, and the clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I announce
that the Senator from Nevada [Mr.
BIBLE], the Senator from West Virginia
[Mr. BYRD], and the Senator from Idaho
[Mr. CHURCH], are absent on otlicial
business.
I further announce that the Senator
from Nevada [Mr. CANNON] is necessarily
absent.
I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from Nevada [Mr.
BIBLE] and the Senator from Idaho [Mr.
CHURCH] would each vote "yea."
On this vote, the Senator from West
Virginia [Mr. BYRD] is paired with the
Senator from Nevada [Mr. CANNON]. If
present and voting, the Senator from
West Virginia would vote "nay,'' and the
Senator from Nevada would vote ''yea."
The result was · announced-yeas 77,
nays 19, as follows:
Alken
Allott
Anderson

(No. 96 Leg.]
YEAs-77 .
Bartlett
Bennett
Boggs
Bass
Bayh
Brewster

Burdick
Carlson
Case
Clark
Cooper
Cotton
Curtis
Dirksen
Dodd
Dominick
Douglas
Fannin
Fong
Gore
Gruening
Harris
Hart
Hartke
Hayden
Hickenlooper
Hruska
Inouye
Jackson
Byrd, Va.
Eastland
Ellender
Ervin
Fulbright
Hill
Holland
Bible
Byrd, W. Va.
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Javits
.
Murphy
Jordan, Idaho Muskie
Kennedy, Mass. Nelson
Kennedy, N.Y. Neuberger
Kuchel
Pastore
Lausche
Pearson
Long, Mo.
Pell
Magnuson
Prouty
Mansfield
Proxmire
McCarthy
Randolph
McGee
Ribicoff
McGovern
Saltonstall
Mcintyre
Scott
McNamara
Simpson
Metcal!
Smit h
Miller
Symington
Mondale
Tydings
Monroney
Williams, N.J.
Montoya
Williams, Del.
Morse
Yarborough
Morton
Young, N. Dak.
Moss
Yo:ung, Ohio
Mundt
NAYS-19
Sparkman
Jordan, N.C.
Long, La.
Stennis
Talmadge
McClellan
Robertson
Thurmond
Russell, S .C.
Tower
Russell, Ga.
Smathers
NOT VOTING-4
Cannon
Church

So the bill <S. 1564) was passed, as
follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That this

Act shall be known as the "Voting Rights
Act of 1965".
SEC. 2. No voting qualification or prerequisite to voting, or standard, practice, or
procedure shall be imposed or applied by
any State or political subdivision to deny
or abridge the right of any citizen of the
United States to vote on account of race or
color.
SEC. 3. (a) Whenever the Attorney General institutes a proceeding under any statute to enforce the guarantees of the fifteenth
amendment in any State or political subdivision the court shall authorize the appointment of examiners by the Civil Service
Commission in accordance with section 6 to
serve for such period of time and in such
political subdivisions as the court shall determine is appropriate to enforce the guarantees of the fifteenth amendment (1) as
part of any interlocutory order if the court
determines that the appointment of such
examiners ls necessary to enforce such guarantees or (2) as part of any final judgment
if the court finds that violations of the fifteenth amendment justifying equitable relief
have occurred in such State or subdivision:
Provided, That the court need not authorize
the appointment of examiners if any incidents of denial or abridgment of the right
to vote on account of race or color (1) have
been llm.1ted in number and have been
promptly and effectively corrected by State
or local action, (2) the continuing effect of
such incidents has been ellm.1nated, and (3)
there is no reasonable probability of their
recurrence in the future.
(b) If in a proceeding instituted by the
Attorney General under any statute to enforce the guarant.ees of the fifteenth amendment in any State or political subdivision
the court finds that a. test or device has been
used for purposes of denying or a.bridging
the right of any citizen of the United States
to vote on account of race or color, it shall
suspend the use of tests and devices in such
State or political subdivisions as the court
shall determine is appropriate and for such
definite and limited period a.s it deems

necessary.

. (c) If in any proceeding instituted by the
Attorney General under any statute to enforce the guarantees of the fifteenth am.end-
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ment in any State or political subdivision
the court finds that violations of the :fifteenth amendment justifying equitable relief have occurred within the territory of
such State or political subdivision, the court,
in addition to such relief as it may grant,
shall retain jurisdiction for such period as
it may deem appropriate and shall order that
during such period any voting qualification
or prerequisite to voting, or standard, practice, or procedure with respect to voting
different from that in force or effect at the
time the proceeding was commenced shall
be submitted to the Attorney General. If
the Attorney General files objection with
the court within sixty days after such qualification, prerequisite, standard, practice, or
procedure has been submitted by the chief
legal officer or other appropriate official of
such State or subdivision to him, such qualification, prerequisite, standard, practice, or
procedure shall not be enforced unless and
until the court finds that it does not have
the purpose and will not have the effect of
denying or abridging the right to vote on
account of race or color; except that neither
the court's finding nor the Attorney Genera.l's failure to object shall bar a subsequent
action to enjoin enforcement of such qualification, prerequisite, standard, practice, or
procedure.
SEC. 4. (a) To assure that the right of
citizens of the United States to vote is not
denied or abridged on account of race or
color, no citizen shall be denied the right to
vote in any Federal, State, or local election
because of his failure to comply with any test
or device in any State with respect to which
the determinations have been made under
subsection 4(b) or in any political subdivision
with respect to which such determinations
have been made as a separate unit, unless the
United States District Court for the District
of Columbia in an action for a declaratory
judgment brought by such State or subdivision against the United States has determined that the effects of denial or
abridgment, if any, of the right to vote on
account of race or color have been effectively
corrected by State or local action and that
there is no reasonable cause to believe that
any test or device sought to be used by such
State or subdivision will be used for the
purpose or will have the effect of denying or
abridging the right to vote on account of
race or color: Provided, That a final judgment heretofore or hereafter rendered by
any court of the United States, determining
that denials or abridgments of the right to
vote on account of race or color through the
use of such tests or devices have occurred
anywhere in the territory of any such plaint11f, may be introduced in any such declaratory judgment action brought within five
years of such final judgment as prima facie
evidence of the facts found by the court,
except that notwithstanding this provision
the judgment shall retain whatever legal
effect it would have under exising law.
An action pursuant to this subsection shall
be heard and determined by a court of three
judges in accordance with the provisions of
section 2284 of title 28 of the United States
Code and any appeal shall lie to the Supreme
Court. The court shall retain jurisdiction of
any action pursuant to this subsection for
five years after judgment and shall reopen
the action upon motion of the Attorney General alleging that a test or device has been
used for the purpose or will have the effect of
denying or abridging the right to vote on account of race or color.
I! the Attorney General determines that
he has no reason to believe that any such
test or device is being used for the purpose
of denying or abridging the right to vote on
account of race or color, he may consent to
the entry of such judgment.
(b) The provisions of subsection (a) shall
apply in any State or in any political subdivision of a State which (1) the Attorney

General determines maintained on November
1, 1964, any test or device, and with respect
to which ( 2) the Director of the Census determines (A) that less than 50 per centum
of the persons of voting age residing therein
were registered on November 1, 1964, or that
less than 50 per centum of such persons voted
in the presidential election of November 1964,
and (B) that according to the 1960 census,
more than 20 per centum of the persons of
voting age were nonwhite; or, (3), notwithstanding the foregoing (1) and (2), the Director of the Census determines, by a survey
made upon the request of the Attorney General that the total number of persons of any
race or color who are registered to vote in any
State ·or political subdivision is less than 25
per centum of the total number of all persons of such race or color of voting age residing in such State or political subdivision.
A determination or certification of the
Attorney General or of the Director of the
Census under this subsection or under section 6 or section 13 shall be final and effective upon publication in the Federal Register.
( c) The phrase "test or device" shall mean
any requirement that a person as a prerequisite for voting or registration for voting
(1) demonstrate the ability to read, write,
understand, or interpret any matter, (2) •
demonstrate any educational achievement
or his knowledge of any particular subject,
(3) possess good moral character, or (4)
prove his qualifications by the voucher of
registered voters or members of any other
class.
(d) For purposes of this section no State
or political subdivision shall be determined
to have engaged in the use of tests or devices
for the purpose of denying or abridging the
right to vote on account of race or color if
( 1) incidents of such have been limited in
number and have been promptly and effectively corrected by State or local action, (2)
the continuing effect of such incidents has
been eliminated, and (3) there is no reasonable probability of their recurrence in the
future.
(e) (1) Congress hereby declares that to
secure the rights under the fourteenth
amendment of persons educated in American-flag schools in which the predominant
classroom language was other than English,
it is necessary to prohibit the States from
conditioning the right to vote of such persons on ability to read, write, understand, or
interpret any matter in the English language.
(2) No person who demonstrates that he
has successfully completed the sixth primary
grade in a public school in, or a private school
accredited by, any State or territory, the District of Columbia, or the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico in which the predominant classroom language was other than English, shall
be denied the right to vote in any Federal,
State, or local election because of his inabil. tty to read, write, understand, or interpret
any matter in the English language, except
that in States which State law provides that
a different level of education is presumptive
of literacy, he shall demonstrate that he has
successfully completed an equivalent level
of education in a public school in, or a private school accredited by, any State or territory, the District of Columbia, or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico in which the
predominant classroom language was other
than English.
SEC. 5. Whenever a State or political subdivision with respect to which the prohibitions set forth in section 4 (a) are in effect
shall enact or seek to administer any voting
qualification or prerequisite to voting, or
standard, practice, or procedure with respect
to voting different from that in force or effect on November 1, 1964, such State or subdivision may institute an action in the
United States District Court for the District
of Columbia for a declaratory judgment that
such qualification, prerequisite, standard,
practice, or procedure does not have the pur-
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pose and will not have the effect of denying
or abridging the right to vote on account of
race or color, and unless and until the court
enters such judgment no person shall be
denied the right to vote for failure to comply
with such qualification, prerequisite, standard, practice, or procedure, unless such qualification, prerequisite, standard, practice, or
procedure has been submitted by the chief
legal officer or other appropriate official of
such State or subdivision to the Attorney
General and the Attorney General has not
interposed an objection within sixty days
after such submission. Neither the Attorney
General's failure to object nor a declaratory
judgment entered under this section shall
bar a subsequent action to enjoin enforcement of such qualification, prerequisite,
standard, practice, or procedure. Such an
action shall be heard and determined by a
court of three judges in accordance with
the provisions of section 2284 of title 28 of
the United States Code and any appeal shall
lie to the Supreme Court.
SEC. 6. Whenever the Attorney General certifies (a) that a court has authorized the
appointment of examiners pursuant to the
provisions of section 3(a); or (b) unless a
declaratory judgment has been rendered
under section 4(a), with respect to any
political subdivision named in, or included
within the scope of determinations made
under section 4(b) that (1) he has received
complaints in writing from twenty or more
residents of such political subdivision alleging that they have been denied the right tc;>
vote under color of law on account of race or
color, and that he believes such complaints
to be meritorious, or (2) that in his judgment (considering, among other factors,
whether the ratio of nonwhite persons to
white persons registered to vote within such
subdivision appears to him to be fairly attributable to violations of the fifteenth
amendment), the appointment of examiners
is otherwise necessary to enforce the guarantees of the fifteenth amendment, the Civil
Service Commission shall appoint as many
examiners, who shall to the extent practicable
be residents of such State, in such subdivision as it may deem appropriate to
prepare and maintain, by examining
applicants pursuant to section 7, lists of
persons eligible to vote in Federal, State,
and local elections. Such examiners, hearing officers provided for in section 8(a), and
other persons deemed necessary by the Commission to carry out the provisions and
purposes of this Act shall be appointed, compensated, and separated without regard to
the provisions of any statute administered
by the Civil Service Commission, and service
under this Act shall not be considered employment for the purposes of any statute
administered by the Civil Service Commission, except the provisions of section 9 of the
Act of August 2, 1939, as amended (5 U.S.C .
118i), prohibiting partisan political activity:
Provided, That the Commission is authorized, after consulting the head of the appropriate department or agency, to designate
suitable persons in the official service of the
United States, with their consent, to serve
in these positions. Examiners and hearinp;
officers shall have the power to administer
oaths.
SEc. 7. (a) The examiners for each political
subdivision shall, at such places as the Civil
Service Commission shall by regulation designate, examine applicants concerning their
qua~ifications for voting. An application to
an examiner shall be in such form as provided by section 8 (b) and in addition shall
contain allegations that the applicant is not
registered to vote, and such additional allegations, including an allegation that within
ninety days preceding his application the
applicant has been denied under color of
law the opportunity to register or to vote
or has been found not qualified to vote by
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a person acting under color of law, as the
Attorney General may require.
(b) Any person whom the examiner finds,
in accordance with instructions received under section 8(b), to have the qualifications
.prescribed by State law not inconsistent
with the Constitution and laws of the United
. States shall promptly be placed on a list of
eligible voters. A challenge to such listing
may be made in accordance with section
8(a) and shall not be the basis for a prosecution under section 11 of this Act. The
examiner shall certify and transmit such
list, and any supplements as appropriate, at
least once a month to the offices of the appropriate election officials, with copies to the
Attorney General and the attorney general
of the State, and any such lists and supplements thereto transmitted during the month
shall be available for public inspection beginning on the last business day of the
month and on the forty-fifth day prior to
any election. The appropriate State or local
election official shall place such names on the
official voting list. Any person whose name
appears on the examiner's list shall be entitled and allowed to vote in the election
district of his residence unless and until the
appropriate election officials shall have been
notified that such person has been removed
from the examiner's list in accordance with
subsection (d): Provided, That · no person
shall be entitled to vote in any election by
Virtue of this Act unless his name shall have
been certified and transmitted by the examiner to the offices of the appropriate election
officials at least forty-five days prior to such
election.
(c) The examiner shall issue to each person whose name appears on the examiner's
list a certificate evidencing his eligibility
to vote.
(d) A person whose name appears on the
examiner's list shall be removed therefrom
by an examiner if (1) such person has been
successfully challenged in accordance with
the procedure prescribed in section 8, or (2)
he has been determined by an examiner to
have lost his eligibility to vote under State
law not inconsistent with the Constitution
and the laws of the United States.
SEC. 8. (a) Any challenge to a listing on an
eligibility list prepared by an examiner shall
be heard and determined by a hearing officer
appointed by and responsible to the Civil
Service Commission and under such rules as
the Commission shall by regulation prescribe.
Such challenge shall be entertained only if
filed at such office within the State as the
Clvil Service Commission shall by regulation designate within ten days after the listing of the challenged person is made available for public inspection, and if supported
( l) by the affidavit of at least two persons
having personal knowledge of the facts constituting grounds for the challenge, and (2)
a certification that a copy of the challenge
and affidavits have been served by mall or in
person upon the person challenged at his
place of residence set out in the application.
Such challenge shall be determined within
15 days after it has been filed. A petition
for review of the decision of the hearing
officer may be filed in the United States court
of appeals for the circuit in which the person
challenged resides within fifteen days after
service of such decision by mall on the moving party, but no decision of a hearing officer
shall be overturned unless clearly erroneous.
Any person listed shall be entitled and allowed to vote pending final determination by
the hearing officer and by the court.
(b) The times, places and procedures and
form for application and listing pursuant to
this Act and removals from the eligibility
lists shall be prescribed by regulations promulgated by the Civil Service Commission
and the Commission shall, after consultation
with the Attorney General, instruct examineTs concerning applicable State law not inconsistent with the Constitution and laws

of the United States with respect to (1) the
,qualifications required for listing, and (2)
loss of eligibility to vote.
(c) Upon the request of the applicant or
the challenger, the Civil Service Commission shall have the power to require by subpena the attendance and testimony of witnesses and the production of documentary
evidence relating to any matter pending before it under the authority of this section.
In a case of contumacy or refusal to obey
a subpena, any district court of the United
States or the District Court of the United
.states for the District of Columbia, within
the jurisdiction of which said person guilty
of contumacy or refusal to obey is found or
resides or is domiciled or transacts business,
or has appointed an agent for receipt of serv·ice of process, upon application by the Attorney General of the United States shall
have jurisdiction to issue to such person an
order requiring such person to appear before the Commission or a hearing officer,
.there to produce pertinent, relevant, and
nonprivileged evidence if so ordered, or there
to give testimony touching the matter under
investigation; and any failure to obey such
order of the court may be punished by said
court as a contempt thereof.
• SEc. 9. (a) In view of the evidence presented to the Congress that the constitutional right of citizens of the United States
to vote is denied or abridged in certain States
by the requirement of the payment of a poll
tax as a condition of voting, Congress decla.res that the constitutional right of citizens
of the United States to vote is denied or
abridged in such States by the requirement
of the payment of a poll tax as a condition of
voting. To assure that such right is not denied or abridged in violation of the Constitution, the Attorney General shall forthwith
institute in such States in the name of the
United States actions for declaratory judgmentor injunctive relief against the enforcement of any poll tax, or substitute therefor
enacted after November 1, 1964, which, as a
condition of voting, has the purpose or effect
of denying or abridging the right to vote.
(b) The district courts of the United
States shall have jurisdiction of such actions
which shall be heard and determined by a
court of three judges in accordance with the
provisions of section 2284 of title 28 of the
United States Code and any appeal shall lie
to the Supreme Court. It shall be the duty
"of the judges designated to hear the case
to assign the case for hearing at the earliest
practicable date, to participate in the hearing and determination thereof and to cause
the case. to be in every way expedited.
(c) During the pendency of such actions,
and thereafter if the courts declare the requirement of the payment of a poll tax to be
constitutional, no citizen of the United
States who is a resident of a State or political
subdivision with respect to which determinations have been made under subsection 4
(b) and a declaratory judgment has not been
entered under subsection 4(a), during the
first year he becomes otherwise entitled to
vote by reason of registration by State or
local officials or listing by an examiner, shall
be denied the right to vote for failure to pay
a poll tax if he tenders payment of such tax
for the current year to an examiner at least
forty-five days prior to election, whether or
not such tender would be timely or adequate
under State law. An examiner shall have
authority to accept such payment from any
person authorized by this Act to make an
application for listing, and shall issue a receipt for such payment. The examiner shall
transmit promptly any such poll tax payment
to the office of the State or local official
authorized to receive such payment under
State law, together with the name and address of the applicant.
·
SEC.10. (a) Whenever the Attorney General
receives at least twenty days prior to any
election a complaint in writing signed by
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twenty or more persons of voting age who
are residents of a political subdivision alleging that persons who have been listed in ac-

cordance with the provisions of section 7
have not been placed upon the official voting
lists by the appropriate local or State election officials he shall institute an action to
require that such persons be placed on the
.official voting lists and be permitted to vote.
_Such action shall be filed in the appropriate
district court which shall have jurisdiction
thereof and upon request of the Attorney
General shall be determined by a court of
three judges in accordance with the provisions of section 2284 of title 28, United
States Code and any appeal shall lie to the
Supreme Court. The relief in such action
shall, upon request of the Attorney General,
include the appointment by the court of such
_persons as may be necessary to observe, at
such places as the court may order, whether
persons entitled to vote are permitted to vote
and have their votes counted and the court
may in its discretion impound all ballots cast
in such election until such time as all persons whom the court has ordered permitted
to vote, and who are refused or denied the
opportunity to vote, have the opportunity to
vote on election day or the day following.
The remedy provided by this section shall not
preclude any other remedy available under
State or Federal law.
(b) Whenever an examiner is serving
under this Act in any political subdivision,
the Attorney General may assign one or more
persons, who may be officers of the United
States, (1) to enter and attend at any place
for holding an election in such subdivision
for the purpose of observing whether persons who are entitled to vote are being permitted to vote, and (2) to enter and attend
at any place for tabulating the votes cast
at any election held in such subdivision for
the purpose of observing whether votes cast
by persons entitled to vote are being properly tabulated. Persons assigned by the Attorney General pursuant to this subsection
shall be appointed, compensated, and separated without regard to the provisions of any
s,t atute administered by the Civil Service
Commission, and service under this Act shall
not be considered employment for the purposes of any statute administered by the
Civil Service Commission, except the provisions of section 9 of the Act of August 2,
1939, as amended (5 U.S.C. 118i), prohibiting
partisan political activity.
SEC. 11. (a) No person acting under color
of law shall fail or refuse to permit to vote
any person who is entitled to vote under any
provision of this Act, or !ail or :refuse to
count such person's vote.
(b) No person, whether acting under color
of law or otherwise, shall intimidate, threaten, or coerce, or attempt to intimidate,
threaten, or coerce any pea-son from voting
or attempting to vote or intimidate, threaten,
or coerce, or attempt to intimidate, threaten,
or coerce any person from exercising any
powers or duties under section 3(a), 6, 8, 10,
or 12(e).
SEC. 12. ("a) Whoever shall w111fully and
knowingly deprive or attempt to deprive any
person of any right secured by section 2, 3, 4,
5, 7, 9, or 10 or who shall wmfully and knowingly violate section 11, shall be fined not
more than $5,000, or imprisoned not more
than five years, or both.
(b) Whoev&, within a year following an
election in a political subdivision in which
an examiner has been appointed (1) fraudulently destroys, defaces, mutilates, or otherwise alters the marking of a paper ballot
cast in such election, or (2) fraudulently
alters any record of voting in such election
made by a voting machine or otherwise, shall
be fined not more than $5,000, or im~isoned
not more than five years, or both.
( c) . Whoever conspires to violate the provisions of subsection (a) or (b) of this section, or willfully and knowingly interferes
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with ~Y right secured by section '2, 3, -4, 5,
7, 9, 10, or 11 shall be fined not more than
$5,000, or impdsoned not more than five
years, or both.
(d) Whenever any person has engaged or
there are reasonable grounds to believe that
any person ls about to engage in any act or
practice prohibited by section 2, 3, 4, 5, 7_,
10, 11, or subsection (b) of this section, the
Attorney General may institute for the
United States, or in the name of the United
States, an action for preventive relief, including an application for a temporary or
permanent injunction, restraining order, or
other order, and including an order directed
to the State and State or local election officials to require them ( 1) to permit persons
listed under this Act to vote and (2) to count
such votes.
( e ). Whenever in any political subdivision
in which there are examiners appointed pursuant to this Act any persons allege to such
an examiner within twenty-four hours after
the closing of the polls that notwithstanding
{ 1) their listing under this Act or registration by an appropriate election official and
(2) their eligibility to vote, they have not
been permitted to vote in such election, the
examiner shall forthwith notify the United
States attorney for the judicial district if
such allegations in his opinion appear to be
well founded. Upon receipt of such notification, the United States attorney may not
later than seventy-two hours after the closing of the polls file _with the district court
an application for an order providing for the
casting or counting of the ballots of such
persons and requiring the inclusion of their
votes in the total -vote before the results of
such el_e ction shall be deemed final and any
force or effect given thereto. The district
court shall hear and determine such matters
immediately after the filing of such application. The remedy provided in this· subsection shall not preclude any remedy available
under State or Federal law.
(f) The district courts of the United States
shall have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this section and shall
exercise the same without regard to whether
a person asserting rights under the provisions of this Act shall have exhausted any
administrative or other remedies that may be
provided by law.
SEC. 13. Listing procedures shall be terminated in any political subdivision of any
State (a) with respect to examiners appointed pursuant to clause (d) of section 6
whenever the Attorney General notifies the
Civil Service · Commission.• or whenever the
District Court for the District of Columbia
determines in an action for declaratory judgment brought by any political subdivision
with respect to which the Director of the
Census has determined that more than 50
per centum of the nonwhite persons of voting
age residing therein are registered to vote,
(1) that all persons listed by the examiner
!or such subdivision have been placed on the
appropriate voting registration roll, (2) that
there is no longer reasonable cause to believe
that persons will be deprived of or denied
the right to vote on account of race or color
in such su~ivision; and (b), with respect to
examiners appointed pursuant to section 3
(a), upon order of the authorizing court.
A political subdivision may petition the Attorney General for the termination of listing
procedures under clause (a) and to petition
the Attorney General to request the Director
of the Census to take such survey or census
as may be appropriate for the making of the
determination provided for in this section.
The District Court !or the District of Columbia shall have jurlsdiction to require such
survey or census to be made by the Director
of the Census and it shall require him to do
so if it deems the Attorney General's refusal
to request such survey or census to be arbitrary or unreasonable.
CXI--743

. .SEC. 14. (a) All cases of criminal contempt
arising under the provisions of this Act shall
be governed by section 151 of the Civil Rights

Act of 1957 (42 U.S.C.1955).
(b) No court other than the District Court
for the District of Columbia or a court of
appeals in any proceeding under section 8
shall have jurisdiction to issue any declaratory judgment pursuant to section 4 or section 5 or any restraining order of temporary
or permanent injuction against the execution or enforcement of any provision of this
Act. The right to intervene in any action
brought under the authority of this Act
shall be limited to the Attorney General and
to States, political subdivisions, and their
appropriate officials.
( c) ( 1) The terms "vote" or "voting" sl;lall
include all actions necesary to make a vote
effective in any primary, special, or general
election, including, but not limited to, registration, listing pursuant to this Act, or other
action required by law prerequisite to voting,
casting a ballot, and having such ballot
counted· and included in the appropriate
totals of votes cast with respect to candidates for public office and propositions for
which votes are received in an election.
(2) The term "political subdivision" shall
mean any county or parish, except that
where registration for voting is not conducted
under the supervision of a county or parish,
the term shall include any other subdivision
of a State which conducts registration for
voting.
(d) Whoever knowingly or willfully gives
false information as to his name, address,
or period of residence in the voting district
for the purpose of establishing his eligib1lity
to register or vote, or consplres with another
individual for the purpose of encouraging his
false registration or illegal voting, or pays
or offers to pay or accepts payment either for
registration or for voting shall be fined not
more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more
than five years, or both: Provided, however,
That this provision shall be applicable only
to elections held for the selection of presidential electors, Members of the United
States Senate, and Members of the United
States House of Representatives.
(e) In any action for a declaratory judgment brought pursuant to section 4 or section 5 of this Act, subpenas for witnesses
who are required to attend the District Court
for the District of Columbia may be served
in any judicial district of the United States:
Provided, That no writ of subpena shall issue
for witnesses without the District of Columbia at a greater distance than one hundred
miles from the place of holding court without
the permission of the District Court !or the
District of Columbia being first had upon
proper application and cause shown.
SEC. 15. There are hereby authorized to be
appropriated such sums as are necessary to
carry out the provisions of this Act.
SEC. 16. The Attorney General and the
Secretary of Defense, jointly, shall make a
full and complete study to determine
whether, under the laws or practices of any
State or States, there are preconditions to
voting, which might tend to result in discrimination against citizens serving in the
Armed Forces of the United States seeking to
vote. Such officials shall, jointly, make a
report to the Congress not later than June
30, 1966, containing the results of such study,
together with a list of any States in which
such preconditions exist, and shall include in
such report such recommendations for legislation as they deem advisable to prevent discrimination in voting against citizens serving in the Armed Forces of the United States.
SEC. 17. If any provision of this Act or the
application thereof to any person or oircumstanees is held invalid, the remainder of the
Act and the application of the provision · to
other persons not similarly situated or to
other circumstances &hall not be affected
thereby.
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SEC. 18. No examiners shall be appointed
pursuant to section 6 as a result of a determination made pursuant to clause (3) of
section 4(b) until thirty days prior to the
first primary election or general election in
calendar year 1966, within the territory of
any State which has adopted any amendment to its State constitution, or enacted any
law, subsequent to November 1, 1964, and
prior to March 1, 1965, under which all persons desiring to vote in any election held in
such State are required to reregister.

Mr. HART. Mr. President, I move to
reconsider the vote by which the bill was
passed.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I move
to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the able was
agreed to.
Mr. HART. Mr. President, I call up
an amendment to the title of the bill.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk
will state the title as proposed to be
amended.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 1,
it is proposed to amend the title so as
to read-The VICE PRESIDENT. The question
is on agreeing to the amendment of the
title. [Putting the question.]
Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, a point
of order.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator
will state his point of order.
Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, all
through this vote, various individuals
have been running up and down the
aisles. I could not hear the recapitulation of the list of Senators voting, and I
could not hear the motion of the Senator
fro~ Michigan, which was voted on, and
I still do not know what it was. Probably it was not significant, but it seems
to me the dignity of the Senate requires,
on a vote which has followed 5 weeks of
labor, that we have quiet in the Senate
so that we may hear, and that Senators
and others be quiet so we can hear.
The VICE PRESIDENT. · The Senator's point is well taken. The clerk
will read the title as proposed to be
amended.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 1, it
is proposed to amend the title so as to
read, "A bill to enforce the fifteenth
amendment to the Constitution of the
United States, and for other purposes."
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question
is on agreeing to the amendment to the
title.
The amendment was agreed to.

TRIBUTES TO SENATORS IN CONNECTION WITH VOTING RIGHTS
BILL

Mr. DffiKSEN. Mr. President, if we
may have order, I am sure Senators
will be interested in a query I wish to
make of the majority leader.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator
from Illinois is recognized.
Mr. DIRKSEN. First, I yield to the
distinguished Senator from New York.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, before
the Senate proceeds to other business,
with respect to the passage of the voting
rights bill, which has just occurred, may
I, as one of his colleagues, pay high
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tribute to Senator PHILIP HART, of Michigan, the Senator in charge of the bill,
who piloted it through its various parliamentary stages not only with skill and
great learning as a lawyer, but with the
taste, warmth, and kindness for which
he is famous in this body. I know I
bespeak the pra1se of all my colleagues.
Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Mr.
President, speaking on behalf of the
members of the Committee on the Judiciary, I wish to pay tribute to the outstanding efforts which have been put
forth in the Senate during the past few
weeks by the Senator from Michigan
[Mr. HART]. I believe that all Senators
recognize that he spoke not only with
extraordinary comprehension, thoroughness, and an understanding of the complexities of the voting rights bill, but he
also spoke from his heart. He carried
the burden for many of us who shared
his opinions. All Senators must recognize his great contribution in this important matter.
I certainly wish to include in my expression of appreciation-and I know
that I speak for several members of the
Judiciary Committee-the great depth
of understanding and tolerance that we
received from the distinguished majority and minority leaders.
Let me also express our appreciation to
the chairman of the Judiciary Committee, the distinguished Senator from Mississippi [Mr. EASTLAND], who conducted
the committee's work, not only during the
open hearings but also in executive session when we were considering amendments to the bill, in a most judicious
manner despite his different feelings and
understandings of the issues before us.
Also to the other members of the Committee on the Judiciary who stood in opPosition to many of the points which
were raised and voted on during the
past few weeks, I wish to state our regard and appreciation. As a member
of that committee, I, for one, found
their efforts only to be constructive, pertinent, and relevant. I believe tt..at this
is a great example of the functioning
and the working of the Senate, and I
sincerely believe the Members of this
body deserve the appreciation of all.
Mr. BASS. Mr. President, I rise to
pay tribute to the Senator from Michigan [Mr. HART] for the excellent way in
which he handled the legislation which
has just been passed:
·
I know of no period in my service in
Congress when I have observed any
Member of Congress handle important
and controversial legislation with the
intellectual approach, the ease of manner, and with such ability as the Senator
from Michigan has manifested in· this
instance.
The manner of his performance set
the tempo of the entire debate, which
has been one of intellectual discussion
of important legislation. His mild manner and friendly tone in handling the
legislation has been a blessing to the
entire Senate and made it much easier
for all Senators to work and cooperate
in debating and passing the legislation.
I know that even Senators who opPosed the legislation will join me in
appreciation of the excellent manner in

which the Senator from Michigan has
handled himself and the legislation
which was before us.
Mr. TYDINGS. Mr. President, as a
junior member on the Judiciary Committee during the period when this legislation was brought before the committee,
during debate on the fioor, and in my
brief participation during this "baptism
of fire" to observe the workings and the
legislative abilities of a number of very
distinguished Senators, I should like to
take this opportunity to say that the distinguished Senator from Michigan [Mr.
HART], during the entire time of consideration of the bill, both in committee and
on the. fioor of the Senate, was an outstanding leader.
I should also like to take this opportunity to commend the junior Senator
from Massachusetts [Mr. KENNEDY] for
his tenacious and untiring efforts in behalf of this legislation.
Let me also take this occasion to pay
tribute to the leaders in the debate who
took a position other than my own;
namely, including the distinguished
chairman of the Judiciary Committee,
the Senator from Mississippi [Mr. EASTLAND]. As the junior Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. KENNEDY] pointed out,
he was most fair at all times, both during
the hearings and in executive session.
During debate on the fioor of the Senate, the distinguished senior Senator
from North Carolina [Mr. ERVIN], I felt,
was admirable in his fairness during debate, as were the distinguished senior
Senator from Florida [Mr. HOLLAND],
and · the distinguished senior Senator
from Louisiana [Mr. ELLENDER].
Mr. President, I consider it a great
opportunity to serve in the Senate, and
to observe the process of legislation in
its highest form and in its highest traditions being molded and brought to
fruition, aimed always, in my judgment,
toward the special interests of all the
people of our great Nation.
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I join
my colleagues from Massachusetts, Tennessee, and Maryland, in their commendation of the junior Senator from Michigan [Mr. HART].
Dur.ing the long weeks when the bill
was under consideration, both in committee and on the fioor, the Senator
from Michigan [Mr. HART] really showed
his mettle.
The Senator from Michigan is a man
of character. He is a man of tolerance.
He is a man of quiet competence. Some
of us are perhaps a little more public
relations minded than the Senator from
Michigan, but there is no Member of this
body who goes through his set duties
with such complete unselfishness, such
dedication, such integrity, and yet such
quiet force as PHILIP HART, of Michigan.
I am proud to be his colleague in this
body.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, speaking as one who vigorously opposed the
bill, let me say that I believe that Senators who handled the bill did ·so with
great courtesy and with consideration for
the bruised feelings of those who could
not agree with them.
I pay particular tribute to the senior
Senator from Louisiana [Mr. ELLENDER]
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for pinch-hitting as our leader at the
request of and in the place of our distinguished senior leader, the Senator
from Georgia [Mr. RUSSELL].
I wish to pay tribute to the patient,
tolerant, considerate, scholarly, and wise
contributions made by the Senator from
North Carolina [Mr. ERVIN]. I thought
he did a remarkable job. I wish to express my indebtedness to him, and also
to the chairman of the Judiciary Committee, the senior Senator -from Mississippi [Mr. EASTLAND], the majority
whip, the Senator from Louisiana [Mr.
LONG], and other Senators.
Whether some of us are able to be
pleased with the vote after the long debate-and I am not--I am certainly
pleased with the fact that the debate was
carried on with the courtesy, cordiality,
and understanding which I believe should
always characterize these vigorous debates in the Senate.
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, my
colleague from Michigan, Senator HART,
has received well-deserved praise today
for the masterful way in which he managed Senate passage of the voting rights
bill.
This measure was extremely complicated. His sure knowledge of its provisions and its intent was readily apparent in the manner with which he
handled the many amendments which
were offered.
And through it all, his tone and man. ner were gentlemanly and understanding.
But the greatest tribute to Senator
HART is yet to come.
This will be when the Voting Rights
Act of 1965 becomes law and when its
provisions go to work to insure the constitutional right of every citizen-the
right tiO vote-freely and without discrimination.
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, the Senate and the country are indebted to the
President, the Attorney General, and
several of our colleagues for the historic
action the Senate has just taken in approving the voting rights bill.
I would like to pay a personal tribute to
the fioor manager of the bill, the junior
Senator from Michigan [Mr. HART].
We are colleagues of the so-called
class of 1958. I have appreciated his
qualities of heart and mind for more
than a decade. I have known him to be
a thoughtful, intelligent, articulate man
of sincerity and compassion. over the
past 5 weeks he has revealed these qualities to the Senate and the country in a
way which establishes him firmly as an
outstanding Senator. I am proud to
know him and to follow him in the course
he has led so well these past weeks.
EQUAL VOTING RIGHTS

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, the
people of the State of Washington share
with the great majority of Americans a
jealous regard for their own right to
vote. They are no longer willing to
tolerate the denial of this right to any
of their fellow citizens.
As we complete the historic process of
insuring universal sufferage to all Americans through the passage of the voting
rights bill, I should like to place in the
record three items which symbolize the
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strong feelings of. the citizens of Wash- lected. It will be sent to organizations
which are collecting money for the · James
ingt;on:
·
Fund. The fund will help the family
First is Resolution 20205 of the Se..attle Reed
of the clergyman killed in Alabama and also
City Council, urging the Federal Gov- will aid other families of civil rights workers
errunent "to · enforce the right 'of self:. who have suffered as a result of such activ,..
goverrunent" where "the essentials of ities.
.
Clergymen and their pari.shioners throughself-determination are being abridged."
The second items is a newspaper arti- out the Skagit Valley have helped the petiand fund drives. The four clergymen
cle published in the Skagit Valley Heraid tion
in the adjoining photo and others
which describes the gathering of peti- shown
added their support to the voting rights
tions with over 400 signatures by a vol- movement. Among the others the Reverend
unteer group · of women, deeply con- William Forbes, pastor of St. Paul's Episcopal
cerned over the voting rights l.ssue, aided Church, Mount Vernon; the Reverend Richby clergymen and their parishioners ard Boyd, pastor of Anacortes First Methodist
throughout the Skagit Valley, expressing Church, and Methodist clergymen throughthe valley.
support for President Johnson's demand out
petitions were sent to Senator WARREN
that all Americans be given equal voting G.The
MAGNUSON. Letters reporting the petirights.
tion and fund drives also were sent to SenThe third item i.S a resolution of the ator HENRY M. JACKSON and Congressman
Democratic Central Conimittee for LLOYD MEEDS.
The women's group will continue to colWalla Walla, urging Senators and Representative8 of the State of Washington lect signatures for additional petitions as
"to vote completely and fully in accord- well as funds for the Reeb campaign.
ance with President Lyndon B. Johnson's
CrrY OF SEA'ITLE,
voter registration bill, that all people be
OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER,
given the right to" vote in every election,
Seattle, Wash., April 7, 1965.
regardless of race, color, creed, or na- Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
U.S.
Senate,
tional origin."
I ·a sk unanimous consent that the Washington, D.C.
MY DEAR SENATOR: Enclosed herewith ts
resolution of the Seattle City Council, copy
of resolution of Seattle City Council,
the article from the Skagit Valley Her- relating
to the right to vote, which you will
ald, and the resolution of the Demo- find self-explanatory.
cratic Central . Committee for Walla
With best personal wishes.
Walla be printed in the RECORD.
Very truly yours,
C. G. ERLANDSON,
There being no objection, the material
City Comptroller.
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
RESOLUTION 20205
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Adopted by the city council this 5th day
of April 1965, and signed by ·me in open session in authentication of its adoption this
5th day of April. 1965.
CHARLES M. CARROLL,
President pro tempore
of the City Council.

Filed by me this 5th day of April 1965:
Attest:
C. G. ERLANDSON,
City Comptroller and
City Clerk.
I concur in the above resolution:

By----,
DeTYUty.

CLARENCE F. MASSART,
Acting Mayor.

LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM
Mr. DIRKSEN.
Mr. President, I
should like to make inquiry of the majority leader concerning the program for
the remainder of the week, and also for
.the forepart of the coming week, before
Senators leave the Chamber.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, in
response to the · question just raised by
the distinguished minority leader, the
order of business at the moment is the
Interior appropriation bill, H.R. 6767. It
is anticipated, with luck-and I do
mean luck-that it will be followed by
H.R. 7717, the NASA reorganization bill,
or S. 1648, the public works bill.
Upon completion of those two meassures, it is anticipated that the foreign
aid bill will be laid before the Senate and
made the pending order of business so
far as major legislation is concerned.
Be it resolved, That we, the Democratic ·
Whereas the right to vote under reasonable
Mr. DIRKSEN. I thank the Senator
Party of Walla Walla County, Walla Walla,
Wash., abhor barriers to eliminate the right and easily met regulation i.s essential to citi- from Montana.
to vote, for any people and believe firmly
1n the Constitution of the United States,

which states in part in amendment 14-"that no State deprive any person of life,
liberty or property without due process of
law nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws."
Be it further resolved, That we stand for
lawful demonstrations if they be for protest
against violence, injustice, prejudice, or
American values: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That we urge you, our Senators
and Representatives of the State of Washington, to vote completely and fully in accordance with President Lyndon B. Johnson's
voter registration bill, that all people be given
the rlght to vote in every election, regardless
of race, color, creed or national origin.
WALLA WALLA DEMOCRATIC
CENTRAL COMMITTEE,
JEANNE BOND.
Resolution presented by:
JEANNE KocH, Secretary.
MOUNT VERNON, WASH.,
April 13, 1965.

DEAR SENATOR MAGNUSON: You have been
sent previously the voting rights petition
referred to in the enclosed article. I thought
you would be interested to see the publicity
it generated in the local paper.
Yours very truly,
JANET THIESSEN.
(From the Skagit Valley Herald, Apl,". 8, 1965]
"VOTING RIGHTS" PLEAS IN MAIL
Petitions carrying well over 400 signatures
are on their way to Washington, D.C., as an
expression of the Skagit Valley's support for
P~esident Johnson'.s demand that all -Americans be given equal voting rights.
A group of women, concerned over the voting rights issue, cfrculated the .i>etitions and
also· collected funds to help civil and voting
rights wo:rkers. So far, $37.33 has been: col-

zenship in any democratic government constituted under the principle of "government
of the people, by the people, for the people";
the 15th amendment of the U.S. Constitution
makes this clear:
"AMENDMENT XV
"SECTION 1. The rights of citizens of the
United States to vote shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or by any State
on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude.
"SEc. 2. The Congress shall have power to
enforce this article by appropriate legislation."
and
Whereas there are no laws more important
than the laws that preserve and promote
self-determination; the very foundation of
our Government is built upon quicksand if
integrity is not practiced in the drafting and
administration of such laws; our inheritance
bequeathed to us by our Founding .Fathers
is thrown away if any form of privileged rule
is allowed to exist for too long: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the City Council of the City

of Seattle, That all State and local governments be urged to recognize, maintain, and
protect the right of every individual to vote;
be it further
Resolved, That the Federal Government
be urged, after reasonable notice to any local
government within the United States that
the essentials o~ self-determination are being
abridged, to · step in if those abridgements
are not correct within a reasonable time, not
to govern but to enforce the right of selfgovernment; be lt further
Resolved, That copies of this resolution be
sent to President Lyndon B. Johnson, U.S.
Senators WARREN G. MAGNUSON and HENRY
M. JACKSON, and U.S. Representatives
THOMAS M. PELLY, LLOYD MEEDS, JULIA B.
HANSEN, CATHERINE MAY, THOMAS S. FoLEY,
FLOYD D. HICKS, anti BROCK ADAMS.

H.R. 806, TEXTILE FIBER PRODUCTS
IDENTIFICATION ACT
Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the Commitee on Commerce be discharged from
further consideration of H.R. 806.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the request of the Senator
from Washington? The Chair hears
none and it is so ordered.
Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the Senate
proceed to the consideration of H.R. 806.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will
be stated by title for the information of
the Senate.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill (H.R.
806) to amend the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act to permit the
listing on labels of certain fibers constituting less than 5 percent of a textile
fiber product.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the present consideration of
the bill?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the bill.
Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, the
Senate made a mistake in the bill by
referring to the United States ·code as
section 76. The House, being alert in
its duties as usual, picked up the error,
which was discovered, I believe, by some
good House lawyers. It should be corrected to United States Code 70. That
1s the only correction~ It is a very important bill for the textile industry, ~nd
I ask for the passage of the bill.
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The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill is
open to amendment. If there be no
amendment to be proposed, the question
is on the third reading of the bill.
The bill was ordered to a third reading,
was read the third time, and passed.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
APPROPRIATIONS, 1966
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
move that the Senate proceed to consider Calendar No. 159, H.R. 6767, the
Interior Department appropriation bill.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will
be stated by title.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill (H.R.
6767) making appropriations for the
Department of the Interior and related
agencies for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1956, and for other purposes.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to the motion of the
Senator from Montana.
The motion was agreed to; and the
Senate proceeded to consider the .b ill,
which had been reported from the Com- .
mittee on Appropriations with amendments.
Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the committee
amendments to H.R. 6767 be agreed to
en bloc; that the bill, as so amended,
be considered as original text for the
purpose of further amendment; and that
no points of order against legislation in
an appropriation bill be waived.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
RussELL of South Carolina in the chair).
Without objection, it is so ordered.
The committee amendments, agreed
to en bloc, are as follows:
On page 2, line 9, after the word "Management", to strike out "$46,080,000" and
insert "$52,080,000".
On page 5, line 18, after the word "shops",
to strike out "$105,761,000" and insert "$106,448,000: Provided, That not to exceed $85,000
of this appropriation shall be made available to the San Carlos Apache Indian Tribe
for maintenance of law and order."
On page 6, llne 5, after the word "law"~ to
strike out "$42,756,000" and insert "$42,796,000".
On page 6, Une 12, after the word "contract", to strike out "$32,855,000" and insert
"$36,296,000"; in line 16, after the name
"South Dakota'', to strike out "Utah, and
Wyoming" and insert "and Utah", and in
line 25, after the word "Reclamation", to insert a colon and the following additional
proviso:
"Provided further, That not to exceed
$558,000 shall be for assistance to the Dunseith, North Dakota, Publlc School District
No. 1, for construction of an addition to t~e
Dunseith Publlc School: Provided further,
That L.ot to exceed $450,000 shall be for assistance to the Tularosa, New Mexico, School
District No. 4, for construction of junior .
high school and high school facilities."
On page 7, line 11, after the figures "203",
to strike out "$16,900;000" and insert "$17,605,000".
On page 10, line 15, after the word "Commission", to strike out "$32,228,000" and
insert "$32,546,00".
On page 11, line 9, after the word "rights",
to strike out "$26,077,000" and insert
"$26,368,000".
On page 12, line 4, after the word "offices",
to st.r ike out "$2,450,000" and insert
"$2,465,000".
On page 12, line 7, after the word
"exceed", to strike out "ninety-four pas-

senger motor vehicles" and insert "one
hundred and twelve passenger motor vehicles
of which ninety-four shall be".
On page 12, line 20, after the word "including", to strike out "$1,400,000" and insert
"$1,440,000"; on page 13, line 3, after the
word "exceed", to strike out "$99,000,000"
and insert "$79,576,350"; in line 5, after the
word "exceed", to . strike out "$21,600,000"
and insert "$23,098,500"; at the beginning of
line 7, to strike out the word "and"; in the
saine line, after the ·word "exceed", to strike
out "$12,000,000" and insert "$19,785,150";
in line 8, after the word "Service", to insert
"and (4) not to exceed $1,100,000 shall be
available to the Bureau of Sport Fisheries
and Wildlife:"; in line 13, after the word
"through", to strike out "(3)" and insert
"(4) ", and in line 14, after the word "proportionately", to insert a colon and the
following additional proviso:
"Provided further, That no part of this
appropriation shall be used for the condemnation of any land for Grand Teton National Park in the State of Wyoming."
On page 17, line 21, after the word "earthquake", to strike out "$3,000,000" and insert
"$5,200,000".
On page 18, line 17, after the word "activities", to strike out "$71,100,000" and insert
"$72,480,870".
On page 20, line 8, after the word "substitutes", to strike out "$31,541,000" and insert "$31,891,000".
On page 22, line 1, after "(74 Stat. 337) ",
to strike out "$6,945,000" and insert "$7,595,000".
On page 22, line 25, after the word "law",
to strike out "$21,218,000" and insert "$22,268,000".
On page 23, at the beginning of line 16, to
strike out "$1,905,000" ana insert "$2,080,000".
On page 23, line 22, after the word "expended", to insert a colon and the following
proviso:
"Provided, That in addition, any unobligated balance as of June 30, 1965, of the
amount appropriated under this head in the
Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1965, shall
be transferred to and merged with this appropriation."
On page 24, line 7, after "(78 Stat. 197) ",
to strike out "$4,000,000" and insert "$5,600,000"; in line 8, after the word "exceed", to
strike out "$150,000" and insert "$300,000";
in line 9, after the word "and", to strike out
"$100,000" and insert "$400,000", and in line
11, after the word "of", to strike o·.it "$3,750,000" and insert "$4,900,000".
On page 25, line 16, after the word "Refuge", to strike out "$35,324,300" and insert
"$36,814,300".
On page 25, line 22, after the word "therein", to strike out "$5,115,500" and insert
"$7,943,700: Provided, That lands or interests
therein needed for the Wildlife Research
Center, Jainesfuwn, North Dakota, may be
acquired by purchase, or by exchange of
lands of approximately equal value."
On page 28, at the beginning of line 13, to
strike out "$4,425,000" and insert "$4,487,000".
On page 28, line 25, after the word "only",
to strike out "$4,450,000" and insert
"$4,454,400".
On page 30, line 16, after the word "exceed", to strike out "$175,000" and insert
"$200,000".
On page 31, line 18, after the word "lands",
to strike out "$160,671,000" and insert
"$163,833,000".
On page 32, line 7, after the word "law",
to strike out "$32,939,000" and insert "$38,777,000".
On page 33, line 14, after the word
"amended", to strike out "$10,000" and insert
"$20,000"; and at the beginning of line 20, to
strike out "$70,000" and insert "$80,000".
On page 34, line 16, after the word "exceed", to strike out "one hundred and one"
and insert "one hundred and fourteen", and

in line 17, after the word ''.vehicles", to insert
"of which one hundred and one shall be".
On page 37, line 13, after "(42 U.S.C.
2004a) ", to strike out "$9,000,000" and insert
"$14,450,000".
On page 38, line 17, after "(5 U.S.C. 2131) ",
to strike out "$800,000" and insert "$888,000".
On page 39, line 25, after the word "publications", to strike out "$18,468,000" and
insert "$19,211,000".
On page 40, line 9, after the word "until",
to strike out "expended:" and insert "expended and"; and in line 10, after the word
"States", to strike out "institutions." and
insert "institutions:".
On page 42, line 12, to strike out "$25,000"
and insert "$35,000."
On page 42, after line 12, to insert:
"VETERANS'

ADMINISTRATION

"Construction, Corregidor-Bataan Memorial

"For planning and constructing a memorial on Corregidor Island, and other expenses,
as authorized by the Act of August 5, 1953, as
amended (36 U.S.C. 426), $1,400,000, to
remain available until expended."
On page 42, line 24, after "$25,000," to
insert a comma and "to be available from
January 1, 1965."
At the top of page 43, to insert:
"TRANSITIONAL GRANTS TO ALASKA

"For grants to the State of Alaska as
authorized by sec'jion 44 of the Alaska
Omnibus Act (75 Stat. 151), as amended,
$6,500,000."
On page 43, after line 4, to insert:
"FEDERAL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING COMMITTEES
FOR ALASKA

"Salaries and expenses

"For necessary expenses of the Federal
Development Planning Committees for
Alaska, established by Executive Order 11182
of October 2, 1964, including hire of passenger motor vehicles, services as authorized
by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946
(5 U.S.C. 55a), $174,000."

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, if the
Senator from Arizona will yield, I should
like to ask him a question. I have been
· called from the Chamber. I have one
question that I should like to ask him,
if he will be tolerant at this time.
Mr. HAYDEN. I yield.
Mr. HOLLAND. Am I correct in my
understanding that the sum placed in
the budget for the acquisition of lands
in the Everglades National Park· in an
amount of $1,125,0-00, I believe, which
was deleted in the House action, was
replaced in the bill by the Senate committee and is now in the pending measure?
Mr. HAYDEN. The Senator is correct.
Mr. HOLLAND. I thank the distinguished Senator. I hope that at last our
unrelenting friends in the House may
realize that the State of Florida has performed its full obligation and has transferred its 850,000 acres, has given $2 million for the rounding out of the acreage,
and that up to now not 1 dime has
appeared in the general appropriation
bill for the Department of the Interior
to carry out the commitment of Congress

and of the National Government !Or the
supplying of the additional $2 million to
acquire lands within the park.
I thank the Senator for his diligence in
this matter.
Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, the
committee, 'RS indicated on page 1 of the
report, considered budget estimates in
the amount of $1,241,549,500, including
indefinite appropriations of receipts, for
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the agencies and bureaus of the Department of the Interior and for the related
agencies listed on page 2 of the report.
Excluded from this bill are the South-·
eastern Power Administration, the
Southwestern Power Administration, the
Bonneville Power Administration, and
the Bureau of Reclamation.
The committee recommends definite
appropriations of $1,092,518,770. This is
$46,652,470 more than the House allowance; and is · $10,796,730 less than
the budget estimates.
The committee recommends the following major increases over the House
·
allowances:
Bureau of Land Management, $6 million to permit an accelerated soil and
moisture conservation program on public domain lands administered by that
Bureau; Bureau of Indian Affairs, $4,873,000 which provides additional school
facilities and needed funds for the Lower
Two Medicine irrigation project, the request for which was received after the
House of Representatives considered this
bill; payment to the Alaska Railroad revolving fund, $2,200,000, which will provide the full authorized amount for
earthquake damage repair; Geological
Survey, $1,380,870, which will include the
engineering needed for expansion of the
Field Center at Denver; Fish and Wildlife Service, $7,144,000; Forest Service,
$9,010,000; and the Division of Indian
Health, $5,450,000.
It is the committee's opinion that the
changes which are recommended will
provide activities tending to develop the
resources of the country i;tnd to increase
the level of the Nation's economy.
Several Senators addressed the Chair.
Mr. HAYDEN. I yield first to the Senator from Arkansas.
Mr. McCLELLAN. Has the Senator
:finished with his statement on the bill?
Mr. HAYDEN. Yes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
bill is open to further amendment.
Mr. McCLELLAN. My colleague from
Arkansas has an amendment which he
desires to offer. He will be on the fioor
shortly. He has an amendment that is
important to our State which he wishes
to offer, in which I join with him. There
are a number of things in the bill that
are very important to my State. I appreciate the cooperation that we have
received from the committee, and that
which the distinguished chairman, Senator HAYDEN, is now giving to my colleague and me.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. McCLELLAN. I yield.
Mr. JAViTS. Mr. President, I thank
the Senator from Arkansas for yielding
to me. I note that there is contained in
the bill a provision which is apparently
unchallenged. It is the same as the
budget estimate. and the House allowance. The committee recommends $4
million for the· preservation of the Fire
Island National Seashore.
This is one of the most extraoi:dinary
beau.tiful and extended b~aches . in the
possession of the United States, off the
coast of New York, the most congested of
all areas in our country. I am .very
grateful to the chairman of the com-
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mittee for letting us get started with ural facility under the Department of
its development. It will be a blessing. Interior's master plan of improvement.
not only to the 35 million people who
The committee also has provided $40,live along the seashore between Wash- 000 for the establishment of a cooperaington and Boston, but also to the mil- tive fisheries research unit at Oklalions of people who live in New York and homa State University, which was in the
its suburbs, who so urgently need its House bill, but was not in the budget.
preservation for recreation.
Again, I would like to express my apFormer Senator Keating and I worked p1·eciation to the chairman and to the
very hard to bring this about. Although subcommittee for recognizing the need
he is no longer a Member of the Senate, . for this facility in Oklahoma. Funds
I know it will be gratifying to him to for the establishment of this project have
learn that this is being so very well im- been requested on many occasions, and
plemented and started at once. It will my distinguished colleague [Mr. MoNalso be pleasing to my colleague from RONEY] has joined with me in recomNew York [Mr. KENNEDY].
mending this item.
This research facility will be located
Mr. McCLELLAN. Mr. President, I
yield to my colleague from Arkansas.
at one of our great land-grant colleges,
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, I and will be in the center of one of Amerwish to offer an amendment on page 10, ica's fastest growing water recreation
line ts, to change the figure of "$32,546,- areas.
000" to "$32,596,000". The $50,000 would
There is no doubt about the benefits
be used as planning money for a little to be derived from the improvements on
park and garden below Greers Ferry the Wichita Mountains Wildlife refuge
Dam, which has recently been completed, and the establishment of the cooperative
and which was dedicated by our late fisheries research unit.
President Kennedy shortly before he
Therefore, I respectfully urge the Sendied. The amount has been discussed ate to concur with the recommendations
with the Bureau of the Budget and the of the committee in providing funds for
Department of the Interior. The Budget these very worthy projects and on final
Bureau has prepared a letter addressed passage of the bill.
to the committee chrurman, which he
I thank the distinguished chairman of
will receive tomorrow or the next day, the committee for yielding to me.
approving the inclusion of that amount
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, I
in the bill.
want to take this opportunity to comMr. HAYDEN. Ihavebeensoadvised. mend Chairman Hayden and my other
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, I colleagues on the Interior Subcommittee
offer the amendment.
of the Senate Appropriations Committee
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The for the fine job they did in evaluating
amendment of the Senator from Arkan- the multitude of items contained in this
sas will be stated.
year's Interior appropriations bill.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 10,
The subcommittee has been most unline 15, it is proposed to strike out the derstanding in its consideration of the
numeral and insert in lieu thereof the problems being faced by the Great Lakes'
declining fishing industry. As Senators
figure "$32,596,000".
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The will note from the chart that I have
question is on agreeing to the amend- placed in the rear of the Chamber, a conment of the Senator from Arkansas.
tinuation of the present serious drop in
The amendment was agreed to.
income from c·o mmercial fshing on the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill lakes could result in the death of this
is open to further amendment.
segment of the Midwest's economy by
Mr, HARRIS. Mr. President, will the 1975. The subcommittee took this inSenator yield?
formation into account in setting aside
Mr. HAYDEN. I yield.
$400,000 for an accelerated development
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. President, I am program. The full committee took the
especially pleased with the Department highly unusual step of adding an addiof the Interior appropriations bill, as tional $30,000 to this amount in recognireported by the Senate Committee on tion of the appalling losses that have
Appropriations. Included in this bill are taken place over the past 2 years.
funds for two projects which I had the
These funds will be used primarily to
pleasure of recommending to the sub.: initiate research studies which will encommittee, and which were not included able commercial fishermen on the lakes
in the original budget request. The to more fully utilize the lesser value fish
projects which I refer to are the Wichita that have largely replaced the historiMountains Wildlife Refuge master plan cally valuable species which formed the
a:1d the · cooperative fisheries research backbone of the industry in years past.
unit in Oklahoma.
However, such research must be conI would like to express my apprecia- sidered merely the first step in a steadily
tion to the distinguished Senator from accelerating program if the industry is
Arizona [Mr. HAYDEN] and to the mem- to survive.
bers of his subcommittee, for recogniz.:
For example, in fiscal 1964, $20,000 was
ing the needs for both these facilities. provided for the design of an all-purpose
With the $400,000, not.in the budget and biological research vessel. This tioating
not in the House bill, which the com- laboratory will permit extensive study
mittee has provided in this bill, the of the Great Lakes to keep abreast of the
Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge will rapidly changing environment and its
begin major improvements on its scenic effect on acquatic life. However, despite
roads arid highways, which have been the fact that plans are in existence, and
neglected because of lack ·of money. have been· for sonie time now, no funds
This construction will constitute the first have been requested for the construction
step in renovation of this beautiful, nat- of the vessel. Since the plans were first
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drawn up the estimated cost of the vessel has irrfiated from $425,000 to $550,000.
Without an early appropriation of funds
the cost of constructing the vessel will
increase still further.. . Without any appropriation of funds the $20,000 spent
on planning will have been thrown to the
wind.
Countless other areas of study could
be profitably pursued if funds were available. For example, there is a great need
for the measurement and description of
the effects of accumulations of various
chemicals, nutrients, and pesticides on
the basic productivity and fish producing
capacity of the Great Lakes. I could
go on and detail the need for the development of more effective and economical :fishing methods, detailed economic analyses of present production,
processing, marketing, and distribution
costs, development of institutional markets, and so forth. But I think that it
is obvious to all who have looked at the
chart in the rear that much more work
must be done if the Great Lakes :fishing
industry is to be saved. I hope Congress
will appropriate additional funds for
that work next year.
I would now like to turn briefly to the
$150,000 included in this bill by the Appropriations Committee for research and
recreation management in the boundary
waters canoe area. As a sponsor of the
amendment which added this amount to
the bill, it was my understanding that
$75,000 of this amount was to be used
for wilderness research, aimed specifically at the problem ·of maintaining
natural communities of forest cover.
The committee report allocates this
$75,000 for recreation research. I assume that this term Is meant to cover
wilderness research. However, I wanted
to make the record clear during floor
discussion of the Interior appropriations
bill that this money was intended for
wilderness research. If there is any
doubt on this matter, I hope it can be
cleared up in the conference report.
I thank the distinguished chairman of
the Appropriations Committee for his
great help to the Great Lakes area.
Mr. HAYDEN. I thank the Senator.
Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. HAYDEN. I yield.
Mr. BARTLETT. I thank the chairman. I wish to point out briefly, in respect to the Great Lakes fisheries, that
the committee added to the bill $430,000.
All of us believe that revitalization of
that once great fishery is essential, and
the appropriation will start that work
well along its way.
The committee also approved an appropriation of $300,000 ·for disaster research under Federal aid for fishery research and development, in addition to
$100,000 voted by the House for oyster
disease research in the four mid-Atlantic
States.
Words of commendation have been
spoken for the chairman of the committee. I wish to agree with what has been
stated and to enlarge upon it. ·
I should like to utter words of praise.
I am a member of the subcommittee.
Day after day the senior Senator from
Arizona [Mr. HAYDEN] was in attendance

at those hearings. He never failed. The
hearings were long, thorough, complete,
and. exhaustive. He demonstrated a
surprising knowledge of every issue that
came before the committee. He dealt
fairly and equitably not only with the
entire West, with which the bill deals
chiefly, but also in behalf of the entire
Nation. We all owe him a great debt of
gratitude.
Mr. HAYDEN . .I thank the Senator.
Mr. GRUENING. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. HAYDEN. I yield.
Mr. GRUENING. I associate myself
with the remarks of my senior colleague
from Alaska, and voice my appreciation
and gratitude to the chairman and the
other members of the full committee and
the subcommittee. We know the importance to Alaska of appropriations for the
Department of the Interior. Alaska is a
young State which was left behind during the 50-year interval between the time
the State of the chairman was admitted
in 1912 and the happy event which took
place in 1958. During that per.id of
nearly a half century, all the great
changes wrought by invention, including
the coming of the automobile, which
brought the highway system, the coming
of the airplane, which brought the airways system, and the development of
hydropower, took place. During that
period, Alaska was a stepchild in the
family of the Unitect States and was often
omitted and neglected.
Those of us who have been sent to the
Congress to represent the State of Alaska
are conscious of the fact that we have a
great deal of catching up to do. We
greatly appreciate the efforts of the
chairman of the full committee in helping us to achieve that goal. It will not
be achieved overnight, but we hope that
with the sympathetic attention and solicitude that we have seen exhibited, we
may. achieve that goal.
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. HAYDEN. I yield.
Mr. CARLSON. I wish to express my
sincere thanks and appreciation for the
inclusion of an item of $329,000 in the
appropriation bill for the Fort Larned
National Historic Site located in Kansas.
The project was authorized by Congress
last year, and it is the first Federal national historic site established in our
State.
The item of $329,000 will be helpful
in extending that program, based upon
recommendations from the National
Park Service.
I wish the chairman and the members
of the committee to know that we greatly
appreciate it.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I note
on page 21 of the report, in a reference
. to the appropriation for the Bureau of
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, funds have
been provided for several new hatcheries.
For several years bills have been introduced by myself, my colleague [Mr.
MORTON], and by all of my colleagues
from Kentucky in the House of Representatives asking that a trout hatchery
be constructed along the Cumberland
River, or at some .site in eastern Kentucky, because it has been found that
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the waters and ar~ea are appropriate for
a trout hatchery . .
I am aware that no funds have been
provided in the bill. I know that the
chairman is fair and that next year he
will give consideration to this request.
Mr. HAYDEN. We shall be glad to
consider it.
COAL RESEARCH

Mr. COOPER.

Mr. President, refe:i;ring to the funds made available for
coal research, my State of Kentucky,
after West Virginia and Pennsylvania.,
is the largest producer of coal in the
United States. We have been quite
modest in our demand for funds for
coal research, although we have been
very fortunate in other areas, including
the Appalachian bill. But we hope that
consideration will be given next year to
providing of funds for coal research in
Kentucky.
Mr. President, I am very glad that
the committee included among the
forest research items $40,000 for planning the building to be constructed
at the Berea, Ky., Land Restoration and
Forest Research Center. I did call to
the ·a ttention of the committee the need
for these ·facilities needed to carry out
the expanded strip mine reclamation
work being conducted at the Berea Center which, as the Senator from West Virginia knows so well, is important to his
State and mine and to much of the Appalachian region. Mr. Robert Montgomery, deputy commissioner of the
Kentucky Department of Natural Resources, also appeared before the committee in support of this item. I hope
very much that it will be retained in
conference with the House, so that this
work can be carried out effectively and
not delayed.
With the additional funds and personnel secured in recent years, which I
believe it is fair to state I first urged, the
Berea station is rapidly becoming a center of experience and knowledge which
can contribute a great deal to the efforts
toward reclaiming, restoring, and utilizing these hill lands which have been
stripped for coal, and for which special
provision was made in the Appalachian
Regional Development Act. I am very
hopeful that the work at the Berea Land
Restoration and Forest Research Center
will be fully coordinated with, and will
contribute effectively to the efforts being
undertaken through the Appalachian
program.
.
I thank the chairman of the committee for tlie kind treatment that he accorded us.
Mr. HAYDEN. I appreciate the
courtesy Qf the Senator from Kentucky.
Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, I express
appreciation to the chairman of the
Committee on Appropriations for his
consideration of many of the problems
that confront us in the Western -public
lands ~tates, especially those that are
served mostly by the appropriations provided in the bill.
I am happy to observe that the Senate
Committee on · Appropriations has seen
flt to increase the appropriation to provide watershed and range management
research funds for the Forestry Sciences
Laboratory in Logan, Utah, and to pro-
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vide funds for additional facilities at the
Ouray Wildlife Refuge in Utah, and that
the committee has made other specific
recommendations.
I regret that one or two items that we
felt were of extreme importance are not
included in the appropriation. Nevertheless, I express appreciation for the
consideration we have received, and
hope that the committee will consider
next year the urgent need of additional
funds for the Springville National Fish
Hatchery, for which a request was made
this year, and also for additional funds
for the Bureau ·of Land Management for
range rehabilitation, funds which are
critically needed in the Western States.
I congratulate the chairman of the
committee who manages this bill with
great skill and consideration. We believe that the appropriation does serve
us well.
HORSEMEAT FOR HUMAN
CONSUMPTION
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, today I invite the attention
of the Senate to a situation where it
appears that for a period of over 1 year
there was widespread distribution of
horsemeat for human consumption in a
three-State area. To make the matter
worse there is a suggestion that many
of these animals were diseased or disabled.
On Sunday, May 9, the New York Herald Tribune published an article entitled
"Meat Scandal's Enormity Unfolds,"
written by Mr. Jerome Zukosky, in which
he outlines the distribution of horsemeat in that area.
I shall insert the full article for the
information of the Senate cince it portrays a glaring failure of the Meat Inspection Service as administered by the
Department of Agriculture in that for
a period of over a year horsemeat-some of which may have come from diseased animals-had been distributed for
human consumption as Governmentinspected boneless beef.
Allegedly some of this horsemeat was
sold to our schools and some to our
Armed Forces while the remainder was
sold to the American housewives.
I ask unanimous consent that the complete article be printed at this point in
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
MEAT SCANDAL'S ENORMITY UNFOLDS

(By Jerome Zukosky)
The story of how meat unfit for human
consumption got into frankfurters, bologna,
salami and other processed meat food-the
Merkel horsemeat scandal-is blossoming far
beyond its starting point last December when
20 tons of tainted meat was found in
Merkel's Jamaica, Queens, meat products
factory.
Far more New Yorkers than at first ever
suspected they were eating Merkel meats had
in fact bought--in luncheonettes and supermarkets, under non-Merkel labels, for example--the output of the Merkel plant whose
capacity is one of the largest in New York
City.
The plant, which shut down at the end
of 1964, was taken over ·and operated by
members of the Goldman and Lokietz !am-

. ilies, veteran provision-makers here in November, 1963. According to evidence dug up
by District ·Attorney Frank S. Hogan's staff,
large quantities of contaminated and trash
meat, much of it produced by animal food
factories, went into the hot dog, bologna,
and salami which that factory-and others
that have so far not been named-turned out
24 hours a day, 5 days a week all during 1964.
SUMMATION

Frank H. Connelly, a slim 30-year-old
assistant district attorney heading the investigation, swore out an amdavit late last
month for Supreme Court Justice Irwin H.
Davidson that sums up briefly what investigators have so far adduced in their effort "to
determine whether there has been in existence a conspiracy to sell for human consumption falsely labeled meat from diseased
animals including horses and from animals
which died from causes other than
slaughter."
The evidence so far, Mr. Connelly swore,
"indicates that from the latter part of 1963 to
the end of 1964 quantities of such meat,
falsely labeled as Government inspected
bonele~s beef, were sold to various meat
p r ocerning concerns • • • one of which was
Merkel, Inc.," which "received large quantities of ·such meat at weekly intervals." Mr.
Connelly swore that the meat "was used in
the sausage products" made by Merkel during
the entire period.
"Through the use of such meat, which was
purchased at prices considerably below the
prevailing prices for boneless beef and
through commercial bribery and bribery of
public omcers said Merkel, Inc. was able to
achieve a position of dominance in the sale
of sausage products in the New York area,"
Mr. Connelly said in the amdavit. According
to information supplied by Merkel omcials to
a business service, Merkel sales had risen to
about $25 million a. year from about $12
million a year when the former owner, a New
Orleans firm, sold the plant, largely on credit,
to the Lokietz-Goldman group.
REASONS

Four wholesalers supplied the meat; both
before late 1963 and this year they have used
various brands to supply the schools. omcials of three of the firms, interviewed in
their omces last week, were asked why they
had unanimously chosen Merkel products in
competitive bidding for the sausage orders.
None of the wholesalers has been identified
in any way with the meat scandal.
"Merkel was good, they were aggressive,
they had competitive prices and good service," said Nathan Schweitzer, Jr., owner of
Nathan Schweitzer & Co., Inc., one of the
city's largest purveyors of meats, poultry,
game, butter, and eggs. "If I had to do it over
over again, I'd choose the same way," he said.
"We have to go to Boston or Philadelphia
to fill board of education orders now," said
Dan Buchsbaum, of Aaron Buchsbaum & Co.,
a 90-year old wholesaler in Manhattan. He
said Merkel operated one of the largest plants
here that was federally inspected, a requirement of the board of education, and thus
could fill large orders as fast as the weekly
bidding system required; other large local
producers use a city inspection service. The
city also requires each winning wholesaler to
post another Federal inspector at its plant
to check every box of meat sent to the
schools. And the city itself, at a facility
called the Central Annex Kitchen, in Long
Island City, also checked the quality of the
food.
Nothing had occurred, the wholesalers and
several school food purchasing omcials said,
'tO_ arouse their suspicisons that Merkel hot
dogs, for example, were not made solely of
beef and pork. Once the raw meat was
ground up at the Merkel · plant, they said,
it was impossible without chemical analysis
to know what went into the franks.
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MYSTERY

One mystery in the case is how, allegedly
for more than 1 year, the seven Federal
inspectors at the Merkel plant managed to
miss the tainted meat, which investigators
said contained not only horsemeat but
inedible organs of cows.
"That is a good question," said Clarence
H. Pals, a. veterinarian and director of the
meat inspection service of the Department
of Agriculture, reached by telephone in
Washington. Dr. Pals said his agency's inspection of the "boneless beef" seized in December at the Merkel plant showed it to be
full of horsemeat that contained such filth .
as hairs and a manure-type soil and came
from animals that had not been inspected
before or after death for possible disease.
The meat, however, had been frozen "and we
were not able to recover any organisms," Dr.
Pals said.
Federal regulations, Dr. Pals said, prohibit
the use of uninspected horsemeat for human
food and prohibit the use of any horsemeat
at all with other meats.
Two of the Federal inspectors at the plant
have been indicted on State charges of
obstructing justice; all seven have refused
to waive immunity before the grand jury
and have not been asked to testify, but only
the two indicted inspectors have been suspended by the Department of Agriculture,
whose conduct in the case has been sharply
criticized by District Attorney Hogan.
How the tainted meat flowed to and out
of the Merkel plant is the subject of continuing Federal and local investigations and
presentation of evidence before grand juries
here. In addition, the FBI is understood to
be investigating the shipment of 185,000
pounds of canned hams last December from
the Merkel plant to the Brooklyn Army Terminal for use of the Armed Forces; the hams
were rejected because of excessive water in
them, an investigator said.
INDICTMENTS

Mr. Connelly charged in his amdavit that

the source of Merkel's supply of diseased
meat was Charles Anselmo, a meatbroker in
the Gansovoert market who lives in Dobbs
Ferry, N.Y. Described by Federal authorities
as a loan shark and bookie, Anselmo was
accused by a Federal grand jury ·of forging
Federal meat inspection tags for boxes of
boneless beef shipped to Merkel and was also
indicted by the local grand jury for conspiring with Norman Lokietz, president of
Merkel and also indicted to use the · mislabelled meat. Mr. Lokietz has also been indicted on perjury charges, as have his son
Sheldon and Samuel Boldman, Merkel's vice
president and a principal owner along with
Mr. Lokietz of the Merkel operation. All the
defendants have pleaded innocent to the
charges.
Where did the meat come from?
During 1964 ·on a regular basis and for
cash, a Wisconsin mink rancher and mink
food manufacturer named Orlan Lea delivered meat to Anselmo, Mr. Connelly alleged.
Mr. Lea appeared for 2 hours last week
before the local grand jury and spent more
time before the Federal jury. From August
1963 to December 1964, a Utica animal food
packer conspired with Anselmo to ship meat
from diseased animals, the local grand jury
charged in a second and separate indictment
of Anselmo. And last week, Federal authorities indicated yet another "animal" food
producer, this one in northern New Jersey,
also shipped to Anselmo meat unfit for hu- .
mans and revoked the firm's Federal meat
inspection license.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Neil Peck, in charge
of the Federal investigation here, said the
"inquiry is nationwide." Further Federal
developments in the case are expected this
week.
·
·So far, four meatbuyers-for First Na- ·
tional Stores, Shop-Rite supermarkets, and
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Food Fair stores-have refused to waive im- the Department keep ti-ying to play it and it is the responsibility of the Conmunity for the local grand jury and have not down. When the question was raised gress as well as the Department to find
testified. A meatbuyer for Dan's Supreme that some .o f the illegal meat may have · out who. Congress has a responsibility
Supermarkets, Inc., a Hempstead-headquartered firm, has been indicted by Mr. Hogan been mule or burro meat imported from to determine whether our meat inspecon charges of perjury; the gr.and jury, the Mexico, the Department issued a vigor- tion laws as presently written are adeindictment said·, was trying to find out ous denial by pointing out that it was quate to protect the·American consumer.
For this reason I am joining the Senawhether Norman Lokietz paid bribes to get only horsemeat.
his products onto store shelves. Mr. Lokietz
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- tor from Ohio [Mr. LAuscHE] in subwas again indicted last week, for bribing a sent that the letter of Mr. George L. mitting a resolution, the purpose of which
meatbuyer for the A. & P. chain, whose Mehren, Assistant Secretary of Agricul- is to authorize the Committee on Agriofficials-including, it is understood, those
at the very top of the company-first led ture, dated April 30, 1965, be printed at culture and Forestry to conduct an investigation to determine the extent of
District Attorney Hogan to the meat case this point in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the letter the illegal sale of this horsemeat and
early last year.
The officials came to Mr. Hogan with sus- was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, to place the responsibility for the failure
picions · of meatbuying practices in their as follows:
of our meat inspection service.
firm. Among many suppliers that were
This investigation by the Agriculture
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
checked out as part of a rather routine inWashington, D.C., April 30, 1965.
Committee can and should be conducted
vestigation was the Merkel firm.
. Hon. JOHN J. WILLL.\MS,
in a manner that will not interfere with
U.S. Senate.

Mr. WILLI.AMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, according to the article the
bulk of this horsemeat distributed in
the New York area was through Merkel,
Inc., whose chief supplier of this meat
was a Mr. Charles Anselmo, a meat
broker living in Dobbs Ferry, N.Y.
The article quotes Mr. Frank H. Connelly, the assistant district attorney
heading this investigation, as describing
Mr. Anselmo as a loan shark and bookie.
Allegedly during 1964 "on a regular
basis" and "for cash" a Wisconsin mink
rancher and mink food manufacturer
named Mr. Orlan Lea was delivering this
horsemeat to Mr. Anselmo.
I ask unanimous consent to have
printed at this point in the RECORD an
advertisement that had been placed in
the Wisconsin newspapers by Mr. Lea,
the mink rancher who was alleged to
have shipped some of this meat to Mr.
Anselmo. Ultimately some of the horsemeat was sold for human consumption.
There being no objection, the advertisement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

DEAR SENATOR WILLIAMS: In your recent
letter you referred to a newspaper article by
Mr. Thomas W. Talbot, dated February 17,
1965, and set forth quotations from that
article. The article concerned a case which
arose in the State of Pennsylvania involving
distribution of falsely labeled meat, which
was represented as boneless beef.
An extensive investigation of this matter
has been completed, and after review by the
General Counsel's Office was forwarded to
the Department of Justice on March 12 for
institution of appropriate action. Pending
the completion of such action as may be instituted by the Department of Justice, you
will appreciate that we are not in a position
to discuss the details developed in the course
of this investigation. Nevertheless, I feel
free to state that there are a number of substantial misstatements of fact in the quoted
article. For example, a statement that most
of the meat involved was mule meat or burro
meat is without foundation. In fact, a few
spot check laboratory tests have been run
and in each instance confirmed the fact that
the meat in question was horse meat.
The statute applicable is the so-called
Horse Meat Act which is set forth at page 198
of the compilation of regulations governing
meat inspection which is enclosed for your
information and which sets forth the Meat
Inspection Act beginning at page 186 thereof.
If there is any further assistance or information which we are in a position to furnish, please feel free to call upon us.
Sincerely yours,
GEORGE L. MEHREN,

Farmers: We pay .for dead or disabled
cows and horses suitable for mink feed. If
dead, call at once and receive highest prices.
Prompt service 7 days a week. Lea Bros.,
Mink Ranch, Alma Center, Wis.

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, it appears that seven Federal
meat inspectors were at the Merkel plant
throughout 1964, the year in which this
mislabeled horsemeat was being distributed to the consumers. As the writer
of the newspaper article points out, it is
a great mystery how for more than 1
year these seven Federal meat inspectors
failed to detect the difference between
horse meat and good beef.
·
These seven inspectors refused to
waive their immunity when asked totestify before the grand jury during the
investigation. Two of the Federal inspectors have been indicted under State
charges of obstructing justice, and those
two inspectors were removed from the
Federal payroll.
But the other five inspectors, who refused to waive immunity, are still on
the Federal payroll and inspecting meat
as though nothing had happened;
New York is not' the only area wh~re
horsemeat was being sold for human
consumption. Reports are that it has
also been distributed in parts of Pennsylvania and Ohio. The irony of the situation is that instead of vigorously denouncing this illegal practice, officials of

Assistant Secre_
t ary.

.

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, I have always been a strong
supporter of our meat inspection. I was
a cosponsor with Senator AIKEN and former Senator HUMPHREY of the bill which
extended the Federal inspection service
to poultry. Our meat inspection service
was established for the purpose of guaranteeing to the American housewife that
all meat sold for human consumption
would be of good quality from healthy
animals. There can be no excuse for
the fact that for a period of over a year
these seven inspectors in the Merkle plant
did not discover the difference between
a horse and a cow.
- To accept this as an excusable accident
would mean that our whole red meat inspection service is a farce, and under
those conditions the housewife has no
protection and the farmers' market for
good beef is gone. ·
However, that is not the case. Our
red meat inspection service will work
if the inspectors are honest and qualified men. Someone is responsible tor
this fiasco wherein horsemeat was illegally marked and sold as boneless beef,

any action that the Department of Justice may be taking.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
resolution will be received and appropriately referred.
The resolution <S. Res. 109) authorizing a complete study and investigation
with respect to inspection, · shipment,
sale, and distribution for human consumption of meat and meat products,
was referred to the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, as follows:
S. RES. 109
Resolved, That the Committee on Agri-

culture, or any duly authorized subcommittee thereof, is authorized under sections
134(a) and 136 o! the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946; as amended, and in accordance with its jurisdiction specified by
rule XXV of the Standing Rules of the
Senate, to make a full and complete study
and investigation with respect to the inspection, shipment, sale, and distribution for
human consumption of meat and meat products, for the purpose of determining_._
( 1) whether such meat and meat products
have included meat from diseased animals,
animals dying from causes other than
slaughter, or falsely labeled horsemeat, or
any contaminated, adulterated, or unwholesome meat or meat otherwise unfit for human consumption;
(2) whether such shipment, sale, or distribution has involved violations of the Federal Meat Inspection Act or any other Federal laws;
·
(3) whether such laws have been properly
and adequately enforced and, in particular,
whether any such shipment, sale, or distribution has involved illegal or improper
activities on the part of officers or employees
of the Government; and
(4) whether amendments to such laws or
other legislation is necessary or desirable
for the purpose of protecting the health and
welfare of consumers of meat and meat
products.
SEC. 2. The Committee shall report its findings upon the study and investigation authorized by this resolution, together with its
recommendations for such legislation as it
deems advisable, to the Senate at the
earliest practicable date, but not later than
January 31, 1966.
SEC. .a. For the purposes of this resolution
the committee, through January 31, 1966, is
authorized ( 1) to make such expenditures
as it deems advisable; (2) to employ ·Upon a
temporary basis, technical, clerical, and
other assistants and consultants: Provided,
That the minority is authorized at its
discretion to select one person for appointment, and the person so selected shall
be appointed and his compensation shall
be so fixed that his gross rate shall not be
less by .more than $2,100 than the highest
gross rate paid to any. other employee; and
(3) with the prior consent of the heads of
the departments or agencies concerned, and
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the Committee on Rules and Administration,
to utilize the reimbursable services, information, facilities, and personnel of any of the
departments or agencies of the Government.
SEC. 4. Expenses of the commltee, under
this resolution, which shall not. exceed
t
, shall be paid from the contingent
fund of the Senate upon vouchers approved
by the chairman of the committee.

Mr. Wn.LIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, I ask unanimous consent to
have printed at this point in the RECORD
an article entitled "Seventy Tons of
'Irish Beef' Seized as Horsemeat,''. originating in Baltimore, and published under
date of January 17, 1964.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
SEVENTY TONS OF "IRISH BEEF" SEIZED AS
HORSEMEAT
BALTIMORE, January 17, 1964.-"Boneless
beef from Ireland" with a counterfeit stamp
of Government inspection probably is horsemeat from Mexico, Federal omcials said today, after confiscating 70 tons in Baltimore.
Dr. Harold H. Pas of the Meat Inspection
Division said in Washington that shipments
also have · turned up in Ohio and Pennsylvania.
He said there still were "many loose ends"
in the investigation before a report is made
to the Justice Department for possible prosecution.
"One thing is certain," Pas said of the
meat, "it is not going to be distributed as
food-unless it is fed to dogs."
Dr. Otto Schrag, director of meat inspection in Baltimore, said his attention was
called to the meat by a local processor who
had bought it from a Pennsylvania dealer.
He said the processor became suspicious of
the stamp "U.S. inspected and passed."
Schrag said investigation indicated the
meat entered the United States legally from
Mexico last November. He said it was packed
in cartons in Pennsylvania indicating it
was "boneless beef" from Ireland.
He said the Baltimore processor had paid
37 or 38 cents a pound for the meat, which
was intended to be made into hot dogs and
sausage.
"If it ls. horsemeat," said Pas, "there will
be court action taken."
Conviction for false labeling and stamping
of meat is subject to a maximum fine of
$10,000 or 2 years in prison on each separate
count or both.

Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, I am
pleased to join the Senator from Delaware in the sponsorship of the resolution
that would authorize the Committee on
Agriculture and Forestry or a duly constituted subcommittee thereof to investigate the extent to which horsemeat
has been sold under the guise of beef,
and the reasons why no detection was
made of those sales for a period of more
than 1 year.
The record thus far discloses that sales
were made in New York, Pennsylvania,
and Ohio. Three cities in Ohio were the
recipients of shipments of horsemeat
under the pretense that it was beef.
To me, misconduct involved in the
subject matter to be investigated is of
such grave character that Congress cannot allow it to take its normal course, as
has been presently indicated.
The reports that have come to my attention show that certain companies,
which have brazenly and willfully indulged in this practice, committed a
wrong upon the consuming public, upon
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their competitors in business, and upon
the honor of our commercial system.
One company that was involved in
purchasing horsemeat at a price that was
considered below the prevailing price of
boneless beef, and which through commercial bribery and bribery of public
officials, was able to achieve a position
of dominance in the sale of sausage products in the New York area, Merkel, Inc.,
through this practice was able to increase its sales from a level of $18 million
to a level of $25 million in 1 year.
Manifestly, when the company was selling horsemeat under the pretense that
it was beef, it was able to undersell its
competitors.
The full light of a congressional investigation should be thrown upon this
subject. Future perpetrators should be
warned that, through the severity of the
course of action with reference to the
present scandal, they will be dealt with
severely by the responsible authorities of
the Government.
Why this vicious practice was able to
continue without detection by expert
meat inspectors of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture for practically a year must
be fully revealed.
Innocent retail and wholesale merchants must be removed from the cloud
of suspicion. In Massillon, Ohio, luckily
the meat inspector found that the product was horsemeat. Thus, the innocent company which purchased the prodduct was spared the odium that would
have fallen upon it if it had sent this
horsemeat into the market to be sold
for hamburgers and human consumption.
The participants in the fraud, both
public and private, must likewise be exposed. If there are weaknesses in our
present laws, or in the practices of the
Department of Agriculture, they must be
remedied.
I commend the Senator from Delaware
[Mr. WILLIAMS] . for his interest in this
matter. I am glad to join him in sponsoring the resolution.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
BAss in the chair) . The Senator from
Delaware.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, I thank the Senator from
Ohio. I certainly hope that the committee will get to the bottom of this
matter and find out who is responsible.
There is no question that there were
many innocent participants who perhaps
handled some of this product in the belief that it was beef. However, I believe
that it can be traced down and the
responsibility placed exactly where it·
belongs.

What were described as excerpts from
this report were subsequently leaked to
the press.
It is true that this was not a committee report but only a statement that had
been prepared by a disgruntled staff
member.
A week ago last Monday, May 17, I
invited members of the Committee on
Rules and Administration to come to the
fioor of the Senate and spell out any
criticism or any charges or allegations
they might wish to make.
I asked the committee members to repeat the charges in my presence and in
the presence of the full Senate. Unfortunately most of them decided-I shall
not say to run-but they were not here.
· The few committee members who were
present sat silent and refused to answer.
Since that time I have obtained a copy
of this so-called secret report. I have
read it very carefully. It is a most fascinating document, one in which I believe Senators will be interested. Since
there seems to be a reluctance to discuss
the report by those to whom it has been
attributed, out of my thoughtfulness for
them, I shall take it upon myself to review it for them. However, I promised
certain Senators who wanted to be present when I discussed the report that
there would be a quorum call before doing so.
Mr. President, I suggest the absence
of a quorum and ask unanimous consent
that I may do so without losing my right
to the fioor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
MONDALE in the chair). Without objection, it is so ordered. The clerk will
call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll and
the following Senators answered to their
names:
Allott
Anderson
Bartlett
Bass

Bennett
Boggs
Carlson
Clark
Cooper
Curtis
Dominick
Ellender
Ervin
Fannin
Gruening

[No. 97 Leg.]
Harris
Hart
Hartke
Hayden
Hill
Jackson
Jordan, Idaho
Kuchel
Mansfield
McClellan
McNamara
Mondale
Montoya
Morton
Moss

Murphy
Muskie
Pastore
Pell
Prouty
Randolph
S&.ltonstall
Scott
Smith
Sparkman
Stennis
Symington
W1lliams, Del.
Young, N. Dak.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. A quorum is not present.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
move that the Sergeant at Arms be directed to request the attendance of absent Senators.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the motion of
the Senator from Montana.
The motion was agreed to.
INVESTIGATION OF ROBERT G.
The P3.ESIDING OFFICER. The
BAKER-WHITEWASH REPORT BY Sergeant
at Arms will execute the order
COMMITTEE ON RULES AND AD- of the Senate.
MINISTRATION
After a little delay, Mr. AIKEN, Mr.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr. BREWSTER, Mr. BURDICK, Mr. BYRD of
President, last week and again this week Virginia, Mr. CASE, Mr. COTTON, Mr.
I referred to the fact that there was a DIRKSEN, Mr. DODD, Mr. DOUGLAS, Mr.
certain report written by a staff member EASTLAND, Mr. FONG, Mr. FuLBRIGHT, Mr.
of the Committee on Rules and Admin- GoRE, Mr. HICKENLOOPER, Mr. HOLLAND,
istration wherein an attack was being Mr. HRUSKA, Mr. INOUYE, Mr. JAVITS, Mr.
launched on the part I had played in JORDAN of North Carolina, Mr. KENNEDY
pushing the Baker investigation.
of Massachusetts, Mr. KENNEDY of New
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York, Mr. LoNG of Missouri, Mr. LONG of
Louisiana, Mr. MAGNUSON, Mr. McCARTHY. Mr. McGEE, Mr. McGOVERN. Mr.
McINTYRE, Mr. METCALF, Mr. MILLER,
Mr. MONRONEY, Mr. MUNDT, Mrs. NEUBERGER, Mr. PEARSON, Mr. PROXMIRE, Mr.
ROBERTSON. Mr. RUSSELL of South Carolina, Mr. RUSSELL of Georgia, Mr. SIMPSON, Mr. SMATHERS, Mr. TALMADGE, Mr.
THURMOND, Mr. TOWER, Mr. WILLIAMS of
New Jersey, Mr. YARBOROUGH, and Mr.
YOUNG of Ohio entered the Chamber and
answered to their names.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. HARRIS in the chair). A quorum is present.
The Senator from Delaware [Mr. WILLIAMS J is recognized.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President-Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, may
we have order?
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Senate will be in order.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, I ask for the "yeas" and
"nays" on final passage of the bill.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, for the past several weeks the
press has been full of accounts of a personal attack launched upon me, an attack supposed to be based on a confidential report that had been prepared by
a staff member of the Senate Rules Com- ·
mittee. The staff member who is responsible for this attack takes delight in
describing himself as the spokesman for
the Democratic members of the committee.
While thus far not one single Democratic member of the committee has had
the courage to accept the responsibility
for this attack, only one has had the
decency to repudiate the allegations.
When the Democratic members failed to
repudiate the report which had been conveniently leaked to the press, on Monday, May 17, I publicly challenged them
to come to the floor of the Senate on the
following day, Tuesday, May 18, and in
my presence and in the presence of the
full Senate either to support the attack
in their own names or else to repudiate
it.
Never before in the history of the
Senate can I recall where a Member of
the Senate refused to accept such a
challenge.
Rather than accept the challenge they
either ran out or sat silent through the
2 hours during which I entreated them to
stand up like men and repeat the criticism, if any, to my face or to have the
common decency to repudiate the attack
upon my integrity which was being carried on in their names. Instead they just
sat silent and refused to answer.
Mr. President, I respect the right of
any U.S. Senator to keep silent when he
is challenged to back up remarks that
have been attributed to him just as I
respect the constitutional right of a witness before a congressional committee to
take the fifth amendment. In both instances the same inference is drawn; the
inference is clear.
.
On Monday, this week, still not hearing anything from any member of the
committee, I met with the majority and
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minority leaders and suggested they be
given one more opportunity either to repeat and accept the responsibility for
these allegations which r .ave been leaked
to the press in their names by a staff
member or to repudiate them.
I regret very much that we have been
unable to get any answer. At this point
I wish to thank both the majority and
minority leaders, who are now in the
Chamber, for their coopm.·ation in trying
to help clear up this controversy in a
manner calculated to save the necessity
of the steps that I -am taking here.
The irony of the situation is that even
today not one Democratic member of the
committee can be quoted as having uttered one single word of criticism of me
personally. They have been careful on
this point. All of these allegations have
been appearing in the papers through
the leak to the press by a hatchet man
who refers to himself as the spokesman
for the Democratic members of the committee.
Why has this been done by six Senators who under normal conditions would
like to be considered honorable men?
Why is the administration so determined
to discredit me for having exposed the
influence-peddling activities of Bobby
Baker and his associates?
The answer is very simple. They are
desperate. The decision has been made
by the hierarchy of the Great Society
that JOHN WILLIAMS has got to be
stopped--Oiscredited and destroyed if
necessary-before the Baker investigation embarrasses this Great Society any
more or before the case reaches any
higher.
Why would they take such desperate
measures at this time?
They are determined to save Bobby
Baker from legal prosecution at all costs.
As part of the plan they will make one
last effort now to divert attention from
Bobby Baker's escapades by launching a
personal attack against the one who first
exposed his activities.
How would this help clear Baker?
Very simple. The grand jury which
is considering the Baker case is now in
session, and the plan is that by :filling
the press with serious charges against
the character of some of the witnesses
who appear before the committee and
who testifled against Baker and then by
launching a personal attack upon me,
they hope to raise questions in the minds
of the jurors and raise enough doubt
about the credibility of some of the evidence to minimize the seriousness of
the charges against Baker.
The decision has been made. Baker
is to be cleared at all costs.
Oh, yes, they are going to issue a public spanking for Bobby Baker. This is
to impress the public, but at the same
time this public spanking is being administered we find the White House in
a sanctimonious attitude making a
grandstand play in launching a new code
of ethics for Government officials.
But codes of ethics mean nothing as
long as the administration itself continues to condone and defend the influence-peddling as practiced by Bobby
Baker right here under the dome of the
U.S. Capitol.

Instead of prosecuting Bobby Baker,
as would have been done long ago had
it been any other man of lesser connections, they are actually making a national hero out of him. His vendingmachine business, which is entirely dependent upon contracts with plants
operating on Government defense contracts is flow·ishing as never before. The
defense contractors, reading the handwriting on the wall, not only are continuing their connections with Baker
but are welcoming the chance of expanding their business with Baker to show
the White House whose side they are on.
To make sure that the defense contractors get the message clearly the Defense Department on October 2, 1964,
about 1 year after Baker's resignation
and after the investigation had been
launched, issued a special confidential
security clearance for Bobby Baker's
Serv-U Corp. This was necessary in
order that he might be eligible to go
into defense plants dealing with defense
contracts of our Government.
I ask unanimous consent that this
confidential security clearance, signed by
Mr. Robert E. Bonn, Chief, Operations
Division, Security Office, Department of
the Air Force, in which he clears Bobby
Baker's company for defense work, be
printed as a part of my temarks.
There being no objection, the document was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
HEADQUARTERS, WESTERN CONTRACT
MANAGEMENT REGION, U.S. Am
FORCE, MIRA LOMA Am FORCE
STATION,
Mira Loma, Calif., July 20, 1964.

Serv-U Corp.
Englewood, Calif.

GENTLEMEN: Reference is made to the request by a procuring activity of one of the
military departments that your organization
be given, with respect to your fac111ty located
at 717 South Hindry Avenue, Englewood,
Calif., a security clearance authorizing the
receipt and use, by each facility, of classified
information required in connection with precontract negotiations or contract performance. Reference is also made to your executed Department of Defense Security Agreement (DD Form 441).
You are hereby advised that, with respect
to the above-named facility, security clearance of a type indicated in brackets has been
granted to your organization by the Secretaries of the Army, Navy, and Air Force, by
authority vested in the Secretary of the Air
Force--[ Confidential.)
Thia letter of notification is effective only
so long as the Department of Defense security Agreement between your organization
and the Government is effective. It does not
obligate any procuring activity of any of the
military departments to do business with or
enter into any contract with your organization.
This is not a notification that your plant
either has or has not sufficient protective
measures for safeguarding classified information necessary for the performance of a
classified contract. Such a determination
will be made by the Department of Defense
following a physical inspection of your facility.
Reproduction of this letter of notification
in any form, except for the necessary records
of your organization or unless requested by
competent military authority, is not authorized.
The fact that your organization has qualified for, and has been granted a security
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clearance may not be used for advertising
or promotional purposes.
Sincerely yours,
ROBERT E. BONN~
Chief, Operations Division,
Security Office.

By direction of the Secretary of the Air
Force.
Copy to: RWEOC/Mr. Stacy

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, what has happened to the oldfashioned slogan: "Honesty is the best
policy"? How can this administration
possibly def end a Senate employee who,
in the brief span of 4 years, while serving
as secretary to the majority in the U.S.
Senate and drawing a salary of $19,000,
used his position to pyramid his net
worth from $114,944 in January 1959, to
$2,166,886 on February 1, 1963, an increase in his net worth of more· than $2
million in only 4 years?
That was all accomplished while
drawing a .Government salary of around
$19,000 a year and during a period of
negligible income tax payments.
I now have a copy of this so-called
secret document from which these allegations have been leaked to the press.
It is a most interesting document.
Frankly, the correspondence which some
of the majority members of the committee had with this staff member while
he was in North Carolina writing the report is even more interesting.
First, let me say that while the report
makes no specific charges against me
personally-and I have read it carefully-it does by numerous innuendoes
and by guilt-by-association tactics represent one of the most damnable attempts at character assassination ever
witnessed in the Senate.
A reading of the report makes it clear
that back of all of this controversy is a
diabolically clever plan to divert the attention of the American people from the
real issue of this investigation; namely,
what kind of influence-peddling were
Bobby Baker and his associates carrying out in his office under the dome of
the Capitol?
By directing attention to the controversy between the Democratic members
of the committee and myself they hope
to sweep the Bobby Baker case under the
proverbial political rug. If they succeed it will represent one of the greatest
hoaxes ever perpetrated on the American
people. I am determined that it shall
not succeed.
I have the report. Over the next several days I shall expose this brazen attempt for exactly what it is; namely,
another batch of political whitewash.
The report is very mild in its criticism
of Bobby Baker. The Democratic majority almost apologizes for having to
criticize him at all. Fully half of the
report is devoted to boasting about what
a great job the Committee on Rules and
Administration has done in investigating
this case. I could do it much more
briefly if they wished me to do so. The
other half is directed toward an attack
on the character of the witnesses who
testified · or who presented evidence
against Bobby Baker.
I shall not delay the Senate today with
a _full discussion of ~e report, but be-
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ginning next week I shall take this report · apart, section by section, 1,tnd
analyze it for the Senate. I will show
it up for what it truly is; namely, an~
other whitewash job.
It is a sad day in America when we see
men in high posts in our Government defending the influence peddling activities
of men like Bobby Baker, and at the
same time launching a vicious attack
upon those who exposed his corrupt influence peddling activities.
I can now understand how private
citizens throughout the Nation would be
reluctant to step forward to expose a
corrupt public official.
If a Member of the Senate cannot fight
back what hope is there to stop this kind
of moral decay in our country?
I have great respect for our form of
government and for the majority of the
people, Democrats and Republicans,
whether they are in or out of the Senate.
But when a corrupt public official is protected by the administration in power it
represents a reflection on all public officials. In this case the integrity of the
U.S. Senate itself is on trial, not JOHN
WILLIAMS.
If this procedure and these tactics
that were evidenced in the last week and
as contained in this report, represent the
moral and ethical standards of this Great
Society then God help America.
Today I shall confine my remarks to
only a few paragraphs of the report.
First I shall read from the fourth paragraph of part I of the report. I shall
take the time later to discuss the report
in greater detail. I shall not do it all
now, but I do wish to show how ridiculous
some of these so-called leaked charges
are when analyzed.
Much has been said about the first
page of the report wherein it is stated
that:
Contrary to • • • statements by Senator
JOHN J. Wll.LIAMS--
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we are now being told that the committee had no intention of stopping the
Baker investigation last July. How
ridiculous. · ·
What is the record? On July 8, 1964,
the committee filed its final report.
I ask unanimous consent that the
statement by the chairman of the committee, the Senator from North Carolina
[Mr. JORDAN], who is conveniently
absent from the Senate again this
afternoon as he was the other day, be
printed in the RECORD at this point.
This statement accompanied the report of the committee.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

JULY 8, 1964.
Mr. JORDAN, of North Carollna, from the
Committee on Rules and Administration,
submitted the following:
The Committee on Rules and Administration, which, pursuant to Senate Resolution
212, agreed to October 10, 1963 (as supplemented by Senate Resolution 221, agreed to
November 1, 1963, Senate Resolution 291,
agreed to February 10, 1964, and Senate
Resolution 319, agreed to April 29, 1964), was
authorized and directed to make a study and
Investigation with respect to any financial
or business interests or activities of any
officer or employee or former officer or employee of the Senate, havin~ concluded such
study, submit the following report to the
Senate thereon together w'th recommengations.

I repeat the last lines of this letter:
"having concluded such study, submit
the following report to the Senate thereon together with recommendations."
Clearly, this was their final report.
A couple weeks later, or on July 27-Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield at that point?
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I yield.
Mr. CURTIS. What the Senator says
is absolutely factual.
A statement in the report is as follows:
At this point It ls to be noted that,
contrary to the stories appearing In the
public press, statements by Senator JOHN J.
WILLIAMS and others, the committee's decision to terminate the hearings for taking
testimony and to make its first report to the
Senate was made on condition that the
committee would still hear pertinent evidence If any thereafter were discovered.

and so forth and so forth, giving the intimation and interpretation throughout
the country that my statements had been
erroneous or, to put it in plain language,
that I was a liar. I find that in the leaking of the report they did not leak the
true language. In fact, I find that I have
That is untrue; it is incorrect; it is
company in being called a liar. One
group that it so designated along with not borne out by the record. The facts
are as they have been stated by the
me includes most of the public press.
I read the exact language of this distinguished Senator from Delaware.
I remember the situation very vividly.
fourth paragraph on page 1 of the reA meeting was held by the Committee
port:
At this point it 1s to be noted that con- on Rules and Administration. The matrary to stories appearing in the public press jority members decided to close the
and statements by Senator JOHN J. WILLIAMS investigation. We ended with a conand others, the commmittee's decision toter- siderable row on the floor of the Senate
minate hearings for taking testimony and to a few days later. As evidence that the
make its first report to the Senate was made majority intended to close the hearing,
upon condition that the committee could the chairman of the committee had prestill hear pertinent evidence, If any, there- pared a release stating that the hearafter discovered.
ings were being closed, and even stated
Here they are insisti~g that when how the vote came out. I obtained a
other Members of the Senate and I rec- copy of that release. I placed it in the
ognized the final report, which was filed CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. I propose to
on July 8, 1964, as having concluded insert it in the RECORD again today.
their operations, every one except the
The record fully bears out that the
Committee on Rules and Administration intent of the majority was to end the
was wrong, apparently. Other Members investigation.
of the Senate accepted it as the finai reIt is also true that prior to that time,
port; the press carried it ·a.s such; but in vote after vote, they had refused to
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call witnesses. Some of those witnesses
might have had some very valuable
evidence to present. It was repeatedly
emphasized that no accusation was
made against anyone whom a member
asked to appear as a witness. But it
was necessary to get all the facts so that
we could see whether witnesses should
be called and what the true situation
was.
This long record of refusing to call a
single witness requested by the minority,
in violation of the written rules and
the action they did take, proves that
the distinguished Senator is correct, that
his statement of facts is accurate, and
that the statement that they had no
intention of terminating the hearings
is totally false, intended to deceive the
public; and, worst of all, the report states
in plain language that the statements
made by Senator JOHN J. WILLIAMS were
not correct. I believe that those statements should be retracted. Up to the
present hour they have not been.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. The
point is that they claim in this report
that they had not closed the first hearings of the committee last July. Everybody else had recognized them as being
closed. The press and most of the editorial comment in the press was that they
had closed the hearings too soon. The
editors, too, are in this same category
with others, which includes every Member of the U.S. Senate who was on the
floor of the Senate and voting on July 27
either to axept or to reject the recommendations of the committee because
all had the clear understanding that the
committee was done. There can be no
contradiction on that point.
The statement here which I have just
read and which appears in this new report is absolutely false, and the Democratic members of the committee know
it.
The Senate even voted on July 27 as to
the acceptance ·of their recommendations. At that time the Senator from
Kentucky [Mr. CooPER] offered a substitute for the committee's proposal
which would have. established a Select
Committee to handle future investigations. That substitute was debated by
the Senate and adopted. So we were
voting and acting on a final report.
Later, on September 1, 1964, I outlined the fact that there had been an
overpayment on the stadium performance bond insurance by around $35,000
and produced a check to prove it. After
my dis-closure that I had the check the
majority leader, the Senator .f rom Montana [Mr. MANSFIELD] on September 10,
1964, offered Senate Resolution 367,
which reopened the investigation and
·authorized the committee to resume an
investigation into these allegations and
any others that might be presented to
them. The Senate even gave them more
money to conduct the investigation. So
there was absolutely no question but that
they had closed one phase of the investigation and reopened another.
So the record is clear-it is the majority members of the committee who are
in error, not JOHN WILLIAMS.
To be kind, in recognizing how they
could have become so confused and recog-

nizing how much foot dragging had been
done in performing the investigation, it
could be that they truthfully had such
· a slow pace in making these disclosures
that they did not even recognize the fact
when they stopped on July 8. There
was scarcely any change in their pace.
Anyway, the Senate officially recognized that the committee had closed its
investigation.· Every Senator, including
the majority leader and the minority
leader, recognized that fact. If there is
any question about it, I should like to
yield to either one of them or to any
other Member of the Senate, because I
know that that was what was done. Let
us settle this point now.
The report by the chairman last July 8
had stated that having concluded their
work under these resolutions, they were
submitting their report and recommendations.
That is from the statement of the
chairman of the committee accompanying the report. This shows the utter
ridiculousness of this report.
Mr. President, I cite a couple of other
errors in this report. As I have said, I
shall not try to go through the entire report today, but I wish to go over to page
36. Really, this is a most fascinating
report. As one who likes to read mysteries, I get quite a kick out of reading
it. I intend, that in the days to come,
someone else will get a kick, likewise. I
read from page 36 of the report. This
deals with the $35,000 overpayment by
Mr. Mccloskey on an insurance bond.
This was the famous "goof":
Let it be said in the beginning of this
review an appraisal of McCloskey's testimony
and that of his associates that, when considered in the light of subsequent events, it was
unfortunate that the committee did not
examine him before it filed its first report on
July 8, 1964.

I pause in reading the report to say
that that is the understatement of the
year.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield at that point?
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I yield.
Mr. CURTIS. The records of the
committee will show that a motion was
made to call Mr. Mccloskey prior to that
time, and that all the majority members
voted against the motion and all the minority members voted for it.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. That is
true, and in this particular statement
they are now saying that they made a
mistake ·when they did not call himand what a mistake.
Mr. CURTIS. And what a mistake.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. They
got caught.
Mr. CURTIS. Certainly they were
caught.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I yield.
Mr. COOPER. Before the first investigation closed, the committee discussed
the question of calling Mr. Mccloskey.
On that day I gave the reasons why :i:
believed he should be called. I believed
that we should not only obtain his version of the facts that were then before
the committee, such as the alleged p&yment of money to Baker, but also we
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should find out if there were any other
questions which would come within tbe
scope of the investigation about which he
would have knowledge.
There was quite a discussion. I stated
many reasons why I thought he should
be called at that time, and moved that
he be called. Nevertheless, it .was voted
that he should not be called.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. That is
true. I am well aware of the fact that
the minority members tried to get the
committee to call Mr. Mccloskey, but the
majority members were not going to embarrass Mr. Mccloskey. He was the
:finance chairman of the Democratic
Party-a very important man.
I continue to read from this new report of the committee, and this next
phrase is very important-If there is one irrefutable fact concerning
this Reynolds-Mccloskey controversy, it is
that this committee had no knowledge or
even intimat ion from any source that Reynolds would testify to the charges he later
made or, to put it another way, that the McCloskey Co. had paid Don Reynolds Associates $109,205 .60 and not $73,631.28.

In other words, they say that they had
not had any knowledge or even any intimation prior to my speech er.. September 1, 1964, at which time I produced the
check, that there was any question as to
an overpayment. That is not true.
Let us now examine that record to find
out what the fact is.
When we had the debate on the floor
of the Senate on July 27, 1964, as appears in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, volume 110, part 13, page 17030, the Senator
frQlll Nebraska [Mr. CURTIS] had just
pointed out how, during that investigation, repeated attempts had been made to
have Mr. Mccloskey called before the
committee to testify on the stadium payments. I shall read the colloquy; Senators may then judge for themselves
whether or not, from the statement in
the report, the committee had any hint
or intimation that there may have been
some question about the $73,000 check
prior to my speech on September 1.
What I am about to read is a colloquy
that took place in the Senate on July 27,
5 or 6 weeks prior thereto, and the discussion was with the Senator from North
Carolina [Mr. JORDAN].
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I concur in
what the Senator from Nebraska stated. Mr.
Mccloskey should have been called. It would
have been far better.
There is one other missing link which may
have only supported the other testimony or
it may have raised other questions. Some
of the canceled checks were in the committee hearings and r have them before me.
The committee has also the canceled check
by which Bobby Baker got his $4,000. The
committee has the canceled check for $1,500
that Mr. McLeod received. But what the
oommittee does not have and which the committee should have and which I hope it will
still try to obtain, is a copy of Mr. McCloskey's check to Mr. Reynolds as payment for
this stadium insurance. I think it would be
very importan+, to have that information. ·
Mr. JORDAN of North Carolina. I think Mr.
Reynolds' record shows what the amount is.
The report shows what he paid for the performance bond. But I shall not argue that
point.
·
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. It shows that
Mr. Reynolds was to get $73,631.28 from Mr.
McCloskey.
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He paid Hutchinson, Rivinus & Co., who
handled the insu~ance for Reynolds; $63,-·
599.72. That left a difference for his commission of $10,031.56. Out of that $10,031.56.
he wrote a check for $4,000 to Bobby Baker
and two checks to Mr. McLeod, one for $1,000
and one for $500.
·
While it may be merely routine, I should
like to see the $73,631.28 check to see if that
is exactly what was paid. I would suggest
that even now the c0mmittee could obtain a
copy of that check. It may be interesting.

The Senator from North Carolina
[Mr. JORDAN] chairman of the commit-

tee on Rules and Administration, is again
absent from the Chamber. He was here
a few moments ago, but when he learned
what the subject of discussion was to be
this afternoon he left. I say again that
I respect his right to sit silent through
this debate, just as I respect a witness before a congressional committee who exercises his constitutional right to take
the :fifth amendment, but I respect even
more a person who will stand up and answer questions when they are asked of
him.
Here was a clear notice· on July 27,
1964, for the committee to get the check.
It was emphasized that they should get
the check to see if that was the exact
amount. Every member of the committee knew that there was suspicion
that there had been an overpayment.
Why did not the committee obtain the
check? Or had the committee found out
about it, and was it afraid to produce the
check? It is evident that their claim
in this new report that the committee
had no intimation of _an overpayment
by Mr. Mccloskey is not true. The record clearly shows otherwise. For months
prior to this discussion the members of
the committee had kept emphasizing that
the $73,000 payment was correct. They
insisted that they had checked with Mr.
Mccloskey when this same question arose
back in March 1964.
I quote from the committee hearings
of March 23, 1964, as appears in part
25, page 2131. Here a staff member of
the committee, Mr. Meehan, told the
committee about a telephone conversation he had had with Mr. Mccloskey on
this very poiht. Mr. Meehan said:
Mr. McCloskey stated that later, when he.
obtained the contract for constructing the
stadium, he recalled his conversation and
did purchase his performance bond through
Don Reynolds. He recalled the approximate
total premium paid by him was about $73 ,000; that, of this amount, about $10,000 was
commission for, as he understood it, Reynolds and Baker. Mr. Mccloskey said it was
his option to purchase this performance
bond through anyone he preferred, and ther~
was nothing unusual about this.

Mr. Mccloskey told him it was $73,000;
that was all. .
On this same date, March 23, 1964, on
page 2133, Major McLendon, chief counsel to the committee, made this statement to the committee:
Mr. Mccloskey stateci that later, when he
obtained the contract for construction of the
stadium, he recalled this conversation, and
did purchase his performance bond through
Reynolds. He recalled that the ap!)roximate
total premium paid by him is $73,000, and
that of this amount $10,000 was a commission to go to Reynolcts and Baker, as he
understood that.
·
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Here Mr. McLendon kept insisting that · was rumored that there was an overpaythe committee accept this telephone con- ment, I asked the committee to help to
versation with Mr. Mccloskey and not obtain the check and to call Mccloskey
call him as a witness. The committee to determine the facts. The minority
refused a request by the Senator from members of the committee supported
Nebraska £Mr. CURTIS] and other minor- that position, but the Democratic memity members of the committee to have bers of the committee flatly refused to
Mr. McCloskey appear before the com- agree to do so. The information would
mittee to testify under oath as to the not have been available today had I not
amount paid for this insurance bond. been able to subsequently produce the
The Democratic members ignored such check.
I shall now discuss another point in
a request. Again, on the floor of the
Senate on July 27, after they had :filed this report.
The report refers several times to a
the report, I urged that even at that late
date they get this particular check to great mystery and to how I obtained a
see if there had been an overpayment. copy of the $109,205.60 invoice sent by
But no; the committee said it was not Mr. Reynolds to Mr. Mccloskey.
Based on this report this is a great
interested. They had all the answers
they wanted, and they did not think I mystery and one which certainly should
be solved. The report is very critical of
could get the check.
It was not until September 1 that I me for not having told them from what
made this disclosure on the floor of the source and when I obtained a copy of
Senate supported by the $109,205.60 this invoice.
check, and afterward, on September 10,
Why was it left out of my September
1964, the majority leader submitted his 1, 1964, speech?
resolution. That resolution, Senate
This was one of their allegations of
Resolution 367, directed the committee evidence withheld. Again I shall point
to go back and do its job all over again up the sheer stupidity of. these allegaand to reopen the hearings.
tions that leaked out on this subject. I
I point this out to show the continuity should like to quote from the report itand to refute entirely the contention self; then I will prove its absurdity.
that there is any truth whatever in the
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, will the
claim made in this report that the com- Senator yield before commencing to
mittee had no hint or intimation that a quote?
question had been raised about the
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I yield.
$73,000 check. That question had been
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
raised all over the lot for weeks and MONDALE in the chair). The Senator
months prior thereto, and they ignored from Pennsylvania is recognized.
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, the most
the warnings.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the interesting thing about the Baker hearings was the flexibility of the individuals
Senator from Delaware yield?
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I yield. responsible for conducting the hearings.
Mr. CURTIS. This whitewash in the It was interesting to note the flexibility
Baker case has been a most diabolical, with which the rules of the game were
clever scheme from the start. Not only changed from time to time for a purdid the committee refuse to call Mcclos- pose. The purpose was not what is good
key, so that he could be asked about the for the Senate. The purpose was not
transaction; the record shows that com- what was good for the people of the
mittee counsel, Mr. McLendon, never country to know. The purpose was,
asked Reynolds the amount he billed What was good for the majority, and
· McCloskey for the bond or how much what was good for those who conducted
Mccloskey paid. At the time that ques- the investigation.
The fact that the committee at ali
tion was asked, it was assumed that there
would be a preliminary appearance by times operated, in such a way as to make
Don Reynolds, and that he would be re- sure that the investigation could never
called in open session. · But that pro- be a thorough one is demonstrated by the
posal was voted down. However, an ex- very flexibility of the prQcedure pursued.
For example, certain witnesses .took
amination of the record which has been
made shows that the question pro- the :fifth amendment. I am personally
. of the opinion that some members of the
pounded by Mr; McLendon was:
staff, and perhaps some members of the
What was the amount of the premium?
committee, knew in advance which
It is understood that the amount of witnesses would take the fifth amendthe premium was $73,000. What was the ment and which witnesses would not.
commission? Some $10,000. That is There was some comment on that subunderstood. Very cleverly one might ject from time to time. That left only
hreve thought it was the height of incom.:. those witnesses who would not take the
petence on the part of an investigating :fifth amendment.
lawyer-Mr. McLendon-to avoid askIn at least two instances, witnesses
ing how much McCloskey paid or the whose testimony under questioning
amount for which he was billed. It wa.S could be damaging to Baker and to those
after that testimony was presented be- involved in the subject matter of the
hirid closed doors that Mr. Meehan and resolution were not called at all. A teleMr. McLendon reported back that Mc- phone conversation was enough in one
Closke-y said the amount was $73,000, case. Interrogatories were enough in
and that the commission on the trans- another. The two individuals who might
action was $10,000.
have supplied some of the most interest. Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. That is ing testimony were not called at all.
correct. That is the amount shown by
Whenever the minority wanted to call
the records we had then . . Later, when it a witness, they were voted down, usually
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by 6 to 3. Whenever reports were re- was a motion to adjourn which, of
ceived, the minority was not advised course, is not debatable. Therefore, if
that there were confidential reports in and when the Committee on Rules and
the file of the case until some later date. Administration meets again, I point out
Eventually we found out, or we think that the pending business is my motion.
we found out, what may have been in to strike out those derogatory remarks.
the file. Moreover, when it was to the
I have a feeling that Senators on the
advantage of those who were not really other side may regret their unwarranted
interested in an all-out investigation to and shameful attack on the senior Senleak derogatory statements in the press ator from Delaware. I am inclined to
about witnesses or about the senior Sena- speculate that when the committee does
tor from Delaware, this was unhesi- finally meet, after it has received its full
tatingly done.
instructions from either inside or outThe committee veered around from side of this Chamber, there will probably
the beginning. In the case of Reynolds, be a strong effort, and, of course, a sucfor example, there seemed to be a time cessful one, to eliminate all references to
when the committee was most anxious the senior Senator from Delaware, perto have him testify in open hearings. haps on the theory that the senior SenaLater they did not want to have him tes- tor from Delaware has been heard quite
tify in open hearings. Therefore, we had a lot as it is. However, I suspect that
a highly anomalous situation in which the reason given will be a highly pious
one witness would come in and testify if one, and that the majority will say, "We
his testimony served the purpose of the never intended to impugn the motives or
majority. Then they would want an intentions of the senior Senator from
open hearing following the executive Delaware. Let us strike this out. Let us
hearing. However, if the testimony of not argue about it. Let us agree to knock
the witness did not serve the purpose of it out."
the majority, or proved embarrassing in
They will take a new position.
some respects, there would be a decision,
It will be interesting to see whether
"Let us not have an open session." the committee adopts a report which
There was no consistency. There was no deals with things as they happened, or
determination to say, "We shall examine whether we shall receive another rather
all the witnesses in private hearings, in flatulent draft full of pompous utterclosed session. Then we shall examine ances which mean nothing and serve no
all the witnesses publicly."
cause save the cause of evasion. It will
Instead of that, the committee picked be interesting to note whether the comand chose and decided which witnesses mittee will, at long last, realize that it is
it would hear publicly and which wit- the butt of humor of every cartoonist in
nesses it would not like to hear publicly. the country, the laughingstock of the
The committee decided which investiga- press, and surely the most 8-fingered,
tions would never be revealed to the pub- 24-toed production which has ever been
lic, or which investigation reports the spawned by a legislative body.
members of the committee were allowed
·Are they tired of being laughed at?
to read in privacy.
Are they tired of being the butt of ridiThe committee majority staff greatly cule and the object of scorn? Will they,
outnumbered the minority staff, which at long last, decide to pull up their colconsisted of merely a counsel and one lective socks and present a straight!orinvestigator. The reports submitted by ward factual report? Will they recomthe majority consistently ignored many mend real reflection? Will they really
of the essential elements of the investi- publicly do something effective in the ingation. Finally, in the last draft of the terest of the Senate and of the people?
report, which was the subject of the Will they exert any pressure to see that
debate in the last committee session, the majority and minority parties agree
about 80 percent of the report consisted to set up a Senate Committee on Ethics,
of attempts by counsel for the commit- or Ethics and Standards, and see that
tee-if, in fact, and I believe it to be a Members of the Senate serve on it?
fact, he was the operating draftsman of
I conclude in the tradition of the soap
the report-to destroy the testimony of operas: "Continued until the next meetReynolds or to place the senior Senator ing of the Rules Committee. Wait and
from Delaware on trial for the heinous · see."
offense of having revealed the whole
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I thank
skulduggery in the first place.
· the Senator. I thank him for his effort
Bobby Baker has dropped from the to have the remarks referred to stricken.
role of being star of the proceedings in I had been hoping he would have been
the dramatis personae, almost to being successful i:r:i his efforts because I do not
an extra in the cast. Not very much is enjoy being forced to defend my record.
said about Bobby Baker, although what But it is like taking a dip in the ocean.
is said is full of pious platitudes on the It is cold at first, but once one gets in he
part of those who made the report.
enjoys the swim. Now that I have gotVarious witnesses who might have pro- ten in I am going to enjoy tearing this
duced more evidence, had the motion of report apart and showing what a sham
the minority prevailed, were not called. it is. When I am through I shall have
In the last committee session, as is now shown who was telling the truth and
public knowledge, I moved that all de- who was not.
rogatory references to the senior Senator
I want to go back to the discussion of
from Delaware [Mr. WILLIAMS] that the $109,000 invoice Don Reynolds sent
were violative of the rules or customs of to Mccloskey & Co. The committee
the Senate be stricken. Rather than m·a kes a great point of the fact that when
permit that motion to be debated, there I made my speech in September 1964;-
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the first one-I did not put the invoice
in the RECORD, but I did release the:.
check. I did not .realize that the committee was interested in this point until
I read this report. I believe it was about
the 10th or 11th of September that I
put the invoice in th~ RECORD, According to this report there is something
mysterious about this delay. The report
devotes five pages to questioning where
WILLIAMS obtained the invoice and why
he did not put it in the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD before. According to the committee report this is the biggest mystery
of all. Apparently they can hardly wait
to get the answer. Well, I have the answer, but first I want to read from this
report to show how much emphasis the
committee put on the question as to
where I obtained the invoice. I quote
from page 33 of the rewrt:
In this connection it is important-

Note that-it is important-to note that Reynolds was apparently afraid
of the invoice he sent to Mccloskey for the
$109,205.60, because he either did not give a
copy to Senator WILLIAMS or the Senator forgot to put it in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of
September 1, 1964--

Here the committee refers to Mr. Reynolds as being afraid or me as having
forgotten to put it in the RECORD. After
reading the committee's comments I will
explain when and from what source I
obtained this invoice, and in fairness to
Mr. Reynolds he did not have the slightest idea where it came from.
Oh, the majority emphasizes the importance of this invoice. I cannot un"".
derstand why the members did not ask
me about it because the answer is so
simple.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I yield.
Mr. CURTIS. The Senate directed
the Rules Committee to investigate, and
they refused to investigate. They said,
"JOHN WILLIAMS did not say."
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. That remark is all too true. Apparently all the
Rules Committee did was to spend the
quarter of a million dollars it had for
the investigation, then sit back and wait
for me to do the job. I wish to read
further from the report about · this invoice. This is a most important point-or at least according to the committee it
is. The committee devotes nearly five
pages to discussing the point that they
did not know where I got it; and with all
of their investigating staff they could not
find out. Do not forget that there were
former, present, and future FBI agents,
and hopeful judges on that staff.
Let me read further from the report.
It has been noted that Senator WILLIAMS
did not put in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD the
Reynolds' invoice to McCloskey at the time
he first disclosed this transaction in th~ .S.e nate on s .e ptember 1, ,1964.
·

Take notice just how very important
this point is. I read ·further from another part of the report:
It was not until September 10, 1964, that
Senator WILLIAMS produced the Reynolds'
invoice to Mccloskey. It appears in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, volume 110, part 17, page
21912 • • •. It does not appear where Sen-
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ator WILLIAMS obtained a copy of the invoice, but it is significant that he produced
it only after McCloskey made the public
statement that he paid Reynolds the exact
amount of Reynolds' invoice, no more and no
less.

Having all the resources of the FBI
and the Rules Committee investigating
staff, the committee should not have
found it so difficult to learn from
where I obtained the invoice. Frankly,
if only they had calle1 me I would
have told them; or they could have
read the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, and they
would have found that it came from the
newspapers. It was printed on the reverse side of the financial page of the
Philadelphia papers. I am sure it appeared in most other newspapers
throughout the country. ·SJ the committee would have saved much money_if
it had asked me, or perhaps if it had read
the newspaper accounts they would have
seen it. If the co·m mittee members had
read the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD they
would have found out from where I got
the invoice, because I also put Mr. McCloskey's statement commenting on the
check in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
There was no mystery about this invoice or its source. Besides what if there
had been-what difference would that
make? Or is the committee more interested in the source of my information
than in the documents themselves.
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I yield.
Mr. SCOTT. Is there anything of
which the Senator is aware which would
have stopped the committee or the FBI
or any individual from asking Mccloskey and getting him to tell thJ truth
about the invoice?
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Certainly not.
Mr. SCOTT. But there was no ·obstacle preventing him from telling the
whole truth.
Mr. . WILLIAMS of Delaware. Nor
was there any reason why he should not
have been called as a witness.
Any committee that had quarter of
a million dollars with which to investigate should have been able to find out
some answers themselves. Here is the
original newspaper article. Yet the
committee took five pages to build up a
great mystery as to how I located a document that had appeared in nearly every
newspaper in the country. This is typical of the rest of the investigation this
committee has done. They have been
busier trying to build a defense for the
accused than in getting the facts.
Mr. SCOTT. The question might be
asked, Why did not the minority of the
committee find out? I suggest to the
Senate that the minority's counsel and
the minority's investigator were under
the orders of the majority and its group
of investigators and task force; and the
minority were permitted to investigate
only those things assigned to them by the
majority. Therefore, the minority had
no opportunity to go into it. The whole
committee had to take the statement of
the majority of the committee and the
majority staff that Mr. McCloskey had
been talked to on the telephone.

a

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. That is
correct, if they had wanted it, they could
have obtained it earlier. The fact is,
they did not want the answers. Based
on this report the majority did not have
the slightest idea from where this information came. They treated it as a
great mystery. I merely took it out of
the newspapers, commented on it in the
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, and made no
bones about it. Anybody who wanted
to know which paper it appeared in could
have asked me-or read the RECORD-or
better still, they could have asked Mr.
Mccloskey. If this is an example of
their talents it is little wonder they did
not find anything else wrong with Mr.
Baker. Here is something right under
their noses; yet they made a wholesale
investigation and still did not find it even
though it had appeared in all the papers.
Truthfully, I think the committee
knows better. They know the source of
this invoice. They just want to create
the impression that someone was holding
back some evidence. Just why anyone
would ever consider holding evidence
from this committee is something I cannot understand. Just give them the evidence for they will not use it anyway unless they are forced to do so.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. Wn.LIAMS of Delaware. I yield.
Mr. CURTIS. This was after the majority voted solidly not to call Mr. McCloskey as a witness. The motion was
made by the minority, and Mccloskey,
under the written rules, should have been
called. There should not have been any
difficulty at all. Yet, in violation of the
rules and in violation of every tradition
of the Senate, they refused to call McCloslkey.
Now, as the Senator has pointed out,
they waste the taxpayers' money alibiing
page after page about "If it only haci
known something," when they close.d
their ears to any testimony that was embarrassing to the politically powerful and
refused to call witnesses requested by the
minority.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Yes;
and their anxiety as to where I got the
information from is only a smokescreen.
Of course, if they ever found out the
ideJ¥ification of a real source of information they would really throw the book
at that individual.
But I can assure them that unless I
want them to know the identity of a real
source they will never get it.
I now wish to invite attention to
another point, but will yield first to the
Senator from Pennsylvania.
Mr. SCOTT. I cannot believe that
the md.;iority on the committee would let
itself in for this ridiculous series of mistakes, in backing and filling, and changing the rules in the midcae uf the game,
unless some mastermind were guiding
them.
·
I must admit that I do not know who
· the mastermind is, but it does require
stringpulling. It does take some kind
of-Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Arm
twisting.
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Mr. SCOTT. Arm twisting, and a
series of conferences back and forth, doing one thing today and doing the opposite tomorrow. No one is going to do
one thing today and another thing tomorrow, unless someone else is saying to
hiiti, "You do it," because it runs counter
to ord~nary horsesense, which every
Senator possesses 100 percent, or at least
50 percent.
I admit that I am really very much
puzzled as to how any committee ever got
itself into this kind of mess, and why the
committee cannot find some way to get
out of the mess. But, so long as they
wish to stay in the mess, as Senators we
are left to seek to puzzle out the solution.
To me, the whole situation is like a
man milking a cow. He believes that he
is through and takes the pail away, when
he notices that the cow is not through,
so he rushes back with the pail. I do not
~now how long we in the minority are
going to have to lay down an extra pail
and rush back, after we believe that the
cow has finished "giving down," as the
saying goes.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I thank
the Senator from Pennsylvania.
Mr. President, there is much more in
this report that is interesting upon which
I need to comment.
For example, much is made of the
$109,000 check, and the date and source
of its being obtained. Based on this report the committee insists they had
neither a hint nor an intimation of any
overpayment prior to my September 1,
1964 speech. I will show the inaccuracies
of this claim.
All of the accusations and insinuations
I am going to answer. It is not enough
merely to say they are not true. I am
going to document with dates and exhibits to prove my statement. I will
document the record point by point as
we proceed because it is very important
to me that we not leave these innuendoes
hanging.
Likewise, if later the majority members of the committee recover their nerve
enough to face me on the floor of the
Senate I will be here waiting-and I
can assure them I will not remain silent ·
to their questions or comments.
Yes, if there are many other phases
of the report which need full, frank, and
complete discussion, I assure all Senators that they are going to get exactly
that in the days ahead. As one Member
of the Senate who has tried to keep this
investigation on the proper track, I am
determined that it is not going to be
whitewashed while I remain silent. In
fact, I do not believe that the Baker case
could be covered up even if they wish to
do so. I do not believe there is a rug
in Washington big enough to cover it up.
Therefore, I shall conclude tonight
and only say-I will be back later. I
realize the hour is late, and I wish to give
the Senate an opportunity to proceed
with its business. There are many more
angles to this controversy which will
be brought to light and continued at a
later date.
As the Senator from Pennsylvania has
said, we will now close with the ·announcement that there are more and
more interesting developments to follow.
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INTERIOR DEPARTMENT AND . RE- ural resources and to fulfill the Feder,al
LATED AGENCIES APPROPRIA- obligations to those areas in which it
TIONS, 1966
is one of the dominant landholders.
· Mr. HART. Mr. President, the action
The Senate resumed the consideration of the committee which I want briefly
of the bill <H.R. 6767) making appropria- to note is its inclusion of land and water
tions for ~he Department of Interior .and conservation funds to acquire the magrelated agencies for the fiscal year ending ni:flcent Sylvania tract in the westernJune 30, 1966, and for other purposes.
most part of Michigan's Upper Peninsula.
. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The This action was recommended by the
bill is open to further amendmen~. If Budget Bureau. This was approved by
there be no furth~r a:mendment ' ·0 be ' the Budget Bureau; both the Interior
proposed. the question is on the engross- and Agriculture Departments SUPPort it
men~ of the anl:endments and the third without reservation.
reading of the bill.
As the committee notes, if the tract
Amendments were ordered to be en- is not purchased now, in all probability
g_rossed, and the bill to be read a third there will not be another chance. I do
tun~e bill was read the third time.
hope this item can be retained in the
Mr. MANSFIELD. I suggest the ab- conference.
-------sence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
THE CALENDAR
clerk will call the roll.
Mr.
MANSFIELD.
Mr. President,
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
while Senators are streaming into the
the roll.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I Chamber, I ask unanimous consent to
ask unanimous consent that the order lay aside the pending business and turn
to Calendar No. 232 and consider three
for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without items in sequence. They have been
cleared on both sides and are ready for
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. McGEE. Mr. President, in our ac- action.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
tion today in giving final approval to the
Interior appropriations bill, the Senate objection to the request of the Senator
has, I believe, adopted a progressive and from Montana? The Chair hears none,
positive approach to the further preser- and it is so ordered.
vation and development of a large share
of the natural resources in the West.
HIRING OR RENTING PROPERTY
I would note that this bill includes a
total of $19 million for .soil and waterFROM EMPLOYEES OF THE FORshed management on the public lands of
EST SERVICE
the West. This sum will provide impetus
The Senate proceeded to consider the
to a vitally important program of halt- bill <S. 1689) to amend paragraph (a) of
ing the erosion of our soil and the waste the act of March 4, 1913, as amended by
of our precious water resources. It will the act of January 31, 1931, which had
also begin a restoration of these resources been reported from the Committee on
as well as the program of eliminating Agriculture and Forestry with an amendabuse.
ment on page 1, line 8, after the word
As far as my State ·of Wyoming is con- "thereby", to insert a colon and "Procerned, this bill provides $188,000 for ·vided, That the aggregate amount to be
construction at the Saratoga Fish Hatch- paid permanent employees under auery and $60,000 for a badly needed study thorization of this subsection, exclusive
of elk management to be carried out by of obligations occasioned by fire emerthe U.S. Forest Service Laboratory at gencies, shall not exceed $20,000 in any
Laramie. Also in this bill are funds one year."; so as to make the bill read:
which will allow us to continue our
Be it enacted by the Senate and Hou!e of
predator control program on a realistic Represent atives of the United States of
Ameri
ca in Congress assembled, That parabasis and to proceed with other development programs for additional recrea- graph (a) of the Act of March 4, 1913, as
amended by the Act of January 31, 19- ( 16
tional and agricultural benefits through- U.S.C.
is amended to read as follows:
out the public lands of Wyoming. And, "(a) To502),
hire or rent property from employMr. President, I should note that the ees of the Forest Service for the use of that
State of Wyoming is almost one-half Service, whenever the public interest will be
federally owned.
promoted thereby: Pr ovided, That the agParticularly I wish to note that this gregate amount to be paid permanent
budget contains the initial appropria- employees under authorization of this subexclusive of obligations occasioned
tion for the development of the Big Horn section,
fire emergencies, shall not exceed $20,000
Canyon National Recreation Area,. which by
in any one year."
will provide unlimited recreational opMr. HICKENLOOPER. Mr. President,
portunities in an extremely scenic area
where the high plains meet the moun- what is the subject matter of the bill? I
tains. The development of this recrea- cannot fathom it from the numbers being
tion area is another indication that we read.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The subject matter
are making progress in our attempts to
keep our development of the scenic and of the bill is to remove the existing prorecreational potential of our Nation hibition against renting such property for
ahead of the rapidly increasing demands use by the Forest Service by an employee
of an expanding and affluent popula- from whom it is rented, and to increase
tion.
the maximum rental.
In sum, Mr. President, this bill repMr. HICKENLOOPER. I tharik the
resents positive, constructive, and timely Senator from Montana for his explanaaction to make the best use of our nat- tion.
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The .PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the committee
amendment.
The amendment was -agreed to.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed'
for a third reading, was read the third
time, and passed.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the RECORD an excerpt from the report
<No. 243), explaining the purposes of the
bill.
There being no objection, the excerpt
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
The Committee on .Agriculture and Forestry, to whom was referred the bill (S. 1689),
to amend paragraph (a) of the act of March
4, 1913, as amended by the act of January 31,
1931 (16 U.S.C. 502), having considered the
same, report thereon with a recommendation
that it do pass with an amendment.
This bill, with the committee amendment,
would amend the law authorizing the Forest
Service to rent property needed by it from its
employees whenever the public interest will
be promoted thereby so as tO( 1) Remove the existing prohibition
against renting such property for use by
the employee from whom it is rented, and
(2) Increase the maximum total rentals
which may be paid to all permanent employees in any one year from $3,000 to $20,000.

This legislation was requested by the Department of Agriculture. In certain situations, such as those where there is only
occasional need for the property, it is to the
advantage of the Government to rent property from its employees. At isolated posts,
the employee who ls to use the property may
be the only one who has such property available for rent, and may also be the only employee available to perform the work for
which the property is to be used. In addition, some property, such as horses, may be
safe only if used by owner, or may be of
such type that the owner is unwilling to
rent it for use of another. The $3,000 limitation on the amount to be paid all permanent employees in any year was established
in 1931 and is no longer adequate.
The bill, as introduced, would have removed the $3,000 limitation completely. The
committee has recommended an amendment
to increase the limit to $20,000 rather than
remove it.

VALIDATE CERTAIN PAYMENTS
MADE TO EMPLOYEES OF THE
FOREST SERVICE
The bill <H.R. 6691) to validate certain payments made to employees of the
Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, was considered, ordered to a
third reading, read the third time, and
passed.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the RECORD an excerpt from the report
<No. 244) ,. explaining the purposes of the
bill.
There being no objection, the excerpt
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
The Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, to whom was referred the bill (H.R.

6691), to validate certain payments made to

employees of the Forest Service, U.S. Department of AgricUlture, having considered
the same, report thereon with a recommendation that it do pass without amendment.
This bill woUld validate overpayments
made through mistakes to southwestern .firefighter crewmembers in 1961, 1962, and 1963.
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Overpayments were made in 1,421 cases total· As pointed out 1n the committee report
ing $32,472. The average overpayment 1s on the pending bill, the recommenda$22.85, but actual overpayments range from tions made by the Advisory Committee
$3.10 to $99.84. A great many of the per- merit immediate attention so that, where
sons to whoin overpayments were made were
Indians identified only by name, tribe, and feasible, legislation might be enacted, or
crew number. Collection would be difllcult appropriate administrative action underand costly; and the Forest Service estimates taken. The committee has urged the
that it would be unlikely that more than Secretary of Health, Education, and
10 percent of the overpayment could be re- Welfare to soon "make available his
covered. The Forest Service has now estab- analysis of the Advisory Committee's relished a uniform wage rate, changed travel port, and to include with his analysis a
instructions, and required the use of a simple summary of the administrative actions
uniform system of job titles; and the Comptroller General has advised that he will eval- to be taken and legislative proposals to
uate the adequacy of the control measures be supported in the general area covered
by the 'Report on Education of the
in future reviews.
The overpayments were as follows:
Deaf.'"
(1) $27,844.53 was overpaid to 1,004 fireIt is recognized, of course, that upon
fighters in 1961 because Arizona wage rates further deliberation, on recommendawere inadvertently paid to firefighters from tions by the Advisory Committee, it may
New Mexico (instead of New Mexico wage
rates which were 20 cents lower). Firefight- be seen fit by Congress to modify them.
ers from both States worked, slept, and ate However, the recommendations are of
together and were mistak,enly pa.id from the sufficient import to the 200,000 to 250,000 Americans who are deaf, that their
same wage rate tables.
(2) $3,211..07 was inadvertently overpaid to consideration and action upon them,
349 firefighters for traveltime in excess of ·where appropriate, should not be de8 hours during a 24-hour period. Travel in layed;
trucks is paid as worktime and firefighters
Mr. President, I ask unanimous conare usually moved from camps in trucks.
Firefighters moved from camp in: Greyhound sent to have printed in the RECORD a .
buses were inadvertently paid for worktime summary of the recommendations of the
instead of traveltime. In another case 69 Advisory Committee on Education of the
Zuni Indians were allowed travel pay for Deaf.
transportation from Gallup, rather than from
There being no objection, the summary
Zuni, as it should 118.ve been.
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
(3) $1,403.70 was overpaid to 64 firefighters
through failure to take proper account of re- as follows:
The Advisory Committee recommended:
gional dtiferences in job definitions.
(4) $12.44 was overpaid to four fire:flg~ters
PLANNING
as a result of using the wrong wage rate.
1. That the Congress of the United States
be requested to authorize the appropriation
of funds for a program of planning grants
NATIONAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE to the States, similar to the program of mental retardation planning grants, to be used
FOR THE DEAF ACT
to assist and encourage the States to develop
The Senate proceeded to consider the individual State plan" for the education of
bill <H.R. 7031) to provide for the estab- the deaf. A part of the funds thus approlishment and operation of a National priated should be reserved to the Commissioner of Education to facllltate regional and
Technical Institute for the Deaf.
interstate planning.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I join
2. That the Commissioner of Education
with our distinguished committee chair- convene a national conference of Federal,
man in supPort of H.R. 7031, the Na- State, and local governmental and profestional Technical Institute for the Deaf sional leadership to consider effective ways
Act. The distinguished Senator from to encourage the development of State plans
Alabama is to be complimented for his for the organization of educational and auxforesight and thought in authoring this iliary services for the deaf.

measure which, when enacted into law,
will play a major role in bringing meaning into the lives of thom;ands of deaf
young people and helping them to become constructive and useful citizens in
their communities.
H.R. 7031 is a worthwhile, constructive, and much-needed measure. ·But it
is only a first step in what hopefully
could be a complete and comprehensive
program in meeting the educational
needs of those who are deprived of the
sense of normal hearing.
I make particular referer:ce to the
recommendations submitted in February
of this year by the Advisory Committee
on the Education of the Deaf in its report, "Education of the Deaf." This Advisory Committee, aPPointed by the Secretary of Health, Education, 'a nd Welfare
in March 1964, is comPosed of a panel
of 10 distinguished citizens headed by

POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

1. That the Office of Education inaugu-

Education under section 14 of the Vocational
Education Act of 1963, and that sufficient
funds be included to finance them.
4. That the Office of Education consider
in the light of its continuing evaluation of
the foregoing demonstration programs
whether the vocational and advanced technical educational requirements of deaf students are being adequately met, or whether
there 1s a need for federally supported
regional vocational education schools and a
national technical institute exclusively for
the deaf.
5. That the Office of Education prepare,
distribute, and publicize informational materials designed to stimulate through State
adult education programs the offering of
classes for the adult deaf; and that State
educational authorities seek the participation of organized groups of adult deaf and
their leaders in initiating such programs.
GALLAUDET COLLEGE

1. That the Federal Government continue

to support Gallaudet College in its efforts to
maintain and improve its status as a liberal
arts college to serve the Nation's deaf,
2. That the budget of Gallaudet College be
increased in support of the following measures: (a) An increase in the number of course
offerings in the natural sciences and the
social sciences to make possible a wider range
of electives; (b) a program of orientation
that will permit new faculty members, at
full pay, to devote at least 3 months to
achieving a deeper understanding of the educational deprivation which the students have
inevitably suffered because of their handicap, and to learning effective communication with the deaf; and (c) a liberalized leave
policy to encourage faculty members to pursue programs leading to the doctoral degree.
3. That any plans for future growth of
Gallaudet take into account the possibility
of more deaf students studying in colleges
for the hearing, with special help; and that;
particularly if the recommendations of the
committee with respect to postsecondary
education of the deaf are accepted and put
into practice, the college authorities proceed
with particular caution in expansion plan.:.
ning until the recommended demonstration program has been evaluated, possibly
raising its admission standards somewhat .as
a control on application pressures if they develop in the meantime.
4. That Public Law 420, 83d Congress, be
amended to increase the number on the
board of directors to 20, that the board seek
to elect new members from a broader geographical base, that all board members serve
for fixed terms of perhaps 5 years, that the
board strive to increase alumni representation, and that the president of the college
should serve as an ex officio, nonvoting member of the policymaking board. .

rate a 5- to 10-year demonstration program
involving the establishment of special fac111tative services for deaf students at cooperating colleges and universities throughout
the country designed to enhance the likeliFEDERAL ACTIVITIES
hood of academic success of deaf students
1. That a continuing national advisory
therein. Emphasis in the program should committee on the education of the deaf be
be initially on fields of study not generally appointed by the Secretary of Health, Eduavailable to deaf students, such as engineer- cation, and Welfare.
ing, architecture, and the professions, but
2. That assistance be provided to the Secnot to the exclusion o! liberal arts cur- retary of Health, Education, and Welfare in
riculums.
carrying out his responsibilities for the co2. That a similar demonstration program ordination of the several educational and
be undertaken at a number of junior col- related program activities that have bearing
leges throughout the country which are des- upon the education of the deaf, both diignated as "area vocational education rectly and indirectly. It is recommended
schools" by the Commissioner of Education. that there be within the Ofilce of the SecreEmphasis in selection should be placed on tary a position recognized as primarily conthose institutions serving areas in which cerned with the education of the deaf.
substantial numbers of deaf students are to
RESEARCH
be found, but where no residential voca1. That the Division of Handicapped Chiltional education schools are contemplated
under section 14 o! the Vocational Educa- dren and Youth, Bureau of Educational ReDr. Homer D. Babbidge, Jr., president of tion Act of 1963.
search and Development, Ofilce of Education,
the University of Connecticut, and for- · 3. That similar facmtatlve services for be designated by the Secretary of Health,
merly a distinguished official of the Office deaf students be provided on a continuing Education, and Welfare as the central point
of Education during the Eisenhower ad- basis in the residential vocational education ·of focus and planning for Federal research
ministration.
schools approved by the Commissioner of efforts in the education of the deaf.
CXI--744
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2. That a panel be convened to develop a
proposed program of comprehensive research
into the problems of education of the deaf;
and that, subject to the panel's concurrence,
such proposal contemplate major emphasis
on programmatic research utilizing a broad
multidisciplinary approach, and involving
support of two or more research centers, preferably in university settings.
3. That the panel be furnished, for the
above purpose, necessary full-time staff assigned to sole responsibility of serving the
panel in its initial identification and planning endeavors: and that funds be made
available to the panel to permit it to enlist
the aid of consultants as it deems necessary
for this purpose.
4. That the panel invite the cooperation
of other elements of the Department which
support research related to or in the education of the deaf.
5. That the panel take note of the several
unmet research needs set forth in the committee's report in developing its plan.
6. That the proposed program developed
by the panel not be constrained by budgetary considerations, but that it represent the
combined judgment of the panel on the scope
and emphasis of the program and on the
level of effort needed; and that it be phased
in accordance with the probable increase in
competent research personnel attracted to
the field.
7. That the panel specifically consider the
desirability of a program of research and
fellowship grants, supported by Federal
:funds, as a. method o:f attracting competent
young people to the area of research in the
education of the deaf.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
is open to amendment. If there be no
amendment to be proposed, the question
is on the third reading of the bill.
The bill was ordered to a third reading,
was read the third time, and passed.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the RECORD an excerpt from the report (No. 245), explaining the purposes
of the bill.
There being no objection, the excerpt
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
SUMMARY OF THE BILL

The Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare would be authorized to enter into
an agreement with an institution of higher
education for the establishment, construction, equipping, and operation ·of a National
Technical Institute for the Deaf for the purpose of providing a residential facility for
postrecondary technical training and education for persons who are deaf in order to
prepare them for successful employment. A
12-member National Advisory Board on the
Establishment of a National Technical Institute for the Deaf would be appointed by
the Secretary to review proposals from institutions of higher education which desire
such an institute, to make recommendations
to the Secretary concernmg such proposals,
and to make such other recommendations
concerning the establishment and operation
of the National Technical Institute as may
be appropriate. The Commissioners of Education and of Vocational Rehabilitation
would be ex otlicio members of the Board.
NEED FOR THE LEGISLATION

There are approximately 3,000 deaf students above the age of 16 who leave or graduate from State and local schools and classes
for the deaf each year. A large number have
indicated their intense interest and desire for
further educational opportunities.
Dr.
Leonard M. Elstad, president of Gallaudet
College, the only institution for higher education for the deaf in the world, 1i1 his testimony reported that over 600 ·s tudent

applications were received and reviewed this
year. He reported that 275 of these students
will be admitted in September 1965.
The other 325 students who could not meet
the entrance requirements of the college, by
the very act of submitting an application
expressed their desire for further education.
This .number coupled with some 75 to 100
annual withdrawals from the college at
various levels from freshmen to seniors, in
addition to numerous other deaf persona
among the unemployed or underemployed
who desire further training, indicates that
well over 400 students each year would be
eligible for a program that could be offered
in a National Technical Institute for the
Deaf.
The recent report on the "Education of
the Deaf" prepared by the National Advisory
Committee on Education of the Deaf in 1964,
appointed by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare stated that "five-sixths
of our deaf adults wo.rk in manual jobs as
contrasted to only one-half of our hearing population." If the door to further educational opportunity is not opened for the
group who could not be admitted to Gallaudet College, including other qualified students, they have almost no other alternative
than to join the ranks of the nonskilled
labor force.
Population and enrollment

The Otlice of Education estimates that
there are 37 ,000 school-age seriously hearing
impaired children in our country. According to the American Annals of the Deaf (January issue, 1965), 83 public and private residential schools are attended by approximately 18,400 deaf students. About 12,300
attend 355 public and private special day
schools and classes for the deaf. It is estimated that 6,000 additional students not accounted for by the American Annals of the
Deaf are either in public school classes that
do not provide necessary special education
services for these children or they are not
in school at all.
Special problems in education of the deaf

Dr. S. Richar~ Silverman, director of the
Central Institute for the Deaf and professor
of audiology at Washington University Medical School in St. Louis, in his testimony before a subcommittee of the House Committee on Education and Labor on April 27,
1965, described the educational problems
brought about by severe hearing impairment.
A portion of this statement was as follows:
"For the persons we are here concerned
with, the essential and primary channel for
receiving the acoustic symbols we call speech
is either absent or severely restricted. All
the skills o:f communication that depend on
learning over this channel are adversely affected. From infancy to early school age,
the chief mode of communication for the
normal hearing child is auditory. The child
hears and learns to talk from what he hears.
Furthermore, he not only learns how to
communicate; he also learns what to communicate. For a child who does not have
the daily experience of listening to language,
its acquisition is indeed difficult, if not impossible for some, even with instruction.
• • • the teacher is confronted with the
task of communicating language to a child
in the absence of the sensory system considered to be essential for its acquisition.
"The educator, therefore, must seek ways
to manipulate information so that it can be
tranemi tted over whatever sensory system or
combination of systems are available-such
as vision, touch, and residual hearing. At
the same time, we are concerned about the
content of what we communicate-language
and subject matter, as it is influenced by
the demands of society and the child
himself."
A young child who has a substantial or
total hearing loss, acquired at birth or before the normal age for learning language
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through hearing, has a serious educational
handicap. Every attempt has been made by
educators of the deaf to accelerate the acquisition of reading, language, and communication skills· by deaf children. For the most
part, the objective has been to teach the
basic language and communication skills
well enough at the elementary level so that
these children could go on with their education or further vocational training in our
colleges, universities, and vocational training facilities for normal hearing students.
Philosophically, this goal would appear
to be a reasonable one. Many educators have
been convinced that this kind of preparation
is the best way for the deaf child to become
a full participant socially and economically
in a hearing world. Numerous individual
success stories can be and have been produced to support this theory. However, the
facts reveal that for the general doo.f population this has not been achieved.
Most residential schools for the deaf offer
programs that provide for the equivalent of
an eighth grade education. Very few of the
specialized day school programs go beyond
this level. . Students desiring more than this
are expected to enroll in regular high school
and other vocational schools for the hearing.
This is a commendable objective and its practice should be encouraged wherever and
whenever possible. However, because of the
serious communication problem involved, 8.
relatively small percentage of these children
can really communicate wen enough to do
this.
A

NATIONAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
DEAF

FOR

THE

The establishment of a National Technical
Institute for the Deaf would, by providing
a broad flexible curriculum, be able to meet
the many and varied special needs of able
young deaf adults who seek the opportunity
for further education and training. Adequately trained staff members, who are resourceful, flexible, and imaginative would
be required for the successful operation of a
technical training program.
Size of the Institute

Since the estimates that have been made
regarding the number of students who would
be able to profit from a specialized program
indicate that at least 400 students each year
could qualify for enrollment, provision
should be made initially to enroll at least
200 students each year with adequate planning for necessary future expansion. The
special needs of individual students for program planning purposes would be determined
following complete physical, psychological,
audiological evaluations, and a program of
orientation and guidance counseling. The
goals established for some students could be
accomplished in 1 year. The objectives for
others might require 2, 3, or even 4 years to
complete.
Program objectives

The principal objective of the Institute
should be the employment of the student
upon completion of a prescribed educational
and training program. The environment of
the school, the curriculum, and general living conditions, along with health and recreational services, should be designed to help
the student achieve a high degree of personal
development and a sense of social responsibility. The educational and training program should be supplemented by varied civic
and social group activities to provide the
proper environment for developing concepts
of responsible citizenship and social
competence.
The focus of effort of the entire faculty
on behalf of the students attending the Institute should be directed toward the goals
of successful employment and preparation
for full participation in community living.
Location

The National Technical Institute for the
Deaf should be located in a large metropoli-
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· Business: Accounting, b~iness machines,
typing, office management, data processing,
computer operation, programing.
Oommercial art: Basic design, basic drawing, advertising, dress design.
Electronic engineering technology: Electronics fundamentals, technical math and
physics, radio and television repair, industrial electronics, technical drafting.
Technical graphic arts: Lithography, engineering graphics, technical drafting, offset,
equipment maintenance and repair.
Mechanical
and
metals
technology:
Machine shop, welding, air conditioning,
sheet metal work, refrigeration, tool and die,
ornamental metal work.
An enrichment curriculum should be made
available to those students who have the
ab111ty and desire to pursue further professional training in other institutions of higher
learning. Such courses as literature, history,
psychology, sociology, foreign language,
philosophy, and political sciences could be
offered in the Institute itself or arrangements
Curriculum
for study in these areas could be made for
The curriculum of the institute should be the student in other regular university provery flexible so as to permit a variety of grams.
adaptations to meet the needs of individual
Essential to the overall program would be
students without the absolute necessity to the opportunity for continued instruction in
conform to traditional accreditation stand- communication skills. These would include
ards, such as course credits, fixed period work toward improving speech and speech
scheduling and other curriculum restric- reading skills in addition to a continuing
tions. Courses of study should be available support program of auditory training.
to meet the needs of students attending the
Administration
Institute. Upon successful completion of
a prescribed curriculum, each student . The Institute should be directed by a pershould receive a certificate or other formal son who has had professional training and
recognition that would attest to what has experience as an educator of the deaf. He
been accomplished. The standards and qual- should be qualified to recruit and direct a
ity of training o:trered in all areas will have competent staff that would be able to orto be high enough to meet the usual require- ganize all the resources of a community and
ments as recommended by labor, industry, other institutions of higher education in the
and professional associations, including cer- area in order that the needs of students to
tifying and licensing agencies.
be enrolled could be served. All staff memThe program o:trered should be broad bers, including counseling, placement, psyenough to include a basic or preparatory cur- chqlogical, and instruction specialists, should
riculum of a remedial nature in such sub- be adequately trained to deal with deaf
jects as English, reading, science, and mathe- students from all types of schools and edumatics as may be required to prepare deaf cational backgrounds.
These personnel
students to take the postsecondary courses should know and understand deaf students
intended to increase their educational and thoroughly, including their special education
work skills to enable them to become quali- and social problems.
fied candidates for employment at levels
Under the provisions of the bill, the govcommensurate with their ability and train- erning body of the institution of higher eduing. A supplementary curriculum includ- cation, subject to the approval of the Secing such courses as humanities, govern- retary, would appoint an advisory group to
ment, history, and economics should be of- advise the director of the Institute in formufered to properly prepare students for living la.ting and carrying out the basic policies
in a modern urban society. A comprehensive governing its establishment and operation.
supporting curriculum in such subject areas Because of the Federal support for the Naas physics, chemistry, biology, and higher tional Technical Institute for the Deaf, it
mat:t:iematics, should be offered where re- would be anticipated that congressional repquired as prerequisites for training in tech- resentation would be included in the memnical areas.
bership of the advisory group among those
The course work offered in preparatory, who are designated as members of the pubsupplemental, and support curriculums lic familiar with the needs of educational
should follow a logical sequence in prepar- services for the deaf.
ing students for training and experience in
Placement officers on the staff of the Instia wide variety of technologies. The follow- tute should provide for initial placement and
ing suggested technological programs are il- followup services directly as well as through
lustrative of some of the kinds of training appropriate liaison with community vocaopportunities that should be made available tional rehab111tation agencies throughout the
to deaf students:
Nation.
Automotive technology: Mechanics and
As a byproduct, in providing this kind of
body repair, shop service operations, auto- expert service, the Institute could serve as a
motive refrigeration, internal combustion practice teaching center for the training of
engines, diesel engine technology.
special guidance and rehab111tation counAviation technology: Mechanics and selors of the deaf.
engine repair, unit assembly work, drafting.
One of the responsib111ties of the placeBuilding and construction: Carpentry,
plumbing, equipment repair, architectural ment guidance and counseling staff sho'uld
be to maintain continuous liaison with perdrawing.
sonnel in all schools and classes for the deaf,
Paramedical and chemical technology: vocational rehabilitation agencies, and inChemistry, microbiology, anatomy and dustry, in order to keep these individuals inphysiology, quantitative analysis, dental formed and up to date on all pertinent acprosthetics, optical instruments, embalming. tivities of the Institute and to keep the InEngineering
technology:
Engineering stitute informed about the employnfent
graphics, technical math, physics, and needs of industry.
chemistry, general metals, technical draft- .
Standards for admission
ing, enginee!ing fundamentals, surveying,
water-sanitary technology, tec~ical report
Admission to the Institute should be based
writing.
on i;1. complete comprehensive evaluation of

tan industrial area so that it could be de-·
signed to serve the special needs of deaf
youth from any community in the Nation.
The area should also have a wide variety
of nationally representative types of industrial activities in order to make it possible
for the student to return to his home for
eventual employment. The Institute should
be affiliated with a major university for the
administration of its program. This would
facilitate securing the medical, audiological,
psychological, and psychiatric services needed
to supplement appropriate guidance and
counseling services providt!d by the staff of
the Institute.
The community where the Institute is located should be able to o:trer a variety of opportunities for training and experience in a
wide range of modern industrial settings.
The community should be one that would
generally be receptive to a program of this
nature and be . sympathetic with training
needs of the deaf.

each student's potential for - successfully
completing one of the courses of study offered at the Institute. The information
needed for this purpose as a part of the application process should include a review of
medical, psychological, and audiological records; academic achievement and school
progress reports; and recommendations from
teachers, school principal, and others who
are acquainted with the student. Wherever
possible, personal interviews with potential
students at the Institute, at home, or in
school should be made by the appropriate
staff members of the Institute.
A period of orientation, evaluation, and
counseling at the Institute in order to properly prepare the new student for full participation in the program, should be available to those who need it.
Research

In addition to serving as a -practice teaching center for the traiil.ing of teachers, instructors, and rehab111tation counselors the
Institute will serve as a research facmty for
the study of educational problems of the
deaf. .The Institute will be an excellent
proving ground for the development of new
and better educational teaching techniques.
Such information will be useful to all programs where deaf children are taught.
During the hearings the question was
raised as to whether the language of S. 1650
and H.R. 7031 authorized the Institute to
conduct research.
Physical facilities

The Institute should have a sufficient
number of flexible classroom accommodations to handle at least 50 groups or classes
simultaneously; dormitories for 600 residential students equipped with recreation room,
social center, reading and study areas; laboratory and shop facilities for all technological and occupational programs; a special
library and instructional media center; group
auditory training equipment available in all
classroom and other meeting or assembly
areas; an auditorium adequate to accommodate the entire student body and staff at one
seating; and a completely equipped guidance
and counseling and psychological services
center.
PROGRAMS FOR THE EDUCATION OF THE DEAF

The National Institute for the Deaf is
a most worthwhile, constructive, and long
overdue measure. However, the committee
regards it as only a step in what should become a comprehensive program to meet the
educational needs of the deaf.
The Advisory Committee on the Education
of the Deaf appointed by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare pursuant to
an authorization contained in the 1965 appropriation for the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare submitted a detailed
report to the Secretary early in February
1965. The report contained a careful analysis
of the problems of education of the deaf and
made a number of constructive recommendations for both administrative and legislative
action.
The committee hopes that the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare will soon
be in a position to make available his analysis of the Advisory Committee's report, and
to include with his analysis a summary of
the administrative actions to be taken and
legislative proposals to be supported in the
general area covered by the "Report on Education of the Deaf."
COSTS

Because of the nature of the legislation
it is impossible to specify exact costs on an
annual basis. However, the committee anticipates that approximately $200,000 will be
needed for the fl.seal year ending June 30,
1966, as a planning year budget.. Costs for
construction, equipping, and operating of the
Institute over the· first 4 years will amount to
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approximately $13,500,000. Annual maintenance and operation costs once the construction and equipping expenses are met will require an appropriation of approximately $2
million per year.
HEARINGS

The Subcommittee on Health held hearings on May 17, 1965, on S. 1650, a companion bill to H.R. 7031.
The bill was supported by testimony from
witnesses representing the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, the Council
for Exceptional Children, the Mount Carmel
Guild, Gallaudet College, and the Central
Institute for the Deaf. In addition, statements were received from numerous schools
and associations for the deaf in support of
s. 1650. A partial listing of the supporting statements includes the Alexander
Graham Bell Association for the Deaf, the
National Fraternal Society of the Deaf, the
Georgia Association of the Deaf, Inc., the
Illinois Association of the Deaf, the Council
on Education of the Deaf, the Nebraska Association of the Deaf, and the Conference
of Executives of American Schools for the
Deaf.
Statements were also received from superintendents of the following State schools for
the deaf: West Virginia, Pennsylvania, New
Hampshire, Rochester, N.Y., North Carolina,
Indiana, Florida, Kansas, Arkansas, California, North Dakota, Washington, New
York, Nebraska, Arizona, Hawaii, Idaho, and
Maine.
SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS OF
NATIONAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
DEAF ACT (H.R. 7031)

PROPOSED
FOR THE

industrial areas. Subsection (b) requires
that the agreement contain certain provisions, including prevailing wage assurances
and that the Board of Trustees or other governing body of the institution, subject to the
approval of the Secretary, appoint an advisory group to advise the Director of the
Institute with respect to basic policies for
1ts establishment and operation. The subsection also provides that the governing body
of the institution of higher education shall
make an annual report to the Secretary.
The committee would expect that under the
terms of the agreement the report should
contain such information as may be requested by the Secretary. Subsection (c)
provides for recapture of Federal payments
if any facility aided by Federal funds under
this legislation ceases to be used for the purposes for which it was constructed within
20 years after it is completed.
Section 6: This section provides for the
establishment of a National Advisory Board
on Establishment of the National Technical
Institute for the Deaf, to consist of 12 persons selected by the Secretary from among
leaders in fields related to education and
training of the deaf and other fields of education and from members of the public
familiar with the need for services provided
by the Institute. The Commissioner of
Education and the Commissioner of Vocational Rehabilitation would be ex officio
members of the Board. The Board would
review and make recommendations to the
Secretary with respect to proposals from institutions of higher education which offer
to enter into an agreement for the construction and operation of a National Technical
Institute for the Deaf, and make such other
recommendations to the Secretary concerning the establishment and operation of the
Institute as may be appropriate. The Board
·would cease to exist after the Secretary enters into the agreement.

Section 1: This section provides that the
legislation may be cited as the "National
Technical Institute for the De.af Act."
Section 2: This section authorizes the
appropriation of such sums as may be necessary for the establishment and operation,
including construction and equipment, of a
National Technical Institute for the Deaf as
DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR
a residential facility for postsecondary techAPPROPRIATIONS, 1966
nical training and education for persons who
are deaf in order to prepare them for
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President,
employment.
Section 3: This section defines, for pur- what is the pending business?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
poses of the legislation, the term "Secretary"
to mean the Secretary of Health, Education, Chair lays before the Senate the unfinand Welfare. The term "institution of ished business.
higher education" ls defined to mean an
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. H.R. 6767' a
educational institution in any State or the bill making appropriations for the DeDistrict of Columbia which admits as regu- partment of the Interior, 1966.
lar students only graduates of secondary
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
schools or the equivalent, is legally authorized to provide postsecondary education, suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
provides an educational program leading to
a bachelor's .degree, includes one or more clerk will call the roll.
professional or graduate schools, is a public
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
or nonprofit private institution, and is ac- ask unanimous consent that the order
credited by a nationally recognized accredit- for the quorum call be rescinded.
ing agency or association approved by the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Commissioner of Education. The term "construction" includes construction and initial objection, it is so ordered.
The bill having been read the third
equipment of new buildings, expansion, remodeling, and alteration of existing build- time, the question is, Shall it pass? The
ings and equipment thereof, and acquisition yeas and· nays have been ordered; and
of land, and includes architect's fees but not the clerk will call the roll.
off-site improvements.
The legislative .clerk called the roll.
Section 4: This section provides that any
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I announce
institution of higher education may submit that the Senator from Indiana £Mr.
a proposal for an agreement to establish and
operate a National Technical Institute for BAYHJ, the Senator from Nevada £Mr.
the Deaf in accordance with procedures pre- BIBLE], the Senator from Virginia [Mr.
BYRD], the Senator from West Virginia
. scribed by the Secretary.
Section 5: Subsection (a) of this section [Mr. BYRD], the Senator from Idaho
authorizes the Secretary, after consulting · £Mr. CHURCH], the Senator from Ohio
the National Advisory Board on Establish- CMr. LAuscHEl, the Senator from Minment of the National Technical Institute for nesota [Mr. McCARTHY], the Senator
the Deaf created by section 6 of the legisla- fr~m South Dakota [Mr. McGOVERN],
tion, to enter into an agreement with an
institution of higher education for the estab- the Senator from Oregon [Mr. MORSE],
lishment and operation of such National the Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. NELTechnical Institute for the Deaf, giving SON], the Senator from Oregon CMrs.
preference to institutions in metropolitan NEUBERGER], the Senator from Connect-
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icut CMr. RIBICOFF], the Senator from
Virginia [Mr. ROBERTSON]' and the Senator from Georgia [Mr. RussELL] are
absent on official business.
I further announce that the Senator
from Nevada [Mr. CANNON] and the Senator from Maryland [Mr. TYDINGS] are
necessarily absent.
I further announce that, if present
and voting, the Senator, from Indiana
[Mr. BAYH], the Senator from Nevada
[Mr. BIBLE], the Senator from Nevada
[Mr. CANNON], the Senator from Idaho
[Mr. CHURCH], the Senator from South
Dakota [Mr. McGOVERN], the Senator
from Oregon [Mrs. NEUBERGER], the Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. NELSON], the
Senator from Connecticut [Mr. RIBIcoFF], the Senator from Georgia [Mr.
RussE~Ll, and the Senator from Maryland [Mr. TYDINGS] would each vote
"yea."
Mr. DffiKSEN. I announce that the
Senator from Vermont [Mr. AIKEN], the
Senator from Idaho [Mr. JORDAN], the
·senator from California CMr. KUCHEL],
the Senator from Iowa [Mr. MILLER],
the .Senator from Kansas [Mr. PEARSON],
the Senator from Massachusetts [Mr.
SALTONSTALL], and the Senator from
North Dakota CMr. YOUNG] are detained
on official business, and if present and
voting would each vote "yea."
The result was announced-yeas 77,
nays O, as follows:
(No. 98 Leg.)
YEAS-77
Allott
Harris
Morton
Anderson
Hart
Moss
·Bartlett
Hartke
Mundt
Bass
Hayden
Murphy
Bennett
Hickenlooper Muskie
Boggs
Pastore
Hill
Brewster
Holland
Pell
Burdick
Hruska
Prouty
Carlson
Inouye
Proxmire
·case
Jackson
Randolph
Clark
Javits
Russell, S.C.
Cooper
Jordan, N.C.
Scott
Cotton
Kennedy, Mass. Simpson
Curtis
Kennedy, N.Y Smathers
Dirksen
Long, Mo.
Smith
Dodd
Long, La.
Sparkman
Dominick
Magnuson
Stennis
Douglas
Mansfield
Symington
Eastland
McClellan
Talmadge
Ellender
McGee
Thurmond
Ervin
Mcintyre
Tower
Fannin
McNamara
Williams, N.J.
Fong
Williams, Del.
Metcalf
Fulbright
Mondale
Yarborough
Gore
Monroney
Young, Ohio
Gruening
Montoya
NAYS-0
NOT VOTING-23
Aiken
Kuchel
Pearson
Bayh
Lausche
Ribico1f
Bible
McCarthy
Robertson
Byrd, Va.
Russell, Ga.McGovern
Byrd, W. Va.
Miller
Saltonstall
Tydings
Cannon
Morse
Church
Nelson
Young, N. Dak.
Jordan, Idaho Neuberger
So the bill <H.R. 6767) was passed.
Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, I move
to reconsider the vote by which the bill
was passed.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I move
to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, I move
that the Senate insist on its amendments
and request a conference with the House
of Representatives thereon, and that the
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Chair appoint the conferees on the part
of the Senate.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Tile
question is on agreeing to the motion of
the Senator from Arizona.
The motion was agreed to; and the
Presiding Officer appointed Mr. HAYDEN,
Mr. RUSSELL of Georgia, Mr. McCLELLAN,
Mr. BIBLE, Mr. BYRD of West Virginia,
Mr. MUNDT, and Mr. YOUNG of North
Dakota conferees on the part of the
Senate.
STEERING COMMITTEE FOR TV
STATION
Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, a
great deal has been written in recent
months about the responsibility of a
broadcast licensee meeting the needs of
his community programwise.
I was in Bellingham, Wash., recently,
and I had an opportunity to visit channel
12, KVOS-TV and I was informed of the
system that they followed in determining the community needs. Generally
speaking, it is a steering committee made
up of the leaders of the community who
meet periodically with management to
discuss ideas on what the people in their
coverage area of the station were interested in. This steering committee is
made up of 5 permanent members and 8
to 10 rotating members. The station's
programs during the past month are reviewed and ideas for future programing
are discussed. Minutes of the meeting
are prepared and circulated for further
discussion.
Tile management of KVOS-TV are to
be commended for this constructive effort and I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the RECORD at this point the
results of two such steering committee
meetings, one held in February and one
in April 1965, as an indication of the efforts of one station to meet the programing needs of its television community.
There being no objection, the results
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
KVOS-TV CHANNEL 12 STEERING
COMMITTEE
The meeting was held April 21, at the Leopold Hotel, room 206.
Permanent members present: Ross Glover,
of the audio visual department of the Bellingham schools; Dr. Harvey .Bunke, president, WWSC; Nix Lidstone, manager, Bellingham Chamber of Commerce.
Rotating members present: Ray Smith, director of vocational education, Bellingham
schools; Lavern Frieman, Whatcom County
extension agent; LeRoy Freeman, chairman,
Whatcom County Democratic Central Comm ittee; Rev. Lyle Sellards, head of the United
Student Christian Foundation; Harry Fulton, Whatcom County planner; Rev. Joe
Walker, Garden Street Methodist Church;
Glen Hallman, Whatcom County sanitation
officer.
KVOS-TV staff members present: Dave
Mintz, Dick Dailey, Marian Boylan, and
Duayne Trecker.
REVIEW

Duayne reviewed the specials presented on
channel 12 in: the past months since the
previous steering committee meeting including, February 25, "The Seventh President;'' a
film and live. show on the inauguration of
H;arvey Bunke as pr~sident of Western Washington State College. . On March 11, _"Congressional Review," a live question and an-
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swer session with Senator WARREN G. MAGNUSON, who was visiting Whatcom County
at the time. March 18, "Report from Olympia," a program filmed at the legislature on
the general activity of the session, with particular attention paid to questions affecting
Bellingham and Whatcom County, especially
college appropriations and the tax-break bill
which will effect expansion at the Intalco
plant. March 25, "Prescription for America," a discussion with two representatives
from each side of the elder care and medicare issues. April 8, "Look Mom, No Desks,"
a report on the current status of Sehome
High School and the difficulty in :financing
an additional $500,000 worth of equipment
and furniture for the new school. Participants included Douglas Blair, school board
chairman, Dave Mintz, school board member, Gordon Carter, superintendent of Bellingham schools, and Harlan Jackson, assistant superintendent of schools. On April 15,
"The Color of Black," a filmed interview
with James Farmer, national director of
CORE, the Congress of Racial Equality. This
program was filmed on April 4, at the KVOS
studios, following an address by Farmer to
students at Western Washington State
College.
FUTURE PROGRAMING
On April 22, a program titled "Road to Redress" will be shown. The program will
feature filmed highlights of the peace march
sponsored by the American Friends Service
Committee held in Bellingham on April 17.
It will include interviews with counter-peace
marchers, sound-on-film excerpts from the
speech by Dr. Giovanni Costigan of the University of Washington, and a live question
and answer session at the end of the program
with Dr. Fred Ellis, one of the cosponsors
of the march. The interview of Mr. Justice
Douglas performed during his stay at Western Washington State College, has been tentatively set for May 13.
REVIEW

Dave Mintz reviewed the purpose of the
steering committee for those who were 81ttending for the first time. KVOS has for
years sought out f rom opinion makers in the
community, ideas on what they felt people
in our coverage area wanted to know about.
As a result, he said, there are five permanent
members and eight or nine rotating members. All of the things talked about in the
steering committee meetings have been investigated and those feasible have been followed through on the air. The station plans
to present Dr. Neuzil's "Way OUt There,"
science series once again this summer, as a
result of suggestions from the committee.
In addition, the public discussion programs
which are conducted on channel 12 special
are also taped and made available to local
radio stations, so they will get the widest
possible circulation.
AGRICULTURE
Stan Sleeth, KVOS-TV's farm director, reviewed some of his past programs including
"Harvestore," filmed on a Whatcom County
farm recently concerning mechanization in
modern agriculture. One reason for this
program was the result of a suggestion at a
previous steering committee that people
11·1ing in the urban areas need to appreciate
their rural heritage as well as know what
goes on in modern agriculture. Stan's plans
for the summer include the International
Plowing Match, · which comes up the first
week in May, at Lynden, and visits to various
farms during the crop season. Stan will be
attending Washington State University working on his master's degree this summer and
is attempting to work with Washington
State University in sending some teachers to
KVOS to see what they can learn about TV
f()r the purposes of educating teachers in the
area of ETV. Dave Mintz suggested that if
the program works out, we will encourage
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the teachers to produce one live ETV program
a week during the summer months to be
presented on Friday mornings on our normal
In School Viewing time period, or ap.y number of mornings tha·t the college wants to
work out. The same offer of available time
to teach teachers how to use TV was made
by Dave to President Bunke, of Western
Washington State College.
EDUCATION
KVOS presented a live program in cooperation with the Bellingham public schools on
the school district's conservation workshop
for fifth and sixth graders. Ross Glover reported the station had helped Richard
~cClure, of Roeder School.
McClure, who
was the on-the-air talent, explained to
parents and to the children in the half-hour
show the purposes of the sixth grade study
and some of the things that they should
expect to see and do while on the tour of
the Lake Whatcom wilderness site. The
show consisted of films and slides of the
site, and of wildlife· samples and live studio
programing where McClure outlined some of
the basic species of trees, and told by the
use of charts what the children should wear
and equipment they should bring for the
tour. Mr. Glover also reminded the committee that KVOS has furnished a half hour
of daily time for several years to the Bellingham schools, and that the programs are
pitched largely to the elementary level and
correlate with the school's curriculum.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Nix Lidstone, of the chamber, explained
that his organization is currently in the
midst of what they call the ABCD program,
which stands for area business community
development and means essentially an increased awareness of the importance of the
chamber of commerce and support both
moral and financial. He said this program
ties in generally with industrial development
and community growth, which we are now
experiencing. He said that the city and area
must control this growth instead of "letting
it get hold of us." Mr. Bunke said he could
foresee a series of programs on channel 12
titled perhaps "City in Transition,'' to deal
with the economic asp·e cts of Bellingham's
growth, educational and cultural areas as
well as industrial and employment. Bunke
said, "Suddenly this place is on fl.re." He
continued that he felt this would be a good
time to mount this wave of movement to
help lend direction through a series of programs.
Mr. Hallman said along with that could
be added the recreation plans for the area.
Lidstone said the area is currently a year
and a half behind in its leadership and
development program compared to other
large areas and that we will have to hurry
to take the direction needed and to develop
some of the resources such as recreation
before they are lost into private ownership.
Based on this discussion, a program has been
set to report to the people of Whatcom
County on the ABCD drive.
CONTROVERSIAL
Reverend Walker asked the question, "How
do we as a society react to controversial
issues?" He was answered by Mr. Lidstone
who said, "By bringing it out in the open:
A subject ceases to be controversial if discussed openly." He then pointed out that
it was going to be necessary for people in
this area to be prepared for the impact of
future growth. Mr. Fulton suggested that
the University of Washington community
development program has encouraged selfstudy and analysis in 15 or 16 different fields
tor several smaller communities in the city.
ACTION GROUP
There was discussion about civil rights
groups such as CORE, SNIC, NAACP, Southern Leadership Conference, etc. Mr. Lidstone
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suggested a program could possibly be done in ten years, 1f we don't take action imentitled "Tempo of Our Times." He pointed mediately on securing these sites for future
out that, to handle such a program, logic use.
CROSS-STATE HIGHWAY
would have to prevail and not emotion. He
felt that· to find out what the basic purposes
Mr. Freeman suggested some sort of a proof these organizations are, what they do, what gram employing motion picture film of a
their influence is, would be a good program. horse pack trip, which is to be made in
Rev. Mr. Walker then added that people will August .a.long the r-0ute of the north cross
always say, "What does this have to do with State highway in Washington State. Trips
Bellingham?" and, at that point, Mr. Lid- of this nature are made periodically throughstone said, "People will wonder why a march out the summer months by various interest
for Alabama when the Lummi need help groups and KVOS-TV was invited to go along
right here."
on 'the August trip. The highway is under
ANTIPOVERTY
construction from both sides of the Cascades
Reverend Walker said the antipoverty pro- from the Okanogan country up the Methow
gram is being utilized both with the Lummi Valley on the east and up the Skagit Valley
Indians and the Nooksack Indians. Mr. Hall- on the west. Bureau of Public Roads is
man added that a migrant labor center in providing the basic financing on this route
Lynden is being established. He suggested we which will provide a new access to the Puget
tie this together in an agricultural program. Sound Basin from the agricultural areas of
He pointed out that $40,000 in Federal money the Cascades upon its completion. Duayne
is to be granted and some of the programs Trecker plans to make this trip and to do a
should be concentrated on Canadian Indians subsequent program.
who come down to work 1n Whatcom County.
TECH SCHOOL DOCUMENTARY
Reverend Walker said the Methodists in this
Duayne said that the Tech School program
area have contributed $20,000 for a chapel
and meetinghouse on the Mission Road in is about half filmed, but some of the film
Whatcom County, as a project for the Nook- will have to be reshot because of a faulty
sacks. It is a denominational project, he camera in the last filming. When finished,
pointed out. However, Mr. Lidstone added this 30-minute program will be used as a
that it might be a good focal point for the channel 12 special, but will be self-contained
beginning of a program on "Tempo of Our and can be used by service clubs and the
Times." Mr. Freeman said that 4-H groups Bellingham schools in any way they choose.
in the county were working with migrant
Mexican workers and Mr. Hallman added this
is why a migrant center will be helpful. Rev- KVOS-TV CHANNEL 12 STEERING COMMITTEE
erend Sellards said that there was a tu taring
KVOS-TV's Steering Committee met at the
project of the Lummi Indians on a one-to- room 206 on February 24, 1965.
·one basis by students at Western Washington
Permanent members present: Mayor John
State College. He said that the program had Westford, Chamber Manager Nix Lidstone,
apparently, at this point, been highly success- and Ross Glover of the Bellingham public
ful because the college students hact no axes schools.
to grind or monuments to build, simply an ·
Rotating members present: Glen Hallman
interest in the Lummi Indians and a desire of the county health department; Ray Smith,
to see them better themselves. This program director of vocational education in the Bell1s being carried out at the very low age group. ingham schools; Capt. Charles Gold, BellingKVOS plans to do a program involving the ham water superintendent; Dr. Manfred Vermigrant labor center in Lynden, as a result non, chairman of the political science departof this discussion.
·
ment, WWSC; and Roy Freeman, chairman of
the county Democratic Central Committee.
COLLEGE FEES
KVOS-TV staff members present: Dave
The situation on increased college fees was Mintz, Dick Dailey, Marian Boylan, and
discussed by Dr. Bunke, who said that pos- Duayne Trecker.
sibly fees could be used as a basis for a proRECAP OF ACTIVITIES
gram to show other problems existing in the
college in terms of the financial crisis facing
Duayne went over programs on channel 12
schools, the incredible competition for fac- special from mid-November to mid-February.
ulty, etc. Mr. Hallman pointed out that UBC These included channel 12 press conference
was having similar problems and it was sug- with Dr. Harvey Bunke, "A Professor Looks at
gested and agreed that, to do such a program, His College," "Three U's for B.C.," Lynden
it would be desirable to get representatives Christian High School's Christmas Concert,
from both schools to discuss mutual prob- a preview of the 1965 legislature, a viewpoint
lems. Mr. Freeman said he thought it would on governments, concerning Vietnam, "The
be good to hold a program entitled "Post- Natural World of Poetry," "So More W111
mortem on the Legislature," and to get the Live" (heart campaign) "Intalco: A Visit
State legislators from both parties together From Paris," channel 12 press conference
from the 4lst and 42d districts to speak for with Lloyd Meeds of the Second Congressional
themselves and to face one another. Dave District.
said KVOS would go along and even place an
For the benefit of those who had not atad in the paper and on the air, asking people tended a previous steering committee meetto write in questions about the legislature. ing, Duayne and Dave explained how the comIt was then suggested that Scott Barron, who mittee operates, that KVOS is looking for
is chairman of the county Republican Party programing ideas that will be of benefit to
and Mr. Freeman could get together and sort this communit·y . An interview with Justice
out the questions and present them to the William O. Douglas, of the U.S. Supreme
legislators on this program.
Court, was filmed with Andy Anderson doing
Mr. Fulton said that Bellingham's water the interview and is to air in March. The
supply was one part of a whole program in program on the inauguration of Dr. Bunke,
relation to the aluminum plant in relation as president of Western, is to be done Thursto agricultural irrigation and an overall day, February 25. Duayne explained that
water supply problem could be a program Count de Vitry, chief executive officer of
in itself. Mr. Lidstone said he had attended the Intalco Aluminum Co. of France, was
a meeting of the Wheel and · Keel Club, in gracious enough to come to the KVOS
Bellingham, at which Mr. Fulton had pre- studios for an interview about Intalco, when
sented a report of recreational land availa- he visited the Intalco site on the 27th of
bility in Whatcom County. Lidstone said, January. Pathe Newsreel photographer and
"I was shocked to find that we have nothing other press members following the entourage
left, really, of our recreational area. He said also came to the studios to film the filming.
Fulton's description, lets one know how littl.e
PEACE MARCH
land is really left available for park sites
The student peace march ·demonstration
and how few park sites we will really have on Vietnam, which started at the college and
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terminated with the arrest of 47 participants,
was discussed by all those in attendance at
'!!he committee meeting. After hearing
strong statements from Mayor Westford and
Mr. · Lidstone, the consensus was that we
would do no program on the peace marchers,
at least at this time. 'The possibility of a
program dealing with the basic freedoms will
be given management study in the following
weeks.
·
ALASKA FERRIES

Mr. Lidstone discussed the problems involved in getting a legislative memorial for
this project to urge Congress to pass legislation which would make the Alaska Ferry
System part of the Federal Interst ate Highway System. He talked about creating an
interest in the community (there is plenty
in Bellingham) but at the same time, attempting to encourage Alaskans to do the
same. He pointed out that the basic problem in Alaska is that the State treasury is
too low to do anything at this time, and
added that it will be up to the Alaskans to
make the formal request to Congress for the
extension of the service before Congress will .
take legislative action and make Bellingham
a southern terminus for the ferry route.
RECREATION FACll.ITIES

Mr. Hallman suggested a program on recreation in Whatcom County. He 'Said there
has been a county park board formed by
resolution of the county commissioners
which will consist of a six- or seven-man
commission to make a study. As a result of
having passed two statutory amendments
allowing for development of parks and conservation in this State, Hallman suggested
obtaining films from the Soil Conservation
Service and the U.S. Forest Service. This
could be an adjunct to also discussing water
resources in the area. In discussing this,
Hallman thought it was necessary that the
program· show recreation facilities in Whatcom County and potential sites. In general
discussion it was pointed out that there
would be some taxes involved for Whatcom
County, but that matching funds would be
available from 'the State of Washington.
BELLINGHAM TECHNICAL SCHOOL

Ray Smith, of the vocational education department, told of the school district's efforts
to get PTA's to hold their monthly meetings at the tech school this year in order
to display to the public the role of the school
and its activity in the community. Smith
pointed out that some 80 percent of our
youngsters are not now going to college and
someone must make them employable. He
said this is one area where the Bellingham
Tech School is coming ip.to great use and its
growth has been dynamic. Smith pointed
out that the school district has recently allocated more money for the tech school for
an expansion of the buildings in addition to
a Federal grant doubling the technical school
equipment; i.e., heavy machinery, lathes,
drill presses, and the like. This equipment
has been recently received and is being installed. Dave Mintz suggested we might use
the tech school story to point out the fact
that not all per,sons are able to go on to college for one reason or another, and possibly
even involve a college spokesman who would
point to the need for schools such as the
Bellingham Tech School.
BELLINGHAM SCHOOLS

The change in grade systems contemplated
by Bellinghani schools was suggested as a
good topic for channel 12 special. The public schools, when the new high school is
opened, will go to either an 8-4 or a K-5-3-4
grade .system instead of the present 6-3- 3-.
The Bellingham school board has decided to
make the change (probably the K-5-3--4 system). There will naturally be a. lot of questions in the community as to how this will
affect children and what difference it might
make in their class attendance, in: grading,
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"including"; on page 17, line 17, after
the word "outstanding", to insert "under
this Act"; on page 18, line 1, after the
word "market", to insert "yield"; after
line 7 to strike out: "TECHNICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANCE".
In line 16, · after the word "include",
to insert "project planning and feasibility studies, management and operational
assistance, and"; on page 19, line 5, after
the word "grants", to strike out "for economic planning staff and" and insert
sons looking for sparetime entertainment,
SEC. 102. Not more than 15 per centum of " to defray not to exceed 75 per centum
hobbies, instruction, and avocations. Hallman's suggestion of a channel 12 special on the appropriations made pursuant to this of the"; in line 7, after the word "expenses", to strike out ''to" and insert
t h is matter will be looked into in the future. title may be expended in any one St ate.
"of"; in line 9, after the word "hereof",
WATER
After line 8, to strike out:
There was general consensus that a proSEC. 102. There ls hereby authorized to be to strike out the colon and "Provided,
gram on Bellingham's water supply and the appropriated not to exceed $250,000,000 an- however, That no such grant shall exceed 75 per centum of the aggregate cost
good points on the water system might be nually for the purpose of this title.
of the undertaking for which the assistappropriate sometime this spring. A study
And, in lieu thereof, to insert:
ance is rendered, or of the administrative
ordered by the State health department on
SEC. 103. There is hereby authorized to be expenses of any qualified organization
the purity of the city's water is now being
finished and nothing should be done until appropriated not to exceed $400,000,000 for in any one year."; at the top of page 20,
the fl.seal year ending June 30, 1966, and for to strike out:
after that report is made public.

funds"; in line 14, after the word "the''-,
to strike out "grant-in-aid" and insert
"Federal"; in line 15, after the word
"funds", to strike out "so allocated" and
insert "provided under this subsection";
SENIOR CITIZEN' S CENTER
on page 6, line 18, after "(e) ", to strike
Glen Hallman related that the Whatcom
County Healt h Department in conjunction out "No" and insert "Except for projects
with other social agencies will soon open a specifically authorized by Congress, no";
senior citizen's center. It will be partially in line 23, after the word "State", to insupported by funds from the. county com- sert "or Federal"; in line 24, after the
missioners and other welfare agencies. Its word "State", to insert "or Federal"; on
time and activities will center on elderly per- page 7, after line 5, to insert:
and the like. We thought such a pro'gram
might well be done this fall as a sort of a
groundbreaker for the community on the
new high school which will open the following year.

COLOR TV

A discussion was held about color television. Ross Glover suggested that perhaps
a channel 12 special might be devoted to this
subject. Dave Mintz said the fall of 1967
appears to be the soonest that KVOS-TV
might go color. He noted, however, that a
lot of questions on some of the technicalities of color have been coming in. Such a
program, if done, could be put on the air
sometime in conjunction with the fall programing of 1965 making use of the station
engineering and management personnel
under questioning by the department of public affairs.

PUBLIC WORKS AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT ACT OF 1965
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the Senate
proceed to the consideration of Calendar
No. 179, Senate bill 1648.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be stated by title.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill (S.
1648) to provide grants for public works
and development facilities, other financial assistance, and the planning and coordination needed to alleviate conditions
of substantial and persistent unemployment and underemployment in economically distressed areas and regions.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Montana?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the bill, which had
been reported from the Committee on
Public Works, with amendments, on page
3, line 15, after the word "facilities", to
insert "including related machinery and
equipment,"; on page 4, at the beginning
of line 16, to insert "direct grants-in-aid
authorized under this section, and Federal public works projects"; on page 5,
line 1, after the word "share", to strike
out "(including assumptions of debt) "; in
line 3, after the word "project", to l.nsert
"(including assumptions of debt)"; in
line 10, after the ·word "of'', to strike out
"such grant-in-aid" and insert "the applicable Federal"; at the beginning of
line 12, to strike out "limitation on" and
insert "requirement as to"; in the same
line, after the word "the", to strike out
"use of supplementary grants" and insert "amount or sources of non-Federal

each fl.seal year thereafter through the fl.seal
year ending June 30, 1970.

On page 8, line 2, after the word
"facilities", to insert "including related
machinery and equipment,"; in line 18,
after the word "lenders", to strike out
"on reasonable terms,"; in line 19 after
the word "terms", to strike out "more
favorable to the Government"; in line
20, after the word "which", to strike out
"would" and insert "in the opinion of
the Secretary will"; on page 9, line 7,
after "(b)", to strike out "Subject to section 701(5), the maturity date of any
such loan shall be not later than forty
years after the date such loan is made"
and insert "Subject to section 701(5),
no loan, including renewals or extensions
thereof, shall be made under this section
for a period exceeding forty years, and no
evidence of indebtedness maturing more
than forty years from the date of purchase shall be purchased under this section"; in line 14, after the word "than",
to strike out "(i) "; in line 20, after tl;le
word "less", to strike out "(ii) "; in line
24, after the word "Provided,'', to strike
out "however, That annual appropriations for the purpose of making and
guaranteeing loans shall not exceed
$170,000,000" and insert "That annual
appropriations for the purpose of purchasing evidences of indebtedness, making and participating in loans, and
guaranteeing loans shall not exceed
$170,000,000"; on page 10, line 6 after
"(d) "; to strike out "No" and insert
"Except for projects specifically authorized by Congress, no"; in line 11, after
the word "State", to insert "or Federal";
in line 12, after the word "State", to insert "or Federal"; in line 25, after the
word "facilities", to strike out "including,
in cases of demonstrated need,'' and insert "including"; on page 13, line 7, after
the word "lenders", to strike out "on
reasonable terms,"; in line 8, after the
word "terms", to strike out "more favorable to the Government which would"
and insert "which in the opinion of the
Secretary will"; on page 14, line 5, after
the word "than", to strike out "(1) "; in
line 10, after the word "plus", to strike
out "<ii)"; in line 17, after the word
"facilities", to strike out "including, in
cases of demonstrated need," and insert

(e) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated $20,000,000 annually for the purposes of this section.

After line 2, to strike out: "RESEARCH".
At the beginning of line 4, to strike out
"Sec. 302." and insert "(c) "; in line 7,
after the word "of", to strike out "study"
and insert "study, training,"; in line 8,
after the word "research", to strike out
''.designed"; in the same line, after the
word "to", to insert "(A)"; in line 11,
after the word "the", to strike out "Nation and in the formulation" and insert
''Nation, (B) assist in the formulation";
in line 14, after the word "solutions", to
strike out "of" and insert "to"; at the
beginning of line 15, to strike out "conditions" and insert "conditions, and (C)
assist in providing the personnel needed
to conduct such programs. The program
of study, training, and research may be
conducted by the Secretary through
members of this staff, through payment
of funds authorized for this section to
other departments or agencies of the
Federal 'Government, or through the
employment of private individuals, partnerships, firms, corporations, or suitable
institutions, under contracts entered into
for such purposes, or through grants to
such individuals, organizations, or institutions, or through conferences and
similar meetings organized for such purposes. The Secretary shall make available to interested individuals and organizations the results of such research.";
on page 21, after line 6, to strike out:
"information".
At the beginning of line 8, to strike out
"Sec. 303." and insert "(d) "; after line
22, to insert:
(e) The Secretary shall establish an independent study board consisting of governmental and nongovernmental experts to investigate the effects of Government procurement, scientific, technical, and other related
policies, upon regional economic development. Any Federal omcer or employee may,
with the consent of the head of the department or agency in which he is employed,
serve as a member of such board, but shall
receive no additional compensation for such
service. Other members of such board may
be compensated in accordance with the provisions of section 701(10) . The board shall
report its ·findings, together with recommendations for the better coordination of
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. (2) ~he median level of family income is
significantly below the · national median;
(3) the level of housing, health, and educational facilities is substantially below the
national level;
On page 22, after line 11, to insert:
(4) the economy of the area has traditionSEC. 302. There is hereby authorized to be ally been dominated by a single industry;
appropriated $25,000,000 annually for the
(5) the rate of outmigration of labor or
purposes of this title.
capital or both is substantial;
(6) the area is adversely a1fected by
On page 24, line 2, after the word
industrial technology;
"reservations", to insert "or trust or re- changing
(7) the area is adversely affected by
stricted Indian-owned land ar·e as"; in changes
in national defense facilities or proline 4, after the word "Interior", to insert. duction; and
"or an appropriate State ag~ncy"; in line
(8) indices of regional production indi11, after the word "removal", to insert cate a growth rate substantially below the
"curtailment,"; in the same line, after national average.

such policies, to the Secretary, who shall
transmit the report to the Congress not later
than two years after the enactment of this
Act.

the word "of", where it appears the second time, to strike out "employment,"
and insert "employment"; in line 12,
after the word "or", to strike out "is
about to cause" and insert "threatens to
cause within three years of the date of
the request"; in line 14, after the word
"unemployment", to strike out "or underemployment"; in line 15, after the word
"the", to insert "unemployment rate for
the"; in line 16, after the word "to", to
strike out "become eligible for designation under the other provisions of this
Act within three years" and insert "exceed the national average by 50 per centum or more"; in line 20, after the word
"of", to strike out "this section" and insert "subsection 401 (b) "; in line 21
after the word "area", to strike out "may
be"; in the same line, after the word
"designated", to strike out "at any time"·
in line 22, after the word "this", to strik~
out "subsection" and insert "paragraph"; in line 23, after the amendment
just above stated, to strike out "and"· on
page 25, line 6, after the word "on': to
strike out "the date of the enactment of
this Act" and insert "or after April 1,
1965"; on page 26, line 6, after the word
"persons", to insert "except for areas
designated under subsection 401 (a) (3)
which shall have a population of not lesii
t?an one thousand persons"; on page 27,
line 7, after the word "or", to strike out
"under consideration for designation"·
in line 19, after the word "termination"'
to strike out "or"; in line 22, after th~
word "such", to strike out section." and
insert "section, or (4) be made in the
case of any designated area where the
Secretary determines that an improvement in the unemployment rate of a
designated area is primarily the result of
increased employment in occupations
not likely to be permanent."; on page 32
after line 19, to strike out: "ESTABLISH~
MENT AND COORDINATION".
After line 20, to insert:

On page 33, after line 22, to insert:
REGIONAL

COMMISSIONS

SEC. 502. (a) Upon designation of development regions, the ~retary shall invite and
encourage the States wholly or parti,a lly
located within such regions to establish ap:propriate multlstate regional commissions.
(b) Each such commission shall be composed of one Federal member, hereinafter
referred to as the "Federal cochairman", appointed by the President by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, and one
member from ea.ch participating State in the
region. Each State member may be the Governor, or his deslgnee, or such other person
as may be provided by the law of the State
which he represents. The State members of
the commission shall elect a cochairman of
the commission from among their number.
( c) Decisions by a regional commission
shall require the affi.rrnative vote of the Federal cochairman and of a majority, or at least
one if only two, of the State members. In
matters coming before a regional commission, the Federal cochairman shall, to the
extent practicable, consult with the Federal
departments and agencies having an interest
in the subject matter.
(d) Each State member of a regional commission shall have an alternate, appointed
by the Governor or as otherwise may be provided by the law of the State which he represents. The President, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, shall appoint an alternate for the Federal cochairman of each regional commission. An alternate shall vote in the event of the absence,
death, disability, removal, or resignation of
the State or Federal cochairman for which
he is an alternate.
( e) The Federal COCihairrnan to a regional
commission shall be compensated. by the
Federal Government from funds authorized
by this Act at level IV of the Federal Executive Salary Schedule. His alternate shall be
compensated by the Federal Government
from funds authorized by this Act at not to
exceed the maximum scheduled rate for grade
GS-18 of the Classification Act of 1949, as
amended, and when not actively serving as
an alternate for the Federal cochalrman
shall perform such functions and duties as
are delegated to him by the Federal cochaJ.rESTABLISHMENT OF REGIONS
man. Each State member and his alternate
SEC. 501. The Secretary ls authorized to shall be compensated by the State which
designate appropriate "economic develop- they represent at the rate established by the
ment regions" within the United States with law of such State.
(f) If the Secretary finds that the State of
the concurrence of the States in which such
regions will be wholly or partially located if Alaska or the State of Hawaii meets the refor an economic development rehe finds (A) that there is a relationship be- quirements
gion, he may establish a Commission for
tween the areas within such region either
State in a manner agreeable to him
geographically, culturally, historically, and and to the Governor of the aJfected State.
economically, (B) that with the exception
On page 35, after line 21, to strike
of Alaska and Hawaii, the region is within
contiguous States, and (C) upon considera- out:
tion of the following matters, that the region
SEC. 501. (a) The Secretary is authorized
has lagged behind the whole nation tn eco- to invite and encourage the se:veral States
nomic development:
to establish appropriate multistate regional
(1) the rate of unemployment is substan- action planning commissions for the purpose
tially above the national rate;
of-
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.At the top of page 36, to insert:
FUNCTIONS OF COMMISSION

SEC. 503. (a) In carrying out the purposes
of this Act, each Commission shall with respect to its region-

In line 4, after "(1) ", to strike out
"advising" and insert "advise"· in the
same line, after the word "and", 'to strike
out "assisting him" and insert "assist the
Secretary"; in line 7, after "(2)" to
strike out "initiating" and insert "i~iti
ate"; in the same line, after the word
"and", to strike out "coordinating" and
insert "coordinate"; in line 10, after
"(3)"; to strike out "fostering" and insert "foster"; in line 13, after "(4)". to
strike out "advising" and insert "advise"; in the same line, after the word
"and", ·to strike out "assisting him" and
insert "assist the Secretary"; in line 18
after "(5) '', to strike out "promoting':
and insert "promote", in line 20 after
" ( 6) ", to strike out "preparing" a~d insert "prepare"; in line 23, after the word
"agencies", to strike out "and"; after line
23, to strike out:
(7) receiving, reviewing, and commenting
on all tentative plans or proposals concerning multtstate regional economic development, and transmitting such plans and proposals with appropriate comments and
recommendations to the Secretary and the
heads of other interested Federal and State
agencies.
(b) As used in this Act, the term "region"
refers to any area within the United States
which includes two or more designated or
potential economic development districts in
two or more contiguous States.
(c) The State members of such commissions shall be as determined and appointed
by the Governors of the States concerned.
~he President shall appoint the Federal
member or members of such commissions,
if any, who shall report through the Secretary and be compensated at a rate not in
excess of that authorized by section 701(10)
of this Act.

And, in lieu thereof, to insert:
(7) develop, on a continuing basis, comprehensive and coordinated plans and prog~ams and establish priorities thereunder,
giving due consideration to other Federal
State, and local planning in the region;
'

On page 37, after line 18, to insert:
(8) conduct and sponsor investigations,
research, and studies, including an inventory
and analysis of the resources of the region
and, in cooperation with Federal, State and
local agencies, sponsor demonstration projects designed to :foster regional productivity
and growth;

At the top of page 38, to insert:
(9) review and study, in cooperation with
the agency involved, Federal, State, and local
public and private programs and, where appropriate, recommend modifications or additi-ons which will increase their effectiveness in the region;

· After line 5, to insert:
( 10) formulate and recommend, where
appropriate, interstate compacts and other
fonns of interstate cooperation, and work
With State and local agencies in developing appropriate model legislation; and

After line 9, to insert:
( 11) provide a forum for consideration of
problems of the region and proposed solutions and establish and utllize, as appropriate, citizens and special advisory , councils and public conferences.
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At the beginning of line 14, to strike
out "(d)" and insert "(b) "; at the beginning of line 21, to strike out "(e)"
and insert "(c) "; at the beginning of
line 24, to strike out "(f) " and insert
"(d) "; on page 39, after line 2,_to insert:
(e) Each regional commission may, from
time to time, make additional recommendations to the Secretary and recommendations
to the State Governors and appropriate local
officials, with respect to( 1) the expenditure of funds by Federal,
Sta te, and local departments and agencies in
its region in the fields of natural resources,
agriculture, education, training, health and
welfare, transportation, and other fields related to the purposes of this Act; and
(2) such additional Federal, State, and
local legislation or administrative actions as
the commission deems necessary to further
the purposes of this Act.

At the beginning of line 16, to change
the section number from "502" to "504";
on page 40, at the beginning of line 16,
to change the section number from "503"
to "505"; in line 20, after the word "programs.", to insert
"Such assistance shall include studies
and plans evaluating the needs of, and
developing potentialities for, economic
growth of such regions, and research on
improving the conservation and utilization of the human and natural resources
of the region."; on page 41, line 10, after
the word "of", to strike out "enactment
of this Act," and insert "establishment
of a commission,"; in line 12, after the
word "commission", to strike out "may"
and insert "as approved by the Secretary shall"; in line 13, after the word
"Government", to strike out "on such
terms and conditions as the Secretary
may approve"; after line 22, to insert:
Administrative powers of regi onal commissions

SEC. 506. To carry out its duties under
this Act, each regional commission is authorized to(1) adopt, amend, and repeal bylaws, rules,
and regulations governing the conduct of its
business and the performance of its functions;
(2) appoint and fix . the compensation of
an executive director and such other personnel as may be necessary to enable the
commission to carry out its functions, except
tha t such compensation shall not exceed the
salary of the alternate to the Federal cochairman on the commission and no member,
alternate, officer, or employee of such commission, other than the Federal cochalrman on the commission and his staff and his
alternate, and Federal employees detailed to
the commission under clause (3) , shall be
deemed a Federal employee for any purpose;
(3) request the head of any Federal department or agency (who ls hereby so authorized) to detail to temporary duty with the
commission such personnel wl thin his administrative jurisdiction as the commission
may need for carrying out its functions, each
such detail to be without loss of seniority,
pay, or other employee status;
(4) arrange for the services of personnel
from any State or local government or any
subdivision or agency thereof, or any intergovernmental agency;
(5) make arrangements, including contracts, with any participating State government for inclusion 1n a suitable retirement
and employee benefit system of such o! its
personnel as may not be eligible for, or. continue in, another governmental retirement or
employee benefit system, or otherwise pro-

vlde for such coverage of its personnel, and
the Clvll Service Commission of the United
States ls authorized to contract with such
commission for continued coverage of commission employees, who at date of commission employment are Federal employees, in
the retirement program and other employee
benefit programs of the Federal Government;
(6) accept, use, and dispose of gifts or
donations of services or property, real, personal, or mixed, tangible or intangible;
(7) enter into and perform such contracts,
leases, cooperative agreements, or other
transactions as may be necessary in carrying
out its functions and on such terms as it may
deem appropriate, with any department,
age:Q.cy, or instrumentality of the United
States or with any State, or any political subdivision, agency, or inst rumentality thereof,
or with any person, firm, association, or
corporation;
(8) maintain an office in the District of
Columbia and establish field offices at such
other -places as it may deem appropria te; and
(9) take such other actions and incur such
other expenses as may be necessary or appropriate.

On page 44, after line 2, to insert:
Information

SEC. 507. In order to obtain information
needed to carry out its duties, each regional
commission shall( 1) hold such hearings, sit and act at such
times and places, take such testimony, receive such evidence, and print or otherwise
reproduce and distribute so much of its proceedings and reports thereon as it may deem
advisable, a cochairman of such commission,
or any member of the commission designated by the commission for the purpose,
being hereby authorized to administer oaths
when it ls determined by the commission
that testimony shall be taken or evidence
received under oath;
(2) arrange for the head of any Federal,
State, or local department or agency (who
is hereby so authorized, to the extent not
otherwise prohibited by law) to furnish to
such commission such information as may
be available to or procurable by such department or agency; and
(3) keep accurate and complete records of
its doings and transactions which shall be
made available for public inspection.

At the top of page 45, to insert:
Personal financial -interests

SEC. 508. (a) Except as permitted by subsection (b) hereof, no State member or alternate and no officer or employee of a regional commission shall participate personally and substantially as member, alternate,
officer, or employee, through decision, approval, disapproval, recommendation, the
rendering of advice, investigation, or otherwise, in any proceeding, application, request
for a ruling or other determination, contract,
claim, controversy, or other particular matter in which, to his knowledge, he, his
spouse, minor child, partner, organization
(other than a State or political subdivision
thereof) in which he ls serving as officer, director, trustee, partner, or employer, or any
person or organization with whom he is
serving as officer, director, trustee, partner,
or employee, or any person or organization
with whom he ls negotiating or has any arrangement concerning prospective employment, has a financial interest. Any person
who shall violate the provisions of this subsection shall be fined not more than $10,000,
or imprisoned not more than two, years, or
both.
(b) Subsection (a) hereof shall not apply
if the State member, alternate, officer, or
employee first advises the regic;mal commission involved of the nature and circumstances of the proceeding, application, request for a ruling or other determination,

contract, claim, controversy, or other particular matter and makes full disclosure of
the financial interest and receives in advance a written determination made by such
Commission that the interest is not so substantial as to be deemed likely to affect the
integrity of the services which the Commission may expect from ·such State member,
alternate, officer, or employee.
(c) No State member of a regional commission, or his alternate, shall receive any
salary, or any contribution to or supplementation of salary for his services on such
commission from any source other than his
State . . No person detailed to serve a regional commission under authority of clause
(4) of section 506 shall receive a ny salary
or any contribution to or supplementation
of salary for ·his services on such commission from any source other than the State,
local, or intergovernmental department or
agency from which he was deta iled or from
such commission. Any person who shall
violate the provisions of this subsection shall
be fined not more than $5,000, or imprisoned
not more than one year, or both.
(d) Notwithstanding any other subsection
of this section, the Federal cochairman and
his alternate on a regional commission and
any Federal officers or employees detailed
to duty with it pursuant to clause (3) of section 10 shall not be subject to any such
subsection but shall remain subject to sections 202 through 209 of title 18, United
States Code.
(e) A regional commission may, in its discretion, declare void and rescind any contract or other agreement pursuant to the
Act in relation to which it finds that there
has been a violation of subsection (a) or
( c) of this section, or any of the provisions
of sections 202 through 209, title 18, United
States Code.

On page 47, after line 11, to insert:
Annual reports

SEC. 509. Each regional commission established pursuant to this Act shall make a
comprehensive and detailed annual report
each fiscal year to the Congress with respect
to such commission's activities and recommendations for programs. The first such
report shall be made for the first fiscal year
in which such commission is in existence for
more than three months. Such reports shall
be printed and transmitted to the Congress
not later than January 31 of the calendar
year following the fiscal year with respect
to which the report is made.

At the top of page 48, to strike out:
TITLE VI-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
ADMINISTRATOR

And, in lieu thereof, to insert:
TITLE VI-ADMINISTRATION

After line 3, to strike out:
Administrator for econom"ic development

SEC. 601. There shall be appointed by the
President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, an Administrator for
Economic Development in the Department
of Commerce, who shall receive compensation at the annual rate applicable to level V
of the Federal Executive Salary Act of 1964.
The Administrator shall perform such duties
in the execution of this Act as the Secretary
may assign.

And, in lieu thereof, to insert:
"SEC. 601. (a) The Secretary shall administer this Act and, with the assistance of an
Assistant Secretary of Commerce, in addition
to those already provided for, shall supervise
and direct the Administrator created herein,
and coordinate the Federal cochairmen appointed heretofore or subsequent to this Act.
The Assistant Secretary created by this section shall be appointed by the President by
and with the advice and consent of the
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Senate and shall be compensated at the rate
provided for level IV of the Federal Executive
Salary Schedule. _Such Assistant Secretary
shall perform such functions as the Secretary
may prescribe. There shall be appointed by
the President, by and with the advice and
coru:ent of the Senate, an Administrator for
Economic Development who shall be compensated at the rate provided for level V of
the Federal Executive Salary Schedule who
shall perform such . duties as are assigned
by the Secretary.
"{b) Subsections (d) and (e) of section
803 of the Federal Executive Salary Act of
1964 are hereby amended by adding the posi ..
tions established by subsection (a) hereof."

At the top of page 56, to strike out:
(b) Any appropriations available to the
Secretary for the purposes of the Area Redevelopment Act on or after the date of
enactment of this Act shall ·be available for
the purposes of this Act.

At the beginning of line 5, to strike
out "<c) " .and insert "(b) "; in the same
line, after the amendment just above
stated, to strike out "In the event that
the Administrator required by this Act
to be appointed by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate shall not have
entered up.on office on the effective date
.o f this Act,"; in line 9, after ·the word
"act", to strike out "in such office" and
insert "as Administrator under this Act";
in line 11, after the word "following", to
strike out "said" and insert "the"; in
line 12, after the word "date", to insert
"of this Act"; at the beginning of line 15,
to strike out "(d)" and insert "(c) ";
after line 16, to insert:
(d) Notwithstanding any requirements of
this Act relating to the eligibility of areas,
projects for which applications are pending
before the Area Redevelopment Administration on the effective date of this Act shall
for a period of one year thereafter be eligible
for consideration by the Secretary for such
assistance under the provisions of this Act
as he may determine to be appropriate.

On page 58, line 4, after" <a)", to strike
out "To the fullest extent" and insert
"Where"; in line 5, after the word "Secretary", to strike out "shall" and insert
"may"; in line 23, after the word "transferred", to strike out the comma and
"with the approval of the Director of the
Bureau of the Budget,"; on page 61, line
23, after "<40 U.S.C. 276a-276a-5) ", to
strike out the comma and "and every
· such employee shall receive compensation at a rate not less than one and onehalf times his basic rate of pay for all
hours worked in any workweek in excess
of eight hours in any workday or forty
hours in the workweek, as the case may
be"; and on page 64, after line 7, to insert
a new section, as follows:
SEC. 715. All financial and technical assistance authorized under this Act shall be
in addition to any Federal assistance previously authorized, and no provision hereof
shall be construed as authorizing or permitting any reduction or diminution in the
proportional amount of Federal assistance
to which any State or other entity eligible
under this Act would otherwise be entitled
under the provisions of any other Act.

So as to make the bill read:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That this

Act may be cited as the "Public Works and
Economic Development Act of 1965".
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
(c) The amount of any supplementary
SEC. 2. The Congress declares that the grant under this section for any project shall
not exceed the applicable percentage estabmaintenanc~ of the national economy at a
high level is vital to the best interests of lished . by regulations promulgated by the
the United States, but that some of our Secretary, but in no event shall the nonregions, counties, and communities are suf- Federal share of the aggregate cost of any
fering substantial and persistent unemploy- such project (including.assumptions of debt)
ment and underemployment; that such un- be less than 20 per centum of such cost.
employment and underemployment cause Supplementary grants .shall be made by the
hardship to many individuals and their fam- Secretary, in accordance with such regulailies, and waste invaluable human resources; tions as he shall prescribe, by increasing the
that to overcome this problem the Federal amounts of direct grants authorized under
Government, in cooperation with the States, this section or by the payment of funds apshould help areas and regions of substantial propriated under this Act to the heads of
and persistent unemployment and underem- -the departments, agencies, and instrumentalployment to take effective steps in planning ities of the Federal Government responsible
and financing their public works and eco- for the administration of the applicable Fednomic development; that Federal financial eral programs. Notwithstanding any reassistance, including grants for public works quirement as to the amount or sources of
and development facilities to cominunities, non-Feq.eral funds that may_ otherwise be
industries, enterprises, and individuals in applicable to the Federal program involved,
areas needing development should enable funds provided under this subsection shall
such areas to help themselves achieve lasting be used for the sole purpose of increasing
improvement and enhance the domestic pros- the Federal contribution to specific projects
perity by the establishment of stal:;>le and in redevelopment areas under such programs
diversified local economies and improved above the fixed maximum portion of the cost
local conditions: Provided, That such assist- of such project otherwise authorized by the
ance is preceded by and consistent with applicable law. The term "designated Fedsound, long-rang·e economic planning; and . eral grant-in-aid programs," as used in this
that under the provisions of this Act new subsection, means such existing or future
employment opportunities should be created Federal grant-in-aid programs assisting in
by developing and expanding new and exist- the construction or equipping of facilities
ing public works and other facilities and as the Secretary may, in furtherance of the
resources rather than by merely transferring purposes of this Act, designate as eligible for
jobs from one area of the United States to allocation of funds under this section. In
determining the amount of any suppleanother.
mentary grant available to any project under
TITLE I-GRANTS FOR PUBLIC .WORKS AND
this
section, the Secretary shall take into
DEVELOPMENT FACILITIES
consideration the relative needs of the area,
SEC. 101; (a) Upon the application of any the nature of the project to be assisted, and
State, or political subdivision thereof, Indian the amount of such fair user charges or
tribe, or private or public nonprofit organiza- other revenues as the project may reasonably
tion or association representing any redevel- be expected to generate in excess of those
opment area or part thereof, the Secretary which would amortize the ·local share of
of Commerce (hereinafter referred to as the initial costs and provide for its successful
Secretary) is authorizedoperation and maintenance (including
(1) to make direct grants for the acquisi- depreciation).
tion or development of land and improve(d) The Secretary shall prescribe rules,
ments for public works, public service, or regulations, and procedures to carry out this
development facility usage, and the acquisi- section which will assure that adequate contion, construction, rehabilitation, alteration, sideration is given to the relative needs of
expansion, or improvement of such facilities, eligible areas. In prescribing such rules,
including telated ma.chinery and equipment, regulations, and prooedures the Secretary
within a redevelopment area, if he finds shall consider among other relevant factors
that-(1) the severity of the rates of unemploy(A) the project for which financial assist- ment in the eligible areas and the duration
ance is sought will directly or indirectly ( i)
of such unemployment and (2) the income
tend to improve the opportunities, in the levels of families and the extent of underarea where such project is or will be located, employment in eligible areas.
for the successful establishment or expan( e) Except for projects specifically authorsion of industrial or commercial plants or ized by Congress, no financial assistance shall
facilities, (ii) otherwise assist in the creation be extended under this section with respect
of additional long-term employment oppor- to ~y public service or development facility
tunites for such area, or (iii) primarily bene- which would compete with an existing prifit the long-term unemployed and members vately owned public utility rendering a servof low-income families or otherwise sub- ice to the public at rates or charges subject
stantially further the objectives of the Eco- to regulation by a State or Federal regulatory
nomic Opportunity Act .of 1964;
body, unless the State or Federal regulatory
(B) the project for which a grant is re- body determines that in the area to be served
quested will fulfill a pressing need of the by the facility for which the :financial assistarea, or part thereof, in which it is, or will ance is to be extended there is a need for an
be located; and
increase in such service (taking into consid(C) the area for which a project is to be eration reasonably foreseeable future needs)
undertaken has an approved overall economic which the existing public utility is not able
development program as provided in section to meet through its existing facilities or
202(b) (10) and such project is consistent through an expansion which it agrees to unwith such program;
dertake.
(2) to make supplementary grants in order
SEC. 102. Not more than 15 per centum of
to enable the States and other entities within the appropriations made pursuant to this
redevelopment areas to take maximum · ad- title may be expended in any one State.
vantage of designated Federal grant-in-aid
SEC. 103. There is hereby authorized to be
programs (as hereinafter defined) , direct appropriated not to exceed $400,000,000 for
grants-in-aid authorized under this section, the fiscal year ending June 30, 1966, and for
and Federal public works projects for which . each fiscal year thereafter through the fiscal
they are eligible but for which, because of year ending June 30, 1970.
their economic situation, they cannot supply
TITLE II--OTHER FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
the required matching share.
(b) Subject to subsection (c) hereof, the Public works and development facility loans
amount of any direct grant under this secSEC. 201. (a) Upon the application of any
tion for any project shall not exceed 50 per State, or political subdivision thereof, Incentum of the cost of such project.
dian tribe, or private or public nonprofit or-
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ganlzation or association representing any
redevelopment area. oi' part thereof, the Secretary ls authorized to purchase evidence of
indebtedness and to make loans to assist in
financing the purchase or development of
land and improvements for public works,
public service, or development facllity usage,
and the acquisition, construction, rehabilitation, alteration, exp~nsion, or improvement
of such fac111ties, including related machinery and equipment, within a redevelopme:nt
area, if he finds that-. ·
(1) the project for which financial assistance is sought Will directly or indirectly. (A) tend to improve the opportunities,
in the area where such project is or will
· be located, for the successful establishment
or expansion of industrial or commercial
plants or facil1ties.
(B) otherwise assist in the creation of additional long-term employment opportunities
!or such area, or
(C) primarily benefit the long-term unemployed and members of low-income families or otherwise substantially further the
objectives of the Economic Opportunity Act
o! 1964;
(2) the !unds requested for such project
are not otherwise available from private
lenders or from other Federal agencies on
terms which in the opinion of the Secretary
Will permit the accomplishment o! the
project;
(3) the amount of the loan plus the
amount of other available funds for such
project are adequate to insure the completion thereof;
( 4) there is a reasonable expectation of
repayment; and
( 5) such area has an approved ·overall
economic development program as provided
in section 202(b) (10) and the project for
which financial assistance is sought is consistent With such program.
(b) Subject to section 701 ( 5) , no loan, including renewals or extensions thereof, shall
be made under this section for a period
exceeding forty years, and no evidence o!
indebtedness maturing more than forty years
from the date of purchase shall be purchased
under this section. Such loans shall bear
interest at a rate not less than a rate determined by the Secretary of the Treasury taking into consideration the current average
market yield on outstanding marketable obligations of the United States With remaining periods to maturity comparable to the
average maturities of such loans, adjusted
to the nearest one-eighth of 1 per centum,
less not to exceed one-half of 1 per centum
per annum.
.
(c) There are hereby authorized to be
appropriated such sums as may be necessary
to carry out the provisions of this section
and section 202: Provided, That annual appropriations for the purpose of purchasing
evidences of indebtedness, making and participating in loans, and guaranteeing loans
shall not exceed $170,000,000.
(d) Except for projects specifically authorized by Congress, no financial assistance
shall be extended under this section with
respect to any public service or development
facility which would compete with an existing privately owned public utility rendering
a service to the public at rates or charges
subject to regulation by a State or Federal
regulatory body, unless tlie State or Federal
regulatory body determines that in the area
to be served by the facility for which the
financial assistance is to be extended there
is a ne.e d for an increase in such service
(taking into consideration reasonably foreseeable future needs) which the existing
public utility is not able to meet through its
existing facilities or through an expansion
which it agrees to undertake.
Loans and guarantees

SEC. · 202. (a) The Secretary is authorized
( 1) to purchase evldehces of indebtedness

and to make loans (which !or purposes of
this section shall include participations in
loans) to aid in financing any project Within
a redevelopment area for the purchase or
development of land and facilities (including
machinery and equipment) for industrial or
commercial usage, including the ~nstruc
tion of new buildings, the rehabilitation of
abandoned or unoccupied buildings, and the
alteration, conversion, or enlargement of
existing buildings; (2) to guarantee loans for
working capital made to private borrowers by
private lending institutions in connection
with projects in redevelopment areas assisted
under subsection (a) (1) hereof, upon application of such institution and upon such
terms and conditions as the Secretary may
prescribe: Provided, however, That no such
guarantee shall at any time exceed 90 per
centum of the amount of the outstanding
unpaid balance of such loan; and (3) to contract to pay, and to pay annually, for not
more than ten years, to or on behalf of private business entities amounts sutncient to
reduce by 2 percentage points the interest
paid by such entities on loans which are obtained from non-Government sources, which
are not guaranteed by any Government
agency, which provide for annual amortization of principal, and the proceeds of which
are used for purposes for which the Secretary
is authorized to purchase evidences of indebtedness or make loans under this section:
Provided, however, That subject to limitations in annual appropriation Acts, the annual cost of new contracts approved in any
one year shall not exceed $5,000,000.
(b) Financial assistance. under this section shall be on such terms and conditions
as the Secretary determines, subject, however, to the folloWing restrictions and limitations:
( 1) Such financial assistance shall not be
extended · to assist establishments relocating
from one area to another: Provided, however, That such limitation shall not be construed to prohibit assistance for the expansion of an existing business entity through
the establishment of a new branch, am.Hate,
or subsidiary of such entity if the Secretary
finds that the establishment of such branch,
affiliate, or subsidiary will not result in an
increase in unemployment of the area of
original location or in any other area where
such entity conducts business operations,
unless the Secretary has reason to believe
that such branch, affiliate, · or subsidiary is
being established with the intention of closing down the operations of the existing business entity in the area of its original location or in any other area where it conducts
such operations.
(2) Such assistance shall be extended
only to applicants, both private and public
(including Indian tribes), which have been
approved for such assistance by an agency
or instrumentality of the State or political
subdivision thereof in which the project to
be financed is located, and which agency or
instrumentality is directly concerned with
problems of economic development in such
State or subdivision.
(3) The project for which financial assistance is sought must be reasonably calculated to provide more than a temporary
alleviation of unemployment or underemployment Within the redevelopment area
wherein-it is or will be located.
(4) No . loan or guarantee shall be extended hereunder unless the financial assistance applied for ls not otherwise available
from private lenders or from other Federal
agencies on terms which in the opinion of
the Secretary will permit the accomplishment of the project.
( 5) The Secretary shall not make any
loan without a participation unless he determines that the loan cannot be made on
a participation basis.
(6) No evidences of indebtedness shall be
purchased · and no loans shall be made or
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guaranteed unless it is determined that
there is reasonable assurance of repayment.
(7) Subject to section 701(5) of this Act,
no loan, including renewals or extension
thereof, may be made hereunder for a period
exceeding twenty-five years and no evidences
of indebtedness maturing more than
twenty-five years from date of purchase may
be purchased hereunder: Provided, That the
foregoing restrictions on maturities shall
not apply to securities or obligations received by the Secretary as a claimant in
. bankruptcy or equitable reorganization or
as a .creditor in other proceedings attendant
upon insolvency of the obligor.
(8) Loans made and evidences of indebtedness purchased under this section shall
bear interest at a rate not less than a rate
determined by the Secretary of the Treasury
taking into consideration the current average market yield on outstanding marketable
obligations of the United States with remaining periods to maturity comparable to the
avearge maturities of such loans, adjusted
to the nearest one-eighth of 1 per centum,
plus such additional charge, if any, toward
covering other costs of t~e program as the
Secretary may determine to be consistent
with its purpose.
(9) Loan assistance shall not exceed 65 per
centum of the aggregate cost to the applicant (excluding all other Federal aid in connection with the undertaking) of acquiring
or developing land and facilities (including
machinery and equipment), and of constructing, altering, converting, rehabilitating, or enlarging the building or buildings
of the particular project, and shall, among
others, be on the condition that-(A) other funds are available in an
amount which, together with the assistance
provided hereunder, shall be sufficient to pay
such aggregate cost;
(B) not less than 15 per centum of such
aggregate cost be supplied as equity capital
or as a loan repayable in no shorter period
of ·time and at no faster an amortization
rate than the Federal financial assistance
extended under this section is being repaid, and if such a loan is secured, its security shall be subordinate and inferior to the
lien or liens securing such Federal financial
assistance: Provided, however, That, except in
projects involving financial participation by
Indian tribes, not less than 5 per centum
of such aggregate cost shall be supplied by
the State or any agency, instrumentality, or
political subdivision thereof, or by a community or area organization which is nongovernmental in character, unless the Secretary shall determine in accordance with
objective standards promulgated by regulation that all or part of such funds are not
reasonably available to the project because
of the economic distress of the area or for
other good cause, in which case he may waive
the requirement of this provision to the extent of such unavailability, and allow the
funds required by this subsection to be supplied by the applicant or by such other nonFederal source as may reasonably be available to the project;
(C) to the extent the Secretary finds such
action necessary to encourage financial participation in a particular project by other
lenders and investors, and except as otherwise provided in subparagraph (B), any Federal financial assistance extended under this
section may be repayable only after other
loans made in connection With such project
have been repaid in full, and the security, ·if
any, for .s uch Federal financial assistance
may be subordinate and inferior to the lien
or liens securing other loans made in connection with the same project.
(10) No such assistance shail be. extended
unless there shall be submitted to and approved by the Secretary an overall program
for the economic development of the area
and a finding by the State, or any agency, instrumentality, or local political subdivision
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thereof, that. the project for which financial
assistance is sought is consistent with such
program: Provided, That nothing in this Act
shall authorize financial assistance for any
project prohibited by laws of the State or
local political subdivision in which the project would be located, nor prevent the Secretary from requiring such periodic revisions
of previously approved overall economic development programs as he may deem appropriate.
Economic development revolving fund

SEC. 203. Funds obtained by the Secretary
under section 201, loan funds obtained ·under section 403, and collections and repayments received under this Act, shall be deposited in an economic development revolving fund (hereinafter referred to as the
"fund"), which is hereby established in the
Treasury of the United States, and which
shall be available to the Secretary for the
purpose of extending financial assistance
under sections 201, 202, and 403, and for the
payment of all obligations and expenditures
arising in connection therewith. There shall
also be credited to the fund such funds as
have been paid into the area redevelopment
fund or may be received from obligations outstanding under the Area Redevelopment Act.
The fund shall pay into miscellaneous receipts of the Treasury, following the close of
each fiscal year, interest on the amount of
loans outstanding under this Act computed
in such manner and at such rate as may be
determined by the Secretary of the Treasury
taking into consideration the current average
market yield on outstanding marke·t able obligations of the United States with remaining
periods to maturity comparable to the average maturities of such loans, adjusted to the
nearest one-eighth of 1 per centum, during
the month of June prec~ing the fiscal year
in which the loans were made.
TITLE

llI-TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE,
AND INFORMATION

RESEARCH,

SEC. 301. (a) In carrying out his duties
under this Act the Secretary is authorized to
provide technical assistance which would be
useful in alleviating or preventing conditions
of excessive unemployment or underemployment (1) to areas which he has designated
as redevelopment areas under this Act, and
(2) to other areas which he finds have substantial need for such assistance. Such assistance shall include project planning and
feasibility studies, management and operational assistance, and studies evaluating the
needs of, and developing potentialities for,
econoinic growth of such areas. Such assistance inay be provided by the Secretary
through members of his staff, through the
payment of funds authorized for this section
to other departments or agencies of the Federal Government, through the employment of
private individuals, partnerships, firms, corporations, or suitable institutions, under
contracts entered into for such purposes, or
through grants-in-aid to appropriate public or private nonprofit State, area, district,
or local organizations. The Secretary, in his
discretion, may require the repayment of assistance provided under this subsection and
prescribe the terms and conditions of such
repayment.
(b) The Secretary is authorized to make
grants to defray not to exceed 75 per centum
of the administrative expenses of organizations which he determines to be qualified
to receive grants-in-aid under subsection (a)
hereof. In determining the amount of the
non-Federal share of such costs or expenses,
the Secretary shall give due consideration
to all contributions both in cash and in kind,
fairly evaluated, including but not limited
to space, equipment, and services. Where
practicable, grants-in-aid authorized under .
this subsection shall be used in conjunction
with other available planning grants, such
as urban planning grants authorized under
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( 1) those areas in which he determines,
the Housing Act of 1954, as amended, a.nd
highway planning and research grants au- upon the basis of standards generally comthorized under the Federal Aid Highway Act parable with ·those set forth in paragrap!:"..s
of 1962, to assure adequate and effective (A) and (B), that there has existed substantial and persistent unemployment for an explanning and economical use of funds.
( c) To assist in the long-range accom- tended period of time. There shall be inplishment of the purposes of this Act, the cluded among the areas so designated any
Secretary, in cooperation with other agen- area-(A) where the Secretary of Labor finds
cies having _similar functions, shall establish and conduct a continuing program of that the current rate of unemployment, as
study, training, and research to (A) assist determined by appropriate annual statistics
in determining the causes of unemployment, for the most; recent available calendar year,
underemployment, underdevelopment, and is 6 per centum or more and has averaged at
chronic depression in the various areas and least 6 per centum for the qualifying time
regions of the Nation, (B) assist in the for- periods specified in paragraph (B); and
mulation and implementation of National,
(B) where the Secretary of Labor finds
State, and local programs which will raise that the annual average rate of unemployincome levels and otherwise produce solu- ment has been at least-- ·
tions to the problems resulting from these
(i) 50 per centum above the national averconditions, and (C) assist in providing the age for three of the preceding four calendar
personnel needed to conduct such programs. years, or
The program of study, training, and research
(ii) 75 per centum above the national avermay be conducted by the Secretary through age for two of the preceding three calendar
members of this staff, through payment of years, or
funds authorized for this section to other
(iii) 100 per centum above the national
departments or agencies of the Federal Gov- average for one of the preceding two calenernment, or through the employment of pri- dar years.
vate individuals, partnerships, firms, cor- The Secretary of Labor shall find the facts
porations, or suitable institutions, under and provide the data to be used by the Seccontracts entered into for such purposes, retary in making the determinations required
or through grants to such individuals, or- by this subsection.
ganizations, or institutions, or through con(2) those additional areas which have a
ferences and similar meetings organized for median family income not in excess of 40
such purposes. The Secretary shall make per centum of the national median, as deavailable to interested individuals and or- termined by the most recent available staganizations the results of such research. tistics for such areas;
The Secretary shall include in his annual re(3) those additional Federal or State Inport under section 706 a detailed statement dian reservations or trust or restricted
concerning the study and research conducted Indian-owned land areas which the Secreunder this section together with his findings tary, after consultation with the Secretary of
resulting therefrom and his recommenda- the Interior or an appropriate State agency,
tions for legislattve and other action.
determines manifest the greatest degree of
(d) The Secretary shall aid redevelopment econoinic distress on the basis of unemployareas and other areas by furnishing to in- ment and income statistics and other approterested individuals, communities, indus- priate evidence of economic underdeveloptries, and enterprises within such areas any ment;
assistance, technical information, market re(4) upon request of such areas, those adsearch, or other forms ·Of assistance, infor- ditional areas in which the Secretary determation, or advice which would be useful in mines that the loss, removal, curtailment, or
alleviating or preventing conditions of ex- closing of a major source of employment has
cessive unemployment or underemployment caused or threatens to cause within three
within such areas. The Secretary may fur- years of the date of the request an unusual
nish the procurement divisions of the vari- and abrupt rise in unemployment of such
ous departments, agencies, and other instru- magnitude that the unemployment rate for
mentalities of the Federal Government with the area can reasonably be expected to exa list containing the names and addresses of ceed the national average by 50 per centum
business firms which are located in rede- or more unless assistance is provided. Notvelopment areas and which are desirous of withstanding any provision of subsection
obtaining Government contracts for the fur- 40l(b) to the contrary, an area designated
nishing of supplies or services, and desig- under the authority of this paragraph may
nating the supplies and services such firms be given a reasonable time after designation
are engaged in providing.
in which to submit the overall economic
( e) The Secretary shall establish an inde- development program required by subsection
pendent study board consisting of govern- 202(b) (10) of this Act;
mental and nongovernmental experts to in( 5) notwithstanding any provision of this
vestigate the effects of Government procure- section to the contrary, those additional
ment, scientific, technical, and other re- areas which were designated redevelopment
lated policies, upon regional economic de- areas under the Area Redevelopment Act on
velopment. Any Federal officer or employee or after April 1, 1965: Provided, however,
may, with the consent of the head of the That the continued eligibility of such areas
department or agency in which he is em- after the first annual review of eligibility
ployed, serve as a member of such board, conducted in accordance with section 402 of
but shall receive no additional compensation this Act shall be dependent on their qualififor such service. Other members of such cation for designation under the standards
board may be compensated in accordance of econoinic need set forth in subsections
with the provisions of section 701(10). The (a) (1) through (a) (4) of this section.
board shall report its findings, together with
(b) The size and boundaries of redeveloprecommendations for the better coordination ment areas shall be as determined by the Secof such policies, to the Secretary, who shall retary: Provided, however, That-transmit the report to the Congress not later
( l) no area shall be designated until it
than two years after the enactment of this has an approved overall economic developAct.
ment program in accordance with subsection
SEC. 302. There ls hereby authorized to be 202(b) (10) of this Act;
appropriated $25,000,000 annually for the
(2) any area which does not subinit an
purposes of this title.
acceptable overall economic development
program in accordance with subsection 202
TITLE IV-AREA AND DISTRICT ELIGmILITY
(b) (10) of this Act within a reasonable time
Part A-Redevelopment areas
after notification of eligibility for designaArea. Eligibility
tion, shall not thereafter be designated prior
SEC. 401. (a) The Secretary shall designate to the next annual review of eligibt1ity in
as "redevelopment areas"accordance with section 402 of this Act;
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(3) no area shall be designated which does
(D) the proposed district has a district
not have a population of -at least one thou- overall economic development program
sand five hundred persons, except for areas which includes adequate land use and transdesignated under subsection 40l(a) (3), portation planning and contains a specific
which shall have a population of not less program for district cooperation, self-help,
and public investment and is approved by
than one thousand persons; and
(4) except for areas designated under sub- the State or States affected and by the Secsections (a) (3) and (a) (4) hereof, no area retary;
(2) to designate as "economic developshall be designated which is smaller than a
"labor area" (as defined by the Secretary of ment centers," in accordance with such regLabor), a county, or a municipality with a ulations as he shall prescribe, such areas as
population of o_ver two hundred and fifty he may deem appropriate, if( A) the proposed center has been identithousand, whichever in the opinion of the
Secretary is appropriate. (c) Upon the re- fied and included in an approved district
quest of the Secretary, the Secretary of La- overall economic development program and
bor, the Secretary of Agriculture, the Secre- recommended by the State or States affected
tary of the Interior, and such other heads of for such special designation;
(B) the proposed center is geographically
agencies as may be appropriate are authorized to conduct such special studies, obtain and economically so related to the district
such information, and compile and furnish that its economic growth may reasonably be
to the Secretary such data as the Secretary expected to contribute significantly to the
may deem necessary or proper to enable him alleviation of distress in the redevelopment
to make the determinations provided for in areas of the district; and
(C) the proposed center does not have a
this section. The Secretary shall reimburse
when appropriate, out of any funds appro- population in excess of two hundred and
priated to carry out the purposes of this Act, fifty thousand according to the last precedthe foregoing omcers for any expenditures ing Federal census'.
( 3) to provide financial assistance in acincurred by them under this section.
( d) As used in this Act, the term "re- cordance with the criteria of sections 101,
development area" refers to any area within 201, and 202 of this Act, except as may be
the United States which has been designated herein otherwise provided, for projects in
economic development centers designated
by the Secretary as a redevelopment area.
under subsection (a) (2) above, i f Annual Review of Area Eligibility
(A) the project will further the objecSEC. 402. The Secretary shall conduct an tives of the overall economic development
annual review of the eligibility of all areas program of the district in which it is to be
designated or in accordance with section 401 located;
of this Act, and on the basis thereof may
(B) the project will enhance the economic
terminate or modify the designations of such growth potential of the district or result in
areas in accordance with objective standards additional long-term employment opportuwhich he shall prescribe by regulation. No nities commensurate with the amount of
area previously designated shall retain its Federal financial assistance requested; and
designated status unless it maintains a cur(C) the amount of Federal financial asrently approved overall economic develop- sistance requested is reasonably related to
ment program in accordance with subsection the size, population, and economic neeqs of
202(b) (10). No termination of eligibility the district;
shall (1) be made without thirty days' prior
(4) subject to the 20 per centum nonnotification to the area concerned, (2) affect Federal share required for any project by
the validity of any application fil~d. or con- subsection 101 ( c) of this Act, to increase the
tract or undertaking entered into, With re- amount of grant assistance authorized by
spect to such area pursuant to this Act prior section 101 for projects within redevelopto such termination, (3) prevent any such ment areas (designated under section 401) ,
area from again being designated a redevelop- by an amount not to exceed 10 per centum
ment area under section 401 of this Act if the of the aggregate cost of any such project,
Secretary determines it to be eligible under in accordance with such regulations as he
such section, or (4) be made in the case of shall prescribe, ifany designated area where the Secretary de(A) the redevelopment area is situated
termines that an improvement in the unem- within a designated economic development
ployment rate of a designated area is pri- district and is actively participating in the
marily the result of increased employment in economic development activities of the disoccupations not likely to be permanent. The trict; and
Secretary shall keep the departments and
(B) the project is consistent with an apagencies of the Federal Government, and in- proved district overall economic developterested State or local agencies, advised at all ment program.
times of any changes made hereunder with
(b) In designating economic development
respect to the classification of any area.
districts and approving district overall ecoPa_rt B-Economic development districts
nomic development programs under subsecSEC. 403. (a) In order that economic de- tion (a) of this section, the Secretary is
velopment projects of broader geographical authorized, under regulations prescribed by
significance may be planned and carried out, him(1) to invite the several States to draw
the Secretary is authorized(!) to designate appropriate "economic up proposed district boundaries and to idendevelopment districts" within the United tify potential economic development centers;
(2) to cooperate with the several StatesStates with the concurrence of the States in
(A) in sponsoring and assisting district
which such districts Will be wholly or partially located, if___;
economic planning and development groups,
and
·
(A) the proposed district is of sumcient
size or population, and contains sumcient
(B) in assisting such district groups to
resources, to foster economic development on formulate. district over all economic developa scale involving more than a single redevel- ment programs.
opment area;
( c) The Secretary shall by regulation pre(B) the proposed district contains two or scribe standards for the termination or modmore redevelopment areas;
ification of econo~c development districts
(C) the proposed district contains one or and economic development centers desigmore redevelopment areas or economic devel- nated under the authority of this section.
opment centers identified in an approved dis( d) As used in this Act, the term "ecotrict overall economic development program nomic development district" refers to any
as having sufficient size and potential to area within the United States composed of
foster the e<;:onomic growth activities neces- cooperating redevelopment areas and, where
sary to alleviate the distress of the .redevel- approprjate, designated economic developopment areas within the district;
ment centers and neighboring counties or

and
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communities, which has been designated by.
the Secretary as an economic development
district.
( e) As used in this Act, the term "economic development center" refers to any area
within the United States which has been
identified as an economic development center in an approved district overall economic
development program and which has been
designated by the Secretary as eligible for
financial assistance under sections 101, 201,
and 202 of this Act in accordance with the
provisions of this section.
(f) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated not to exceed $50,000,000 annually
for financial assistance extended under the
provisions of subsections (a) (3) and (a) (4)
hereof.
(g) In order to allow time for adequate
and careful district planning, subsections
(a) and (f) of this section shall not be
effective until one year from the date of
enactment.
TITLE V-REGIONAL ACTivN PLANNING
COMMISSIONS

Establishment of regions

SEC. 501. The Secretary is authorized to
designate appropriate "economic development regions" within the United States with
the concurrence of the States in which such
regions will be wholly or partially located if
he finds (A) that there is a relationship between the areas within such region geographically, culturally, historically, and economically, (B) that with the exception of
Alaska and HaV\aii, the region is within contiguous States, and (C) upon consideration
of the following matters, that the region has
lagged behind the whole nation in economic
development:
(1) the rate of unemployment is substantially above the national rate;
(2) the median level of family income is
significantly below the national median;
(3) the level of housing, health, and educational facilities is substantially below the
national level;
(4) the economy of the area has traditionally been dominated by a single industry;
(5) the rate of outmigration of labor or
capital or both is substantial;
(6) the area is adversely affected by changing industrial technology; and
(7) the area is adversely affected by
changes in national defense facilities or production; and
(8) indices of regional production indicate a growth rate substantially below the
national average.
Regional commissions

SEC. 502. (a) Upon designation of development regions, the Secretary shall invite and
encourage the States wholly or partially located within such regions to establish appropriate multistate regional commissions.
( b) Each such commission shall be composed of one Federal member, hereinafter referred to as the ''Federal cochairman", appointed by the President by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, and one
member from each participating State in hi$
region. Each State member may be the
Governor, or his designee, or such other per~
son as may be provided by the law of the
State which he represents. The State members of the commission shall elect a cochali';.
man of the commission from among thefr
number.
( c) Decisions by a regional commission
shall require the amrmative vote of the Federal cochairman and of a majority, or at least
one if only two, of the State members. In
matters coming before a regional commission, the Federal cochairman shall, to the
extent practicable, consult with the Federal
departments and agencies having an interest
in the subject matter.
(d) Each State member of a regional commission shall have an alternate, appointed
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by the Governor or as otherwise may be provided by the law of the State which he represents. The President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, shall appoint an alternate for the Federal cochairman of each regional commission. An alternate shall vote in the event of ·the absence,
death, disability, removal, or ·resignation of
the State or Federal cochairman for which
he is an alternate.
( e) The Federal cochairman to a regional
commission shall be compensated by the
Federal Government from funds authorized
by this Act at level IV of the Federal Executive Salary Schedule. His alternate shall be
compensated by the Federal Government
from funds authorized by this Act at not
to exceed the m aximum scheduled rate for
grade GS-18 of the Classification Act of 1949,
as am.ended, and when not actively serving
as an alternate for the Federal cochairman
shall perform such functions and duties as
are delegated to him by the Federal cochairman. Each State member and his alternate
shall be compensated by the State which they
represent at the rate established by the law
of such State.
(f) If the Secretary finds that the State
of Alaska or the State of Hawaii meets the
requirements for an economic development
region, he may establish a Commission for
either State in a manner agreeable to him
and to the Governor of the affected State.
Functions of commission

SEC. 503. (a) In carrying out the purposes
of this Act, each Commission shall with
respect to its region( l) advise and assist the Secretary in the
identification of optimum boundaries for
multistate economic development regions,
{2) initiate and coordinate the prep~ra
tion of long-range overall economic development programs for such regions,
(3) foster surveys and studies to provide
data required for the preparation of specific
plans and programs for the development of
such regions,
(4) advise and assist the Secretary and the
States concerned in the initiation and coordination of economic development districts,
in order to promote maximum benefits from
the expenditure of Federal, State, and local
funds,
(5) promote increased private investment
in such regions,
(6) prepare legislative and other recommendations with respect to both short-range
-and long-range programs and projects for
Federal, State, and local agencies,
(7) develop, on a continuing basis, comprehensive and coordinated plans and programs and establish priorities thereunder,
giving due consideration to other Federal.
State, and local planning in the region;
(8) conduct and sponsor investigations,
research, and studies, including an inventory and analysis of the resources of the
region, and, in cooperation with Federal.
State, and local agencies, sponsor demonstration projects designed to foster regional
productivity and growth;
(9) review and study, in cooperation with
the agency involved, Federal, State, and local
public and private programs and, where appropriate, recommend modifications or additions which will increase their effectiveness
in the region;
(10) formulate and recommend, where appropriate, interstate compacts and other
forms of interstate cooperation, and work
with State and local agencies in developing
appropriate model legislation; and
(11) provide a forum for consideration of
problems of the region and proposed solutions and establish and utilize, as appropriate, citizens and special advisory councils
and public conferences.
(b) The Secretary shall present such plans
and proposals of the commissions as may be
transmitted and recommended to him (but
are not authorized by any other section of
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this Act) first for review by the Federal agen- the date of establishment of a commission,
cies primarlly interested in such plans and the administrative expenses of each comproposals and then, together with the rec- mission as approved by the Secretary shall
ommendations of such agencies, to the Presi- be paid by the Federal Government. Theredent for such action as he may deem de- after, not to exceed 50 per centum of such
sirable.
expenses may be paid by the Federal Gov( c) The Secretary shall provide effective ernment. In determining the amount of
and continuing liaison between the Federal the non-Federal share of such costs or exGovernment and each regional commission. penses, the Secretary shall give due consid{d) Each Federal agency shall, consonant eration to all contributions both in cash
with law and within the limits of available and in kind, fairly evaluated, including but
funds, cooperate with such commissions as not limited to space, equipment, and servmay be established in order to assist them ices.
·
in carrying out their functions under this
(c) There is hereby authorized to be apsection.
propriated $15,000,000 annually for the pur( e) Each regional commission may, from poses of this section.
time to time, make additional recommendaAdministrative powers of regional
tions to the Secretary and recommendations
commissions
to the State Governors and appropriate local
SEC. 506. To carry out its duties under
officials, with respect to-(1) the expenditure of funds by Federal, this Act, each regional commission is auState, and local departments and agencies thorized to-( l) adopt, amend, and repeal bylaws, rules,
in its region in the fields of natural resources,
agriculture, education, training, health and and regulations governing the conduct of
welfare, transportation, and other fields re- its business and the performance of its
functions;
lated to the purposes of this Act; and
(2) appoint and fix the compensation of
(2) such additional Federal, State, and
local legislation or administrative actions as an executive director and such other personnel
as may be necessary to enable the comthe commission deems necessary to further
mission to carry out its functions, except
the purposes of this Act.
that such compensation shall not exceed the
Program development criteria
salary of the alternate to the Federal coSEC. 504. In developing recommendations chairman on the commission and no memfor programs and projects for future regional ber, alternate, officer, or employee of such
economic development, and in establishing commission, other than the Federal cochairwithin those recommendations a priority man on the commission and his staff and
ranking for such programs and projects, the his alternate, and Federal employees detailed
Secretary shall encourage each regional com- to the commission under clause (3), shall be
mission to follow procedures that will insure deemed a Federal employee for any purpose;
consideration of the following factors:
(3) request the head of any Federal de( 1) the relationship of the project or class partment or agency (who is hereby so auof projects to overall regional development thorized) to detail to temporary duty with
including its location in an area determined the commission such personnel within his
by the State to have a significant potential administrative jurisdiction as the commisfor growth;
sion may need for carrying out its functions,
(2) the population and area to be served each such detail to be without loss of seniorby the project or class of projects including ity, pay, or other employee status;
the relative per capita income and the un(4) arrange for the services of personnel
employment rates in the area;
from any State or local government or any
(3) the relative financial resources avail- subdivision or agency thereof, or any interable to the State or political subdivisions governmental agency;
or instrumentalities thereof which seek to
( 5) make arrangements, including conundertake the project;
tracts, with any participating State govern(4) the importance of the project or class ment for inclusion in a suitable retirement
of projects in relation to other projects or and employee benefit system of such of its
classes of projects which may be in com- personnel as may not be eligible for, or conpetition for the same funds;
tinue in, another governmental retirement or
(5) the prospects that the project, on a empolyee benefit system, or otherwise procontinuing rather than a temporary basis, vide for such coverage of its personnel, and
will improve the opportunitities for employ- the Civil Service Commission of the United
ment, the average level of income, or the States is authorized to contract with such
economic and social development of the area commission for oontinued coverage of comserved by the project.
mission employees, who at date of commis.Regional technical and planning assistance sion employment are Federal employees, in
the retirement program and other employee
SEC. 505. (a) The Secretary is authorized benefit program.s of the Federal Government;
to provide to the commissions technical as(6) accept, use, and dispose of gifts or
sistance which would be useful in aiding donations
of services or property, real, perthe commissions to carry out their functions sonal, or mixed,
tangible or intangible;
under this Act and to develop recommenda(7) enter into and perform such contracts,
tions and programs. Such assistance shall
include studies and plans evaluating the leases, ooopera.tive agreements, or other
needs of, and developing potentialities for, transactions as may be necessary in carrying
economic growth of such regions, and re- out its functions and on such terms as it
may deem appropriate, with any department,
search on improving the conservation and agency,
or instrumentality of the United
utilization of the human and natural resources of the region. Such assistance may States or with any State, or-any political subbe provided by the Secretary through mem- division, agency, or instrumentality thereof,
with any person, firm, associaition, or
bers of his staff, through the payment of or
oorporation;
funds authorized for this section to other
(8) maintain an office in the District of
departments or agencies of the Federal Government, or through the employment of pri- Columbia and establish field offices at such
vate individuals, partnerships, firms, cor- other places as it may deem appropriate; and
(9) take such otber actions and incur such
porations, or suitable institutions, under
contracts entered into for such purposes, or other expenses as may be necessary or
-appropriate.
through grants-in-aid to the commissions.
Information
The Secretary, in his discretion, may require
the repayment of assistance provided under
SEc. 507. In order to obtain information
this subsection and prescribe the terms and needed_to carry out its duties, each regional
conditions of such repayment.
commission shall~
(b) For the period ending on June 30 of
( 1) hold such hearings, sit and act at
the second full Federal ·fiscal year following such times and. places, take such testimony,
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receive such evidence, and print or otherwise reproduce and distribute so much of its
proceedings and reports thereon as it may
deem advisable, a cochairman of such commission, or any member of the commission
designated by the commission for the purpose, being hereby authorized to administer
oath& when it is determined by the commission that testimony shall be taken or evidence received under oath;
( 2) arrange for the head of any Federal,
State, or local department or agency (who
1s hereby so authorized, to the extent not
otherwise prohibited by law) to furnish to
such commission such information as may be
available to or procurable by such department or agency; and
(3) keep accurate and complete records of
its doings and transactions which shall be
made available for public inspection.
Personal financial interests

SEC 508. (a) Except as permitted by subsection (b) hereof, no State member or alternate and no officer or employee of a regional
commission shall participate personally and
substantially as member, alternate, officer, or
employee, through decision, approval, disapproval, recommendation, the rendering of
advice, investigation, or otherwise, in any
proceeding, application, request for a ruling
or other determination, contract, claim, controversy, or other particular matter in which,
to his knowledge, he, his spouse, minor child,
partner, organization (other than a State or
political subdivision thereof) in which he is
serving as officer, director, trustee, partner,
or employee, or any person or organization
with whom he 1s serving as officer, director,
trustee, partner, or employee, or any person
or organization with whom he is negotiating
or has any arrangement concerning prospective employment, has a financial interest.
Any person who shall violate the provisions
of this subsection shall be fined not more
than $10,000, or imprisoned not more than
two years, or both.
(b) Subsection (a) hereof shall not apply
if the State member, alternate, officer, or
employee first advises the regional commission involved of the nature and circumstances of the proceeding, application, request for a ruling or other determination,
contract, claim, controversy, or other particular matter and makes full disclosure of
the financial interest and receives in advance a written determination made by
such Commission that the interest is not
so substantial as to be deemed likely to
affect the integrity of the services which
the COmmission may expect from such State
member, alternate, officer, or employee.
(c) No State member of a regional commission, or his alternate, shall receive any
salary, or any contribution to or supplementation of salary for his services on such
commission from any source other that his
State. No person detailed to serve a regional commission under authority of clause
( 4) of section 506 shall receive any salary
or any contribution to or supplementation
of salary for his services on such commission from any source other than the State,
local, or intergovernmental department or
agency from which he was detailed or from
such commission. Any person who shall
violate the provisions of this subsection
shall be fined not more than $5,000, or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.
(d) Notwithstanding any other subsection
of this section, the Federal cochalrman and
his alternate on a regional commission and
any Federal ·officers or employees detailed to
duty with it pursuant to clause (3) of section 10 shall not be subject to any such
subsection but shall remain subject to sections 202 through 209 of title 18, United
States Code.
(e) A regional commission may, in its
discretion, declare void and rescind any contract or . other agreement pursuant to the
Act in relation to which it :finds that there
has been a violation of subsection (a) or (c)
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of this section, or any of the provisions of
sections 202 through 209, title 18, United
States Code.
Annual reports

SEC. 509. Each regional commission established pursuant to this Act shall make a
comprehensive and detailed annual report
each fiscal year to the Congress with respect
to such commission's activities and recommendations for programs. The :first such
report shall be made for the :first fiscal year
in which such commission is in existence
for more than three months. Such reports
shall be printed and transmitted to the
Congress not later than January 31 of the
calendar year following the fiscal year with
respect to which the report is made.
TITLE VI-ADMINISTRATION

"SEC. 601. (a) The Secretary shall administer this Act and, with the assistance of an
Assistant Secretary of Commerce, in addition to those already provided for, shall
supervise and direct the Administrator created herein, and coordinate the Federal cochairmen appointed heretofore or subsequent to this Act. The Assistant Secretary
created by this section shall be appointed by
the President by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate and shall be compensated at the rate provided for level IV of
the Federal Executive Salary Schedule. Such
Assistant Secretary shall perform such functions as the Secretary may prescribe. There
shall be appointed by the President, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate,
an Administrator for Economic Development
who shall be compensated at the rate provided for level V of the Federal Executive
Salary Schedule who shall perform such
duties as are assigned by the Secretary.
"(b) Subsections (d) and (e) of section
303 of the Federal Executive Salary Act of
1964 are hereby amended by adding the
positions established by subsection (a) hereof."
Advisory Committee on Regional Economic
Development

SEC. 602. The Secretary shall appoint a
National Public Advisory Committee on Regional Economic Development which shall
consist of twenty-five members and shall be
composed of representatives of labor, management, agriculture, State and local governments, and the public in general. From the
members appointed to such Committee the
Secretary shall designate a Chairman. Such
Committee, or any duly established subcom'mittee thereof, shall from time to time make
recommendations to the Secretary relative
to the carrying out of his duties under this
Act. Such Committee shall hold not less
than two meetings during each calendar
year.
Consultation with other persons and agencies

SEC. 603. (a) The Secretary ls authorized
from time to time to call together and confer
with any persons, including representatives
of labor, management, agriculture, and government, who can assist in meeting the
problems of area and regional unemployment and underemployment.
(b) The Secretary may make provision for
such consultation with interested departments and agencies as he may deem appropriate in the performance of the functions
vested in him by this Act.
TITLE VII-MISCELLANEOUS

Powers of Secretary

SEC. 701. In performing his duties under
this Act, the Secretary ls authorized to(1) adopt, alter, and use a seal, which
shall be judicially noticed;
(2) hold such hearings, sit and act at such
times and places, and take such testimony,
as he may deem advisable;
(3) request directly from any executive
department, bureau, agency, board, commission, o1Dce independent establishment, or
instrumentality information, suggestions,
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estimates, and statistics needed to carry out
the purposes of this Act; and each department, bureau, agency, board, commission,
office, establishment, or instrumentality is
authorized to furnish such information, suggestions, estimates, and statistics directly to
the Secretary;
(4) under regulations prescribed by him,
assign or sell at public or private sale, or
otherwise dispose of for cash or credit, in
his discretion and upon such terq:is and con'd ltions and for such consideration as he shall
determine to be reasonable, any evidence of
debt, contract, claim, personal property, or
security assigned to or held by him in connection with loans made or evidences of
indebtedness purchased under this Act, and
collect or compromise all obligations assigned to or held by him in connection with
such loans or evidences of indebtedness until
such time as such obligations may be referred to the Attorney General for suit or
collection;
(5) further extend the maturity of or renew any loan made or evidence of indebtedness purchased under this Act, beyond th~
periods stated in such loan or evidence of
indebtedness or in this Act, for additional
periods not to exceed ten years, if such extension or renewal will aid in the orderly
liquidation of such loan or evidence of indebtedness;
(6) deal with, complete, renovate, improve
modernize, insure, rent, or sell for cash or
credit, upon such terms and conditions and
for such consideration as he shall determine
to be reasonable, any real or personal property conveyed to, or otherwise acquired by,
him in connection with loans made or evidences of Indebtedness purchased under this
Act;
(7) pursue to final collection, by way of
compromise or other administrative action,
prior to reference to the Attorney General,
all claims against third parties assigned to
him in connection with loans made or evidences of indebtedness purchased under this
Act. This shall include authority to obtain
deficiency judgments or otherwise in the
case of mortgages assigned to the Secretary.
Section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as
amended (41 U.S.C. 5), shall not apply to any
contract of hazard insurance or to any purchase or contract for services or supplies on
account of property obtained by the Secretary as a result of loans made or evidences of
indebtedness purchased under this Act if the
premium therefor or the all!ount thereof
does not exceed $1,000. The power to convey
and to execute, in the name of the Secretary,
deeds of conveyance, deeds of release, assignments and satisfactions of mortgages,
and any other written instrument relating
to real or personal property or any interest
therein acquired by the Secretary pursuant
to the provisions of this Act may be exercised by the Secretary or by any otlicer or
agent appointed by him for that purpose
without the execution of any express delegation of power or power of attorney;
(8) acquire, in any lawful manner, any
property (real, personal, or mixed, tangible
or intangible), whenever deemed necessary
or appropriate to the conduct of the activities
authorized in sections 201, 202, 301, 403, and
503 of this Act;
(9) in addition to any powers, functions,
privileges, and immunities otherwise vested
in him, take any and all actions, including
the procurement of the services of attorneyi:;
by contract, determined by him to be necessary or desirable in making, purchasing,
servicing, compromising, modifying, liquidating, or otherwise administratively dealing
with or realizing on loans made or evidences
of indebtedness purchased under this Act;
(10) employ experts and consultants or
organizations therefor as authorized by section 15 of the Administrative Expenses Act
of 1946 (5 U.S.C. 55a), compensate individuals
so employed at rates not in excess of $100
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(d) Notwithstanding any requirements of
per diem, including travel time, and allow
them, while away from their homes or regu- this Act relating to the eligibility of areas,
lar places of business, travel expenses (in- projects for which applications are pending
cluding per diem in lieu of subsistence) as before the Area Redevelopment Administraauthorized by section 5 of such Act (5 U.S.C. tion on the effective date of this Act shall
73b-2) for persons in the Government serv- for a period of one year thereafter be eligible
ice employed intermittently, while so em- for consideration by the Secretary for such
ployed: Provided, however, That contracts assistance under the provisions of this Act
for such employment may be renewed an- as he may determine to be appropriate.
nually;
Separability
( 11) sue and be sued in any court Of recSEC. 704. Notwithstanding any other eviord of a State having general jurisdiction or
in any United States district court, and dence of the intent of Congress, it is hereby
jurisdiction is conferred upon such district declared to be the intent of Congress that if
court to determine such controversies with- any provision of this Act or the application
out regard to the amount in controversy; thereof to any persons or circumstances shall
but no attachment, injunction, garnishment, be adjudged by any court of competent
or other similar process, mesne or final, shall jurisdiction to be invalid, such judgment
be issued against the Secretary or his prop- shall not affect, impair, or invalidate the
erty. Nothing herein shall be construed to remainder of this Act or its application to
except the activities under this Aot from the other persons and circumstances, but shall
application of sections 507 (b) and 2679 of be confined in its operation to the provision
title 28, United States Code, and of section of this Act or the application thereof to the
367 of the Revised Statutes (5 U.S.C. 316); persons and circumstances directly involved
in the controversy in which such judgment
and
( 12) establish such rules, regulations, and shall have been rendered.
procedures as he may deem appropriate in
Application of Act
carrying out the provisions of this Act.
SEC. 705. As used in this Act, the terms
"State", "States", and "United States" inSavings provisions
SEC. 702. (a) No suit, action, or other pro- clude the several States, the District of Columbia,
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,
ceeding lawfully commenced by or against
the Administrator or any other officer of the the Virgin Islands, Guam, and American
Area Redevelopment Administration in his Samoa.
Annual report
official capacity or in relation to the disSEC. 706. The Secretary shall make a comcharge of his official duties under the Area
Redevelopment Act, shall abate by reason of prehensive and detailed annual report to the
the taking effect of the provisions of this Congress of his operations under this Act for
Act, but the court may, on motion or sup- each fiscal year beginning with the fiscal
plemental petition filed at any time within year ending June 30, 1966. Such report shall
twelv.e months after such taking effect, be printed and shall be transmitted to the
showmg a necessity for the survival of such Congress not later than January 3 of the
suit, action, or other proceeding to obtain a year following the fiscal year with respect to
settlement of the questions involved, allow which such report is made.
the same to be maintained by or against the
Use of other facilities
Secretary or the Administrator or such
SEC. 707. (a) Where practicable in carrying
other officer of the Department of Commerce
out the provisions of this Act the Secretary
as may be appropriate.
(b) Except as may be otherwise expressly may use the available services and facilities
provided in this Act, all powers and authori- Of Other agencies and instrumentalities Of
ties conferred by this Act shall be cumulative the Federal Government, but only with their
and additional to and not in derogation of consent and on a reimbursable basis. The
any powers and authorities otherwise exist- foregoing requirement shall be implemented
ing. All rules, regulations, orders, authori- by the Secretary in such a manner as to
zations, delegations, or other actions duly avoid the duplication of existing staffs and
issued, made, or taken by or pursuant to facilities in any agency or instrumentality
applicable law, prior to the effective date of of the Federal Government. The Secretary
this Act, by any agency, officer, or office per- is authorized to delegate to the heads of
taining to any functions, powers, and duties other departments and agencies of the Fedunder the .Area Redevelopment Act shall eral Government any of the Secretary's funccontinue in full force and effect after the tions, powers, and duties under this Act as
effective date of this Act until modified or he may deem appropriate, and to authorize
rescinded by the Secretary or such other the redelegation of such functions, powers,
officer of the Department of Commerce as, in and duties by the hea.ds of such departments
accordance with applicable law, may be and agencies.
(b) Departments and agencies of the Fedappropriate.
eral Government shall exercise their powers,
Transfer of functions and effective date
duties, and functions in such manner as will
SEC. 703. (a) The functions, powers, duties, assist in carrying out the objectives of this
and authorities and the assets, funds, con- Act.
tracts, loans, liabi11ties, commitments au(c) Funds authorized to be appropriated
thorizations, allocations, and records ~hich under this Act may be transferred between
are vested in or authorized to be transferred departm.ents
and agencies of the GQvernment,
to the Secretary of the Treasury under sec- if such funds are used for the purposes for
tion 29(b) of the Area Redevelopment Act, which they are specifically authorized and
and all functions, powers, duties, and au- appropriated.
thorities under section 29(c) of the Area
Appropriation
Redevelopment Act are hereby vested in the
SEC. 708. There are hereby authorized to
Secretary.
(b) The President may designate a person be appropriated such sums as may be necesto act as Administrator under this Act until sary to carry out the provisions of this Act.
the office is filled as provided in this Act or Appropriations authorized under this Act
until the expiration of the first period of shall remain available until expended unless
sixty days following the effective date of this otherwise provided by appropriations Acts. .
Penalties
Act, whichever shall fiist occur. While so
acting such person shall receive compensaSEC. 709. (a) Whoever makes any statetion at the rate provided by this Act for such ment knowing it to be false, or whoever willoffice.
fully overvalues any security, for the pur.:.
( c) The provisions of this Act shall take pose of obtaining for himself or for any apeffect upon enactment unless herein explicit- plicant any financial assistance under section
ly otherwise provided.
101, 201, 202, or 403 or any extension thereof
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by renewal, deferment or action, or otherwise, or the acceptance, release, or substitution of security therefor, or for the purpose of
influencing in any way the action of the
Secretary, or for the purpose of obtaining
money, property, or anything of value, under
this Act, shall be punished by a fine of not
more than $10,000 or by imprisonment for
not more than five years, or both.
(b) Whoever, being connected in any
capacity with the Secretary, in the administration of this Act (1) embezzles, abstracts,
purloins, or willfully misapplies any moneys,
funds, securities, or other things of value,
whether belonging to him or pledged or
otherwise entrusted to him, or (2) with intent to defraud the Secretary or any other
body politic or corporate, or any individual,
or to deceive any officer, auditor, or examiner,
makes any false entry in any book, report, or
statement of or to the Secretary, or without
being duly authorized draws any order or
issues, puts forth, or assigns any note, debenture, bond, or other obligation, or draft,
bill of exchange, mortgage, judgment, or
decree thereof, or (3) with intent to defraud
participates or shares in or receives directly
or indirectly any money, profit, property, or
benefit through any transaction, loan, grant,
commission, contract, or any other act of the
Secretary, or ( 4) gives any unauthorized information concerning any future action or
plan of the Secretary which might affect the
value of securities, or having such knowledge
invests or speculates, directly or indirectly,
in the securities or property of any company
or corporation receiving loans, grants, or
other assistance from the Secretary, shall be
punished by a fine of not more than $10,000
or by imprisonment for not more than five
years, or both.
Employment of expediters and administrative employees

SEc. 710. No financial assistance shall be
extended by the Secretary under section 101,
201, 202, or 403 to any business enterprise
unless the owners, partners, or officers of
such business enterprise (1) certify to the
Secretary the names of any attorneys, agents,
and other persons engaged by or on behalf
of such business enterprise for the purpose
of expediting applications made to the Secretary for assistance of any sort, under this
Act, and .t he fees paid or to be paid to any
such person; and (2) execute an agreement
binding such business enterprise, for a period
of two years after such assistance is rendered
by the Secretary to such business enterprise,
to refrain from employing, tendering any
office or employment to, or retaining for professional services, any person who, on the
date such assistance or any part thereof was
rendered, or within one year prior thereto,
shall have served as an officer, attorney,
agent, or employee, occupying a position or
engaging in activities which the Secretary
shall have determined involve discretion with
respect to the granting of assistance under
this Act.
Prevailing rate of wage and forty-hour week

SEC. 711. All laborers and mechanics employed by contractors or subcontractors on
projects assisted by the Secretary under this
Act shall be paid Witgcs at rates not 1:iss than
those prevailing on similar construction in
the locality as determined by the Secretary of
Labor in accordance with the Davis-Bacon
Act, as amended (40 U.S.C. 276ar-276a-5).
The Secretary shall not extend any financial
assistance upon section 101, 201, 202, or 403
for such a project without first obtaining adequate assurance that these labor standards
will be maintained upon the construction
work. The Secretary of Labor shall have,
with respect to the labor standa!"lls specified
in thi_s provision, the authority and functions
set forth in Reorganization Plan Numbered
14 of 1950 (15 F.R. 3176; 64 Stat. 1267; 5
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U.S.C. 133z-15), and section 2 of the Act of
June 13, 1934, as amended (40 U.S.C. 276c).
Record of applications

SEC. 712. The Secretary shall maintain as
a permanent part of the records of the Department of Commerce a list of applications
approved for financial assistance under section 101, 201, 202, or 403, which shall be kept
available for public inspection during the
regular business hours of the Department of
Commerce. The following information shall
be posted in such list as soon as each application is approved; (1) the name of the applicant and, in the case of corporate applications, the names of the officers and directors
thereof, (2) the amount and duration of the
loan or grant for which application is made,
(3) the purposes for which the proceeds of
the loan or grant are to be used, and (4) a
general description of the security offered in
the case of a loan.
Records and audit

SEC. 713. (a) Each recipient of assistance
under this Act shall keep such records as the
Secretary shall prescribe, including records
which fully disclose the amount and the disposition by such recipient of the proceeds of
such assistance, the total cost of the project
or undertaking in connection with which
such assistance is given or used, and the
amount and nature of that portion of the
cost of the project or undertaking supplied
by other sources, and such other records, as
will facilitate an effective audit.
(b) The, Secretary and the Comptroller
General of the United States, or any of their
duly authorized representatives, shall have
access for the purpose of audit and examinatlon to any books, documents, papers, and
records of the recipient that are pertinent to
assistance received under this Act.
Conforming amendment

SEC. 714. All benefits heretofore specifically
made available (and not subsequently revoked) under other Federal programs to persons or to public or private organizations,
corporations, or entities in areas designated
by the Secretary as "redevelopment areas"
under section 5 of the Area Redevelopment
Act, are hereby also extended, insofar as
practicable, to such areas as may be designated as "redevelopment areas" or "economic
development centers" under the authority of
section 401 or 403 of this Act: Provided, however, That this section shall not be construed
as limiting such administrative discretion as
may have been conferred under any other
law.
SEC. 715. All financial and technical assistance authorized under this Act shall be in
addition to any Federal assistanc:i previously
authorized, and no provision hereof shall be
construed as authorizing or permitting any
reduction or diminution in the. proportional
amount of Federal assistance to which any
State or other entity eligible under this Act
would otherwise be entitled under the provisions of any other Act.

Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the committee amendments be considered and
agreed to en bloc, and that the bill as
thus amended be considered as original
text for the purpose of amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Michigan?
There being no objection, the committee amendments were considered and
agreed to en bloc.
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, the
legislation before us today is of vital personal interest to millions of Americans in
all sections of the Nation. It is an urgent
matter which, I am confident, a large
CXI--745

majority of the Nation wants to see enacted as soon as possible.
The Public Works and Economic Development ,act of 1965 is of such vital interest because it brings a new hope to the
unemployed, the partially employed, and
the impoverished who are located in areas
of the country which have been bypassed by progress and prosperity.
Unfortunately, the problem of our depressed areas is somewhat like the problem of poverty-stricken individuals: Unless one is poverty-stricken oneself, it is
difficult to comprehend and know the
full impact of poverty. To an extent, the
problem is partially hidden because of
the overall economic well-being of the
Nation. Thus, in our more prosperous
areas it may be difficult to understand
the sense of hopelessness and frustration
that manifests itself in the areas where
economic development and job opportunities are restricted.
To demonstrate the scope of the problem, let me cite some :figures used by
Secretary of Commerce Connor in his
testimony before the Public Works Committee several weeks ago.
The Secretary noted that the Nation's
100 hardest hit unemployment areas-in
28 States-had an annual average unemployment rate in 1964 of 13.6 percent,
or more than 2% times the national average. In six States we find areas with
unemployment rates running more than
18 percent. This is at a time when our
national unemployment rate is at its lowest point in 7 years.
In our hardest hit rural areas the census :figures show that the 100 poorest
counties had median family incomes
ranging from $1,260 to $1,766 per year,
or nearly 70 percent below the national
average of $5,600.
Here we have entire counties where
the majority of people are trying to exist
on incomes below the poverty level.
Figures such as these should help to
bring home the idea to those who have
not had an appreciation of the magnitude and seriousness of the problem of·
area economic distress.
How do we deal with this nagging
and vexing problem, a problem, incidentally, that would still be with us, but
to a somewhat lesser degree, even if the
national unemployment rate were reduced another 50 percent. We observe
that in several European economies
where there is practically full employment on an overall basis, the depressed
areas problem continues to exist because
of technological changes, shifts in demand, changing patterns of trade and
so on. In a growing and dynamic economy we must face up to this problem, as
it cannot be wished away, and the usual
monetary and fiscal policies designed to
strengthen the economy cannot be ex. pected to do the whole job.
Therefore, I believe we must act along
the lines suggested by the President in
S. 1648, which he transmitted to Con-·
gress on March 31 of this year.
The bill proposed by the President. was
referred to the Committee on Public.
Works, which held hearings in April, and
also obtained the views of the Banking
and Currency Committee, which held tut
own hearings on titles II and IV of the
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bill. I would like to commend the chairman of the- Banking and Currency Committee, Senator ROBERTSON, for his cooperation in this matter particularly with
regard to the dispatch with which his
committee handled the titles II and IV.
I also want to call special attention to
the great work of the Senator from Illinois [Mr. DouGLAsl, chairman of the
Subcommittee on Production and Stabilization which held hearings on titles
II and IV. Senator DOUGLAS is properly
known as the father of the original Area
Redevelopment Act.
The principle purposes of S. 1648, as
amended, are to:
First. Provide a means by which certain areas which are lagging behind the
general economic growth of the Nation
can be helped to improve their physical
and social structure and thereby stimulate economic growth.
Second. Make available both direct
and supplementary grants to government
and nongovernment nonprofit agencies
in order to improve the physical resources of these lagging areas so as to
increase opportunities to stimulate economic growth.
Third. Provide loans to government
and nongovernment nonprofit agencies
in order to make available funds needed
as the required local share for public
works grant-in-aid programs and the
local share of funds necessary for grants
for facilities related to area economic
developi:p.ent needs.
Fourth. Provide loans to profit organizations for facilities, including equipment and machinery, and the guarantee
of loans for working capital purposes,
in order to make it possible to expand
economic development in areas qualifying under the act.
Fifth. Provide technical assistance to
any area determined by the Secretary o{
Commerce to be in need of such assistance in planning or in working at preventing or alleviating conditions of excessive unemployment or underemployment.
Sixth. Provide grants and loans and
other forms of assistance to areas facing
economic disaster as the result of the.
closing or curtailing of employment at
a major source of employment in an
area in advance of such closing or curtailment.
Seventh.- Encourage the establishment
of multicounty development districts so
that grants and loans can be utilized for
broader geographic application and thus
help depressed areas by linking them
with more healthy areas.
Eighth. Ehcourage the establishment
of multistate economic development regions where applicable criteria are met,
and provide such regions with funds to
establish development commissions ineluding up to 100 percent of administrative and staff costs.
S. 1648 responds, r think, to basic
problems and needs of our economically
disadvantaged areas and of the broader
economic regions it Is designed t.o help
develop. In large measure it draws on
~e experiences and lessons of the original area redevelopment program and the..
accelerated public works program. The
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Impact of the money being spent by Public Works Committee, therefore, recapproach to development planning of
multistate regions is patterned after the customers and employees of the project ommended the regional commission plan
program recently developed for Appa- is readily apparent in the area. Busi- that was created in the Appalachia Relachia. Our anticipations for that pro- ness has gone up an average of about 15 gional Development Act as the instrugram are high, just as they are for this percent in the nearby town of Bellaire. ment to be used by other regions.
The regional approach to the problem
program. The predecessor programs to Bank deposits are increasing. Two years
Appalachia and this bill have made sig- ago, there were seven vacant stores in of area economic development embodied
nificant contributions to the well-being the Shanty Creek area; today there is ins. 1648, Mr. President, provides a very
strong and much-needed adjunct to the
one.
of a number of areas.
A new supermarket has been built; its other provisions of the bill.
Let me cite the examples of an APW
Title I of this bill, public works and
project and an ARA project in my home owners are already talking about expandevelopment facilities, is designed to inState of Michigan which I believe help sion.
The architect for Shanty Creek has crease the amount of Federal funds bemake the case for the public works and
economic development program. Last opened an oftlce in Bellaire, with nine ing expended both for general improveyear in the Public Works Committee, employees. A bakery and a barbershop, ment of the physical structure of an
during the hearings on the first Ap- each with two employees, have opened area, and for specific improvements repalachia bill, we heard of a good example for business. Local contractors have al- lated to projected economic developof the multiple effects a public works most more business than they can han- ment. One of the greatest handicaps
project can have on the economic life of dle. One construction . company has a community, area, or region can suffer
p, small town. It concerned Harbor increased employment from 10 to 40 when economically disadvantaged is the
inability of its physical plant and public
Springs, Emmet County, Mich. Harbor workers.
Shanty Creek's opening in Bellaire has services to support existing industry, or
Springs, population 1,500, is a resort
town. It received two APW grants total- stimulated other projects. These include new development.
If a community, for example, has an
ing $122,000 for sanitary sewers and an a food processing firm, a lumber cominterceptor sewer, and matched these pany, a tool manufacturer, and two inadequate water treatment and disother small factories. Together, these 5 tribution system, it can hardly hope to
grants witb $122,000 of its own funds.
Apart from giving a year's employ- projects are generating more than 200 induce industrial development which
ment to 20 men on the construction site, job opportunities in the community. would further tax the existing facilities
this project brought the following re- Local business leaders report that, in ad- and possibly lead to breakdown in the
sults: 1 ¥z miles of new streets were built dition to the direct efforts of these proj- system.
This type of investment cannot adealong these sewers, seven new homes ects, ARA's participation in the commuwere started or completed; a new sub- nity's development efforts has helped quately be measured in terms of jobs
division, dormant and failing for 2 years generate a new feeling of hope and opti- created or new factories constructed.
But the purpose here is not the immebecause of the lack of sewers, became mism throughout the area.
Under the Public Works and Economic diate employment gain that such facilieligible for FHA insurance and 10 lots
were sold; a new restaurant, a new drive- Development Act, Mr. President, we shall ties will produce. The primary purpose
in restaurant, and a new motel were be able to continue to assist worthy de- is to create developmental facilities that
started, and the local appliance dealer velopment projects of the kind I have will contribute to the economic underestimated that he will be able to sell 50 just cited; projects with an assist from pinning of the community that can
garbage disposals and 10 washing ma- the Government have come into being make it more capable of supporting adchines. All of this new activity in a town in areas of need years before anything ditional population and of making the
could have happened without this assist- most of its natural advantages.
of just 1,500 population.
The grants that would be made under
This story illustrates aptly the point ance. Projects such as I have cited did
that the distinguished senior Senator not come into being at the expense of title I are not to be limited to traditional
from West Virginia [Mr. RANDOLPH] had another area or of other industries. The public works, but are meant to indlude
niade on a number of occasions, that even new jobs created by these projects, rep- physical properties which will have a
though the APW program had as its first resent, insofar as I can determine, net bearing on long-term industrial and
consideration the relief of unemployment increases in employment and income, commercial growth.
Examples of projects which should be
at a time when national employment and they came into being in areas most
rates were high, many of the projects in need of new job opportunities.
eligible under this title, as well as projfinanced under that program will have
Th:is far I have talked mainly of the ects for which public facility loans would
long-run effects, contributing more to an meaning of this program to individual be available under title II when they are
area than the short-term employment areas of unemployment and low income. directly related to economic developthey were designed to provide.
I would like now to deal briefly with the ment needs, are waterworks and water- .
The example of an ARA project in regional planning and programing as- lines, sanitary and storm sewers, indusMichigan I want to give you concerns a pect of this bill. The regional planning trial parks, police and fire stations, retourism development in the northern provisions of the bill are quite new in search centers, tourism facilities, induspart of the Lower Peninsula of Michigan. concept and follow generally the plan trial streets and roads, waste treatment
Shanty Creek, a year-round lodge in embodied in the Appalachian Regional facilities, area vocational schools, airAntrim County, Mich., started out in late Development Act.
ports, and watershed protection and
1962 with approval of an $890,500 ARA
While the Appalachian region is only :flood control projects.
loan to help build a lodge, a golf course, beginning to implement its program, the
Examples of public facilities which, if
fishing and boating facilities, private great value of the 2 years which went indirectly related to economic developtrout stream, and heated swimming pool, into developing that program is that it ment, could be eligible for grants under
several ski slopes with tows and lifts.
identified and outlined a new approach section 101-and loans under section
Today, Shanty Creek Lodge has assets to economic development problems com- 201-would be streets primarily related
of $2.5 million, and employs 90 workers mon to two or more adjoining States.
to residential development, water and
on a year-round basis. In the first year
Under S. 1648, States may join to- sewage facilities related to residential
and a half of operation, the lodge, I am gether to form regional development development, hospitals, vocational edutold, attracted so many patrons that commissions to further projects and pro- cation facilities, community centers, and
many had to be turned away. They grams which are best planned across in some circumstances, library and·
went to other resorts in the area which sizable geographic areas and which no similar buildings.
helped to boost the business of food and local unit or group of units within one
There is a critical need in many, if not
lodging facilities in. nearby communities. State can do alone or without regard to most, of the areas that would be eligible
The lodge management is planning the effect of their efforts on a similar under this program for these types of
further expansion of housing and sports area in adjoining States.
facilities if they are to ever have the
facilities to make Shanty Creek even
The Appalachia experience has pro- chance of getting back into the mainmore attractive to visitors. Recently duced a workable mechanism for a Fed- stream of American economic life. I
$800,000 in private investment was put eral-State partnership which can de- want to emphasize that the funds to be
into the project for this purpose.
velop a program and implement it. The provided under the public works pro-
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visions of this act are riot merely to be · bill did not provide for a specific authorsubstituted for funds available under ization for a research program. In
existing programs. It would be con- light of these considerations the committrary to the purposes of this act if other tee recommended that the authorization
Federal agencies cut back the amounts for title III be raised from $20 to $25 milof funds which would have gone to eli- lion, which moneys would be used to help
gible areas if the additional funds under finance the research and information
this program were not available. sections as well as the section on techFurther, the present policy of loaning nical assistance.
Past programs, such as ARA and APW,
the local share where communities are
unable to make a one lump-sum pay- went only part of the way in attempting
to help areas solve their economic dement should be continued.
The bill as originally introduced called velopment problems and certain comfor an annual authorization of $250 mil- plaints we have heard about these prolion for direct and supplemental grants grams were made mainly because they
were not strong enough and broad
for public and development facilities.
In testifying before the Senate Public enough to do an adequate overall job.
S. 1648 goes far to fill the gaps that
Works Committee, a number of witnesses, including several Members of prevented certain programs from being
Congress expressed doubt as to whether as effective as they might have been.
I look forward to seeing real inroads
this sum would be large enough to meet
the tremendous backlog of needs of the made on area unemployment and underemployment through this measure. I see
underdeveloped areas.
Many, but not all, of the APW projects a great impact being made on both releft unfunded because of exhaustion of gional economies and the national econauthorization will be eligible for con- omy through the implementation of this
sideration under the Public Works and bill.
I urge the Senate to act favorably on
Economic Development Act. There will
also be many projects of the type pre- this important measure.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I want
viously financed under the ARA program. These are public facility projects to compliment the able chairman of the
that have a direct tie-in with a new em- Public Works Committee for the very effective presentation he has made of the
ployment-creating enterprise.
The Public Works Committee also Public Works and Economic Developamended the bill to permit supplemen- ment Act of 1965. I have carefully retary grants for direct Federal projects viewed the record of the hearings and
that have been authorized by Congress. the report filed by the Committee on
On the basis of estimates on backlog Public Works and I believe every memand new projects, the committee deter- ber of that committee has done an outmined that $400 million would be the standing job in bringing this piece of
minimum necessary to fund title I. vital legislation to the ftoor.
The senator from Michigan was kind
Senator RANDOLPH offered an amendment for $500 million. There was sym- enough to request the views of the Bankpathy for increasing even to that figure. ing and Currency Committee on titles
However, committee studies indicate II and IV of the bill. These titles deal
that there is a backlog of $250 million; with the loan programs and the criteria
that new applications will total $250 to for designating eligible areas and are
$300 million, of which $100 million will .similar in scope to the original Area Rebe able to be handled in the year applica- development Act which was approved by
the Banking and Currency Committee
tion is made.
Further, there needs to be some stand- and the Congress in 1961. I believe our
by authorization in the event of sudden committees achieved an unusual degree
loss of employment in a number of areas of cooperation on this bill and I would
over the year period. Annual backlog hope the practice of consulting with
would be $250 million, new grants in any other committees receives wider use.
year, $100 million, and reserve, $50 mil- The Senator from Michigan, who has
joined with me in cosponsoring this bill,
lion.
Title III of S. 1648 authorizes a pro- has made an important contribution not
gram for technical assistance and plan- only to the bill but to the practices and
ning assistance to areas. having substan- procedures by which the Senate contial need for such assistance that would ducts its business.
THE ORIGIN AL AREA REDEVELOPMENT ACT
be useful in alleviating or preventing
conditions of excessive unemployment or
Economic stagnation in the midst of
underemployment. This title provides general prosperity has long been a parafor a research program aimed at better dox in our society. The rapid shifts in
understanding of the causes and condi- 20th century technology have left many
tions of area and regional economic dis- communities and regions grappling with
tress, and an information program de- the cruel facts of economic hardship.
signed to provide better economic devel- Perhaps a present-day Adam Smith
opment know-how to local, district, and would argue that the citizens of these
regional development groups.
regions should cheerfully accept the disThe Public Works Committee amended cipline of the "invisible hand" and live
this title so that technical assistance out their remaining years in abject but
may include the undertaking of training silent poverty. Any attempt to interprograms, as well as studies. The com- fere in the natural workings of the
mittee also took into consideration the economy, according to this ancient
fact that some areas would be handi- theory, would only lead to the inefficient
capped by the lack of funds for project· allocation of industrial capital.
design and advanced planning. It al5o
But a modern nation can no longer ·
noted that the administration's proposed · afford such a callous solution, for in the
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long run, the growth of our vast and
complex economy depends upon the
health of all its regions and communities.
This ancient prescription-which reminds me of the similar practice of
treating patients by bleeding them to
death-also ignores the sizable investment depressed communities have already made in basic public facilities such
as schools, roads, hospitals, and the like.
This investment, or social capital, would
go to. waste if we permitted our depressed communities to decline indefinitely. At the same time, new and
duplicating facilities would have to be
constructed elsewhere to accommodate
the residents who have been forced to
move.
Thus, a crude policy of laissez faire
does not lead to economic efficiency, it
promotes inefficiency and waste. While
such a policy is concerned with the profit
and loss statements of c,orporations, it
ignores the balance sheet of the community at large. It is futile to apply
such a narrow accounting standard to
the complex problems of a modern
economy.
For many years some argued that
those who find themselves in an economically distressed area should pack
their bags and move to another city
where jobs were supposed to be more
plentiful.
· But how are those other towns and
cities to provide the housing, the social
and municipal services, the retraining
and financial assistance needed to launch
these individuals upon a new and productive career? We may as well attempt
to meet and solve the problem where
it is rather than trying to shift the whole
burden to our overcrowded and underfinanced cities.
For all of these reasons I have therefore advocated a Federal program of assistance to economically distressed communities and areas ever since 1955 when
the Joint Economic Committee issued a
report on the subject. It took 6 years
of long and tedious work to enact an
economic development bill. The effort
was temporarily set back by two vetoes
by President Eisenhower, but finally, in
May of 1961, success was realized when
President Kennedy signed into law the
Area Redevelopment Act of 1961. I am
proud to have been the sponsor of this
bill and to have played a part in securing its passage.
The original Area Redevelopment Act
was basically a loan program. It authorized $100 million in loans to communities for public works designed to
improve a community's economic po- .
tential;
It authorized $100 million in loans to
businesses expanding into areas of
chronic unemployment;
And it authorized $100 million in loans
to firms expanding into areas of underemployment and persistent low income.
In addition, $75 million in grants was
authorized for public works projects that
promised to enhance the communities'
economic base.
And finally, the act authorized an annual appropriation of $14.5 million for
retraining workers in depressed areas and
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$4.5 million for providing such areas · nearly 320,000 trainees. The program
was extended and strengthened in the
with technical assistance.
current session of Congress.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE AREA REDEVELOPMENT
Second, the original Area RedevelopACT
In many respects, the Area Redevelop- ment Act contained a provision to stimment Act was an experimental program. ulate economic development by conIt did not have the funds or resources structing needed public works. The exto conduct a massive assault upon all the perience gained under this provision led
problems of depressed areas. But it to the Accelerated Public Works Act 1
made a valuable start and within the year later. This act provided nearly
limitations of the act, it achieved notable $900 million to speed construction of
essential public works in labor surplus
results.
Although the funds for this proMr. President, based upon the Area areas.
gram are nearly exhausted, a sizable
Redevelopment Act's experience, the net backlog
of essential public works still recost of creating a new job is about $800.
The net cost includes all expenses not re- mains.
Third, we have recently enacted the
covered, such as the grant portion of the
program, technical assistance, losse·s on Appalachian program-a program to
loans, and the like. I think this is a re- help generate economic development on
markable testament to the value of the a regional basis. ARA's own experience
program. For $800 we obtain a produc- has confirmed the need for this type of
tive taxpaying worker who is an asset regional aid, for ARA soon found that
and not a liability to his community. For the lack of modern public facilities was
$800 we can restore a sense of dignity and a major obstacle to the orderly economic
purpose to a man who might otherwise be development of any area. Because the
forced to live out his remaining years in ARA program alone did not have the
sustained and demoralizing idleness. If authority or funds to do the job adethis is all we achieved, the $800 would be quately, the States in the Appalachian
well spent-but there is more. The Fed- region, where the lack of public facilieral Government is no longer burdened ties and the adequate transportation was
with welfare payments or unemployment most apparent, banded together to urge
compensation benefits. Instead, the the formation of the President's ApGovernment collects several hundred palachian Regional Commission. It was
dollars a year in income taxes from the the work of this Commission which ultiworker and his employer. It is clear mately led to the passage of the recent
that within a year or two, we will recap- Appalachia Act as a means of providing
ture our entire $800 investment. After these basic needs. Other bills to aid
that the returns are pure profit to the regions have since been proposed in anticipation of similar programs in the fuNation.
Very few business firms are able to re- ture for other regions with severe ecocoup their investment within a year or nomic problems. This bill offers benefits
on a regional basis without county-bytwo.
Another substantial though largely county restrictions.
IMPROVEMENTS IN THE PROGRAM
unheralded achievement of the Area ReThe present bill combines the best f eadevelopment Act is the effect of the program upon local planning. Before a tures of the original Area Redevelopcommunity is eligible for funds, it must ment Act, the Accelerated Public Works
develop an overall economic develop- Act, and the Appalachian Regional Dement program. For many areas, and velopment Act. It also contains several
particularly the smaller communities, notable improvements over the earlier
this represents the first time community ARA program.
leaders have gotten together to examine
Under the present bill, depressed areas
their common problems, and settle upon can combine into economic development
a course of action. One Tennessee paper districts or into even larger regional
groupings. These larger areas would
commented:
Even if our county neveT received one then prepare a comprehensive plan to
penny of loans or grant money from ARA, I improve the entire economy. Under this
am convinced that by starting our overall approach, it would be possible to assist
economic development program, we have the more economically viable sections of
benefited-benefited in a concentration of the region on the assumption that a
interest that has led to a great deal of local
initiative that might otherwise have taken growing employment center will contribute to the growth of the entire region.
years to get started.
In effect, it encourages the Appalachian
OFFSHOOTS OF THE AREA REDEVELOPMENT ACT
method for other large regions plagued
PROGRAM
by chronic unemployment such as the
· In addition to these accomplishments, Upper Great Lakes or southern Illinois.
the Area Redevelopment Act was also I might add that many of the citizens of
the pioneer and forerunner of many southern Illinois pioneered in the multiother Federal programs designed to county approach under the original ARA
foster local and regional economic program, although the single-county crigrowth.
teria contained in the original act did
For example, the Area Redevelop- not include · incentives for action on a
ment Act contained a modest program regional basis.
for training unemployed workers. The
The new bill also makes it easier for
start made under the Area Redevelop- severely depressed communities to parment Act led to the passage of the Man- ticipate in the program. Under the
power Development and Training Act of original Area Redevelopment Act, com1962. This act has achieved broad, bi- munities had to put up 10 percent of the
partisan support and has been a notable cash for a business loan which could not
success. Training has been approved for be repaid before the Federal portion.
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This often proved to be a stumbling block
in raising the needed funds. The new
proposal reduces the percentage to 5 percent and authorizes concurrent repayment. The Secretary of Commerce can
even waive the 5-percent local contribution in extreme cases.
Also, the new bill authorizes financing
on a scale more nearly equal to the task.
For example, the original Area Redevelopment Act authorized $300 million in
business and public facility loans over a
4-year period or an average of $75 million per year. The proposed bill authorizes $170 million per year, or more than
double the original amount.
TITLE II OF THE BILL

Before I conclude, Mr. President, I
would like to briefly describe sections II
and IV of the bill since I chaired a Banking and Currency Subcommittee which
held an informal review of this portion
of the bill. Title II provides the Secretary of Commerce with the authority to
make $170 million a year in loans or
guarantees. There are three principal
programs under this $170 million authorization:
First, the Secretary could make loans
to communities for public works type
projects designed to enhance a community's economic base. The projects
would have to be directly related to economic development and could include
waterworks and water lines, sewers, industrial parks, police and fire stations,
research centers, tourism facilities, industrial streets and roads, and other
works as well. The interest rate for these
loans would be at 3% percent under.present borrowing costs. The rate is tied to
the Federal borrowing cost less one-half
of 1 percent.
Second, the Secretary can make loans
to business firms expanding into depressed areas. The Federal share is
limited to 65 percent and the local community must put up 5 percent, although
this may be waived in extreme cases.
Under present borrowing costs the interest charged on these loans would be 4 Ya
percent. This program has proven to be
most successful under the Area Redevelopment Act although some communities
had trouble meeting their share of the
loan which, as I mentioned previously,
was 10 percent. The new a.ct will thus be .
a substantial improvement and will not
deny assistance to the very communities
that need it the most.
Third, the Secretary can guarantee
working capital loans made to firms expanding into depressed areas. Private
banks would continue to supply the loans
for this purpose, but the Government
would insure their repayment. Experience under the Area Redevelopment Administration's program often indicated
that a shortage of working capital was a
major stumbling block in building new ·
industry. Some banks were unable to
supply the needed credit because of the
assumed risk. This provision, therefore, will be of substantial assistance to
firms attempting to get started in depressed areas.
· In addition to these three programs in
title II, for which the Secretary could ·
allocate· $170 million, section 202 of the
bill contains a method for promoting
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economic development in depressed
areas, hitherto unused in this country,
although it has been used effectively in
Europe. In effect, it is an interest rate
reduction payment of 2 percent on the
total cost of new plant and equipment
for non-Government borrowers expanding into depressed communities. Many
firms have no particular difficulty in borrowing money, hence the direct loan program of ARA was not especially appealing. However, with an interest rate
subsidy, these firms would have an incentive to expand into a depressed area.
The bill provides authority to enter
into contracts of up to $5 million per
year in interest rate subsidies; however,
this amount would encoarage $250 million of private investment in depressed
areas. So, for very little expenditure,
a tremendous amount of leverage · and
of new investment is achieved.
TITLE IV

Title IV of the bill deals with the criteria by which depressed areas will ~e
declared eligible or ineligible for :financial assistance. Basically, the earlier
unemployment criteria contained in section 5 <a> of the Area Redevelopment
Act is retained. That is, an area would
have to experience unemployment substantially above the national average to
qualify. In addition, areas with median
incomes below 40 percent of the national
average would qualify.
There are several improvements in the
designation portion of the act which
should result in better administration.
First, as I mentioned a while ago, areas
can combine to form larger multicounty
districts. When this is done, certain development centers in the district wouid
be eligible for assistance if they would
promote the overall growth of the are::t,
even though they could not qualify on.
their own. As an incentive to induce
economic development on a wider scale,
the section authorizes an additional $50
million yearly for such multicounty
areas.
Second, the proposed bill would permit
the termination of areas on the basis of
annual rather than monthly statistics.
Under the original act an area's continued eligibility would depend upon
monthly employment statistics. The resulting fluctuations and in-again, outagain designations made it dim.cult to
proceed on an even basis.
Third, the bill has language which will
permit a depressed area to retain its eligibility despite an increase in employment if the Secretary determines such
an increase is not likely to be permanent.
In other words, if a community achieves
a temporary high level of unemployment
due to a one-time construction project,
it could retain its elig.ibility. The Senator . from Minnesota is to be given the
credit for this noteworthy improvement.
Fourth, the bill permits assistance to
areas which may not qualify at the
moment but will soon do so in the future
due to an impending base closing, plant
relocation, or other economic disaster.
Such areas could not be designated under existing law until it became clear that .
it would suffer or had suffered an employment loss of such magnitude that its
unemployment rate exceeded the nation-

al average by 100 percent for a full year.
However, it is just as important to prevent these areas from becoming depressed as it is to improve those areas
already depressed.
The proposed bill would permit Federal assistance as soon as it can be established that the requisite unemployment level would probably be reached
within 3 years without such assistance.
Mr. President, I am proud to be .t he
sponsor of this important legislation
along with Senator McNAMARA. Our
economy has reached an alltime high,
ar..d each month sees another record
broken. And yet despite this progress,
many communities have been left behind and have been isolated from the
general prosperity experienced by the
rest of the country.
One out of every five Americans lives
in an area of poor economic opportunity. One out of every four American
counties has serious economic problems.
To the citizen of such an area the
meaning of economic distress is made a
part of his everyday life. It means no
job and what is even worse, no immediate prospect of a job. Those of us who
can recall the great depression which
started in 1929 will remember the debilitating sense of hopelessness and despair
which was common across the country.
Those out of work and walking the street
felt degraded and dehumanized-like a
wornout piece of machinery which had
served a useful purpose and was then
cast out upon a scrap heap.
Today, we have managed to solve some
of the greater problems of our economy,
but the haunting sense of helplessness
and despair which is felt by the unemployed still exists in our land. We have
succeeded in removing and restricting it
to some of the smaller towns and isolated regions of America. But it still
exists. Poverty and want are still a way
of life for all too many Americans.
It is time we launched an all-out attack upon the paradox of want in the
midst of abundance. The war on poverty attempts to rescue individuals from
the vicious cycle of poverty which is
often transmitted from generation to
generation. The bill.before us today, the
Public Works an.d Economic Development Act of 1965, is an effective complement to the war on poverty. It attempts
to provide the economic resources, and
the jobs needed to rescue these Americans from a life of misery and want.
And so let us renew the commitment
we made in the Full Employment Act of
1946 to assure that every American who
wants to work can do so. Let us pass
this bill and bring not only work, but a.
meaningful life to the people who live in
depressed areas. Let us give every
American the chance to live and work in
his community without being dependent
upon handouts or charity.
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. President, as a cosponsor of the measure, I would like . to
express my endorsement of the Public
Works and Economic Development Act,
now under consideration, as reported by
the Senate Public Works Committee
under the able chairmanship of the distinguished Senator from Michigan [Mr.
McNAMARA]. This skillfully designed
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bill, much improved . by the committee,
will enable the economically distressed
areas of this Nation to obtain much ·
needed assistance in attacking the. underlying causes of poverty, unemployment, and lack of cppo· ';unity.
I would especially like to commend to
the Senate the machinery contained in
this bill for attacking unemployment
and economic distress on a regional,
multi-State basis. Under the provisions
of title V of the act, multi-State, regional
development commissions can be established to determine the causes of depressed economies and to make recommendations to the various agencies of
the Federal Government and to State
and local governments and to private individuals and organizations, for utilizing
their funds and resources to attack the
conditions contributing to economic
distress.
The Ozarks region, encompassing parts
of eastern Oklahoma, western Arkansas,
and southern Missouri, is one such region
suffering from chronic underdevelopment, and I am happy to say that the
committee in considering the regional
aspect to the bill unde:i:' title V recognized
the need for regional action in this area.
As I pointed out in my position as temporary chairman of the hearing consider-·
ing this region, its problems are almost
as great as its potential. It will take
a unified effort on the part of private
enterprise and local, State, and Federal
agencies if these problems are to be overcome and this potential realized.
We must marshal all of these forces,
and we must have funds to do comprehensive planning. The time to start
this task is riow, today, because we are
now on the last lap of the vast $1.2 million Arkansas River project which will
bring barge traffic and lower freight
rates to the Ozarks region by 1970.
The Ozarks region is a land of opportunity. It is a beautiful and scenic area,
but it is hampered by outdated highways
and inadequate transportation facilities.
It is rich in natural resources, but, because of high freight rates and other
factors, these have not been fully developed. It is populated by hardy, hardworking people, but, because of lack of
jobs, many of its citizens live in poverty.
Therefore, Mr. President, I am especially
happy to report that the committee, in
its careful deliberations on the Public
Works and Economic Development Act,
has recognized the needs of this region,
and has recommended to the Senate the
passage of this bill which will open the
door to economic development and equal
growth opportunity for this tristate
Ozarks region, too long partially isolated
from the mainstream of American prog ...
ress.
Mr. President, I think the Senate will
vote on many legislative matters before
it again has the opportunity to enact
legislation with nobler purposes than
those contained in the Public Works and
Economic Development Act of 1965.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. McNAMARA. I yield.
Mr. HOLLAND. What is the amount
of the authorized appropriation included
in the bill?
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Mr. McNAMARA. $665 million annually.
Mr. HOLLAND. I should like to ask
the Senator whether the bill is a second
area redevelopment bill on a little
larger scale?
Mr. McNAMARA. No; the program
embodied in the bill is a combination of
the best aspects of the ARA, APW, and
Appalachian program. It applies to underdeveloped areas in the country, or
areas similar to these embraced in the
Appalachian bill. The same aid available under ARA and APW.
Mr. HOLLAND. Is the $650 million
the entire annual authorization included
in the bill?
Mr. McNAMARA. Yes; the figure I
stated 1s the annual authorization.
Mr. HOLLAND. How many years does
the bill cover?
Mr. McNAMARA. Five years on title
I; indefinitely on the remaining titles.
Mr. HOLLAND. As to the portion ·of
the bill covered by the $650 million annual authorization, how many years are
covered?
Mr. McNAMARA. Four hundred million dollars of the six hundred sixty-five
million dollars 1s limited to a 5-year
period, the remainder is indefinite.
Mr. HOLLAND. Two billion dollars
in that period?
Mr. McNAMARA. .The amount is
broken down on page 19 of the report.
Part of the authorization is limited to 5
years, that 1s $2 billion, the rest is indefinite.
Mr. HOLLAND. What is the entire
amount authorized by the bill, and over
what period of time?
Mr. McNAMARA. Six hundred sixtyfive milllon dollars annually.
Mr. HOLLAND. Over how many
years?
Mr. McNAMARA. Title I, over 5
years; the remainder is indefinite. Titles
II and m were handled by the subcommittee of which the Senator from Illinois
[Mr. DOUGLAS] 1s the chairman.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, the
Senate is entitled to know what is the
entire authorization covered by the bill.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. HOLLAND. I yield, although I do
not have the fioor.
Mr. McNAMARA. I yield to the Senator from IDinois.
Mr. DOUGLAS. As the Senator from
Michigan has said, the authorization for
public works facilities under title I is $400
million a year for 5 years. The remaining figure of $265 million a year is of indefinite duration.
However, I point out that these are
merely authorizations; they will have to
be passed on by the appropriate subcommittees of the Committee on Appropriations and by the Committee on Appropriations itself.
Mr. HOLLAND. Am I correct in my
present understanding that the bill
would authorize appropriations of $2 billion within the next 5 years under one
title, and appropriations of $265 million
a year indefinitely under other titles?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes; but the m:mey
would not be automatically appropriated
or spent; it would have to be approved
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by the Colnm.ittee on Appropriations.
This is purely an authorization bill. The .
distinguished Senator from Florida 1s a
member of the Committee on Appropriations and will have ample opportunity
to review this program.
Mr. HOLLAND. All I can say 1s that
to have a bill of this amazing size and
this great length, 64 pages, brought up
at a time like this, when few Senators are
in the Chamber, with the Senate preparing to adjourn, without Senators having
had an opportunity to see the report and
examine it is, in my judgment questionable procedure. I hope that no Senator
will insist on a voice vote on this measure.
Mr. DIRKSEN. I will insist on a
yea-and-nay vote. I could not allow this
vast sum of money to be authorized by
the Senate without further discussion.
Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and
nays on the passage of the bill.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
PERSONAL STATEMENT BY
SENATOR CLARK
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Michigan yield?
Mr. McNAMARA. I yield.
Mr. CLARK. Earlier today, I came
close to missing an important yea-andnay vote. I should like to express publicly to my friends on both sides of the
aisle my gratification for their assistance
in making it possible for me to be present
and to record my vote before the result
was announced. I am deeply grateful
to all of them.
p ,.........LIC WORKS AND ECONOMIC DEu.o

VELOPMENT ACT OF 1965
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill <S. 1648) to provide grants
.for public works and development facilities, other financial assistance, and
the planning and coordination needed to·
alleviate conditions of substantial and
persistent unemployment and underemployment in economically distressed
areas and regions.
Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Michigan yield?
Mr. McNAMARA. I yield.
Mr. ELLENDER. Did I correctly
understand the Senator to say that a
certain title of the bill was to do for certain parts of the country what the Appalachia bill will do for the Appalachian
region?
Mr. McNAMARA. The Senator is correct.
Mr. ELLENDER. Does the bill indicate what areas of the country would
be covered?
Mr. McNAMARA. No. The bill
establishes the criteria under which an
area would be eligible for regional assistance and provides for a study.
Mr. ELLENDER. Would those studies
be made throughout the country?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Oh, yes, but of course
in those regions eligible under the bill's
provisions.
Mr. ELLENDER. At whose request?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Under titles I and II
the public works would be built and the
loans for business and public facilities
would be made in eommunitie.s and areas
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which sufier from high and persistent
unemployment, where the percentage of
unemployment is vastly in excess of the
national average. If over the preceding
3 years the unemployment was. 50 percent more than the national average,
that area would qualify. If it were over
100 percent, or double the national average for 1 year, it would qualify. Also
areas which suffer severe underemployment and low income would be designated.
But the aid would be confined to those
areas. In the rural areas, the difficulty
is not so much unemployment, but
underemployment and the resulting low
income levels. Therefore counties where
the average income was less than 40 percent of the national average would be
eligible for assistance under this new
program.
A great many counties in the State of
the distinguished Senator · from Louisiana would be eligibile under the low-income test. It is intended to reach the
poor counties of the country, where people have irregular employment.
Mr. ELLENDER. The amount authorized for that purpose is $265 million a
year?
Mr. DOUGLAS. There is authorized
in title II $170 million for loans for public works facilities and for industrial and
commercial loans. Also there are guarantees for working capital loans and
there is an annual subsidy of 2 percentage points which would help induce private investment of $250 million a year.
Mr. ELLENDER. Would the Senator
from Illinois be able to tell us what connection, if any, this program has with
the accelerated public works program?
Mr. DOUGLAS. The bill really inherits the accelerated public works program and area redevelopment program.
Mr. ELLENDER. So it is a combina;..
tion of both?
Mr. DOUGLAS. That is correct.
Mr. DOMINICK. . Mr. President, will
the Senator from Michigan yleld?
Mr. McNAMARA. I yield.
Mr. DOMINICK. Will the Area Redevelopment Administration,' the Appalachia program, and all the others be
phased out with passage of the bill, or
will they remain in effect, superimposed
upon this bill?
Mr. McNAMARA. The Area Redevelopment Act would expire; the Appalachia program would continue.
Mr. DOMINICK. Is the Appalachia
program included in the bill?
Mr. McNAMARA. No, but it is coordinated with this bill.
Mr. DOMINICK. So this bill is superimposed upon the Appalachia program?
Mr. McNAMARA. It is apart from it.
Mr. DOMINICK. Does it spread the
Appalachia program over the country?
Mr. McNAMARA. In certain areas ·or
the country that may be eligible. To be
eligible, restrictions are spelled out.
They are tighter than in the Appalachia
program.
Mr. DOMINICK. How much subsidized interest does the bill contain?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Five million dollars
a year~· increasil).g to $10 million in the
next year and $15 million in the third
year. Since there is ·a 2-percent interest
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subsidy, this would make possible an many counties in the country would be age. The bill has enabled those towns
investment of $250 million a year. This included within this program?
to obtain a sewage disposal system. I
provision is designed to induce sound
Mr. DOUGLAS. There is no specific feel that, with as much vision as went
firms, of large and medium size, to go mention of number of counties. The into the No .. 1 recovery act of the Keninto an area. This would, in effect, sub- standards for designation are set forth nedy administration in 1961, this measstitute private financing with an inter- clearly in title IV of the bill. They are ure would carry forward a number of
est rate subsidy for direct Government similar to the standards in the Area Re- the best features of the Area Redevelopfinancing of industrial and commercial development Act program. However, ment Act.
facilities. This kind of program has the new standards are, as the Senator . The major portion of the money would
been widely used on the continent of from Michigan has said, more severe in be used for the public and would not
Europe, and has been successf.ul. We this act than they were in the original enter into the economics of it. The pribelieve it has application in this country. 1961 Area Redevelopment Act.
vate business figure shown here, $400
Mr. DOMINICK. What does the SenAs .I have said, the rural counties are million annually, is exclusively for public
ator mean by his statement that strong eligible when the average income is less works and grants. That is the major
firms would go into a place and receive a than 40 percent of the national average portion.
income. The intent is to provide for the
subsidized interest rate?
I thank all those who have advanced
Mr. DOUGLAS. Our primary aim- counties in which the farmers and rural this project, primarily the senior SenaI feel certain tbat the Senator from residents are extremely poor.
tor from Illinois [Mr. DouGLAsl, who has
Mr. DOMINICK. Eligible for what, if helped to carry the project through with
Colorado would not differ with it-is not
to subsidize firms so much as to bring I might ask?
assistance in the field of public loans and
Mr. DOUGLAS. Eligible for public grants. I know of small towns and subsound firms into sJmewhat decayed areas
so as to provide employment and pro- works, eligible for business loans-eligi- divisions which are badly in need of
duction. It is really an attempt to have ble for all of the aids under this act.
water and sewerage facilities. The apprivate industry move in and do the job.
Mr. DOMINICK. I share the feeling plications for loans and grants have been
Mr. DOMINICK. Do I correctly un- of the Senator from Florida that it is lying there. The bill would provide that
derstand that it is intended to have dif- late in the day to take up a bill of this those towns would be considered on a
ferent interest rates for different firms in magnitude which most of us know noth- proper application for the period of 1
ing about.
various parts of the country?
year. This bill means the difference beMr. McNAMARA.
Mr. President, tween whether one town is going to die
Mr. DOUGLAS. No; the interest rate
would be set up by the private lenders, these reports have been available in the or live on and be a part of the viable
but there would be a deduction of 2 per- Chamber for some time. I believe that economy.
I hope that the Senate will consider
cent from that interest rate to be paid there has been sufficient notice that the
bill was to be brought 1,1p. I do not de- that this is one bill which, instead of proby the Government.
Mr. DOMINICK. They would be dif- cide when these matters are brought viding money to go into one big profit
out. The Policy Committee decides missile or space contract, enables the
ferent firms, selected firms?
people in smaller cities and towns to
Mr. DOUGLAS. No firm would get a those matters.
Mr. DOUGLAS. The Senator from share in the economy and build their
greater subsidy for interest payments
than any other firm. Naturally, the Colorado is a very able member of the towns to the point that they will be able
to pay taxes and assist in building up
number of capital investments subsidized Committee on Banking and Currency.
Mr. DOMINICK. I am not on it any their entire economy.
would depend upon private lenders and
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will
there would be a $250 ceiling on the longer.
Mr. DOUGLAS. We are sorry to have the Senator yield for a question?
amount that could be subsidized in any
Mr. McNAMARA. I yield.
lost the Senator from Colorado.
1 year.
Mr. DOMINICK. I am sorry not to
Mr. HOLLAND. My understanding is
Mr. DOMINICK. It is entirely posthat the community facilities adminissible, though, that the capital investment be on the committee.
Mr. DOUGLAS. The report on s. 1648 tration is now existing, functioning, and
program could have one company come
into one area and receive a subsidized was made on the 14th of May. It has able to take care of the specific kind of
interest rate, and another company in been lying on the desk for 10 days. It loans and needs ·mentioned by .the Sencompetition with that company go into has been on the calendar for some time. ator from Texas. Am I correct?
Mr. McNAMARA. The Senator from
another depressed area and not receive The report was put on the calendar on
May 14.
Florida is correct so far as loans are conit. Is that correct?
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President, cerned. However, this bill would go beMr. DOUGLAS. I suppose that theoyond loans.
retically that is possible. However, will the Senator yield?
Mr. McNAMARA. I yield.
practically, I do not believe that it is
Mr. HOLLAND. The Community Faprobable.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. cilities Administration also makes grants,
Mr. DOMINICK. Why is it not prac- HARRIS in the chair). The Senator from does it not?
Texas is recognized.
tically possible?
Mr. McNAMARA. No. The ComMr. DOUGLAS. There is a provision
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President, munity Facilities Administration does
that capital investments are not to be I commend the distinguished Senator not make grants.
made in industries in which there is from Michigan [Mr. McNAMARA] for his
I yield to the distinguished Senator
overinvestment.
conduct of the hearings on this subject. from Kentucky, who is a cosponsor of the
Mr. DOMINICK. What about the adI have been examining the report. I bill. He has labored long and hard, not
ministrative expenses? I note that there have been very much interested because only on this problem, but also on Appais some provision in the report-which I the Area Redevelopment Act, Senate bill lachia and similar problems.
frankly never saw until 3 minutes ago- No. 1 of the 87th Congress in 1961, has
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I know
that administrative expenses are not been, I believe, one of the most benefi- that many questions have been asked on
open ended.
cial acts passed by Congress in the field the floor about the purpose and the pro. Mr. DOUGLAS. They are to be met of economics in the history of our Na- visions of the bill. I believe that I can
out of the approp_riation for the Depart- tion, so far as my State is concerned. explain briefly what is in the bill.
ment of Commerce.
While the Area Redevelopment Act is
The bill came before the Committee on
Mr. DOMINICK. This is all admin- ~eing phased out, the pending measure Public Works some weeks ago. There_
istered under the Department of Com- would continue some phases, and par- were long and comprehensive hearings.
merce?
ticularly loans and grants to small towns At the end of the hearings, the bill was
Mr. DOUGLAS.' That is correct. It which would have been denied such as- modified, and, I believe I am correct in
would be subject to the control of the sistance.
saying, the bill received the unanimous
Committee on Appropriations dealing
Those towns would be able to build vote of the committee, including Demowith that subject.
· waterworks and sewer systems. Some crats and Republicans. ·
Mr. DOMINICK. Is there any indi- have already been built. There have
What is contained in the bill? I becation in the report-which I have not been some hepatitis cases in smali towns lieve that the bill embodies two prohad an opportunity to see-as to how in Texas which were without any sewer- grams with which we are familiar. The
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first section, which would authorize $400
million annually for a period of 5 years,
is actually an extension of the accelerated public works bill.
At the end of the 2-year period which
was authorized and funded for the administrative public works program, it is
correct that some $2 billion of applications from areas which have been classified as depressed areas were on file and
had not been funded or approved.
This $400 million a year, or whatever
amount the Appropriations Committee
approved, would be to fund the accelerated public works projects. That is my
judgment of the bill.
The second section of the bill, which
the Senator from Illinois has explained,
is, I believe, an extension of the Area
Redevelopment Act. It is the program
under which loans are made to businesses and in some cases to communities,
to construct what are called facilities
which indirectly assist in the location of
industry.
So I would have Senators remember
that the second section is fundamentally
an extension of Area Redevelopment Act
with emphasis on loans for encouragement, and not relocation, of industry in
these depressed areas.
The third section is a new · concept
which is based somewhat on the Appalachia concept. Senators will remember
at the time the Appalachian bill was
passed a good num)Jer of Senators, including the Senators from Arkansas [Mr.
McCLELLAN and Mr. FuLBRIGHTl, the
Senators from Oklahoma, the Senators
from New York, the Senators from New
England, the Senators from Minnesota,
all said some sort of economic development program should be established for
groups of States that had similar problems and needs.
So the last two provisions of the bill
would provide funds for study by the
States which might consider their needs
and problems similar to an attempt to
develop, if they desire to do so, a program which might be similar to the
Appalachia program.
So when we subtract the $400 million
authorization for the public works program, there is left, as the Senator from
Illinois [Mr. DOUGLAS] and the Senator
from Michigan [Mr. McNAMARA] have
said, some $265 million authorized for
the two programs, extension of Area
Redevelopment Act and a study program
as to the propriety of various States
moving together to establish a StateFederal program for the solution of common economic problems.
Mr. MUSKIE and Mr. HRUSKA addressed the Chair.
Mr. COOPER. I promised to yield
first to the Senator from Maine [Mr.
MUSKIE].
Mr. MUSKIE. The Senator has given
an excellent thumbnail sketch of the bill
and purposes, covering the so-called extension of the accelerated public works
program. In this bill the projects are
provided for in a reasonable and rational
way to encourage the economic development process. Criteria are much tighter
under this bill than under the accelerated public works program.
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Mr. COOPER. That is right; the accelerated public works program is considered to be an emergency program.
The emergency program provided for
grants regularly up to 50 percent. In
some cases the grants went to 75 percent
in the accelerated public works program.
Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. ELLENDER. As I recall the accelerated public works program bills, the
authorization was for $950 million.
Mr. COOPER. $900 million.
Mr. ELLENDER. This program is for
$2 billion to cover a period of 5 years.
Mr. COOPER. That is correct.
Mr. ELLENDER. Could the Senator
tell us how much of this amount to be
appropriated every year would go for
grants instead of loans?
Mr. COOPER. Under the first section,
the entire $400 million would go for
·grants, but they must be matched by the
local municipalities or subdivisions.
Mr. ELLENDER. None would be
loans?
Mr. COOPER. Under the first section
they would be grants, but they would
have to be matched.
Mr. ELLENDER. What is the maximum amount to be provided by way of
grants out of the total cost of the program?
Mr. COOPER. If the $400 million is
authorized and if appropriations of $400
million were approved, it would mean
each year $400 million would be available for grants. The actual amount,
however, to be available would be determined by the Appropriations Committee.
Mr. ELLENDER. What would be the
contribution made by the local communities?
Mr. COOPER. 50 percent.
Mr. ELLENDER. Is it fixed at that
amount, or is it graduated? Under the
old programs, as I recall, grants were
based on the capability of the locality
to furnish its own funds. If the community was able to put up 20 or 25 percent, up to 50 percent, the Government
matched it.
Mr. COOPER. That 1s correct. Under the old program the Administrator
of the accelerated public works program
made decisions as to the amount of the
grants, which ranged from 50 percent to
75 percent. Under this bill the Administration would have that discretion, except that he could give grants up to 80
percent.
Mr. ELLENDER. Up to 80 percent?
Mr.COOPER. Yes.
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield on that question?
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. MUSKIE. There are two types of
grants. One would cover grants not
now covered under existing Federal programs. As to those, the Federal Government will put up anywhere up to 50
percent.. As to grants which supplement
existing programs, for example, HillBurton hospital aid program, this bill
would provide for grants to supplement
grants for which projects might be eligible under existing programs.
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Mr. ELLENDER. Does the Senator
mean under the total bill, or the accelerated public works program?
Mr. MUSKIE. Yes; the total Federal
contribution, including the grants under
this program and the grants under the
current program, cannot exceed 80
percent.
Mr. COOPER. The same determination would be required of the Administrator. He would have to find that the
municipality or the recipient could not
provide the 50 percent. In that event,
the Administrator would have discretion
to increase the grant up to 80 percent.
Mr. ELLENDER. As I understand the
Hill-Burton Act, the Government can
pay up to 80 percent. Has that been
changed?
Mr. McNAMARA. It has not been
changed.
Mr. ELLENDER. What is the maximum the Government can contribute
toward construction under the HillBurton Act?
Mr. MUSKIE. It can go up to 80
percent.
Mr. ELLENDER. I thought so.
Mr. MUSKIE. But whenever the
Federal grant in some other program is
as high as 80 percent, it would not be
eligible for any assistance under this
program. If a Federal grant under
some other program were less than 80
percent, this program could be used,
with supplementary grants up to 80
percent.
Mr. ELLENDER. What would prompt
the Federal Government under the HillBurton Act to make a contribution of
as much as 80 percent? Would it not
be based also on the capability of the
location where construction will take
place to contribute its share, as well as
the need?
Mr. MUSKIE. Actually, as I understand it, the Federal contribution under
the Hill-Burton program would vary,
depending upon the kind of facility being
built. If it is a general hospital, under
the Hill-Burton program, I believe the
maximum grant then applies, but under
special kinds of facilities, the Federal
contribution would vary. In addition,
States depend upan the number of projects available in their States for the HillBurton program will vary in percentages
depending upan how many projects and
priority the State assigns to them. So
that I do not believe we can use a flat
across-the-board percentage as descrip. tive of the Hill-Burton program.
Mr. ELLENDER. What prompted the
committee to make it passible to supplement moneys under the Hill-Burton
Act to assist in the construction of hospitals?
Mr. MUSKIE. We did not concentrate on hospitals-Mr. ELLENDER. No, I know that,
but it is possible, is it not?
Mr. MUSKIE. It is possible.
Mr. ELLENDER. It is possible for a
municipality, let us say, or a community,
to obtain money from both the HillBurton as well as the accelerated public
works?
Mr. MUSKIE. I can explain the
theory to the Senator, in this way--
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Mr. ELLENDER. I .am wondering
why it was done. Why do we not relegate this to public works other than
hospitals? We have a special program
already in o:peration. It is working well,
I understand.
Mr. MUSKIE. First of all, the provision is the·same as in the Appalachia bill
which the Senate approved a short while
ago, so that the principle, we thought,
that since it was applicable to the undeveloped counties in Appalachia, which
was approved by the Senate, it could
also be applicable to other areas of the
country in like circumstances.
The theory behind it is that once an
area or community begins to go down
hill economically, the resources available
to it for taking advantage of its existing
Federal programs are less than if it is a
normal community not deteriorating
economically. It is the theory that those
communities then should get thiS extra
boost permitted under the formula approved under the Appalachia bill.
Mr. ELLENDER. · Yet the Hill-Burton
Act as now written already provides contributions by the Government of up to
80 percent of the construction cost.
Mr. MUSKIE. I do not know what the
percentage is.
Mr. ELLENDER. That is my recollection of it, butMr. MUSKIE. But, in the event there
is an 80 percent grant under Hill-Burton,
not 1 nickel will be available under this
program.
Mr. McNAMARA. The total Federal
grant cannot exceed 80 percent no matter what the program is.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
will the Senator from Kentucky yield for
a question?
Mr. COOPER. -I am glad to yield to
the Senator from Texas.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. I should like to
ask the Senator fr.om Kentucky what is
the maximum amount of percentage of
money the Federal Government grants
now for the construction of an interstate
highway?
Mr. COOPER. Ninety percent.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Ninety percent,
then the maximum that could be granted under this bill for any public project
1s 10 percent less than being granted
by the billions of dollars to build highways; is that not correct?
Mr. COOPER. The Senator is correct.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. I thank the
Senator from Kentucky.
Mr. COOPER. I believe that the questions the Senator from Michigan CMr.
McNAMARA] and the Senator from Maine
[Mr. MUSKIE] have brought out clearly
the provisions of this first section. As
the Senator from Maine has pointed out
those grants, which are made to a municipality or an area which the Administrator determines, will have a definite
effect upon increasing the industrial and
employment opportunities of that particular municipality or area, whether it
be grants for facilities or land. But if
in making that determination it is found
that the community needs certain facilities such as sewage and water facilities, and other facilities, and the project
is worthwhile, then we would be unable.

if the community could not meet its 50
percent share, to make supplementary
grants up to 80 percent. I believe that
is correct.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Kentucky yield?
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Is it not true that in
the foreign aid bill we provide grants and
loans for what the people in the State
Department call "the infrastructure";
namely, public facilities which are necessary in order to help production in that
particular locality or area and this is to
provide the same opportunities for depressed areas in this country that we
now provide under foreign aid for other
nations; is that not correct?
Mr. COOPER. I believe that the word
"infrastructure" is appropriate.
Mr. DOUGLAS. It is a complicated
word.
Mr. COOPER. It 1s the same phrase
used in the military programs. The infrastructure in France is to build roads
and airports.
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, these
commissions would not be substitutes for
interstate compacts, would they?
Mr. MUSKIE. No, they would not be a
substitute.
Mr. AIKEN. It would .be the Federal
chairman who would have the final say?
Mr. MUSKIE. That would be the Federal cochairman, and also the State cochairman.
Mr. AIKEN. The Federal cochairman would have to approve it. In other
words, three separate States could not
go on a tangent, without approval of the
Federal chairman?
Mr. MUSKIE. On voting, approval is
required of the Federal cochairman and
also a majority of the States, or if there
are only two State cochairmen, then one
of them.
Mr. AIKEN. Yes. What would they
be authorized to do? Make recommendations only?
Mr. MUSKIE. Yes; that 1s all the
regional commissions can do; namely,
develop programs and make recommendations for legislative authorization.
Mr. AIKEN. No authority whatsoever
for making assessments on the States?
Mr. MUSKIE. The Senator is
correct.
Mr. AIKEN. It is these States that
qualify under the criteria listed on page
33-that is, the rate of unemployment
substantially above the national rate, the
median family income below the national
income, housing, et cetera.
Mr. MUSKIE. Yes. Eight criteria.
Mr. AIKEN. Those eight criteria-I
am sorry I have not read this before. I
read it only hurriedly now.
Mr. MUSKIE. These criteria are
similar to that applied to the Appalachia
group.
Mr. AIKEN. The expenses of these
commissions are to be paid, how?
Mr. MUSKIE. By the Federal-Mr. AIKEN. The Federal Government?
Mr. MUSKIE. The Federal Government, for the first 2 years and then the
cost is divided equally between the Federal Government and the States with the
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States deciding the division among
themselves.
·
Mr. AIKEN. They are not intended
in any way, these commissions, to take
the place of interstate compacts?
Mr. MUSKIE. No. Absolutely not.
Mr. AIKEN. Then there is nothing in
here which exempts any number of
States who desire to form an agreement,
association, or compact on their own,
which does not meet the criteria here?
They would be required to get Federal
approval?
Mr. MUSKIE. This does not prohibit
it. In addition, the States are not eligible under the criteria, there is author.:.
iza tion for a study.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senate will be in order. The Senator will
proceed.
Mr. AIKEN. I was just wondering,
we apparently have a shortage of labor
in this area and I hope that it continues
for awhile.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, there
has been some discussion apparently as
to what type of programs would be eligible for grants under section 101 as
well as under section 201. There is a
rather full set of illustrations on page 9
and the top of page 10 of the report. If
the Senator from Maine will permit me
I should like to read those passages.
Mr. MUSKIE. The Senator from Vermont has the floor.
Mr. AIKEN. I wanted.to ask, in order
to be sure, if a group of States entered
into an agreement which does not fully
comply with the conditions here-and
this is not an agreement anyway-this
is a commission-if they entered into an
agreement, there is nothing in this bill
which would exempt them from the requirement that they obtain approval of
Congress?
Mr. MUSKIE. Absolutely not.
Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. MUSKIE. The Senator from Vermont has the floor, and the Senator from
Illinois is seeking recognition.
Mr. HRUSKA. I should like to ask
a question of the Senator from Maine.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator from Maine yield to the Senator
from Nebraska?
Mr. MUSKIE. I yield.
Mr. HRUSKA. Title I is the one which
is comparable to the Accelerated Public
Works Act. Is that the way it 1s interpreted?
Mr. MUSKIE. Yes; that is an extension and modification of the Public
Works Act.
Mr. HRUSKA. In concept and in
theory.
Mr. MUSKIE. Yes.
· Mr. HRUSKA. Title II is interpreted
as the Appalachia Act?
Mr. MUSKIE. No. It ls more accurate to say that it is an extension of the
Area Redevelopment Act.
Mr. HRUSKA. In the Area Redevelopment Act there is a limitation on the
annual appropriation, as I understand.
Mr. MUSKIE. There was an authorization under that act of $455 million for
4 years.
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Mr. HRUSKA. It is stated in subsection (c) that the authorization for the
appropriation is indefinite in term. Is
that a departure from the previous concept of the Area Redevelopment Act? I
believe it to be.
Mr. MUSKIE. Th~ Area Redevelopment Act was limited to 4 years so that
we could have some experience under it,
to test it and to review it again in 4 years,
to determine whether it was worth continuing. I believe it was a 4-year authorization.
Mr. HRUSKA. Inasmuch as this is
indefinite, it will not come back to Congress for review.
· Mr. MUSKIE. It will be reviewed for
appropriations each year.
Mr. HRUSKA. That is not what I am
talking about. I am talking about the
authorization.
Mr. MUSKIE. That is correct. I
point out that it is subject to the annual
appropriation process. That is not the
question the Senator has asked, of
course.
Mr. HRUSKA. The whole program
would not come before the Senate automatically for review and reassessment
in the light of the experience that gathered in the meantime. Is that correct?
Mr. MUSKIE. There is no provision
for it.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
is open to further amendment.
Mr. DOUGLAS obtained the floor.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Illinois yield?
Mr. DOUGLAS. I yield, with the understanding that I do not lose my right
to the floor.
UNANIMOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT
TO LIMIT DEBATE
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
have not had an opportunity to consult
with all the Members of the Senate, but
I should like to propound a unanimousconsent request, and I hope the Senate
will approve it. The hour is growing a
little late. We have had a long, hard 2
days.
I ask unanimous consent that 1 hour
of debate be allowed on any amendment
to the bill, to be equally divided between
the mover of the amendment and the
majority leader or whomever he may
designate, and that a vote on the passage
of the bill occur at not later than 4
o'clock in the afternoon on Tuesday next,
and that paragraph 3 of rule XII be
waived.
Mr. PROXMffiE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, reserving
the right to object, I understand the
problem that the majority leader is trying to resolve with his proposal. We
have indeed had 2 long, hard days.
However, today we have sat here for
4 or 5 hours discussing the bill in a rather desultory manner in order to accommodate Senators who did not happen to
be here, ready to vote.
Tomorrow morning I must leave the
city. The bill is of great interest to me.
I serve on .the subcommittee and on the
full committee before which the hearings were held. We have worked very

hard on this bill. It is before us. The
yeas and nays have been ordered on it.
It seems to me we are changing directions
at a very late hour merely because some
Senators have come forward to say this
did not accommodate their time.
Mr. MANSFIELD. If the Senator will
yield, if there is any r·e sponsibility, it is
mine, and I am not doing it to take care
of any particular Senator. I am doing what I think is best in the position
in which the Senate has placed me, to
try to bring about an accommodation,
which I believe is best suited to the occasion, and that is to vote not la:ter than
4 p.m. on Tuesday next, not tomorrow.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, reserving the right to object, I have an amendment to propose to the bill, which will
deal with the Interstate Highway System. I am perfectly agreeable to have
the unanimous consent request agreed to,
but I would like to have it understood
that the amendment I propose will not
be objected to on the ground of germaneness.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I would not object to it.
Mr. JAVITS. In other words, that it
might be excepted, as amendments usually are, from the germaneness provision.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, may I
ask if the unanimous-consent request of
the majority leader includes any time
on the bill itself or merely allows 1 hour
on each amendment?
Mr. MANSFIELD. One hour on each
amendment, the vote on the bill to be had
not later than 4 o'clock p.m. on Tuesday next, with plenty of time in between,
which could be considered time on the
bill.
Mr. DOUGLAS. I hope that the request will be so modified as to indicate
that a sufficient amount of time could be
reserved for the bill itself. I do not
know what the intention of the majority
and minority leaders may be with respect to recessing or adjourning the
Senate for the Memorial Day interval,
but there should be ample opportunity
given to discuss the bill as a whole.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Would 4 hours on
the bill be adequate?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I add that to the
request, to allow 4 hours of debate on the
bill.
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield.
. Mr. PROXMIRE. May I ask the distinguished majority leader when the time
limitation would start?
Mr. MANSFIELD. Tomorrow.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I assume
that the unanimous-consent agreement
would include a provision that no Senator, because of the time for voting being
set at 4 o'clock on Tuesday, would be cut
off from offering an amendment.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Of course not.
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield.
Mr. CLARK. Could the majority
leader respond to a question asked by
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another Senator as to what the leadership intention is with respect to the
Memorial Day recess?
Mr. MANSFIELD. May I have the request acted on first?
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield.
Mr. HOLLAND. What is the intention of the leadership with reference to
the hour at which the session next Tuesday would begin?
Mr. MANSFIELD. At 12 o'clock noon.
Mr. HOLLAND. That would leave no
time, except 4 hours on the bill.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Except that time
would be available all day tomorrow.
Mr. HOLLAND. Then it is the intention of the leadership to have the agreement go into effect when we conclude the
transaction of morning business tomorrow. Is that correct?
Mr. MANSFIELD. Yes.
Mr. HOLLAND. And extend throughout the day tomorrow.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Yes
Mr. HOLLAND. I have no objection.
Mr. JAVITS. Is it understood, as a
part of the unanimous-consent request,
that the germaneness rule will not apply
to the amendment I shall propose?
Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator is
correct.
Mr. HOLLAND. Reserving the right
to object-and I shall not object-is it
the intention of the leadership to have
the votes come regularly at the end of
each argument on the amendments tomorrow, or to have all the votes come
next Tuesday at 4 o'clock?
Mr. MANSFIELD. It might be possible to have one or two votes tomorrow.
However, after the hour of 2 o'clock
tomorrow I should say that we ought to
postpone votes to the following T)lesday.
Mr. HOLLAND. I shall be present tomorrow, but I know that many Senators
are expecting to get away early in the
day tomorrow. If there is to be any
sizable number of amendments to be
offered, there ought to be some understanding on that score.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I have endeavored
to answer the Senator's questions.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the unanimous-consent request? The Chair hears none, and it is
so ordered.
The unanimous-consent agreement,
subsequently reduced to writing, is as
follows:
UNANIMOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT

Ordered, That, effective on Thursday, May

27, 1965, at the conclusion of routine morning business, during the further consideration of the bill (S. 1648) to provide grants
for public works and development fac111ties,
other financial assistance and the planning
and coordination needed to alleviate conditions of substantial and persistent unemployment and underemployment in economically distressed areas and regions, debate on
any amendment, motion, or appeal, except
a. motion to lay on the table, shall be limited to 1 hour, to be equally divided and
controlled by the mover of any such amendment or motion and the majority leader:
Provi ded, That, in the event the majority
leader is in favor of any such amendment or
motion, the ti.me in opposition thereto shall
be controlled by the minority leader or some
Senator designated by him, except the
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amendment of the Senator from -New York
(Mr. JAVITS].
Ordered further,

That, on the question of
the final passage of the said bill, debate shall
be limited to 4 hours, to be equally divided
and controlled, respectively, by the majority and minority leaders: Provided, That the
said leaders, or either of them, may, from
the time under their control on the passage
of the said bill, allot additional time to any
Senator during the co.n sideration of any
amendment, motion, or appeal.
Ordered further, That the Senate proceed
to vote on final passage of the bill not later
than 4 p.m. on Tuesday, June 1.

PROGRAM FOR SESSIONS OF THE
SENATE OVER THE MEMORIAL
DAY WEEKEND-ORDER FOR ADJ:OURNMENT UNTIL TOMORROW
Mr. MANSFIELD. I should like to
answer the question of the Senator from
Pennsylvania [Mr. CLARK]. Each Senator has received a notification that, so
far as the Memorial Day holiday is concerned, it will extend from the conclusion of business tomorrow until noon on
Tuesday, June 1. There will be a pro
forma meeting on Friday.
At this time I ask unanimous consent
that when the Senate completes its business today, it stand in adjournment until
12 o'clock noon tomorrow.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I ask unanimous
consent that when the Senate completes
its business tomorrow it stand in adjournment until 9 o'clock on ~iday
morning, May 28, for the purpose of having a pro f orma meeting; in other words,
"in and out," without the transaction of
any business.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection it is so ordered.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I
have requested the distinguished majority leader to indicate that I have an
amendment on which there is general
agreement. It would strengthen the bill
in that it would do away with any possibility of a plant being removed from
one region to another. I feel that we
could vote on the amendment tomorrow,
and I hope that I shall be privileged to
have the attention of the Senate in connection with the amendment.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I hope that the
Senator is successful.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, under
those circumstances, I ask unanimous
consent that the order for the yeas and
nays be withdrawn.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I object, unless the Senator is not trying to
withdraw the yeas and nays for the final
passage of the bill. Is he?
Mr. DIRKSEN. Oh, no. But there is
no use of encumbering all the discussions
with the yeas and nays at this time. A
request for the yeas and nays can be
made at any time later.
Mr. HOLLAND. I have no objection if
that is the intention of the minority
leader.
.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none, and
it Is so ordered. The order for the yeas
and nays is rescinded.

ORDER FOR ADJOURNMENT FROM
FRIDAY UNTIL NOON ON TUESDAY, JUNE 1
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that when the
pro-forma meeting on Friday next is
concluded, the Senate stand in adjournment until 12 o'clock noon on Tuesday
next.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
PUBLIC WORKS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ACT OF 1965
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill <S. 1648) to provide grants for
public works and development facilities,
other :financial assistance, and the planning and coordination needed to alleviate
conditions of substantial and persistent
unemployment and underemployment in
economically distressed areas and
regions.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, first,
I wish to thank the able chairman of
the Public Works Committee, the distinguished senior Senator from Michigan
[Mr. McNAMARA], for the fine work which
he has done upon the bill.
I should like to make some supplementary remarks tonight on the bill as
a whole so that we may proceed as
speedily as possible tomorrow with
amendments. I appreciate the marvelously cooperative work which the Senator
from Michigan and the whole Public
Works Committee have carried out. But
I should like to point out some of the
direct economic advantages which have
come from the Area Redevelopment Act.
The careful studies which the Administrator of that act has maqe indicate
that approximately 70,000 direct jobs
have been created by that act. Assuming a multiplier of 1.65, which is the
multiplier used by the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, that woUld mean a total of
46,000 additional jobs, or a grand total
of 116,000 jobs created under the Area
Redevelopment Act program. The group
of businessmen and bankers on the
northeast coast have estimated that a
multiplier of 2 is better than the one
now used of 1.65. If that is so, that
would mean the direct and indirect creation of 140,000 jobs. But I shall not use
that figure, but will use instead the conservative figure of 116,000 jobs.
Let us carry out some assuptions to see
what has happened. The average earnings of the people placed in jobs under
the Area Redevelopment Act program,
would probably be around $4,000 a year,
which would be roughly $80 a week.
With 116,000 jobs created, that would
mean a total increase in payroll of $464
million. That is the increase in income
to individuals. This has operated to increase governmental revenues on a Federal, State, and local basis, and to decrease expenditures on a Federal, State,
and local basis.
Now I should like to make some very
conservative estimates of these savings,
First, as to the increase in income, if
the average earnings are $4,000, of which
approximately $1,200 would be taxable,
or the, amount in excess of $2,800, the
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average Federal income tax would be
about $200 per person. Two hundred
dollars multiplied by 116,000 would be
equal to $23 million a year. So, in all
probability, there has been an increase
of $23 million a year in Federal income
taxes. At the same time, there has been
an increase in the Federal income tax
paid by corporations each year and this
has been assumed to be approximately
$30 million. So that the total increase
in Federal revenues has been approximately $'53 million each year.
In addition, there has been an increase in State and local taxes of an undetermined amount, but a very real
amount, because the people with more
money in their pockets naturally buy
more, subject to a sales tax and State
income taxes, and this would increase
State revenues. People would have
more money to pay the taxes on their
homes, and that would increase local
revenues as well. But I am not counting
that in.
It is safe to say that well over $50 million a year would be paid in increased
revenues to the Federal Government
alone, not to mention State government
and local government receipts.
This is most conservative. On the
other hand, there would be a decrease in
expenditures. Virtually all those people
previously were unemployed. The vast
majority were either on relief or were
receiving unemployment compensation.
I have made a most conservative estimate that at least 80,000 of the 116,000
were in receipt of unemployment compensation payments. The average benefits under unemployment compensation
amount to approximately $36 or $37 a
week, or $1,800 a year. Therefore, there
has been a saving in unemployment compen5ation, which I estimate as $144 million a year; namely, 80,000 people multiplied by $1,800 a year. One thousand
eight hundred dollars means $36 a week
for 52 weeks.
In addition, there has been a saving
on general assistance. Assuming that
this also amounts to about $800 a year,
and assuming that 10,000 of these previously unemployed people were recipients of relief, that would mean a saving
of $8 million a year.
Thus we have a total of close to $200
million a year in savings to Federal,
State, and local governments.
I emphasize that the total amount
loaned up to March 31, 1965, over 4
years, for industrial and commercial
loans amounted to $175 million. The
public facility loans and grants as of
that same date amounted to $93 million.
Then with allowance for technical assistance and training, the total costs as
of March 31, 1965, were $306 ·million.
That was for a period of more than 4
years, whereas the savings to the Government alone would amount to approximately $200 million a year.
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield on that paint?
Mr. DOUGLAS. I am glad to yield.
Mr. PROXMIRE. The figures which
the distinguished Senator from Illinois
has stated are extremely impressive. I
wish to make sure that I understand
how much additional was paid in income
taxes.
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Mr. DOUGLAS. We make an esti- disbursed amounted to $96,500,000.
mate that those who were employed and Loans foreclosed amounted to $808,000.
were previously unemployed received
Mr. PROXMIRE. $808,000 as comapproximately $80 a week, which is ap- pared with $96 million-less than 1 perproximately $26 below the average for cent.
manufacturing, or $4,000 a year, and
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes. Loans in foreof that amount $2,800 would be nontax- closure amounted to $1,550,000, or total
able; $1,200 would be taxable. With a foreclosures of $3,358,000-approximatepayment of about 16 percent tax rate, ly 2 ¥2 percent.
In addition, $9 million in loans were
$200 in Federal income tax would be
paid per person, not received by the Fed- delinquent, although only a small part
eral Government previously, and that of this amount will result in losses. I
would amount to $23 million a year for think one can safely estimate that the
vast majority of the loans, amounting
the 116,000 persons.
Mr. PROXMIRE. So the amount to close to $100 million, will be paid
paid in personal income taxes of $23 back. I do not believe that the losses
million, added to the savings in un- will be appreciable for this type of proemployment compensation of $144 mil- gram.
lion, added to the savings in relief
So on the basis of grants of $93 million
costs-and losses of not more than $10 milMr. DOUGLAS. Of $8 million.
lion on loans, the total cost to the GovMr. PROXMIRE. Of $8 million, ernment would not greatly exceed $100
totals close to $200 million a year.
million, and the revenues of the GovernMr. DOUGLAS. Included in that ment should J:>e improved by at least $200
should also be the fact that corporations million a year.
and employers would be doing business
Mr. PROXMIRE. So the return is 2
there, and therefore the profits which to 1.
they might make would be subject to
Mr. DOUGLAS. Not only is the return
taxation. We estimate that that would 2 to 1; the gains are annual gains. The
be about $30 million a year. Then losses are total losses for the 4-year
there wou~d be State and local taxes, period.
which we have not included.
Mr. PROXMIRE. So the ratio is 2 to
Mr. PROXMIRE. I point out to the 1 a year.
distinguished Senator from Illinois that
Mr. DOUGLAS. That is correct. The
the costs which he was talking about gains are really much more than the
are very largely interest repayable loans. amount of money expended;
The
Mr. DOUGLAS. That is correct.
amount of money does not take into acMr. PROXMIRE. They were not count the human part of the program,
grants, but primarily loans.
namely, the restoration of self-respect,
Mr. DOUGLAS. That is correct.
the aid to the local communities in preMr. PROXMIRE. These were loans venting them from dying, and the greater
repayable with interest. What is the utilization of such structures as churches
record of ARA firms in paying back and schools and of telephone services,
such loans?
utility services, and the rest.
Mr. DOUGLAS. I shall supply that
Mr. PRdXMIRE. This is the most imfor the RECORD. The losses in the first pressive feature of all. The very fact
year were appreciably more than they that additional people will pay taxes and
would have been for bank loans, but the there will be additional economic develrecord has steadily improved.
opment is most encouraging for the
Mr. PROXMIRE. The Secretary of country as a whole. These are the areas
Commerce testified before the Commit- that are dying, that are extremely sick.
tee on Banking and CUrrency that the These are the areas where the future is
record of repayment on loans was most almost hopeless.
impressive, especially considering the
In addition to the statistical assistance
circumstances under which the loans that we can see, there is a very real,
were made, and that he felt, as the Sena- human opportunity for people to live in
tor from Illinois has said, that the rec- communities they know and love, comord is improving.
munities where they are acceptable and
Mr. DOUGLAS. That is correct.
have had their family ties; perhaps
Mr. PROXMIRE. The figures which where their families have lived for genthe Senator from Illinois has placed in erations. This is the kind of human
the RECORD are eloquent testimony to the assistance 'that cannot be measured in
fact that this is an excellent investment. statistical terms, but is, nevertheless,
It is an investment that is paying for immensely important.
When that is added to the monetary
itself over a period of years, and paying
for itself rapidly. First, because, as the return to the Federal Government in a
Senator has pointed out, more taxes are ratio of 2 to 1 a year, the record the ARA
paid; second, because relief and unem- . has developed is remarkable.
ployment compensation is less; third, beMr. DOUGLAS. I think it justifies the
cause the loans that are made are very existence of the program. I have belargely being repaid with interest, and come a little fed up with the rather
are being repaid promptly. That is the captious criticisms that have been made
kind of information that has not been of it. It has been a marvelous human
brought out previously as to the effects investment and a paying economic inof the ARA program.
vestment.
Mr. DOUGLAS. The Senator is corMr. PROXMIRE. On that very score,
rect. Now I should like to supply the is it not true that the arguments that
figures as to the delinquencies as of have been made that this is merely borMarch 31, 1965. At that time, the loans rowing employment from some other
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area of the country has little validity
in the economy in which we are operating?
Most areas of the country are close to
full employment. In the Wisconsin .
area, the heavily populated southeastern ·
part has virtually no real unemployment. On the other hand, in the northern part of the State there is heavy unemployment. The fact that additional
jobs can be provided without endangering in a significant way other part.s of
the country means that this program
provides an overall gain in employment.
It is not a question of borrowing jobs
from one area against another as a matter of unfair or subsidized competition.
Mr. DOUGLAS. The Senator from
Wisconsin is correct. ·
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, before the Senator from Illinois yields the
floor, I should like to ask him one or
two further questions, because he is the
author of the bill.
Is it not true that this is a conservative refinement of the ARA and of the
accelerated public works program in a
real sense?
Mr. DOUGLAS. That is true. The
standards are much stricter than they
.were in the original accelerated public
works program.
Mr. PROXMIRE. It is my understanding that fewer counties would probably be able to qualify under the rural
criteria. The other criteria were ·more
lenient. Under this stricter, more con~
servative bill, which requires counties to
have an income of less than 40 percent
of the national .ij,verage, fewer counties
throughout the country....:.and I am positive fewer counties in Wisconsin-would
be able to qualify.
·
Mr. DOUGLAS. To qualify, they
would have to be areas of need.
Mr. PROXMIRE. Is it not true that
grants must be tied to specific developments?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes; grants would be
made on much stricter terms than under
the accelerated public works program.
Mr. PROXMIRE. Accelerated public
works were made for a much broader
range of purposes. ARA also made
grants up to 100 percent. This bill
would make grants only up to 80 percent.
The accelerated public works program
provided $450 million a year for 2 years
and ARA about $75 million over 4 years,
or $19 million a year, for a total of
about $470 million if the two were combined. This bill provides $400 million
for public facility grants which is less.
Mr. DOUGLAS. That is correct.
Mr. PROXMIRE. Furthermore, ARA
loans authorized by Public Law 87-27the Area Redevelopment Act-were
about $300 million. While loans under
this bill would be $170 million annually~ ·
they would be interest bearing and fully
·
repayable.
Also, there is a change-the interest
rebate factor-which involves overwhelmingly private enterprise m-oney.
This provision provides .for a modest $5
million a year investment by the Federal Government, but it will encourage
$250 million of investment funds. and
they would be private enterprise funds.
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Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes; a 2-percent in- LAS], the senior Senator from Michigan, Congresses in history and that the
terest subsidy would make possible the the chairman of the Committee on Pub- moves that have been taken are largely
unlocking of $250 million a year in capi- lie Works [Mr. McNAMARA], and very and almost wholly in the public interest.
tal investment. On a 10-year basis, that particularly, the senior Senator from
would be a total investment of $2.5 West Virginia [Mr. RANDOLPH], who has
billion.
·
never ceased to work for and urge this L.B.J. VIETNAM POLICY UNANIMr. PROXMffiE. The Senator from kind of legislation, from which useful
MOUSLY SUPPORTED BY ON-THEIllinois has performed an outstanding projects will put people to work not
SPOT EXPERTS
service in this :fielcl for many years. He merely at the site of the project but also
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President,
has had to fight his way up the hill many in the factory, in transportation, and on
there are few more expert among the
times to have this program enacted.
the arteries in between.
First, what I like about the bill is that
I am very happy to have been one of journalistic fraternity than Thomas B.
it is national in scope as compared with the numerous cosponsors of this project, Ross, correspondent of the Chicago Sunthe Appalachia bill, which was confined as was my colleague, the senior Senator Times.
Mr. Ross has covered the State Deto a limited area.
·
from Alaska [Mr. BARTLETT]. I point
In the second place, it stresses private out that for a good many years I have partment and been a specialist for the
enterprise and private development. It urged the resumption of accelerated pub- State Department in foreign affairs.
Mr. Ross was sent recently by the Chidoes not provide for a gigantic federally lie works. I have previously introduced
controlled and directed public works pro- amendments and bills to bring this about. cago Sun-Times to Vietnam. He has
gram.
This is a bill in a somewhat modified been there since May 1. On last SunMr. DOUGLAS. The Senator is cor- form which would not go quite as far as day, May 23, he filed what to me was a
rect.
I should like to have it go, in view of the very interesting report on Vietnam.
I should like to quote from it briefly.
Mr. PROXMffiE. I believe that the fact that our experience has shown that Mr.
considers the reaction in Vietoverwhelming involvement, the public when the accelerated public works proj- namRoss
our building up of troops and
decisions, are made at the local level; ect was before us, the funds originally forcestoand
launching air strikes in Vietthe judgment and. discipline of the appropriated and authorized for this purmarketplace at the local level is at work pose, some $880 million, quickly vanished nam, and states:
Nevertheless, in the virtually unanimous
here.
for worthwhile expenditures, and at the
view of officials and observers here, thl-re
Mr. DOUGLAS. The Senator is car- time and subsequent to the expiration was
acceptable alternative to the major
rect.
of those appropriations, some $100 U.S. no
buildup which began in February along
Mr. PROXMIRE. Basic investment million of worthwhile projects, fully with launching of airstrikes on North Viet·
decisions will be left up to the private matched and ready to go, had to be nam.
sector of our economy.
abandoned. Many of those projects will
"The clock stood at 1 minute to midnight,"
a high-ranking official here observed, and the
Mr. DOUGLAS. Primarily so. How-· be resumed now.
I believe that it is particularly grati- only other course of action was an abrupt
ever, of course, there are grants for inand
humiliating withdrawal.
frastructure or development facilities.
fying, however, that the bill in its original
That, in the judgment of every experienced
Mr. PROXMIRE. But the whole pur- form has now been amended. The observer
this reporter has been able to conpose of the grants is to create a climate original version of the bill did have an tact in this
area, would have led eventually
which would be otherwise unattractive appropriation of $250 million annually. to complete Communist Chinese domination
to private enterprise, attractive to pri- That amount has now been increased to of southeast Asia.
vate enterprise.
$400 million.
Mr. Ross is not a man · who is inI should say that I consider these sums
Mr. DOUGLAS. The purpose is to
have the initiative and incentive and the to be not expenditures but investments in grained with campaigning for military
planning come up from the bottom, from the finest sense of the word. Their use action. He is dispassionate, and an obthe local communities.
would create worthwhile needed projects, jective, competent reporter.
Allow me to repeat that last short
Mr. PROXMffiE. The opposition on and would put people to work.
the part of conservative people on the
Much as I applauded the President's sentence. It reads:
That, in the judgment of every experienced
ground that this would interfere with war on poverty, I felt then and feel now
this reporter has been able to conprivate enterprise and would be some that it was not sufficiently implemented observer
tact in this area, would have led eventually
Government activity misses the point. to do the job of putting the people to to complete Communist Chinese domination
The new jobs would be created by indi- work and putting them to work now. of southeast Asia.
Vidual American enterprise-much of it Much of the war on poverty has not been
Mr. Ross goes on to say:
corporate enterprise-and would be sub- a long-range project, then and now,
Critics of President Johnson's Vietnam
ject to all the disciplines and all the particularly in view of the fact that we
energizing and initiative factors involved ar·e at the height of a prosperity never policy may abound in Washington anr. elsein private individual enterprise.
before equaled in the history of _o ur Na- where in the United States, but they are all
impossible to find out here.
Mr. DOUGLAS. I ask the Senator tion and that we have continuous un- but
A Titoist solution may seem feasible on the
from Wisconsin, who has been one of employment.
American campus, but this reporter has been
the most valuable committee members
I also applaud the fact that· the origi- unable to locate a single resident Ameriand one of those who helped the most in nal version of the bill has been ·c hanged can-soldier, diplomat, journalist, or scholforming the bill, if some of our best wit- to include Alaska and Hawaii, which, in ar-who thought it was a possibility in the
nesses were bankers.
the original draft, were omitted because · current climate of militant expansionism in
Mr. PROXMIRE. Yes. In fact, the of the fact that they were not areas Peiping.
Secretary of Commerce, who is one of the which were contiguous to the States.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous conbest known and one of the most highly That has been changed by amendment . . sent that the article published in the
successful businessmen in the national
I was glad to listen to the words of Chicago Sun-Times of Sunday, May 23,
business community, has had a chance the Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. PRox- 1965, entitled "United States Courts a
to study the measure carefully and has MIRE J, who has supported this legisla- Showdown in Vietnam," written by
given· it his unqualified support and en- tion very ably and effectively.
Thomas B. Ross, be printed at this point
dorsement.
I beljeve that this is an important step. in the RECORD.
.
Mr. GRUENING. Mr. President, I I believe that this session of Congress
There being no objection, the article
wa~t to say l;>riefty that I am very happy will be noted for its · fine and rapid was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
that S. 1648 is nearing passag.e in the achievements. We_· have passed hills as follows:
Senate. It is a very important bill.
that will be of tremendous value. There
UNITED STATES COURTS A SHOWDOWN
A great deal of credit is due to a nuni- are still many more such measures
IN VIETNAM
ber of my colleagues, whom . I highly .. ahead.
·
(By Thomas B. Ross)
commend. Among others there are the
I am confident that this Congress will
SAIGON, SOUTH VIETNAM.-Although the
senior Senator from Illinois [Mr. DouG- go down as one of the most productive United States has been, striving since Korea
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to prevent the involvement of American thought it was a possibility in the. current
soldiers in a wa.r on the Asian mainland, the climate of milltant expansionism in Peiping.
And so, the growing American presence
U.S. establishment here is now seeking just
that as a solution to the grim impasse in .in Vietnam is viewed here with great satisfaction and with a conviction that the
Vietnam.
High civilian and military officials alike are United States cannot now be forced out by
hoping for a direct confrontation between military means. If there is to be a withdrawU.S. combat troops and the Communist Viet- al, the belief here is that it will come through
the pressure of American public opinion, recong before the end of June.
The design is to draw the Communists into acting to frustrating stalemate and mounta "reverse Dlenblenphu"-a decisive defeat ing casualties.
which will force them to sue for peace. The
This view is clearly sha1·ed by Peiping
French, of course, had the saine idea in 1954 which has been predicting openly in party
only to be routed by the Communist-domi- publications. that the U.S. Government,
nated Vietminh nationalists and compelled prodded by popular discontent and the
to abandon their colonies in Indochina.
"bourgeois intellectuals," will abandon VietBut U.S. military men insist there is scant nam.
similarity between the French position at
The nagging question is how the CommuDienbienphu and the American position nists will seek to accelerate this "historic
toda.y.
inevitability."
· The French decided to make their stand
Key U.S. military men are speculating that
in North Vietnam at a point at which the the Vietcong will attack U.S. forces late in
Vietminh commanded the high ground and June. Several battalions of regular troops
were operating over relatively short lines of have been infiltrated into the central highsupply.
lands from North Vietnam in the last few
In South Vietnam today the Vietcong find months and U.S. intelligence analysts bethemselves at the end of a long precarious lieve they must make a move sometime durline of supply which is under heavy bom- ing the current monsoon seasons.
bardment by U.S. planes. And U.S. forces are
U.S. bombing raids have seriously damaged
deployed in the coastal :flatlands in terrain Vietcong supply routes and it is felt the
favorable to their sophisticated weaponry and Communists must strike decisively with what
with a mighty armada of war and supply they now have or withdraw for replenishships supporting their rear.
ment. Their capacity for sustained combat
on a conventional level is not rated as very
U.S. POSITION AT LOWEST EBB
good.
There are now at least 70,000 U.S. military
This has led many officials, particularly cimen in the southeast Asian theater-close to
45,000 in Vietnam and the rest in the sur- vilians, to doubt that the Vietcong wlll risk
an open showdown. For 20 years they have
rounding waters and Thailand.
prosecuted a successful guerrilla war by
Even so, the U.S. position, in a territorial committing their forces only when they were
sense, has never been at a lower ebb. The clearly dominant.
Vietcong control more of the countryside
Their central tactic is to overwhelm isothan ever before and the United States, like
France before it, is largely tied down in static lated, undermanned outposts and then to
defense of key . installations and urban dissolve into the jungle or the rice paddies
when superior Government strength moves
centers.
into position.
The Government commands so little open
SELECTIVE Kll.LERS
ground and covets what it has so jealously
that, as one U.S. Air Force general comThey operate under tight discipline and
plained: "This is the first war where we've with consummate political calculation. Rape
had to rent battlefields."
ls unheard of among them and, although
In these last-ditch circumstances, the they resort to terror when all else fails, they
strategy of confr~:mtation is as much a coun- are highly selective in their assassination.
sel of despair as it is of hope. It is in effect An ineffectual province or district chief will
an admission that the plan of counterinsur- be spared. An efficient one will be killed.
gency, promulgated with such promise by The tax collector, nemesis of the peasant
President John F. · Kennedy in 1961, has who must often pay both the government
failed and that the war must be won by and the Vietcong, is likely to be the first
direct force of U.S. arms.
to go.
It also represents a challenge to the origiThe Vietcong are also masters at the arts
nal admonition of Ambassador Maxwell D. of friendly persuasion, when it serves their
Taylor that it would be foolhardy for the purpose. During one recent incursion in the ·
white man to pit himself against the yellow central highlands, their first act was to reman on Asian soil.
lieve the local women of the chore of sweepNevertheless, in the virtually unanimous ing the marketplace. Then, to the delight
view of officials and observers here, there was of the townspeople, who are without radio,
no acceptable alternative to the major U.S. television, movies, or any other notable dibuildup which began in February along with version, they provided 2 hours of welllaunching of air strikes on North Vietnam. rehearsed entertainment.
"The clock stood at 1 minute to midnight,"
Through such a combination of ingratiaa high-ranking official here observed, and tion and terror, the Vietcong have achieved
the only other course of action was an a high degree of immunity. They move
abrupt and hum1liating withdrawal.
freely throughout most of the country with
That, in the judgment of every experienced little fear that the local populace will betray·
observer this reporter has been able to ·con- them to the Government.
tact in this area, would have led eventually
FAll.URE OF NATIVE LEADERSHIP
to complete Communist Chinese domination
In many areas, when wounded, they boldly
of southeast Asia.
resort to hospitals run by the U.S. aid misPOLICY PLEASES AMERICANS IN VIETNAM
sion, confident that their identity will be
Critics of President Johnson's Vietnam concealed. In the last few _weeks, they are
policy may abound in Washington and else- known to have used Nh.a Trang, a Governwhere in the United States, but they are all ment-held seashore resort 200 miles northeast of Saigon, as a rest- and recreation site
but impossible to find out here.
·
A Titoist solution may seem feasible on the for whole companies of guerrillas from
American campus, but this reporter has been nearby units.
unable to locate a single resident AmericanThe Government's great difficulty in acsoldier, diplomat, journalist or scholar-who quiring intelligence on the Vietcong 18
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matched by its inab1llty to respond quickly .
to what information it does obtain. This
represents a failure of leadership, a direct ·
outgrowth of the calculated efforts of the
French to prevent the formation of a native
class of commissioned and noncommissioned
officers. ·
·
The deficiencies .of leadership ate also
reflected in the inadequate performance of
the Vietnamese army. The fighting qualities
of the Vietnamese foot soldier have often
been called into question.
But, in fact, his American advisers a.re
convinced he will perform competently, even
bravely, when properly led and, particularly,
when he is operating in or near his native
locale.
However, the army has yet to demonstrate that it can exercise any enduring
control in the countryside beyond the provincial and district capitals. This has led
to a decision-at least for the immediate
future-to shelve the rural pacification
program.
The focus of the war has thus been shifted
from counterguerrilla activity to a more
traditional form of combat, replete with fire
bombs and supersonic aircraft, in short, the
United States ls seeking to substitute a type
of warfare in which it excels for one in which
it has proven somewhat amateurish.
It is still much too soon to tell whether
sophisticated weapons and conventional
ground troops can succeed where counterinsurgency has failed. In fact, there ls some
evidence of popular resentment to the expanding use of napalm, a development which
is not surprising if one has observed a hospital ward full of bleeding women and children seared from head to toe.
BOMBINGS BOOST GOVERNMENT MORALE

But, nevertheless, the · massive bombing
runs begun in.February have had a decisive
effect on the morale of the Government and
the army. Prime Minister Phan Huy Quat,
a reserved intellectual normally given to
cautious statement, has blossomed into a
veritable warhawk.
Even within the Buddhist hierarchy, which.
had beeri flirting with neutralism, the bombings have produced a marked swing toward
pro-Government and pro-American sentiment--a "complete turnaround" in the view
of a leading political analyst.
And, particularly in the Mekong River
Delta, which comprises the lower third of
South Vietnam, there are the first faint signs
that the villagers and the peasants are beginning to look upon the Government, rather
than the Vietcong, as the likely victor.
This, of course, is critically significant
amongst a populace which is ideologically
neutral, yet relatively well off by Asian standards.
Although 40 percent of its babies die in
their first year and the annual per capita income is just a shade over $100, South Vietnam manages to feed its 15 milllon citizens
better than most of its neighbors feed theirs.
This is a result of the great fertility of
the Mekong Delta which ls producing 5 million tons of rice-and exporting 300,000 tons
of it-'-each year despite the pronounced disruptions of the war. If peace came to Vietnam, that crop could be doubled, perhaps
quadrupled within a year, in the estilnation
of U.S. economic advisers in the field.
. These men, serving with great courage in
exposed rural areas, are held in high esteem by the Vietnamese people who, ·on the
whole, show little resentment to the growing American presence 1n their country.
THE CIUTlgA;L TEST Al{]!:Al)

The critical test of whether the new white
man is tO be accepted as a friend or resented
a.s the colonial successor to the French wm
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likely come in the areas of massive·u.s. troop
TRANSACTION OF ROUTINE
concentrations.
BUSINESS
The original Army advisers here were well
schooled in the modern doctrines of psyBy unanimous consent, the following
chological warfare, even though they some- routine business was transacted:
times seemed to bark out their lines like a.
military command: "Win the hearts and
minds of the people, and that's an order,
EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS,
sergeant."
ETC
On the other hand, the marines .a nd para·
troopers recently landed see their mission
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temin old-fashioned terms: "Kill Vietcong."
pore laid before the Senate the following
With little thought for local sensibilities, letters, which were referred as indicated:
the marines guarding the Da Nang Airbase
openly refer to the primitive village within REPORT ON CERTAIN SHIPMENTS INSURED BY
their lines as "Dogpatch."
THE FOREIGN CREDIT INSURANCE AsSOCIATION
When a visiting American asked a guard
AND EXPORT-IMPORT BANK
for the real name of the town, the marine
A letter from the Assistant Secretary, Exreplied with conviction: "It's Dogpatch." port-rmport Bank of Washington, WashlngOther marines within earshot nodded agree- ton, D.C., reporting, pursuant to law, on shipment. It took a call to the command post ments to Yugoslavia, lmured by the Foreign
to produce the correct name, Tong vu su, Credit Insurance Association and the Exportwhich, as any marine knows, means Dog- Import Bank, for the month of April 1965;
patch in Vietnamese.
to the Committee on Appropriations:
·
The adult villagers in and around the AMENDMENT OF SECTION 2634 OF TITLE 10,
marine encampments are conventionally inUNITED STATES CODE, RELATING TO TRANSscrutable and Withdrawn, though they have
PORTATION OF CERTAIN MOTOR VEHICLES
learned to hang out signs which read: "O.K.
A letter from the Secretary of the Army,
Laundry. Done Quickly and Carefully."
transmitting a draft of proposed legislation
The children are enthusiastic and vocal. to amend section 2634 of title 10, United
"Hello, Hello," they shout at every pass- States Code, relating to the transportation of
ing Jeep. "You No. 1. Vietcong No. 10. privately owned motor vehicles of members
Give me 5 P's (5 piastres, about a nickel)." of the Armed Forces on a change of permaThe marines are responding with· normal nent station (with accompanying papers);
GI generosity-too much so in the view of to the Committee on Armed Services.
the local bulldozer operators, who recently REPORT ON RECONSTRUCTION FINANCE CORPOconducted a brief strike to protest the fact
RATION LIQUIDATION FuND
that the town peddlers were taking in 300
A letter from the secretary of the Treasury,
piastres a day, 10 times their own wages. An transmitting, pursuant to law, a report on
order by the brigade commander .brought the the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
peddlers under control, but the marines have liquidation fund, for the quarterly period
refused to stem the flow of money to the ended March 31, 1964 (With a'n accompanying
children who have become their tacit allies report); to the committee on Banking and
in a life-and-death friendship.
currency.
CHILDREN'S BEHAVIOR OFTEN A TIPOFF
REPORT ON RESEARCH PROGRESS AND PLANS OF
On their regular patrols of the surroundTHE WEATHER BUREAU
1ng Communist-controlled territory, the maA letter from the secretary of commerce,
rines are constantly subject to Vietcong am- transmitting, pursuant to law, a ::.-eport on
bushes, usually in the small villages.
research progress and plans of the U.S.
The adult townspeople can generally be Weather Bureau, for the fiscal year 1964 (With
coerced by the Vietcong into silence and a an accompanying report); to the Committee
convincing display of normal activity. But on commerce.
the children, whether unconsciously or by
design, repeatedly give evidence in their be- REPORT ON ACTIVITIES AND TRANSACTIONS
havior of impending danger. So alerted, sevUNDER MERCHANT SHIP SALES ACT OF 1946
eral marine patrols have withdrawn or made
A letter from the Secretary of Commerce,
for cover in time.
' transmitting, pursuant to law, a. report on
At some point in the next few weeks, In activities and transactions under the Merthe expectation of many high-ranking mm- chant Ship Sales Act of 1946, for the quartary men, one of these patrols may make terly period ended March 31, 1965 (with an
contact with the advance patrol of Vietcong accompanying report); to the Committee on
battalion. Then, the great confrontation Commerce.
may be at hand.
AMENDMENT OF TITLE XIII: WAR RISK INSURBut even if this should not materialize,
ANCE OF FEDERAL AVIATION ACT OF 1958
some climax to the Vietnam war seems to be
A letter from the secretary of commerce,
in the offing. Ambassador Taylor and his transmitting a draft of proposed legislation
principal advisers are convinced that North to amend Title XIII: war Risk Insurance
Vietnam ls hurting desperately from the re- of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 (with
lentless U.S. airstrikes. Should the Vietcong an accompanying paper); to the committee
call off their expected monsoon offensive, it on Commerce.
would only confirm these men in their conviction that the Communists will be forced EXTENSION OF PROVISIONS OF TITLE XIII OF
to the conference table before the end of the
THE FEDERAL AVIATION ACT OF 1958, RELATyear.
ING TO WAR RISK INSURANCE
If they are wrong in their calculations, if
A letter from the Secretary of Commerce,
the Vietcong can endure despite the pound- transmitting a draft of proposed legislation
ing of their supply lines and their staging to extend the provisions of title XIII of the
areas, then the prospect is for a war thc.t will Federal Aviation Act of 1958, relating to war
drag on for several more years.
risk insurance (with an accompanying
And in that event it will not be decided in paper); to the Committee on Commerce.
the Jungles and rice paddies of this pathetiAMENDMENT OF SECTION 204 OF
cally beautiful country. It will be decided
COMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1934.
in the United States by a rich and comfortable people who must judge the extent of
A letter from the Chairman, Federal Comtheir interest in saving a poor and desperate munications Commission, Washington, D.C.,
nation.
transmitting a draft of proposed legislation
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to amend section 204 of the Communications
Act of 1934, as amended (with accompanying papers); to the Committee on Commerce.
AMENDMENT OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
PRACTICAL NURSES' LICENSING ACT
A letter from the President, Board of Commissioners, District of Columbia, transmitting a draft of proposed legislation to amend
the District of Columbia Practical Nurses'
Licensing Act. and for other purposes (with
an accompanying paper); to the Committee
on the District of Columbia.
CONTRIBUTION BY THE UNITED STATES TO THE
INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE RED
CROSS
A letter from the Secretary of State, transmitting a draft of proposed legislation to
authorize a contribution by the United
States to the International Committee of
the Red Cross (With an accompanying
paper); to the Committee ori Foreign Relations.
AMENDMENT OF FOREIGN SERVICE BUILDINGS
ACT, 1926, TO AUTHORIZE ADDITIONAL APPROPRIATIONS
A letter from the Secretary of State, transmitting a draft of proposed legislation to
amend the Foreign Service Buildings Act,
1926, to authorize additional appropriations,
and for other purposes (With accompanying
papers); to the Committee on Foreign Relations.
PROVISION OF CERTAIN AUTHORITY FOR U.S.
INFORMATION AGENCY
A letter from the Director, U.S. Informa~
tion Agency, Washington, D.C., transmitting
a draft of proposed legislation to provide certain basic authority for the U.S. Information
Agency (With accompanying papers); to the
Committee on Foreign Relations.
AMENDMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
Acr OF 1946
A letter from the Chairman, U.S. Civil
Service Commission, Washington, D.C., transmitting a draft of proposed . legislation to
amend the Administrative Expenses Act of
1946, as amended, to provide for reimbursement of certain moving expenses of employees, and to authorize payment of expenses for storage of household goods and
personal effects of employees assigned to
isolated duty station within the continental
United States (with accompanying papers);
to the Committee on Government Operations.
REPORTS OF COMPTROLLER GENERAL
A letter from the Comptroller General of
the United States, transmitting, pursuant to
law, a report on unnecessary procurement of
air passenger service on scheduled commercial airliners from Japan and Korea to the
United States, Department of Defense, dated
May 1965 (with an accompanying report); to
the Committee on Government Operations.
A letter from the Comptroller General of
the United States, transmitting, pursuant to
law, a report on loose management in budgeting and financial reporting for certain educational exchange activities, Department of
State, dated May 1965 (with an accompa nying report); to the Committee on Government Operations.
A letter from the Comptroller General of
the United States, transmitting, pursuant to
law, a report on unnecessary costs resulting
from the failure to furnish available parts
to a contractor engaged in the production of
3,4-ton trucks, Department of the Army,
dated May 1965 (with an accompanying . report); to the Committee on Government
Operations.
·
A letter from the Comptroller General of
the United States, transmitting, pursuant to
law, a report on inadequate management of
special purpose ammunition pallets resulted
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in unnecessary procurement actions, Department of the Navy, dated May 1965 (with an
accompanying report); to the Committee on
Government Operations.
A letter from the Comptroller General of
the United States, transmitting, pursuant to
law, a. report on improper use of funds appropriated for operation and maintenance
expenses, U.S. Section, International Boundary a.nd Water Commission, United Sta.tea
and Mexico, dated Ma.y 1965 (with an accompanying report); to the Committee on
Government Operations.
A letter from the Comptroller General of
the United States, transmitting, pursuant to
la.w, a. report on improper payment of port
charges on shipment to Colombia. of food
donated under title III of the Agricultural
Trade Development and Assistance Act of
1954, Agency for International Development,
dated May 1965 (with an accompanying report); to the Committee on Government
Operations.
A letter from the Comptroller General of
the United States, transmitting, pursuant to
la.w, a report on failure to adequately consider the :financial advantages of purchasing
over leasing automatic data processing systems used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Department of Labor, dated May 1965 (with
an accompanying report); to the Committee
on Government Operations.
A letter from the Comptroller General of
the United States, transmitting, pursuant to
la.w, a report on excessive payments of temporary lodging allowances to uniformed personnel on the Island of Oahu, Hawaii, Department of Defense and Department of the
Treasury, dated May 1965 (with an accompanying report); to the Committ.ee on Government Operations.
A letter from the Comptroller General of
the United States, transmitting, pursuant
to law, a report on excessive interest costs
incurred on certain income tax refunds, Internal Revenue Service, Treasury Department, dated May 1965 (with an accompanying report); to the Committee on Government Operations.
USE OP' CERTAIN F'UNDS BY SECRETARY OF THE
INTERIOR
A letter from the Assistant Secretary of
the Interior, transmitting a draft of proposed legislation to authorize the Secretary
of the Interior to use appropriated funds for
the payment of medical care of temporary
and seasonal employees and employees located in isolated areas who become disabled
because of injury or illness not attributable
to official work, and for other purposes (with
an accompanying pa.per); to the Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs.
PROPOSED LEGISLATION RELATING TO DEPART•
MENT OP THE Am FORCE
A letter from the Assista nt Secretary of
the Air Force, trans~tting a draft of proposed legislation for the relief of Maj. Derrill
deS. Tenholm, Jr., U.S. Air Force (with an
accompanying paper); to the Oommittee on
the Judiciary.
A letter from the Assistant Secretary of
the Air Force, transmitting a draft of . proposed legislation for the relief of Col. Eugene F. Tyree, U.S. Air Force, retired (with
an accompanying paper); to the Committee
on the Judiciary.
A letter from the Assistant Secretary of
the Air Force, transmitting a draft of proposed legislation for the relief of Chief M.
Sgt. Robert J. Becker, U.S. Air Force (with an
accompanying paper); to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
REPORT AND HEARINGS ON VOTING IN
MISSISSIPPI
A letter from the Chairman, U.S. Commis.
sion on Civil Rights, Washington, D.C., transmitting, pursuant to law, a confidential report and hearings on voting in Mississippi
(with accompanying documents); to the
Committee on the Judiciary.

PREMIUM PAT UNDER 8PECIPIED CONDITIONS
TO CERTAIN EMPLOYEES IN THE POSTAL FIELD
SERVICE
A letter :from the Postmaster General,
transmitting a dra!t o:f proposed legislation:
for premium pay under specified conditions
to certain employees in the postal :field
service (with an accompanying paper); to
the Committee on Post Office and Civil Service.
SEVERANCE PAY TO CERTAIN OFFICERS AND .
EMPLOYEES OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
A letter from the Chairman, U.S. Civil
Service Commission, Washington, D.C.,
transmitting a. draft of proposed legislation
to provide severance pay to certain officers
and employees of the Federal Government,
and for other purposes (with accompanying
papers); to the Committee on Post Office and
Civil Service.
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Resolved. (if the senate concur), That
copies of this resolution be transmitted to
the President of the United States, the Secretary of the Senate of the United States, the
Clerk of the House of Representatives of the
United States, and the Secretary of State of
the United States and to each Member of
Congress duly elected from the State of New
York and that the latter be urged to do
~verything possible to accomplish the purposes of this resolution.
By order of the assembly:
JOHN T. KENNAN,
Clerk.

In senate, May 12, 1965. · Concurred in,
without amendment.
By o~der of the senate:
GEORGE H. VAN LENGEN,
Secretary.

CONCURRENT RESOLUTION OF
OKLAHOMA LEGISLATURE
CONCURRENT RESOLUTION OF NEW
:YORK LEGISLATURE
Mr. MONRONEY. Mr. President, I
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- present, for appropriate reference, a conpore laid before the Senate a concurrent current resolution of the Legislature of
resolution of the Legislature of the State the State of Oklahoma. I ask unaniof New York, which was referred to the mous consent that the concurrent resoCommittee on Foreign Relations, as fol- lution be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the concur~
lows:
;rent resolution was referred to the ComSTATE OF NEW YORK RESOLUTION No. 90
Concurrent resolution memorializing the mittee on the Judiciary, as follows:
President and the Congress of the United
States to condemn anti-Semitism in the
Soviet Union and to take steps to prevent
further persecutions of, and acts of terrorism and confiscation against, Jews residing therein
Whereas the people of the State of New
York and of the United States are deeply
shocked by reports appearing in the press
and elsewhere concerning the continued oppression, persecution and tyranny of th~
Government of Soviet Russia directed toward Russian Jewry residing in Soviet Russia; and
Whereas many acts of terrorism, con:flsca_tion and persecution have already been committed against such Jewry and even more
serious acts are threatened; and
Whereas such acts have resulted, unjustly
and unwarrantedly, in the confiscation of
property and in the deprivation of rights,
privileges and immunities possessed by the
Jewish people in that country; and
Whereas the Government of the United
States, because of its humanitarian interest
in the various peoples of this country and
their interest in and relationship to the persecuted Jews of Soviet Russia, should register emphatic protest with the Russian Government with a :firm request that it should
cease and desist in its program o:f persecution; and
Whereas the Government of the United
States has on other occasions intervened and
interceded in behalf of persecuted minorities
in other countries: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved (if the senate concur), That the
President and the Congress of the United
States be and they are hereby respectfully
memorialized to condemn anti-Semitism- in
the Soviet Union and that the Secretary of
State of the United States of America be
and he hereby is respectfully memorialized
to lodge an official protest on behalf of the
Government of the United States with the
Russian Government against the concerted
attack presently being continued directly
and indirectly, by the latter government toward Russian Jews residing in such country
and that the Department of State be and it
hereby is respectfully memorialized to employ its best diplomatic efforts in an attempt
to persuade the Russian Government to desist from any further persecutions and acts
of terrorism and confiscation complained of
in this resolution; and be it further

ENROLLED SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
No. 35
A concurrent resolution petitioning the Congress of the United States to call a convention for proposing an amendment to
the Constitution of the United States, unless Congress shall sooner have submitted
such an amendment, to provide for the
election of the President and Vice President in a manner fair and just to the
people of the United States; directing the
Secretary of the Senate to transmit copies
of this resolution to the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States and
to the several Members of the said bodies
representing this State therein
Whereas under the Constitution of the
United States, presidential and vice-presidential electors in the several States a.re now
elected on a statewide basis, each State bein~
entitled to as many electors as it has Senators and Representatives in Congress; and
Whereas the presidential and vice-presidential electors who receive the plurality of
the popular vote in a particular State become
entitled to cast the total number of electoral
votes allocated to that State irrespective of
how many votes may have been cast for other
candidates for elector; and
Whereas this method of electing the President and Vice President is unfair and unjust
in that it does not reflect the minority votes
cast; and
Whereas the need !or a change has been
recognized by Members of Congress on numerous occasions through the introduction
of various proposals for amending the Constitution: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the Senate of the 30th Legislature of the State of Oklahoma (the House of
Representatives concurring therein) :
SECTION 1. That application is hereby made

to Congress under article V of the Constitution of the United States for the calling
of a convention to propose an article of
amendment to the Constitution providing
for a fair and just division of the electoral
votes within the States in the election of the
President and Vice President.
SEC. 2. That 1f and when Congress shall
have proposed such an article of amendment this application for a convention shall
be deemed withdrawn and shall be no longer
of any force and effect.
SEC. 3. That the secretary of the senate
1s hereby directed to transmit copies of this
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resolution to the Senate and House of Rep...
resentatlves of the United States, and to the
several Members of said bodies representing
this State therein.
Adopted by the senate th~ 12th day of
April, -1965. ROBERT M: MURPHY,
Acting President of the Senate.

Adopted by the house of representatives
the 12th day of May, 1965.
J. D. McCARTY,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.

STATE

OF

CERTIFICATION
OKLAHOMA,

County of Oklahoma, ss:

I, Basin R. Wilson, secretary of the Senate
of the State of Oklahoma, do hereby certify
that the above and foregoing is a true and
correct copy ·of Enrolled Senate Concurrent
Resolution No. 35 as the same was adopted
by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the 30th Legislature of the State of Okla..
homa., the original hereof being on file in
the office of the secretary of state of the
State of Oklahoma.
Witness my hand and the seal of my omce
at the State capitol this 19th day of May
1965.
BAsn. R. Wn.soN,
Secretary of the Senate.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES

The following reports of committees
were submitted:
By Mr. LONG or" Louisiana, from the Committee on Finance, without amendment:
H.R. 7597. An act to establish the Veterans
Reopened Insurance Fund in the Treasury
and to authorize initial capital to operate
insurance programs under title 38, United
States Code, section 725 (Rept. No. 246).
By Mr. McNAMARA, from the Committee
on Labor and Public Welfare, with amendments:
H.R. 3708. An act to provide assistance in
the devel9pment of new or improved programs to help older persons through grants
to the States for community planning and
services and for training, through research,
development, or training project grants, and
to establish within the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare an operating
agency to be designated as the "Administration on Aging" (Rept. No. 247).
By Mr. BAYH, from the Committee on
the Judiciary, without amendment:
s. 45. A blll for the relief of Maj. Raymond
G. Clark, Jr. (Rept. No. 248);
S. 69. A bill for the relief of Mrs. Genevieve Olsen (Rept. No. 249);
S. 97. A bill for the relief of Lt. Raymond
E. Berube, Jr. (Rept. No. 250);
·
S. 134. A blll for the relief of Lloyd K.
·H irota (Rept. No. 251);
S. 263. A bill for the relief of Honorata A.
Vda de Narra (Rept. No. 252);
S. 304. A bill for the relief of W. J. B.
Daniel (Rept. No. 253);
S. 321. A b111 for the relief of Leo M.
Mon.dry (Rept. No. 254);
s. 572. A b111 for the relief of Robert L.
Wolverton (Rept. No. 255);
s. 919. A bill for the relief of Lt. Col. William T. Schuster, U.S. Air Force (retired)
(Rept. No. 256);
s. 1008. A bill for the relief of Ottilia
Bruegmann James (Rept. No. 257);
s. 1068. A bill for the relief of Fred E.
Starr (Rept. No. 258);
S. 1267. A bill for the relief of Jack C.
Winn, Jr. (Rept. No. 259);
H.R. 1867. An act for the relief of Daniel
Walt.e r Miles (Rept. No. 260);
H.R. 2299. An act for the relief of Robert
L. Yates and others (Rept. No. 261);
H.R. 3051. An act for the relief of Venn.on~
Maple Orchards, Inc;, Burlington, Vt. (Rept.
No. 262);
CXI--746

, H.R. 3074. Ni .act for -the relief of Maxie
L. Stevens (Rept. No. 263); and
H.R. 3899. An act for the relief of C. R.
Sheaffer & Sons (Rept. No. 264).

BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTION
INTRODUCED

Bills and a joint resolution were introduced, read the first time, and by unanimous consent, the second time, and referred as follows:
By Mr. JAVITS:
S. 2037. A bill to amend the National Defense Education Act of 1958 in order to
provide for certain international affairs programs; to the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare.
(See the remarks of Mr. JAVITS when he
introduced the above bill, which appear
Under a separate heading.)
By Mr. KUCHEL:
· S. 2038. A bill for the relief of Miu-Ling
Chung Lam; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. SMATHERS:
S.2039. A bill for the relief of Yasuo
Tsuklkawa; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. JORDAN of Idaho:
· S. 2040. A bill for the relief of Dr. Dean
H. Gosselin; to the Committee on the Judi~
clary.
By Mr. MONTOYA:
· S. 2041. A bill for the relief of Aubrey
Kenneth Foster; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. ANDERSON:
S. 2042. A bill to amend section 170 of the
Atomic· Energy Act of 1954, as amended; to
the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy.
By Mr. McGOVERN:
S. 2043. A bill to terminate the Indian
Claims Commission, and for other purposes;
to the Committee on Interior and Insular
Mairs.
(See the remarks of Mr. McGOVERN when
he introduced the above bill, which appear
under a. separate heading.)
By Mr. MUNDT (for himself and Mr.
McGovERN):
S. 2044. A bill to amend section 13 (b) of
the act of October 3, 1962 (76 Stat. 698, 704),
and for other purposes; to the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs.
By Mr. HARTKE (for himself, Mr.
SCOT!', Mr. MCCARTHY, Mr. CARLSON,
Mr. RmICOJi'l!', Mr. BENNETT, Mr. MOR•
TON, Mr. BAYH, Mr. BmLE, Mr. CLARK,
Mr. DOMINICK, Mr. ERVIN, Mr.
HRUSKA, Mr. KUCHEL, Mr. LAUSCHE.
Mr. Moss, Mr. MUNDT, Mr. HICKENLOOPER, Mr. PEARSON, Mr. RANDOLPH,
Mr. TALMADGE, Mr. YARBOROUGH, and
Mr.

TOWER):

S. 2045. A bill to amend the Antidumping
Act, 1921; to the Committee on Finance.
(See the remarks of Mr. HARTKE when he
introd~ced the above bill, which appear under a. separate heading.)
By Mr. MURPHY:
S. 2046. A bill for the relief of Adele
.Romanelli; to the Committ~e on the Judiciary.
By Mr. GORE:
S. 2047. A bill to require the publication
of all tax rulings which affect the revenue
in an amount of $100,000 or more; to the
Committee on Finance.
(See the remarks of Mr. GORE when he introduced the above bill, which appear under
a. separate heading.)
By Mr. SYMINGTON (for himself and
Mr. LONG of Missouri) :
S. 2048. A bill to designate the Joann.a
Dam and Reservoir proposed for oonstruc-

tion on ·the Sa.It River near Joanna, Mo., as
the "Clarence Oannon Dam. and Reservoir";
to the Committee on Public Works.
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(See the remarks of Mr. SYMINGTON when
}?.e introduced. the above bill, which appear
under a. separate heading.)
By Mr. ERVIN: .
S.J. Res. 87. Joint resolution proposing an
amendment to the Constitution of the
United States to preserve to the people of
each State power to determine· the com.position of its legislature and the apportionment of the membership thereof in accordance with law and the provisions of the Constitution of the United States; to the oommlttee on the Judiciary.
(See the remarks of Mr. ERVIN when he introduced the above joint resolution, which
appear under a · separate heading.)

RESOLUTION

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware (for himself and Mr. LAUSCHE) submitted a resolution CS. Res. 109) authorizing a complete study and investigation with respect to inspection, ~hipment, sale, and
distribution for human consumption of
meat and meat products, which was ref erred to the Committee on Agriculture
and Forestry.
(See the above resolution printed in
full when submitted by Mr. WILLIAMS
of Delaware, which appears under a
separate heading.)
AMENDMENT OF NATIONAL
DEFENSE EDUCATION ACT

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I introduce a bill to expand the National Defense Education Act, providing grants
and stipends to encourage the training
of students and teachers for work in international affairs.
· The bill, which would add less than
$3.5 million to the appropriation request
for the National Defense Education Act
in fiscal year 1966, would amend the
National Defense Education Act to:
Provide grants to colleges and universities to aid in the establishment and
operation of international affairs programs to train individuals for oversea
business or government work, for work
in the United States in international
afiairs, or for teaching or research work
in international afiairs;
Provide stipends for students under.:
taking advanced training in order to
teach international afiairs in .colleges;

and

Provide grants to colleges to help in
the establishment of short-term or regular session ·institutes on international
afiairs for high school teachers, with
stipends for thos.e participating in the
program.
Mr. President, I also intend to introduce this bill as an amendment to the
pending higher education bill.
This legislation is required to meet
the growing national need for expertise
in international affairs. The bill grew
out of a Library of Congress survey of
32 U.S. universities and colleges, conducted several years ago at my request,
which emphasized the need for expanding and improving programs in
international affairs studies on high
priority.

A greater number of students, teachers, businessmen, professional people,
and government officials must be better
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prepared to deal with the growing chal-lenges and opportunities in the international field. The increasing responsibilities inherent in U.S. free world
leadership require additional efforts to
improve the quality and expand the
scope of international affairs studies.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
HARRIS in the chair) . The bill will be
received and appropriately referred.
The bill <S. 2037) to amend the National Defense Education Act of 1958 in
order to provide for certain international
affairs programs, introduced by Mr.
JAVITS, was received, read twice by its
title, and referred to the Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare.
A BILL TO TERMINATE THE INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION
Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, I introduce, for appropriate reference, a bill
to transfer the jurisdiction and functions
of the Indian Claims Commission to the
Court of Claims upon the expiration of
the life of the Commission on April 10,
1967. The bill provides that the three
commissioners of the Commission would
become commissioners of the Court of
Claims with the same rights and tenure
as other commissioners of that court. It
empawers the Court of Claims to dispose of all claims transferred. The
court may dissolve any appeal pending
on the date of transfer, and deal with
the cases as if they were within the original jurisdiction of the court, including
in such original jurisdiction, the jurisdiction vested in the Indian Claims Commission and transferred to the court.
The bill confers the necessary power on
the chief judge of the Court of Claims
to insure that the transfer is accomplished in a smooth and orderly fashion.
The Indian Claims Commission was
created for a term of 10 years by the act
of August 13, 1946, chapter 959, 60 Stat.
1049. The purpose of the act was to dispose of all the accumulated claims of
Indian tribes. Congress allows 5 years
for the tribes to file their claims and
gave the Commission another 5 years
to dispose of the claims. The 10-year
period expired on April 10, 1957. It was
extended for 5 years to 1962 and for another 5 years to April 10, 1967. On that
date, April 10, 1967, the life of the Commission will expire unless Congress renews it, or otherwise provides for the
claims cases.
Under this bill, the Commission would
be allowed to expire and the cases would
be turned over to the Court of Claims.
After 18 years the Commission still has
pending 380 out of an original 563 cases.
The Commission dismissed 116 cases, and
it may be fairly assumed that these included claims with obviously no merit.
The Commission has rendered 73 awards,
a substantial number of which were
based on compromise agreements bebetween the United States and the tribal
claimant. Even if we treat the settled
cases as if they had been fully litigated
before the Commission, the Commission
has averaged only four awards Per year,
or if the first 5 years of the Commission's
life are not counted, it has averaged less

than six awards per year. Even at the
higher average it will be the year 2028
before the Commission has completed its
5-year assignment.
The Commission has not fulfilled the
function contemplated by Congress.
When Congress gave the Commission 5
years to do the job, it also gave the Commission broad powers and discretion so
that it could move the cases. Congress
never intended these cases to be handled
as formal lawsuits in which the Commission would play the part of a court, wait
for the parties to produce their evidence
and decide the case on whatever record
might be brought to the Commission's
attention.
Congress directed the Commission to
establish an Investigation Division and
Congress directed the Investigation Division to "make a complete and thorough
search for all evidence affecting each
claim" and to submit that evidence to
the Commission and make it available to
the parties. The idea back of this was
for the Commission to inform itself on
all claims, to bring the parties together,
resolve confilcts, and work out practical
determinations of the cases. This was to
be done regardless of whether the tribes
had attorneys. This emphasis on investigation and then determination of
the facts and merits is refiected in the
report of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs on the bill which became
the Indian Claims Commission Act.
That report stated in part--senate Report No. 1715, 79th Congress, 2d session,
page5:
This bill, as amended, proposes to create
an Indian Claims Commission to investigate
and determine the facts and the merits of
Indian tribal claims against the United States
existing prior to the passage of the act, and
to report its findings with appropriate recommendations to Congress.
The Commission would be composed of
three Commissioners, appointed by the President with advice and consent of the Senate,
and would be equipped with the usual powers
of a factfinding commission to holq hearings and to examine witnesses. The Commission is directed to establish an Investigation Division and to make a complete and
thorough search for all evidence affecting
claims before it through the investigations
.in the field and in Government records.
The interests of the Indian claimants in
the investigations and determinations of the
Commission are amply protected by the provisions of the bill requiring notice to all possible claimants, and notice and opportunity
for hearing to all interested parties before
making findings on any claim, and authorizing representation by attorneys.
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gation of the facts in each case, precluded the possibility of the speedy determination of the cases intended by
Congress.
The Commission has had 18 years. Its
performance is a disappaintment to the
Indian people. It has not measured up
to what Congress intended. An entire
generation has passed since the claims
were filed. The day will come when the
Commission's affairs must be wound up.
When that day comes, its docket and
functions certainly will be transferred
to the Court of Claims. That step should
be taken now.
The Court of Claims is a mature, judicial body with long and deep experience
in Indian claims cases. Before there
was an Indian Claims Commission, all
Indian claims were handled by the Court
of Claims. Under the Indian Claims
Commission Act, the Court of Claims is
the appellate court for the Commission.
The court is geared to handle the business of the Commission. A new court
building is now under construction.
There are 5 judges of the court
and 17 commissioners. Under the bill,
the 3 commissioners of the Indian
Claims Commission would be transferred
to the court, making a total of 20 commissioners. In the hands of the court,
the claims cases stand a much better
chance of effective disposition than they
now have.
. At present, there are 36 appeals from
the Commission. pending before the
Court of Claims. In recent testimony
before the Subcommittee on Indian Affairs, the Chief Commissioner of the Indian Claims Commission explained that
appeals were a cause of delay. Transfer
of the cases to the Court of Claims in
large measure would eliminate duplication of work and loss of appeal time, as
well as the need for review resulting
from the dissatisfaction of the parties
with the actions of the Indian Claims
Commission. Of course, review is necessary. Under this bill, the decisions of
the Court of Claims would be subject to
review by writ of certiorari, the same as
other cases in that court.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be received and appropriately ref erred.
The bill (S. 2043) to terminate the Indian Claims Commission, and for other
purposes, introduced by Mr. McGOVERN,
was received, read twice by its title, and
referred to the Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs.

The Commission has not fulfilled the
investigatory and administrative funcTHE 1965 ·ANTIDUMPING ACT
tions as intended by Congress. It creAMENDMENT
ated an Investigation Division but it is
largely a paper organization. After over
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, on be18 years of operation, the Commission's half of myself, and the junior Senator
Investigation Division has not yet per- from Pennsylvania [Mr. ScoTT], and
formed the statutory mandate to "make Senators McCARTHY, CARLSON, RIBICOFF,
a complete and thorough search for all BENNETT, MORTON, BAYH, BIBLE, CLARK,
evidence affecting each claim." Instead, DOMINICK, ERVIN, HRUSKA, KUCHEL,
the Commission proceeded as if it were a LAUSCHE, Moss, MUNDT, HICKENLOOPER,
court. It adapted its procedures to those PEARSON, RANDOLPH, YARBOROUGH, TOWER,
of the U.S. district courts and even and TALMADGE, I introduce, for appropriadopted substantially the same rules as ate reference, a bill to amend the Antithose governing the Federal district dumping Act of 1921.
courts. These rigid procedures and the
When the U.S. Antidumping Act was
lack of an effective, independent investi- signed into law in 1921, almost 44 years
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ago to the day, our Nation was entering
into an era of ever-increasing foreign
trade interests and aspirations. Now, in
the midsixties, it is clear that earlier
problems have not faded away of themselves, but in many cases have continued
to grow in complexity as advances in
transportation and communication have
forged forward to shrink distances and
weld the nations of the world steadily
and irrevocably into a much more closely
knit fabric than ever before.
As the barriers to international trade
are lessened-both those of a natural
and those of manmade origin-and the
highways of world commerce become
crowded with an increasing volume of
participants, it is a corollary that the
"rules of the road" be clarified, so that
all will know where they stand, what
they can expect, and what will be expected of the~n in turn. I can think of
no more appropriate words, therefore,
to describe our efforts today to clarify
· the standards for application of our Antidumping Act than were delivered by Vice
President HUBERT HUMPHREY, then our
distinguished colleague, when he initiated this legislative drive as the original
sponsor in the Senate of the 1963 antidumping bill. In his accompanying remarks on April 14, 1963, he stated:
The amendment I introduce today does
not alter the philosophy or purpose of the
Antidumping Act in any way. Its only purpose is to make the act more effective in
achieving its ociginal purpose and to help insure that international trade will be conducted in a fair and equitable fashion.

Later that year, on August 27, he reminded his colleagues in the Senate:
This is not a problem that wlll disappear
of its own accord • • •. I further hope
that both Congrees and the Executive branch
will begin to t!ke constructive steps to reach
a solution that is not protectionist, but does
provide for sound and equitable antidumping procedures that will foster international
trade conducted in a responsible fashion.
I d-0 not claim this wlll be an easy or a
self-evident task. But I do feel that it is
becoming a task which we cannot afford to
postpone much longer.
Two years have now elapsed and I

say that it is time to get on with the
job. Let there be no doubt of our resolve to continue this unfinished business. The increasing flow of international commerce, particularly after the
GATT negotiations are concluded, will
require the fair and effective operation
of the U.S. Antidum.ping Act. Not a
tariff or quota provision, the act is merely
designed to assure a price floor on imports, tied not to U.S. prices, but to their
own home market prices. In other
words, if the foreign supplier sells his
product cheaper to the United States
than in his own home market-or to
third countries, if sales in his home market are an inadequate basis for comparison-and then only after the Tariff Commission finds that this "dumping" injures a U.S. industry, a special dumping
duty is determined by Treasury which in
effect brings the priCe to the United
States back up to the foreign price level.
For all practical purposes, what the act
says to the importer is that if an American industry is injured, the unfair advantage of the margin of dumping should be
neutralized.

The basic . unfairness of dumping is
often due to the fact that the dumping
price need not be related to costs of production. The "dumper" may be happy
to unload his surplus production in any
market---except his own-at any price
he can get, or he may be deliberately
pricing his products low to capture sales,
knowing that he can raise his prices once
competition is driven out. It is no wonder that GATT does not prohibit antidumping laws, and that all major trading nations enforce them.
The overriding purpose of this bill is
to clarify the standards which the Treasury Department and the Tariff ·Commission are to apply in administering the
Antidumping Act, and to make clear that
the act is still what it was originally intended to be-not protectionist legislation-but an integral part of our laws
dealing with unfair trade.
There is no reason why manufacturers
of foreign merchandise for consumption
in the United States should not be· required to observe the same standards of
fair and equitable trade that competing
domestic sellers must observe. Yet, in
recent years, the Tariff Commission has
erroneously assumed that the Antidumping Act can be brought into play, if at ·
all, only to afford to some dyirig domestic
industry a measure of prqtection against
competition from abroad, and has time
and time again refused to find injury to
an industry, even when a number of domestic producers have in fact sustained
considerable injuries resulting from the
unfair trade practice of dumping. Thus,
the bill seeks to elaborate the standards
by which injury is to be recognized under
the Antidumping Act in the spirit of the
antitrust and other unfair trade laws as
they have been developed by the courts
and administrative agencies.
There are also procedural purposes behind this bill, in that it would require
both the Treasury Department and the
Tariff Commission to adhere to reasonable and consistent practices in determining whether dumping has occurred;
and, if so, whether it has caused or is
likely to cause injury to a domestic industry. I believe it significant that some
of the views in opposition to certain features of the 1963 and 1964 amendments
have been. taken into consideration and
accommodated where practicable.
In my judgment, the proposed modifications are in keeping with the moderate, constructive tenor of the 1963 and
1964 bills. Moreover, representatives of
both domestic and foreign interests have
been outspoken in expressirig their concern about various aspects of the way in
which the Antidumping Act has been administered. Therefore, I feel that continued and increased bipartisan support
should be enlisted to make the U.S. Antidumping Act a model of fairness, efficiency, speed, and certainty.
Mr. President, I am pleased to join with
the distinguished Senator from Pennsyl. vania [Mr. ScoTT] and the other cosponsors of this important legislation. I ask
unanimous consent that the bill remain
at the desk for 2 additional weeks so that
other colleagues who desire to do so may
join as cosponsors. I also ask unanimous consent that the full text of this
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legislation be printed in the RECORD at
the conclusion of my remarks.
The following Representatives are introducing an identical bill in the House
today:
THOMAS G. ABERNETHY, of Mississippi.
GLENN ANDREWS, of Alabama.
WILLIAM A. BARRETT, of Pennsylvania.
WILLIAM H . BATES, of Massachusetts.
JAMES F. BATTIN, of Montana.
LINDLEY BECKWORTH, of Texas.
JACKSON E. BETTS, of Ohio.
EDWARD P. BOLAND, of Massachusetts.
WILLIAM G. BRAY' of Indiana.
JAMES T. BROYHILL, of North Carolina.
JAMES A. BURKE, of Massachusetts.
OMAR BURLESON, of Texas.
LAURENCE J. BURTON, Of Utah.
ELFORD A. CEDERBERG, of Michigan.
FRANK M. CLARK, of Pennsylvania.
DEL CLAWSON. of California.
HAROLD R. COLLIER, of Illinois.
WILLIAM M. COLMER, of Mississippi.
SILVIO 0. CONTE, of Massachusetts.
GLENN CUNNINGHAM, of Nebraska.
WILLARD s. CURTIN, ·Of Pennsylvania.
PAUL B. DAGUE, of Pennsylvania.
DOMINICK v. DANIELS, of.New Jersey.
JOHN H. DENT, of Pennsylvania.
EDWARD J. DERWINSKI, of Illinois.
HAROLD D. DoNOHUE, of Massachusetts.
w. J. BRYAN DORN, of South Carolina.
JOHN DOWDY, of Texas.
THADDEUS J. DULSKI, of New York.
ROBERT F. ELLSWORTH, of Kansas.
ROBERT A. EVERETT, of Tennessee.
0. c. FISHER, of Texas.
JAMES G. FuLTON, of P~nnsylvania.
DoN FUQUA, of Florida.
KENNETH J. GRAY, of Illinois.
H. R. GRoss, of Iowa.
SEYMOUR HALPERN, of New York.
WILLIAM H. HARSHA, of Ohio.
WAYNE L. HAYS, of Ohio.
DAVID N. HENDERSON, of North Carolina.
A. s. HERLONG, JR., of Florida.
CRAIG HOSMER, of California.
w. R. HULL, JR., of Missouri.
JAMES KEE, of West Virginia.
HASTINGS KEITH, of Massachusetts.
CARLETON J. KING, of New York.
DELBERT L. LATTA, of Ohio.
ALTON LENNON, of North Carolina.
RoDNEY M. LOVE, of Ohio.
RICHARD D. McCARTHY, of New York.
ROBERT MCCLORY, of Illinois.
JOSEPH M. MCDADE, of Pennsylvania.
JAMES D. MARTIN, of Alabama.
D.R. <BILLY) MATTHEWS, of Florida . .
CHESTER L. MIZE, of Kansas.
.
JOHN s. MONAGAN, of Connecticut.
ARCH A. MOORE, JR., of West Virginia.
THOMAS E. MORGAN, of Pennsylvania.
THOMAS G. MORRIS, of New Mexico.
CHARLES A. MOSHER, of Ohio.
AN CHER NELSEN, of Minnesota.
ROBERT N. c. NIX, of Pennsylvania.
LEO w. O'BRIEN, of New York.
ALVIN E. O'KONSKI, of Wisconsin.
THOMAS M. PELLY, of Washington.
CLAUDE PEPPER, of Florida.
PHILIP J. PHILBIN, of Massachusetts.
ROMAN c. PUCINSKI, of Illinois.
JAMES H. (JIMMY) QUILLEN, of Tennesee.
WILLIAM J. RANDALL, of Missouri.
CHARLOTTE T. REID, of Illinois.
HOWARD w. RoBISON, of New York.
BYRON G. ROGERS, of Colorado.
rRED B. ROONEY, of Pennsylvania.
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JOHN P. SAYLOR, of Pennsylvania.
HERMAN T. SCHNEEBELI, of Pennsylvania.
ROBERT T. SECREST, of Ohio.
HENRY P. SMITH III, of New York.
HARLEY 0. STAGGERS, of West Virginia.
SAMUEL s. STRATTON, of New York.
CHARLES M. TEAGUE, of California.
CLARK w. THOMPSON, of Texas.
JAMES w. TRIMBLE, of Arkansas.
JAMES B. UTT, of Califm:nia.
JOE D. WAGGONNER, JR., of Louisiana.
J. IRVING WHALLEY, of Pennsylvania.
JAMIE L. WHITTEN, of Mississippi.
JOHN BELL WILLIAMS, of Mississippi.
CHARLES H. WILSON' of Califcrnia.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be received and appropriately re;.
ferred; and, without objection, the bill
will be printed in the RECORD, and held
at the desk, as requested by the Senator
from Indiana.
The bill <S. 2045) to amend the Antidumping Act, 1921, introduced by Mr.
HARTKE (for himself and other Senators) ,
was received, read twice by its title, ref erred to the Committee on Finance, and
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:

s.

2045

. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
.Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That section

201 of the Antidumping Act, 1921 (19 U.S.C.
160), is amended to read as follows:
"DUMPING INVESTIGATION

"SEC. 201. (a) Whenever the Secretary determines in accordance with the procedure
prescribed in section 212 that foreign merchandise of a class or kind has been sold at
any time after the date siX months preceding
the date of complaint, or is likely to be, sold
at less than fair value, he shall so advise the
Commission. Whenever the Secretary, from
invoices or' other papers or from information
presented to him, is advised by a complaint
or complaints filed simultaneously that such
sales have been made, or are likely to be
made, of merchandise from more than one
foreign source or country, and if such sales
have in fact been made, or are likely to be
made, he shall so advise the Commission, but
not until his investigation as to all such
foreign sources or countries is complete. The
Commission shall determine within three
months thereafter whether a domestic industry or labor in the United States has
been, is being or ls likely to be materially injured (or, in the case of any industry, is
prevented from being established) by reason
of the sale at less than fair value of merchandise from one or more foreign sources or
countries.
"(b) Material injury to a domestic industry shall be established, and the Commission
shall make an affirmative determination,
when it finds that the foreign merchandise
determined to have been sold at less than
fair value and supplied to any competitive
market area" ( l) has amounted to 5 percent or more
(in units sold or in gross receipts from the
sales under consideration) of domestic merchandise of the same class or kind sold by
the domestic industry and supplied to the
same competitive market area, during any
three of the months from six months before
the initiation of the investigation by the Secreta•y to the conclusion of the Commission's
investigation, unless clear and convincing
evidence is presented that had such sales of
foreign merchandise not been made, the domestic industry would not have increased its
sales during the three months involved; or
"(2) has been a contributing cause of a
decline in the prices at which 50 percent or

more (in units sold or in gross re..;eipts from
the sales under consideration) of domestic
merchandise of the same class or kind supplied to the competitive market area has been
sold by the domestic industry, during any
month from six months before the initiation
of the investigation by the Secretary to the
conclusion of the Commission'& investigation; or
"(3) has been a contributing cause of a.
decline amounting to 5 percent or more (in
man-hours worked or in wages paid) of direct
labor employed by a domestic industry in
producing merchandise of the same class or
kind supplied to a competitive market area,
during any three of the months from six
months before the initiation of the investtgation by the Secretary to the conclusion of
the Commission's investigation, compared
with the average monthly level of such employment during the year ending on the date
the Secretary's investigation began; or
"(4) has been a contributing cause of any
anticompetitive effects in any competitive
market area.
"(c) The Commission shall render an affirmative determination of likelihood · of injury when it finds a reasonable likelihood
that an injury cognizable under subsection
{b) of this section will occur by reason of
sales of foreign merchandise at less than fair
value.
" ( d) The Commission shall make the determinations required by this section without regard to whether foreign merchandise
was sold with predatory intent or at prices
equivalent to or higher than prices of foreign
merchandise of the same class or kind. The
Commission, after proceeding and hearing
under the provisions of section 212, shall
notify the Secretary of its determination,
and, if that determination is in the affirmative, the Secretary shall make public a notice
of his determination and the determination
of the Commission. For the purposes of
this section, the Commission shall be deemed
to have made an affirmative determination
of the Commissioners of the Commission
voting are evenly divided as to whether its
determination should be in the affirmative
or in the negative. The Secretary's dumping ~nding shall include a description of the
class or kind of merchandise to which it
applies in such detail as he shall deem
necessary for the . guidance of customs
officers.
"(e) Whenever, in the case of any imported merchandise of a class or kind as to
which the Secretary has not published a
dumping finding, the Secretary has reason
to believe or suspect, from the invoice or
other papers or from information presented
to him, that such merchandise has been, or
is likely to be, sold at less than fair value,
he shall forthwith publish notfoe of that
fr.ct in the Federal Register and shall authorize, under such regulations as he may prescribe, the withholding of appraisement reports upon such class or kind of merchandise
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for
consumption, not more than one hundred
and twenty days before the question of
dumping has been raised by or presented to
him until the further order of the Secretary,
· or until the Secretary has published a dumping finding relating to such merchandise.
"(f) For the purposes of this section"(1) The term 'at less than fair value'
means that either the purchase price or the
exporter's sales price of foreign merchandise,
as defined in sections 203 and 204, is less
than its foreign market value (or, in the
absence of such value, less than its constructed value) , as defined in sections 205
and 206.
"(2) The term 'domestic industry' means
domestic vendors who supply directly or indirectly to the competitive market area merchandise which is of the same class or kind
as foreign merchandise sold at less than
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fair value and supplied to the same competitive market area.
"(3) The term 'competitive market area'
means any geographical area of the United
States to which the foreign merchandise determined to have been sold at less than fair
value has been supplied in competition with
domestic merchandise of the same class or
kind.
"(4) Domestic merchandise which is reasonably interchangeable in use with a class
or kind of foreign merchandise shall be
deemed to be 'of the same class or klnd' as
such foreign merchandise. Two or more
units of foreign merchandise shall be deemed
to be 'of a class or kind' whenever reasonably
interchangeable in use with one another."
SEC. 2. Section 202 of the Antidumping
Act 1921 {19 U.S.C. 161), is amended to read
as follows:
"SPECIAL DUMPING DUTY

"SEC. 202. (a) In the case of all imported
merchandise, whether dutiable or free of
duty, of a class or kind as to which the Secretary has published a c;lumping :finding as
provided for in section 201, if either the
purchase price or the exporter's sales price
is less than the foreign market value (or,
in th~ absence of such value, than the constructed value) there shall be levied, collected, and paid, in addition to any other
duties imposed thereon by law, a special
dumping duty in an amount equal to such
difference. If both the purchase price and
the exporter's sales price are less than the
foreign market value (or, in the absence of
such value, than the constructed value),
such special dumping duty shall be an
amount equal to the greater difference. This
subsection shall apply to imported merchandise entered, or withdrawn from warehouse,
for consumption, not more than one hundred. and twenty days prior to the receipt of
a complaint by the Secretary, and as to which
no appraisement report has been· made before such dumping finding has been published.
"(b) In determining the foreign market
value for the purposes of this title, if it is
established to the satisfaction of the Secretary that the amount of any difference between the purchase price and the foreign
market value (or that the fact that the purchase price is the same as the foreign market
value) is wholly or partly due to" ( 1) differences in the cost of manufacture, sale, or delivery resulting from the fact
that the wholesale quantities, in which such
or similar merchandise is sold or, in the absence of sales, offered for sale for exportation
to the United States in the ordinary course
of trade, are less or are greater than the
wholesale quantities in which such or similar
merchandise is sold or, in the absence of
sales, offered for sale in the principal markets
of the country of exportation in the ordinary course of trade for home consumption
(or, if not so sold or offered for sale for home
consumption, then for exportation to countries other than the United States), except
that no allowance shall be made for such
differences unless they were actually considered and taken into account by the vendor
in establishing his price,
"(2) other differences in circumstances of
sale affecting the cost of doing business, to
the extent that such differences were actually considered and taken into account by
the vendor in establishing his price, or
"(3) the fact that merchandse described
in subdivision (C}, (D), (E), or (F) of section 213(3) is used in determining foreign
market value,
then due allowance shall be made therefor.
" (c) In determining the foreign market
value for the purposes of this title, if it is
established to the satisfaction of the Secretary that the amount of any difference between the exporter's sales price and the foreign market value (or that the fact that
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the exporter's sales price 1s the same as the nary course of trade at a different price. In elgn merchandise has been, is, or is likely to
foreign market value) 1s wholly or partly the ascertainment of foreign market value be less than the foreign market value (or, in
for the purposes of this title no pretended the absence of such value, than the con ..
due to" ( 1) differences in the cost of manufac- sale or offer for sale, and no sale or offer for structed value). If the Secretary so decides
ture, sale, or delivery resulting from the fact sale intended to establish a fictitious market, he shall forthwith notify the complainant
that the wholesale quantities in which such shall be taken into account. If such or simi- of his dismissal decision, together with the
or similar merchandise is sold or' in the lar merchandise is sold or, in the absence of reasons therefor and such of the supporting
absence of sales, offered for sale in the prin- sales, offered for sale through a sales agency information of the character required by subcipal markets of the United States in the or other organizations related to the seller section (c) of this section as ls available to
ordinary course of trade, are less or are in any of the respects described in section the Secretary, without initiating an antigreater than the wholesale quantities in 207, the prices at which such or similar mer- dumping proceeding or publishing any docuwhich such or similar merchandise is sold or, chandise is sold or, in the absence of sales, ment in the Federal Register. For purposes
in the absence of sales, offered for sale offered for sale by such sales agency or other of subsection (J) of this section such dein the principal markets of the country of organization may be used in determining the cision shall be considered a negative dumping determination, published as of the date
exportation in the ordinary course of trade foreign market value.
"(b) If any of the imported merchandise the complainant ls notified.
for home consumption (or, if not so sold
is
manufactured
or
produced
in
a
country
or
or offered for sale for home consumption,
"(c) PROPOSED DUMPING DETERMINATION.then for exportation to countries other than area in which, in the opinion of the Secre- The Secretary shall obtain sufficient inforthe United States), except that no allowance tary, the method of establishing prices is not mation to enable him to prepare for each
shall be made for such differences unless realistically related to cost or profit factors, antidumplng proceeding at the earliest practhey were actually considered and taken into the Secretary shall determine the foreign ticable time a proposed affirmative or negaaccount by the vendor in establishing his market tralue in any manner he deems ap- tive dumping determination which he shall
propriate, such as by reference to (1) the publish in the Federal Register and make
price,
"(2) other differences in clrcUill$tances of price at which such merchandise is sold or reasonable effort to send to · all known insale affecting the cost of doing business, to offered for sale for exportation to countries terested parties. Where complaints have
the extent that such differences were actually other than the United States from such been consolidated in a single antldumplng
considered and taken into accou~t by the country or area, (2) the foreign market value proceeding, the Secretary may prepare and
of merchandise of the relevant class or kind publish a proposed negative dumping detervendor in establishing his price, or
"(3) the fact that merchandise described in appropriate non-Communist countries, mination as to a country or countries prior
in subdivision (C), (D), (E), or (F) of sec- and (3) the constructed value of merchan- to the preparation and publication of any
tion 213(3) ls used in determining foreign dise of the relevant class or kind in appro- proposed aftlrmative dumping determination
priate non-Communist countries."
market value,
in such consolidated antldumping proceedSEC. 5. Sections 208 and 209 of the Antl- ing. Each proposed affirmative or negative
then due allowance shall be made therefor."
dumplng
Act,
1921
(19
U.S.C.
167,
168),
are
dumping determination shall indicate the
SEC. 3. Section 204 of the Antidumplng
Act, 1921 (19 U.S.C. 163), ls amended by in- amended by striking out "finding" each specific data (such as manufacturers, dates,
place
it
appears
in
each
such
section
and
prices,
discounts, quantities, home consumpserting "and profits" immediately after "(2)
the amount of the commissions", and by inserting in each such place "dumping find- tion, cost of containers, taxes, duties and
commissions, as well as delivery, selllng,
striking out "and (4) " and inserting in lieu ing."
SEC. 6. The Antidumping Act, 1921, is advertising, technical service, and other exthereof "(4) an amount equal to the expenses
amended
by
redesignating
sections
212
and
penses, but not including confidential costs
and profits of the exporter in the foreign
country (unless (A) the exporter is the for- 213 as sections 213 and 214, respectively, and used in ascertaining constructed value in
by
inserting
after
section
211
the
following
the
absence of foreign market value or costs
eign manufacturer or is owned or controlled
by the foreign manufacturer, or (B) the new section:
of manufacture used pursuant to sections
"PROCEDURE
foreign market value includes such expenses
202(b)(l) and 202(c)tl)) used by the Sec"SEC. 212. (a) INITIATION AND CONTINUANCE retary and his computations and reasoning
and profits) , and ( 5) ".
SEc. 4. Section 205 of the Antidumping Act, OP' ANTIDUMPING PROCEEDING.in arriving at and applying the concepts
1921 (19 U.S.C. 164), is amended to read as
" ( 1) INITIATION OF PROCEEDING.-An anti- used in this title (such as foreign market
follows:
value,
such or similar merchandise, purdumping proceeding shall be initiated by the
"FOREIGN MARKET VALUE
Secretary at the earliest practicable time af- chase price, exporter's sales price, and con"SEC. 205. (a) For the purposes of this ter receiving a complaint. The Secretary structed value). If, in a particular antititle, the foreign market value of imported shall consolidate in a single antldumping pro- dumplng proceeding, the disclosure of some
merchandise shall be the price, at the time ceeding all complaints received together re- of the detailed information required by this
of exportation of such merchandise to the garding the same class or kind of merchan- subsection would, in the judgment of the
United States, at which such or similar mer- dise regardless of the number of importers, Secretary, impede his obtaining similar inchandise is sold or, in the absence of sales, exporters, foreign manufacturers, and coun- formation in the future, he may so declare
offered for sale, in the usual wholesale quan- tries involved. The Secretary shall make in his proposed negative or affirmative dumptities (as defined in section 213) and in the reasonable effort to give notice of the ini- ing determination and omit that informatiation of an antidumping proceeding to all tion. If the Secretary does withhold such
ordinary course of trade-" ( l) in the principal markets of, and for known interested parties and shall publish information, however, he shall prepare for
home consumption in, the country from such notice in the Fede~l Register. The the use of the complainant a supplementary
which exported, so long as at least 15 per- notice shall identify the date and nature of statement of the information required by
this subsection· which has been so withheld,
cent of the total sales (excluding sales to the the complaint.
"(2) DISCONTINUANCE OF PROCEEDING.-The and the reasons for so withholding. The
United States) of such or similar merchandise by any vendor who supplies any of those secretary may not discontinue an antldump- information in such supplementary statemarkets are sales for home consumption in ing proceeding unless (A) he is satisfied that ments shall not be published or otherwise
promptly after the initiation of the proceed- be made public by the complainant, subject
that country, or _
"(2) if paragraph (1) is inapplicable, in ing, the dumping (if any) of imported mer- to such sanctions as may be established by
the principal markets of that country (other chandise of the class or kind under investiga- the Secretary by regulation, but may be conthan the United States and the country of tion has been termlna ted by revisions in sidered by a reviewing court as if otherwise
export) which ls, for any vendor in the coun- price or by cessation of sales of such mer- a part of the record.
"(d) ANTIDUMPING HEARING.-The Secretry of export whose sales are under consid- chandise to the United States, (B) he has
eration, the largest consumer of such or received bona fide assurances from the ex- tary shall accord an antidumping hearing
porter
that
dumping
will
not
be
resumed,
by
permitting any interested party to comsimilar merchandise sold by that vendor,
plus, when not included in such price, the and (C) he concludes that the quantities of municate in writing with the Secretary recost of all containers and coverings and all merchandise involved in the sales of import- garding a proposed affirmative or negative
other costs, charges, and expenses incident ed merchandise under investigation are in- dumping determination within thirty days
after its publication in the Federal Register.
to placing the merchar..dise in condition significant.
"(b) DISMISSAL DECISION .-The Secretary This communication may include such matpacked ready for shipment to the United
States, except that in the case of merchandise may decide within fifteen days after receiv- ters as factual or legal argument, additional
purchased or agreed to be purchased by the ing a complaint that there ls no evidence factual information in the form of affidavits
person by whom or for whose account the to support it supplied by the complaint and ·or other documents, and requests for informerchandise is imported, prior to the time of no evidence to support it available to the mal conferences or an oral antidumping
exportation, the foreign market value shall Secretary from custolllS forms or other hearing. The Secretary may call for an oral
be ascertained as of the date of such purchase .sources, and that any differential between antldumplng hearing on his own motion,
or agreement to purchase. The price at the prices at which the imported merchan- or on the request of any interested party.
which such or similar merchandise is sold dise and domestic merchandise of the rele- Any denial of a request for an oral antior offered for sale shall be deemed to be vant class or kind are offered for sale in the dumping hearing shall be in writseller's list or published price in the absence United States cannot reasonably be attrib- ing with reasons. Notice of an oral antiof conclusive evidence that the merchandise uted in whole or in part to the posslblllty dumping hearing, or denial of a request for
was actually sold or offered for sale in the that either the purchase price or the ex- one, shall be given to all known interested
usual wholesale quantities and in the ordi- porter's sales price of a class or kind of for- parties and shall be published in the Federal
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Register. Notice of an oral antidumping inolude such matters as factual or legal
hearing shall state the time and place of argument, factual information in the form
such hearing, and summarize or refer to the of affidavits or other documents, and requests
Federal Register publications of the notice for informal conferences or an oral injury
of the initiation of the antidumping pro- hearing. The Commission may call for an
ceeding, and the proposed affirmative or neg- oral injury hearing on its own motion, or
ative dumping determination. All interested on the request of any interested party. Any
parties will be accorded at an oral antidump- denial of a request for such oral injury hearing hearing the rights to counsel, to present ing shall be in writing with reasons. Notice
evidence, and to conduct such cross-exami- of an oral injury hearing, or denial of a
nation as may be required for a full and fair request or requests for one, shall be given to
disclosure of the facts. A transcript shall be all known interested parties and shall be
made of all oral antidumping hearings, and published in the Federal Register. Notice
the Secretary may prescribe such regulations of an oral injury hearing shall state the
as he deems necessary for their fair and time and place of such hearing, and refer
orderly conduct. The record in an anti- to the Federal Register publication of the
<;umping hearing shall consist of the notice notice of the initiation of the injury proof initiation of an antidumping proceeding, ceeding. All interested parties will be acthe proposed affirmative or negative dumping corded at an oral injury hearing the rights
determination, any written communications to counsel, to present evidence, and to conbetween interested parties and the Secretary duct such cross-examination as may be reregarding the proposed affirmative or nega- quired for a full and fair disclosure of the
tive determination (unless the Secretary has facts. A transcript shall be made of all
made a judgment regarding a given docu- oral injury hearings, and the Commission
ment, or part thereof, under the standard may prescribe such regulations as it deems
of subsection (c) of this section, which shall necessary for their fair and orderly conduct.
then be made available only to interested The record in any injury hearing shall conparties and a reviewing court), the transcript sist of the notice of initiation of the injury
of any oral antldumping hearing, the affirm- proceeding, the transcript of any oral injury
ative or negative dumping determination, hearing, the injury determination, and any
and any other rel~vant documents the Secre- other relevant written COillmunications or
tary chooses to include on his own motion documents the Commission chooses to inor the request of any interested party after clude on the request of an interested party
having heard the parties to be affected.
or its own motion after having heard the
"(e} DuMPING DETERMINATION.-The Sec- parties to be affected.
"(i) INJURY DETERMINATION.-The Comretary shall prepare an affirmative or negative dumping determination and shall pub- mission shall obtain sufficient information
lish it in the Federal Register. The Secre- to enable it to prepare an injury determinatary shall make reasonable effort to send tion for each injury pa-oceeding, shall pubcopies to all known interested parties. The lish its injury determination in the Fedcontents of the affirmative or negative dump- eral Register, and shall give notice thereof
ing determination shall comply with the to the Secretary. The Commission shall
standards for a proposed dumping determi- make reasonable effort to send copies to
nation contained in subsection (c) of this all known interested parties. Each insection. In addition, it shall contain the jury determination shall fully indicate the
Secretary's reply to any new facts or argu- specific data used by the Commission, and
ments advanced during the antidumping its computations and reasoning in arriving
hearing pursuant to subsection (d) of this at and applying the concepts used in this
section. The Secretary shall make his af- title. If, in a particular injury proceedfirmative or negative dumping determina- ing, the disclosure of some of the detailed
tion at the earliest practicable time after information required by this subsection
receiving a complaint or complaints, but in would, in the judgment of the Commission,
no event more than six months after such impede its obtaining similar information in
date, unless, within the said six months, he the future, it may so declare in its injury
shall have submitted a report to the chair- determination and omit that information.
man of the Committee on Ways and Means If the Commission does withhold such info.rof the House of Representatives and to the mation, however, it shall prepare for the
chairman of the Committee on Finance of use of any interested party a supplementary
the Senate stating the reasons why a longer statement of the information required by this
period is required within which to reach subsection which has been so withheld, and
such dumping dete.rmination and the esti- the reasons for so withholding. Such supplementary statements shall not be published
mated extent of such longer period.
"(f) FAILURE OR REFUSAL To FURNISH RE- or otherwise be made public by any interested party, subject to such sanctions as may
QUESTED INFORMATION.-Whenever in any
antidumping proceeding the Secretary de- be established by the Commission by regucides that an importer, exporter, or foreign lation, but may be considered by a reviewmanufacturer has failed or refused to fur- ing court as 1f otherwise a part of the recnish information which the Secretary has ord. The Commission shall render its inrequested and deems necessary to make his "jury determination within three months,
proposed dumping determination pursuant after receiving an affirmative dumping deterto subsection (c), the Secretary shall resolve mination.
"(j) JUDICIAL REVIEw.-Any interested parall doubts relating to such information
against the person failing or refusing to ty shall be entitled to seek judicial review
in
the United States Court of Customs and
furnish it, and shall base his proposed
dumping determination upon information Patent Appeals of (1) any negative dumpfrom other sources, including, but not ing determination, within thirty days after
its publication in the Federal Register, and
limited to, the complaint.
"(g) INJURY PROCEEDING.-An injury pro- (2) any affirmative dumping determination
ceeding shall be initiated by the Commis- and injury determination, or any dumping
sion at the earliest practicable time after finding, within thirty days after the pubreceiving an aftlrmative dumping determina- lication of the Commission determination
tion from the Secretary. The Commission or dumping finding. Such judicial review
shall make reasonable effort to give notice shall be on the records xnade in the antiof the initiation of an injury proceeding to dumping hearing and Commission hearing,
all known interested parties, and shall pub- shall be in accordance with section 10 ( e) of
lish such notice in the Federal Register. the Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C.
"(h) INJURY HEARING.-The Commission 1009 ( e) ) , and shall be independent of that
shall accord an injury hearing by permitting provided in section 616 of the Tariff Act
any interested party to communicate in writ- of 1930 {19 U.S.C. 1516). Any reviewing
ing with the Commission regarding an in- court may, in its discretion, order the conjury proceeding. This communication may tinued withholding of appa-a.isement report.a
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to the mercha:p.dise in question, pending
the outcome of - its appeal. The United
States Court of CuStoms and Patent Appeals
~hall establish rules of procedure necessary
to effectuate this subsection."
SEC. 7. The section of the Antidumping
Act, 1921, redesignated as section 213 by ·
section 6 of this Act is amended{ l) by adding at the end of paragraph (4)
the following new sentence:· "In determining
what is the usual wholesale quantity, the
Secretary shall exclude from his determination (A) all sales at a quantity discount
which was not freely available to all purchasers at the time the sales in question
were made; (B) all transactions between
persons who are related to one another in
any of the ways described in section 207;
and (C) all transactions pursuant to any
agreement or arrangement for exclusive dealing, such as. but not limited to, an exclusive
distributorship or an exclusive requirements
contract.", and
( 2) by adding at the end thereof the
following new paragraphs:
"(5) The term 'Secretary' means the Secretary of the Treasury or any person to whom
authority under this title has been delegated.
"(6) The term 'antidumping proceeding'
means the inquiry by the Secretary pursuant
to this title to decide upon an affirmative
or negative determination.
"{7) The term 'complaint' means a communication to the Secretary from any cus:toms officer or other person setting forth
reasons why an antidumping proceeding
should be initiated or a withholding order
entered, along with such supporting information as the Secretary may by regulation ·
require and as is reasonably available to
the complainant.
"(8) The term 'complainant' means any
person or persons outside the customs service who files a complaint with the Secretary.
"(9) The term 'withholding order' means
the order entered by the Secretary pursuant
to section 201(e} authorizing the withholding of appraisement reports.
"(10) The term 'dismissal decision' means
the decision of the Secretary to dismiss a
complaint pursuant to section 212 (b).
" ( 11) The term 'affirmative dumping determination' means a determination by the
Secretary of the Treasury pursuant to section 201 (d).
"(12) The term 'negative dumping determination' means a decision by the Secretary
not to render an affirmative dumping determination.
" ( 13) The term 'Commission' means the
United States Tariff Commission.
"(14) The term 'injury proceeding' means
th~ inquiry by the Commission to decide
upon an injury determination.
" ( 15) The term 'injury determination'
means a determination by the Commission
pursuant to section 201, whether such determination is in the affirmative or in the
negative.
"(16) The term 'dumping finding' means
the notice published by the Secretary pursuant to section 201 ( d) of his affirmative
dumping determination, and the injury determination of the Commission."
SEc. 8. Section 406 of the Act of May 27,
1921 (19 U.S.C. 172), is amended by inserting
"Puerto Rico and'.' immediately after "The
term 'United States' includes."
SEC. 9. The antidumping regulations of
the Treasury Department in effect on the
date of the enactment of this Act are ratified and approved, except insofar as they are
inconsistent with the provisions of this Act.
SEC. 10. (a) Subject to the provisions of
subsections (b) and (c) of this section, the
·amendments made by this Act shall apply
with respect to all merchandise as to which
no appraisement report has been made on
or before the date of the enactment of this
Act.
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(b) The amendments made by this Act
For these reasons, I have joined today the domestic industry affected by the
shall not apply in the case of any article i f - as principal cosPonsor with my distin- dumping complained of, the competitive
( l) before the date of the enactment of guished colleague from Indiana [Mr. market area, and what products would
this Act the Secretary of the Treasury or his
delegate has made public a finding of dump- HARTKE] in introducing an amendment be considered competitive and, therefore,
ing with respect to a class or kind of mer- to the Antidumping Act. The legisla- logically involved in the investigation.
chandise which includes such article, and tion would stop foreign suppliers from Using these definitions, the bill sets forth
(2) such finding of dumping is in effect dumping their surplus products into our various tests for determining whether
with respect to such article on the date it is markets at prices below those they material injury, not inconsistent with
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for charge in their own home markets.
the provisions of GATI', exists or is likely
consumption; except that in the case of any
Our Antidumpting Act is not designed to exist. Such an injury finding would
such article exported from the country of to prevent foreign manufacturers from result if dumped imports capture ·5 perexportation on or after the date of the enactment of this Act, the special dumping duty selling in the United States at prices be- cent of total domestic sales, or are a conapplicable to such article shall be computed low those charged by domestic producers. tributing cause of: First, a price decline
under section 202(a) of the Antidumping Manufacturers in this country have affecting 50 percent of domestic sales;
never feared legitimate competition. second, a 5-percent decline of labor; or
Act, 1921, as amended by this Act.
·
(c) If the question of dumping with re- The act does seek to curb, however, in- third, any anticompetitive effects.
spect to any class or kind of foreign mer- jury to U.S. industry from a foreign supIt should be pointed out that the inchandise has been raised by or presented to plier dumping his product into this mar- jury tests require a causal connection bethe Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate
before the date of the enactment of this ket at a price below what he charges in tween the unfair trade practice of dumpAct and either such question is pending on his own home market. Whereas many ing and the resulting injury to a domestic
such date before the Secretary of the Treas- oversea nations would not dump their industry. These provisions should reury or his delegate, or the question of injury products into markets of their neighbor- store some certainty into an area of the
by reason of the importation of such mer- ing countries for fear of ruining those act in which neither the domestic nor
chandise into the United States is pending markets, the distant United States, with importing communities are able to make
on such date before the United States Tariff relatively few import restrictions and a reasonable estiinate as to what standCommission, then in applying the Antidump- well-developed markets, is often con- ards will govern the next case. Coning Act, 1921, as amended by this Actgress, when it transferred the "injury"
(1) if such question of dumping is pend- sidered a lucrative target.
We must not lose sight of the fact that determination in antidumping cases from
ing before the Secretary of the Treasury or
his delegate on such date, the Secretary of the backbone of our economic strength the Treasury to the Tariff Commission
the Treasury or his delegate shall make his as a Nation is our vigorous free enter- in 1954, did not set up any criteria foraffirmative or negative dumping determina- prise system. Industries large and the Commission to follow. The Commistion at the earliest practicable time, but in small, that ask only a chance to compete sion, of course, has been given guidelines
no event more than six months after such fairly, operate under the time-honored for its "injury" determinations under
date, or
(2) if such question of injury is pending principles of freedom of enterprise and the "escape clause" in trade agreements
before the United States Tariff Commission fair play. The artificially low pricing legislation, including the Trade Expanon such date, the Commission shall be treat- which characterizes dumping clearly sion Act of 1962. Although the Commised as having received the affirmative deter- . makes it an unfair trade practice and I sion has on occasion borrowed from the
mination of the Secretary of the Treasury or share · the view that., in establishing "escape clause" standards, it is absolutely
his delegate o~ such date.
standards for the guidance of the Tariff clear that they have no relation to the
Mr. SCOT!'. Mr. President, I have Commission, it is most appropriate to · separate and distinct Antidumping Act

been looking forward to this opportunity
to join with the distinguished Senator
from Indiana [Mr. HARTKE] and many
others of my distinguished colleagues in
introducing this sorely needed amendment to the Antidumping Act.
Senator HARTKE and I, together with
25 of our Senate colleagues, were cosponsors in the 1st session of the 88th Congress of S. 1318, which sought to provide
essential reforms in the administration
of the act. Subsequent to the introduction of that bill, which focused exclusively on the Treasury Department's administration of "dumping" investigations,
an increasing number of Tariff Commission decisions created considerable confusion in the interpretation of the basic
"injury" concepts. Thus, a more comprehensive version of our proposal was
intrl')duced in the House of Representatives in 1964 in order to add statutory
standards for the Tariff Comipission
based on analogies to our domestic unfair trade laws and their interpretation
by the courts.
. A fair, effective antidumping act is
urgently needed. An ever-present threat
of injury from unfair dumping of foreign surplus products in our domestic
markets hangs over the heads of countless American industries and thousands
of American workers. Many American
companies have already suffered severe
damage from this foreign dumping.
Profits have been cut, jobs lost, and our
balance-of-payments position harmed.
The steel industry in my own Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has been particularly affected.

draw upon the principles evolved by the
courts under the U.S. antitrust laws.
The foreign supplier selling in the United
States is, therefore, asked no more than
to comply with the same type of ground
rules to which U.~. domestic industries
themselves are subJect.
The dispassionate, down-to-business
approach of this b111, aimed at clearing
up existing confusion and uncertainty in
the administration of this basically
sound act, should appeal to fair-minded
men. It represents a careful effort to
clarify standards, tighten loopholes, provide fairer, more effective procedures for
the administration of the act, while also
recently revised antidumping regulations
that are not inconsistent with the U.S.
Antidumping Act as it would be
amended. In addition to incorporating
a large number of provisions contained
in S. 1318 and last year's House bill, as
well as deleting some others, this bill improves upon last year's House bill in several significant are~. I would not .attempt to charactenze one as more rmport~~t than. another. In truth, each
proVlSlon, designed to alleviate particular shortcomings experienced by one or
more industries may be of vital interest
and concern to ~any today as well as in
the future. These modifications, however, do deserve special mention.
First. Great confusion has resulted
from the inability of the Tariff Commissioners to agree on basic concepts such
as what constitutes "industry," "injury,"
or the "likelihood of injury." Using antitrust analogies, our bill would spell out
guidelines for determining the scope of

which deals with an entirely different
cause of injury-dumping, as opposed to
the increase of imPorts 1·esulting from
trade agreement concessions.
Mr. President I feel that the Tariff
Commission's e~tended "trial period"
since 1954 has shown that where the
members of a six-man Commission are
often irrevocably divided on basic concepts of the act, the result becomes
chaos and confusion for the business
community. I suggest that it is time for
the Congress to provide some statutory
standards-as it often has done with respect to the "escape clause" in trade
agreements legislation-and thereby restore some order and meaning to the
determination of "injury" under ·the
antidumping law.
Second. Another imPortant area on
which our bill focuses is the problem
that Treasury as well as domestic in- ·
dustry, has n{ trying to determine the
actual pricing practices of producers in
a foreign market. Obviously, Treasury
does not have the same Power over foreign suppliers as that which it can exer.
.
c~e over domestic producers. 'C!nder the
circumstances, Treasury often is left no
a~ternativ~ but to accept .claims of fore1gn suppliers as to the existence of conditions, practices, and policies which are
not easily verifiable and which are used
to explain away the existence of any
margin of dumping found to exist.
Thus, it is proposed that published or
list prices shall apply in the absence of
proof of sales at a different price. Also,
in determining the usual wholesale
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quantities as required by the act, Treasury would exclude sales at quantity discounts not freely available to all purchasers, as well as transactions between
related purchasers or involving exclusive dealing arrangements. Furthermore, allowances for differences in quantity discounts or circumstances of sale
on sales to the United States, as compared with the foreigner's home market
sales, would be limited to di:fferences in
costs involved which were actually taken
into account by the seller in setting his
price. These provisions would curtail
a number of opportunities now available for circumventing the act.
Third. Similarly, because of the
Treasury Department's great dependence in a dumping investigation upon
information voluntarily supplied by importers, foreign manufacturers and exporters, if they should refuse to make
data available to Treasury, the administration and objectives of the act may
be wholly frustrated. Under S. 1318 and
the House bill of 1964, a refusal to file
information requested and not available
from other sources could be made the
basis for a conclusive presumption of
dumping which would automatically
send the case to the Tariff Commission
to determine whether the dumping
caused injury. Our bill, however, would
accommodate anticipated objections and
merely resolve all doubts relating to the
requested information against the person refusing to furnish it. This would
remove the severity of the earlier proposals and give Treasury flexibility to
determine the margin of dumping on ·
the basis of other available information.
Fourth. Recognizing the importer's
desire to have the chance to discontinue
a dumping investigation by prompt curtailment of his dumping practices, the
Treasury Department included such a
provision in its revised regulations which
went into effect in January of this year.
The previous bills did not deal with this
subject. Our bill, however, would ratify
this regulation but adds the requirement
that firm assurances be given by the exporter that dumping would not be resumed and that the application of the
regulation be limited to cases involving
insignificant quantities of dumped imports. This latter requirement is necessary to cope with a dump-and-run situation, in which large quantities of different products could otherwise be
dumped sporadically since each different
product would be considered a new case,
rather than a continuation of a previous dumping practice. Dumping could
also occur as a one-shot proposition;
for example, this could take place in
government contract bidding on a product to be made to specifications.
Finally, in concluding this review of
the principal modifications contained in
our bill, I believe it is significant to point
out the provision ·of the bill which would
ratify all of Treasury's recently revised
antidumping regulations which are not
inconsistent with the act as it would be
amended. Several significant concessions which were made by Treasury to
the importing community will, in effect,
be included within the scope of the newly
modified legislation. I am referring par-

ticularly to the revisions which would require more detailed complaints, more
specific notices of investigations, elimination in large part of the retroactive
application of dumping duties, and the
recognition by Treasury of a warranty
by foreign exporters to reimburse U.S.
importers for dumping duties on certain
shipments.
These latter provisions have removed
the basis for a number of the most
strenuous objections by the importing
community to the administration of the
Antidumping Act. Ratifying these provisions in the 1965 amendment provides
an excellent example of the good faith
and the constructive approach with
which this bill has been drawn. It aims
to do the job that is necessary if we
want a fair, effective Antidumping Act.
To summarize, Mr. President, my bill
would in no way prevent foreign manufacturers from selling in the United
States at competitive prices. Nor would
it alter the basic philosophy of the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962. It would, however, curb international price discrimination against American manufacturers
and workers in our home markets.
Drawing upon principles evolved by
the courts under U.S. antitrust laws, my
amendment would ask foreign suppliers
selling in the United States to comply
with the same type of ground rules that
guide U.S. domestic industries. The unfair double standard where our companies are bound to obey certain laws
that do not apply to foreign suppliers
would be eliminated.
The great majority of our industries
ask only the opportunity to compete
fairly. They cannot do this when confronted with the artificially low pricing
which characterizes dumping.
I have consistently advocated tightening of the Antidumping Act, and am
urging prompt consideration of this
amendment which would do just that.
Mr. President, I believe this effort to
amend the Antidumping Act merits
strong bipartisan support now, and for
that reason, I am pleased to join my distinguished colleague from Indiana in
sponsoring this bill.
DU PONT TAX FAVORITISM
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, the Finance
Committee held hearings on March 17
and 24 of this year on the tax aspects of
the divestiture of General Motors common stock by E. I. du Pont de Nemours &
Co. and Christiana Securities Co. This
divestiture has now been completed.
There is, of course, some stock yet to be
disposed by certain individuals and
entities named in the court order.
The divestiture operation, which for
the most part proceeded in an orderly
manner under the terms of the special
relief bill approved by the Congress in
1962, was marred by a last-minute
change in a Treasury ruling. This
change, negotiated and issued in secrecy,
and contrary to the clear intent of the
Congress, resulted in a loss of revenue,
by the Treasury's own admission, in the
amount of some $56 million.
In my view, the change in rulings was
an unfortunate instance of secret tax
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favoritism. There is nothing that can
now be done about it. The horse is out
of the barn, so to speak. Perhaps we can
profit by this mistake. One clear lesson
to be learned from this episode is that
major Treasury tax rulings ought to be
in the public domain.
I have, therefore, introduced a bill to
require the prompt publication of all
rulings issued by the Treasury Department where revenues will be affected in
the amount of $100,000 or more in any
fiscal year.
We have very properly safeguarded
the taxpayer's private business by treating in a confidential manner the information contained in tax returns. But
the Treasury Department has carried
this, in some instances, to extremes, a.nd
the Internal Revenue Service, for its own
mysterious reasons, seems to feel that
rulings which affect publicly held corporations, and which directly or indirectly affect perhaps millions of stockholders as well as the general taxpaying
public should also have the veil of secrecy
drawn around them.
This is unhealthy, and I want to see
this situation drastically altered. There
is already too much hanky-panky involving corporate insiders. The Federal
Government ought not to aid and abet
in the many maneuvers of insiders
against the general public and even
often against their own stockholders.
I do not want to review the Du PontGM case in detail, but the part of this
transaction involving the Christiana
Corp. so well illustrates the need for the
bill I have introduced that a partial review seems in order.
Briefly, here is what happened in the
Du Pont case.
First, the Congress in 1962 enacted a
relief bill to reduce the taxes of Du Pont
and Christiana stockholders in the event
the Federal court in Chicago ordered a
passthrough type or divestiture of GM
_stock. Subsequently, the court did so.
Second, in passing the Du Pont bill, it
was the clear understanding of the Congress that, in the event of a required
distribution of GM stock by Christiana,
.t here would be a pro rata distribution.
The Internal Revenue letter rulings
issued Du Pont and Christiana in 1962, at
their request, very properly specified that
any distributions under the relief bill
must be pro rata.
Third, under the 1962 rulings, Du Pont
made three distributions as fallows:
July 1962, 23 million GM shares; Januazy 1964, 17 million GM shares, January
1965, 23 million GM shares.
Christiana also made two pro rata distributions under its 1962 ruling as follows: November 1962, 4.4 million GM
shares; January 1964, 4.4 million GM
shares.
With the continuing rapid rise in the
price of GM stock, there was a consequent increase in tax liability of members
of the Du Pont family and others to
whom GM stock was distributed, even
under the generous terms of the relief
bill. This was particularly true of
Christiana stockholders whose stock was
acquired at a low price. Christiana
.officials requested that the rulings be
changed to allow a non-pro-rata distri-
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bution. If permitted, such a change
would allow a very large reduction in the
overall tax consequences to Christiana
individual stockholders of Christiana's
third and final distribution of some 8.4
million shares of GM stock. The desired
reduction in tax liabilities would be
brought about by funneling more GM
shares into tax-exempt organizations,
many of them responsive to members of
the Du Pont family. This would, of
course, have two very tangible results:
(a) A smaller number of GM shares
would be distributed to individual Christiana stockholders, thus relieving them
of much of the tax burden of the entire
transaction.
(b) Christiana shares turned in to the
company on the exchange would be retired, thus making each outstanding
share of Christiana stock more valuable
without immediate tax consequence to
the owner of the stock.
Fourth. Mr. Robert Knight, former
General Counsel for the Treasury Department, was called in as a consultant
to negotiate the arrangement.
Fifth. The Treasury then modified its
rulings in December 1964, to allow some
non pro rata distribution by Christiana,
the amount depending on the price of
GM stock at the time of Du Pont's third
and final distribution.
Now, the ruling given Christiana in
1964 was an absolute reversal of the 1962
ruling in essence and effect, although in
form it was a somewhat dressed up,
bogus modification. Its result, as Secretary Dillon has correctly stated, was a
loss of revenue to the Government in the
amount of $56 million. The change was
made possible by the fact that a fair and
firm Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
Mr. Mortimer Caplin, who had issued the
1962 ruling and who had withstood a
great deal of pressure in issuing it, had
left the Treasury and had been temporarily replaced by an Acting Commissioner. In this interim period the ruling
was changed.
The reasons given by former Secretary
Dillon for changing the 1962 ruling are
so fiimsy, his reasoning so specious, his
conduct so strange and at such variance
with announced regular procedure, and
the results such a blatant handout of
public money to a very few people who
do not need it, that I believe if he and
other o:fDcials had known that this secret
new ruling was to be made public, immediately upon issuance, then that ruling would not have been made.
Mr. President, there is nothing like the
glare of publicity to preserve and promote the rectitude of public officials and
to keep uppermost in their minds the
public good, rather than private gain for
a few.
For the benefit of some of my colleagues who may not have followed this
case closely, let me illustrate the lack of
logic in the Treasury.
The Congress passed a private relief
bill for the Du Pont Co. and/or stockholders. The language of the bill was necessarily loose because the situation from
which relief was being granted had not
at the time of enactment of the law occurred. If I may say so, this is not a
proper way to legisla~e. but I have said

this so many times that a repetition is
useless.
The intent of the Congress was crystal
clear. And that intent was understood
by the Treasury and by the Du Ponts.
What the bill did, briefly, was to allow
the Du Pont Co. to distribute GM stock
to its own shareholders in the form of a
special dividend, but with the tax greatly
reduced. The bill went one step further
and provided that if Christiana decided
to pass on to its shareholders the GM
stock it received from Du Pont the same
light tax treatment would apply.
N'ow, the basic question about these
Treasury rulings is whether the Congress, and particularly those sponsoring
and supporting the bill, contemplated
that Du Pont and Christiana, if they
chose. to take advantage of the generous
terms of the relief bill, would be allowed
to use the relief bill for part of the transaction, and, if they found some existing
law which would allow them to cut a
corner here and there, to use both their
private bill and existing general law.
Commissioner Caplin decided that the
Congress intended that the terms of the
relief bill be followed, if the court permitted, and that the Du Pont interests
could not maneuver to suit themselves
by using the relief bill in part and existing general law in part.
The specific point involved in the rulings in 1962 was whether Du Pont and
Christiana could make special exchange
offers so as to funnel much of the GM
stock through tax-free transactions, and
still have no shareholder receiving GM
stock pay mofe than the light, modified
capital gains tax impcsed by the relief
bill.
It was decided that the terms of the
bill must be followed altogether, if at all,
and the 1962 ruling letters for Du Pont
and Christiana specified that there would
be no special exchange offers--in other
words, distributions of stock must be on
a pro rata basis. Du Pont accepted the
ruling, as did Christiana, although
Christiana noted its right to raise the
question later. Any taxpayer, of course,
has this right, noted or not.
Another condition was laid down to
the effect that Christiana could not be
merged into Du Pont in order to reduce
the revenue to be realized.
The sponsors and supporters of the
Du Pont private relief bill understood
the situation. Their understanding is
clearly shown by their citing of various
revenue figures--revenue which could
only be realized if the divestiture followed the lines laid down in the 1962
rulings.
When the bill was before the House
Ways and Means Committee, and when
it was passed by the House, General Motors common stock was selling at about
$45 per share. Various Members of the
House stated their understanding of the
revenue which would be raised by the
bill. Among these were Congressmen
MILLS, BYRNES, Knox, and Baker. All
are or were tax specialists. They used a
revenue estimate of $3·50 million. Assuming knowledge and not ignorance,
they must have known that revenue in
that amount could be realized only if
Christiana was not merged into Du Pont,
and only .if there was a pro rata distri-
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bution of GM stock under the terms of
the relief bill.
When the bill was before the Senate
in the fall of 1961, the chairman of the
Finance Committee used the same revenue estimate, although he noted that ·
GM stock had gone up to about· $48 and
that more revenue would result at that
price. He also went further and broke
down the revenue estimates to show just
what would be received as a result of the
Du Pont portion of the operation and
what would come from Christiana's distribution to its stockholders. The figures
he used were, of course, based on Christiana not being merged with Du Pont
and on a pro rata distribution being followed throughout--CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD, volume 107, part 16, page 21026.
Largely through the efforts of the senior Senator from Illinois and myself the
bill was not passed by the Senate immediately, as its sponsors had hoped. It
went over until the following January.
The price of GM stock kept climbing.
By January 1962, when the Senate
finally passed the relief bill, GM stock
was selling at about $55, and on that
basis the estimate of revenue to be derived from terms of the relief bill has
increased to some $470 million.
My colleagues in the Senate understood these facts in January 1962, as the
record shows . .They understood that GM
stock was selling at $55 and that if the
terms of the relief bill were followed, including pro rata distributions through. out, some $470 million would be realized
in revenues.
Hear the words of some of the distinguished members of the Finance Committee in 1962-63, as appearing in the
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD:
VOLUME 107, PART 15, PAGES 20319-20323
"Mr. Mn.Ls. The stockholders will over thls
period of 3 years, within which the divestiture will have to occur, will pay a capital
gains on the stock received in the amount of
approximately $350 million.
"Mr. BYRNES. Tax revenues froin divestiture if H.R. 8847 is enacted would amount to
$350 mlllion."
"Mr. KNox. In helping these people we will
not cause the Treasury to suffer any revenue
loss. The Treasury would take in about $350
million under the bill against about $330
million under a possible three-pronged flexible program of divestiture.
"Mr. BAKER. The Treasury will receive approximately $350 million in reven ue as the
result of this legislation."
VOLUME 107, PART 16, PAGES 21026-21055
"Mr. BYRD. If the court orders Christiana
to distribute its stock to its shareholders,
the revenue will be increased by $136 million.
"Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. As defined in
the bill it would bring $350 million revenue.
"The revenue estimate which was supplied
is that, if enacted, this bill would bring in
about $350 million.
Broken down, it
amounts to $64 million from the Christiana
Corp.-which, by the way, is $61 or $62 million over and above what it would .pay under existing law; $13.6 million which would
be paid by the Christia na stockholders if d istributed under a court order; and $150 million from the Du Pont stockholders as a result of the capital gains tax which will be
levied against the individual stockholders on
distribution. That is a total of $350 m1llion.
"Therefore there is no quarrel with the
fact that this bill would provide $350 million
of revenue."
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"Mr. GORE. With respect to the b111 which
the senator from Delaware supports, we find .
the statement:
"'A distribution under H.R. 8847 would
yield tax revenues of about $350 million.'
"Mr. DOUGLAS. If Christiana distributes its
portion of General Motors stock to its stockholders, the stockholders will pay capital
gains tax on the dU!erence between the original cost and the present value, or will pay
roughly 25 percent on a capital gain of $46.50,
or, roughly, $11.50 a share. (These figures
clearly envision a pro rata distribution.)"
VOLUME 108, PART 1, PAGES 179-200
"Mr. BYRD. On the other hand, if the court
orders Christiana to distribute its stock to
fts shareholders, the revenue will be increased
by $136 million, so that the total will be $369
million."
"Mr. BYRD. If the 'bill in the form the Senate Finance Committee recommends is
passed, it will bring into the Treasury $450
million of new taxes.
"Mr. KERR. The fact is, and the opinion of
the Senator from Oklahoma is, that if the
bill is enacted, the Federal Government will
receive in the neighborhood of $450 million
of additional taxes in 3 years.
"Mr. KERR. There is no advantage in the
pass through.
"Mr. DOUGLAS. There certainly is.
"Mr. KERR. Not a bit, because if the Department of Justice fails in its efforts to secure an order from the court requiring the
sale by Christiana of its General Motors
stock, under the bill that stock would be
passed through to the Christiana stockholders; whereupon they would have to pay the
same identical capital gains tax that Christiana would have to pay if the court ordered
Christiana. to sell the stock, which is what
the Department of Justice is seeking.
"Mr. KERR. If the court does not order a
passthrough, or permits it, but orders the
sale by Christiana of this stock, the same tax
will be paid by Christiana that would be paid
under the circumstances referred to by the
Senator from Illinois.
"Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. The estimated
revenue under the bill as reported last
September was $350 million. That was due
to the fact that there was a $45 price on
General Motors stock. Since the bill was reported the price of Gene~a1 Motors stock has
advanced from $.45 to $55 a share, and for
that reason we are using an estimate of an
additional $100 million revenue that would
accrue.
"Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I said that
the Senator from Iowa had not taken into
consideration that under the bill if the distributicn is made, there would be an additional $150 million collected from the respective stockholders of Christiana.
"Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. The difference in the revenue under the terms of the
bill and the bill which the Senator from II-.
linois and I opposed at the last Congress is
that that bill would have provided only about
$60 million revenue whereas this bill would
provide about $470 million."
VOLUME 108, PART 1, PAGE 367
"Mr. McCARTHY. It is estimated that the
Treasury would collect approximately $450
million of revenue over a period of 3 years.
"If the bill is not enacted, Du Pont will be
moved to resort to certain procedures and
practices which may not be sound. They
might have the effect of distorting the operations of the two corporations and of distorting the investment portfolios or holdings
of many persons and corporations, and of
affecting some institutional purchasers who
are large holders of General Motors stock."
VOLUME 108, PART 1, PAGES 449-466
"Mr. GoRE (continuing to read fro~ Mr.
Greenewalt's testimony):
"'A distribution under H.R. 8847 would
yield tax revenues of about $350 million.'

"Who would pay the taxes under H.R.
8847?
"Mr. KEFAUVER. I know the Senator has
discussed this point, but I will appreciate it
if he would outline it again.
"Mr. GoRE. H.R. 8847 contemplates a passthrough and provides the guidelines and the
tax consequences of a passthrough under
which the taxes would be paid not by the
Du Pont Co. but by the stockholders, and
most of it by the individual stockholders of
Du Pont and Christiana.
"Mr. SMATHERS. The most logical way to
accomplish the divestiture would be to distribute the shares of General Motors common stock which the Du Pont Co. owns on a
pro rata basis to DuPont's more than 210;000
common stockholders.
"The Treasury at the same time will receive
substantial revenue from distribution of
these General Motors shares to the Du Pont
stockholders. On the basis of current market value of about $55 per share for General
Motors, fewer than one-third of the Du Pont
stockholders will be subject to taxes, approximating $470 million at the time of distribution-$470 million will go into the Treasury
of the United States.
"There has been much discussion with
respect to the Christiana Securities Corp.,
the large:;:t corporate shareholder of Du Pont
owning about one-third of the outstanding stock. This company is comprised of
some 7 ,000 stockholders. If the pro rata
distribution is made by the Du Pont Co.,
Christiana will receive about 20 million
shares of General Motors stock. Some 1,800
stockholders of this company, many of them
members of the Du Pont family and others
with substantial long-term holdings will be
subject to a greater tax than would be paid
by them if the divestiture is carried out under existing law.
"If the court directs Christiana· to distribute some or all of this stock to its individual
shareholders, they would be treated in the
same manner as any individual investor in
Du Pont."
VOLUME lOS, PART 1, PAGES 703-729
"Mr. BENNE'IT. Mr. Greenewalt advised the
committee that if H.R. 8847 is not enacted,
the Du Pont Co. will use other methods than
a pro rata distribution. • • •
"Instead, I repeat, we have a question of
simple justice. I believe the fairest method
of diverstiture would be a pro rata distribution to Du Pont stockholders;
"But whether Christiana distributes the
stock or sells it, the revenue to the Treasury
will be about the same.
"Mr. KERR. If they passed through to the
individual stockholder, the stockholders
would have to pa/ a capital gains tax, would
they not?
"M~. DOUGLAS. Under the bill they would
pay a modified tax.
"Mr. KERR. They would pay a capital gains
tax in the same identical amount.
"Mr. DouGLAS. No; not in the same identical amount.
"Mr. KERR. In the same identical amount
that Christiana would pay if Christiana
should sell under a court order.
"Madam President, I repeat what I
said the other day-namely, that under the
provisions of the bill the Treasury Department will receive approximately $430 million
in taxes within 3 years.
"Mr. WILLIAMS. Under this bill the Government would collect $470 million in taxes."

Logically enough, the position of the
Treasury Department in 1962 was that
pro rata distribution was clearly indicated by these revenue estimates. Now,
in 1965, believe it or not, the Treasury,
in effect, took the strange position that,
since $470 million was the highest revenue figure mentioned in debate, the
Du Ponts should be allowed to do as they
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pleased once that amount of revenue
was assured. This is precisely the deal
that Robert Knight, selected by Secretary
Dillon and who served without pay,
secretly negotiated on behalf of the
Treasury with the Du Pont lawyers and
lobbyists.
On March 26, 1962; it should be recalled, both Du Pont and Christiana requested rulings from the Treasury. Favorable rulings were given, but it was
specified by Commissioner Caplin that
the rulings would be null and of no effect if Christiana were to be merged into
Du Pont or if non pro rata distributions
were made.
The able senior Senator from Delaware seemed, in 1962, to understand this
point quiet well. Indeed, the distinguished Senator gave precise revenue
estimates based upon the price of GM
stock. In 1962 he stated:
The estimated revenue under the bill as
reported last September was $350 million.
That was due to the fact that there was a $45
price on General Motors stock. Since the
bill was reported the price of General Motors stock has advanced from $45 to $55 a
share, and for that reason we are using an
estimate of an additional $100 million revenue that would accrue.

In 1965 the senior Senator from Delaware seemed to join Secretary Dillon in
defense of this giveaway to the Du Pont
family on the specious ground that the
Congress never intended that more than
$470 million be collected from the Du
Pont divestiture. If we had passed the
bill in the fall of 1961, when revenue
estimates of $350 million were being used,
in debate, I wonder if Secretary Dillon
and the senior Senator from Delaware
would now say that the Treasury rulings
should have been relaxed and the Du
Ponts allowed to do as they pleased at
such time as it was clear that $350 million in revenue would be realized.
The effects of this change in Treasury
rulings may be difficult to follow if one
is not familiar with the transaction. The
result of the ruling change is spelled out
in an exchange in the hearing on page
44 which I read:
Senator GORE. Would the Senator yield?
The simple fact is that Christiana Corp.
was under court order to distribute its holdings of General Motors stock.
If the distribution was on a pro rata basis,
which was the ruling of the Treasury Department in 1962, then each stockholder, individual, or foundation, would receive his
pro rata share of the distribution, according
to his holding of Christiana stock.
The price of General Motors stock, as has
been cited here, has more than doubled.
Therefore, if the holders, the individual taxable holders, of Christiana stock received a.
large distribution, they would owe a large
tax. The t:::x-exempt corporation would owe
no tax in any event. So this change of ruling was given in order that a non pro rata
distribution could be made. Therefore, these
millions of shares, which otherwise would
have been required to be distributed to the
taxable stockholders, were funneled into the
nontaxable stockholders, which relieved the
taxable stockholders of Christiana of the necessity of paying that tax-$56 million. And
they received the benefit, however, just the
same, because the Christiana stock that was
turned in to Christiana Corp. was retired,
thus enriching the remaining individual
stockholders of Christiana Corp.
Now•. ~. Secretary, is that not the case?
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Secretary Dn.LON. Senator, except for the
use of the word "funneled.," which I would
not agree tO-senator GoRE. You select your own word.
Secretary DILLON. I think that I have never
heard a ·more lucid explanation of what actuany took place.
Senator DouGLAs. I congratulate you, Mr.
Secretary.
Senator GORE. Thank you.
It is clear what happened. It is clear
why it happened. It is not altogether
clear as to what individuals in the Treasury should receive credit from the Du
Pont family for the $56 million in 1964
Christmas present. Former Secretary
Dillon, Mr. Knight, Mr. Harding, the
then Acting Commissioner, and the
present Commissioner, the then Chief
Counsel of Internal Revenue, Sheldon
Cohen, all ought to share in whatever
awards are given out for service well
beyond the call of duty to the rich and
privileged.
Like any organization, the Treasury
Department has certain regular procedures it follows in getting its business
done. This is very necessary. But in
this case, there is not a trace of that
regularity.
The distinguished junior Senator
from Louisiana, in defending Secretary
Dillon on the Senate floor on February 4
of this year, inserted in the RECORD a
copy of the Secretary's memorandum of
February 21, 1961. This will be found
on page 2018, and I will not burden the
RECORD by reading all of it.
Among other things, this memorandum, addressed to heads of bureaus and
others, including the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, states:
In the event you feel that a matter raises
questions of policy of such importance as to
require determination at a higher level,
please in the first instance consult with the
Under Secretary, or in his absence, the General Counsel. I request that, in the normal
course, you dispose of all such matters
within your respective omces.
The Secretary had stated earlier in
the memorandum that he did not want
to get involved in determining individual tax liability.
Now, this would indicate to me that
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
was to be responsible for the administration of the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
If he felt that some particular matter
was too important or difficult for him
to handle, then he should seek advice
further up the ladder, going to the Unrather than the Secretary
hder
· Secretary
If

~::ar{gely enough, however, we find
that the Act·n.g Commissioner of Internal
1
.
~evenu~. Be:rtran~ M. Hardmg, acco:dmg to his own testnnony, was not having
any difficulty carrying out his duties with
regard to this matter. But he got a call
from a lawyer in New York, Mr. Robert
· Knight, telling him that the Secretary of
the Treasury, Douglas Dilion, had asked
this lawyer to come down and straighten
out a problem for him, a problem with
. which he was having no difficulty and
about which he had requested aid of
neither the Secretary nor the Under
Secretary. That seems odd to me. It
surely is at variance with the Treasury's
own policy as laid down by Secretary
Dillon.

· Stranger yet was the fact that the New
York corporation lawyer, · Mr. Robert
Knight, · first learned of his possible
selection as special consultant on the
matter by way of a telephone call from a
Washington lawyer for the Du Pont interests, Mr. Clark Clifford.
There are many unresolved questions
in my mind about the conduct of former
Secretary Dillon and others in this
matter.
The conduct of the New York lawyer,
Mr. Robert Knight, also surely raises
questions. In 1962, when he was General Counsel of the Treasury, Mr. Knight
assisted Commissioner Caplin in arriving
at certain conclusions concerning congressional intent with regard to the ruling issued Du Pont and Christiana in that
year. But, in 1964, after being selected
by Mr. Dillon, rather mysteriously it
seems to me, after his selection had been
suggested to him-to Mr. Knight-by
Mr. Clark Clifford, an attorney for the
Du Ponts, he completely reversed the
rules of logic he had applied in 1962.
This I consider curious, indeed. Where
is the protection of the public interest to
be found in this odd, secret proceeding?
The first Treasury ruling was issued to
the Du Pont Co. in letter form, dated
May 28, 1962. This ruling very properly
was issued on the understanding that
the type of divestiture of GM stock by
Du Pont would be a pro rata distribution.
Christiana was not satisfied with the
type of ruling offered by the Commissioner of ~ternal Revenue, Mr. Mortimer Caplin, and as a result, even though
a ruling had been requested on March 26,
the same date as the request by the
Du Pont Co., it was not until October 18,
1962, that a letter was finally issued.
It was brought out during committee
hearings that there was a great deal of
wrangling and maneuvering during this
period. The pressure on Commissioner
Caplin was heavy. Indeed, at one point
it got so heavy that the Commissioner
offered to go to the Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation to determine
more precisely the congressional intent
on just exactly what type of distribution
the Congress had in mind when it voted
the private relief bill for Du Pont stockh 0 ld
This 0 ft'
f
d b h
ers.
er was re use
Y t e
Du Ponts. There would have been no
question as to the answer had the matter
been publicly aired in 1962.
You see, Mr. President, the key factor
here was how much tax the most affluent
members of the Du Pont family would
. pay. '!here was . not so much concern
on the1: part about the average stockholder m the Du Pont Co. They were
willing to accept the law a to them
.
s
·
But the really nn~ortant Du Pont family
~embers held their stock through Christ1ana: Th~s was the key.
This brmgs me. to Mr. Crawford
Gre~newalt, a leadmg me~ber of the
family. Indeed, he was pres1den~ of the
Du Pont Co. Thus far. I have discussed
only . Government officials, but ~ word
must be said of Mr. Greenewalt s conduct.
Mr. Greenewalt made a great many
representations while he was trying to ·
get the Congress to give him a private tax
relief bill, Among other things he did
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was to write a letter to the•Senator from
Delaware, so the Senator could insert
the letter in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD,
and use it in debate to support passage
of the bill. In this letter, Mr. Greenewalt showed how he, personally, owning
most of his Du Pont stock through Christiana, would really have to pay more in
taxes under the relief bill than he, personally, would have to pay if the divestiture proceeded under the terms of
existing law. He made this statement to
me when he called at my office and other
Senators told of such statements to them.
Mr. Greenewalt began . h is letter to
Senator WILLIAMS, and it will be found
on page 77 of the hearings, by stating
that i:, Senator ALBERT GORE, had "made
a statement which is not based upan
the facts of the case."
He then went on to state just what the
"facts" were. Included in this detailing
of the "facts" as to just how he would
operate under the relief bill, was the
statement that Christiana would sell a
sufficient number of General Motors
shares to pay its tax under the bill, and:
Under a distribution by Christiana of the
remaining shares-since my oost basis for
Christiana is essentially zero-I would pay
capital gains tax on the full market value of
the General Motors stock received.
He stated further:
It is clear then that my personal tax bill
would be more than twice as great under H .R.
8847 than it would be if the divestiture were
carried out under present tax laws.
This surely does not show a contemplation of operating partially under the
relief bill and partially under existing
law. There was no hint of a last minute
change from a pro rata to a non pro rata
distribution.
Mr. ·Greenewalt went even further to
state that he owned about 55,000 shares
of Christiana and that his total tax
under H.R. 8847 would be about $1,400,000. These figures all assumed a market
price of $55 per General Motors share,
which was the price when the bill finally
passed the Senate early in 1962.
Now, the key to Mr. Greenewalt's calculations was the fact that the distribution would be pro rata under the terms
of the relief bill, not under the terms of
then existing law which would have allowed a number of other maneuvers, including merging Christiana into Du Pont
and a non pro rata distribution by way
of an exchange offer of Christiana stock
for General Motors stock.
And yet, by March, only some ~ months
later, Christiana was contending that the
Du Ponts should be allowed to do as they
pleased and reduce the taxes of Mr.
Greenewalt and other Christiana stockholders. They kept up their running
fight with Commissioner Caplin until
October when, faced with the necessity
for proceeding with a distribution, they
accepted a letter ruling which required
them to distribute pro rata. Of course,
they did not give up at this point. They
evidently had the idea that they could
come back later and do better when
Commissioner Caplin had left. This, unfortunately, proved to be correct.
Com.missioner Caplin left IRS on July
10, · 1964, arid in August Christiana was
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back. This time there was only an Acting Commissioner and they hoped to
fare better. They did.
Secretary Dillion, as I have said, even
though the Acting Commissioner testified that he was having no difficulty with
this problem, called in the former General Counsel, a corporation lawyer from
New York, to negotiate the deal.
A modified ruling was issued. Running counter to all the rules of logic, including the rules they had applied in arriving at the decisions reached by the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue in
1962, those in authority suddenly found·
that Christiana should, after all, be
allowed to exchange its GM shares for its
own shares in such a way as to reduce
the tax liability of the Du Pont family
members.
So a modified ruling was issued on December 15, 1964, which bilked the Government of $56 million.
· Now, I advert to the secrecy that surrounds such rulings.
I learned, early in December 1964, that
a change in the ruling was in the making, and I feared that the result would
be pretty much as it was. I tried to stop
it. At least I wanted the matter discussed. But I met the official cold
shoulder.
I thought the chairman of the Finance Committee would be listened to,
and I, therefore, asked him to ask ms
for a report on the whole transaction.
The chairman's letter was dated December 18, 1964. His letter merely asked
for a report on what had happened.
But it was not until January 15, 1965,
that the chairman finally received a
reply. And that letter could have been
written and staffed in 2 or 3 days without any strain whatsoever. Of course, it
was delayed long enough to prevent any
interested Senators from making any
effo·rt to stop this raid on the Treasury.
Furthermore, this letter was furnished
under provisions of law which require
it to be treated in confidence. I was
unable to discuss this question in detail
in public.
I then asked the chairman to call the
Finance Committee together to consider
this matter in executive session. I am
grateful to the distinguished senior Senator from Virginia for doing so. Senator BYRD then called public hearings
and now the sordid deal is public. But
the damage has been done; the money is
gone; confidence has been shaken.
I would like to prevent this kind of
thing in the future. And the best way to
prevent it is to have rulings made public.
There is no reason why rulings involving millions of dollars should be negotiated in secret and kept secret.
The present Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, I am sorry to say, does not
understand this.
Commissioner Cohen, in testifying before the Finance Committee on March
24, stated that in applying for a ruling
the taxpayer "bares his financial soul."
The implication seemed to be that a
ruling itself contained material which
could not be published. But after some
questioning, Mr. Cohen finally admitted
tha~ there was no legal reason for not
publishing ruling letters such as those

issued in connection with the Du Pont divestiture. But, according to Mr. Cohen,
"it is violative of our procedure" to publish such rulings.
This Du Pont-Christiana case is ample
proof of the fact that those procedures
should be changed-and by law. I have
introduced such a bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be received and appropriately ref erred.
The bill <S. 2047) to require the publication of all tax rulings which affect
the revenue in an amount of $100,000 or
more, introduced by Mr. GoRE, was received, read twice by its title, and ref erred to the Committee on Finance.
NAMING CANNON DAM AND RESERVOIR IN MISSOURI
Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President,
last year, Missourians and the .Nation lost
one of the great statesmen of our timethe Honorable Clarence Cannon. His
memory will not soon fade from the
minds and hearts of the people of northeast Missouri so ably represented by him
in the Halls of Congress, for his deeds
and devotion are deeply etched in this
rural countryside.
He dedicated his life and talents to the
service of the people and he carried out
his duties with abundant energy and his
characteristic modesty.
For over four decades he represented
the Ninth District of Missouri and for
nearly two of those decades he bore the
added responsibilities of chairman of the
House Appropriations Committee.
Construction will begin soon on a
multipurpose dam and reservoir-the
first in north Missouri-in Ralls County,
only a few miles from Clarence Cannon's
farm home in Lincoln County.
Mr. Cannon's standard as chairman of
the House Appropriations Committee was
that public investment·m:ist be recovered
with ample margin of benefit to the
people; and when the project now known
as Joanna Dam was proved to have met
this standard, Mr. Cannon became its
champion and saw it through to approval
by the Congress.
It was suggested by a number of leaders in his district that this project bear
his name as a token of appreciation from
the people for his outstanding record as
a public servant. Mr. Cannon humbly
declined the honor during his lifetime.
Because this project will contribute to
the development of Missouri, and because
of his dedication and interest in the prosperity and progress of our State, on behalf of my colleague, Senator EDWARD
V. LONG of Missouri, and myself, I send to
the desk, for appropriate reference, a
bill to rename the Joanna Dam the
Clarence Cannon Dam and Reservoir, as
a permanent memorial to the memory of
our honored and beloved colleague, a
great American and a noble Missourian,
the Honorable Clarence Cannon.
I ask unanimous consent that the text
of this bill be printed at this point in the
RECORD.
• The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be received and appropriately referred; and, without objection, the bill
will be printed in the · RECORD.
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The bill <S. 2048) to designate the
Joanna Dam and Reservoir proposed
for construction on the Salt River near
Joanna, Mo., as the "Clarence Cannon
Dam and Reservoir," introduced by Mr.
SYMINGTON (for himself and Mr. LONG
of Missouri) , was received, read twice by
its title, referred to the Committee on
Public Works, and ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, as follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled., That the

Joanna Dam proposed for construction at or
near mile 63 of the Salt River near Joanna,
Missouri, and the Joanna Reservoir to be
created by such dam, authorized to be constructed by section 203 of the Flood Control
Act of 1962 (76 Stat. 1180), shall be known
and designated hereafter as the Clarence
Cannon Dam and Reservoir. Any law, regulation, map, document, or record of the
United States in which such dam and reservoir are referred to as the Joanna Dam and
Reservoir shall be held to refer to such dam
and reservoir as the Clarence Cannon Dam
and Reservoir.

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT ON
REAPPORTIONMENT OF STATE
LEGISLATURES
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I introduce, for appropriate reference, a joint
resolution which I believe will restore
some semblance of majority rule to the
process of apportioning State legislatures
and will return the Federal judiciary to
its proper function.
Since entering the political thicket in
the case of Baker against Carr, the Supreme Court has wandered so far and
wide that today even a solid majority of
a State's voters cannot by referendum
.choose to have one house of the State
legislature based on considerations other
than population. In fact, the doctrine o~
the recent Lucas decision would appear
to nullify even a unanimous decision of
the voters to give minority interests more
representation than the population would
warrant. When the governed can no
longer govern through their own consent,
action to correct this situation is compelling.
· In spite of my strong feeling that we
must not shirk our duty of extracting the
court from its own confusion through a
constitutional amendment, I have frankly stated my reluctance in this undertaking. I hesitate to change the Constitution, for it is our political heritage, and
each change affects not only our generation, but also posterity. It is doubly
disconcerting when it is not the Constitution which is deficient, but the interpretation of that document by a majority
of those who presently sit on the Supreme Court.
Before committing myself to a particular solution, I have carefully reviewed
the expert testimony presented during
hearings before the Subcommittee on
Constitutional Amendments. Because
the subcommittee chairman, Senator
BAYH, wisely sought and received the testimony of the widest possible cross section of constitutional experts, I believe
the best solution is now available.
However, before introducing a joint
resolution reflecting this solution, I
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should like to point out what I consider to be deficiencies common to some
of the measures already introduced: Senate Joint Resolution 2, Senate Joint Resolution 37, Senate Joint Resolution 38,
and Senate Joint Resolution 44. The
basic objection is the failure of these resolutions to deal with the important constitutional issue involved: the role of the
Supreme Court. Our efforts should be
directed toward developing a sound principle of judicial power~ rather than concentrating on how to allow one house
of a State legislature to be apportioned
on other factors than population.
If we agree, as I firmly believe, that
the Court should not have ent·e red the
political arena in the first place, then
our first step is to establish some constitutional guidelines to reduce the expansion of judicial power over the process of apportioning both houses of a
State legislature. Yet, each of the
amendments already proposed in the
Senate would leave one house of the
State legislature to the harsh mercies of
the Federal judiciary.
There are a number of additional difficulties in the proposals presently under
consideration by the Subcommittee on
Constitutional Amendments. The language of Senate Joint Resolution 2, sponsored by Senator DIRKSEN, for instance,
seems to preclude judicial review of the
apportionment which is expressly authorized under the amendment. Some
sponsors of this amendment have already asserted that they had no intention of precluding judicial review, and
that clarification is necessary.
As drafted, the Dirksen amendment
also fails to limit the extent to which
"other factors" may supplant population
considerations in apportionment of one
house of the State legislature. In fact,
the proposed amendment expressly
states that nothing in the Constitution
shall prohibit apportioning one house of
a bicameral· legislature upon factors
other than population. Presumably, the
guarantees ·of article IV, section 4 would
be cast into doubt by this language. Consequently, a temporary majority could
apportion in such a way as to give it 99
percent of the votes in that house, or
enact any other proposal that is contrary
to our Republican form of government.
Further, the Dirksen amendment contains no definition or limitation regarding what "other factors" may be used to
apportion a house of the legislature. For
example, can the "other factors" be race,
taxes paid, assessed value .of property,
density of population? Clearly, this
catchall phrase warrants our careful
scrutiny; and further, such imprecise
language is not suitable for a proposal
designed_to amend the U.S. Constitution.
It also greatly troubles me that each of
the resolutions before the subcommittee
allows the apportioning of one house to
be decided by referendum once every
10 years. Thus, a bare majority of those
voting in the referendum-which might
be far less than an actual majority of
eligible voters-could require that al-

The referendum concept contains
numerous pitfalls. Voters could be
blackmailed into accepting a less than
satisfactory apportionment proposal
simply by the failure to offer them a
better or more satisfactory proposal.
Another problem exists in determining
what proportion of the electorate is required to approve a proposal. In what
elections may the referendum be considered? During a national election or
during a special primary? This could
greatly affect the size of the vote cast
in the election.
Mr. President, to eradicate the existing distortion of the judicial institution,
and to obviate some of the practical
problems contained in other proposed
amendments, I introduce a joint resolution.
This amendment is designed to limit
the judicial power over apportionment
to the enforcement of the amendment
itself. It would affirmatively require
that one house be based on population
considerations. Apportionment of the
other house, however, would be left to
the wisdom of the State as long as the
State abided by the mandate of article
IV, section 4 of the Constitution, which
is reiterated in my proposed amendment: That a .republican form of government be guaranteed.
I wish to emphasize that this proposed amendment would not carry us
back to the days before Baker against
Carr, when so many State legislatures
were shamefully apportioned on the
basis of obsolete census data. I have always been an active opponent of malapportionment. Indeed, the States
might not have lost the right to apportion if they had met the responsibility.
This proposed amendment would require that State apportionment decisions be made by those who should be
charged with the responsibility-the
legislatures of the States themselves.
Once every 10 years they must consider
the most recent census data in apportioning the State legislature.
Mr. President, I wish to acknowledge
with appreciation the expert testimony
of each of the witnesses before the Subcommittee on Constitutional Amendments, and especially that of J. Harvie
Williams of the American Good Government Society. I am confident that this
joint resolution will receive the careful
consideration of all the members of the
Constitutional Amendments Subcommittee during our deliberations.
I read my proposed resolution for the
information of the Senate.

ment and under the Constitutional provision
by which the United States guarantees to
every State in this Union a Republican Form
of Government.
"SEC. 2. The most numerous branch of the
Legislature of a State shall be composed of
members elected within single-member districts containing as nearly as practicable
equal numbers of electors having the qualifications requisite under its law; or, if the legislature so directs, equal numbers of inhabitants, citizens, or citizens over twenty-one
years of age, as enumerated in the most
recent census of the United States."

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
joint resolution will be received and appropriately ref erred.
The joint resolution <S.J. Res. 87)
proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States to preserve
to the people of each State power to determine the composition of it$ legislature and the apportionment of the membership thereof in accordance with law
and the provisions of the Constitution of
the United States, introduced by Mr.
ERVIN, was received, read twice by its
title, and referred to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS
OF 1965-AMENDMENT
AMENDMENT ·NO. 213

Mr. CARLSON submitted an amendment, intended to be proposed by him,
to the bill <H.R. 6675) to provide a hospital insurance program for the aged under the Social Security Act with a supplementary health benefits program and
an expanded program of medical assistance, to increase benefits under the OldAge, Survivors, and Disability Insurance
System, to improve the Federal-State
public assistance programs, and for
other purposes, which was referred to
the Committee on Finance and ordered
to be printed.
AME NDMENTS NOS. 214 AND 215

Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I submit, for appropriate reference, two
amendments to H.R. 6675, the Social Security Amendments of 1965.
The first amendment would make social security trust funds available to pay
for rehabilitation services for disability
insurance beneficiaries likely to be returned to gainful work through such
help. The provisions would be administered by State vocational rehabilitation agencies within the framework of
the present Federal-State vocational rehabilitation program.
The second amendment would authorize the Secretary of Health, Education,
Resolved by the senate and House of Rep- and Welfare to make disability determiresentatives of the United States of America nations in those cases which can be
in Congress assembled, (two-thirds of each promptly adjudicated on the basis of the
House concurring therein), That the follow- medical and other evidence readily preing article is proposed as an amendment to
the ·constitution of the United States, which sented by the applicant from existing
shall be valid . to all intents and purposes as sources.
I ask unanimous consent that the
part of the Constitution when ratified by
the legislatures of three-fourths of the sev- amendments and brief explanations of
eral States within seven years from the date them be printed at this po1nt in the RECof its submission to the States by the ORD.
Congress:

"ARTICLE -

"SECTION 1. The Judicial power of the
most all seats be located in rural areas,
States shall not be construed to exor almost all seats be located in a single United
tend to any suit in law or equity affecting
urban area, or that all seats be elected the comp0sition or structure of a State Legat large.
islature, except under this Article of Amend-

The

PRESIDING

OFFICER.

The

amendments will be received, printed,
and referred to the Committee on Finance; and, without objection; the
amendments and accompanying explanations will be printed in the RECORD.
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Amendment No. 214 is as follows:
On page 266, between lines 22 and 23-insert the following new section:
"PAYMENT OF COSTS OF REHABll.ITATION SERVICES FROM THE TRUST FUNDS

"SEC. - . Section 222 of the Social Security
Act ls amended by redesignating subsections
(b) and (c) as subsections (c) and (d), respectively, and by inserting after subsection
(a) the following new subsection:
" 'Costs of rehabilitation services from trust
funds

"'(b) (I) For the purpose of making vocational rehabilitation services more readily
available to disabled individuals who are (A)
entitled to disability insurance benefits under section 223, or (B) in a period of disability under section 216(i), or (C) entitled
to child's insurance benefits under section
202(d) after having attained age 18 (and are
under a dlsabillty), to the end that savings
Will result to the Trust Funds as a result of
rehabilitating the maximum number of such
individuals into productive activity, there are
authorized to be transferred from the Trust
Funds such sums as may be necessary to enable the Secretary to pay the costs of vocational rehabilitation services for such individuals and of so much of the expenditures
for the administration of any State plan as is
attributable to carrying out this subsection;
except that the total amount so made available pursuant to this subsection in any fiscal
year may not exceed 1 percent of the benefits under section 202(d) for children who
have attained age 18 and are under a disability or under section 223, which were
certified for payment in the preceding year.
The selection of individuals (including the
order in which they shall be selected) to receive such services shall be made in accordance with criteria formulated by the Secretary which are based upon the effect the
provision of such services would have upon
the Trust Funds.
"'(2) In the case of each State which ls
willlng to do so, such vocational rehabilitation services shall be furnished under a State
plan for vocational rehabilitation services
which" '(A) has been approved under section 5
of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act.
"'(B) provides that, to the extent funds
provided under this subsection are adequate
for the purpose, such services will be furnished, to any individual in the State who
meets the criteria prescribed by the Secretary pursuant to paragraph (1), with reasonable promptness and in accordance with
the order of selection determined under such
criteria, and
"'(C) provides that such services will be
:furnished to any individual without regard
to (i) his citizenship or place of residence,
(11) his need for financial assistance except
as provided in regulations of the Secretary
in the case of maintenance during rehabilitation, or (iii) any order of selection followed
under the State plan pursuant to section 5
(a) (4) of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act.
"'(3) In the case of any State which does
not have a plan which meets the requirements of paragraph (2), the Secretary may
provide such services by agreement or contract with other public or private agencies,
organizations, institutions, or individuals.
"'(4) Payments under this subsection may
be made in installments, and in advance or
by way of reimbursement, with necessary
adjustments on account of overpayments or
underpayments.
" ' ( 5) Money paid from the Trust Funds
under this subsection for purposes of providing services to individuals who are entitled to benefits under section 223 or who
are within a period of disability under section 216(i) shall be charged to the Federal
Disability Insurance Trust Fund, and all
other money paid out from the Trust Funds
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under this subsection shall be charged to
the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
Trust Fund. The Secretary shall determine
according to such methods and procedures
as he may deem appropriate.
" '(A) the total cost of the services provided under this subsection, and
"'(B) subject to the provisions of the
preceding sentence, the amount of such
cost which should be charged to each of
such Trust funds.
"'(6) For the purposes of this subsection
the term "vocational rehabilitational services" shall have the meaning assigned to it
in the Vocational Rehabilitation Act, except
that such services may be limited in type,
scope, or amount in accordance with regulations of the Secretary designed to achieve
the purposes of this subsection.' "

vided under the prop_o sal would be allocated
among the States in accordance with their
ab1lity to use the funds effectively and generally under the same rehabilitation plans
now used by the States under the Vocational
Rehabiliation Act. The success of the-States
would, of course, be subject to continuous
evaluation.
Under the legislation, there would be continuing evaluation of the effects of the rehabilitation expenditures and any needed adjustments made in selection criteria and administration so that the savings to the trust
funds from the reduction in benefits paid
out and the increased taxes paid on the earnings of people returned to work would equal
or exceed the cost of the reb.ab111tation services.

The
explanation
accompanying
amendment No. 214 is as follows:

On page 266, between lines 22 and 23insert the following new section:

EXPLANATION OF AMENDMENT No. 214
One of the objectives of the social security disabillty program is to promote the rehabilitation of disability beneficiaries. The
social security law includes a number of
provisions designed to further this ·objective, among them one that declares it to be
the policy of the Congress that applicants
for disability benefits be referred to the State
vocational rehabilitation £.gencies for vocational rehabilitation services, so that as many
of them as possible may be restored to productive activity.
Arrangements under which applicants for
disability benefits are refetred to the State
rehabilitation agencies have been helpful in
leading to their rehabilitation, but there is
more to the problem than getting people referred to the appropriate agency. The States,
for example, give first priority to those disabled persons who show relatively good potential for rehabilitation. A person who is
younger and whose disability is not as severe as that of one who is eligible for disability benefits under social security very
often represents a better investment of rehabilitation resources than does the latter.
Because, as a group, social security beneficiaries are given a relatively low priority by
the State agencies, and because of limitations on funds and therefore on the extent
of services that can be offered by the agencies. some beneficiaries who could profit from
rehabilitation services do not get them.
· A proposal similar to the one under discussion here has been recommended by both
the 1948 and the 1965 Advisory Councils on
Social Security. As pointed out by the 1965
Council: "The expenditure of social security
funds is clearly justified so long as the savings from the amount of benefits that would
otherwise have to be paid exceed, or at least
equal, the money paid from the trust funds
for rehabilitation costs. It is wasteful and
shortsighted for the social security system to
ba paying benefits to disabled persons if a
lesser expenditure of funds would assure
their return to work."
The experience· of certain insurance carriers in providing rehabilitation services for
workers entitled to workmen's compensation
tends to support the conclusion of the 1965
Advisory Council that enactment of the proposal would result in lower benefit costs
under social security. Furthermore, any
provision which would result in an increased
number of disabled workers who are rehabilitated would benefit not only the individuals
involved but also society in general. For the
rehabilitated individual, the gain would not
only be in increased income but also in the
satisfaction ti.owing from his restoration to
a useful economic role in society.
In order to help avoid the possib111ty of the
legislation resulting simply in the substitution of Federal funds for State funds as
well as to avoid neglect of non-OASI b~ne
·ficiaries whose rehabilitation is not financed
wholly from Federal -funds, the funds pro-

"FACILITATING DISABILITY DETERMINATIONS

"SEC.-. (a) Subsection (b) of section 221
of the Social Security Act ls amended by inserting before the period at the end thereof
', other than individuals referred to in subsection (g) (4) '.
"(b) Subsection (g) of such section 221 is
amended to read as follows:
" '(g) In the case of" '(l) individuals in a State which has no
agreement under subsection (b),
" '(2) individuals outside the United
States,
" ' (3) any class or classes of individuals
not included in an agreement under subsection (b), and
"'(4) any individual with respect to whom
the Secretary, in accordance with regulations
prescribed by him, finds that a determination
of disability or of the day on which a disab111ty ceased may be made (A) on the evi-·
dence furnished by or on behalf of such
individual from sources of illformation as to
examination and treatment which are designated by such individual, or (B) on the
evidence of remunerative work activities performed by such individual,
the determinations referred to in subsection
(a} shall be made by the Secretary in accordance with regulations prescribed by him.'
"(c) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (b) shall take effect in any
State which has an agreement with the Secretary under section 221 of such Act when
the Secretary finds that the implementation
of section 221(g) (4) of such Act can be effectuated with respect to individuals in such
State without impeding the efficient administration of the disability insurance program
of such Act in such State."

The explanation accompanying Senate amendment 215 is as follows:
EXPLANATION OF AMENDMENT No. 215
Under present law, generally. disability
determinations must be made by State agencies under agreements with the Secretary.
Since, however, under a provision of this b1ll
disability benefits are to be provided after ~
shorter period than is required under present
law, there will be a need to develop and adjudicate disability claims more rapidly than
at present. Moreover, since determinations
.of eligibility for benefits will, under a provision of this bill, be made solely on the
basis of total disability, i.e., without regard
to whether the individual's disab111ty can be
expected to be of long-continued and indefinite duration or to resuit in death, some
basic changes will need to be made both in
the scope of development and in the adjudication of these claims. To assure prompt
payment, initial evaluations should be made
at the earliest feasible time and with aa little
delay as possible. This can be accomplished
by having certain clear-cut determinations
made directly on the basis of readily available evidence by trained disability evaluation
personnel of the Social Security Administra-
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tion, while the more borderline and difilcult
cases would be sent to contracting State
agencies for further development and evaluation. The contracting State agencies would
undertake to obtain additional evidence as
necessary, including the purchase of independent medical examinations and workups
of applicants to determine functional
capacity and vocational capabiliti~. In addition, in cases initially adjudicated by the
State agencies the Secretary would be authorized to terminate entitlement to disability
benefits without further State action in
clear-cut cases of recovery.
The proposed change is based on past operating experience acquired under the program during those occasions when the
volume of claims backlog in an individual
State agency reached a level requiring emergency action to assure more prompt disposition of pending cases. In these situations a.
temporary agreement modification was effected with the State to permit determinations to be made by the Secretary instead of
the State agency in cases where a decision
could be reached on the basis of evidence
presented by the applicant. This modified
procedure has been used effectively in the
past on a selected basis, where unusually
heavy workloads have developed, to expedite
the processing of claims. Under the proposed change, the Secretary will be authorized to make a determination of disability
only if the information submitted by the
sources that the individual states treated
him or examined him (e.g., his attending
physician, the hospital) is sufficient to make
such determination. If any additional info!!Ilation is needed (e.g., an examination
by a medical or vocational consultant designated by the Secretary) the case will have to
go to the State agency.
This change would also permit benefits to
be terminated promptly (after a trial work
period where appropriate), without the need
for State action, when evidence ls received
by the Secretary that a beneficiary has returned to gainful work.

PUBLIC WORKS AND· ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT' ACT OF 1965AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENT NO. 216

Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, there is
great concern among units of local government-primarily cities, counties, and
towns-that in the implementation of
section ·404 of title IV of this bill, their
responsibility and authority will be undermined. Title IV deals with the establishment of economic development districts.
The fact is that the bill as drafted does
not allow these local units to play their
proper role in the establishment of these
districts. This was discussed in committee. The bill was not amended, but language was written in the report as
follows:
Before the Secretary approves the establishment of any economic development district as provided under section 403, which in
most cases will consist of several counties,
municipalities, or other political jurisdictions, steps should be taken to obtain concurrence of the appropriate local governmental authorities in the counties, municipalities, or other political jurisdictions when
such jurisdictions are wholly within the
proposed economic development district.

Merely writing language into the re·port is not satisfactory. The effectiveness of this approach has been questioned by the Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations, and by
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other groups. They feel strongly that
I ask unanimous consent that the rethe bill should be amended to give units port be printed as a Senate document,
of general local government a preference with illustrations, and referred to the
as recipients of financial assistance Committee on Public Works.
under S. 1648, and where they are not
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withthe actual recipients, to give these units out objection, it is so ordered.
an opportunity to comment on any proposed development plan or application
for financial assistance.
I, therefore, send to the desk a series PRINTING OF REPORT ON MODIFICATION OF JOHN DAY LOCK AND
of five amendments which I feel will
DAM, COLUMBIA RIVER, WASH.
strengthen the bill, and give local govAND OREG. <S. DOC. NO. 28)
ernment units an opportunity to play the
role they are equipped and entitled to
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I
play in the implementation of S. 1648.
present a letter from the Secretary of
Amendment No. 1 would require the the Army, transmitting a favorable reSecretary of Comme:vce, pursuant to port dated August 28, 1963, from the
regulations established by him, to desig- Chief of Engineers, Department of the
nate groups of elected omcials of units Army, together with accompanying
of general government and, where ap- papers and illustrations, on a modificapropriate, State omcials, as economic tion of the John Day lock and dam
planning and development groups in the Columbia River, Wash. and Oreg., au~
absence of substantial reasons justifying thorized by the Fish and Wildlife Cothe designation of some other body.
ordination Act approved August 12, 1958.
Amendment No. 2 would require that
I ask unanimous consent that the
units of general local government have report
be printed as a Senate document
an opportunity to comment and make with illustrations, and referred to th~
recommendations on any proposed eco- Committee on Public Works.
nomic development program submitted
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withby an economic and planning development group where such unit of govern- out objection, it is so ordered.
ment was not represented thereon.
Amendments Nos. 3 and 4 would require the Secretary to extend financial PRINTING OF INTERIM REPORT ON
assistance under titles I and II, respecLAFAYETTE AND BIG PINE REStively, to units of general local governERVOIRS, WABASH RIVER BASIN,
ment in the absence of substantial reaIND. (S. DOC. NO. 29)
sons justifying a different recipient.
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I
Amendment No. 5 contains a definition of "unit of general local govern- present a letter from the Secretary of
the Army, transmitting a favorable rement."
Mr. President, I have been a county port dated April 13, 1965, from the Chief
omcial myself, and I understand the of Engineers, Department of the Army,
concern of omcials serving at that level together with accompanying papers and
of government about the provisions of illustrations, on an interim report on
this bill. I have worked with city and Lafayette and Big Pine Reservoirs,
town omcials also, and I understand Wabash River Basin, Ind., in partial retheir dissatisfaction with the bill as sponse to resolutions of the Conimittee
brought to the floor. They should have on Public Works of the U.S. Senate,
full opportunity to express their views adopted May 9, 1949, and May 6, 1958.
I · ask unanimous consent that the
on the implementation of all phases of
the programs authorized in this bill report be printed as a Senate document,
which in any way touch their jurisdic- with illustrations, and referred to the
tions. They should be able to state their Committee on Public Works.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withpreference as to recipients of financial
assistance under the proposed act. out objection, it is so ordered.
These provisions should be written into
the law-not just recommended in the
language of the report.
ADDITIONAL COSPONSORS OF BILLS
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, on
amendment will be received, printed,
March 4 I introduced for myself and
and lie on the table.
Senators FANNIN, BENNETT, JORDAN of
Idaho, YOUNG of North Dakota, ALLOTT,
PRINTING OF REPORT ON MODIFI- THURMOND, SCOTT, and DIRKSEN, s. 1387,
CATION OF JOHN REDMOND DAM which would authorize the payment to
AND RESERVOffi, GRAND <NEO- local governments of sums in lieu of
SHO> RIVER, KANS. <S. DOC. taxes and other revenues lost by such
governments by reason of certain acNO. 27)
tions on the part of the United States
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I in connection with recreation.
present a letter from the Secretary of the
By mistake, the name of Senator
Army, transmitting a favorable report DOMINICK was omitted.
from the Chief of Engineers, Department
I ask unanimous consent to have him
of the Army, together with accompanying papers and illustrations, on a modi- named as a cosponsor at the next printfication of the John Redmond Dam ing of the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withand Reservoir, Grand-Neosho-River,
Kans., authorized by the Fish and Wild- out objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, in addition
life Coordination Act approved August
to the 20 Senators listed as cosponsors of
12, 1958.
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S; 1483 at its next printing, I ask unani- NOTICE OF HEARING ON NOMINAmous consent that the names of the
TION OF FLOYD R. GIBSON TO BE
following Senators be added as cospanU.S. cmcUIT JUDGE, EIGHTH
sors of this bill, to establish a National
cmcmT
Foundation on the Arts and the HumaniMr. LONG of Missouri. · Mr. Presities, at its next printing:
Senators BASS, BAYH, BURDICK, CASE, dent, on behalf of the Committee on the
DOUGLAS, FONG, McCARTHY, McGEE, Mc- Judiciary, I desire to give notice that
GOVERN, McINTYRE, LoNG of Missouri, public hearing has been scheduled for
METCALF, MORSE, MURPHY, MUSKIE, PAS- Thursday, June 3, 1965, at 10:30 a.m., in
room 2300, New Senate Office Building,
TORE, and RIBICOFF.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without on the nomination of Floyd R. Gibson,
of Missouri, to be U.S. circuit judge,
objection, it is so ordered.
. Mr. PELL. Mr. President, as chair- eighth circuit, vice Albert A. Ridge,
man of the Senate Special Subcommittee retired.
At the indicated time and place peron Arts and Humanities, I am delighted
that this bill, which I believe contains sons interested in the hearing may make
the best elements in all related legisla- such .representations as may be pertition introduced during the 89th Congress nent.
The subcommittee consists of the Senand during recent years to benefit the
arts and humanities throughout the ator from Mississippi [Mr. EASTLAND],
United States, was unanimously ap- the Senator from Nebraska [Mr.
proved on May 25 by the Committee on HRUSKA], and myself, as chairman.
Labor and Public Welfare.
Pending finalization of the report on
this bill, there will be additional oppor- NOTICE OF HEARING ON NOMINATION OF DONALD FRANK TURNER
tunity for all Senators to join as coTO BE AN ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
sponsors of S. 1483 at its next printing, if
GENERAL
they so desire. I would suggest that any
Senators so desiring communicate with
Mr. HART. Mr. President, on behalf
my office to this effect.
of the Committee on the Judiciary, I deThe following Senators are already sire to give notice that a public hearing
listed as cosponsors of the bill: Senators has been scheduled for Thursday, June
BREWSTER, BYRD of West Virginia, CLARK, 10, 1965, at 10 a.m., in room 2300, New
Donn, GRUENING, HARTKE, INOUYE, JACK- Senate Office Building, on the nominaSON, JAVITS, KENNEDY of Massachusetts, t ion of Donald Frank Turner, of MassaKENNEDY of New York, MILLER, MONDALE, chusetts, to be an Assistant Attorney
MONTOYA, Moss, NEUBERGER, RANDOLPH, . General, vice William H. Orrick, Jr., reTYDINGS, WILLIAMS of New Jersey, and signed.
YARBOROUGH.
At the indicated time and place perMr. AIKEN. Mr. President, at its sons interested in the hearing may make
next printing, I ask unanimous consent such representations as may be pertinent.
that the names of Mr. McGEE, Mr. DOUGThe subcommittee consists of the SenLAS, Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware, Mr. ator from Connecticut [Mr. Donn], the
DOMINICK, Mrs . . NEUBERGER, Mr. RAN- Senator from Missouri [Mr. LONG], the
DOLPH, Mr. JORDAN of Idaho, Mr. HRUSKA, Senator from Arkansas [Mr. McCLELMr. Moss, Mr. BENNETT, Mr. FuLBRIGHT, LAN], the Senator from North Carolina
Mr. FANNIN, Mr. BARTLETT, Mr. WILLIAMS [Mr. ERVIN], the Senator from Massaof New Jersey, and Mr. RIBICOFF be added chusetts [Mr. KENNEDY], the Senator
as additional cosponsors of the bill <S. from Illinois [Mr. DIRKSEN], the Senator
1766) to amend the Consolidated Farm- from Nebraska [Mr. HRUSKA], the Senaers Home Administration Act of 1961 to tor from Hawaii [Mr. FONG], and myself,
authorize the Secretary of Agriculture as chairman of the Subcommittee on
to make or insure loans to public and Antitrust and Monopoly.
quasi-public agencies and corporations
not operated for profit with respect to
water supply and water systems serving NOTICE OF HEARINGS ON NOMINArural areas and to make grants to aid
TIONS OF FRED J. NICHOL TO BE
in rural community development planU.S. DISTRICT JUDGE FOR SOUTH
ning and in connection with the conDAKOTA, AND ffiVING HILL TO BE
struction of such community facilities,
U.S. DISTRICT JUDGE, SOUTHERN
to increase the annual aggregate of inDISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA
sured loans thereunder, and for other
purposes.
Mr. EASTLAND. Mr. President, on
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without behalf of the Committee on the Judiciary, I desire to give notice that public
opjection, it is so ordered.
Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, at its next hearings have been scheduled for Tuesprinting, I ask unanimous consent that day, June 8, 1965, at 10:30 a.m., in room
the name of Mr. McGEE be added as a 2300, New Senate Office Building, on the
cosponsor of the bill (S. 1792) to provide following nominations:
Fred J. Nichol, of South Dakota, to be
assistance in training State and local
law enforcement officers and other per- U.S. district judge for South Dakota, vice
sonnel, and in improving capabilities, George T. Mickelson, deceased; and
techniques, and practices in State and
Irving Hill, of California, to be U.S.
local law enforcement and prevention distri'ct judge, Southern District of
a nd control of crime, and for other pur- California, vice William C. Mathes,
poses.
retiring.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
At the indicated time and place perobj ection, it is so ordered.
sons interested in the hearings may
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make such representations as may be
pertinent.
The subcommittee consists of the Senator from Arkansas [Mr. McCLELLAN],
the Senator from Nebraska [Mr.
HRUSKA], and myself, as chairman.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
A message from the House of Representatives, by Mr. Bartlett, one of its
reading clerks, announced that the House
had agreed to the report of the committee of conference on the disagreeing
votes of the two Houses on the amendment of the House to the bill <S. 800) to
authorize appropriations during fiscal
year 1966 for procurement of aircraft,
missiles, and naval vessels; and research,
development, test, and evaluation, for
the Armed Forces; and for other purposes.
The message also announced. that the
House had passed a bill <H.R. 7750) to
amend further the Foreign Assistance
Act of 1961, as amended, and for other
purposes, in which it requested the concurrence of the Senate.
ENROLLED BILLS SIGNED
The message further announced that
the Speaker had affixed his signature to
the following enrolled bills, and they were
signed by the Vice President:
H.R. 1453. An act for the relief of the Jefferson Construction Co.;
H.R. 1870. An act for the relief of Edward
G. Morhauser;
H.R. 2139. An act for the relief of Mrs.
Mauricia Reyes;
H.R. 2354. An act for the relief of William
L. Cha telain, U.S. Navy, retired;
H.R. 3995. An act to transfer certain functions of the Secretary of the Treasury, and
for other purposes.

The VICE PRESIDENT announced
that on today, May 26, 1965, he signed
the following enrolled bills, which had
previously been signed by the Speaker
of the House of Representatives:
S. 339. An act to provide for the establishment of the Agate Fossil Beds National
Monument in the State of Nebraska, and for
other purposes;
H.R. 6497. An act to amend the Bretton
Woods Agreements Act to authorize an increase in the International Monetary Fund
quota of the United States; and
H .R. 8122. An act to authorize appropriations to the Atomic Energy Commission in
accordance with section 261 of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and for
other purposes.

HOUSE BILL PLACED ON CALENDAR
The bill <H.R. 7750) to amend further
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as
amended, and for other purposes, was
read twice by its title and placed on
the calendar.
ENROLLED BILL PRESENTED
The Secretary of the Senate reported
that on today, May 26, 1965, he presented to the President of the United
States the enrolled bill (S. 339) to provide for the establishment of the Agate
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Fossil Beds National Monument 1n the
State of Nebraska, and for other pur..;
poses.
ADDRESSES, EDITORIALS,ARTIC!..ES,
ETC., PRINTED IN THE RECORD
On request, and by unanimous consent,
addresses, editorials, articles, etc., were
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:
By Mr. RANDOLPH:
Patriotic poem by William E. Archey, of
Sherrard, W. Va.

THE DESPERATE PLIGHT OF THE
HUNGARIAN PEOPLE
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, there
is deep and abiding anxiety among the
people of Hungarian descent 1n the
United States for the plight of their
countrymen who still feel the hea'Vy hand
of Russian Communist domination in
their European homeland. The heroic
eiforts of the Hungarian people in the
bloody revolution of 1956 will long be
remembered by the free peoples of the
world as an unequivocal assertion of their
desire for freedom and self-determination, and a testament to their bravery
in the face of insurmountable odds. But
today they continue to pay the toll for
rebellion in the face of tyranny, and this
toll is being exacted in a manner calculated to annihilate the Hungarian people
and their culture, should it be allowed
to continue.
Mr. President, the loss of Hungarian
lives during the last 20 years has been
overwhelming. Through war, liquidation, deportation, and mass exile, the
population was decimated to the point
where gradual extinction would result
without the stimulus of a large and
healthy new generation to rebuild the
national population, and with it, the
national spirit and cultural unity. However, there has been no resurgence in
the Hungarian population. Where lifesaving new blood was -needed to rebuild
the war devastated Hungarian population, the growth rate was but 2.1 in 1962,
the lowest in the world. The birth rate
today is lower than the death rate in
the major cities of Hungary, an ominous
omen of the gradual extinction which
must necessarily follow if this condition
is allowed to continue.
Mr. President, this destruction of the
Hungarian peoples can be traced directly
to the fact that surgical abortions are
encouraged by the present Hungarian
Government, a policy which was invoked
by an edict in 1956. Surgical abortions
in Hungary today outnumber live births
by two to one. When people find themselves faced with intolerable tyranny,
when they face only economic deprivation and the memory of a struggle for
independence once lost, when they are
encouraged by a totalitarian government
to so limit the future generation, one can
see what a temptation it might be to
save unborn children from similar suffering.
Mr. President, since the bloodletting in
the city streets arid the country lanes of
Hungary 9 years ago, the United NaCXI--747
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tions has repeatedly. adopted resolutions
condemning the brutalities perpetrated
there upon a freedom-loving people. Yet
the decimation of the Hungarian populace continues. Americans of Hungarian
descent, many of whom fought in the
revolution of 1956 to regain their stolen
freedom, urge their adopted nation to
call upon the imposed government of
their homeland to repeal the edict which
is slowly destroying the population of
Hungary and nibbling away at the proud
cultural heritage which has been theirs
for centuries.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I am
pleased that Senators have chosen to
make comments today regarding the
continuing eifort of Hungarians and·
other Eastern Europeans to realize a
measure of individual freedom and independence. It is particularly fitting that
these remarks come as the Senate nears
the end of debate on a historic voting
rights bill.
We have debated for more than a
month the right of minorities in the
United E?tates to enjoy an electoral voice
in our governmental process. Our concern is perhaps justified, but what about
the right of Eastern Europeans for representation ·through the vote?
Even as the· Senate has debated the
voting rights bill, there has been a barrage of speeches from protagonists and
antagonists of the administration's Vietnam and Dominican policy. I am
pleased that the bulk of the comment has
been in support -of the administration's
action on both fronts. And yet, again
the paradox emerges. What about Eastern Europe? Why are voices stilled on
the right of these peoples to fight for
their independence?
The administration, despite its firmness and determination in support of the
American commitment against Communists in Santo Domingo and southeast
Asia, is making utterances on the subject
of "building bridges" to Communistcontrolled Eastern Europe.
Mr. President, as these paradoxes unfold, I think it well to comment on the
captive nations in the light of American
conduct elsewhere in the world and in
the Congress.
The Senate concerns itself properly
with voting rights and civil rights, but
what about these issues in Eastern Europe? The World Federation of Hungarian Freedom Fighters, headquartered
in New Jersey, points out that even as
the Congress debates the human rights
of Americans, there is a "minority" of
something like 98 percent of the Hungarian people who do not have the basic
human rights of self-government, freedom of travel, freedom of speech, equal
justice under law, freedom of religion,
freedom to grow in a competitive economy, and freedom from the control of
foreign troops.
In Hungary today the people are governed by a Communist hierarchy comprised of about 2 percent of the population. The Communist Party, as the goverrunent, controls the people. There has
been no shred of evidence since the end
of hostilities in 1945 to indicate that the
captive peoples of Europe, or Cuba. for
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that matter, would willingly embrace the
political or economic philosophies of
communism. But the fact remains that
in Hungary and other captive countries,
the people have no choice. The will of
the 2 percent--the Communists who rule
and control-is enforced in Hungary by
a Soviet Army of some 80,000 troops.
Thus is compliance with the "law" assured in Hungary.
The civil right of freedom of religion
is virtually unknown in Hungary. There
is a partial agreement between the Vatican and the Hungarian Government
which was designed to be a compromise
to preserve some religious life in the nation. On December 9, however, Father
Laszlo Emody, Roman Catholic priest,
was sentenced to 5 years in jail because
he committed the grave sin of providing
children with religious education. This,
the Communist government decreed, was
contrary to the law.
And what about the civil right of freedom of speech? The Hungarian Freedom Fighters tell us that the slightest
non-Communist criticism of political
personalities or of the programs of the
Communist Party is punishable by long
prison terms.
And what about the civil right of social, religious, or political gatherings?
Again, we look to ·the words of the Hungarian Freedom Fighters who tell us that
the freedom of assembly does not exist.
They point out that the Hungarian Boy
Scout Federation was disbanded in 1948.
Protestant and Catholic social organizations, Freemason lodges, and private associations are still victims of the Communist regime and are still forbidden.
And the civil right to compete in a
relatively unrestricted economy? Again,
the freedom fighters:
All sectors of the Hungarian economy have
been forceably nationalized.

We learn also that at present 92 percent of the arable land is managed either
under the cooperative system or as part
of large national farms.
The world is today witnessing a massive commitment by the United States to
maintain the integrity of the non-Communist world. but what about the world
of Eastern Europe that has no wish to be
Communist?
It seems to me an untenable paradox
that the President, who importunes the ·
Congress to appropriate $700 million to
prosecute an undeclared, but necessary,
war in southeast Asia, could at the same
time draft plans for the "building of
bridges" to nations which are governed
by the Communist apparatus against
which we are already fighting.
Mr. President, one of the most cleverly
peddled pieces of propaganda assO'~iated
with the long history of the cold war is
that by pouring the materialistic products of our private enterprise economy
into Communist nations we can somehow
increase the political power of the populations. Those who sell this thesis in the
market of public opinion are laboring under a very false major premise: That in
Communist nations, the people govern. ·
In the United States, popular dissatisfaction with an administration or with
a Member of Congress leads to the ouster
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of the offending party or person. If the
same were true in Eastern Europe, there
would not be a Communist government
in any of the captive nations. In not
one nation is there popular support for
the government, but there is military
support-from the Soviet Union. The
people do not govern in a Communist
country. The credentials for political
perpetuity in Eastern Europe and other
Communist satellites are not political,
but military.
In Hungary the 2 percent of the population which is Communist makes the decisions, produces the leaders, genuflects
to the Soviet heirarchy and governs in
concert with the Red Army. By sendinci items of trade and commerce to
these countries, we are doing little more
than throwing bones to people who otherwise might be able to organize into an
effective resistance against the Communist dictatorship which governs them.
By supposedly "building bridges" we are
aiding the governments of these people,
not the people themselves, and in aiding
the governments, we tighten Communist
control over the people we seek to help.
As the Hungarian Freedom Fighters
put it:
One principle should guide our negotiations with the Hungarian Government: the
cultural and economic aid in question should
benefit the people of Hungary. It should
not in any way assist the Communist government in consolidating its power.

The only way the United States can
bring about some easing of the burden
of the captive peoples of Eastern Europe
by the building of bridges is to demand
hard concessions from the Communist
governments.
There has been considerable speculation in recent months on the effect the
so-called Sino-Soviet split is having on
the monolithic aspect of communism.
A distinguished student of international
affairs and Sino-Soviet studies, Kurt
London, of George Washington University, had a comment on the possible
breakup of the Communist camp which
would, of course, include the satellite
states, in an article written for the spring
issue of the George Washington University magazine.
Mr. London holds no brief for the
theory that communism is forsaking its
old plan for world domination. Says
Mr.London:
I hold that the present disarray of the
movement might be of a transitory nature
and that we cannot, without great risk to
ourselves and the free world, assume the
Communist problem has left us. Gradually,
a new type of communism, under whatever
name, may develop with the support of both
the U.S.S.R. and Red China-either in combination or as schismatic camps. So long
as the Soviet Union's great power continues
to support Marxism-Leninism, be it -orthodox or reformed, and so long as Red China
remains in the throes of revolutionary ardor,
we cannot anticipate an end to the struggle
for the world.
I do not mean to imply that disintegration and erosion are impossible, but they
seem to me unlikely in the near future. We
must never forget that the history of international communism has demonstrated an
astounding resilience, that the movement
has rolled with the punches, and that its
many oscillations have not had a truly de-
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structive effect upon it. Communist history Hungary, there must be normal condiwas, is, and will be full of surprises, and the tions inside Hungary.
greatest mistake we could commit is to look
Freedom is normal for Hungary. Witupon a crisis of the Socialist camp, such as . ness the age-old struggle of her people to
the Sino-Soviet conflict, as something final
and irrevocable. Nothing is final in com- defeat tyranny. Witness that continuing struggle.
munism until it collapses.

Unless meaningful economic pressures can be brought to bear on the governments of Eastern European countries,
the only mechanism for change in the
Communist states will be revolt. The
)Vorld had a graphic picture of the futility of that course in October of 1956.
Then the Hungarian people revolted,
fully expecting assistance from the West,
but while they fought and died, the
U.N. and the West talked and vacillated.
We were still talking when Russian
tanks crushed the revolt, ending the first
and only instance of freedom of expression the Hungarian people have had
since the end of World War II.
Mr. President, the people of Eastern
Europe have peace today, if peace is defined as absence from war. They have
the type of peace granted the inmates of
a penitentiary, but they do not have
freedom of choice, freedom of action,
f.reedom of religion, freedom to assemble, or freedom of speech.
I believe that as we approach the 9th
anniversary of the gallant effort of Hungary to uproot communism, we should
rededicate ourselves to securing for the
Hungarians and other Eastern Europeans and to Cuba at least a measure of
those human values for which we are
fighting in Vietnam and the Dominican
Republic and for which we are debating
in the Senate.
HUNGARIANS UNDERSTAND THE MEANING 01'
LIBERTY

Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I am
pleased to join other Senators in paying tribute to the strivings of the Hungarian people for independence from the
tyranny and oppression of communism.
Communism was uprooted once in
Hungary-in October .1956. Then, after
11 years of Soviet occupation and 7 days
of mortal combat, the people of Hungary
won independence. But the free world
did not respond with sufficient vigor;
and on November 4, 1956, the Communists began their brutal reoccupation.
Since that time, and for nearly 9 years
now, the lifeblood of the Hungarian
nation has been ebbing away. In the 2
years preceding 1956, Hungary's population had a natural increase of 229,000.
That is a growth rate of 12.6 percent.
But by 1963, the rate had declined to
2.1 percent. Communism is slowly
strangling Hungary.
·
Yet, in the face of this slow death of
a nation, there has been, in recent
months, talk of "normalization" of
American relations with the rulers of
Hungary.
Mr. President, I welcome any step that
promotes cooperation between the peoples of America and Hungary; but it
would be worse than disturbing to see
any normalization that would serve only
the one-sided purposes of Hungary's
present
dictatorial,
Soviet-oriented
power structure.
I suggest that before there can be any
normalization of American relations with

But there is no freedom in Hungary;
and I do not propose to have America
reward oppression by granting it a warm
coverlet of normalcy.
Let \J.S look at today's Hungary. Let
us see whether Hungary is free and
normal.
The Hungarian people still are governed by communistic, dictatorial power,
based on a one-party system.
Hungary still is surrounded by an Iron
Curtain of barbed wire, watchtowers,
and mines. Last year, 111 persons lost
their lives from, or were seriously injured by, exploding mines in the border
zone.
A law forbidding border crossings still
is in force. Those who make a desperate
attempt to reach the West without a government-granted passport are sentenced
to years in prison.
Freedom of religion still is limited.
Last December, a Roman Catholic priest
was sentenced to 5 years in prison, because he provided his children with religious education.
Freedom of speech is nonexistent.
The slightest criticism of the communistic regime brings long prison terms.
No social, religious, or political gathering can be held, unless convened upon
instruction from the government. Freedom of assembly does not exist.
Hungary still is controlled by Soviet
armed forces, recently modernized with
tactical nuclear weapons. The Soviet
forces in Hungary are so positioned that
they can occupy all strategic points within 30 minutes.
No, Mr. President, there does not appear to be much that is normal about
today's Hungary. Freedom would be the
choice of the Hungarian people, if they
had a choice.
Those valiant people last expressed
their free choice in October 1956-in the
Hungarian revolution.
I am proud to be among those Ameri. cans who remember the Hungarian
revolution and the principles of freedom
and dignity which it proclaiined. I hope
the Senate and our Nation will keep faith
with those principles, and will always
work to achieve freedom for the Hun- .
garian people.
SOIL, GOD, AND MAN
Mr. RUSSELL of South Carolina. Mr.
President, this week is being observed as
Soil Stewardship Week. This is a nationwide observance which places emphasis on man's obligation to God as a
steward of the soil, water, and related
resources.
This is the 11th consecutive annual
Soil Stewardship Week sponsored by the
Nation's 3,000 local soil and water con.servation districts and their national
association. During the period of May
23 to 30, observances are being held in
literally hundreds of thousands of
churches of all faiths.
I think it fitting for the Senate of the
United States to pause a moment in its
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deliberations to observe Soil Steward- was an important day for the U.S. -Senship Week and pay tril:~ute to its spon- ate. On this date, on both sides of the
sors. This includes the 45 soil conser- aisle, friends and colleagues of the senior
vation districts in my home State of Senator from Georgia, RICHARD RUSSELL,
South Carolina.
were united in welcoming him back after
The men who serve on the governing his courageous and successful battle
bodies of these local units of State gov- against serious illness.
ernment deserve our praise for the leadAs one of the most junior Members of
ership they are providing in our home this august body, I wish to add my sincommunities for keeping before the peo- cere words of welcome to one who has
ple the relationship between soil, God, served the people of Georgia and of the
and man. They are performing a great entire Nation for almost one-third of a
patriotic service. I think the Senate century. The distinguished Senator's
should take this occasion to say "Thank wise counsel, his fine judgment, and his
you." Our soil is our strength. The extensive knowledge were sorely missed
water that sustains us demands constant by all. Among other tributes, I read a ·
vigilance.
story from the Atlanta, Ga., Times which
Soil conservation districts have dis- states:
tributed material on "Challenges of
One of Georgia's proudest, most revered
Growth" to the clergy of all faiths to warhorses is back in action.
assist them in leading the congregations
May I note that this "warhorse" is
they serve to an appropriate observance
of Soil Stewardship Week. The fore- one dedicated to the cause of peace. His
word in the material distributed was perceptive leadership of the Senate
written by Rev. Lewis W. Newman of Armed Services Committee has helped
the Southern Baptist Convention at At- build our Nation to a position of military
superiority-a posture of great strength
lanta, Ga. He states:
from which we are able to continue in
It ls a genuine pleasure to serve a group our search for a world free from strife.
that proclaims over and over again, "The
I am sure the people of Massachusetts
earth is the Lord's."
and millions of Americans join me in
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- saying we are glad to have Senator
sent to have Reverend Newman's state- RussELL back and in good health, and we
ment placed in the RECORD. ·
admire his courage and dedication to
There being no ·objection, the state- the Senate and to this country.
ment was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
FOREWORD
NEBRASKA NEWSPAPERS SUPPORT
Life ls a series of challenges. From the
STATE'S RIGHT-TO-WORK LEGfirst uncertain steps of a little child to the
ISLATION
last few faltering steps of an old person, life
ls one challenge after the other. Many of
Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, Nethese cannot be avoided. Some must be met braska is 1 of the 19 States which has a
individually, while others wm be met by
groups or by the Nation. Many of these right-to-work law. In 1946, by initiachallenges may be reduced to responsible tive vote, the people of my State amended
our constitution to provide for the right
stewardship.
For the people of God, stewardship of nat- to work. The legislature adopted legisural resources is based upon the word of lation to implement the expressed will
God. The Bible plainly sets out that owner- of the people.
ship of the resources is God's. Stewardship,
Now that vote is being threatened by
including use and conservation, is man's
a determined drive in the Congress to
responsibility. ,
Let us remember that as people committed enact Federal legislation which would
to the idea of conservation, although we override the majority expression of Neare confronted with challenges such as lack braska voters.
of understanding, desire for profits at the
In recent days, a number of Nebraska
risk of d·e struction, and distorted values that newspapers have reaffirmed their supoverlook the worth of the individual, we do port of our constitution and our law.
not have to face these challenges alone. God The Norfolk Daily News, for example,
will help His people.
It is altogether fitting that we should set said:
aside a week when we express unto God our
gratitude for His blessings upon our land and
our wUlingness to be faithful to our stewardship. Soil Stewardship Week provides this
occasion. The National Association of Soil
and Water Conservation Districts renders a
great service to many churches with materials for Soil Stewardship Week.
It is a genuine pleasure to serve a group
that proclaims over and over again, "The
earth is the Lord's."
LEWIS W. NEWMAN,
Member, Soil Stewardship Advisory
Committee to the National Association of Soil and Water Conservation
Districts.

To Nebraskans, the right-to-work law
seems a simple enactment of the law of individual freedom.

The Lincoln Journal wrote:
In Nebraska, the compulsion for defeat of
this measure is particularly intense.

The Scottsbluff Star-Herald declared:
If the President's action for repeal is suc-

cessful, then the labor coat in Nebraska.
might well be sackcloth and ashes, in mourning for a fr~dom sacrificed to presidential
ambition and lust for power.

The Omaha Ledger wrote:

WELCOME. AND TRIBUTES TO SEN-

It will be a sad day if pressures brought
to bear by labor union bosses ca.n take away
this right.

ATOR RUSSELL OF GEORGIA ON
HIS RETURN TO THE SENATE
Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts.
Mr. President, Monday, May 24, 1965,

Similar expressions have appeared in
several other outstanding newspapers.
This editorial survey clearly reflects the
overwhelming sentiment in Nebraska.
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It also reflects the convictions of this
Senator.
I ask unanimous consent, Mr. Presi_;
dent, to have printed in the RECORD,
some of the editorial comment on this
important subject.
There being no objection, the editorials
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the Norfolk Daily News, Apr. 17, 1965)
· RIGHT-TO-WORK FIGHT AHEAD
The news from Washington is that President Johnson is awaiting a lull in the press
for enactment of his main legislative program to put the stress on the r epeal of
section 14b of the Taft-Hartley law. This
is the provision which permits States to give
the right to work to workers whether or not
they belong to a labor union. Labor leaders
on the national scene are said to be making
every effort to have this right taken away
from the States.
The reason that the union ·1eaders are so
urgent in their demands foT repeal is not
that it has any particular effect on the relations between employer and employee. Such
relationships go on about the same whether
or not there is a 14b in Federal law.
The right-to-work law affects rather the
relationship of the individual to his union.
It gives him greater freedom to express and
fight for his own views of union policy. In
a union strongly dominated by its leadership, individuals are discouraged from fighting for their own views which may be oontrary to the program of the leade·r ship, by
the fa.ct that if they become offensive to the
officials or majority of the union, they may
be suspended from union membership and
thus lose their right to hold their jobs.
Under Nebraska's law, which the leadership hopes to nullify, these members, though
dismissed from the union, could still hold
their jobs. To meet the charge that the
right-to-work law enables employees to enjoy the advantages of union a.ctivities without sharing the cost, labor contracts in rightto-work States usually contain a provision
that nonunion members must pay the equivalent of union dues into the union treasury.
To Nebraskans the right-to-work law seems
a simple enactment of the law of individual
freedom. Those who believe this could inake
their views effective by letting their Senators
a.nd RepTesentatives know how they feel.
[From the Lincoln (Nebr.) Evening Journal
& Nebraska State Journal, May 19, 1965]
THE RIGHT To WORK
One of the fiercest attacks on States rights
and individual rights ever witnessed in this
Nation is about to begin in Congress.
This is the effort to abolish the Federal
provision allowing States to adopt "right-towork" laws. President Johnson signaled the
all-out attack when he included the scrapping of° right-to-work laws in his special
labor message to Congress.
If the topheavy Democratic Congress goes
along with the President, unions throughout
the Nation will be able to negotiate closed
shop or union shop _contracts requiring workers to belong to a union in order to hold a
job. (Under a closed shop agreement a
worker must belong to the union before
being hired; under a union shop agreement
a worker must join the union within a designated period, usually 30 or 60 days, after
being hired.)
Nebraska ls 1 of 19 States having right-towork laws which forbid closed shop or union
shop contracts.
Congressional adoption of the President's
proposal-which technically would repeal
section 14(b) of the Taft-Hartley Actwould wipe out one of the last. vestiges of
State control over labor relations. With this
breach of States rights it would be only a
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short time until the States would become
virtually powerless in labor affairs.
More tragically, repeal of the right-to-work
provision would be one of the strictest denials of human freedom ever enacted in this
country.
It would open the way for requiring that
a worker, in order to hold a job, would have
to belong ·to an organization and contribute
to its financial support even if he did not
care to belong to it and even if he were diametrically opposed to its policies and to the
way its finances were spent.
On the basis of this invasion of human
rights alone President Johnson's proposal to
scuttle the right-to-work principle should be
defeated.
In Nebraska the compulsion for defeat of
this measure is particularly intense. The
State's right-to-work provision, guaranteeing
a degree of freedom to workers and employers that is denied in many States, has been
a prime inducement to industries seeking
new locations.
Repeal of section 14(b) will not automatically require Nebraska workers to belong to a union. Contracts requiring union
membership would have to be negotiated
with employers before the action would be
effective. But this in itself could create
intense labor strife in the State as union
leaders pressed for closed shop and union
shop contracts.
Abandoning the right-to-work principle is
not the route to labor harmony or increased
benefits for workers. The full political force
of Nebraska will have to be rallied iri. order
to help beat down this attack on individual
freedom and to preserve the right to work.
[From the Scottsbluff (Nebr.) Star-Herald,
May 20, 1965)
LABOR LEADERS To GET PAYOFF
President Lyndon B. Johnson is a man of
many coats, but when he dons the garment
of union labor he indicates a preference in
quality and coloration that's been amazingly consistent over the past few years.
There are those, and we are numbered
among them, who fail either to understand
or to appreciate the basis for his choice:
Our inclination to criticize the presidential
taste is rooted no doubt in the fact that, as
Nebraskans, we have already chosen a labor
coat of different cut and style and aren't
likely to take kindly to an attempt from
Washington to dictate a fashion rejected in
this State many years ago.
The Nebraska labor coat carries the label
"right-to-work," by virtue of constitutional
law approved by Nebraskans under p&mission expressly granted by section 14(b) of
the Taft-Hartley Act.
The President says this is a bad situation,
that the laboring man should be compelled
to join a union as a condition of employment, and that the offensive section 14(b)
should be repealed by the Congress. If the
President has his way, the right-to-work
principle adopted in Nebraska and in 18
other States, including neighboring Wyoming, will be destroyed.
Why Mr. Johnson should be permitted to
operate as a labor fashion designer may
never be known, but the reason for his move
in this direction, started officially Tuesday, is as plain as the nose on your face.
Mr. Johnson is preparing to pay the union
labor leaders for the votes they delivered to
him last November 1964, in the general election.
One o! the things the labor leaders demanded and got, as a price for their support,
was a promise to initiate legislation to deprive the States of the right to ban compulsory union membership.
If the action is successful, and we'd guess
it will be, considering the President's rec-

ord of success and the makeup of the Congress, the laboring man in the United States
will be consigned into tne hands of the
union labor leaders whether he likes it or
not.
His right to make a free choice will be obliterated, while people in high places, with
the approval of the President, will prepare
to divide up the areas and the crafts and
the workers who represent the raw material in the labor mill, into regions of influence and power. Ours will become a lal>Oir
government, as a consequence, and free enterprise may exist in name only.
Then, the labor coat in Nebraska might
well be sackcloth and ashes, in mourning for
a freedom sacrificed to presidential ambition
and lust for power.
[From the Omaha (Nebr.) Public Ledger,
Apr. 30, 1965)
THE RIGHT To WORK
In the weeks to come, Congress is to be a
battleground over what have come to be
known as the "right-to-work laws" on the
books in 19 of our 50 States. At issue is
section 14 (b) of the Taft-Hartley Act. It
reads: "Nothing in this act shall be construed as authorizing the execution or application of agreement requiring membership
in a labor organization as a condition of employment in any State or territory in which
such execution or application is prohibited
by State or territorial law."
It may be useful to put this whole issue in
historical perspective. What this language
says is a simple reaffirmation of a human
right which is established as part of Western
civilization. Right to work was acclaimed by
law in France as early as 1791, and virtually
every country in Europe actually used the
term as a legal phrase in subsequent years.
After the Civil War in our own country,
the Supreme Court handed down right-towork decisions invalidating laws which denied those who had supported the Confederacy the right to engage in their chosen
professions.
Fifty years ago, in 1915, Justice Hughes declared in Truax v. Baich: "It requires no
argument to show that the right to work for
a living in the common occupations of the
community is of the very eisence of the personal freedom and opportunity that it was
the purpose of the amendment (14th) to
secure."
At the end of World War n, right to work
was invoked against a California State law
which denied fishermen of Japanese ancestry
their right to work at their occupation of
fishing in coastal waters.
In modern times, right to work simply
·means that a man is free to become an active, dues-paying union member if he wishes,
but that he cannot be forced to pay union
dues to an unwanted union bargaining agent
in order to make a living. Both historical
precedent and the Constitution affirm a freeman's right to work.
It will be a sad day if pressures brought to
bear by labor union bosses can take away
this right. Clearly the Congress needs to
hear from all kinds of voters on this issue.
[From the Omaha (Nebr.) World-Herald,
May 22, 1965)
F'uTURE OF 14(b)
As in several other congressional battles
this session, the fight over repeal of section
14(b) of the Taft-Hartley Act is likely to be
detemined in the House of Representatives.
There organized labor has what Columnist
Victor Riesel describes as a "razor thin"
margin which might be overcome by a ~e
termined fight on the part of defenders of
State right-to-work laws.
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Columnist Arthur Krock sees the administration as about 10 votes short, a prospect
which foreshadows some intensive White
House "persuasion" if President Johnson is
genuinely determined to redeem his campaign promise to organized labor.
The guessing is almost unanimous that
Mr. Johnson will indeed fight to a finish,
that he could not do otherwise in view of the
explicit nature of his promise, and that the
few soft words which expressed his intention
in his message to Congress were meant to
lull opponents rather than to discourage
those to whom the President feels that he
is politically obliged.
This appears to be one instance in which
the President's strenuous efforts for "consensus" will not work. Either right-to-work
statutes will continue in the 19 States which
have them under the permission of 14(b) or
they will be wiped out by congressional action repealing 14(b).
If 14(b) goes, compulsory unionism will be
a fact of life in all the 00 States.
If 14(b) goes, what many Americans feel
strongly to be their basic individual rights
will go with it.
If 14(b) goes, States rights will be virtually
extinguished in the field of labor-management relations.
These and other broad matters are sure to
be debated before the fate of 14(b) is determined.
But to many citizens the most appalling
aspect of the fight over 14(b) is that in spite
of whatever solid constitutional arguments
are advanced, and no matter how logical and
high minded may be the debate, the outcome
is likely to depend on White House manipulation of a few votes in the House of Representatives.
And this will not be because the President
is known to have flaming convictions on the
subject, but because he owes a political debt.
[From the Alliance Daily Times-Herald, May
21,1965)
NEBRASKA SHOULD KEEP ITS RIGHT-TO-WORK
LAW

A bevy of 19 bills to remove or amend
section 14(b) of the Taft-Hartley Act are
pending in the special House Labor Subcommittee and they are expected to begin
getting some serious attention now that Congress has received President Johnson's message on the subject.
·
Secretary of Labor Wirtz told a recent
convention of the International Ladies Garment Workers Union that it is part of his
job to press for repeal of what is sometimes
called the right-to-work law.
The same group was told by George Meany,
president of the AFL-CIO, that unions must
be freed from statutes that curb their efforts
to improve the lot of workers. He said his
organization hopes to get repeal of section
14(b) this year.
Big labor had inveighed against 14(b) since
the labor law's enactment in 1947 but in
recent years it realistically hadn't done very
much about it. Now the AFL-CIO Executive
Council believes it has the votes in the new
Congress.
The labor leaders count 221 hard votes
for repeal in the House of Representatives,
with 218 needed to send the bill to the Senate where they have always been confident
of passage.
The Democratic Party platform last year
called for outright repeal of 14 (b) . President Johnson in his state of the Union message stated flatly: "As pledged in our 1960
and 1964 platforms, I will propose to Congress
changes in the Taft-Hartley including section 14(b) ." What remained was the matter of priority.
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The AFL-CIO early in January called all
its affiliated brass to Washington for a 4-day
lobbying job on the new Congress. But it
soon became evident that the administration
itself wasn't going to be hurried, that "first
things," in the White House view had to do
more directly with the Great Society.
Now with the education bill signed into
law, with medicare sliding down a clear track,
· with voting reforms assured (in large outline) , with a water pollution bill approved,
the administration is ready to give labor the
opportunity to collect its bill for support
of the Johnson-Humphrey ticket and the
Democratic sweep in Congress last year. For
its part, labor feels easier about pressing for
repeal now that its public image has been
improved with avoidance of a long strike in
steel.
Union shop contracts between employers and unions require workers to join a union within a specified period, usually 30 to
60 days after being employed. Repeal of
14(b) would, in effect, take away from the
States the right to enact laws forbidding
union shop contracts and· would make such
laws inoperable where they now exist. . Nineteen States today have right-to-work laws.
One of these 19 is Nebraska and this newspaper trusts that this State's Washington
·delegation will fight to keep the right-towork law on our statute books. The Nebraska law does not prevent a worker joining a union; it merely says that a worker
need not join a union to hold his job. This
is a personal right that should be protected
for every American. It is a States rights issue from which the Federal Government
should stay· removed.
The Johnson administration won its great
majority in the 1964 election by championing civil rights for the Negro. Tl;lis is
good. But the L.B.J. men look silly now
attempting to take civil rights away from
working people who don't happen to want
to belong to a union.-G. K.
[From the Nebraska City (Nebr.} NewsPress, May 7, 1965]
LET'S KEEP IT

News stories keep saying that Congress is
expecting to take up changes in the TaftHartley law any day now, with repeal of the
right-to-work section the No. 1 object of
organized labor.
This, by the way, is -when we discover if
big union labor really owns the White House.
Big labor is boasting that it elected Mr.
Johnson and it will see that he puts the heat
on Congress to knock out the famous section 14(b) of the Taft-Hartley law.
Big labor may have had a big part in the
election of President Johnson; but so did a lot
of other folks, including a majority of Nebraskans and Iowans. So, Mr. Johnson is
the President of all the people.
The issue in the Taft-Hartley r·e pealer is
compulsory unionism, a state of being that
is as un-American as the election laws in
Soviet Russia or Red China. The American
way iS precisely the opposite-freedom of
choice on the part of the working man to
join a union or not. He need do neither in
Nebraska in order to hold his job.
Nebraskans voted the right-to-work guarantee provided in the Taft-Hartley law into
their constitution. The majority was a comfortable one, and we have lived with the law
for a good many years. We have labor unions
in Nebraska and we have nonunion working
men and women.
Nebraskans are going to have their eyes on
their Senators and Representatives in Congress when and if this Taft-Hartley repeal
comes up for ·a vote. We are 100 percent sure

that three of our five men will vote the way
Nebraskans voted. The other two may need
some encouragement from home.

SENATE

SENATE CONFffiMATION OF FUTURE
DffiECTORS
OF
THE
FEDER~ BUREAU OF INVESTI~
GATION
Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, on
Monday last, the Senate passed S. 313, a
bill which provides that any successor to
J. Edgar Hoover as Director of the FBI
who is nominated by the President must
be confirmed by the Senate. The Senate
is to be commended for the dispatch with
which this important legislation was
passed following its approval last week
by the Judiciary Committee. At the
same time, it is hoped that ·every effort
will be made to give this important legislation early and favorable final action.
The Senate is often called upon to
give its advice and consent to the appoin4iments of district court judges,
members of small agencies and commissions, postmasters and second lieutenants. Yet, the Congress has no voice in
the appointment of the Director of one
of the most important agencies of our
Government. In the past this has been
no particular :Problem, for in our time
Mr. Hoover has filled this job with unparalleled dedication, competence, and
longevity. He has become a legend in
his own lifetime in the area of effective
law enforcement.
However, if and w:':l~n Mr. Hoover
should decide to step down or is for some
reason unable to continue as Director,
the problem of finding a suitable replacement will have to be faced. In
light of the importance of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation and the sensitive position which it occupies in our
system ·or government it is imperative
that the greatest care and consideration
be given the selection of the Director.
This bill witl insure that the appointment will be given careful consideration
not only by the executive branch but
also by the legislative. The public airing of the appointment will serve to keep
the position of Director and the FBI
itself on a high level. This is imperative if the Bureau is to continue to serve·
the American people in its current
exemplary manner.
Its functions in apprehending those
accused of breaJdng Federal la"WG, investigating for other agencies in the Government, preventing S:lbversion and
generally protecting the public interest
can be effectively accomplished only if
it enjoys the confidence of the people.
The high regard in which Mr. Hoover
is held will increase the difficulty of selecting his successor. It is vitally important that this selection be made in
such a manner that there will be no
question in the minds of the American
people that the present high standards
will be fostered and, maintained.
THE SiTUATION IN HUNGARY.
Mr. DODD. Mr. President, there have
been a number of articles in the American press recently which convey the impression that conditions are now very
much improved under the Kadar regime
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fu Hungary, and that the regime even

enjoys considerable popular support.
For example, in the New York Times
Sunday Magazine of last December 27,
there was an article by Mr. David Binder
entitled "Ten Million Hungarians Cannot Be Wrong." The general argument
of this article was that Hungarians are
satisfied with the Kadar government, and
that some even call him "the best Hungarian leader in 500 years."
I do not know where Mr. Binder gets
his facts or his quotations. For my own
part, I find it difficult to believe that the
Hungarian people have so soon forgotten
their heroic revolution of October 1956,
have forgotten the scores of thousands
who were massacred by the Soviet tanks
and by the Communist execution squads,
have forgotten the despicable role played
by Kadar as the chief Soviet quisling and
as their puppet Prime Minister.
Recently I had a discussion with some
of the leaders of the Hungarian Freedom
Fighters Federation. These pepple, who
represent the ideals of the 1956 revolution, told me that it is untrue that there
has been any basic change in Hungary
or in the attitude of the Hungarian
people toward the Kadar dictatorship.
They say that the only change is that
the regime is now employing more subtle,
more refined techniques of tyranny.
The federation has proof that the
Hungarian people are still deprived of
their basic freedoms, and that there are
still many hundreds of political prisoners.
The federation also points out that only
last December a new labor law was
promulgated in Hungary, further abridging the already seriously abridged rights
of labor, and that priests are still being
imprisoned for teaching religion to the
children.
But I think the most telling answer
of all to those who now talk about Hungary as though it were some kind of
Communist paradise is the fact that surgical abortions in Hungary now outnumber live births 2 to 1, and that the reproduction rate of 2.1 is lower than the
death rate. This is how the Hungarian
people manifest their enthusiasm in the
regime and their hopes for the future.
I have often said that I thought we
made a serious error in consenting to the
removal of the Hungarian question from
the agenda of the U.N. General Assembly. I have said that this will inevitably
encourage the Soviet tyrants to believe
that they can get away with murder and
genocide in any country, that the free
world, although it may wax indignant
at the moment, will, with the passage of
a few years, forget its indignation and
come to accept solutions imposed by
Soviet bayonets as the status quo.
I still believe that the peoples of the
captive nations of Europe have not made
peace with the tyrannies that oppress
them, that they remain dedicated allies
of the free world, and that their sullen
hostility to their regimes and the
meniory of the Hungarian · revolution
constitute the chief deterrents to Soviet
aggression in Europe.
It is in our interest to encourage the
desire for freedom:. the will to resist, and
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hope in a brighter future. · But I am
afraid we do not do so when we describe
the tyrants as heroes, when we so easily
for get their crimes, or when we further
relax our trade barriers and give these
countries favored-nation treatment.
Mr. President, I earnestly hope that
the administration will review its policy
in Eastern Europe, keeping these things
in mind.
THE WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE
ON NATURAL BEAUTY ENDORSEMENT OF THE PRINCIPLE OF THE
DOUGLAS AUTO BURIAL · AND
BEAUTIFICATION FUND
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I endorse the recommendations issued yesterday by a special panel of the White
House Conference on Natural Beauty,
dealing with the problem of automobile
junkyards. The panel recommended:

. The tax would average $50 per car and
produce $400 milllon a year. This would be
set aside in a special fund to rid the Nation
of ever-growing auto junkpiles.
The Senator's idea is timely for two reasons:
The auto-junkpile problem is so acute that
it figured prominently in this week's White
House Conference on Natural Beauty.
Congress now is considering the present
10 percent excise tax on autos. Proposals
range from complete removal of the tax to
President Johnson's plan to reduce it to 5
percent 'by 1967. Retaining at least 2 percent as auto "burial insurance" at this juncture would be comparatively painless.
America is becoming more urban, more
crowded. It needn't necessarily be less
beautiful. But it will be unless we start
treating our landscape with the same prideful care we give our living rooms. Senator
DOUGLAS' proposal is a step in that direction.

GAINS IN SOUTHERN COLLEGES
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I ask
that there be printed at this point in the
A portion of the revenue resulting from
the proposed. removal of the excise tax RECORD an article from the May 31 edishould be preserved., or a new tax should tion of U.S. News & World Report. The
be imposed on the industry, to alleviate some article deals with the growth of adof the public problems which are caused by vanced college-education facilities in the
the use of autos.
South, .and sets forth in a most succinct
This is exactly the proposal I made way the tremendous gains being made.
I am particularly pleased. by the referon Monday, when I introduced Senate
ences to the Texas Medical Center, the
bill 2019, which would divert 2 percent Baylor
University College of Medicine,
of the excise tax on new car purchases
into a special automobile burial and and the Graduate Research Center of the
beautification fund, which would be Southwest.
As Dr. Lloyd Berkner, director of the
used to help get rid of auto junk piles.
I am glad to see this principle en- research center, says:
coming of science-based industry and
dorsed by the White House Conference theThe
massive :flow of people from the farm to
panel
the city • • • ls the greatest social revolu:.
I am also pleased that the President tion of our time.
·
is propcsing action to end the unsightly
Mr.
President,
I
am
proud
of
the
way
auto junkyards along the interstate and my State is moving to meet the challenge·
primary highway system. Although this
of education for the future; and I comis a limited action, it is a step in the mend
the article to the attention of the
right direction.
I believe, however, that a much Senate.
There being no obje_ction, the article
broad.er program is required if we are
ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
to rid the Nation of the rusting scrap was
heaps that are a disgrace to America. as follows:
World Report, May 31,
My bill would use revenues from the [From U.S. News &1965)
present excise tax on autos to solve the IN THE NEW SOUTH: THE WAY THE COLLEGES
junk auto problem once and for all. In
ARE CHANGING
effect, the tax will represent a user
Many youngsters in the South used to go
charge on those who buy and use autos. North in search of a good college education.
In this way, every new car will carry Now they can go to school near home.
with it the funds for its ultimate burial.
Reason: Southern colleges and universiOnce again, I urge Congress to act on ties are improving.
It's part of the change that is sweeping the
my proposal before the excise tax on
autos disappears forever. otherwise, it South.
Now
you can add colleges to the list of
will be extremely difficult, if ·not impos- things that
are growing and improving in
sible, to raise the revenue needed in the changing South.
order to deal with the junk auto problem..
An areawide campaign to step up the
I ask unanimous consent to have quality of education in southern universiprinted in the RECORD an editorial on ties and colleges ls beginning to show rethis subject from the Washington Daily sults.
Standards are being raised. Faculties are
News.
enlarged. and salaries increased.
There being no objection, the editorial being
Spending for higher education is going up
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, year after year.
as follows:
This change, spurred in part by the growing industrialization and rising prosperity of
BURIAL INSURANCE
'Fha.t's what a proposal by Senator PAUL the South, has significance for the entire
DouGLAS, Democrat, o! Illinois, would Nation.
It comes at a time when colleges all over
amount to. It would pay for the interment
of the rusty auto corpses that disfigure the the country are becoming overcrowded., and
growing
numbers of high school graduates
beauty of our national landscape.
The Senator proposes a 2-percent excise ·are looking for places to get a higher educatax on all new car purchases, so that ~.'when tion.
GO NORTH NO MORE
ever a person buys a car, the cost of it.a ultiFading, as southern colleges improve, 18
mate disposal Will be included. in the purthe notion long held by some southern fa.mchase price."
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mes that .to get the best in education their
youngsters must go North to college. Northern youngsters now are being attracted. to
southern schools in increasing numbers.
More and more universities in the South are
acquiring prestige to rival that of previously
better known institutions in other parts of
the country.
All this, and more, shows up in surveys of
educational trends in the South.
Winfred L. Godwin, director of the Southern Regional Education Board (SREB), report s that progress in the South is showing
up at every level, from grade school through
postgraduate study.
"The South is joining the national drive
for better education," he says.
"We're getting aggressive political leadership under pressure from all our people-businessmen, bankers, farmers and everyday
folks-to give our youngsters a chance at a
really first-class education here in their
home region.
"It's a terrific strain, economically, but
we are clear about the need, and we are
moving."
The area supporting the Southern Regional
Education Board includes the 11 States of
the Civil War Confederacy, plus the border
States of Maryland, West Virginia, Kentucky,
and Oklahoma.
In that 15-State area, in 1964, all State
appropriations for colleges and universities
totaled more than $600 million for the next
2 years.
That was an increase of 29 percent over
1962-and 1962 appropriations had been almost double those of 1960.
A Bil.LION A YEAR

Add Federal aid, and you find that total
spending for higher education in the entire
area has run well above a billion dollars every
year since 1960.
You see the results on almost every campus.
New laboratories in modern designs of concrete and glass are :"'!sing among old buildings of traditional brick and limestone.
Everywh.e re are throngs of students.
Undergraduate enrollment in the area has
more than doubled. in 10 years-up to 1.2
million by 1963, and still rising.
New 2-year "community colleges" and vocational schools are growing fast, and are
expected. to reach a total enrollment of 3
million by 1966.
Ten years ago no such community colleges
were in existence.
Florida pioneered. in this type of school,
and its system still serves as a model for
most Southern States and other parts of the
Nation as welL
HIGHER DEGREES

To many educators, the most significant
change in southern education is the growing
interest in graduate study.
Says a Texas professor: "We've got to re·
member that students are not seeking de•
grees of doctor of philosophy just to qualif~
for teaching these days-although that's important. They are also developing creative
talents which will help industry bring more
jobs and new ideas to our economy."
Economists agree, however, that the South
ls still not turning out enough students With
advanced. degrees. In the Dallas-Fort Worth
area, for instance, 200 persons with Ph. D.
degrees are now employed-and only 44 of
them did their graduate study in the region.
In the United States as a whole, 15 out of
1,000 college graduates go on to earn doctoral
degrees. But in the southern and border
States, only 5 out of l,000 go on to acquire
doctorates.
That picture may be changing, according
to Dr. James L. Miller, Jr., research director
of the Southern Regional Education Board.
Before 1950, says Dr. Miller, there were
only 13 really well-established graduate Pl'.Ograms in the entire southern region, and
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they had awarded 96 percent of all Ph. D.
degrees in the region up to that time.
Between 1950 and 1963, he finds, 28 different universities awarded more than 75 Ph.D.
degrees each. Universities in Texas alone
granted more than 400 in that period.
This means, according to Dr. Miller, that
"the traditional southern dependence upon
eastern and midwestern graduate schools for
new faculty" is being reduced and the steady
migration northward of our best faculty
people is being cut down."
Even greater effort to boost graduate
schools is necessary, in the opinion of some
southern educators.
Dr. Lloyd Berkner, director of the newly
established Graduate Research Center of
the Southwest, in Dallas, says: "The coming
of science-based industry and the massive
fiow of people from the farm to the city in
this region is the greatest social revolution
of our time. The South and Southwest must
create jobs in science-based industries. Unfortunately, this has just been recognized in
the last few years. We are facing a crisis."
ROLE OF RESEARCH

In part, the crisis is laid to the recent loca-

tion in the South and Border States of huge
new Federal research centers. Young scientists at these centers demand the chance
to continue their education.
The University of Alabama, as one example, has opened at Huntsville a full-scale
branch-offering undergraduate and graduate courses-for people working at the Redstone Arsenal and the George C. Marshall
Space Center.
A survey showed that, at the Huntsville
branch, 16 percent of the students had their
tuition paid by the Army Missile Command,
32 percent by the National Aeronautics and
Space Agency, 38 percent by contractors in
the missile and space industry-and OT;llY 14
percent paid their own way.
The University of Tennessee has announced that it is opening a branch at Tullahoma that will accommodate young sci.;.
entists working for the U.S. Air Force at the
Arnold Engineering Development Center.
The University of Florida, at Gainesville,
now is offering courses leading to graduate
degrees in engineering by closed-circuit television to other parts of the State. More than
300 engineers employed by Government agencies and space mdustries around Cape Kennedy are studying under this system.
At Newport News, Va., NASA is cooperating
with three universities in the State--the
University of Virginia, the College of William
and Mary, and Virginia Polytechnic Institute-to establish the Virginia Asso~iated
Research Center. Students working on research projects for NASA at the Center will
be given academic credit toward advanced
degrees.
STRONG MEDICINE

The Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare is also helping to spur higher education in southern and border States.
In the past 10 years, HEW grants have
gone to build, or modernize, medical schools
and hospitals throughout the region. And an
increasing proportion of research grants
from the National Institutes of Health has
been going in recent years to southern universities and medical schools.
NIH announced in February of this year
that it was setting up a vast new Environmental Health Center in the research triangle
area of North. Carolina. The triangle is land
set aside for research and research-oriented
industry. It is located about midway among
the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, Duke University at Durham and North
Carolina State University at RaleJ.gh. All
three institutions cooperate in a research
institute in the triangle.
The Texas Medical Center, in Houston, is
recognized as one of the fl.nest in the United
States. It has reached this status in large
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measure through its association with Baylor
University's school of medicine, medical scientists say. Nm grants have helped Baylor
a lot in recent years.
Ten years ago Baylor received only $200,000 in NIH grants. In 1964 it received more
than $9 million.
FUNDS FROM INDUSTRY

Along with the increase in Federal grants
and State appropriations, southern universities are beginning to attract more funds
from industries in the area for re~earch institutes.
Thc!se institutes are usually joint enterprises involving more than one university or
college, such as the Research Triangle Institute in North Carolina.
Almost every southern and border State
has at least one research institute in operation or well along in the planning stage at
this time.
In February of this year, Florida State Uni- ·
versity, Louisiana State University, and seven
Tex9.s universities announced that they were
joining with the Southwest Research Institute to form a new combined research organization, Gulf Universities Research Corporation. Estimated cost of the first 5 years: $25
million.
One big advantage of these research institutes, according to George R. Herbert, director of the Triangle Institute, is that they
are serving local business and industry directly. This means increased financial stability and academic independence he says.
THE SALARY GAP

While most southern educators agree that
there is an education renaissance under way
in the region, they also see some continuing
problems.
Teachers' salaries from grade school to
graduate school lag behind the rest of the
Nation. Most States have raised salaries, as
have most privately endowed institutions.
But the gap persists.
Triangle Institute's Mr. Herbert believes
the gap to be closing, however. It works this
way, he suggests:
"As educational opportunities increase,
more bright young people will be attracted
to college. Many of them will become teachers. With these bright young teachers on
hand, research-minded industry will increase
its interest in the South. That will increase
job opportunities. And as more people have
better jobs, they will insist on better schools
for their children. And so the whole educational establishment will be upgraded."
Many observers say that is what is happening in the South now.
As one college administrator in the South
put it:
"We are abandoning the traditional double
standard by which southern institutions are
compared only with others in the South.
Now they stand comparison with those anywhere in the Nation."

PROTECTING THE PUBLIC INTEREST IN PUBLICLY FINANCED RESEARCH
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
the following very sensible point is made
in an editorial which was published this
morning in the Washington Post:
When a private business enterprise contracts and pays for research and development work, there is seldom if ever any
question about its right to the patents that
may emerge. The same principle should
apply in the case of Government-sponsored
research. There is no good reason why the
taxpayers should be expected to pay $15
billion a year for research and then turn
over to the adequately compensated contractors exclusive patent rights.
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Many times before, we have seen instances in which private interests have,
with enviable vision, recognized an area
which, if exploited, would reap rich rewards for the exploiter. This is desirable in the areas which are the proper
province of the entrepreneur. But in
areas where public fnnds are involved,
where the taxpayers' dollars have laid
the gronndwork or have paid the whole
bill, private interests should not reap a
windfall profit at the expense of the
public purse.
·
Yet we saw the communications satellite giveaway, by which technological
knowledge developed through the expenditure of public funds was turned
over to a monopoly which is to be the
sole body to be allowed to make use of
this knowledge in the field of satellite
communications.
Today, the same thing is happening in
another field, where private interests
foresee a future of enormous windfall
profits, by a public subsidy to private interests, in the form of Governmentfinanced research to which private companies will acquire monopoly patent
rights. They raise no end of phantom
arguments in an attempt to mask their
real interest. They say this subsidy is
needed in order to encourage research.
If this is true, and if private companies
will not engage in research unless the
Government subsidizes · them, then
something is profoundly wrong somewhere. I always thought that competition and the desire to make greater
profits by discovering new and better
products were among incentives which
stimulated private industry to engage in
research.
I commend the distinguished Sena tor
from Montana [Mr. METCALF] for the
great public service he performed in
pointing out, in his speech of May 19, the
efforts made in the executive branch of
the Government to give away to private
contractors the Government's rights.
It is true that there are areas of
knowledge which are so unexplored that
private companies might be unwilling to
undertake research, because the cost
would be too great in relation to the
probability of profits. In such instances
it is proper for public funds to be expended-but for the public good, not for
the sake of private gain. One possibility
here is to give the private company an
exclusive right, for a limited period of
time, if the company has made a substantial financial contribution to the research and development, and if the exclusive right will promote the utilization
of the development and will also promote
the public welfare. This approach has
been utilized by the distinguished Senator from Louisiana [Mr. LONG] in an
amendment which he has offered to
House bill 2984, the Health Research
Facilities Amendments of 1965.
In this struggle between the public interest and those who seek a public subsidy to enrich private coffers, the stakes
are immense. The Federal G:>vernment
every year becomes more involved in the
financing of scientific research. This
being the case, It is the responsibility of
Congress to protect the public purse.
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rather than to construct private pipelines from the Publlc Treasury to private
recipients.
I ask wianim.ous consent to have
printed in the RECORD an editorial entitled "Hassle Over Patents," which was
published on May 26 in the Washington
Post.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

SUPPORT OF THE PRESIDENT'S
POLICY ON VIETNAM
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, recently
I received a resolution adopted by the
18th District Convention of the American Legion, Department of Texas, in
which the actions of our President in defense of freedom and in opposition to
Communist tyranny and aggression are
fully supported.
I concur in the view of the Legion[From the Washington (D.C.) Post, May 26,
naires; and, in order that other ~ena
1965]
tors may share the view of these dediHASSLE OVER PATENTS
cated Texans, I ask that a copy of the
The long smoldering dispute over the pat- resolution be printed in the RECORD.
enting of discoveries made in the course of
There being no objection, the resolufederally financed .research and development
work has flared · up again. Senator LEE tion was ordered to be printed in the
METCALF, in a speech on the floor of the Sen- RECORD, as fallows:
ate, accused several high administration omclals of "lobbying" on behalf of certain business groups. These groups believe that the
patent rights to ideas developed with Federal funds should be awarded to the contracting business firm or nonprofit institution.
"Lobbying" is a pejorative, often imprecise term, and there ls little point in attempting to plumb the Senator's charges.
But there is much that should be said and
done about the failure of the Government
to articulate a clear policy in this trouble-some area.
Some Federal agencies, notably the Atomic
Energy Commission, follow a clear and consistent rule. Except in cases where the research contractor al.ready holds patents in
closely related areas, all patents issuing from
Federal contracts automatically revert to the
Government. But other agencies are permitted by law to waive the patent claims of
the Government.
The battle now being waged, both in the
Congress and within the administration, is
over which policy shall prevail. Senator
RUSSELL B. LONG insists that the patents
groWing out of Federal contracts belong to
the public, end he has attached amendments
to several important bills which uphold that
principle. The patent law bar, industry
groups and many universities are ranged on
the other side. They contend that the prospect of owning patent rights provides an
important . inc~ntive to solve problems
quickly. And they raise the question of
whether the Government has the right to
patents where the contracting researcher
draws upon a previously acquired expertise.
In October 1963, the late President Kennedy issued a patent memorandum which
purported to provide guidance for Government agencies. But that document and the
Patent Advisory Panel subsequently formed
appear only to have confused matters.
Patent policy issues can be complex, but
not so esoteric as spokesmen for the patent
bar claim when they chastise laymen for
speaking out. When a private business enterprise contracts and pays for research and
development work, there is seldom if ever
any question about its right to the patents
that may emerge. The same principle
should apply in the case of Governmentsponsored research. There is no good reason why the taxpayers should be expected to
pay $15 billion a year !or research and then
turn over to the adequately compensated
contractors exclusive patent rights.
To be sure, the rights o! the owners of
"background patents" should be protected
when they engage in Government contract
work. But aside from that exception, all
patents developed under Federal contracts
should revert to the Government, and the
Government in turn should make the patented knowledge freely ava.f.lable to all poten tial users.

RESOLUTION 4: AFFIRM SUPPORT OF PRESIDENTIAL ACTION IN VIETNAM
Whereas U.S. Advisory Forces are in southeast Asia, especially concel,ltrated in South
Vietnam; and
Whereas they are under continual harassment by communistic infiltrated forces; and
Whereas President Johnson, upon request
by the Government of South Vietnam, has
taken necessary action in bombing supply
lines and troop concentrations in North Vietnam: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That the American Legion, 18th
district, Department of Texas, fully endorses the action taken by President Johnson in response to the request of the South
Vietnam Government; and be it further
Resolved, That a copy of this resolution
be submitted to the Office of the President
of the United States and with courtesy copies
to each U.S. Senator of Texas; and be it
further
Resolved, That a copy of this resolution
be submitted to the Department of Texas
and the national convention.
Eighteenth district resolution committee,
EARL BASKETl', Chairman.
Members:
JAMES D. O'DANIEL.
W. L. THOMAS.
Date May 2, 1965, action approved.
By vote of the 18th district convention.

------.

Adjutant, the American Legion, Department of Texas.

RECOGNITION OF EASTERN
(GREEK) ORTHODOXY
Mr. JORDAN of Idaho. Mr. President, I wish to advise the Members of
Congress that the State Legislature of
my State of Idaho recently wianimously
adopted a resolution to recognize Eastern-Greek-Orthodoxy as a major religious faith 1n the State. Approximately 30 States have now done so.
Rev. Father Constantine Palassis, of
Idaho and eastern Oregon, and members of the Orthodox Church were the
moving forces in bringing to the attention of the members of the State legislature the need for such a resolution.
I ask unanimous consent that a. copy
of the resolution be printed at this point
1n the RECORD. I also ask that a letter
written to Members of the U.S. Congress
by the Voice of Greek Orthodoxy in
America., giving some pertinent information and background on Eastern
Greek Orthodoxy, also be printed at this
point 1n the RECORD.

There being no objection, the resolution and the letter were ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
SENATE CONCURRENT REsOLUTION No. 6 BY
JUDICIARY AND RULES COMMITTEE
A resolution recognizing the Eastern Orthodox Church as a major faith in the State
of Idaho
Be it resolved by the Legislature of the
State of Idaho:

Whereas it has come to the attention of the
members of the Legislature of the State of
Idaho that, whenever mention is made or
matter is printed concerning the major
faiths, usually only Protestants, Catholics,
and Jews are referred to as constituting the
major faiths of the State; and
Whereas the Eastern Orthodox Church, by
reason of its long and illustrious history,
should be included in the meaning of any
recognition of the major faiths: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Eastern Orthodox
Church is hereby recognized as a major
faith in the State of Idaho, and official references to the major faiths shall be deemed
to and will include the Eastern Orthodox
Church; be it further
Resolved, That the secretary of state is
hereby directed to transmit suitable copies
of this resolution to the Most Reverend
Archbishop Iakovos, Archbishop of the Greek
Orthodox Church of North and South America, Primate of the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese, to the Reverend Father Constantine
S. Palassis, of Idaho and eastern Oregon, and
to all news media of the State of Idaho.
THE VOICE OF GREEK
ORTHODOXY IN AMERICA,
Washington, D.C.

Re the four major religious faiths: Protestant, Catholic, Orthodox, and Jewish.
To the MEMBERS OF CONGRESS,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR JORDAN: In the consideration of two major issues before the U.S.
Congress--dvll rights and public school
prayers--references at the hearings and in
debates have been made to only three of
the four major faiths, with Orthodoxy, known
as the Eastern (Greek) Orthodox faith, being the forgotten faith.
To correct this misconcept1.on of only three
major faiths-Protestant, Catholic, Jewishwe of the Voice of Greek Orthodoxy in America give you this background information.
1. The Greek Orthodox Archdiocese reveals that there are approximately 7 million
Eastern Orthodox in America. Statistics
. show that there are 60 million Protestants,
40 million Roman Catholics, and 5 ~ million
Jews in America. Thus by statistics alone
Orthodoxy is one of the four major faiths.
2. Twenty-seven legislatures have passed
laws requiring that, in reference to major
faiths, Eastern Orthodoxy should be included. Your State may be one.
3. The Armed Forces in 1955 changed
their regulations to permit Eastern Orthodox
identification in the servicemen•s records
and their identification (dog) tags. Prior
to that time there were only three designations-Protestant, Catholic, Jew.
4. Eastern Orthodox chaplains were permitted for the first time 1n 1951 although
the Eastern Orthodox strived all through
World War II for that cherished right.
5. President Eisenhower was the first President to invite an Eastern Orthodox to give
a prayer at the 1957 inaugural, thus bringing our four faiths together.
6. Many State and city public functions
and inaugurals now have four faiths attending.
7. Appointments to high office by Presidents and Governors were being considered
only on the three-faiths basis but President
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Eisenhower and President Kennedy began
including Eastern Orthodox for Presidential
appointments. More of this 1s needed.
8. Eastern Orthodox have been erroneously designated as either Catholic or Protestant.
History reveals that Eastern Orthodoxy and
Roman Catholicism separated in A.D. 1054,
and Protestants broke away from the Roman
Catholic Church in the 16th century. Therefore Eastern Orthodox, Protestants and Roman Cathollcs are three distinct faiths.
9. Senate and House bllls were introduced
to refer to Orthodoxy as a major faith.
Thanking you for the privilege of sending you this brief background which we
hope you will keep handy and make use
thereof, I am,
Respectfully yours,
SAM REVrrHES,
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For many people here today, I am sure
this 1s all like a. dream come true. The benefits of this development will accrue not only
to us and our children, but our children's
children as well.
A community without an ample supply of
water is one that is headed for economic
stagnation and an end to its growth. I am
reminded of a remark made a long time ago
by an engineer, advising the city of Los Angeles when it was considering going far back
1nto the mountains for a water supply. The
cost was considerable, and there was much
hesitation. Finally, the engineer said: "If
you don't obtain this water, you won't ever
need it."
Well, Los Angeles went after that water,
and then more, and more, and you can see
the results today.
To grow and prosper, an area must develop
National Treasurer, The Voice of Greek
ADDRESS BY KENNETH HOLUM, ASSISTANT SEC• its land and water resources. In South DaOrthodoxy in America.
RETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 'WATER AND POWER kota we have come only part way in this
DEVELOPMENT, AT DEDICATION CEREMONms job. While we are realizing the great beneOF THE JAMES DIVERSION DAM, HURON, fits of power generation from Missouri River
OBJECTION TO PROPOSED REVIS. DAK., MAY 23, 1965
mainstem dams, in addition to recreation, we
SION OF SKIP-ROW COTTON
Three years ago this coming September, I can do much more and must, if the economic
PLANTING REGULATIONS
sat down with the mayor of Huron to sign potential of this area is ever to be attained.
talking, of course, about putting the
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, recently the water-service contract that was necessary I'm
water to work on our productive farmland.
before
we
could
begin
construction
of
the
I received from the Tom Green County, James River Diversion Dam.
I'm talking about the proposed Oahe unit
Tex., Crops Committee a letter of proI had no idea that day that I would have and what it can do to open the doors of
test about the Department of Agricul- the honor of participating in its dedication. economic opportunity in our State, where
ture proposals to revise skip-row cotton It is an honor; not because of the size of they have been closed to a narrow slit in the
planting regulations.
the structure--for it indeed 1s small com- past decade or two.
To get a glimpse of what the Oahe unit
I share the view of the crops commit- pared to Grand Coulee, Hoover, Glen Canyon, can
let's look at some of the things that
tee that the regulation change is unwise or even Oahe Dam-but because of what it havedo,
happened in areas similar to this. In
and unwarranted; and in order that represents to people like you and me who 1956, a. study was made on the North Platte
have learned the value of water conservation
other Senators may share the commit- through
personal experience here on the project in western Nebraska and southeastern Wyoming, which is a 350,000-acre project,
tee's views, I ask that a copy of the letter drouthy plains.
first irrigated in 1908. The lands extend over
the committee has sent to the DepartMost of you present today are products a distance of 110 miles, from Guernsey,
ment of Agriculture be printed in the of the James River Valley; so am I. We have
Wyo.,
to Bridgeport, Nebr.-an area like the
RECORD.
seen the "Big Jim" in all its moods, ranging
unit.
There being no objection, the letter from springtime floods that engulfed our Oahe
In terms of products sold off the farm, the
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, farm lowlands, to the virtual dry, useless irrigated land on this project produces 13
stagnation
of
late
summer
and
fall-and
we
as follows:
times more per acre than the adjacent dryhave despaired.
SAN ANGELO, TEX.,
land farms. Only 10 percent of the fourPresident Lincoln once commented that county area 1s irrigated. But that 10 percent
May 15, 1965.
"the Almighty has His own program."
DIRECTOR FARMER PROGRAMS DIVISION,
is responsible for 91 percent of the total inOur program here is to put our God-given come payments in the area. It supports 27
ASCS-USDA
resources
of
earth
and
water
to
the
best
possiWashington, D.C.
times as many people, and provides 40 times
DEAR SIR: We protest the proposed change ble use for mankind's advancement. This I the income, as adjacent prairie areas of
in the rules for measuring cotton when believe--whether it is in South Dakota or equivalent size.
California--is in harmony with the Alplanted in a skip-row pattern.
Property tax revenues in Scottsbluff CounSkip-row planting originated in Tom Green mighty's plan.
ty, which has irrigation, are 20 times greater
County in the 1920's. Some of the land in
This dam was built at the request of Huron than in Banner County, which adjoins it, but
this area has been planted in skip-rows since to supplement that city's water supply. And, has little irrigation. I don't need to remind
by the way, we are exploring the possibilities you, I am sure, what this means in terms
it was first put in cultivation.
The proposed change will be a hardship of constructing another dam in the vicinity .of schools, roads, and other civic improveon the producers in this county. It will of Mitchell to meet that city's water needs. ments.
create much confusion and make it almost
We were happy to respond to the appeal by
During the drought years of the 1930's,
impossible for a producer to adequately plan the mayor of Mitchell and his city council, population of the irrigated area increased
his planting.
and the urgent request for swift action by 18 percent. In the adjacent dryland areas
The present rule has not increased cotton Senator GEORGE McGOVERN. Though this re- it decreased 12 percent. Similar contrasts
production in this county, and production quest came to us only a couple of weeks ago, can be drawn on project after project
figures prove it. Skip-row planting means the Bureau of Reclamation already has a. throughout the West. It is the story of
the difference of whether we make a crop reconnaissance study underway, at my reclamation.
direction.
Past experience with irrigation in eastern
or not.
The James River Dam and Reservoir will South Dakota, and farm management studies
We request that the proposed change not
of
potential irrigation on the Oahe unit,
not
only
double
Huron's
water
supply,
it
will
be made and the present rule be continued
in effect. It is necessary to the economy provide a great source of recreation for the show that the most profitable irrigated landentire area as well as some mighty fine fish- use pattern would consist primarily of the
of this area.
ing. Eventually, and I hope soon, this facil- same crops now being raised in this area,
Yours truly,
Tom Green County Crops Committee: ity wm become a feature of the Oahe Unit-- but they would be raised in different proporW. B. Block, Sonora Route, San Angelo, that half-million-acre irrigation project, tions.
Likewise, we would raise the same types
Tex.; John Schriever, Jr., Eola, Tex.; which will mean so much to the economy
of livestock we have now. But, instead of
Frank Culley, RoQte 3, Box 131, San and welfare of this State.
Angelo, Tex.; J. H. Sims, Route 2;
Flye recreation areas will be developed shipping them out of the State to be fatMiles, Tex.; H. E. Hurst, Route 3, Box under an agreement with the South Dakota tened, we would fatten them on our own
387, San Angelo, Tex.; L. J. Seidel, ·Department of Game, Fish and Parks. Two farms here in South Dakota, and the livestock
Route 2, Miles, Tex.; Walter Fuchs, ·wm be here, one on each side of the dam, products would be processed right here in
Wall, Tex.
and the other three along the reservoir at our own State.
What does the Oahe unit mean to South
several-mile intervals upstream. Shady picnic areas and boat ramps wlll provide facili- Dakota? Let me give you a capsule idea:
The gross value of crops sold after irriga.ASSISTANT SECRETARY HOLUM ties for lots of fun and relaxation .
Four more areas are being set aside for tion development would triple, from $8 milDEDICATES JAMES RIVER DAM
wildlife habitat along the reservoir. These lion to $24 million.
Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, on will be feeding and nesting areas for ducks
Estimated annual value of livestock and
Sunday, May 23, 1965, the people of the and pheasants, and feeding areas for deer.
livestock products sold from irrigated farms

Huron, S. Dak., area joined in the dedication of an important new dam on the
Jam es River, near Huron. This project
will provide municipal water, recreation,
and wildlife benefits for the people of
central South Dakota.
On hand for the major dedication address was one of South Dakota's most
distinguished sons, .Assistant Secretary
of the Interior Kenneth Holum.
I ask unanimous consent that the excellent address by Assistant Secretary
Holum be printed at this point in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
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would nearly quadruple from $22 million to
about $82 million.
Annual gross farm income would be about
$108 million compared. to about $32 million,
without irrigation-an increase of $76 million, or four times. Cash farm outlay would
increase by some $42 million, representing
purchases of supplies and equipment, wages
for labor, and other items which keep the
wheels of commerce moving.
The estimated total farm investment would
increase by nearly $143 milllon and farm
wages would increase by over $3 million
annually.
South Dakota State University studies
show that irrigation would reduce farm income variability to 30 percent of what it is
on dryland farms. Stating it in another
way, this is a 70-percent increase in stability
of farm income, and is in addition to the
estimates of increased farm returns to labor
and mianagement, ranging from 40 to 100
percent per farm.
This is why your Oahe Conservancy Subdistrict board and manager, and others like
them, are working so hard to make the Oahe
unit a reality. And, when you consider the
many related benefits, such ae municipal
water supplies, recreation, fish and wildlife,
fiood control, and pollution control, the picture looms bigger stlll.
Construction of thE' Oahe unit can bring a
new era of prosperity to South Dakota. Irrigation is only part of it. Stabilized output
of agricultural products and the confidence
that comes ·from knowing that year after
year there wlll be a steady fiow of products,
will attract processing industries. There will
be more retail business and commercial activity, more construction of highways, store
buildings, plants, warehouses, schools, and
churches. All these, in turn, will make jobs
for more people. More people, more activity,
more property, make for a broader tax base.
All these things are the result of developing
natural resources.
Water resource development is long-range
work in which a great deal of planning and
study are involved. The Oahe unit fits this
category. It takes considerable time to
study, plan, and build large projects. In the
case of Oahe, much of the study effort is
completed. The Bureau of Reclamation wlll
have its revised report on my desk this summer. There are many steps a project must go
through before congressional authorization.
I will not go into all these details.
However, I do want to say that reclamation law requires repayment of certain reimbursable costs of reclamation projects.
Contracts between local groups that wlll
operate and use the project, and the United
States, must · be successfully negotiated and
executed. These contracts must be ratified
by a vote of the residents within the districts,
which are parties to the contracts.
Through the work of the Oahe Conservancy Subdistrict you have come a long
way. Work ls going forward on not only the
master contract covering the entire Oahe
unit, but on the so-called participating contracts as well between the subdistrict and
the two newly formed irrigation districts on
the lake plain.
Formation of the two new irrigation districts was a great stride forward last winter.
To take the next step, however, and all those
that must follow, will require the continued
interest and support of potential irrigators
in the irrigation districts. More than this,
it will require the steady support of all the
people of this area.
This dam and reservoir mark the beginning of a new era in the James River Valley
and in South Dakota. In the future there
will be huge conveyance works consisting of
large canals, reservoirs, and pumping plants
bringing enormous quantities of 'water from
the Missouri River to the area to enrich the
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lives of thousands of farm families and town
folks as well.
We all look forward to that time. And
today, as we dedicate this dam and reservoir
to the prosperity, welfare and enjoyment of
the people in this community, let us also
dedicate ourselves to the great unfinished
task of resource development and conservation that lies before us in our own State and
elsewhere throughout the Nation.
Two thousand years ago the poet Horace
wrote of building "a monument more lasting than bronze."
Today, in conservation works such as these,
we can speak of building our own lasting
monuments--monuments to man's intelligence-for the bountiful benefits which fiow
from these wise investments in developing
our resources will enrich the lives of Americans for generations to come.

A LITTLE BAND OP SOBER MEN
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the RECORD an editorial entitled "A Little
Band of Sober Men," which was published in the May 1965, issue of Fortune.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as :::allows:
A LITI'LE BAND OF SOBER MEN

"No government can be long secure without a formidable opposition," wrote Benjamin Disraeli, and rarely has there been
more need. of that commodity than in the
United States today. For it remained for
Lyndon B. Johnson not only to capture the
votes last November, but apparently to capture just about everything else. In a sensational way he has preempted the issue of
prosperity and is giving the country the "full
dinner pail" and the "two cars in every
garage" that Republicans once promised.
What's more, as the article on page 97 makes
plain, he has likewise got a goodly number
of businessmen to go along with his "new
economics" of growth, full employment, and
the good life for all.
Yet it is precisely in euphoric times like
these, when consensus ls on every lip, that
the country most needs an intelllgent if not
a formidable opposition to serve at lea.st as
auditor of the books and watchdog of the
public business. And we are glad to discover that at least on one recent occasion
Republicans lived up to their responsibility
and opportunity. We refer specifically to the
part which a small group of them played
in that great congressional springtime festival-the hearings on the President's Economic Report and the annual report of his
Council of Economic Advisers.
At the conclusion of these hearings the
heavily weighted Democratic majority of the
Joint Economic Committee filed a report that
in effect bangs a rubberstamp on just about
everything in the President's message. But
six Republicans, including men of such
diverse views as Senator JAvITs, of New York,
and Representative TOM CURTIS, of Missouri,
refused to be mesmerized. Their minority
report is by no means a masterpiece of English prose: it is badly organized, hastily
written, includes inte:tnal dissents, and in
some instances is subject to varying interpretations. But, on net balance, it ls a constructive and needed docunent. In this instance, at least, Republicans have used their
critical faculties without turning reactionary. They got back into the dialog.
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on its own terms. After over 4 years of
enormous economic expansion, it is tempting for any government to claim that "we
planned it that way," and advocates for the
Johnson administration have not been above
this temptation. Yet, as the minority report makes clear, the recovery of the economy from its 1960 levels to those of 1965
was brought about by many complex forces,
including the resilience of American business
itself, and things did not always go according to schedule. This is specifically true of
the great tax-cutting experiment of 1964,
which the President has claimed marks a
turning point in domestic economic policy,
as may well be the case. But no one is quite
sure even today about the exact effects of
tax cutting and more certainly the experiment worked in ways unforeseen by the
Council of Economic Advisers, and by almost
everybody else.
During the great tax debate, members of
the council and Government spokesmen
argued that the stimulating effect of the tax
cut would be nullified. if Federal expenditures were held down. However, Republicans
conditioned their support of the experiment
on trying to do just that, and in the end
this position more or less prevailed. In the
opinion of the minority report this was just
as well, for "if the tax cut had been accompanied by large increases in Federal spending
on the order of the previous 3 years, it is
likely that the Nation would have experienced
a serious inflationary overheating of the
economy."
TOOLS AND WORKMEN

. While events turned out fortunately in
1964, the future is not one great rosy glow.
Despite some efforts at economy, the Republicans point out, the present boom since
1961 has been accompanied _b y continuous
and big deficits in the Federal administrative budget. It has also been fed by a relatively easy money policy, with an expansion
of bank credit by some 8 percent per year,
and a rapid rise in total money supply including time deposits. All this could give
rise to inflationary pressures now and a slowdown later when "the underlying expansionary forces in the economy are becoming less
pronounced." This is the more likely because in early 1966 the administration's
budgetary policy will turn more restrictive
with a sharp raising of social security taxes.
The Republicans now take for granted
what many of them had long disputed;
namely, that fiscal and monetary policies
have a large part to play in promoting high
levels of.output. But do Washington officials
have sufficient knowledge to manipulate the
new tools they hold in their hands? There
is, for instance, merit in the concept of the
"full-employment budget," which tells us not
what Federal expenditures and revenues actually were this year or last, but what they
might have been if the economy were running at full capacity with unemployment
<:own to a theoretical target of 4 percent. Yet
Henry Walllch, of Yale University, has shown
that this concept is also filled with statistical
pitfalls. A change of only 1 percent in the
unemployment standard might mean a difference of $4 to $5 billion in the full-employment surplus and would upset all calculations.
A hardheaded and modern fiscal policy
should take account of these difHculties. It
should recognize that as the economy grows
so wm Federal receipts, and hence there will
be room for prudent tax reductions, and
further tax reform to encourage business
and individual incentives. But tax cutting
should be linked with economy within the
REWRITING HISTORY
Federal Establishment, and the fiscal stimuNot the least important contribution of lus cannot be turned on and off like a water
the minority report ts its insistence on keep- tap. As Walter D. Fackler, of the University
ing the record straight and its refusal to of Chicago has pointed out, there will always
allow the administration to rewrite hlst.ory be serious lags in policy decisions. The
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danger is that by the time these d~clsions are
carried out the ·need has often passed, and
the effects are frequently perverse. ~e
overriding aim of budget policy should be
truly to stabilize the economy, not to destabilize it by l~ches this way and that.
NO FAVOR TO LABOR
The Republicans' emphasize that the economy may run into production bottlenecks
well before unemployment is reduced to the
4 percent of the labor force, and they warn
against taking this overall target too literally. More significantly, they challenge the
prevailing view in Washington that unemployment ls mainly caused by the lack of
effective aggregate demand in the economy
which Government spending or tax cutting
can remedy. The causes of unemployment
are multiple and include, among other
things, maladjustment in wages.
In the ·view of the Council of Economic
Advisers, excessive wage increases are bad
principally because they tend to push up
prices and so cause inflation. The minority
report cuts deeper when it says that "any
action which raises wage costs too rapidly
tends to eliminate job opportunities. This
is particularly true in the case of teenagers
when the lowest wage is set above their worth
to an employer. • • • . High wage rates have
an unfavorable effect on some of those who
need jobs the most." Senator JAVITS registered a dissent on some of these views, emphasizing that racial discrimination and
other factors are crucial in explaining unemployment. But he also states that the impact of the minimum-wage laws should be
taken into account in devising effective retraining programs.
The Republicans do not have the courage
to demand a reduction in the power of trade
unions to force up wage rates year after year
no matter what the condition of employment
and unemployment may be. But they do call
for freeing up the labor market and suggest
many possible reforms for making it more
flexible-more emphasis on training and education by industry and Government alike,
better statistics, and better information services on where job opportunities exist. The
minority report recognizes that the technological revolution will, of course, have adverse consequences for certain classes of
workers. It stresses, however, that demand
for labor is rapidly rising in the service industries--particularly "home services." And
on balance, it holds with the view of Prof.
Yale Brazen, of the University of Chicago,
who has said: "The primary effect of automation is not a reduction in the number of
jobs available. Rather it makes it possible
for us to do many things which otherwise
could not and would not be done."
THE OPEN WORLD
In emphaslZing that deficit spending is not
only cure for unemployment at home, the
Republicans have made a contribution toward alleviating some of the country's pressing economic problems abroad. For it cannot be doubted that hot pursuit of the fullemployment goal through persistent deficits
and relatively easy money has played a part
in causing the gap in the U.S. foreign balance of payments. The report cites the opinion of the National Industrial Conference
Board to the effect that the U.S. economy
has "been very nearly flooded with liquidity." Such liquidity, of course, encouraged the outflow of U.S. funds overseas,
which in late 1964 completely upset the calculations of the administration as regards
the U.S. foreign position.
This position cannot be entirely rectified
by direct Government action for restraining
capital outflow. Such measures at best paper
over a basically unsound situation, and if
they work, entail hidden costs on the free
economy. Says the report: "The whole ap-
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proach to controls, whethe:r voluntary or not,
over U.S. loans and investments is wrong
because it tends to subvert actions dictated
naturany· by market conditions. Rather
than working .against the market, the administration should try to work with it."
Specifically, the Republicans call fo.r making investment opportunities more attractive
within the United States, for reviewing foreign aid, and for prudent monetary restraint.
They .w arn that controls could well signal
"the beginning of the end for the dollar as
the world's leading reserve currency * • •
and the beginning of the end of the more
open world which the free nations have so
laboriously constructed since the .end of
World War II."
By holding up the ideal of his ope~ wo~ld
and by emphasizing the need for mamtaming the free market both at home and abroad,
these Congressmen have served their country
well. They have not written a classic document, but they have set a precedent that
their party might follow i~ it is to play the
role of a constructive opposition. The report is "liberal" in the sense that it accepts
many of the goals which the President has
set forth for America-the maintenance of a
high employment and production economy
not least. It is also "liberal" in the sense
that it accepts the critical role of government in achieving these ends. But whereas
the administration has been long on optimism and at times euphoric, the Republican
statement strikes a soberer tone. It makes
plain that along with our present prosperity
there are clouds, somewhat bigger than a
man's hand, on the horizon, and it displays
a welcome skepticism as to just how far the
Federal Government can manage, and ought
to try to manage, an economy as big and
diverse as that of the United States.
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significant figur~s evidencing this problem but also the substantial increases
which have been realized in the rehabilitation process.
The senior Senator from Texas is to be
commended for his meaningful remarks
and for his constructive leadership in
conquering the complex and difficult
problems of mental health. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that
Senator YARBOROUGH'S speech, "The Objectives and Role of the Federal Government in the Field of Mental Retardation," be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the speech
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

THE OBJECTIVES AND ROLE OF THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT IN THE FIELD OF MENTAL
RETARDATION
(By Senator YARBOROUGH, of Texas)
One of the many debts which this Nation
owes to·the late President John F. Kennedy, is
his keen sensitivity to the problems of mental
retardation and his firm belief that our
Nation could achieve and should achieve a
level of excellence which could conquer the
previously neglected problems in this area.
On October 31, 1963, I was privileged to
attend the White House ceremony for the
signing of the Mental Retardation Act of
1963 by President Kennedy since I had been
a cosponsor of the bill and had worked for
its passage. On that significant occasion,
President Kennedy stated:
"It was said in an earlier age that the
mind of a man is a far country which can
neither be approached nor explored. But, today, under present conditions of scientific
achievement, it will be possible for a nation
as rich in human and material resources as
SENATOR YARBOROUGH'S SPEECH ours to make the remote reaches of the mind
accessible. The mentally ill and the menON MENTA:µ RETARDATION
tally r~tarded need no longer be alien to our
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, in affections or beyond the help of our comrecent years, this Nation has made sub- munities."
stantial progress in the treatment and
Reflecting the faith and vigor of President
cure of mental illness. The impetus for Kennedy, this Nation has begun an assault
these efforts was furnished by the late on the complex and difficult problems of
President Kennedy, whose genuine in- mental health. This effort which we have
terest and activity brought to bear the undertaken is something which all Americans
be proud of, and each of you here tonational pressures for our endeavors in can
night is involved in a major step forward
the prevention and cure of mental illness to conquer problems which have been largely
and retardation. This is not to say that neglected in the past.
our country has been lacking in loyal
Our objectives in the field of mental reand competent doctors and workers in tardation, as I see it, are threefold:
this field, for there are many people who
First, we should strive toward the · goal of
have dedicated their lives to the care of complete understanding of the mentally retarded-this
includes the causes of it, the
the mentally retarded. However, it is
only in recent years that the coordinated manifestations of it, and, of course, the best
to care for the mentally retarded person
attack of various levels of government, way
himself.
hospitals, and private agencies has been
Second, we should seek to provide educainstituted to effectively assault the prob- tional facilities and opportunities for these
lems of mental health.
·
handicapped children so that they will be
Among the active supporters of in- able to be educated to their highest capacity.
creased assistance for research, treat- This goal will provide this child himself
ment, and new teaching techniques is the with a more rewarding life, as well as imHonorable RALPH YARBOROUGH. As a proving his value in our society.
Third, complete support and necessary asmember of the Senate Health Subcomshould be given to research promittee, he has been in the forefront in sistance
grams aimed at the prevention and cure of
securing enactment of legislation which mental retardation.
will lead to the rehabilitation of our
The nearer we can come to accomplishing
afflicted citizens, thus providing for them these goals, the more complete our victory
the opportunity to become as self-suffi- will be, and the greater our society will become, for this is no small problem we are faccient and productive as possible.
On May 14, Senator YARBOROUGH spoke ing. In this Nation today there are about
5
million handicapped people who need
to a statewide convention of the Texas special
Unless · we are fortunate
Association for Retarded Children in enough education.
to make major breakthroughs in
Amarillo, Tex. In his remarks, he prevention by 1970, the number will grow to
briefly outlined our objectives in cre- 6 nilllion. Half will be children. Our presating a brighter future for the mentally ent needs require 200,000 teachers who are
handicapped. He not only pointed out specially trained, classroom space, as well
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as a comprehensive approach and program
of instruction. More than $1 billion is spent
each year for the special care of mentally
retarded children and adults. In terms of
lost productivity the cost to our society
goes into many more blllions.
In 1963, with the Mental Retardation Facilities and Community Mental Health Centers Act, the Federal Government made the
most significant attack on mental retardation that had ever been made.
This· bill promises to expand our knowledge, provides facilities to determine the
cause of retardation, establishes universityrela ted treatment clinics and permits the
construction of community centers for the
care of the retarded. With this act, the
division of handicapped children and youth
of the U.S. Offi.ce of Education was created.
Education of the handicapped is one of
the major elements in our war on poverty,
as it is only through education and training
that we can help the handicapped to become
self-sufficient and productive. The Director
of the Offi.ce of Economic Opportunity has
estimated that one-third to a half of all
mentally retarded persons can be made relatively self-sufficient by new techniques of
training and rehabilitation.
In fl.seal year 1964, 7,500 mentally retarded
individuals were rehabilitated in the United
States, an increase of 27 percent over the
previous year. For :fiscal year 1965, it ls
projected that another 8,750 will be given
vocational rehabilitation. These are essential components of the war on poverty, and
for the future of any mentally retarded person.
The Federal work in this field so greatly
begun by President Kennedy is being ably
carried out by our fellow Texan, President
Lyndon Johnson.
In June 1964, President Johnson delivered
the following remarks on mental retardation:
"We have made progress. But our efforts
have only begun. We will continue until
we :find all the answers we have been seeking, until we find a place for all those who
suffer with the problem."
Since 1958 it has been my privilege to serve
on the Senate Public Health Subcommittee
under the leadership of Senator LISTER HILL,
of Alabama, who has done more for public
health and for hospitalization than any
other legislator in the history of America.
It is hoped that we will continue to progress toward those goals which I outlined;
that we wm soon achieve a thorough understanding of the cause and manifestations
of mental retardation; that we will soon have
the teachers and the facilities to educate the
handicapped; and, :finally, that the cure and
prevention of mental retardation will be
found.
The fact that you are here tonight proves
that you are concerned and willing to :fight
this problem in our Nation. You are the
leaders in this field in Texas, and many of
you, in the Nation. I hope I have shown
that your Federal Government ls willing to
fight so that in the near future we can all
be proud that we were on the frontlines of
the forces which defeated the problem of
mental retardation.

that the editorials be printed at this
point in the RECORD.
Included are editorials from the San
Angelo Standard-Times, the Houston
Chronicle, the McCamey News, the
Ozona Stockman, and the magazine
Texas Parade.
There being no objection, the editorials werP. ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
[From the San Angelo (Tex.) StandardTimes, May 19, 1965 J
WORK-RIGHT REPEAL BARS FREEDOM CHOICE
The brevity of President Johnson's remarks relative to repeal of section 14(b}
relating to the right to work in effect in 19
States would indicate he may have had some
second thoughts since he premised labor
leaders he would ask for it. He has done
that and can cite his effort when questioned.
Perchance the lack of emphasis itself would
antagonize labor or cause a bit of cooling off
relative to the leadership now provided.
With 19 States cleaving to right-to-work
legislation and finding it beneficial in these
instances, it would seem '~he President takes
a calculated risk even in bringing the matter
to the floor of Congress. While Johnson
must be looking at the votes union labor can
provide on the one hand, there is a. pretty
fair percentage that regards the right to
join a union or not to join a union as a civil
right as important as those for which the
President has been promoting in the voting
rights of minorities.
It is incompatible with a free society for
business or the working force to be saddled
with compulsory unionism. We believe it
robs a man of one of the €"Uarantees of our
Constitution-freedom of choice, even freedom of conscience.
President Johnson has proved well-nigh
irresistible in the program he has submitted
to Congress. Perhaps he. has even timed his
approach to the repeal issue to the point
where legislation of higher priorities will bar
a chance to get at this phase of the Democratic platform.
At any rate, it is a long lane that has no
turning, and the repeal move could represent
a turn where opposition from 19 States
could curb this proposed reform. It could
prove embarrassing for the President in the
right-to-work States where this freedom has
been preserved. We are glad to see beforehand the action of the house states affairs
committee at Austin in adopting a resolution calling on Congress to turn down a.ny
repeal move.
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join-and no one can prevent him from
joining.
If that is not a. basic freedom, what is?
[From the McCamey (Tex.) News
Mar. 11, 1965}
LEGISLATIVE SWINDLE
Some of the slickest brains in Congress are
working overtime trying to solve a. difficult
political problem. What the legislative
wheeler and dealers want to do is to fulfill
the President's campaign promise to big labor
that he would · repeal section 14(b) of the
Taft-Hartley Act, but do it without attracting the attention of the people to the loss
of another individual freedom.
Now in the legislative hatchery is one socalled compromise bill supposedly aimed at
protecting the legal and civil rights of individual workers--more are expected.. But
look out. The real purpose of these measures is to provide a. smoke screen for repealing 14(b), the 44-word section of the
Taft-Hartley Act, which gives the States the
right to legislate and enforce voluntary
union membership.
Such bills are a sly effort to swap nothing
for something. And here's why:
Enforcement of title VII of the Civil Rights
Act on 1964 will prevent discrimination
among workers on account of race, color or
creed.
Enforcement of the Federal Corrupt Practices Act of 1947, and the Supreme Court
ruling in the Allen case in 1964, wm prevent
the use of compulsory dues for political purposes.
Enforcement of the Landrum-Grifin Act
of 1959 will prevent a. union from fining
or penalizing a. member for exercising any
legal or civil right guaranteed by the Constitution or laws of the United States.
The amazing thing about these "compromise" efforts is, that while they claim to be
concerned about the civil rights of the indi- ·
vidual they would actually repeal a civil
right of the first magnitude: the worker's
freedom to join or not to join a union. To
camouflage the repeal of 14(b) under the
guise .of offering protections already established by law, reflects a shoi;king political
cynicism. And this attitude is particularly
revolting when we consider that every Congressman knows that the one effective control over the political and financial abuses
practiced by labor bosses- on rank and fl.le
workers is voluntary union membershipin short, the right to work.
Every Congressman should also realize at
this late date that an impressive majority
of his fellow citizens believe in voluntary
union membership, and that with them this
is an article of faith, with which there can
be no compromise or negotiation. Surely, 11
Mr. Johnson, himself, fears to move boldly
against 14(b) lest he tarnish his image as
"President of all the people," most any Congressman would do well to tread softly and
tiptoe out of any involvement in this
nothing-for-something swindle.

[From the Ozona. (Tex.) Stockman, Mar. 18,
1965]
A BASIC FREEDOM
The unions' all-out campaign to force repeal of section 14(b) of the Taft-Hartley
Act, which permits the States to adopt rlghtto-work laws if they so wish, could lead unknowing people to believe that this provision
is a deadly weapon aimed straight at the
[From Texas Parade magazine, May 1965]
heart of organized labor.
Anyone who believes that would do well Is OUR RIGHT-To-WORK LAW IN DANGER?
From the dawn of recorded history until
to read the section. It says: "Nothing in
this act (Taft-Hartley) shall be construed as these early months of the Great Society it
RETENTION OF TEXAS RIGHT-TO- authorizing the execution or application of has not been required by law that any worker
agreements requiring membership in a. labor in Texas belong to or pay dues to any organiWORK LAW
organization as a condition of employment zation to hold a job. On the contrary, there
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, recently in any State or territory in which such exe- has been a. right-to-work law in Texas which
several powerful editorials concerning cution or application is prohibited by State speciftoally forbids any such requirement. ·
Texas' present right-to-work law followed
retention of the. Texas right-to-work or territorial law."
law have been published in newspapers · To make that seem, in any way, an anti- an earlier measure, known as the Manford
labor provision, requires some massive twist- Act which established the right of the State
and magazines in my State.
ing of plain language. It simply says that, to regulate labor unions. It was named after
I fully agree with the principles stated in States which take advantage of 14(b), its sponsor who later was speaker of the
in these editorials. In order that other each worker will have the right to join a house and who, after a number of difficult
Senators may be advised of the depth union as he chooses, and in either case he chores in government, is now a member of
of Texas feeling on this matter, I ask can keep his job. No one can . make him the Texas Board of Insurance.
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Today, Texas is 1 of 19 States with rightto-work laws forbidding membership in a
union as a requisite for holding a job. Other
States with similar laws: Alabama, Arizona,
Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Iowa, Kansas,
Mississippi, Nebraska, Nevada, North Carolina, North Dakota, South Dakota, Tennessee,
Utah, Virginia, and Wyoming. Total population of the right-to-work States is about 50
million.
Texas Parade would find it difficult to ·
charge any one of these 19 States with being
antiunion. Nor could they be saddled with
a "probusiness" label because they are
among the 50 States which have no law
requiring an employer to hold membership
in a local, regional, or national chamber of
commerce, a manufacturers' association, or
other business group.
The ·national union bosses have another
idea about the whole thing. The Meaneys,
the Reuthers, the Hoffas, and the Caseys
have been fighting a losing battle to get
States such as Texas to repeal their right-towork laws. So now they are making a big
push in the National Congress to get section
14(b) of the Taft-Hartley Act repealed. This
section of the law passed in 1947 guarantees
the right of States to pass and enforce State
right-to-work laws.
As sentiment can now be measured among
the lawmakers of Texas, the right-to-work
laws of this State do not appear to be in
danger of repeal by the current legislature.
But the law in this and all other States could
go out the window overnight if a majority
in the National Congress should yield to the
pressures and threats of the union bosses.
The rights of States are eroding rapidly
before the floods of centralized power in
Washington. And the union bosses are riding pretty high in the saddle right now.
Texans have no cause to remain complacent
about the security of their right-to-work
laws. On the contrary, union leaders are
taking on new hope that this ch~ck on their
power will be removed, freeing them from
any real responsibility to their members.
This threat comes from a Congrees that is
going to extremes in guaranteeing human
rights. It is hard to see any difference between denying a person employment because
of color, religion, race, or sex, and denying
a person employment because he will not
join a union. But Congress often sees issues
the hard way.
The arguments for and against compulsory
unionism have been summed up something
like this:
For: . Union security and the strength of
the union depend upon universal acceptance
of membership.
Against: It is a simple historical fact that
the unions have vastly increased their economic and political power in the last 30
years. Today any one of a number of unions
can tie our economy into knots in a matter
of hours.
For: Majority rule is a democratic principle and thus the minority should be required to support the majority.
Against: The so-called free-ride argument
ment because our labor laws, enacted
through the demands of unions themselves,
already require the minority of employees
who are not members of a labor union to
accept the terms and work under the contracts of the majority. Does the fact that
one political party is dominant require
complete support from the minority party?
Hardly.
For: Since the union negotiates for the
benefit of all workers; all workers should be
compelled to contribute to the cost of maintaining the union activities.
Against: The so-called free-ride argument
is fundamentally unsound because . a labor
union is a private organization. All through
our society we have voluntary organizations

which carry on activities which benefit a
great many who do not contribute any
financial or other support. If we enforce
compulsory unionism because of this argument why should not an individual be
forced to support his community United
Fund, join his chamber of commerce, his
parents and teachers association, and all the
movements that benefit his community?
For: Right-to-work laws depress wages and
stifle economic progress in the States which
have them.
Against: Latest figures from the U.S. Department of Labor show that the right-towork States lead the rest of the Nation in
the creation of new jobs in business and
industry, in wage rate improvement in industrial jobs, and show a greater gain in
producing new wealth and personal income
than in non-right-to-work States.
These and other arguments in favor of an
individual's right to belong or not belong
have long prevailed in Texas. How much
longer they will be reflected in the laws
imposed upon this· State is an issue now
before a Congress that so far has not shown
a deep concern for the principle of States
rights.
[From the Houston (Tex.) Chronicle, May 20,
1965)
LEAVE SECTION 14(b) UNTOUCHED
President . Johnson handed his longawaited labor message to Congress on Tuesday, following his request on Monday for
an excise tax cut of nearly $4 billion. Some
people evaluate these two proposals as one
White House prescription; give business a
health stimulant, then give labor equal
dosage.
The President urged repeal of section 14(b)
of the Taft-Hartley Act, which reads:
"Nothing in this Act shall .be construed as
authorizing the execution or application of
agreements requiring membership in a labor
organization as a condition of employment
in a State or Territory in which such execution or application is prohibited by State or
territorial law."
These 44 words give 19 States, including
Texas, the right to ban compulsory labor
contracts which insist that a worker join a
union to keep a job. Their repeal means
compulsory unionism and an end to the
right-to-work law.
Capitol Hill is now braced for its stiffest
political hurricane of the season, labor's
forces in CongreES militantly mixing it with
defenders of the 44 words. And the stakes
are higher than most people realize.
Unions have spent "countless millions"
since 1947 fighting section 14(b). Also, the
money lost in union dues not paid by millions of workers in States with right-to-work
laws amounts to hundreds of millions. Even
so, money is no measure of the manpower
expended on this 18-year running battle.
If these 44 words are repealed, as Mr. Johnson has urged, "with the hope of reducing
conflicts in our national labor policy," labor
will be able to funnel millions of dollars into
politics and unionization drives. And its
manpower can be diverted from the fight
against right to wo: k into precincts.
The Chronicle believes in Texas' right-towork law and opposes repeal of section 14(b).
We see no merit in nationwide uniform labor
laws that favor a special interest group. If
a worker prefers to join a union, that's his
choice. Fine. But we cannot agree that all
workers should be forced to pay a union fee
to hold a job. That eliminates the individual's right to choose.
The right-to-work laws of 19 States are
experiments for the working man in 50
laboratories of social change. They do not
discriminate against unions, because such
tactics are 1llegal.
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Union labor has earned and deserves a .
strong, rightfUI place in a free society. But
it should not have 100 percent control of who
gets and holds a job. To have that much
power is too one sided to be healthy in the
long run for organized labor and too discriminatory against nonunion workers.
We hope Congress will maintain section
14(b).

BIG BROTHER-INVASIONS OF
PRIVACY
Mr. LONG of Missouri. Mr. President, my "big brother" item for today is
an editorial from the Richmond News
Leader, entitled "The Great Coverup."
I ask unanimous consent that this editorial be printed at this point in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE GREAT COVERUP
Any definitive list of the country's 10 most
frustrated men surely would include the
name of EDWARD V. LONG, a Senator from
Missouri. For the past many months, as
chairman of a Senate committee investigating invasions of privacy, the Senator has
been trying assiduously to get information
from Federal agencies on what their investigators are up to. And all the Senator has
received is the royal runaround.
Mr. LONG did manage to get some limited
material from the Post Office Department,
about which we have commented earlier. He
finally wrung from the Department an admission that certain first-class mail is in fact
opened for the Internal Revenue Service, but
he failed altogether in his effort to get a list
of 24,000 "mail covers" over the past 2 years.
(A mail cover is a surveillance and a listing
of all the mail a person receives, according
to return addresses.)
When the Long committee sent its chief
investigator to Booton, in an effort to get
information on postal surveillance activities
there, "our man was tailed, trailed, and
photographed by a squad of Federal agents
in that city."
The committee's problems in dealing with
the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare have proved more maddening still.
Secretary Celebrezze will not even answer
the Senator's letters. Lower level bureaucrats are evasive, noncommittal, uncooperative. Last week the Senator wrathful:ly subpenaed some of the HEW officials to appear
before his committee today, but he has little
hope of getting much out of them.
There is a constitutional problem in all
this, arising from the wise tradition that
separates the powers of legislative, executive,
and judicial branches of Government; plainly
the Post Office ·Department, the Welfare Department, and other agencies are part of the
executive branch. Yet the problem is not
as difficult as the bureaucracy insists. The
Congress has no power to trespass upon true
executive prerogatives, but the Congress
surely has power to find out how public
appropriations are spent. And if public
funds are being spent to invade the privacy
of American citizens, as Senator LONG
soundly suspects, the Congress has both the
right and the power to get the facts.
"If it takes a year, so be it,'' said Mr.
LONG last week. "If it takes 2 or 3 years,
so be it. But one day or the other, this
committee will get the information."
We wish him all the luck in the world.
When big brother is watching the people,
some one--preferably the elected Congresshad better keep an .eye on big brother.
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TRIBUTE TO GENERAL HOLCOMB,
FORMER MARINE CORPS COMMANDANT AND I.TS FIRST FOURSTAR GENERAL
Mr. BOGGS. Mr. President, one of
the Nation's outstanding fighting men
died this week at his home in New Cl;l.Stle,
Del. He was Gen. Thomas Holcomb,
Commandant of the U.S. Marine Corps
from 1936 to 1944 and the first marine
ever to wear the four stars of a full
general.
General Holcomb, who was 85 at his
death, was a native of New Castle and a
member of one . of that town's pioneer
families.
He led the marines through their
buildup prior to World War II and in
their fighting from Guadalcanal to
Tarawa.
His life as a marine was testimony
to the military philosophy he once
expressed:
Fashions in warfare changes as everything
human changes, but the principles of warfare never change and the old soldierly virtues are the same that they have always
· been-courage and discipline and loyalty.

General Holcomb was a marine for
nearly 44 years. Although he reached
the mandatory retirement age in 1943,
President Franklin D. Roosevelt announced he was continuing General
Holcomb as Commandant of the Marine
Corps in recognition of his outstanding
service in that capacity. General Holcomb was retired on January 1, 1944.
Because he had been specially commended for his performance of duty in
actual combat, he was advanced one
rank on the retirement list in accordance with a newly passed act of Congress.
He thus became the first marine ever to
hold the rank of general.
In a letter to General Holcomb, the
late Secretary of the Navy, Frank Knox,
said:
You will be the first officer of the corps
to hold the rank of general-the highest
rank in our Armed Forces. I know of no
other officer to whom that distinction more
tittingly belongs.

During General Holcomb's tour of
duty as C-0mmandant, the Marine Corps
expanded from 16,000 men to about 300,000 men and women. The general was
awarded the Distinguished Service Medal
for his outstanding work as Commandant
in April 1944.
On March 9, 1944, the President nominated General Holcomb for the position
of U.S. Minister to the Union of South
Africa. The nomination was confirmed
by the Senate on March 20, and General
Holcomb served as Minister to the Union
o! South Africa until his retirement on
June 15, 1948.
.
General Holcomb was a man of diverse
interests. In line with his military service, he was a noted marksman and won
many medals on military and ~ivilia:n
levels.
His duty tours included many years in
China and he had a deep knowledge of
that country. He was an .American who
'had a speaking knowledge of more
Chinese dialects than most Western
scholars.

In the years since his retirement tn
1948 from his post as Minister to South
Africa he maintained a deep interest in
history, reading in depth on the events
of World War II and military history in
general.
His reputation for achievement, however, rested chiefly with the marines and
their readiness in the World War II
fighting. In the uncertain days leading
up to the war it had been his responsibility to see that the marines were
ready to defend their country in any
eventuality.
The first major test came at Guadalcanal. And here the world learned again
that the marines' reputation for toughness and discipline was well deserved.
General Holcomb was born in New
Castle in August 5, 1879, and joined the
Marine Corps in 1900.
In World War I, he commanded a battalion of the 6th Regiment and won the
Navy Cross, the Nation's second highest
decoration for valor. A list of other
medals and decoration includes the Silver Star Medal with three Oak-Leaf
Clusters; the Purple Heart Medal; the
Expeditionary Medal, China; ·the World
War I Victory Medal with Aisne, AisneMarne, St. Mihiel, Meuse-Argonne, and
defensive sector clasps; the Army of Occupation of Germany Medal; the American Defense Service Medal with base
clasp; the Asiatic-Pacific Campai~n
Medal with one bronze star, Guadalcanal; the American Campaign Medal;
the World War II Victory Medal; the
French Legion of Honor; the French
Croix de Guerre with three palms; the
Naval Order of Merit, first class (Cuban
award), 1943; the Knight Grand Cross
<Netherlands), 1944; and the French
Fourragere.
We, in Delaware, were especially proud
of General Holcomb, and I know the
Nation shares this pride. We express
our sympathy to his son, Franklin P.
Holcomb, of Paris; his four grandchildren; his nephew, ·T homas Holcomb II,
of New Castle; and the niece with whom
he made his home in New Castle, Mrs.
Paul Warley.
.C ENTENNIAL OF WILLIAM E. BORAH:
RESOLUTION OF IDAHO STATE
SOCIETY OF WASIDNGTON, D.C.
Mr. JORDAN of Idaho. Mr. President,
I have received from the officers of the
Idaho state Society of Washington, D.C.,
a resolution expressing their desire to
initiate and participate in activities to
observe this centennial year of one of
Idaho's most illustrious lawmakers ever
-to have served in the U.S. senate, William E. Borah.
So that others may be aware of this
worthwhile tribute to be paid by the
Idaho state Society to a man so well
and so firmly fixed in the history of
:Idaho and the Nation, I ask that the
resolution be printed in the RECORD.
- There being no objection, the resolution was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

ington, D.C., on the 2d d ay of April 1965, and
considered the matter of participating -in thEf
observance of the William E. Borah Centennial on June 29, 1965; and .
Whereas the date of the centennial and
the desirability of the society's participation
in the observance was announced at the annual meeting of the membership ·on the 26th
day of March 1965; and
Whereas the members of the Idaho State
Society of Washington, D.C., have expressed
the desire to participate in activities to honor
William E. Borah and to share in the observance of the centennial; and
Whereas Idahoans wish to mark a significant milestone in memory of one of
Idaqo's most illustrious lawmakers ever to
have served in the Congress of the United
States: Be it therefore
Resolved, That the Idaho State Society of
Washington, D.C., pledges to initiate plans
for an observance in Washington, D.C.; and
to cooperate in furthering those activities
designed to cause a fitting and appropriate
observance to be held in commemoration of
the William E. Borah Centennial on June
29, 1965.
WADE ·B. FLEETWOOD,
President, Idaho State SOciety of Washing, D.C.
LEE

ANNA RUTTMAN,

Secretary-Treasurer, Idaho State Soci ety
of Washington, D.C.

COTTON LEGISLATION
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, the president of the Texas Cotton Association,
Raymond S. Tapp, recently called to my
attention a most worthwhile editorial
published in the Dallas Morning News.
The editorial writer asks the vital
question:
Is cotton on its death bed?

In order that other Senators may share
the views of both President Tapp and the
Morning News, I ask that the letter and
editorial be printed in the RECORD.
I hope the reading of these wise remarks will spur the Senate to greater
efforts in the vital job of writing meaningful legislation which will come to
grips with the problems besetting the
cotton industry. We owe this great
American industry no less than our careful attention and our best efiorts.
There being no objection, the letter
and the editorial were ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
THE TEXAS COTTON ASSOCIATION,
Waco, Tex., May 20, 1965.

Senator JOHN ToWER,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
·

DEAR JOHN: Enclosed is a very apropos lead
editorial from the May 18 Dallas Morning
News. I hope it will help open the public's
eyes ·as t o what is happening to a once great
industry and a primary source for equalization of balance-of-payments dollars.
The economy of the Southwest will suffer
greatly unless we can obtain legislation that
.will allow cotton to be marketed through
normal channels of trade at competitive
prices. This can be accomplished if the following three suggestions are followed in any
new cotton legislative program: ( 1) Payments
must be. made directly to the producer without discrimination for operational size and
efficiency in order to maintain a healthy farm
.income, bµt in a manner "j;hat does not deny
. the function of price. (2) The price o~ American cotton must be left free to respond to
Whereas the first official meeting of the world marketing mechanisms without any
1965-66 omcers of the Idaho- State Society attempt at price edict by the Government.
of Washington, D.C., duly convened at Wash- (3) Our _present 16-million-acre minimum
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must be maintained and additional acreage
allotted as we regain our export markets.
This type of legislation would help regain our
foreign markets, discourage expansion of
synthetics and foreign cotton production,
therefore greatly improving and securing the
farm economy of this area.
We hope you will help us secure the type
of legislation we so badly need for the survival of the cotton industry.
Very truly yours,
RAYMOND S. TAPP,
President, The Texas Cotton Association.

[From the Dallas Morning News, May 18,
1965]
LAST ILLNESS?
Is cotton on its deathbed? Many who
know the crop best fear that it ts. If cotton
is dying, Texas and the Nation are losing
great economic assets. If cotton ls breathing
its last, it ls being killed by its friends, socalled, murdered with your money, ·by your
representatives.
Last year, cotton brought Texas farmers
$650 million-a sum that economists say ls
multiplied several times as the lint and fiber
flow through the economic life of this State.
U.S. farmers received $2.5 billion for the versatile fiber and its equally useful seed. This
does not sound like a crop on its deathbed,
does it?
But that revenue represented a drop of
$111 million in Texas farm income, a decrease of $237 million for the United States.
And each year more of the dwindling revenue
comes out of the Federal Treasury, while
fewer farmers grow fewer acres of cotton.
Furthermore,
Representative
HAROLD
CooLEY, Democrat, of North Carolina, has
just introduced a bill that would cut the
minimum acreage of cotton by 2 million
acres-about one eighth. This has other
provisions that immediately caused outraged
protests from many in the cotton industry,
although it has some features that would improve the present cotton legislation. On the
whole, the Cooley proposal ls geared to the
same philosophy that has created the present cotton crisis, In the opinion of most Dallas authorities who have analyzed it.
Representative COOLEY'S bill may be no
more than a trial balloon. Surely, say cotton men, Congress will not enact such a
monstrosity. But almost everything Congress has been doing for 30 years has headed
toward destruction of the American cotton
industry and has aided its competitors-foreign grower·s and makers of manmade fibers
everywhere. And, unfortunately, the cotton
industry has been a house divided on legislative matters, and still is.
Significantly, and almost simultaneously
with the Cooley action, the world's greatest
cotton firm has further reduced its cotton
operations.
Anderson, Clayton & Co.,
Houston, a multimillion-dollar corporation
that has been a leader in enlightened enterprise and service to the grower and user
·of cotton, has announced a series of reductions in omces and personnel.
There can be but two reasons for this.
The first is the Federal program of curtailing
cotton. The second is the Federal system of
financing ·cooperatives-of giving the producer-owned organizations every advantage
in raising, processing, and selling cotton at
the expense of investor-owned firms.
This is done with the consent of Congress,
of course. It is done with money raised
through taxation. It is done with the best
of intentions of helping the farmer, and in
many cases it does. But, in the long run, it
is giving a monopoly to a federally supported
organization, and killing the competition
which is needed and beneficial in any economic system.
This has been going on since 1933. It may
be too late to stop now, but the News does
not believe it is. There seems to be a chance
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that members of the cotton industry can
develop a new spirit of compromise and cooperation in legislative objectives, and unite
in asking Congress to develop a sound program. But something must be done very
soon, at the grassroots level and in Washington.
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The OAS men here are working long hours,
but it is hard to determine if they are effective hours, and with each passing day more
American soldiers and Dominicans are being
killed and wounded. Here again, despite the
perplexities of the political turmoil, it is obvious that the five-man OAS Commission
has been shaken by what it has seen and
heard.
Whether the small United Nations mission
REPORT ON THE DOMINICAN
appointed Friday will find similarly is anyREPUBLIC
one's guess. It ls supposed to report on the
Mr. SCOT!'. Mr. President, the Na- situation. The United States didn't want
tional Observer of May 17 published an the U.N. here, and the rebels did, the OAS
shown signs of finding against the
informative, on-the-scene report review- having
ing the chaotic events in Santo Domingo rebels. WELCOMED BY AMBASSADORS
which led to the President's decision to
During the 36 to 48 hours before the
dispatch American combat forces to that marines
landed on April 28, this city witembattled city. I ask unanimous con- nessed a reign of terror unique in recent
sent that this report, by Peter T. Chew, Latin American history. "There isn't a
be printed in the RECORD.
single Latin American ambassador who
There being no objection, the article doesn't thank his God that the marines
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, came when they did, whatever their governments may be saying," says one Latin Amerias follows:
can diplomat. As it was, half a dozen Latin
[From the National Observer, May 17, 1965) American embassies alone were violated by
A NEW LATIN AMERICAN POLICY-How COM- the wild mobs.
MUNISTS WERE THWARTED IN DOMINICAN
When the OAS Commission members reREPUBLIC
turned to Washington to report to their orga(By Peter T. Chew)
nization on May 7 and 8, they met behind
closed doors at the· Pan American Union.
SANTO DOMINGO.-This half-mad city Of
300,000 persons headed for a complete ner- In one exchange, a dubious member asked If
vous breakdown late last week as Domini- there had really been much evidence of Comcans ravaged each other again despite the munist infiltration and danger to lives.
The Colombian member of the Commispresence of 30,000 U.S. military men and a
commission from the Organization of Ameri- sion-whose own country is having troubles
with Communist guerrillas-replied emocan States (OAS) .
With the explosiven&s of a .50-caliber tionally:
"My answer ls yes. This was not a situamachinegun J:?urst, everything blew to bits
in one chaotic 24-hour period. When it was tion where there are riots or guerrilla activiover, the cease-fire had been broken by both ties where constitutional authorities- and
the Communist-led rebels of .Col. Francisco law exist. In this oase there is no sta,te.
Caamano Deno and the junta forces of Gen. What happens then when blood is shed in
the streets? What should the inter-AmeriAntonio Imbert Barreras.
As this was being written, an old propeller- can system do when a country collapses?
"Let's be frank. What happens when an
dri ven P-51 Mustang of the Dominican Air
Force, which is controlled by the Imbert American nation is so clOse to Cuba? Should
"government of national reconstruction," we sit on the balcony and watch ~or the end
was circling in the midafternoon sun like an of the tragedy? International communism
angry bee, whlle rebels, six blocks away, ls on the attack. There have been many
"brrupppd" at it with machineguns and revolutions in the Americas. We have h ad
automatic rifles. Then· the plane dove into them in my own country, and I do not believe
another strafing run on rebel-held Radio that a revolution justifies intervention by
Santo Domingo, which had been blasted off the inter-American system. This has not
been my argument."
the air in earlier attacks.
U.S. omcials are quietly bitter because U.S.
When the week was over, the already
chaotic situation here had grown immeas- newspapers, many of whose reporters here
urably more so. But despite the confusion appear to have become emotionaHy involved
there ls ample evidence that the U.S. mission with the rebel cause despite the evidence of
here hasn't changed; nor its determination . its Communist domination, gave little space
to the OAS meeting. Typically, however, the .
flagged.
A weary official of the U.S. Embassy here, OAS had made the transcript of the meeting
available
to . the press on a Saturday night,
his nerves obviously grown raw, put it this
an awkward time, and it was in Spanish.
way:
DETAILS WERE LACKING
"With his move into the Dominican Republic, President Johnson has adopted a
On the other hand, Sta,te Department men
new policy for Latin America-a Johnson here 2 weeks ago were apparently allowed to
policy, a Johnson doctrine, call it what you reveal only the names of the Communists
wlll-even though they are denying this in on the rebel side, while the specifics of who
Washington. He has put the Communists did what during those first hours of the revoon clear notice that we have at last drawn lution were released in great details in Washthe line."
ington.
. The omcial said that Mr. Johnson had
Consequently, Mr. Caamano and his aid,
served equally clear notice on the OAS to Hector Aristy Pereira, who guides his every
face up-and face up fast-to the Commu- move, were able to make many telling points
nist threat in the Western Hemll:phere and with American newsmen. This has now
create a political and m111tary ·force capable . changed, and there is evidence enough for
of moving quickly Into such situations In the everyone to have a little. Until the rebel
future.
radio was knocked out, for example, all one
If the OAS fails to do so, then the United had to do was listen to bring back memOTies
States will not hesitate again and again to of Fidel Castro. All week long it had exemploy its awesome power unilaterally-and coriated U.S. Ambassador W. Tapley Bennett
devil take the threadbare charges of gunboat as a fiend, a liar, and f ar wo~e. The radio
diplomacy.
has charged U.S. marines and men o! the
"For the first time since the end of the Army's 82d Airborne Division with atrocities.
Second World War, your country has moved
But with the passage of time, the true
in the first second of the first round," said story is getting out. And if the United
one Latin American diplomat in Santo Do- States has suffered a short-range blow to its
mingo delightedly.
image, its show of power should prove a
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'l'HI lt4AlllNES LANDED
long-range success with now unmeasurable
implications~ Fo.r the ambassadors of every
Time and time again that day he reported
country are filing repom:ts ta their govern- to Mr. Johnson on the phone that he didn.'t
ments. In the relative calm of his. air-con,- want the marines to come ashore unless the1
ditioned embassy here. one day last week,. a absolutely had to. Finally, at 5:14 p.m.,
high-ranking Western diplomat said:
Mr. Johnson gave 1\he order for them to land.
"In a matter of hoUl'S, this city was turned
The Ambassador is known to be appalled
1nta a civil-war battlefield, in which the city at criticism that the United States overwas subjected to an incredibly stupid ail: reacted to the crisis, and that it should have
bombardment by the Elias Wessin. y Wessin expended p:recious hours consulting an memforces, and a naval bombardment. Then the bers of the OAS. "An ambassador's first duty
rebels handed out 20,000 modern automatic is to his citizens," he has said repeatedly in
weapons to their mobs who proceeded to recent days. "Did they want me to wait unwreak their vengeance upon their enemies. til the coffin was already prepared?''"
"Floors of hospital corridors were covered
Mr. Bennett is also of the belief that Gen.
with injured and dying. There was no light, Wessin y Wessin-a leader of the junta that
no heat, no power. Doctors were operating removed Bosch from the Presidency-is not
without anesthesia. All law-, order, govern- the beast that he has been painted.
ment authority was completely gone.
Many Americans, and other nationals who
"If this horror-this reign of unorganized lived through the first terrifying days before
terror-had gone on for many more hours the marines arrived, are thankful that Wesand your marines had not come, then several sin, although defeated in battle by the
. extra thousand people might have been rebels, was able to hold them up at all.
killed. These tigres, as they call themselves- The Communists, and many people in the
young punks who would kill you for a ham streets, have made much of the number killed
sandwich-were whizzing down the street by Wessin in air raids ·on the Duarte Bridge
in cars shooting in all directions. It was a area, and the results were undoubtedly
typical civil war-crude and cruel and in- bloody. But many the:re do not think i't
sanely stupid.
compares with the numbers killed by roving
"Twenty armed men came clumping up bands of rebels with guns.
the stairs of this embassy and I dismissed
The best information now is that Caamano
them. It was all very unpleasant. Com- would personally like ta seek a compromise
munists? The rebels are up to their necks with the present Imbert junta-or even come
in them."
across the lines and defect., but that he is
REBELS SOUGHT VISAS
no:w literally a prisone.:r of the Communists.
Some sources emphasize that none of the
Many of the rebels, he said, sought visas
from him in the past in order to make their prominent political followers of Bosch who
way to CUba and Iron Curtain countries, and were in on the original coup of April 24 are
he had refused to grant them. They had now in the rebel ranks, men like Rafael Molena Urena having sought asylum in Latin
managed to get out anyway.
American embassies.
Th~ Western diplomat, who fought as a
In fact, during the first 24-odd hours of
high-ranking officer in the Second Worfd.
War, said many of the street fighters of the the coup, Caamano himself" took refuge in an
rebel side had shown evidence of the most .embassy. His name didn't figure promisophisticated urban guerrilla warfare train- nently until Tuesday, April 27, by which time
ing. It's not the sort of training that the most Bosch leaders had fled and the Comrag-tag Dominican armed forces, whence munists had moved neatly into the vacuum.
many of the rebels came, ever receive.
A SHADOWY FIGURE
Had President Johnson not moved so
U.S. officials here invariably describe Hecswiftly, many Americans at the embattled tor Aristy as a shadowy figure, and an opporlittle Embassy-and hundreds of others who tunist. Some believe he has been a Comelected to stick it out here and not evacuate-- munist all along. They say of Bosch that
might well have been killed.
he is probably not. a eommunis.t, but that
ATTACK ON 'l'.l:IE EMBASSY
he has been playing the Communist game
The Embassy had been ln:rormed by both for too long.
A widely held theory here is that Bosch
loyalist and rebel leaders. that they ceuld
not guarantee the safety of Americans or could never summon the cou:rage· to return
any other foreign nationals. One short hour dm:ing this crisis. Another theory holds that
after U.S. marines raced up to the Embassy he may yet be the winner. He has kept his
in truck and Embassy cars that had met le:ftwing credentials first class by denouncing
them at the helicopter field beside the Em- the marines as sort of an institutionalized
bajador Hotel, a large force of rebels at- McCarthyism. · But he has not rushed to
tacked the Embassy. And for 5 straight days join the rebels either, for whatever the deand nights before and after the marines' gree of Communist control, the taint is there.
Bosch atta.l.ned power in this country's
arrival, the Embassy came under heavy fire.
Ambassador Bennett, a tall, sensitive man first honest election, and here lies part of
the
tragedy of this situation. Ironically,
who speaks with a soft, Georgia accent--"he's
hardly the 'ha.wk' type, he's much too subtle Bosch had the backing in that election of
for that," says an aid-knew that the Do.- the military, but after his erection he
minican powder keg was due for a blow. U.S. tried to reform their varied forms of graft.
intelligence had put together a fat dossier At the same time, he gave encouragement
on Communists, and the Ambassador had re- to leftists. And General Wessin, himself a
ports that Juan Bosch, from his exile in puritanical type of man not given to the
Puerto Rico, was working closely with them usual corruption, genuinely believed Bosch
was setting up the country for a Communist
in an attempt to regain power.
Mr. Bennett seized · his last clear chance takeover.
Bosch, say offi.cials here, was a victim. of
to fly b~k ta Washington and report, and
he was there when the revolution against his own mercurial personality, and a dangerthe military-backed government of Donald ously divisive influence on the country. He
Reid Cabral broke out on Saturday morning, injected a high .degree of racism into hfs
April 24. Mr. :Bennett fiew b~k here on successful campaign for the Presidency. ·He
Wednesday, April 28. And as he drove into kept using the term, tutum pate, which
town frOin the port of Haina. where he'd been means the white wealthy upper class supdropped by a Marine helicopter from the pressors of the poor colored peoples.
heli-carrier Boxer, he met U.S. refugees
He's a man of low.er-middle-class backstreaming down the road in cars from the ground, a scholar with a rapier-like wit and
Embajador Hotel. There they had been scorn. These are not Dominican traits. He
terrorized by a. rebel band who had fired left many welts on assorted hides~ and he
bursts over their heads and through the absolutely refused to sit down at a table and
lobby.
heal old wounds.
·
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So far. no single, -charismatic Communist·

figure has arisen on the rebel side. Believed
ta be high iD the Communist leadership,
howevel", are the Ducoudray brothers-Juan
Ducoud:ray Mansfield and Felix Servio DucoudraN', Jr.-long-time Communist leaders
in this country. . At a lower level is an old
friend of Fidel Castro, Rafael Pichirilo Mejia,
who is now leading a large armed band.
Mejia was helmsman. of the Gramma, the
converted yacht that carried Castro and 80odd followers from Mexico to Oriente Province in Cuba. After graduating from all
the best guerrilla schools and serving Castro
in. various capacities, this tough little Communist returned to his native Dominican Re- ·
public when Bosch came to power and served
in his administraticm. When Bosch went
tntcr exile, Mejia and. other Communists fl'ed
the country. In the intervening years, he
became a. gun-runner and smuggler, using
the proceeds to support Red subversion.
Reports have it that he was aboard the
Sa.nto Domingo when that· freighter was: sunk
last week in the Ozama River after delivering arms- to the rebels on the west bank.
When the 82d Airborne sank the vessel,
Mejia must have escaped. because he has
been. seen around the rebel sector in recent
days.
Obviously, not everyone in the rebel camp
is a Communist; indeed. Communists are
probably a minority. But this was true also
in the. Cuban (and Russian) revoluticns.
It is: a question of the; influence they can
bring to bear.
Around rebel headquartel's you see carbon copies of Fidelistas-complete with fatigues and beatds;-among the Caamano
bodyguard.
Offi.cially, the United States is maintaining
a neutral stance between. the Imbert and
Caamano regimes untill such time as the
OAS can take effective political action. Unofficially, of course, the Imbert giroup, which
is located physically within. the U.S.-protected international zone--represents the
friendlies and the rebels are unfriendlies.
Throughout the week, it appeared that the
OAS might be making some progress, and
Friday some 250 Honduran troops and a few
Costa Ricans arrived. And despite continuous sniper fire. and sporadic firefights between U.S. soldiers and rebels, between
rebels and loyalists, and between rebels and
rebels, there has been a cease-fire of sorts.
Then, on Wednesday,. a large rebel group
attacked a loyalist motor pool in force, tech_nically breaking the cease-fl.re~ The Dominican Air Fo:rce, consisting of a handful of
P-51's, AT-6 trainers, and British-made
Vampire jet fighters, thereupon apparently
decided it was free ta have at the rebels
again.
The air force is located at San Isidro Air
B.ase which is gilarded by the 82d Airborne.
A JOINT OPEitATION

The tower at San Isidra is a joint United
States-loyalist-Dominican operation. When
_a loyalist plane wants to take o:fl', a Dominican in the tower clears it. On Thursday
afternoon ~ two P-5l's and three bomb-carrying AT-6's streaked off the field and attacked the rebel radio station.
One of the P-51's started its strafing run
lust as it swept low over the U.S. Embassy,
its guns making a frightening racket. Ambassador Bennett and his staff dived under
their desks. U.S. marines guarding the Embassy grounds opened fl.re on the fighter, not
sure of its intentions.
Enraged by the attack on his station,
Caamano produced for U.S. newsmen the
· body ot a child killed in the attack, and
charged the Imbert people, with breaking the
ceas·e -fire.
Well, it wasn't much of a cease-fire anyway~ Every afternoon. last week, for example,
snipers in a construction gang on a building
overlooking a U.S. marlne position woUld
fire a few bursts, then melt into the street
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crowd. The marines, armed with M-14 rifies
and binoculars, stalk and kill the snipers in
return.
Unarmed Dominican civilians travel back
and forth into the international zonethrough marine and airborne checkpoints
where they are frisked . for weapons. Thus
rebels ca.n move about freely without arms
and spot U.S. positions.
In the international zone, the native
Dominicans go ·about their business amidst
the gunfire as though nothing were happening. On Thursday, they appeared to en'."
joy watching the strafing runs.
In the corridor, and along the perimeter,
U.S. troops are distributing food and clothing to all comers. And an the while, a
battery of six: mean-looking 105-milllmeter
howitzers--conspicuously emplaced in front
of the Hotel Embajador for all to see-are
pointed toward the 8-square-mlle rebel sector. They could pulverize rebel town in a
few days of firing if they had to.
With or without a token OAS force, it's
a good bet those guns will be in place for a
long time to come.

THE ROLE OF THE U.S. MERCHANT
FLEET
Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. President, on
May 12, Edwin M. Hood, president of
the Shipbuilders Council of America, delivered an excellent address before the
Propeller Club, in Newport News, Va.
Mr. Hood stated that the decline of certain segments of the U.S. merchant
fleet "has reached a point where we are
now faced with the danger of losing control over the orderly movement of our
foreign commerce-if, indeed, this control has not already been lost."
I could not agree with him more.
It is becoming more and more apparent that the future of the American merchant marine depends on a healthy climate in which labor, management, shippers, investors, lending institutions, and
the general public alike will have sound
reason and positive justification for renewed faith and confidence in the future
of American-flag shipping.
We have had our seminars and symposiums, our debates and roundtable
discussions. Now, as Mr. Hood has declared, "talk must soon be replaced by
positive action-otherwise our maritime
strength will decline even further."
At a Point in our history when the
American merchant marine carries less
than 10 percent of our foreign commerce, .
I am certain that all Senators will be
interested in the entire text of Mr. Hood's
timely remarks. Therefore, I ask
unanimous consent that his speech be
printed at this point in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the speech ·
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
Is No SUBSTITUTE FOR A PROGRAM
The role of the U.S. merchant fleet in the
national scheme of things is a timely topic.
Timely because the predominant share of
the transport of our foreign commerce has
been surrendered to ships of other nations.
This has progressed to the point where the
American merchant marine carries less than
10 percent of this trade. The transport of
oil, bulk commodities and tramp cargoes in
U.S. bottoms has faded drastically. This decline has· reached a point where we are now
faced with the danger of losing control over
the orderly movement of our foreign commerce, if indeed this control has not already
been lost.
CXI--748
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Timely because, as V-E Day on May 8 reminded us, 20 years have passed since World
War II, the era when much of our present
1leet was built. It ls bad enough that w~
carry so little, but worse that much of what
we do carry ls in old ships built in World
War II days.
It is timely, too, because of current recognition. of the pressing requirement to
revitalize our merchant marine as evidenced
.by new interest and discourse at the highest
·levels of Government and industry. Most
experts agree that the scope of our Illerchant
marine must reflect the dynamics of presentday commerce. However, there ls considerable disagreement as to the kinds of changes
that are needed and as to the emphasis to
be placed on the various segments which
comprise the maritime industry.
And, the topic is critically timely to those
of us in the shipbuilding industry, for it has
been proposed that ships for the U.S.-flag
merchant marine might be built in foreign
shipyards as a means of eliminating shipbuilding subsidies. This "trial balloon," a.s
it has been characterized by many, comes at
a time when practically every other maritime nation of the world is moving to
strengthen their shipping and shipbuilding
activities in their own self-interests.
The mere suggestion that the U ,S. Government might sanction the building of
ships for the subsidized merchant fleet in
foreign shipyards has caused our counterparts around the world to "rub their hands
together" with gleeful anticipation. Even
though our Secretary of Commerce publicly
asserted on March 3, 1965, that because of
the balance-of-payments problem, the policy of the administration is to require ship
construction in this country, the foreign
trade journals continue to applaud the
"build abroad" proposa..1 suggested by the
Maritime Administrator on February 9,
1965. In fact, even in this country, few
periodicals mention the March 8 statement
by the Secretary, and the earlier February 9
statement continues to receive notoriety.
The situation also has a comical flavor.
The Japanese are fearful that if, as a matter
of U.S. policy, ships for the U.S. fleet were
to be constructed abroad, European shipyards would obtain most of the contracts.
And, the European nations, particularly those
in the Common Market, are fearful that the
Japanese, because of their lower prices, will
receive all of the business. It can be reasonably predicted that these fears are already
being expressed in trade discussions and
through diplomatic channels. And, the Norwegians are now attributing the financial
plight of their shipyards to our Government's restrictions on foreign lending by
U.S. banks.
Japan, as you know, ls the leading shipbuilding nation of the world. In 1964, her
shipyards cornered 40 percent of the world
shipbuilding market. In addition to benefiting from wage rates well below one-half
the level of wages in the United States, Japanese shipyards are supported by their Government to the extent of 10 percent of the
actual cost price of each ship. This support,
it is said, includes a subsidy on steel plates
used in connection With export shipbuilding contracts pius favorable credit terms arranged under Government sponsorship and
guarantees. Profits earned from export sales
are also largely tax free.
These
competitive
advantages
have
prompted the Common Market countries to
respond in kind. More subsidies and more
liberal credit and financing terms are in the
offing. Starting in 1967, it ls recommended
by the European Economic Community that
member nations grant their shipyards a subsidy amounting to 10 percent of the actual
value of newly built ships. There are indic1;1.tions that this 10-percent figure might be
increased later. There are also reports that
a separate subsidy of 5 percent on ship re-
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pairs may be proposed. France and Italy
already provide direct subsidies of 15 to 20
percent to stimulate the shipyard industries.
. It is important to note that all of this is
taking place at a time when there are those
in this country who advocate the elimination of shipyard subsidies. Other maritime
nations obviously consider their shipyards of
sufficient national importance to warrant
greater support, and we appear to want to
make it even easier for them to do so.
At this point, I should remind you that
U.S. taxpayers have spent nearly $1 billion
since 1945 in rehabilitating war damaged
foreign . shipyards and in defraying costs of
mut:ual security contracts awarded many of
the same yards. In addition, I should remind you that since the close of World War
II, more than 1,000 merchant vessels totaling 18 m111ion gross tons have been built in
foreign shipyards for American interests. In
the same period, U.S. shipyards delivered 581
ships totaling 7 .4 m111ion gross tons to Amert. can interests.
Against the background of what ls taking
place in Europe, it was interesting to read
the other day that a Swedish ship operator
had characterized ship construction subsidies as "formidable weapons in the hands
of American owners." Rather than ·formidable weapons, ship construction subsldiesand also ship operating subsidies-represent
nothing more, and nothing less, than payments to offset the difference between U.S.
and foreign wage scales. The Joint Economic Committee of the Congress recently
noted that the only Federal statutes using
the word "subsidy" are those dealing with
ship construction and ship operations. The
term ls also rarely used in Executive orders
and Government regulations.
Perhaps by calling a spade a spade-by
changing the designation of ship construction and ship operating subsidies to "labor
equalization payments" or to some other appropriate term-many of the roadblocks associated with maritime problems in this
country wlll take on an entirely dit!erent
connotation. Then, indeed, "labor equalization payments" will be "formidable weapons" in terms of correcting the deficiencies
in our merchant fleet, in preserving our
shipyards, and in meeting the ever-growing
threat of the Russians on the high seas.
But, the attainment of these goals will require more than just a change in name. A
healthy environment must be created in
which labor, management, shippers, investors, lending institutions, and the general
public alike will have sound reason and positive justifications for renewed faith and confidence in the future for American-flag shipping. This climate, however, Will not be
created by contradictory suggestions from
Government sources that our ships might or
might not be built abroad. Nor will it be
created by any official hemming or hawing.
It will not be created by window dressing or
tricks of legerdemain. Nor will it be created
by begging the issue of subsidies.
In point of truth, an effective maritime
effort would not be possible without protective measures such as ship operating and
ship construction subsidies. The focus of
those who endorse revitalization of the
American maritime industry while reducing
subsidies has been blurred by not recognizing this fundamental reality. There is no
way we can legislate away or wish away
the differences in wage levels which are an
inherent economic fact among nations of
dit!ering affluence. Nor is there justification
to singling out the maritime industry generally or the shipyards in particular and
concluding they are less efficient and more
expendable than other segments of our
economy.
To begin with, the issue is prima.ri1y that
of maintaining the high level of well-being
of our citizens. Even a minimal extent of
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research quickly demonstrates that with sur- by positive action-otherwise our maritime
prisingly few exceptions U.S. products and strength wm decline even further.
services cost more than those of other naClearly, the central problem is the need
tions. Just because many American in- for funds to finance the replacement of vesdustries and service firms receive indemni- sels in the merchant fleet. The need has
fication from direct price competition with never been greater. But, the need continues
foreign concerns by indirect, oblique, ob- to be delineated by a lack of appreciation of
scured means, while the maritime industry the problems and dangers involved. To rereceives direct open support with subsidy solve this ·circumstance, several approaches
·payments, is no reason to ignore this com- are possible.
monplace, basic fact of international ecoWe have frequently advocated the estabnomics. It is no reason to claim that ship lishment of a Presidential Advisory Commisoperators and shipyards receive unique and sion on Sea Power Superiority. It has been
our view that a commission of distinguished
special privileges.
The facts are simple. First, if we want a citizens, from both public and private life,
maritime industry, we must have protective could review all of our sea power resources,
measures. Secondly, the size and quality of including the marginal condition of our
the fleet and our shipyards is a direct func- maritime capability, and recommend to the
tion of the extent of these programs. President of the United States the actions
Thirdly, we must have an extensive mer- necessary to ensure that the Russians do not
chant marine capability as a matter of na- achieve their objective of controlling the
tional interest and security. In our own trade routes of the seas.
self-interests, any other conclusions are
A Presidential advisory commission could
inconceivable.
accomplish much in terms of assigning
A reasonable and effective program pred- needed national priorities to the correction
icated on a firm and precise statement of na- of the deficiencies which exist in our mertional policy enumerating the benefits that chant fleet. It might well chart a ~rogram
accrue to our country arid the American peo- pointed toward a point in time-in the not
ple through the existence of a well-balanced, too distant future-when U.S.-flag shipping
modern merchant marine and an efficient will carry more than 10 percent of our own
and active supporting private shipyard in- trade and commerce.
dustry ls long overdue. In terms of a reaOn the legislative front, the Congress
sonable and effective program, I should like might · also help in upgrading the assignto add the following suggestions to the dia- ment of appropriate priorities to our national
log which began with the ~aritime Ad- maritime effort. It might well authorize the
ministrator's speech on February 9.
establishment of a Joint Commission of GovThe basic question ls not whether sub- ernment, Industry and Labor authorities to
sidy payments or programs of equivalent pur- undertake immediately a review of the Merpose are needed. The question ls the most chant Marine Act of 1936 to bring it into line
effective way to allocate the subsidy expendi- with the needs not only of today, but of the
tures. It can be easily demonstrated that critical 5- to 10-year period ahead . •
Second to the assignment of priorities is
the best value is obtained by replacing old
ships with new ships. One new modern ship the availabillty of sufficient funds. The cost
has the capacity of several old ones, and re- of any program to counter the increasing
quires a smaller crew than one of the old Russian threat on the high seas will not be
ships replaced. Larger size, higher speed, cheap. But, it certainly would be far less
automated controls and cargo handling gear than the cost of winning the race to the
make this advantage possible. Accordingly, moon-now estimated at upward of $20 bilthe new ship substantially reduces the labor lion. And, the cost of winning the race on
time and cost of delivering a ton of cargo. the oceans would cost a fraction of that
This is the ~sence of automation-eapital amount.
Federal payments for subsidized ship coninvestment to increase productivity.
The wisdom of investing in automation struction, between 1950 and 1964, averaged
is well known and widely publicized in the about $40 million annually and it is not difmanufacturing industry. What is not well ficult to understand why we have been
k.:lown ls that the same approach with our steadily falling behind.
merchant fleet will in many instances yield
A construction reserve fund for nonsubremarkable financial gains, and at the same sidized shipping operators, tramp operators,
and
Great Lakes operators would provide a
time give us modern ships plus an advantage
to ship operators, shipyards and the public. great stimulus for rejuvenation of a large
A review of potential benefits with re- . segment of our merchant marine which has
spect to bulk carriers well mustrates the received little or no attention or encouragepoint. It is estimated that 15,000-55,000 ment. Overage, uneconomic ships in these
deadweight ton vessels and 35,000-25,000 services are badly in need of replacement.
deadweight ton vessels could serve potential Senator BARTLETI', of Alaska--a vigorous
markets and could be built at a total con- cha.m pion of a modern, well-balanced merstruction subsidy cost to the Government chant marine-has introduced legislation to
of $232,500,000. Based on a useful life of create a vessel replacement capital reserve
25 years, the average annual cost over the fund "to promote the replacement. and exlife of the ships would be less than $10 pansion of the U.S. nonsubsidized merchant
million. Also, due to the high degree of and fishing fleets." It is not yet known
automation possible, operating expenses for whether or not this measure wm be officially
such vessels are said to be ·minimal. In supported, but it has strong endorsement
other words, with a relatively modest an- from labor and industry spokesmen.
Senator BARTLETT'S inclusion of the needs
nual expenditure, our maritime capability
could be greatly improved by adding a bad- of the fishing fleet in his bill suggests a
ly-needed bulk carrying capability to our whole new panorama of developments.
Many new ocean sciences are only beginning
merchant fleet.
We have heard much talk lately about to emerge. Oceanography, for example, has
the sad state of our bulk fleet and its in- captured the imagination of many persons
ability to handle the bright prospects for and companies, and we are told that future
carrying bulk cargoes in the future. How- opportunities are almost limitless. But, our
ever, four applications for construction-dif- basic maritime research and development
ferential subsidies involving nine bulk car- endeavors have failed to keep pace and leave
riers have long been awaiting decisions. much to be desired. In the present fiscal
Three of these have been pending since No- year, approximately $10.8 mlllion are available for maritime research programs, and of
vember 1963, and one since August 1964.
Another application for an operating dif- that amount $6.5 million is allocated for
ferential subsidy has been on file for al- operation of the Nuclear Ship Savannah.
most 10 years. Talk must soon be replaced Yet, by comparison, Department of Defense
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expenditures for research, development, tests
and evaluations of aircraft total nearly $900
mlllion.
In other words, for aircraft research our
Government is sponsoring the expenditure of
almost 200 times more money than for merchant ship research. Surely, the vast sums
of Federal money spent over the last decade
for aircraft research and development--and
supporting facilities-have made it possible
for our airframe industry to remain competitive on a worldwide basis in spite of our
higher wages and higher material costs. It
should not be too difficult to prove that
Federal support of a comparable magnitude
would have made it possible . for our merchant marine-and supporting shipyardsto be competitive on a worldwide basis.
There are many exciting possibilities for
new concepts in sea transportation. Hydrofoils, ground effects machines, high-speed
submarine cargo lines, oceangoing barge
trains, nuclear-propelled vessels, and specialized unit cargo load ships are some of
these. Our shipyards are equal to the challenges ahead. Who can say what the condition of our maritime and shipbuilding industry would now be had research and development in this field received the attention given to the aircraft industry? But, it
can be stated with certainty that the U.S.
airlines would today be in dire straits if
natiOnal policy necessitated their using a
large proportion of converted flying fortresses
of World War II vintage.

FUTURE RELATIONS WITH CHINA
Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, recently I had the pleasure of addressing
the National -Conference on the United
States and China, held here in Washington, D.C., at the International Inn.
On that occasion, I noted that it is in our
national interest to open at least limited
contacts with mainland China.
Red China is the most populous nation in the world. She occupies a highly
significant position in Asia, and is developing a nuclear capacity.
·
The problem posed by China will not
be solved by burying our heads in the
sand. I believe that one day we must
undertake the patient-and no doubt
frustrating-effort to establish international, economic, and cultural ties with
China.
Several days ago the House Foreign
Affairs Committee's Subcommittee on
the Far East and the Pacific published
a report in which the subcommittee
urged that consideration be given at the
appropriate time to "the initiation of
limited, but direct, contact with Red
China, through cultural-exchange activities." Recently, the Chamber of
Commerce of the United States unani- ·
mously recommended a similar approach.
I commend the House subcommittee
for its forthright stand. Although it is
essential that the United States continue to oppose aggression and subversion, it is also essential that we maintain an open mind on the China problem and possible new U.S. initiatives.
I ask unanimous consent to have
printed at this point in the RECORD an
article and a fine editorial, from the
Washington Post, on the action recently
taken by the House Foreign Affairs
Committee's subcommittee. I also ask to
have printed in the RECORD a thoughtful article, written by Max Freedman, on
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a recent China study made by the respected American Friends Service Committee.
·
There being no objection, the articles
and the editorial were ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
(From the Washington (D.C.) Post, May 16,
1965)
HOUSE UNIT FAVORS EASING PEIPING
RELATIONS

A congressional subcommittee has cautiously but clearly recommended that the
United States start thinking about improving relations with Red China.
It specifically recommended consideration
of U.S.-Red Chinese cultural exchanges "at
an appropriate time."
The Far Eastern subcommittee of the
House Foreign Affairs Committee, in a report
released today, made clear that it implied
no relaxation of U.S. efforts to contain Chinese aggression or subversion.
But the subcommittee of five Democrats
and four Republicans suggested that the
United States indicate both to China and
other countries that U.S. opposition to some
of the things China is doing does not imply
perm.anent U.S. opposition to reasonable relations with China.
The caution with which the subcommittee
dealt with this subject is suggested by its
tendency to present the more daring suggestions by quoting witnesses' statements rather
than making them itself.
Yet even the formal recommendations of
the subcommittee went far beyond the conventional opposition to anything connected
with Red China.
"The United States," said the subcommittee, "should .give, at an appropriate time,
consideration to the initiation of limited but
direct contact with Red China through cultural exchange activities with emphasis on
scholars and Journalists.
In general the subcommittee walked a delicate line between suggesting efforts to improve U.S.-Chinese relations and opening
itself to any suggestion of being too soft on
communism, or of undermining confidence
in the U.S. commitment to resist Chinese
aggression.
It warned against "any sign of American
moves to establish trade and diplomatic relations with Red China."
The subcommittee offered a number of
other suggestions, all of them in the direction of easing tensions with the Communist
world.
It urged that such steps be combined with
strong evidence that the United States
would not relax its opposition to Communist
aggression or subversion. And so it recommended increased efforts to discourage free
world trade with North Vietnam under present circumstances.
·
The gist of the report was that the committee was endorsing the administration's
policy, which President Johnson has summed
up with the phrase "our hand is out, but our
guard is up."
Since the current and earlier administrations have felt it necessary to move cautiously toward easing restrictions on relations
with Communist countries for fear of adverse Congressional reactions, the report is
expected to be welcomed, privately if not
publicly, by the administration.
The subcommittee recommended consideration of U.S. recognition of Outer Mongolia, a Communist state between China and
Russia. Nationalist China ha-s strongly opposed such a U.S. move.
The subcommittee also suggested expansion of U.S. trade with Eastern Europe to
loosen that area's dependence on Russia.
It suggested more cordial relations generally with East European cquntries that
show some independence of Russia..
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.And it suggested that the United Sti:i,tes t.o the problems and hopes of the long fushould not make overt efforts t.o exploit the ture. Yet precisely this look into the future
has been attempted as a brave act of public
Soviet-Chinese split.
The subcommittee reported that limited service by the American Friends Service Comescalation of the war in South Vietnam has mittee (the Quakers) in its proposals for a.
not pushed the Russians and Chinese to- new policy toward China.
Quite plainly there can be no immediate
gether, but has widened the breach.
But Secretary of State Dean Rusk told the change in our policy while China disturbs
subcommittee that "it seems to me that if .the security of Asia. The Quakers with all
Peiping can demonstrate in southeast Asia. their faith in the persuasive power of good
that Peiping's doctrine of communism, of will, are not blind to political realities. Their
militant communism, is the correct one and 'analysis contains.some of the shrewdest comthe successful one, this will almost certainly ments on Chinese problems that have yet
bri.ng about a greater unity of the Com- been presented for public consideration.
munist world behind the point of view of Even among officials who dissent from their
assumptions and principles, this report by
Peiping."
the Quakers has won a most respectful hearing.
(From the Washington (D.C.) Post,
At the very center of their analysis, the
May 23, 1965]
Quakers have put two troubling questions.
RELATIONS WITH CHINA
we satisfied with our present policy? Do
The House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee Arewish
to continue it indefinitely?
on the Far East and the Pacific has taken a. weNo
further discussion is needed by those
cautious but courageous step in becoming who are
satisfied with things as they are.
the first congressional group to publish a ·But for many
others these matters are by
report urgip.g that, "at an appropriate time," no means completely closed issues and they
consideration be given "to the initiation of would welcome further discussion. It is to
limited but direct contact with Red China them that the Quaker appeal is addressed.
through cultural exchange activities."
The Quakers ask us to weigh the gains and
The subcommittee, headed by Congress- penalties of our policy of nonrecognition, of
man ZABLOCKI of Wisconsin, suggests that a trade embargo, of mutual hostility, and of
priority on these cultural exchanges go to armed resistance. Without denying that
scholars and journalists. It does not urge such a policy had its origins and its justificaan opening up of trade relations with China tion in the threat of Chinese aggression, the
at this time, and it does not delude itself Quakers ask whether we have nothing better
into thinking that there will be any soften- to expect than another generation of armed
ing of China's anti-Americanism during the antagonism and mUitary struggle.
next few years. What the subcommittee
The policy of ranging China and the
desires is to encourage every opportunity to United States as mutual enemies, disputing
increase each country's knowledge of the the position of the paramount power in Asia,
other, and to make it more evident that it merely exposes the cluster of small states in
is not the United States which is isolating southeast Asia to the tensions and upheavals
China, but China itself which is discour- of a cruel struggle for power between two
aging such contacts.
armed giants.
The subcommittee report also urged that
To break this fatal deadlock in which our
the United States consider recognition of policy has so long been imprisoned, the
China's neighbor, Moscow-oriented Outer Quakers propose that we begin the long jourMongolia. The Congressmen were aware, ney to the restoration of normal relations
however, that when the United States tried with China, in all areas from the diplomatic
to do just that a few years ago Chiang Kai- to the cultural.
shek's Nationalist China, r.hich would like
But they concede that the stumbling block
to reclaim Mongolia as its own should it is Formosa. With their horror of brutality
ever retake the mainland, forced the admin- and persecution, the Quakers are the last
istration to back down.
people to tolerate the transfer of the people
It is understood that the subcommittee on Formosa to the · savage reprisals of
members were emboldened by testimony Peiping.
from Roger Hllsman, the Assistant Secretary
A definite and binding agreement to proof State for Far Eastern Affairs under Presi- tect the safety and freedom of the Formosans ·
dent Kennedy, and that their report might must therefore be the first essential principle
have been even bold13r had not a few of the to any Chinese settlement. Perhaps such a
members pleaded digestion difficulties in settlement will no longer appear remote and
utopian if Peiping is recognized as the govtheir home constituencies.
Nevertheless, the subcommittee certainly ernment of one United China; if Formosa is
has taken a significant step away from the granted a large measure of local autonomy
ostrich head-ducking that has come to and protected in its human freedoms; if the ·
American 7th Fleet is withdrawn from those
characterize Chinese-American relations.
The subcommittee's action follows a re- waters; and if Peiping becomes a member of
cent resolution here by the U.S. Chamber of the United Nations and no longer suffers any
Commerce calling for an opening of the discrimination in the world community.
This clearly is a most formidable list of
"channels of communication" between the
two countries. A national conference spon- speculative possib11ities, and any approach to
sored. by the American Friends Service Com- China on these principles is not practical for
mittee also attempted to focus attention on the United States in the visible future. All
the same, if we take the easy course of seekChinese-American relations.
ing refuge in bleak negations palatal?Ie to us
It is only through the leadership of such
impeccably respectable groups as these that if only because of their long famUiarity, then
ourselves to an endless entanglean administration in Washington can be we doom
with the China problem in its present
persuaded to note that perhaps the old ment
dangerous
form.
"China Lobby" really is dead and that this
The emergence of China as a nuclear power,
country now can afford to take whatever
realistic steps toward China it deems nec- still with a small and primitive capacity, but
one capable of ruthless expansion in the
essary -in order to further our national next
decade, gives a tragic and urgent eminterests.
phasis to the necessity of no longer treating
China
as an outlaw state. Perhaps China
(From the Washington Evening Star, May 24, will obstinately
resist all overtures, but can
1965]
anyone really argue that we have tried and
FUTURE RELATIONS WITH CHINA
exhausted all available policies?
(By Max Freedman)
We have been no more eager to reach an
Nothing is harder, in the midst of a war, accommodation with China, in a significant
than to look _beyond the immediate struggle and fundamental sense, than we were to
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come to terms for many years with Russia. ing or buying a home and benefits to widows
after its revolution. Our hostility did not and minor children. The extent of the
break Russia's power then, and it has not transactions may be visualized by the number of checks issued in April. In that month
yet broken China's power now.
The Quakers see a useful check on poten- checks went to 42,479 living veterans and
tial Chinese aggression by the presence of an 13,973 to widows, widows and children, or
international force in the threatened lands, children alone. Of the latter figure, 6,582
with the United Nations taking an increased went to the World War I account and 6,401
role in southeast Asia.
to World War II beneficiaries.
In a display case in the main corridor of
Beyond all doubt, the Quakers are far
ahead of general American opinion but there . VA regional headquarters is a newspaper
would be much support for their position in article saying "Today, the biggest business
Asia, notably in Japan and India. They organization in the United States is not
have, meanwhile, given us all a valuable les- General Motors or A.T. & T., but the Vetson in the art of discussing public questions erans' Administration. Veterans and their
without self-righteousness and with a brave immediate families comprise almost half the
total U.S. population and the VA has some
freedom from old dogmas.
22 million 'customers• in its active files."
UNIQUE SYSTEM
THE VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION
The Hartford office has records of 235,000
of the 350,000 veterans in Connecticut. In
IN CONNECTICUT
forest of steel cabinets are their military
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, 20 ahistory,
data on medical examinations and
years ago this month the :fighting in the treatments, as well as two-way correspondEuropean theater of World War II came ence. A unique filing system installed as an
to an end. The end of that terrible war experiment for possible use throughout the
marked the beginning of enormous new Nation enables members of the staff to find
responsibilities for the Veterans' Admin- a folder enclosing any veteran's record with
of time and effort.
istration. In the State of Connecticut, a minimum
Specialists fill many posts in the Hartford
those responsibilities have been met very office.
A tour discloses the desks of physiwell. Through the Hartford office alone, cians, lawyers, construction experts, occupamore than $70 million is disbursed an- tion experts, loan administration agents, innually to administer veterans programs. surance underwriters, and accountants, a
The man overseeing the activities of the cross section of the professional fields.
Veterans' Administration in Connecti- Other employees vital to the operation are
operators, stenographers, dicta.cut is Col. Edward W. O'Meara. Colonel flexo-writer
operators. In addition are many reO'Meara and his staff are charged with phone
quiring special skills or understanding.
care of the records of more than 235,000
GOOD MORTGAGE RISKS
Connecticut veterans. The programs
In the Loan Guarantee Division are apthat Colonel O'Meara administers vitally proximately
95,000 mortgage loans which the
affect the lives and well-being of ex-GI's, office has guaranteed
amounting to about •1
as well as the lives of their widows and billion. "Evidence of how our veterans have
their children. Colonel O'Meara is no 'taken care of their mortgage obligations ls
stranger to such responsibilities; he was indicated by the remarkably low loss ratto
the :first mana,ger of the social security which is three-tenths of 1 percent," said
Colonel O'Meara, adding, "This, I think anyoffice in New Britain.
would say, is an extraordinary record."
Furthermore, Ed O'Meara is an old and one
Versatile machines speed the work and
valued friend. When Governor of Con- make
possible swift handling of an enormous
necticut, it was my privilege to appoint amount of business transacted. By means of
him a member of my military staff. a. telecommunication system about 520 mesEverything Ed O'Meara does, he does sages are sent out monthly and about 525
received. The omce can and does "speak"
well.
I ask unanimous consent that an ar- with all VA installations in the country
ticle entitled "State VA Part of Largest through a series of relays.
SUPERVISES ESTATES
Business Firm in United States," pubThe mail desk handles about 70,000 pieces
lished in the New Britain Herald of May
18, 1965, and describing the fine work of mail a month, 40,000 incoming and 30,000
Of those received, about 7,000 are
of Colonel O'Meara and the Veterans' outgoing.
processed by a mechanical locator index that
Administration in Connecticut, be looked to this writer like a small scale ferris
printed in the RECORD.
wheel: . A push of a button brings within
There being no objection, the article reach of the operator's hand the addresses of
many
thousands of veterans in the State.
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
Many unanticipated problems are handled
as follows:
by the chief attorney's omce which also exSTATE VA PART OF LARGEST BUSINESS FIRM IN ercises supervision over estates amounting
UNITED STATES
to $9 million of some 6,300 incompetent vet(By Arthur E. McEvoy)
erans as well as beneficiaries and minor chilTwenty years after VE day and the end of dren.
During the fiscal year 1964, $72,500,000 was
World War II the Veterans' Administration,
through its Hartford office, is disbursing expended in Connecticut to carry out varimore than $70 million annually in Connec- ous functions of the regional Hartford office.
ticut to administer many programs for the This undertaking was accomplished by a stat!
benefit of men and women who were in the of 118 whose working space and appurtemilitary service in two woi:ld wars and their nances occupy 30,500 Equare feet, the entire
first floor of the Federal Building.
dependent survivors.
In the New Federal Building in the capiColonel O'Meara, who heads this big opertal city, around which the activities of the ation, is no stranger to New Britain. He was
VA in Connecticut revolve, many functions the first manager of the social security omce
affecting the lives of ex-GI's, their widows, in this city.
and children are carried out by the staff of
Col. Edward W. O'Meara, regional manager.
RETENTION OF SECTION 14(b) OF
SERVICES LtSTED
THE TAFT-HARTLEY ACT
These include compensation payments,
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, the
pensions, educational allowances, grants to
paraplegic veterans of $10,000 toward build- Nueces Canyon Chamber of Commerce,

headquartered at Camp Wood, Tex., re- ·
cently endorsed the proposition that
section 14(b) of the Taft-Hartley Act be
retained. I fully share the view of the
chamber. In order that other Senators
may be advised of how Texans feel on
this most important matter, I ask that a
letter to me from the chamber president
be printed at this point in the RECORD .
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
NUECES CANYON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
Camp Wood, Tex., May 20, 1965.

Hon. JOHN TOWER,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

MY DEAR SENATOR TOWER: The Nueces
Canyon Chamber of Commerce has endorsed
the proposition that section 14(b) of the
Taft-Hartley Act should be retained to the
end that the right-to-work laws of Texas can
be continued.
This action was taken by unanimous vote
of the chamber membership at the last regular meeting held May 4, 1965, and the undersigned was instructed to notify you of
this action and to request your cooperation
in this matter.
Thanking you in advance for a reply at
your earliest convenience, I am,
Respectfully,
HORACE KELLY, President.

THE MESS IN VIETNAM-XV; AN EXU.S. OFFICIAL "TURNS STATE'S
EVIDENCE"
Mr. GRUENING. Mr. President,
books of great pertinence and value to
an understanding of what is going on
in Vietnam and in southeast Asia generally are now coming off the presses.
Considering the great lack of reliable
information about why and to what ex- ·
tent the United States is engaged and
the omission of many pertinent facts
from official pronouncements, these
books are a distinct contribution to
public information, and they deserve
reading.
Recently, I had printed in the RECORD
reviews, from "The Nation," of David
Halberstam's book entitled "The Making
of a Quagmire," and of Malcolm
Browne's book "The New Face of War."
Mr. Halberstam was for 3 years the
correspondent of the New York Times in
Vietnam; and Mr. Browne was there as
the correspondent of the Associated
Press, and is still there. Both these
books revealed tellingly the efforts to
suppress the bad news from Vietnam
and to give the American people the
rosy picture which has, up to date, been
part of the official line. Both of these
newspaper men were Pultizer Prize winners, because of the excellence of their
reporting of events in Vietnam.
We now have a book written by a
Government official, the Public Affairs
Officer in South Vietnam-John Mecklin, whose book, entitled "Mission in
Torment," has just been issued by
Doubleday. In the May 29th issue of
"The New Republic," this book is admirably revieweci by I. F. Stone, the
knowledgeable editor of "I. F. Stone's
Weekly." He entitles his review, appropriately: "An Official Turns State's
Evidence." I recommend to all Senators
the reading of this review;· but even
more important is the reading of the
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book itself: I ask wianimous consent
that the review be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the review
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
AN OFFICIAL TuRNS STATE' S EVIDENCE

(By I. F. Stone)
The most important battle in South Vietn am was the fight to let the American people
know what was going on. Two reporters who
shared Pulitzer prizes for their part in it,
David Halberstam, of the New York Times,
and Malcolm W. Browne, of the Associated
Press, have recently published their accounts
of this battle between bureaucracy and press.
Now in "Mission in Torment,'' we have the
story as seen from the other side. John
Mecklin, a Time staff man, took leave of
absence to serve as Public Affairs officer of
the U.S. Embassy in Saigon from May 1962
to January 1964. The story he has to tell
is not peculiar to Saigon. The same struggle
goes on in Washington. Covering the Pentagon, the State Department, and the White
House is a continual rassle between reporters
trying to get the news and press officers
putting out the Government's party line.
If -the latter had their way we would all
sound like American equivalents of Pravda
and Izvestia; too many do. "In Saigon in
1963," Mecklin writes; "the newsmen were
regarded as enemies not only by local authorities but also by the American Mission."
In this, Washington often seems to differ
only in degree from Saigon.
Mecklin charges that the newsmen were
rude, self-righteous, and humorless, but he
substantially confirms their indictment.
Where Halberstam and Browne complain of
a constant effort to mislead the press, Mecklin pleads in extenuation that the higher-ups
believed their own falsehoods. "The root of
the problem," he says, "was the fact that
much of what the newsmen took to be lies
was exactly what the Mission genuinely believed, and was reporting to Washington.
Events were to prove that the Mission itself
was unaware of how badly the war was going, operating in a world of illusion. Our
feud with the newsmen was an angry symptom of bureaucratic sickness." The defense
is more damning than the newsmen's accusations. All governments lie, but disaster lies
in wait for countries whose officials smoke
the same hashish they give out.
Mecklin lets us see that even this was not
the whole story. There were falsehoods the
officials believed and falsehoods they told deliberately. "To the best of my knowledge,"
Mecklin writes, "no responsible U.S. official
in Saigon ever told a newsman a really big
falsehood. Instead there were endless little
ones." When the newsmen didn't fall for
them, Washington complained. "There was
a patronizing holier-than-thou tone in the
official attitude toward the press," Mecklin
relates. "We repeatedly received cables from
W~hington using expressions like 'tell the
correspondents' to do so and so or 'explain
how they were wrong• to write such and such.
This .was like trying to tell a New York taxi
driver how to shift gears." This also goes
on in Washington where Johnson sometimes
seems to think the Constitution made him
not only commander-in-chief of the Nation's
Armed Forces but editor-in-chief of its newspapers.
In one of his last dispatches as a Time
correspondent in Paigon in 1955 after Diem
had been in office 9 months, Mecklin quoted
an unnamed "prominent American journalist" as saying after his first interview with
Diem, "Sort of a screwball, isn't he? His
eyes don't even focus." By the time Mecklin
got back to Saigon 7 years later, U.S. information policy· was designed to make sure
that nobody else's eyes focused properly on
Vietnam either. Mecklin's book reveals that
the notorious State Department Cable No.
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10006, of February 21, 1962, which the Moss whopperoo of the war-the McNamarasubcommittee of the House on Government Taylor statement at the White House, OctoInformation Policies later exposed, was re- ber 2, 1963, that all was going so well in Vietgarded within the bureaucracy as liberalizing nam we could withdraw l,OOQ men by the
press relations. This basic directive was end of the year and complete "the major part
drafted jointly by Arthur Sylvester at De- of the U.S. military task" by the end ot 1965.
fense and Robert Manning at State; it re- The desire to primp up the face of truth was
fiects the animosity to a free press character- not confined to the lower echelons. Mecklin
istic of both departments. "It was 'liberal'," forgets to mention that speech by Carl
Mecklin comments wryly, "In the sense that Rowan, now again in charge of Vietnamese
it recognized the right of American news- "information," about the public's "right not
men to cover the war in Vietnam, but it was to know" which the Moss subcommittee prootherwise little more than codification of the tested. Nor the way this echoed Kennedy's
errors the mission was already committing." speech to the publishers after the Bay· of
Conveniently, the text was classified but the Pigs on the need for greater "restraint" in
Moss subcommittee was allowed to reveal covering undeclared wars.
that newsmen were to be advised against _. Another White House scene on which
"trifiing criticism of the Diem government" Mecklin lifts the curtain for the first time
and not to be taken along on military activi- was a special meeting of the National Seties likely to result in "undesirable stories.'' curity Council on September 10, 1963, when
This is not ancient history. The old the Buddhist crisis was about .to bring down
habits march on. Misinformation is still Diem. The Bay of Pigs made Kennedy aware
the hallmark of the Government's informa- of how wrong the Joint Chiefs of Staff and
tion policy. Two examples may be cited, one the CIA could be. Had he lived longer, he
minor, one major. The minor one concerns might soon have come to feel the same way
the replacement of General Harkins by his about their advice on Vietnam. Mecklin was
deputy, General Westmoreland. Every few invited to be present to hear a report from
months, it would seem, Harkins would issue a special two-man mission Kennedy had
a statement saying that victory "is just hurriedly sent out to Saigon for a fresh look
months away"-this was his prediction, at the state of the war and of popular supMecklin recalls, the very day Diem was over- port for Diem. The mission was composed,
thrown. His deputy and successor seems to Mecklln relates, of a Pentagon general and
be the same type. But when Westmoreland a senior Foreign Service officer, "both relastepped into his old commander's shoes, the tively unknown, though experienced Viettired Army mimeograph machines ground nam hands." Each reported separately.
out the same old tripe. "Like Harkins two Their reports turned out to be so different
years earlier," Mecklin notes, "Westmore- that when they finished , President Kennedy
land's press notices described him as a •no- asked, with that dry wit which made him
nonsense' officer."
so winning, "Were you two gentlemen in the
A major example concerns the State De- same country?"
partment's recent white p aper. The MeckMecklln writes that security regulations
Un book, like Browne's, rebuts its central prohibit him from reporting anything furthesis. "Like everything else in Vietnam,'' ther about the meeting. He does say that·
Mecklin writes, "statistics on infiltrated ma- while every other agency thought the time
terial and personnel from the North were had come to reform, or get rid of, the Diem
highly debatable. There was no question regime, "the Pentagon, unpersuaded that the
that significant Chinese and North Vietna- war had been affected by the Buddhist upmese supplies had been smuggled. • • • But heaval, continued to agitate for no real
the vast bulk of Vietcong weapons and action at all," while the CIA "was more or
equipment were American." Mecklin also less of the same opinion." This should be
has " no doubt that several thousand Viet- read with Halberstam's and Browne's accong officers and other trained personnel had counts of how stubbornly deaf General Harinfiltrated from the North" but he adds that kins and the top CIA man in Saigon, Rich"the overwhelming majority of their forces ardson, remained until the very end when
were recruited locally."· The white paper their junior officers in the field tried to tell
was intended to prepare public opinion for them what was going on. The lack of conthe bombing of the North. Mecklin says gressional or popular control over these huge
that by destruction of factories and training military and intelligence bureaucracies alcamps in the North "the Vietcong would be lows them to go on being wrong with imweakened, but probably riot much more than punity. Each "mistake" leads on to a bigger
the efficiency of the Pentagon would be re- one.
duced if the air conditioning were shut off.''
Yet Mecklin would drag us further into
For Mecklin the talk of bombing supply the Asian morass. He advocates the use of
routes "made even less sense" because most combat troops to take over the war in south.
of the smuggled supplies were moved on foot Vietnam, he believes the national interest
or in sampan. In a graphic simile Mecklin requires it and he thinks the war can be
writes, "As the French discovered so dis- • won in no other way, though it may take
astrously at Dienbienphu, air attacks on many years and many men. At one point
coolie jungle supply routes ts like trying to he talks of the need for an army of 1 million
shoot a mouse hiding in a wheatfield from an men. I wonder how he reconciles this with
airplane with a rifie."
his observation that we have· been losing beTwo hitherto undisclosed scenes stand out cause we ·have not won the peasant over to
in the Mecklin book. One was an interview our side. The peasant, Mecklin says, in the
with Kennedy on April 29, 1963, when the most perceptive passage in his book, is aware
President asked him, "Why are we having so "if only intuitively" that the United States·
much trouble with the reporters out there?" is in Vietnam for "global strategic considMecklin thought there would be less trouble erations, not because of sympathy for the
if officials were more candid. He wanted Vietnamese people." To step up the bombKennedy to put a stop to "excessively opti- ings north and south as we have been doing,
mistic public statements" in Washington and to follow this with combat troops as we
and Saigon and the ha.bit of "complaining" have begun to do, means to burn up much·
to editors and publshers "about unfavorable of Vietnam for those global strategic constories" from reporters in the field. Mecklin siderations. This is unlikely to endear us
says he. found Kennedy "skeptical but willing to the least intuitive peasant in Vietnam or·
to try."
anywhere else.
One wonders whether Mecklin was not
naive. We know from Halbersta.m's book
that Kennedy himself tried to persuade the
SOIL STEWARDSHIP WEEK
publisher of the New York Times to transfer him out of Saigon. Six months later
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, durKennedy was to issue the biggest _optimistic ing the :period May 23-30, churches of
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The Soil Conservation Service and the soil
and water conservation districts have a special responsibility for care of the land. What
account can we make of our stewardship?
With the cooperation of an interested and
farsighted Congress, the soil and water conservation program has made significant
advances. SCS conservationists have worked
for more than a quarter of a century with
local district supervisors and with farm
and ranch cooperators to bring life, vitalilty,
and beauty to much of the rural landscape.
These workers can point to land that now
flowers where once it lay barren; to earth
that holds firm where once it washed or blew
away; to livability on land that once was
unlivable. But not all the land. We have
progressed; we have not yet arrived.
In resource conservation, each success is
a benchmark. We can never be satisfied
until an the land is used within its capability and assured that it will continue to
be used wisely through enduring application
of sound soil and water conservation practices.
This is a constant task, as constant as the
need of living things for nourishment. The
conservationist is concerned with keeping
the land alive. He knows that the land too
often has died for lack of care.
The ugly menace of erosion and depletion
continues to scar much of our land .. to rob
us of our essential topsoil, to scourge our
streams and reservoirs, to undermine the
foundation of our existence. A recent interpretive report of the National Inventory
of Soil and Water Conservation Needs lists
soil erosion as the dominant conservation
problem on private rural land in the United
States.
Conservation problems, the report tells us,
Never in our Nation's history has growth still are inadequately treated on 62 percent
posed so great a challenge as it does to- of the cropland, 73 percent of the non-Fedday-growth of population, of great urban eral pasture and range, and 55 percent of
concentrations, of demands upon our na- non-Federal forest and woodland.
To these rural needs must be added the
tural resources, of infringements upon the
beauty of the rural landscape. One result of mounting problems of soil and water conservation
in and around the Nation's rapidly
this dynamic growth is to shrink the broad
and bountiful land, and to call for a more expanding urban developments.
Every American, as a conservationist in his
dedicated stewardship on the part of all
own right, would do well, I think, to look
Americans.
hard at the scarred earth where it has been
I commend Mr. Williams on his fine stripped and left to erode, to examine the
statement; and I request unanimous streams and lakes that are clogged with sediconsent that his full statement be print- ment, to note where the beauty of the countryside has been sacrificed. The Nation
ed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the state- could not afford this to happen, but it did
ment was ordered to be printed in the happen. It happened because stewardship
of the land was wanting; because as keepers
RECORD, as follows:
of the land the people failed in their service.
FROM THE ADMINISTRATOR: STEWARDSHIP AND
The margin Of life is thin, indeed, under
GROWTH
our feet. Our most productive soil is a shalEvery American is a steward of the land low layer spread over an inhospitable landwhether he lives in the city or the country. mass. When it is gone it cannot be replaced.
Each has a vested interest in the land- When it has gone, as history tells us, naeach is dependent upon it and each is re- tions and entire civ111zations have declined
sponsible for its care.
• and vanished.
During Soil Stewardship Week, May 23we know what it takes to protect the life30, we are reminded that conservation of the giving soil and to keep the water running
land is a daily concern, every day of the year. clean, as we build a greater America. We
The theme of soil stewardship this year know that growth can be accomplished withis "The Challenge of Growth!' Never in our out destruction of the basic resources upon
Nation's history has growth posed so great which our prosperity and future depend.
a challenge as it does today-growth of pop- This, indeed, is our stewardship respons1ulation, of great urban concentrations, of bility.
demands upon our natural resources, of inThe immediate need is to conserve. Prefringements upon the beauty of the rural vention is our first responsibility. It is, by
landscape.
far the least costly of the alternatives.
One result of this dynamic growth is to - Prevention is the soul of the program of
shrink the broad and bountiful land, and to the Soil Conservation Service. And as we
call for a more dedicated stewardship on the work to prevent destruction and loss of our
part of all Americans.
most precious natural resources-which 1nA beautiful countryside stems from a eludes the beauty of the lanscape-we buiid.
prosperous soil and clean-running streams.
D. A. WILLIAMS.
we have accomplished much to preserve the
beauty and prosperity of our land and to
restore it where the soil and waters have "THREE-STAR EXTRA"-A DISTINbeen mistreated or uncared for. We must
GUISHED RECORD OF BROADCAST
not falter in our dedication and our resolve
JOURNALISM
to carry on the job-to spirit it forward at a
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, on
greater pace in keeping with the compelling
requirements of the Nation.
April 19, a voice that has -been familiar

all denominations throughout the United States are observing Soil Stewardship Week. This annual observance is
sponsored by the Nation's 3,000 local
Soil and Water Conservation Districts.
"Challenge of Growth" is the theme of
this year's Soil Stewardship Week observance.
In the great society of mankind, each
of us has a God-given purpose for being.
In our time, each among us fulf?.lls a
mission on the long progression toward
the ultimate design of our Maker.
To each among us, God has assigned
a share in the expanding brotherhood of
stewards. It is a membership of service, dedicated to the husbandry of the
lands and the waters, the forests and the
ranges, and the fish and the game he
has placed at our disposal. In these
times of great growth, we tend to take
for granted, or to forget, man's dependence on two indispensable resources-soil and water. An observance such as
Soil Stewardship Week may well serve
to create a more widespread awareness
of the fact that soil and water are the
essence of our being-that from soil we
came, and by soil we live, and to the
soil our earthly forms return.
The challenge of growth was underscored by Donald A. Williams, Administrator of the Soil Conservation Service, in a statement he issued in connection with Soil Stewardship Week observances. He said:
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for some two decades to the American
radio audience told a disappointed audience:
I have the duty to announce tonight to
our many thousands of valued listeners that,
effective May 28, "Three-Star Extra" will
terminate these broadcasts.

- Dismayed as I was at hearing Ray
Henle's decision to terminate his awardwinning "Newspaper of the Air," I
nevertheless realize that after some
4,000 broadcasts, Ray and his distinguished staff of analysts, reporters, and
editors deserve to be relieved of the pressures of day-to-day broadcasting.
"Three-Star Extra," which leaves the
air on Friday night, claims the distinction of being the oldest news-program
broadcast at the same hour, over the
same network, by the same sponsor. Ray
Henle and two of his newsmen, Ned
Brooks and Fred Morrision, have . been
with the program since its inception in
1947. It has been supported all this time
by the same sponsor-the Sun Oil Co.
During "Three-Star Extra's" existence, the program reporters have frequently uncovered private actions and
public actions that were, or could prove
to be, harmful to Americans. In 1947,
"Three-Star Extra" found that a small
group of State Department officials were
keeping German scientists out of the
United States-a decision that -threatened to put them into Russian hands.
The result of this disclosure was that top
echelon authorities ordered th~ scientists
admitted, and the U.S. space program
received a big boost. In another development that had world effect, "ThreeStar Extra's" probing in 1954 helped to
disprove Kremlin representations that
Outer Mongolia was a bona fide sovereign
state. Armed with the facts, the United
Nations voted against letting this Communist puppet become a member.
"Three-Star Extra" has in recent
months devoted many minutes of many
broadcasts to telling the truth about the
deplorable Otto Otepka affair, in which
a much decorated State Department security evaluator is being stretched over a
political rack for having the courage to
tell a Senate committee the truth about
security lapses in the State Department.
For its diligence in ferreting out and
reporting the truth, "Three-Star Extra"
has been cited many times. Among the
prominent citations are the Dupont
Award and five Freedom Foundation
George Washington Medals of Honor.
Heading "Three-Star Extra's" staff of
19 is Managing Editor Ray Henle. He
has covered the Washington scene for
more than 40 years. He also covered
the presidential campaigns of Hoover,
Roosevelt, Truman, Eisenhower, and
Kennedy; he reported the birth of the
United Nations; and he described the
coronation of Queen Elizabeth. In 1956,
he was personally selected by Mr. Hoover
to interview him on the acclaimed telecast "A Conversation with Herbert
Hoover." In his broadcasts, Mr. Henle
has been ably assisted b-y Managing Editor Morrison, National Affairs Editor
Brooks, and David Wills, "Three-Star
Extra's" foreign-affairs expert. They
were, in turn, backed up by other renowned and respected reporters, includ-
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ing Victor Riesel, Gerald Waring, John
Barnes, Edward Tomlinson, Bill Henry,
Jim Simpson, Frank Forrester, John F.
Lewis, James Galbraith, C. William Cardin, and the program's announcer, Hugh
James.
Mr. President, I ask that Ray Henle's
closing script of April 19 be printed in
the RECORD at the conclusion of my remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
<See exhibit 1J
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I have
been privileged to know Ray Henle during the past 2 % years; and this personal
relationship, together with my keen Interest in his five-night-a-week newscasts, has given me great confidence in
both the man and the program. I deeply regret that "Three-Star Extra" is to
leave the air. But, even as the program
ends, I know that the outstanding broadcast journalists who have made it the
meter by which other news broadcasts
are judged will find a full measure of success in meeting new deadlines and in
assuming new responsibilities.

Three-Star Extra, with its excellent staff of
seasoned specialists and reporters.
"It has been our privilege to sponsor this
program, for we feel that over these past 18
years you have, as a result of your charac ..-er
and competence, added distincti~1 and luster
to our corporate name.
"Your decision to engage now in less exacting pursuits is one that engenders mixed.feelings. We shall miss you; but on the other
hand you have earned respite from the daily
demands that today's world places upon those
who seek and report the significant news and
its background."
For that letter from Mr. Dunlop we are
deeply grateful.
I might say it originally was our intention
to announce our termination at a somewhat
later date, but the news, as it inevitably will,
got into the public prints, and consequently I
am doing so tonight.
Let me emphasize, however, that your
Three-Star Extra will be coming your way
until May 28, and during these 6 weeks we
shall hope to present some interesting material flashing back to the historic times during which we have been broadcasting, in
addition, of course, to presenting the news
that is.

COLD WAR GI BILL WILL PROVIDE

EDUCATED CITIZENS
ExHmrr 1
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
"THREE-STAR EXTRA"
I have the duty to announce tonight to now that the Committee on Labor and
our many thousands of valued listeners that, Public Welfare has recommended that
effective May 28, "Three-Star Extra" will the cold war GI bill, S. 9, be reported
terminate these broadcasts.
favorably to this body, it is extremely
The decision to do so stems from my de- important that we recognize the ecosire to be relieved from the pressure of day- nomic and social significance of providto-day broadcasting with the tensions of
ing an opportunity for thousands of dedmeeting deadlines 5 nights a week.
I have been at radio news microphones now icated veterans to become useful, edusteadily for 20 years over the airwaves--18 cated citizens. These veterans have proof them as editor in chief of NBC's "Three- tected us from the threat of communism
Star Extra," sponsored by Sun Oil Co. And and disorder; and now it is time for us
for 14 years prior to that as the Washington to act on their behalf.
correspondent of the Pittsburgh Post GaI ask unanimous consent to have
zette.
The time is here to give more leisure time printed in the RECORD a letter in support
to other interests which have engaged me of the cold war GI bill. The letter is
only to such extent as my editorship of this from Terry L. Thomas, of Dallas, Tex.,
newspaper of the air permitted. Naturally, and is dated May 18, 1965.
this job came first and we have endeavored
There being no objection, the letter
to discharge it with the zeal for good report- was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
ing and ':11th reasoned comment and inter- as follows:
pretation.
DALLAS, TEX.,
For some years I have been a member of the
May 18, 1965.
advisory board of the Hoover Institution on Hon. RALPH YARBOROUGH,
War, Revolution, and Peace at Palo Alto, U.S. Senate Building,
founded by former President Hoover. Some Washington, D.O.
of my time henceforth will be devoted to this
DEAR Sm: I am interested and enthusiasgreat institution, and I shall have other in- tic about your "GI cold war bill." It is eviterests alined with journalism.
dent that the administration is taking measAs I say, "Three-Star Extra" has been on ures to raise the education standards, and I,
the NBC network for Sun 011 Co. for nearly among others, feel that this bill ts one of
18 years. There is no other network news the best measures proposed to increase the
program which has been broadcast at the number of more highly educated citizens.
same hour, over the same network, for the Most veterans who have not completed their
same sponsor that length of time. And when advanced education, or desire further adit is remembered that Sun 011 Co. sponsored vanced education, have families or many
Lowell Thomas for 15 years prior to the ad- more responsibilities and financial burdens
vent of "Three-Star Extra," it becomes clear than young men fresh out of high school.
that there has been nothing like this for Most veterans are more mature, realize the
constancy in presenting a news program of importance of advanced education and have
high caliber such as Mr. Thomas presented a special drive and will to finish their adfirst, and such as we hope we have given you vanced schooling. Many veterans may never
all these years.
get to finish their education unless they can
From both NBC and Sun 011 Co. our staff get some financial assistance. This is why
has received nothing but the finest coopera- I feel your bill is so important.
tion and encouragement. Tonight I think
Could I receive more details of the bill, its
you will be interested to hear a letter I have problems and progress toward passage?
received from Mr. Robert G. Dunlop, presiYours truly,
dent of Sun Oil Co., after my decision to reTERRY L. THOMAS.
tire as editor in chief was accepted. I will
ask Ray Michael to read this.
"I am sure you know from your many conTIPS IN WAGES FOR SOCIAL
tacts with members of Sun 011 Co. manageSECURITY PURPOSES
ment how highly we regard all that you have
contributed to our company through your
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. Mr.
fine handling of NBC's radio news program, President, one of the matters which is
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being dealt with in the pending medicare
bill is the problem of whether tips should
be included in wages for social security
purposes. Section 313 of H.R. 6675,
which is the version of the bill that was
pa.Ssed by the House, provides that tips
should be so included.
In my judgment, this provision is a
needed reform, an improvement which
will result in more equitable retirement
benefits for thousands of waiters and
waitresses and others who receive substantial tips as part of their incomes.
Mr. David Siegal, who is president of
the New York City Joint Executive Board
of the Hotel and Restaurant Employees
and Bartenders International Union,
AFL-CIO, submitted an excellent statement to the Senate Finance Committee
which describes the reasons why this reform is needed and refutes the arguments which those who oppose it have
made. I think this statement deserves
wider attention, so I ask unanimous consent that it be included in the RECORD
at the close of my remarks.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
LOCAL JOINT EXECUTIVE BOARD
OF NEW YORK CrrY,
New York, N.Y., May 10, 1965.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance · Committee, Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Sm: On behalf of the 70,000 members
of the Local Joint Executive Board of New
York City, Hotel and Restaurant Employees
and Bartenders International Union, AFLCIO and of the 12,000 captains, waiters,
waitresses, busboys and other dining room
employees represented by Dining Room Employees Union, Local No. 1, an affiliate, we
urgently appeal to you to approve section 205
of S. 1, as passed by the House of Representatives. Section 205 proposes to right a
wrong which has harmed tipped employees
for many years. This type of employees tips
count as wages for withholding tax purposes but don't count as wages for social
security purposes. As a result, upon retirement these workers qualify for social security benefits substantially inferior to those
of other workers who pay the same taxes.
The difference in the rate of benefits may
mean the difference between economic survival and destitution in old age. The same
applies to the survivors, the widows and the
orphans,. when the head of the family dies.
In connection with this appeal we respectfully wish to bring to your attention the
following:
1. The opposition to this bill comes almost
entirely from employers. However, a considerable number of employers have expressed
support for this bill out of a sense of fairness toward their employees.
2. A small number of employees have been
induced to write to your committee in opposition to the bill. This is the result of a
propaganda campaign launched by the National Restaurant Association and similar
eµiployer groups. This propaganda is a mixture of deception and coercion.
For instance, waiters are warned that if
the bill passes they will have to pay higher
income taxes. This is not true. The only
difference will be that waiters will pay taxes
on tips on a pay-as-you-go basis as they now
do on the wage portion of their earnings.
Waiters and other tipped employees are also
told that under the provisions of section 205
they will have to empty their pockets in the
presence of proprietors or managers, every
night before going home; another glaring
untruth.
Consequently isolated e:s:pressions of employees' opposition should not be regarde4
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as representative of waiters and other tipped
employees as a class.
3. The opposition to this bill is based on a
complaint of too much bookkeeping and excessive cost. As to bookkeeping the complaint is grossly exaggerated. Surely a bit
of bookkeeping is no reason to deprive so
m a ny workers of such vital benefits. As to
cost, the additional social security taxes involved will be no higher and no lower than
every other employer pays. As a matter of
fact employers of tipped employees have enjoyed an advantage over other employers for
m a ny years.
4. The suggestion has been made by the
opponents that waiters be treated as selfemployed persons. This is a contradiction in
terms and an absurdity. Waiters are not selfemployed; they work for employers who pay
them wages, regulate their hours of work,
hire or fire them, and decide their conditions
of employment. The ridiculous attempt to
classify them as self-employed has only one
purpose-to shift the entire cost of social
security on the employees.
5. Tips have been recognized as wages for
social security purposes for certain categories
of waiters for several years. These are waiters whose tips are fixed 1n an agreement
between the employer and the guest and are
paid by the guest to the employer and by
the employer to the waiter. Why not cover
all waiters?
Hundreds of thousands of waiters and
other tipped employees throughout the country look up to your committee for justice
1n this matter. You have it in your hands
to help these workers and their families
enjoy the blessings of our democratic society
as they meet its obligations. Please undo
this injustice and grant to these hard working citizens the same rights as are enjoyed
by all other American workers under the
Social Security Act. Approve section 205
of s. 1.
Sincerely,
DAVID SIEGAL,
President, Joint Board.

A.SUSI,
Secretary-Treasurer, Joint Board.

DAVID SIEGAL,
President, Local No.1.
E. SARNI ZUCCA,

Secretary, Local No.1.

CENTENNIAL OF CONNECTICUT
DENTAL ASSOCIATION
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, the
end of this month marks the completion
of the centennial year of the Connecticut State Dental Association. During
this year the Connecticut State Dental
Association has sponsored many dental
education and health programs calling
attention to the importance of oral
health. During these 100 years the
people of the whole Nation have benefited greatly from the accomplishments
and contributions of Connecticut dentists.
Although I will have the honor of
greeting the convention which will mark
the completion of the centennial celebration indicating a century of progress, I
would like to take time today to honor
the Connecticut dental profession with
these remarks.
Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I join my
distinguished colleague in recognizing
the achievements of the Connecticut
State Dental Association.
Connecticut dentists have long distinguished themselves and their profession by their contribution to dentistry
and to humanity.

Dr. Horace Hayden, of Windsor, Conn.,
was a cofounder of the first dental college
in the United States in 1840, and was a
leader in establishing the first national
dental association and the first dental
journal in the world.
Dr. Horace Well, of Hartford, has been
acclaimed for his discovery and use of
anesthesia in 1845.
Dr. Alfred C. Fones, of Bridgeport, has
been hailed as the father of dental hygiene. Dr. Emmeline Roberts Jones, of
Danielson, was our Nation's first woman
dentist.
I congratulate the Connecticut State
Dental Association and each of its members upon their lOOth anniversary and I
wish them another century of distinguished service to the people of Connecticut and the United States.

OAS SHOULD FORM HEMISPHERIC
POLICE FORCE
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, we
should begin work now for the establishment of a multinational police force to
protect freedom throughout the Western
Hemisphere. Already a skeleton force
has been organized in the Dominican Republic. Working through the Organization of American States, we should now
urge that a permanent peacekeeping unit
be formed.
I first recommended the establishment
of such a force in October 1963, when uprisings plagued the Dominican Republic
and Honduras. Our problems in the
Dominican Republic today underscore
the need for a permanent police force.
The organization I envision would be
equipped to move rapidly to protect popular, democratic governments against
military takeovers. The force would be
employed:
First, when requested by a popularly
elected government to protect its own
internal security; and, second, at direction of the ruling body of the Organization of American States.
Each member of the Organization of
American States would be requested to
designate a small contingent of troops
and equipment to be available on short
notice. Command of this international
fbrce would rest with OAS.
The President's action in the Dominican Republic, I believe, has successfully
stopped the threat of a Communist takeover in that country. However, it is the
stated intent of Cuban Communists and
their friends to continue efforts throughout Latin America to disrupt and eventually replace popular governments.
A quick-acting hemispheric police
force, ready on a moment's notice at the
call of a nation in need, would effectively reduce this threat.
I would urge that the President instruct our delegates to the Organization
of American States to begin discussions
now within that body leading to the
establishment of this force.
THE DOMINICAN CRISIS
Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to insert in the RECORD two tl1lly remarkable articles by Virginia Prewett, Washington Daily: News
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columnist on Latin America and winner
of the Maria Moors Cabot Gold Medal
for outstanding hemisphere coverage in
1964.

I believe that the appearance of these
articles, which bear the hallmark of unmistakable authenticity, is most timely.
ID.deed, I think they constitute the most
effective answer that has yet been made
to those reckless critics of the administration who, instead of giving their Government the benefit of the doubt, lashed
out frenetically at imaginary failings and
errors.
Among the false charges that were
made were these:
That the President intervened against
the "constitutional" rebels in favor of an
unpopular military clique, that the President had acted without informing the
OAS, that Under Secretary of · State
Thomas C. Mann had masterminded the
Dominican landing.
Miss Prewett, in her series of articles
for the Washington Daily News, refutes
these charges and sets forth an hour-byhour log of the events that led to the
decision of intervention.
I hope that my colleagues will all find
the time to read Miss Prewett's highly
informative articles.
There being no objection, the articles
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE INsmE STORY: THE ORDER To LAND
THE MARINES
(By Virginia Prewett)
At 5:30 p.m. on Wednesday, April 28, 1965,
President Ly11don B. Johnson and five of his
top advisers were discussing Vietnam at the
White House. An urgent message from the
Dominican Republic interrupted him.
There was silence 1n the little, newly decorated green west wing lounge as the Prest-·
dent scanned the slip of paper. He sat in his
favorite high-backed deep-cushioned chair,
his long legs stretched out by the hassock he
often props them on. On the wall nearby
hung a new decoration that he proudly
shows visitors-the pictures of five Presidents
with whom he has worked, mounted 1n one
frame.
ADVISED

With him were Secretary of State Dean
Rusk, Special Assistant for National Security
McGeorge Bundy, Secretary of Defense Robert
McNamara, Assistant Secretary of State
George Ball, and Special Assistant Bill
Moyers.
The President told them that all the nine
top U.S. officials in our Santo Domingo Embassy requested urgent military assistance to
save American lives 1n the Dominican
Republic.
Earlier messages had warned that Santo
Domingo city was engulfed in anarchy.
About 1,000 American men, women, and
children, gathered for evacuation at the
Hotel Embajador at the city's edge, were cut
off from the escape route via the little Caribbean port of Haina, 9 miles away. The
U.S.S. Boxer and other naval ships had
been lying off Raina since Sunday, April 25.
THE MARINES
President Johnson and his advisers now
discussed sending in U .S. Marines to protect
the stranded Americans.
At 6:30 the President gave an order that
made April 28, 1965, one of the world's historic dates, comparable in drama to October
22, 1962, the day of the Cuban missile showdown. He sent in the Marines. President
Johnson immediately started a series of
statements and speeches to assure the world
lie sent them to save lives. He revealed that
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a Communist apparatus had been spotted
surfacing in the anarchy. He stated his
goal: to restore peace and help establish
democratic government in the Dominlcan
Republic.
The great majority of Americans, say the
public opinion polls, heard and approved.
But the image of Marine landings has been
used in anti-Ame'rlcan propaganda for over
half a century.
Latin American nationalists use it. Nazis
used it before World War II and the Communists before and since. Most Americans,
if they think about it, disapprove of the
Caribbean landings of the 1920's, when Calvin Coolidge said: "The business of the
United Stat.es is business."
Woodrow Wilson's still earlier Marines missions in the Caribbean to counteract German
plotting during World War I and to try to
help along democracy afterward were blurred
by the later use of the Marines . in "Dollar
Diplomacy."
OUTLAY
Two criticisms greeted the Johnson action
on April 28. There was outcry in the unfriendly segment of the U.S. press that the
President did not amply consult our Latin
American allies in the Organization of American Stat.es. Senator ROBERT KENNEDY
echoed this in a public statement comparing
President Johnson's action with those of his
late brother, and faUlting President John-

son.
Next, the President was accused of intervening to help an unpopular military clique,
headed by Gen. Elias Wessin y Wessin,
against constitutional rebels favoring the
deposed President Juan Bosch.
The administration had to endure these
charges for the moment. Refuting them
would have hindered chances of progress in
the fast-moving Dominican situation.
CHARGES REFUTED
But Mr. Johnson's firefighting t.eam confounded the critics first by ·attempting to
get General Wessin to step out in the interest of a coalition. Again, Mr. Johnson refuted the charge of favoring the military
clique by sending a top team to Santo Domingo to try to negotiate a coalition headed
by Antonio Guzman, a former member of
Bosch's Cabinet.
Nevertheless, as U.S. efforts to help settle
tangled problems of personalities and power
in the tragic country continued, a world debate rolled on about the intervention itself.
Speculation returns again and again to Mr.
Johnson'.s reasons for intervening. And the
impression rolls on, often cited as a fact,
that he did not bring the Organization of
Ame.r ican States into the crisis.
MANN'S ROLE
As a corollary, President Johnson is charged
with being overpersuaded by his former
Assistant Secretary of State for Latin America, the present Under Secretary of State for
Economic Affairs, Thomas C. Mann.
The left-of-center Americans for Democratic Action, who do not like Mr. Maori
because he is supposed to have favored sending U.S. military help to the Cuban· exile
brigade battling at the Bay of Pigs, have officially demanded Mr. Mann's resignation for
supposedly masterminding the Dominican
landing.
The charge is false.
The answer to these continuing questions
should not be lost to history as a new black
legend of U.S. intervention hardens now in
1965. The story can now be told.
At its briefest, it is this:
The immediate reason for landing the
marines was to save American lives. The
growing danger of a second Cuba on the
island of Hispaniola reinforced the President's determination.
MANN'S FATE
But Mr. Mann was not even present at the
meeting when President Johnson and his

advisers first considered landing the Marines.
And incidentally, the untrue ADA attack has
guaranteed Mr. Mann will be in U.S. Government as long as Lyndon B. Johnson is President.
Moreover, the charge that the United
States acted without the knowledge of the
other member states of the OAS is not so.
The Whit.e House and the U.S. State Department, long before the order to land
Marines was given, had established contacts
with Latin American Embassies over the situation. The machinery of the OAS had already been set in motion, at U.S. request.
Not only were the Embassies in Santo Domingo of South American countries notified,
the Washington Embassies were as well.
President Johnson, when he ordered in
the Marines, also ordered all Latin American
Embassies in Washington to be notified as
quickly as possible of the landing and of the
U.S. request for an OAS meeting at the
earliest possible hour. By 10 that night, all
were notified.
The day-by-day log Of events as they
affected the White House will tell the story.
THE INSIDE STORY: KNOWN REDS SPOTTED
DURING ARMS HANDOUT
(By Virginia Prewett)
Trouble broke in the Dominican Republic
at 3 p.m., on Saturday, April 24. Army
· officers seized their chief of staff and Santo
Domingo's most powerful radio station proclaimed a coup against President Donald
Reid Cabral.
Former President Juan Bosch was not mentioned . .
The White House was informed. Coup
threats had been frequent since Gen. Elias
Wessin y Wessin and other officers deposed
Juan Bosch in Sept.ember 1963. But General
Wessin did not move that Saturday.
At 5 a.m. Sunday, the White House was
told the revolt was serious. At 7: 10, Sr.
Bosch, by radio from Puerto Rico, named
Jose Rafael Molina Urena "constitutional
president" for his cause. General Wessin now
acted. Crowds around the centrally located
presidential palace shouted for Sr. Bosch.
At 10:30 a.m. President Reid Cabral resigned.
NAVY MOVES
At 8:45 Sunday morning, President Johnson from Camp David ordered U.S. Navy
units to move near Santo Domingo and lie
offshore. out of sight.
This was no novelty. When the longtime
Dominican dictator, Rafael L. Trujillo, was
assassinat.ed in May 30, 1961, the then Vice
President Johnson, acting for President
Kennedy in his absence, sent U.S. Navy
ships to stand off Santo Domingo.
.
President· Kennedy himself sent them
there in December 1961, when Trujillo's
surviving family threat.ened to retake power.
President Johnson learned on Monday,
April 26, that Santo Domingo's city manager
around 11: 30 a.m. called to urge our Ambassador W. Tapley Bennett: "Do something
about your people for God's sake!" Rioting
and fighting had spread. The Pepsi Cola.
plant, an American symbol, was burned and
bottles were stolen for Molotov cocktails.
At noon Monday, the Embassy began
warning all Americans to gather for evacuation at the Hotel Embajador, on the city's
outskirts. About 2,500 Americans were in
Santo Domingo-diplomats' families, business residents, .tourists.
At 5 p.m. Sunday, the Dominican Air
Force joined General Wessln. On Monday,.
they bombed the presidential palace and
strafed the rebel-held end of the strategic
Oza.ma bridge.
On Monday, the rebel radio broadcast the
names and addresses of the pilots' families.
The pilots' wives and mothers were taken
to the Ozama bridge as hostages against
further strafing.
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On Monday, our State Department discussed the situation with the Brazilian and
Chilean diplomats.
. A cease-fire was arranged for from 11 a.m.
till 2 p.m. on Tuesday, so the 1,170 Americans
at "the Embajador could be taken by bus
to Raina port and evacuated.
LUCKY
Soon after 8 a.m. Tuesday, an armed rabble
burst into the Embajador. They had been
given rifles and tommyguns by defecting
army men. They sprayed bullets over the
heads of prostrate Americans inside and outside the hotel. By luck, no one was shot.
The later cease-fire held long enough for
the Americans to reach Raina, 9 miles away.
That same morning, Colombia's OAS Ambassador, Emilio N. Oribe, called on Assistant
Secretary of State for Latin America Jack
Hood Vaughn. They discussed bringing the
OAS into the crisis.
White House approval was prompt. And
at Tuesday noon, the U.S. alternate repre- .
sentative to the OAS, Ward Allen, called an
urgent meeting of the Peace Committee.
The Committee, composed of the United
States, Argentina, the Dominican Republic,
Colombia and Nicaragua, discussed calling
an emergency foreign ministers' meeting.
ENVOYS CONCERNED
When President Johnson checked reports
later, he saw that Mr. Vaughn had also
briefed the Venezuelans. At 7 p.m., he
learned, the Costa Rican Embassy asked U.S.
aid in evacuating Costa Ricans. During the
day, the Embassies of both Peru and Ecuador called our Stat.e Department to express
concern about their nationals. They stressed
the need to protect their nationals and to
prot.ect law and order in Santo Domingo.
A little later, L.B.J. learned with relief that
the first thousand or so evacuees were safe
aboard American vessels. New refugees were
filling the Hotel Embajador.
General Wessin's men were attacking heavily. In the late afternoon, Molina Urena and
15 rebels, including Col. Francisco Caamano
Deno, called on Ambassador Bennett and
asked him to help arrange a settlement. Mr.
Bennett tried, but the move failed.
Around Tuesday midnight, Molina Urena
took refuge in an embassy. Col. Caamano
left the front of the stage. He did not reappear as rebel chief until April 30.
. On Wednesday morning, President Johnson
learned more arms were passed out indiscriminately.
REDS EFFICmNT
"I never saw such efficiency," read an eyewitness report. "Thousands of ritles were distributed in what seemed minut.es." Known
communists were spotted in the operation,
which bore the earmarks of para-military
planning.
· President Johnson had known for months
that Castroite Communists planned to take
over the expected action against Sr. Reid
Cabral. Now they were surfacing. The TV
took on "a Castro tone." Shouts of "paredon" (To the firing wall!) were inc_reasing
in the tumult.
At 10:30 a.m. Wednesd.a y, our OAS Ambassador, Ellsworth Bunker, briefed the OAS
Council.
Around noon came more messages. Colombian Ambassador Jesus Zarate reported from
Santo Domingo: "It is now a question of
Communists versus anti-Communists."
A bank had been looted, police stations
overrun.
Thousands
were
dead
and
wounded.
YANKS CUT OFF .
The Americans · at the Embajador were cut
off from Raina. Soon after 1 p.m. Wednesday, the President learned the crisis was
worsening.
In the afternoon, Col. Pedro Benoit, in
charge of military ground forces, warned he
could not protect the Americans. Police
chief Col. German Despradel said the same.
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At 5 :30 p.m., when President Johnson was
discussing Vietnam problems with Dean
Rusk, Robert McNamara, George Ball, McGeorge Bundy and Bill Moyers, came the plea
for military assistance.
After discussing landing marines, L.B.J.
sent out calls to other officials. They included Deputy Secretary of Defense Cyrus
Vance, Ambassador Bunker, Mr. Vaughn,
Under Secretary of State Thomas Mann, CIA
Director William Raborn, the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen. Earle Wheelerthe full team.
The hard and historic decision had to be
made.

CONNECTICUT JOINT RESOLUTION
SUPPORTS
ADMINISTRATION
POLICIES IN VIETNAM AND DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I take
great personal pride in bringing to the
attention of my colleagues a joint resolution of the legislature of my home State,
Connecticut, which records its strong
"approval of the decisions of the President to use our armed strength with
restraint yet :firmness until such time as
the peoples of those areas may be able
to resolve their own futures in peace,
and that we further express our admiration for the members of our own Armed
Forces who are serving far from home
under difficult and perilous conditions."
Because resolutions like this deserve
the attention of all Americans, Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to insert
into the RECORD Connecticut House Joint
Resolution 179, supporting U.S. policy in
Vietnam and the Dominican Republic.
In these difficult days when our actions in Vietnam and the Dominican
Republic are under attack by the Communist propaganda apparatus and by a
small number of vociferous critics at
home, it is indeed heartening to hear the
steady,
although
unsensationalized,
voices of approval which represent,
I am convinced, the opinions of the overwhelming majority of Americans.
Although these acts have not been
characterized by fanfare and although
they have received relatively little attention from the press, I am confident that
the joint resolution adopted by the Connecticut State Legislature supporting the
administration's policy in Vietnam and
the Dominican Republic, and similar resolutions which have been endorsed by
citizens' organizations and student bodies
in various parts of the country far more
truly reflect the thinking of our citizens than the noisy and highly publicized
manifestations of opposition.
There being no objection, the joint
resolution was ordered to be printed -in
the RECORD, as follows:

SENATE

public against subversion and aggression:
Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That we, the members of the
Connecticut General Assembly, do hereby
record our strong approval of the decisions
of the President to use our armed strength
with restraint, yet firmness, until such time
as the peoples of those areas may be able
to resolve their own futures in peace, and
that we further express our admiration for
the members of our own Armed Forces who
are serving far from home under difficult and
perilous conditions; and be it further
Resolved, That the clerks of the senate
and house of representatives be instructed
to send copies of this resolution to the
President of the United States, the Secretary
of State of the United States, and the Secretary of Defense of the United States.

------,

Clerk of the Senate.

------

Clerk of the House.

HOMER CROY
Mr. LONG of Missouri. Mr. President,
I know that all Missourians and many
other citizens throughout the Nation
were saddened to learn of the death,
yesterday, of the famed novelist and
long-time Missouri resident, Homer Croy,
who died in New York, at the age of
82. Homer Croy gained his fame as a
novelist and screen writer, but most
especially as a chronicler of the 19th
century West. He was one of the first
students of the University of Missouri
School of Journalism, the first such institution in the Nation. The author of
many fascinating and adventure-filled
novels, he was, in real life, equally as
colorful and as interesting an individual
as Molly Brown, . Jesse James, or the
other true-life or :fictional characters
that peopled his books. Certainly this
fact is attested by the interesting article
published today in the New York Times-some of it in his own words. Although
his passing certainly means a great loss
to Missouri, we are warmed by the knowledge that his place in the literary history of America is secure.
I ask that the New York Times article
be printed at this point in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

[From the New York Times, May 26, 1965]
HOMER CROY Dms; NOVELIST WAS 82-ALSO
Dm BIOGRAPHIES OF WILL ROGERS AND JESSE
JAMES
Homer Croy, the novelist, died Monday
evening in his home at 150 Pinehurst Avenue. His age was 82.
In 1926, Mr. Croy wrote "They Had To See
Paris," which became Will Rogers' first talking picture. He was the biographer of Judge
Isaac C. Parker, the famous hanging judge
of the Old West, and one of the leading
biographers of Jesse James.
"My parents were those old-fashioned
HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION 179
people we used to hear so much about, but
Resolution supporting U.S. policy in Vietnam now are rarely ever mentioned-poor but
and the Dominican Republic
honest," Mr. Croy once said. "I was born
on a farm near Maryville, Mo., the year the
Resolved by this assembly:
Whereas there has been criticism of the Brooklyn Bridge was built.
"My parents came to Missouri in covered
actions of the President of the United States
in defending the cause of freedom in South wagons. My father put the first plow into
Vietnam and in the Dominican Republic; the prairie sod. I worked on our farm all my
early life."
and
In "Country Cured," published in 1943, Mr.
Whereas such criticism, however wellintentioned, may tend to create abroad a Croy told many of the details of that early
false impression that the people of the life. Of this autobiography, a reviewer
United States do not support their Chief wrote:
"The author has traveled from Maryville
Executive in his attempt to assist the people
of South Vietnam and the Dominican Re- to New York, Paris, and Hollywood, but the
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farm has always been his refuge and his
substance. Like . all farm boys, he portrays
his early hatred of physical labor and love
of good victuals."
Mr. Croy studied a vest-pocket dictionary
as he rode a farm horse into Maryville.
Soon he began writing articles for farm journals. Then he entered · the University of
Missouri, "where I became the first student
in the first school of journalism in the
world," he said.
He failed English in his senior year, but
went to New York anyway, and took a job
With the Butterick Publications, under
Theodore Dreiser, who was then editing three
women's magazines.
PRAISED BY CRITIC
The young writer turned out many magazine stories. "Now and then a good one,
but for the most part they were about what
you think," was how he put 1t. "Eventually
I turned out a novel, and after a terrific
struggle, got it published. They paid in
postage stamps."
In 1914, Mr. Croy went on a trip around
the world, sending back articles for American
magazines. He also had a motion-picture
camera with him, and an operator. The start
of World War I in Europe, on August 4, 1914,
found him in Calcutta.
Mr. Croy cabled the Universal Film Co. for
money but was stranded for several weeks because of war conditions. Finally a friend,
Mae Belle Savell, whom he had notified of
his financial straits, managed to get a money
order sent to him. He came home and, the
next year, married Miss Savell.
Mr. Croy was known at first as a humorist.
He was fond of giving himself titles like
"Two-Gun Croy, the law north of 125th
Street," and once said that the reason Mr.
Dreiser had hired him originally was because
he knew that Washington, Mo., was where
they made corncob pipes.
But when, in 1923, his novel "West of the
Water Tower" achieved substantial success,
it was called by a critic "a serious, realistic
work which has something of the spirit of
Hardy [Thomas Hardy] and Dreiser. But
Cray's outlook is more hopeful. He sees life
without illusion and yet accepts and approves it."
JESSE JAMES LEGENDS
Among the many other bo:>ks Mr. Croy
wrote was "Jesse James Was My Neighbor"
(1949), in which he drew upon his intimate
knowledge of the James legends gleaned
as a cub reporter on the St. Joseph (Mo.) Gazette. In 1953 he wrote "Our Will Rogers,"
a full-length biography of the cowboy
humorist.
Mr. Cray's novel, "Family Honeymoon,"
was dramatized as a stage play by Owen
Davis, and later turned into a motion picture
starring Fred MacMurray and Claudette C:>lbert.
Tall, gangling, bald, and mild mannered,
"a gentleman from Missouri who wears a
Windsor tie and has a twinkle in his calm
eye," was as accurate a description of Mr.
Croy as ever given.
·
Mr. Croy was for many years one of the
bread-and-butter writers of the Saturday
Evening Post.
He leaves his wife, Mae, and a daughter,
Carol. A funeral service will be held at 1
p.m. Thursday at Frank E. Campbell's, Madison Avenue and 81st Street.

WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH
Mr. JACKSON. Mr. President, yesterday President Johnson submitted to
Congress a report, prepared by the Federal Council of Science and Technology,
on the Federal water resources research
program for the fiscal year 1966. The report is available to the public, upon request. It is a progress report of the com-
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mittee, established by · ·the · Council, to
review Federal agency activities in water
research.
I ask unanimous consent that President Johnson's letter accompanying the
report be printed in the RECORD.
The letter was addressed to the President of the Senate.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
MAY 25, 1965.

Hon . HUBERT H. HUMPHREY,
President of the Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: Even before there was
a United States, people of this. land were usiiig and developing its water resources. Over
the years the nature of the problems has
changed and the size and scope of the solutions has increased but our technology has
kept abreast of the needs.
Today far greater demands are pressing
upon both ·our water resources and the tech- ·
nology required to meet our varied water
needs. Our streams and groundwat.e r resources must meet the needs of nearly 200
million people for food, fiber, and industrial
processing. At the same time we have expected our streams to carry off the waste
products of our homes, industries, and farms.
We must also protect our people from damaging fioods such as those which have recently
occurred along the upper Mississippi River.
A projection of our population growth over
the next few decades could lead to the conclusion that very serious water shortages
might be expected over much of the Nation
in the not far distant future. Pollution has·
already caused serious problems in many of
our streams and lakes, and, with a growing
population, pollution problems could extend
to almost all of our water soilrces.
Such predictions must not come true. Our
scientists and .engineers will find solutions
to meet these problems as· they develop, if
we maintain a continuing and effective research program. Earlier this year, I transmitted to you legislation expanding and extending one aspect of the water research
program--desalting. Today I am pleased to
transmit a report summarizing the Federal
water resources research program for fiscal
year 1966 prepared by the Committee on
Water Resources Research of the Federal
Council of Science and Technology.
The program is not large but it is vital.
The total proposed expenditure for the 1966
fiscal year is only $101 million, less than one
percent of ~he total national expenditure
on water supply, water control and waste
treatment. But the Committee ls at work
on the preparation of a long range research
program of incalculable importance to our
future. I am asking the Chairman of the
Federal Council to press forward on the development of this plan.
We must be sure that our research effort
is adequate to guarantee sumcient water for
all our future needs. On this there can be
no compromise. We must, also, strive
through research to find a better basis for
minimizing thP. damaging effects of water
and to preserve and protect the natural
beauty of our streams and lakes for the
health and enjoyment of all our people.
Sincerely,
LYNDON B. JOHNSON.

HELICOPTER SERVICE BETWEEN
SAN JOSE, PALO ALTO, AND SAN
FRANCISCO
Mr. MONRONEY. Mr. President, on
May 24, Trans World Airlines filed with
the Civil Aeronautics Board an ·announcement of 1in agreement with San
Francisco and Oakland Helicopter Air•
lines to enlarge services between the Sa:h

Francisco Airport ·and Palo Alto and San
Jose.
This marks a big step forward on the
part of our large trunk carriers to become actively interested in partnership
arrangements for the bettering of service
between outlying communities of metropolitan areas and our terminal airports.
I consider this one of the most forward-looking actions taken by a trunk
line in helping to develop VSTOL air
services where badly needed to improve
general airline service. By his action in
joining with the helicopter company,
President C. C. Tillinghast, Jr., will not
only aid and expedite transportation to
and from the major airport, he wil1 also
assist in developing an entire new concept in short-haul transportation by air.
Thus, instead of letting the helicopter
service go down the drain, and thereby
fail to make use of the experience already gained, TWA is moving to be a
helpful partner to this presently struggling means of transport. I congratulate President Tillinghast and TWA on
their forward-looking action.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD the complete · announcement of this new aviation service.
There being no objection, the announcement was ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, as follows:
SAN FRANCISCO HELICOPTER LINE To LINK
TWA FLIGHTS WITH BAY AREA COMM.UNITIES
Scheduled helicopter service between San
Jose and Palo Alto, Calif., and · the Trans
World Airlines passenger terminal at San
Francisco International Airport will be inaugurated early this summer by San Francisco and Oakland Helicopter Airlines, Inc.
(SFO).
Announcement of the proposed service,
filed May 24 with the Civil Aeronautics
Board, was made by TWA President Charles
C. Tillinghast, Jr., and M. F. Bagan, president of SFO.
The new service, upon CAB approval of the
agreement and of SFO's application to serve
the San Jose airport, will provide convenient
direct connections to and from TWA domestic and international fiights.
SFO will schedule a minimum of 10 round
trips each weekday over the new route and
10 on weekends with twin-turbine 26-passenger Sikorsky S-61 equipment. The oneway fare to Palo Alto will be $7.50; to San '
Jose, $9.50.
Flight time to Palo Alto, about 20 miles
by freeway from San Francisco International
Airport, will be 8 minutes. The 35-mile trip
to San Jose will be fiown in 15 minutes.
Palo Alto and San Jose are southeast of
the San Francisco Airport, in Santa Clara
County, the fastest-growing region in the bay
area, with a heavy concentration of electronics and defense industry activity.
In addition to the Santa Clara County operations, SFO will reschedule some of its ex-·
isting East Bay scheduled helicopter and
hovercraft services to TWA's terminal area.
to complement its service pattern. This new
distribution of helicopter services within the
San Francisco terminal complex will benefit
travelers from Oakland, Berkeley, and points .
in Contra Costa and Marin Counties with a
broader choice of convenient connecting
services.
Mr. Tillinghast said that "In the i~terests
of fostering development of new and improved services for the traveling public, and
at the same time contributing direct support
to the· helicopter industry where expansion
into new maTkets fs justified, TWA has agreed
to guarantee SFO's break-even costs for the
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new Peninsula operations to the extent that
they are not covered by operating revenues.
"This partnership marks another forward
step in the implementation of TWA's policy
of assistance to helicopter operators during
this crucial stage of their development," he
said.
TWA files about 900,000 passengers a year
in and out of San Francisco International
Airport on fitghts serving 69 other U.S. cities
and direct polar route filghts to and from
Europe. Currently, TWA schedules an all-jet
pattern .of 25 daily arrivals and departures
at San Francisco.

CBS REPORT SHOWS NEED FOR
STRENGTHENED TRAFFIC-SAFETY EFFORT
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, the
night before last 30 million Americans
took a driver's test. It is to be hoped
that the rest of the Nation did better
than the 2,000 drivers in New York,
Philadelphia, Chicago, and Los Angeles whose test scores are known. Only
4 percent of the tested drivers in these
four cities received scores in the "excellent" category.
Forty-two percent
failed.
We owe a real debt of gratitude to the
Columbia Broadcasting System for
bringing the traffic-safety problem into
our homes. Monday night's "CBS News
Report" will stand as a landmark in television news reporting and public service. I hope the CBS "National Drivers Test" will be" repeated, on an annual basis, because it serves as a deadly reminder to all of us that there is
room for a tremendous amount of improvement in the driving skills of the
American people. The Shell Oil Co., in
sponsoring this program, showed managerial courage and enlightenment that
are too rare in our country today, for
the show emphasized, not the zip and
power and getaway of today's automobile and the amount of fuel it uses, but
the awful consequences of the misuse of
automobiles by individuals. And, of
course, the work of the National Safety
Council, which long has advocated improved driver-training programs, cannot
be overlooked.
As we approach the Memorial Day
weekend and the coming July 4 weekend, we should stop to consider a number of the aspects of the traffic-safety
problems that were brought out by the
CBS show.
The high failure rate should stimulate
us to do something about better ·d rivereducation • and training programs; but
it should not lull us into a false sense of
security, in the belief that the problem
is really the "nut behind the wheel,''
and that if we can solve that aspect of
it, we shall have dealt adequately with
the traffic-safety situation. That simply is not the case.
Last April 5, the very able Federal
Highway Administrator, Rex Whitton,
told the Greater New York Safety
Council:
We recognize that no single attack-to the
exclusion of all others--can possibly sol ve
the problem. We need a balanced program,
giving attention to the driver, the vehicle,
and the roadway, and to the interaction of
these three elements.
But I think that the majority of drivers,
most of the time, are perfoTming as well as
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we can reasonably expect. The real dimcul ty for drivers is that, all too often, the
road and traffic situation facing them is just
more than they can handle. In fact, an
analysis we recently made of accident data
showed that tramc accidents are a general
problem occurring throughout the driving
population, and that it is wrong to assume
that most highway accidents can be blamed
on a small group of careless or dangerous
drivers.
In view of this fact, our best efforts should
be directed toward making the highway system safer for all drivers-to help every person behind the wheel" avoid accidents. The
d anger of pursuing the phantom of the bad
driver problem ls that undue concentration
on the supposed bad drivers too often takes
our attention and energy away from what we
can and should be doing to make our roads
and streets safe for all drivers.

inspection of motor vehicles assures the
average highway user of having a reasonably sound vehicle, properly equipped,
for the major portion of his driving. It
is not unusual for inspection· authorities
to find one-third or more of the vehicles
with one more reasons for rejection,
most of which have potential for contributing to an accident. Aside from
its value mechanically, motor-vehicle inspection is a far more efficient means of
checking certain legal safety requirements than could possibly be achieved
through traffic-law enforcement. Perhaps among all its values, the psychological value of making drivers more mindful of the importance of maintaining
their vehicles and their equipment in
safe operating condition is not to be overlooked. I shall propose legislation to help
States initiate and suppoi:t motor-vehicle-inspection programs. The inspection
would be performed at stations or garages officially operated or specifically
designated and certified for that purpose
by the State. By advance agreement
with the States, Federal participation in
the cost of the motor-vehicle-inspection
incentive plan would be established as
a share of the initial cost, and would
terminate after an agreed period of time,
following which the program would operate on a self-sustaining basis.
In addition, we need to accelerate
highway-safety research and administration. Federal assistance to State and
local agencies, universities, national as. sociations of State officials, private research organizations, and others, will
help attract to the study of highwaysafety matters research talent that is
desperately needed. Federal aid of this
type is proper, in view of the interstate
character and serious national implications of the traffic-safety problem. I
shall introduce proposed legislation to
provide such aid.
We also need to develop needed standards in such areas as traffic law, driver
licensing, motor-vehicle inspection, traffic-control devices, accident reporting,
driver training, and the like. There
should be review and evaluation, conducted at the Federal level, of all existing standards affecting highway safety.
Following this review, Federal aid should
be made available in order to organize
and support the necessary cooperative
work required to accomplish needed improvements in existing standards. This
would also encourage the States to participate in the development of improved
guides, and to apply them, as well.
These are just some of the areas, Mr.
President, in addition to driver improvement, which require our attention and
Federal assistance. The traffic-safety
problem is a national problem, requiring
national attention by the Federal Government.
Turning now from the driver, the road,
and the guides and standards which apply to him, let us look at the vehicles
themselves. We cannot safely ignore the
cars that carried 48,000 people to their
deaths last year. .
In his New York address, Highway
Administrator Whitton pointed out:

Let us face up to this fact, once and
for all. There is no question that driv~r
performance can be improved. But the
oft-repeated claim that "driver error"
or "driver failure" is responsible for 80,
85, 90, or even 98 percent of all accidents,
simply does not give us an answer to
the prob!em.
And there are those who would have
us believe that in order to reduce the
number of accidents, we need but improve driver performance.
A look at the record shows this is not
the case. Studies, by the Bureau of
Public Roads, of actual operations on
completed sections of the Interstate
Highway System show that they have
a fatality rate of 2.8 deaths per 100 million vehicle-miles of travel, compared
with a rate of 9.7 on the older highways
in the same traffic corridors. If driver
failure accounts for most traffic accidents, how is it, then, that essentially
the same drivers have less than onethird as many fatal accidents on one
highway as they do on another? Obviously, there is more to solving the traffic-safety problem than improving driver
performance, alone.
At the same time, improved driver
performance is a good and logical place
to start. As the results of the CBS test
indicate, there is a definite need in this
area. I intend to introduce, soon, proposed legislation to provide Federal assistance to aid State and local governments in the establishment and betterment of driver-education and drivertraining programs. The assistance
would be directed toward the acquisition
of vehicles, training facilities, and equipment, and other physical items needed,
as well as the strengthening, through
experience and scientific research, of the
effectivenesss of training techniques.
In the many areas, driver-education
programs have been limited or nonexistent, due to the lack of needed facilities, including qualified instruction, vehicles, and associated training aids. The
legislation I shall propose will help the
States meet this need.
There is also need for an incentive plan
for State motor-vehicle inspection. Vehicle inspection is important, in order to
have improved highway safety. Annual
or semiannual examination of vehicle
features closely related to safe operation
is justified, in order to offset the tendency
of many carowners to neglect vehicleThe vehicle needs continuing safety lm·
maintenance responsibilities. Periodic· provement, too--aafer occupant "packaging";
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safer function design; better maintenance
for safer operating. ·

A start in this direction has been made
under Public Law 88-515, which requires
passenger-carrying motor vehicles purchased for use by the Federal Government to meet such reasonable passengersafety standards as the Administrator
of General Services shall prescribe. In
a statement to my Subcommittee on Executive Reorganization, which is studying the Federal role in traffic safety, acting GSA Administrator Knott listed the
following safety devices which will be required on all Federal passenger vehicles,
except, of course, military vehicles:
1. Anchorage for seat-belt assemblies.
2. Padded dash and visors.
3. Recessed dash instruments and control
devfoes.
4. Impact absorbing steering wheel and
column displacement.
5. Safety door latches and hinges.
6. Anchorage of seats.
7. Four-way flasher.
8. Safety glass.
9. Dual operation of braking system.·
10. Standard bumber heights.
11. Standard gear quadrant P-R-N-D-L
automatic transmission.
12. Sweep design of windshield wiperswasher.
13. Glare-reduction surfaces.
14. Exhaust emission control system.
15. Tire and safety rim.
16. Backup lights.
17. Outside rearview mirror.

According to Mr. Knott:
This initial standard ls only the beginning
of the work required to improve the safety
of automotive vehicle passengers. It wm be
kept under continuous review and revised
to provide for greater passenger protection
as further developments are proven to be
feasible. Additional measures are under
consideration. They include the design of
seats to prevent neck injuries from whiplash, antiskid devices, improved means o!
driver visual communications, and the relocation or change in gas tanks to prevent
fire after collision.

Mr. President, the question is whether
there is a way by which we can assure
the installation of these devices in
all cars-not just those purchased by the
Federal Government. Proposed legislation has been introduced by the
Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. NELSON],
who-both as Governor of Wisconsin and
now here in the Senate-has led a
courageous fight for traffic safety. His
bill would require that all automobiles
include as standard equipment the GSAapproved safety devices.
It is interesting to note that the legislature of the State of Hawaii 3 weeks ago
adopted a resolution calling on the Federal Government to regulate automobile
design, in the interest of traffic safety.
I ask unanimous consent that the resolution be printed at this point in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the resolution was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION

8

Concurrent resolution relating to the safety
of motor vehicles
Whereas, the tragic toll of death and crippling injury which accompanies today's use
of the automobile is appalling to heart and
mind; and
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Whereas, the continual rise in number of
injuries and now the increasing rise in number of deaths due to motor vehicle accidents
constitutes a disheartening testimony to the
limited success of past tratnc safety efforts
and an ill harbinger of tragedies yet to come;
and
Whereas, of the three major elements in
a tratnc accident-the driver, the road, and
the vehicle-the most difilcult of these to
control and improve are the driver and the
road, yet these have been the subject of our
tramc safety efforts while little effective attention has been paid to either the accidentproducing or injury-producing characteristics of the automobile; and
Whereas, the Congress of the United States,
in a pioneer effort to secure safer automobiles, has directed the General Services Administration to develop and promulgate
commercial safety standards applicable to
passenger-carrying motor vehicles purchased
by the U.S. Government; and
Whereas, the design and production of
safer automobiles is a nation-wide problem
requiring the participation of the Federal
Government, which, it should be noted, has
been and is now participating in the regulation of the design of other transportation
vehicles: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the House of Representatives
of the Third Legislature of the State of
Hawaii, regular session of 1965 (the Senate
concurring)", That the Congress of the United

States be, and it hereby is, requested to provide for Federal regulation of automobile
design and to support the research necessary
to establish effective design standards; and
be it further
Resolved, That certified copies of this concurrent resolution be transmitted to the
Honorable HUBERT H. HUMPHREY, President
of th~ Senate of the United States, the
Honorable Ji:>HN W. McCORMACK, Speaker of
the House of Representatives of the United
States, and to the members of Hawaii's delegation to Congress ~
Adopted, May 4, 1965.

Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I
wholeheartedly support the efforts of
Senator NELSON and his bill. I commend the Legislature of the State of
Hawail for being the first to recognize
the need for Federal standards in this
area.
To speed the process, however, and
encourage the automakers to take voluntary action, I shall propose to the
excise-tax-repeal bill an amendment
which would condition the auto-excisetax repeal, after the initial 3-year reduction to the 4-percent level, on whether
or not there has been obtained from the
auto~otive industry satisfactory assurance that GSA-approved safety-standard
equipment will be made standard equipment on all new cars manufactured in
this country. I am also asking appropriate Federal agencies for a complete
report on the applicability of these
standards to imported automobiles, with
a view to introducing appropriate proposed legislation to improve them, also.
I have estimated that the auto-excisetax-cut schedule in the House bill will
reduce the cost of automobiles in the
amount of $68 the first year, $67 in the
following 2 years, and $90 in the last 2
years.' Can Detroit meet the GSA
standards at a cost of less than $100?
I would not be surprised to find that that
could be done and I am certain that the
American people would be willing to
forgo saving that amount, in order to
help save their lives.

In conclusion, Mr. President, I point
out that the CBS show of Monday night
proved that the American people are
vitally interested in tra:ffic safety. The
old adage that "safety does not sell" no
longer prevails. I hope that is the lesson Detroit learned on Monday night.
The automakers, too, are being tested.
Let us hope they pass.
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Cities and towns in the upper Columbia.
Basin have shat up in the decade. Moses
Lake, Ephrata, soap Lake, Quincy, Warden,
and Othello in particular have grown apace.The towns of George and Royal City have
been born. Schools and other public buildings have multiplied. And Bid Bend Community College at Moses Lake has come into
being.
What do the next 10 years hold in store?
Development of the project must be
stepped up. Federal appropriations have
slowed it to a. snail's pace. But there are
powerful forces at work to bring an end to
this stalling, to pick up the tempo and bring
water to the more than 500,000 acres still
to be brought under ditch. Ten more years
could see the project well on its way to
completion.
Our economy will be tied even more closely
in the next 10 years to agriculture. The era
of large military payrolls and construction
work is just about over. The basin will have
to adjust to this. It also can capitalize on it
by using the fine facilities at Larson to lure
new industries and to expand its educational
plant.
As the basin project continues to grow it
will spawn more and more industries. The
era of agricultural processing already is here;
Two new potato processing factories are being built in the Moses Lake area this year,
supplementing similar plants already in operation at Warden, Othello, and Quincy. ·A
second sugarbeet refinery, complementing
the Utah-Idaho plant near Wheeler, can be
expected to be established within the next
10 years. Plans for processing other crops
also must come, as the prodl!ction is here.
These plants breed other industrie&-earton plants, shops for servicing motors and
air conditioning, pelleting operations, and
many others.
They will be different, these next 10 years,.
but they will be interesting and challenging.
And by reliance solely on the land and what
it produces, they should be solid ones.

A DECADE OF SERVICE AND
GROWTH
Mr. MAGNUSON.
Mr. President,
readers and advertisers recently helped
the management and staff of the Columbia Basin Herald, of Moses Lake, Wash.,
blow out the candles on that newspaper's
10th birthday cake.
Publisher Ned Thomas, a good friend
of mine, invited the readers and advertisers to visit the plant on the newspaper's anniversary. He thought they
should see the growth which has taken
place since the day, 10 years before,
when the newspaper jumped from the
weekly field into the daily classification.
The growth of the Columbia Basin
reclamation project and the growth of
the Columbia Basin Herald have been
great during this 10-year period. Each
has contributed to the other.
Those who visited the plant liked what
they saw.
But they also treasure the 10th anniversary edition of the Columbia Basin
Herald for what Ned and others wrote.
I ask unanimous consent of this body
that an editorial and one of the articles
published in the special edition be printed
at this point in the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorial WHEN THE COLUMBIA BASIN HERALD BECAME
A DAILY 10 YEARS AGO
and the article were ordered to be printed
When the Columbia Basin Herald became
in the RECORD, as follows:

the Columbia Basin Daily Herald on March
OUR FIRST DECADE Is BEHIND Us: Now FOR
28, 1955, it ended 19 months of twice-a-week
ANOTHER
publication.
This is the first issue of the Herald in its
In the last semiweekly issue, put out on
second 10 years of daily publication. Yes- Friday, March 25, the Columbia Basin Herald
terday was the anniversary of that great day, editorialized thusly:
March 28, 1955, when the conversfon was
"Frankly, it will be a relief. Our volume of
made from twice a week to daily.
business has increased so with the semiIt's perhaps a time to reminisce. Else- weekly, especially in the last 5 months, that
where on this page are excerpts from edi- it was too much for the staff to handle ade-·
torials which appeared in the Columbia Basin quately. We've been working overtime, night
Herald on its last day as a semiweekly and and day, and under pressure for so long that
on its first day as a daily. The nine members it had begun to tell. That's the main reason,
of the staff who lived through th.at experi- for example, that the Herald has been comence and are still with us have their personal ing out late for the last several issues.
recollections. Being in on the birth of a
"The last 2 weeks, of course, have been·
new daily is an opportunity which comes to sheer pandemonium. New members of the
few people, and they cherish the thrill.
staff, total strangers to us and to Moses Lake,
The last 10 years will go down in history have been piling in to build up our staff for
as those when Larson Air Force Base flour- the daily. All have had housing problems.ished and died. The Boeing Flight Center have had to get acquainted with us and their
was built, operated full tilt for 7 years, and new jobs.
abandoned. A concrete blockhouse was built
"New machinery has been arriving rapidly
for Spokane Air Defense Sector, and then it and installation often has interrupted our
too was abandoned. Three Titan I missile already overloaded production schedules. On
complexes were built, put in operation and top of that, last weekend we moved practithen deactivated. Strategic Air Command cally every piece of machinery in the place,
took over the base from Military Air Trans- except the press, to make for a,. more streamport Servic;e, and now SAC has been ordered lined operation. This has caused temporary
to leave and close Larson next year.
confusion, but in the long run it will make
The Columbia Basin project, meanwhile, for a smoother flow of work.
has been growing steadily, In 1955 there
"To accommodate all the new editorial,
was water available to 251,282 acres. This advertising and · circulation hands, we've
year there are 482,391 acres eligible for water, doubled our front-office space. Last week the
nearly doubling the acreage in the 10 years. carpenters knocked out a. wall separating the
The rate of farm development has been even old space and the new, and remodeling went
swifter. Where many farm units were not right ahead while we worked. Desks arrived
broken out in the earlier years, today 90 per- in time for the new people, but chairs didn't
cent of the farms eligible for water are actu- and it's still a case of getting down to the
ally being farmed.
· ·
otnce early enough to get something to sit
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on. Remodeling continued this week, but
we're in the new space and are able to spread
out enough so we aren't tripping over one
another. The painters gave us a brandnew
interior finish Monday night.
"A lot of new gadgets have arrived and are
taking some getting used to. There's the
Associated Press teletype machine, on which
we'll receive our wire news. There's another
kind of teletype machine, with a keyboard
built for newspaper use, for receiving news
from our new Ephrata news bureau. There's
the Associated Press machine on which we'll
receive perforated tape to be fed through
the typesetting machines. And there's the
attachment on one of the Intertype machines
which sends the tape through and sets type
automatically.
"There also has been the cutover to dial
telephones, complicated by the fact that
we're going from three phone lines to four,
and from five instruments to nine.
"But to get back to· the semiweekly~ which
dies with this issue. It's been an interesting
experience, but we're not sorry at· its passing.
When we went from once to twice a week
(and that was only 19 months ago') we
·knew it was an interim step, that it would
last only until business built up to the
point where daily publication would become
possible. We wouldn't recommend it as a
permanent thing.
"A semiweekly is neither fish nor fowl,
neither weekly nor daily. There aren't any
comic strips, for example, made for twicea-week publication. Newswise, you act something like a daily, but not quite. You carry
no wire news. /tll the news is local-it has
to be gotten and written by your own staff,
with no Associated Press news to help fill
up the holes. It all comes right out of your
hide, like you were putting out two weekly
papers instead of one.
"With the daily, we'll be beefed up for the
faster operation. Everyone will have a ·particular job to do, and he'll concentrate on it.
The editor won't also be writing sports and
the women's editor won't also be covering the
weather and the hospital, as in the past.
We've set up rigid deadlines and we intend
to stick to them, so the paper will get out
on time every day.
"It's not without a bit of nostalgia, of
course, that we approach this big step in our
progress. We're going to try our best to retain the personal touch that goes with weekly
and semiweekly journalism. But we're looking forward eagerly to next Monday when
we'll become the first daily newspaper in the
heart of the Columbia Basin.
"Off with the old and on with the new."
And in the first issue of the Columbia Basin
Daily Herald, these editorial comments appeared:
"We're going to do our level best to give
the basin the kind of daily it deserves and
needs. As the first daily to be spawned in
the northern and central areas of the basin,
we at last are able to become an adequate
medium of news reporting, analysis, and
editorial infiuence which only the written
word can provide.
"Up to now the herald has been, at times,
rather provincial in its outlook, inasmuch as
an overwhelming proportion of its subscribers have been residents of the Moses
Lake area. Now we are reaching out, seeking
to serve the residents of Ephrata, Soap Lake,
Quincy, Warden, and Othello as well. So
our outlook now will be broader and wider
in scope.
"We only hope to play a part, for example,
in bringing about a closer and warmer feeling between Ephrata and Moses Lake.
Friendly rivalry has existed for yea.rs between
these two communities, and that's healthy.
By running full news reports daily from both
cities, we hope to foster a better understanding, which should put an end to some of the
bitterness which still persists.
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"It isn't often that a daily newspaper is
born. To those of us on the staff of this lusty
infant it's a historic event, an experience
whic;b. comes to a precious few persons in
their lifetimes. We sincerely hope the product of our work, our talents, and our souls
will prove to be the medium of expression
the Columbia Basin needs and deserves."

INTERNATIONAL. CONVOCATION ON
THE REQUIREMENTS FOR PEACE
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, a short
time ago, a most significant and important 4-day international convocation
to examine the requirements for peace
was held in New York City. The convocation took as its guide the encyclical
letter of Pope John XXIII, "Pacem in
Terris"-"Peace on Earth." I became
deeply interested in this convocation
during its planning stage, and was a participant in its fruition.
Among the principal sponsors of the
convocation were the Center for the
Study of Democratic Institutions, and
the Johnson Foundation. During the
planning stage, the Johnson Foundation
provided invaluable assistance. I was
privileged to work, in association with
Dr. Robert M. Hutchins, president of
the center, and Mr. Leslie Paffrath, president of the Johnson Foundation, on the
development of this meeting. The very
careful preparation helped, I believe, to
insure the success of this meaningful
and valuable gathering.
At the convocation were assembled an
impress,ive group of outstanding world
leaders from many fields: public life, the
sciences, the humanities, to mention but
a few. Among the distinguished participants from our own country were: Vice
President HUBERT H. HUMPHREY; Chief
Justice Earl Warren; Hon. Adlai E.
Stevenson, U.S. Representative to the
United Nations; Associate Justice William 0. Douglas; Senators J. WILLIAM
FULBRIGHT, EUGENE McCARTHY, and
GEORGE McGOVERN; and Representative
WILLIAM FITTS RYAN.
The convocation was, I believe, of value
in many respects. As I noted at the
roundtable discussion concluding the
convocation, several points are to be
made about the encyclical, as related to
the world situation confronting us:
One is that the validity of the encyclical of
Pope John has been established here, as never before. We have followed his framework
of order, of justice, and particularly of freedom; it has provided both our foundation
and our roof, a shelter for most of the ideas
that have emerged here.
Our problem is, what do we do about it?
One important matter is the revision of the
Charter of the United Nations. There are
geographical-area problems too. We have to
translate our thoughts into actions in Africa,
the Congo, Asia, Vietnam. There is the
question of China, with the new difficulty
presented by the Foreign Minister of China
when he said that peaceful coexistence with
the United States is out of the question.
How does one resolve that statement with
the plea of the other Marxists for peaceful
coexistence?
Finally, there 1.s the question of Germany
and of Berlin. It is only with the relaxation of tensions that the reunification of
Germany can be hoped for.

I have long been an advocate of such
an easing of tensions, to help a unified
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and nonmilitarized German nation to
emerge.
Perhaps the greatest single benefit of
the convocation was that a variety of
viewpoints could be freely expressed in
an atmosphere of thoughtful attention.
Such free discussions are essential to
peace on earth, and are in accord with
our abiding resolve to achieve that goal.
One purpose of the convocation was to
provide a continuing forum for further
free interchange of opinion, as a means
of increasing understandings and developing constructive ideas. The sponsors
of the convocation are proceeding with
this concept firmly in mind.
As indicative of the scope and impact
of the convocation, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the RECORD, at
the conclusion of my remarks, a list of
various participants from our o\vn Nation
and from other countries; pertinent editorials and articles from the Providence
Visitor, the Catholic Standard, and Sign;
and excerpts from a memorandum on
worldwide reaction to the convocation,
prepared by the Santa Barbara; Calif.,
Center for the Study of Democratic
Institutions.
There being no objection, the list, editorials, articles and excerpts were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:
Participants from our own country were:
Eugene Burdick, professor of political science, University of California; Abram J.
Chayes, former legal adviser to the State Department; John Cogley, staff director, Center's Study of the American. Chard.cter;
Norman Cousins, editor, Saturday Review;
James Farmer, national director, Congress of
Racial Equality; Jerome Frank, professor of
psychiatry, Johns Hopkins University Medical School; Hudson Hoagland, executive director, Worcester Foundation for Experimental Biology; Paul G. Hoffmann, director,
United Nations Special Fund; H. Stuart
Bughes, professor of history, Harvard University; Robert M. Hutchins, president, Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions;
Philip C. Jessup, judge, International Court
of Justice; Herman Kahn, director, Hudson
Institute; George F. Kennan, permanent professor, Institute for Advanced Studies; Edward Lamb, president, Lamb Industries;
Henry A. Luce, editorial chairman, Time,
Inc.; Marya Mannes, author and critic; Walter Millis, staff director, Center's Study of
War and Democratic Institutions; Hans J.
Morgenthau, director, Center Ior the Study
of American Foreign and Military Policy,
t;rniversity of Chicago; A. J. Muste, secretary
emeritus, Fellowship of Reconcilation; Fred
Warner Neal, Professor of International Relations and Government, Claremont Graduate School; Leslie Paffrath, president, the
Johnson Foundation; James G. Patton, president, National Farmers Union; Linus Pauling, Nobel Prize laureate;
Gerard Piel, editor and publisher, Scientific American; R. Paul Ramsey, Harrington
Spear Paine professor of religion, Princeton
University; Elmo Roper, public opinion ana- ·
lyst; Bayard Rustin, executive secretary, War
Resisters League; Stanly K. Sheinbaum,
economist, center staff; George N. Shuster,
assistant to the president, University of Notre
Dame; Carl J. Stover, executive director,
National Institute of Public Affairs; Paul
Tillich, John Nuveen Professor of Theology,
University of Chicago; and Mrs. Dagmar Wilson, founder, Women Strike for Peace.
Participants from other countries included: A. 0. Adebo, representative of
Nigeria to the United Nations; Robert Albert
Gaston Buron, chairman, National Commit-
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tee on Productivity, Republic of France;
Lord Caradon, Minister of State for Foreign
Affairs of the United Kingdom; Abba Eban,
Deputy Prime Minister of Israel; N. N.
Inozemtsev, deputy chief editor of Pravda;
Alberto Lleras Camargo, former President of
Colombia; Mikhail Dmitrievich Mlllionshchikov, director, Kouzchstov Institute of
Atomic Energy; Pietro Nenni, Deputy Prime
Minister of Italy; Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit,
Governor of Maharashtra, India, and former
President of the United Nations General
Assembly; Alex T. Quaison-Sackey, representative of Ghana to the United Nations
and President of the 19th General Assembly:
Luis Quintanilla, former president of the
council, Organization of American States;
Abdul Monem Rifa'i, representative of Jordan to the United Nations; Adam Schaff,
member of the Central Committee, United
Workers' (Communist) Party of Poland;
Carlo Schmid, Vice President of the Bundestag of the Federal Republic of Germany;
Paul-Henri Spaak, Vice Premier and Foreign
Minister of Belgium;
Kenzo Takayanagi, chairman of the Constitutional Revision Commission of Japan;
Vida Tomsic, member of the Committee for
Foreign Affairs, Federal Assembly of Yugoslavia; Arnold Toynbee, historian; U Thant,
Secretary General of the United Nations;
Barbara Ward, economist ahd author; Sir
Muhammad Zafrulla Khan, judge, International Court of Justice; Yevgenzi Zhukov;
director of the Institute of History, Academy
of Sciences of the Soviet Union.
[From the Providence Visitor, Feb. 26, 1965]
CONVOCATION IN NEW YORK
Last week in the new Hilton Hotel in Manhattan, some 70 speakers, all of world renown, discussed the· problems of world peace
for 2Y:z days before 2,000 registered listeners.
Among the speakers were scientists, philosophers, theologians, educators, politicians, and
diplomats; there were Protestants, Jews, unbelievers, and a few Catholics; there were
Democrats, Republicans, Socialists, Communists, and political neutralists. They came
from nations all around the world and included such personages as Paul-Henri Spaak,
Vice Premier of Belgium and former Secretary General of NATO; U Thant, Secretary
General of the United Nations; and HUBERT
HUMPHREY, Vice President of the United
States.
Possibly the only common bond in this
extraordinary- spectrum of world representation was its appreciation of Pope John
XXIIl's encyclical "Pacem in Terris."
Though all speakers would not agree on all
points of the encyclical, all are of the opinion that "Pacem in Terris" provides the best
basis for reconciliation of conflicting views
and for a possible meeting of minds between
the East and the West. Many of the distinguished speakers at the convocation spoke
of Pope John and his encyclical in lavish
terms. HUBERT HUMPHREY had this to say:
"We honor Pope John XXIII on this occasion not because he demonstrated that perfect peace can be achieved in a short time.
We honor him because he raised our hopes
and exalted our vision. It is the duty of our
generation to convert this vision of peace
into reality." And Robert Hutchins termed
"Pacem in Terris" "one of the most profound
and significant documents of our age." This
high estimate of the encyclical is not something new. From its first appearance it was
hailed around the world, even in Russia.
in the United States, Walter Lippmann commented that at last the Western World has a
charter and basis for its liberties.
The paradox of all this is that almost
all of this opinion is non-Catholic. The
reception of "Pacem in Terris" in Catholic
circles has been moderate to cool, just as in
the case of its predecessors, "Rerum Novarum" of Leo XIII and "Quadragesimo An-
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no" of Pius XI. Private comment at the
convocation, moreover, noted in some cases
that Catholic participation in the convocation was disappointing.
This is a strange inversion of order. What
we, as Catholics, should be preaching to
others from the housetops ls being taught
to us by non-Catholics. For this, in a sense,
we should be grateful; but in another,
ashamed. We may take some consolation
in the fact that at the New York convocation a goodly representation came from our
own diocese and included Bishop McVinney,
and that our own Senator PELL was an active
figure in its preparation and program.
The failure of Catholics to heed their
papal encyclicals is cause for concern, since
it points to a defect of faith. Pope John,
echoing his predecessors, warned us in his
"Mater et Magistra" that the social teachings of the church are an integral (necessary) part of the Catholic faith. Those
whose faith lacks or denies it, obviously,
cannot be considered fully Catholic.
Further analyses of the failure of our
schools, press, and pulpits to teach Catholic
social doctrine are necessary, but so are
positive programs of practical implementation of the doctrine. From the convocation
we may take a tip. We have thunder in
our ideological arsenals; we should let it
be heard before it is stolen from us.
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kind, in the human spirit--it is imperative
that we develop this strength whose potentials are shared by all of us and develop it
for the building of a lasting and honorable.
peace. The alternative as we well know can
mean annihilation." If the Pacem in Terris
convocation has helped the world leaders to
realize the importance of the human spirit,
it will have been a success now and a step on
the ladder to a true world peace in the
future".

[From Sign magazine, February 1965]
A SUMMIT FOR PEACE
(By Edward Wakin)
On Holy Thursday, 1963, Pope J-0hn XXill
issued an unprecedentetj. encyclical addressed
not only to the world's 500 million Catholics but to "all men of good will." Just
before Christmas, 1964, the first president of
the United Nations General Assembly from
Black Africa demonstrated that the Pope's
worldwide audience was still listening. He
agreed to address the opening session of an
international convocation to discuss peace
on earth in terms of that encyclical, peace
on earth.
The convocation, which takes place this
month, is possibly the most extraordinary
response in this century to a papal message.
Even the Communists-whose leader could
once ask how many legions the Pope hadhave responded. The convocation, as appro(From the Catholic Standard, Feb. 26, 1965) priate a legacy as Pope John could wish, can
ALL MEN OF GOOD WILL
be called his summit meeting for peace.
The road from Rome to the New York HilIn April of 1963 Pope John gave the world
an Easter present. It was his encyclical · ton, where the meeting takes place, has been
a
winding
one. It has led to a foundation in
letter "Pacem in Terris," addressed not only
to Catholics but to all men of good will. Wisconsin and a "thinking man's" shelter
"Pacem in Terris" was a statement of the ~n California, and it is being traveled by
meaning and purpose of a free society. Pope world figures of many faiths and philosoJohn offered a magnificent and an updated phies. Communist, capitalist, and Socialist,
understanding o:( the institutions and forces influentials and intellectuals, and churchgoers and atheists are gathering to confront
of which make up our modern world.
Pope John's statement of principles must the challenge of an epochial encyclical.
be put into action. This will require a great
The invitations for the February 18-20
deal of study and cooperation. The inter- convocation went out from Santa Barbara,
national convocation on "Pacem !n Terris," Calif., under the signature of Robert Mayheld in New York and sponsored by the Cen- nard· Hutchins, president of the Center for
ter for the Study of Democratic Institutions, the Study of Democratic Institutions. This
is a step toward this study and cooperation. controversial figure, who has been described
The convocation brought together govern- as a "natural intellectual resource" for 40
mental and nongovernmental leaders from years, directs a controversial center which
Western, Soviet bloc and uncommitted na- has been described as a shelter for intellections. The talks at the convocation were tuals. Considering the source, the invitato be based on the principles suggested by tions represent the ultimate in secular recogPope John's encyclical.
nition from America's thinking establishWe cannot expect a sudden turn of events ment.
in world policy as a result of the convocaThe unusual ingredients of the convocation. Tensions in the Middle East and in tion and the international prestige and
Africa will continue to exist. There is no power of its participants have literally been
sign that the war in Vietnam will suddenly brought together by the spirit of the encease to exist. Communist nations will con- cyclical and its author. Mr. Hutchins extinue in their own ways even though Com- plained that the encyclical was the starting
munist representatives came to the convo- point for the convocation, "because, as its
cation.
worldwide reception showed, it states prinWhat we can hope and pray for is that the ciples by which men of all faiths and philosoworld leaders, as a result of the convocation, phies profess to live and asks the questions
will realize in a practical and urgent sense they know must be answered, if the world is
what good Pope John saw: The world is be- to have a chance of survival."
coming more and more one community and
President Johnson responded with a speit is looking to become one ordered society.
cial message to the center praising the conPope John based his vision not on any neg- vocation: "I have no doubt that such a
ative reason such as the fear of nuclear war- discussion, under private auspices, of the
fare. His encyclical took a more positive ap- problems of peace will provide a major conproach. Pope John saw the deepening ac- tribution to the greatest single problem of
ceptance of the sacredness · of persons, the our time." In accepting an invitation to
growing worldwide social and economic in- participate, Alex Quaison-Sackey, the Afriterdependence, the rise of the workingman can president of the U .N. General Assembly,
and of the new nations, the new dignity of replied to the center: "I share your hope
women, the growth of communication, the that it will prove an important contribution
dissolving of barriers, and the reshaping of to better international relations and that
once rigid ideologies. Pope John called for the discussion of the principles of peace on
the society based on truth, justice, charity, earth will result 1n a better understanding
and freedom.
of the need for coexistence and cooperation
Pope John's vision calls for strength-not among nations." ·
merely strength in weapons but strength in
The immediate acceptances guaranteed a
man himself. As Senator PELL, of Rhode summit convocation. They included Vice
Island, pointed out to the convocation, President HUBERT H. HUMPHREY, U.N. Secre"Strength resides also in the fiber of man- t ary-General U Thant, Chief Justice Warren,
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Mayor Willy Brandt of West Berlin, Sir Muhammad Zafrullah Khan, judge of the International Court of Justice and president of
the 17th U.N. General Assembly, Author Barbara Ward, Historian Arnold Toynbee,
Senator J. WILLIAM F'uLBRIGHT, chairman of
the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations,
and U.N. Ambassador Adlai Stevenson. There
was talk of arranging an appearance by Pope
Paul as well as President Johnson.
Imbedded in the encyclical promulgated
by Pope John is a reference to such a convocation: "It can happen, then, that a drawing
nearer together or a meeting for the attainment of some practical end, which was formerly deemed inopportune or unproductive,
might now or in the future be considered
opportune and useful."
It all began in a personal response that
would have pleased the pontiff. While the
Pope lay dying, Dr. Fred Warner Neal, professor of international relations at Claremont
Graduate School, suggested to Frank K.
Kelly, an active Catholic layman and center
vice president, that Santa Barbara's Catholic
churches hold interfaith meetings in which
Pope John's writings would be read.
Before the meetings could be held, Pope
John died and a memorial service was held
instead, with 800 Californians of all faiths
in attendance. Then Professor Neal, who
is a consultant to the center, sent a memorandum suggesting a convocation based on
the encyclical. A major supporter of the
convocation was Seniel Ostrow, a Jewish businessman who ls a member of the center's
board. The board approved with enthusiasm.
As Frank Kelly recalled in a testimbnlal to
Mr. Ostrow: "I saw the spirit of Pope Johnthe spirit of reconciliation, hoping to bring
an people together with understanding and
love."
The groundwork for the convocation was
laid at a preliminary conference last spring,
under the auspices of the Johnson Foundation in Racine, Wis. Around the same
table· sat Vatican, Western, Asian, and African omcials, Soviet and Iron Curtain diploma ts, U.S. Senators, Catholic, Protestant, and
Jewish leaders, presidential consultants, and
world-famous scholars. Pope John, who liked
"to make complicated things simple," would
have enjoyed hearing a Communist diplomat,
Dr. Marian Dobrosielski, tell the conferees
that even Communists agree with his conclusions-while rejecting his philosophy.
· The preliminary meeting laid these fundamental issues before the convocation: universal acceptance of coexistence; settlement
of conftlcts by · negotiations and the creation
of mechanisms for peaceful social and political change; disarmament; creation of mutual trust among nations; elimination of
racism; international cooperation in aiding
developing countries; further development
of the United Nations.
Pope John would have approved enthusiastically, for these issues parallel those
raised in an encyclical which has been called
"the symphony of peace." Its theme has
been expressed in these words: "Peace among
all peoples requires truth as its foundation,
justice as its rule, love as its driving force,
liberty as its atmosphere." But in the final
analysis, Pope John pointed out, "there can
be no peace between men unless there is
peace within each one of them; unless, that
is, each one builds up within himself the
order wished by God."
In the four movements of the pontiff's
symphony, peace is considered in the harmony between individuals, between individuals and political groups on the one hand
and the whole community of men on the
other. Philosophically, the encyclical 1s
built on the natural law.
In his authoritative commentary on the
encyclical, Father Peter Riga has dellvered a
challenge to · Catholics in particular. He
quotes Charles Peguy•s remark that the reason so many Catholics do not have dirty
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hands is because they have no hands. They copies distributed. In addition, some 70
have not been involved in the modern world books bave been triggered by its think seswith all its problems. Pope John's encyclical. sions in Santa Barbara. From coast to coast,
called upon Catholics to become involved.
supporting members are being sought to keep
Thus, it is not only portentious that a its $1 million annual budget underwritten
secular organization has organized this for many years to come.
worldwide summit meeting in a New York
More than 500 scholars and experts have
hotel. It is also ironic. The first papal en- crossed swords with the center's consultants
cyclical not limited to Catholics may have and staff, who include such influential Cathhad inore response among non-Catholics. olics as Father John Courtney Murray, S.J.,
If so, the reasons may lie in the spirit of George N. Shuster, and John Cogley. They
Pope John and the importance of the sub- contribute as individual Americans with a
ject and also in what Father Riga has called Catholic point of view to an organization
"the Catholic ghetto mentality which has that is secular. Only 3 of the center's 26
been prevalent since the Reformation."
board members and 3 of its 19 staff members
· As the convocation opens, four position are Catholics.
papers help to light the way-by a Protestant
As a staft' member, Mr. Cogley, in partictheologian, a rabbi, a scientist taking a
ular, has played a significant part in center
humanist view of the encyclical, and Thomas activities in recent years. He directed the
Merton. The latter's memorable essay, study of religious institutions and prewhich contains many cogent observations, pared one of three working papers for the
makes this point in particular: "It is the preliminary conference on the peace-on-earth
attitude of openness prescribed by peace on convocation. In characteristic Cogley and
earth that must form our thinking as Chris- center style, he discussed boldly the ent ians in time of crisis, and not the closed and cyclical as a guide to coexistence. Mr. Cogley
fanatical myths of nationalistic or racial observed that the Pope seemed to be saying
paranoia. Only if we remain open, de- that Catholic-Communist collaboration is
tached, humble in the presence of objective "not forever unthinkable" in practical mattruth and of our fellow man, will be be able ters, though the two views of life are incomto choose peace." (The four essays are be- patible and call for safeguards. He argued
ing published in a pamphlet by the Center that "the Johannlne version of theism, Chrisfor the Study of Democratic Institutions and tianity, and natural law, r.evertheless, in the
can be obtained by writing to the Center, interests of world peace and mankind's needs,
Post Office ~ox 4068, Santa Barbara, Calif.) provided for a mode of genuine coexistence
The convocation is also a climatic ven- between the Communist and the Christian
ture for the Center for the Study of Demo- world."
cratic Institutions, a courageoils hybrid conAs Mr. Cogley noted in an article in the
ceived in Ford Foundation money and dedi- Commonweal, the convocation must confront
cated to a proposition embodied in two words the gulf between the Catholic and the Comhanging framed in Dr. Hutchins' omce: "Feel munist view of life and man's ends. Can
Free." The center has become America's their two visions of peace be reconciled?
leading enterprise in intellectual worrying, Can other religious and antireligious visions
its staft' of consultants implemented by visit- of peace on earth be reconciled as well? In
ing firemen who uninhibitedly examine his essay, Thomas Merton pointed out that
America's basic institutions.
Pope John sought to clear the air, morally,
Since bold confrontation has become a waY. psychologically, and spiritually. The conof life at the center's bucolic Santa Barbara vocation is an important step in this direcsetting on Eucalyptus Hill, the convocation tion. Then tourists, traveling salesmen, and
on peace suits its turbulent life of dialog: business conventions can once again raise
The convocation ls an ultimate confronta- the roof at the New York Hilton, but--hopetion with mankind's basic dift'erences and ·fully-the unprecedented "Pope John sumits very survival.
mit meeting" can help to make the world
The center's style is illustrated by a ques- safer for them and the rest of a troubled
tion once put to America's most famous mankind.
Jesuit intellectual (Father John Courtney
Murray) by an Associate Justice of the Su[From Time, Feb. 26, 1965]
preme Court of the United States (William
o. Douglas)-"How would you like to have
THE REQUIREMENTS OF ~EACE
your confessional bugged?" As with things
In a time of swords, men dream of plowspoken on Eucalyptus Hill, it was bold and to shares. For much of mankind the dream
the point. The topic was the first amend- has seldom been as fervent--or as elusivement and the controversy over hiding micro- as it ls today. History's greatest tyranny enphones in jury rooms.
slaves half the globe.; science and technology
From its beginning in 1952 with a $15 mil- offer not only the promise of poverty and
iion Ford Foundation grant, Dr. Hutchins' hunger conquered but also the threat of
organization has sailed on troubled waters. civllization destroyed. Each day, from Selma.
As the Fund for the Republic, it charged into
to Saigon, brings evidence that man exists
the controversy over civil liberties in the in a climate of risk. Last week the United
midst of the McCarthy period. Its stand in Nations, which had earlier designated 1965
favor of intellectual freedom and political as International Cooperation Year, reached
dissent brought much abuse and criticism, a stalemate and adjourned for 6 months.
including a public remark by Henry Ford
These overtones of violence and disorder
that the fund was guilty of bad judgment. gave all the more meaning to a unique, 3-day
Dr. Hutchins' admirers were heard to quip meeting last week at the New York Hilton
that at least he hadn't built the Edsel.
Hotel. There, under the auspices of EduIn 1957, the fund, whose Ford money was cator Robert Hutchins• Center for the Study
not renewable, shifted gears. It changed its of Democratic Institutions, scores of statesemphasis from grantmaking, moved its men, diplomats, theologians, and philosoheadquarters from New York, and set up its phers met to discuss the means and methods
thinking-man's shelter in bucolic Santa Bar- of bringing peace to the world. The parbara as the Center for the Study of Demo- tlclpan ts included Protestants, Buddhists,
cratic Institutions. Dr. Hutchins then put agnostics and atheists; but the framework
the enterprise to work on a sustained effort for their thinking was the vision of world
to define and clarify the basic issues con- order -contained in Pope John XXIII's enfronting America. The first six targets were cyclical "Pacem in Terris" (Peace on Earth).
the corporation, the trade union, the com- , The relevance of that vision was summed
mon defense, the political process, religious up by Viee President HUBERT HUMPHREY at
institutions, and the mass media.
the opening session. "John XXIII presented
Out of center discussions, about 150 pam- to the world a public philosophy for a nuphlets, occasional papers, transcripts, and re- CJ.ear era," said HUMPHREY. "It represents
ports have resulted, with more than 4 mWion not a utopian blueprint for world peace,
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presupposing a sudden change in the nature
of man. Rather, it represents a call to leaders of nations, presupposing only a gradual
change in hmnan institutions. It is not
confined to elaborating the abstract virtues
of peace, burt looks to the building of a world
community governed by institutions capable
of preserving peace. We honor Pope John
XXIII on this occasion not because he
demonstrated that perfect peace can be
achieved in a short time. We honor him
because he raised our hopes and exalted our
vision. It is the duty of our generation to
convert this vision of peace into reality."
"Time presses," declared Robert Hutchins
in his opening address. "It is time to open
a new conversation about the requirements
of peace, on a level somewhere between
apathy and panic-and this. side of the irrelevance of propaganda."
The conversation took place three times
a day, and it involved an exotic mixture of
personalities. On the dais waiting to deliver
their addresses, Protestant theologian, Paul
Tillich, sat with that outrider of neutralism,
Nobel prize-winning chemist, Linus Pauling.
At another panel, Kremlinologist George
Kennan, onetime Ambassador to. Russia and
Yugoslavia, clashed with Dr. Adam Schaff,
the leading Marxist theoretician of Poland.
In the audience of more than 1,500, television's Steve Allen was wedged one afternoon between two intent nuns; U.S. Communist boss, Gus Hall, amiably discussed the
significance of a speech with his neighbor,
a Catholic priest. The meeting also proved
a magnet for pacifists and peace marchers;
sprinkled . heavily throughout the listening
throng, they cheered at every hint of banning the bomb.
The broad generality of the topics discussed inevitably produced more cross talk
than consensus on the· panels. Just as inevitably, many of the grand remedies for
world ills brought out in the discussions
were familiar nostrums that had been heard
to often before--George Kennan, for example, attempted to revive Poland's old
Rapacki plan to denuclearize central Europe,
while ever-hopeful Harold Stassen proposed
an arms-free zone on each side of the Bering
Strait. Nonetheless, the convocation served
the useful purpose of providing an intellectual workshop for a far- and free-ranging
discussion of some central ideas and issues
that must be faced before any form of peace
on earth ls won.
. LAW

'Pacem in Terris' reflects the view that
men will never live in peace until they have
the opportunity to obtain justice under law,"
declared U.S. Chief Justice Earl Warren.
There were no dissenters. Obliquely and
directly, a. wide variety of panel speakers
agreed that the basis of any orderly world
community is the rule of law-law viewed
not negatively as a social defense against evil
but as a positive force for social order. Phillip Jessup of the International Court of Justice argued that law today is not only a
series of prohibitions but "the mechanism
by which society has created devices for
people to work together for common ends."
Internationally, this kind of positive law
includes the great treaties as well as lesser
but equally essential agreements that nations
have created in order to solve such housekeeping issues as mail delivery and preventing the spread of infectious disease.
H

greater acceptance of reduced national ..autonomy and greater acceptance of international obligations.
Said Quintanilla:
"Anything happening in any corner of the
earth affects sooner or later the entire international society in which our nations
grow. Human solidarity, until recently a
vague moral inspiration, has become actual
interdependence."
An even sharper attack on old-fashioned
nationalism came from political theorist
Hans Morgenthau, who pointed out "the discrepancy between our cerebral modes of
thought and action and the unprecedented
novelty of the circumstances in which we
now live. The present age has made the idea
of the nation-state as obsolete as feudalism
was made obsolete 200 years ago by the invention of the steam engine. We must face
the atomic age with a transformation of the
whole way our Government thinks and acts."
In rejoinder, Potestant theologian Paul
Ramsey of Princeton warned that immediate
abandonment of the nation concept was
hardly practical, and certainly not in accord
with the ideas of "Pacem in Terris."
' coEXISTENCE

Another barrier to East-West concord is a
fundamental philosophical disagreement
about the meaning of peaceful coexistence.
Poland's Schaff, the most articulate of the
five Communists who spoke at the convocation, described the term grandly as a "noble
competition for the minds and brains of the
people" between rival ideologies. Both Kennan and Belgium's Foreign Minister PaulHenri Spaak answered that it ls hard for the
West to consider the competition "noble" so
long as the Reds deny personal liberty and
depend on rule by coercion.
Historian Arnold Toynbee defended "missionary work" in the ideological struggle but
insisted that man should have freedom to
listen and choose; thus th& right to propagandize fell well short of enforcement by military might. Arkansas Democrat J. WILLIAM
FULBRIGHT, chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, agreed that an ideology
is "a source of strength and creative action"
for men and nations, but found a measure of
hope in the fact that within recent years Russia and the United States have shown a tendency to "cut their ideologies down to size."
If this spirit continues, he said, both powers
may become "more interested in solving
problems than in proving theories."
Caught in the ideological struggle between East and West-and deploring it most
loudly of all-have been the neutral nations
of Africa and Asia. In a sharply .worded
formal statement for the convocation's record, ex-President Alberto Lleras Camargo of
Colombia chided many of these hand-wringing bystanders for making a contribution to
peace that adds up to zero. Said he: "Too
often we apply a very high standard of performance to those powers that have done
most to comply with their national and international obligations, even as we acquiesce
in the fact that a huge part of the world is
governed without any respect for the rights
of human beings or nations. This hypocritical tendency of some of the nonnuclear
countries has done a great deal of damage
to the cause of peace. Countries which
·speak of nonalinement in this fight between
the two great powers give up the quest for
the triumph of human rights and jeopardize
the right of nations to be free."

SOVEREIGNTY

INSTITUTIONS

The development of international law,
Warren noted, lags behind the perfection
of domestic law. The major reason is a.
lack of consensus on the meaning and scope
of sovereignty. Sir Muhammad Zafrulla
Khan of Pakistan,. an International Court
Justice, and Mexico's Luis Quintanilla, onetime Minister to the United States, · both
agreed that traditional concepts of jealously guarded sovereignty should give way to

To keep · ideological struggle within nonwarlike bounds, a number of panelists suggested that the world needs considerably
more than its present, inadequate peacekeeping machinery. Zafrulla Khan accused both
East and West of neglecting the possibilities
of new instruments and institutions for promoting and enforcing world law. "There
has been a tendency to attach disproportionate value to the method of direct negotla-
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tions," he said, adding that other peacekeeping methods pr.oposed by .the U'.N. Chartersuch as arbitration and judicial determinatlon-"have not been used often enough in
major disputes."
Talk of new peacekeeping machinery led
several participants-including Secretary
General U Thant-to propose a thorough reform of the U.N. Abram Chayes, onetime
Legal Adviser to the U.S. State Department,
argued that the U.N. simply does not have the
resources to handle the problems put to it;
Britain's U.N. representative, Lord Caradon,
grumbled that "nobody brings things to the
U.N. until they're in such a hell of a mess
that there ls no advantage to anyone any
more." To Mexico's Quintanilla, the U.N. is
now only "a rather queer and timid scheme
of what eventually could become a positive
world government." Among his proposals
for reform: expansion of the Security Council
from 11 member states to 25 or more, a General Assembly membership proportional to
population, police powers for the Interna• ·
tional Court to enforce its judgments. A
more universal proposal for institutional
change came from Kenzo Takayanagi, chair·
man of Japan's Constitutional Revision Commission. Every nation, he argued, should
adopt a version of the Japanese Constitution's article 9, which abolishes war as a
sovereign right and prohibits armed forces.1
Much was left unsaid during the 20 hours
that the convocation was in session. Apart
from endorsing multilateral rather than bilateral programs of foreign aid, panelists
!ailed to make clear how the billions of U.S;
assistance dollars might be most hopefully
channeled into making weak economies more
productive. References to disarmament
tended toward simplism, and did no more
than echo the general pleas made in "Pacem
in Terris."
What emerged, finally, from the days of
debate was a universal yearning for a stable
world order, and a sense that the way to
achieve it was through that durable yet everchanging product of man's self-governing
instinct, the rule of law. Nuclear strategist;
Herman Kahn, described it as "the way that
the world ls moving." But even universal
rule of law, noted the World Court's Jessup,
was only a step forward in man's march
through history, and would not resolve every
conflict between man and man. The world
must be wary, he said, "of the old hawkers'
cries, offering something that will cure 'the
twitch, the pitch, the pain, and the gout-all pains within and all pains without,'
'.I'he rule of law is not a panacea, nor is it
something already achieved."
[From Time magazine]
THE LASTING VISION OF POPE JOHN

The document that inspired the convocation is one of the great encyclicals of the
century. Unusually long for a papal pronouncement-more than 15,000 words"Pacem in Terris" was issued by John XXIII
on April 11, 1963, less than 2 months before
his death. It was the last of his eight encyclicals, the first in history addressed not
only to the bishops and laity of the Roman
Catholic Church but to "all men of good
will.''
What the Pope said to the world is not in
itself radical or revolutionary; many of the
ideas put forward by John had been articulated by his predecessor Pius XII. What gave
these ideas freshness and new life is the
warm, open Johannine spirit--the willingness to reach beyond the frontiers of Catholic doctrine and bring the church into dialog with the modern world. Perhaps more
1 Despite the article, Japan has a 250,000man self~defense force, partly trained and
equipped. by the United States, its . partner
by treaty in maintaining peace in the Far
!ta.st.
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important, they were ideas whose time had
come round at last. The encyclical appeared
in a season of relaxing world tensions and
at the moment in history when the Christian
churches had entered an era of good willthe ecumenical century.
Rights and duties: "Pacem in Terris"
methodically progressed from a discussion of
the rights and duties of individual men to
the relations of state with state. These relations, argued the Pope, must be based on
· truth, justice, love and, above all, freedom.
Specifically, he condemned racial discrimination, strongly affirmed the right of religious
liberty, and passionately deplored the arms
r ace.
Pope John addressed atheists as well as believers; yet "Pacem in Terris" is an unmistakably theistic work. This ls hardly surprising in a papal pronouncement, but it
clearly sets the encyclical apart from such
purely secular documents as the United Nations "Universal Declaration of Human
Rights." Time and again, Pope John argues
that the rights of men and governments stem
not solely from human consent but from the
design of the Creator.
How ls God's design to be known? In answer, Pope John turned to a cherished concept of Catholic philosophy: natural lawman's instinctive but God-given knowledge
of right and wrong. It is the law of nature,
he argued, that man has the . right to life,
education, private property and has the duty
to cooperate with others in building an
orderly world. Today, said the Pope, the
moral order demanded by natural law also
requires a supranational public authorltya world government.
Concise and limpid: Natural law dictates
the relationship between men and nations.
But these relationships must be ratified and
established by human law, and Pope John
applauded that fundamental of Western
democracy, government by constitution.
Rejecting government by coercion, the Pope
endorsed the explicit definition of the rights
and duties of governments and citizens in
every nation's basic law, including a charter
of fundamental human rights written "in
concise and limpid phraseology."
When "Pacem in Terris" was published, the
immediate response was an astonishingly
broad chorus of praise. Grateful for John's
favorable comments on the U.N., SecretaryGeneral U Thant hailed the Pope's "wisdom,
vision, and courage." Abandoning its traditional policy of nonresponse to papal words,
the U.S. State Department heralded "Pacem
in Terris' " emphasis on human liberty.
Equally delighted by the encyclical's denunciation of colonialism, Europe's Communist
press crowed so loudly about John's "opening to the left" that the Vatican was forced
to reemphasize the church's unaltered rejection of communism.
But there were critics. Social Philosopher
Will Herberg noted that the Pope's sketch
of 20th century trends inexplicably ignored
the spread of totalitarianism. And a number of Christian thinkers have noted that
in dealing with the crucial issue of disarmament and world peace, Pope John said little
more than "ban the bomb." An American
Jesuit describes John's vague generalities on
coexistence as "a lump of suet in a pudding."
Nonetheless, as the convocation made
clear, "Pacem in Terris" remains-in the
words of Robert Hutchins-"one of the most
profound and significant documents of our
age." What it offers to men facing conte~porary risks and realities, said Economist
Barbara Ward, ls "a glimpse of how the
world might look under the governance of
love."
[From Time magazine)
A LIMIT TO HOPE

"It is understandable," declared Protestant Theologian Paul Tillich, "that a conference like this meets widespread skepti-

cism, perhaps by some in the conference itself." He challenged both the encyclical and
the possibility of realizing its dream of world
order.
Tillich pointed. out that the ideas behind
"Pacem in Terris," being strlcly Western and
Judaeo-Christlan, are alien to religious traditions that do not consider the dignity of
man as an ultimate value, and should not be
forced onto the rest of the world willy-nilly.
As for the sweeping condemnation of war,
"Pacem in Terris," said Tillich, did not consider the problem of resistance to violations
of human dignity. "There are situations,"
he warned, "in which nothing short of war
can defend or establish the dignity of the
person."
Effective authority, Tillich said, needs
power, and the con~lct of authority with
authority leads, inevitably, to the use of
force. "But when ls coercion a just expression of power, when an unjust one?" Old
criteria-the medieval concept of the just
war, for example-no longer serve in an age
of possible atomic conflagration, and the
many laws that apply to men can only
obliquely serve as guides to the proper conduct of nations.
These problems led Tillich to conclude
that there ls a definite limit to hope for
peace on earth as prescribed by Pope John.
Men must "distinguish between genuine hope
and utopian expectations." Genuine hope ls
found in such factors as the atomic threat
that has imposed on mankind a common
destiny, the conquest of space that makes
neighbors of distant nations, international
cooperation in science and medicine.
Out of this limited cooperation may emerge
what Tillich called "communal eros"-the
love of men for other nations. But, he said,
"there is no hope for a final stage of history
in which peace and justice rule. History ls
not fulfilled at it;s empirical end; but history
ls fulfilled in the great moment in which
something new is created, in which the Kingdom of God breaks into history conquering
destructive structures of existence. This
means that we cannot hope for a final stage
of justice and peace within history; but we
can hope for partial victories over the forces
of evil in a particular moment of time."
[From Life magazine]
A SEARCH FOR SOMETHING MORE THAN A
COMMUNIT.Y OF FEAR

(By John K. Jessup)
The guest list would have done credit to a
U.N. charter meeting or a state funeral: the
Secretary-General of the U.N., the president
of the Assembly and two former presidents;
the Vice President and Chief Justice of the
United States, an associate justice and four
U.S. Senators; Belgium's Foreign Minister
Paul-Henri Spaak; the Italian Deputy Prime
Minlster, Pietro Nenni; leading officials from
Russia, Poland and Yugoslavia; two justices
of the World Court; historian Arnold Toynbee and Theologla~ Paul Tllllch; all told,
2,000 delegates from 20 nations of the Communist, neutralist, and Free Worlds.
If the dramatis personae were impressive,
the subject matter of the 3-day "Pacem in
Terris" convocation was even more so. The
participants aimed · to explore the requirements of a durable world peace through
panels covering the rule of law, peacekeeping institutions, a solution . to Europe's territorial dilemmas, the problems of neutralists
and non-nuclear nations, the terms of coexistence, and the implications of the papal
encycllcal for U.N. policy. The approach to
these great issues was a series of panel discussions conducted by the most prestigious
delegates.
Was all this too ambitious even for so
august an assemblage? In his opening address, Vice President HUBERT HUMPHREY
thought not, "Pacem in Terris," said he, offers "a public philosophy for a m~clear era."
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The Pope did not write "a Utopian blueprint
for world peace, presupposing a sudden
change in the nature of man. Rather it
represents a call .to action to leaders of nations, presupposing only a gradual change in
human institutions • • • the building of
a world community." The audience was
highly receptive to this kind of hopeful talk.
Consisting mainly of intellectuals, clerics,
and foreign affairs experts, it was conspicuously short of representatives from the Pentagon and Red China. As a group, it was a
little too quick to applaud any mention of
world government, banning the bomb, and
stopping the war in Vietnam. But this was
very much in the "Johannlne mood," and the
author of "Pacem in Terris," who was very
much a yea-sayer for peace, would no doubt
have heartily approved of this convocation.
Not all the participants found Pope John's
underlying assumptions so congenial. Some
of them skipped, some of them explicitly rejected his premise that God ls the creator of
all men. Others accepted the premise but
not all of the Pope's reasoning. The eminent Protestant theologian-philosopher Paul
Tillich threw cold water on certain utopian
expectations he found in the encylcllcal. Its
"determining prlnciple"-that justice is
based on the equal dignity and rights of
every individual-is only agreed on, said
Tillich, in "Western, Christian-Humanist
culture, but not essentially beyond it."
Other cultures and religious traditions do
not value these concepts so highly, and furthermore "there are situations in which
nothing short of war can defend or establish the dignity of the person." The papal
encyclical ,had deemphasized the old Catholic distinction between just and unjust wars,
deploring all of them; but it contained no
adequate discussion of the use of coercion in
the just exercise of power.
PEACE THROUGH FEAR

Tillich brought up the question, which
the Pope had not, of whether human nature
ls even capable of peace on earth. Man's
will being hopelessly ambiguous, he said,
one should not address an encyclical to "all
men of good will" (as the Pope did) but to
all men, since there ls bad in the best and
good in the worst. Finally, Tillich distinguished between Utopian hopes of a world
ruled by peace, justice, and love, which must
await the end of history, and more realistic
hopes for a world community capable of
avoiding self-destruction. He named several grounds for such genuine hope, including the "community of fear" created by the
horrors of nuclear war itself. This negative
ground, he said, at least makes the confilcting powers conscious that there ls such a
thing as "mankind with a common destiny."
Belgium's Paul-Henri Spa.alt developed this
negative ground for hope a step further. A
major reason why men have fought wars
throughout history ls that one side or both
could look forward to victory. The bomb
has removed that reason; neither side can
expect to "win" in a nuclear war, argued
Spaak, a point on which all thinking men
~gree, and on which even Khrushchev had
expressly concurred with the Pope. Thus
there need not be a nuclear war despite man's
natural belllcosity. In a similar tribute to
the deterrent effect of mutual terror, Luis
Quintanilla, Mexico's onetime minister to
the United States, nominated the bomb for
the Nobel Peace Prize.
AB the panelists got down to work on such
practical matters as German reunification
and foreign aid, the question about war and
human nature went underground for a while.
But it surfaced again in the final se.sSion
when Novelist Eugene Burdick complained
that he had heard too little discussion of
whether man ls really a peacelovlng or even
a rational creature. He was answered first
by psychiatrist Jerome Frank, who pointed
out that while man ls indeed a bundle of
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hostilities, modern war is an elaborate social
institution that has to be taught to each
generation and can be untaught as well.
The problem, thought Frank, is not how to
create total peace on earth, but how to make
the worid safe for ·m an's natural aggressiveness by limiting the scope of his conflicts.
When Burdick persisted in his doubts
about human nature, he was reminded that
Tillich had already answered him: man is
both good and bad, addicted at once to violence and to self-preservation; or as another
panelist put it, "both killer aJ?.d saint."
The consequence of this duality of man's
nature for the preservation of peace was
crystal clear, said Lawyer Grenville Clark, coauthor of "World Peace Through World
Law"; the nations must grant powers to a
supranational body sufficient tO curb the destructive impulse of any one nation; and
such powers "can only be honestly described
as those of government"-1.e., a world government.
WORLD GOVERNMENT
The need for world government, and its
corollary, the obsolescence of sovereign nations, were a recurrent theme throughout the
3 days of discussion. Several participants
qu'o ted the papal encyclical (which called for
"public authorities • • • on a worldwide
.basis") as having at least made the subject respectable.
Even Herman Kahn, the Rand Corp.'s
tough-minded nuclear strategist, felt that "a
rather bad world government might be better
than no wol'.ld government." Political scientist Hans Morgenthau of the University of
Chicago, while not expecting sovereignties to
be abolished overnight, thought statesmen
should think of themselves as "nothing more
than the caretakers .of a bankrupt national
regime which they have to transform, slowly,
into a new one."
Some of the statesmen present were willing
to go pretty far in this direction. Spaak,
long well known as a prophet of political
unity in Europe, further advoca ted the general renunciation not only of nuclear war,
but of all wars whatsoever, including "wars
of national liberation" and wars "in defense
of democracy." Quintanilla, speaking in the
session on the rule of law, was for reforming the U.N. in the direction of world government by making its membership universal, enlarging the Security Council and
abolishing the ·veto, weighting Assembly votes
to represent populations, and giving the organization a monopoly of nuclear force. At
the same session, the chairman of the Constitution Revision Commission of Japan,
K-enzo Takayanagi, reported that his commission had decided not to recommend any
change in Japan's famous "pacifist" clause,
article IX of the Constitution, which renounces Japan's sovereign right to wage war
and possess armaments. Japan should keep
article IX, he said, in the hope that it will
be a model for future constitutions and the
amendment of old ones. (At the end of the
meeting, Host Robert Hutchins announced
he would spend the rest of his life lobbying
for a U.S. constitutional amendment like
article IX.)
PIECEMEAL PEACEKEEPING
Such radical talk naturally met counterargument in several panels from the more
cautious spirits, the believers in "piecemeal"
peacekeeping. Sovereignty and nationalism
drew a kind word from Muhammad Zafrulla
Khan, Of the World Court, who pointed out
that only a fully sovereign nation can make
a firm treaty, or even cede part of its sovereignty to the authority of world law.
His U.S. colleague on the World Court, Phillip
Jessup, emphasized the coral-like way in
which law grows; the fact that much international behavior, such as air routes, mail
and weather information, is already governed by a network of law, which can and
does 'grow; · and ·that· "leg over leg the dog
went to Dover.'" ·
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Another spokesman for the piecemeal ap- rebellions), and that, said both Russians, ·ts
proach was Abram Chayes, former counselor why the Soviet people are "gravely conto the State Department, who pointed to the · cerned" about the U.S. role in the Congo and
sad record of the 19th Assembly as a poor Vietnam.
omen for U .N. Charter revision and said "we
Thus, went the Russians' logic, "wars of
are lucky :to have the charter we have" and liberation" are still legitimate exceptions to
had "better work with it." Lord Caradon, the Soviet opposition to war, as they were
British Ambassador to the U.N., took a more in Khrushchev's last speeches. Zhukov
hopeful view of the U.N. as it is, but also gaily invoked the American war of independpleaded eloquently for more respect for the ence to validate current Communist revolts,
disinterested motives of its secretariat. But which he said are just as historically irreSecretary General U Thant himself, in the versible. But this analogy fell rather flat, and
address winding up the conference, said "in the "coexistence" panel wound up considerall frankness" that the peacekeeping provi- ably short of agreement, except on Fur.sions of the U.N. Charter are "somewhat out BRIGHT'S plea for mutual tolerance and "the
of date," that the anachronism was respon- cultivation of a spirit in which nations are
sible for the U.N.'s current constitutional more interested in solving problems than in
crisis, and that the U.N. faces a "great de- proving theories."
bate" over the distribution of peacekeeping
Prudently, the sponsors of the convocation
functions between the great and small na- had disowned from the start any intention
tions.
to reach an agreement. The illuminatio~
The small nations, as represented in the of issues and the stimulation of further
panel on non-nuclear powers, showed less dialog was their goal. And there was plenty
interest in reforming the U.N. than in getting of reason for further dialog, not least among
more aid through it. Nigerian, Jordanian the Americans present. Two Americans,
and Yugoslav spokesmen emphatically agreed former Ambassador George F. Kennan and
that they preferred this multilateral source Nobel Prizeman Linus Pauling, launched
of aid to bilateral aid from a great power, on much more vitriolic attacks on U.S. policy
the ground that the latter carries the smell than the rather circumspect Russians.
of cold war bribery, whether there are strings
K;ennan demanded a wholesale change 1n
on it or not. (There are no strings on U.S. our European policy, even to the point of
aid to Latin America through the Alianza military disengagement in Germany, and a
program, said Colombia's Alberto Lleras revision of our assumptions, which are the
Camargo.) British Economist Barbara Ward, basis of NATO, about Soviet aggressive inchairing this panel, said of all underdevel- tentions.
oped nations that "the sense of their own
Pauling found the United States wholly
nationhood has simply got to be the starting
point of any type of world order." It ap- responsible for the war in Vietnam. Paulpeared from this panel's discussion that na- ing's indignation threw a strange light on
tionalism is a new virtue in young, poor another suggestion in his speech, which was
countries, but in old, rich ones is an obsolete echoed later by his fellow scientist, Hudson
vice-as Nigeria's Chief Adebo put it, "sim- Hoagland. It was that since the language
of science is more truly international than
ply deplorable."
In the next day's panel the old, rich coun- that of politics, and quicker to bypass idetries had more say on the terms of coexist- ological road blocks, scientists should have
ence. It was chaired by Senator WILLIAM a larger say in questions of peace and war.
FULBRIGHT, chairman of the U.S. Senate For- This brief hint of an international techeign Relations Committee, who opened up nocracy gave Pauling's hearers an additional
the subject of conflicting ideologies. "A reason, besides the horror of nuclear war, to
national ideology, or coherent system of hope that the world's present political leaders will not fail their peacekeeping responvalues, is a source of great strength and sibility.
creative energy," said FuLBRIGHT, but also of
NEW MEANS OF CHANGE
"appa lling danger,'' since it tends to impose
The convocation produced two other ideas
on others "the tyranny of abstract ideas."
He proposed that both the United States and that may cast a more lasting illumination.
U.S.S.R., in order to make their peaceful One came from Arnold Toynbee and was
coexistence less precarious, should subordi- supported in a separate discussion by Jerome
nate their respective ideologies to "the hu- Frank. They suggested that a new means
of effecting social change may already be at
man requirementS of a changing world."
large in the world, a way of appealing to the
THE COMMUNIST TWIST
conscience rather than the fears of those in
The Communist spokesmen on this and authority-namely, nonviolent resistance.
other panels (Yevgenyi Zhukov, the leading Gandhi used it to overthrow the Britlsh raj
Soviet historian; M. N. Inozemtsev, a top in India, and Martin Luther King won his
Communist Party theoretician; and philos- Nobel Prize by proving it could work in
opher Adam Schaff of Poland's CP Central America as well. It was perhaps .u nderemCommittee) agreed in part with the Sen- phasized that nonviolent resistance, to be
ator's tolerant overture, but gave it a dis- effective, must choose an adversary with a
turbing twist of their own.
conscience, and that some governments are
Schaff claimed to speak not as a Polish not so equipped. But even so, as Frank
Communist but as a member of "the world- pointed out, the Gandhi-King example may
wide republic of eggheads." He agreed that have a permanent influence on accepted
peaceful coexistence is a necessity; but now definitions of manliness, which for thouthat war can no longer settle things between sands of years has been associated with
great nations, their ideological conflict--"a readiness to fight. Some day it may be
noble and rational rivalry"-must now grow thought that "if you resort to violence then
more intense, and also more mutually influ- you are a coward."
ential. He took a Socialist pride in descryGLOBAL GREAT SOCIETY
ing a growing American tendency toward
The other illumination was best expressed
economic planning, and in return predicted
·the gradual political democratization of by Abba Eban, deputy prime Ininister of
Israel. He declared that after millennia of
Polish communism..
The Russians declared that states with national histories, mankind has now entered
different social systems can and must co:- "the first era of global history"; and he proexist, but - only on the basis of sovereign . posed that all heads of state, large and small,
equality and noninterference; there can be devote 1 week of their working year excluno coexistence between "oppressor and op- sively to the problems of "the human nation"
pressed." U.S. libels to the contrary, said instead of their own. He gave them an
Inozemtsev, Marxism does not .advocate the agenda: Overpopulation, malnutrition, ilexport of revolutions. But it also opposes literacy, gross inequality of incomes, and the
"the export of counterrevolutions" (i.e., out- repair of the physical damage man has done
side support of resistance to Soviet-approved to hisi>lanet since creation.
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Eban's plea for a great society of mankind won a standing ovation from the audience. It expressed a conviction heard earlier
from others, that when nations collaborate
on joint projects for human betterment transcending their own parochial interests, they
are likelier to understand each other and less
likely to go to war.
Eban's speech also reflected the ecumenical
spirit which imbued this whole convocation,
the spirit which Pope John XXIII released
throughout the Catholic world, and which is
still expanding today through other churches,
chanceries, and faiths.
MEMORANDUM FROM THE CENTER FOR THE
STUDY OF DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS
I. THE WORLDWIDE SCOPE OF THE RESPONSE TO
"PACEM IN TERRIS" CONVENTION

Among the indications are:
(1) The Pope's discussion of the convocation at a gathering in St. Peter's Square in
Rome--an assembly of 20,000 pilgrims from
all parts of the world-was the leading item
on thousands of radio and television newscasts.
(2) The largest diocesan newspapers in
the United States-the Pilot, published by
Cardinal Cushing in Boston; the New World,
published by the Archdiocese of Chicago;
the Tidings, published by Cardinal Mcintyre
in Los Angeles; the Long Island Catholic,
reaching hundreds of thousands of Catholics
in the New York area; the National Catholic
Reporter, published in Kansas City but distributed nationally; the Catholic Register,
published in Denver but also distributed in
churches across the country; the Catholic
Star Herald, the weekly with the largest circulation in southern New Jersey; and other
large Catholic . papers-gave the convocation
unprecedented coverage, many devoting two
full pages of text and pictures. The Pilot,
in a front-page dispatch from Rome, said
the conference was receiving extensive discussion in Catholic and Communist papers
around the world, as well as in general publications of all kinds. Our Sunday Visitor,
a weekly magazine distributed in Catholic
churches throughout the United States has
carried two articles, highly favorable.
(3) The Johnson Foundation reported
that their clipping · service had sent more
than 1,400 separate news stories. They reported many editorials and byllned articles
by columnists, and declared: "In the whole
batch, there are perhaps three or four somewhat negative comments."
(4) Presbyterian Life, a magazine published by the Presbyt~rian Church, with a
circulation of 1,141,000, declared that "rarely, if ever, has there been such a coruscating
assemblage of first-rate minds under one
roof."
(5) The Christian Century, another leading Protestant publication, carried an article that concluded: "While it may indeed
be that today the main hope for peace lies
negatively in the fear rampant in the minds
of· men, the fact that areas of agreement did
appear in the course of this convocation suggests that more positive motivations may
come to play a role."
(6) Time, Life and Newsweek gave substantial attention to the conference. An article
by Roland Gammon is in preparation for
This Week, which claims a circulation of 14
million. Reader's Digest also is considering
an article. The New Yorker's March 6 issue
contained an article about Fred Neal and the
convocation in positive terms. Pageant
magazine is coming out wit~ an article on
the center and its importance to the worldan article now scheduled for the May issue.
(7) With the cooperation of Life, pocket
book editors are working on a paperback
book about the convocation, designed to hit
newsstands this spring.
(8) The Saturday Review is going to have
a 10,000-word special section in an early

issue on the major statements made at the ·
convocation, and Norman Cousins will call
for continuing discussion of these statements in meetings to be held in many parts
of the United States.
( 9) America, a magazine read by all the
Catholic bishops and leading clergy of the
United States, glowingly endorsed the con- .
vocation in an editorial in its March 6
issue, declaring: "The convocation performed a notable service to peace."
( 10) The Christian Peace Conference,
headed by clergymen from Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, France, India, Soviet Russia, Uruguay, East Germany, and other countries,
sent a letter of congratulations and asked for
copies of all papers delivered at the convocation. This organization has its headquarters in Prague.
ll. INTEREST IN FOLLOWUP MEETINGS EX•
PRESSED BY LEADERS IN MANY FIELDS

The letters received-ranging from the
comments of the President of the U.N. General Assembly, in his note dated March 2, to
the letter from the president of the American
Library Association, declaring that he would
do everything possible to give currency
to the ideas put forth at the convocationshow that there are strong currents of excitement running in many places.
Arnold Toynbee said: "I felt that it was
very much worthwhile and that it was going
to lead on to other things." The president of
the University of Windsor, Ontario, said: "I
have been attending various symposia, congresses, conferences, and conventions for the
past 30 years, in a wide variety of contexts,
publlc, academic, and religious. Your convocation was by all odds the most impressive
such gathering I have ever had the privilege
of attending. I was deeply impressed and
stimulated throughout the sessions • • • ."
Like other university presidents who wrote
to you, he said he was astonished by the
interest he had found in continuing the
discussions.
William Baggs, editor of the Miami News,
has reported that he has received more than
200 letters from persons seeking films or
booklets or other material growing out of
the convocation. J. Duane Squires, chairman of the department of soci.al studies
at Colby Junior College in New Hampshire,
wrote you: "I am preparing a resume of the
conference to be used in the New Hampshire press, and I have already been invited
to speak about the gathering to several
meetings in this vicinity."
The Chatauqua Association, the National
Association of Catholic Colleges, and a number of student groups have already made inquiries about the possibility of getting material in film or printed form for meetings.
Peggy Kerney McNeil, president of the Trenton Times newspaper, said in a letter dated
March 5: "We at the Times want to do
anything we can to continue the great work
you've begun. Please tell us all you can."
In an article printed on the front page of
the Rochester diocesan paper, the Catholic
Courier, Rabbi Herbert Bronstein of Temple
B'rith Kodesh wrote: "What was the tremendous power that brought thousands of
people surging lnto the hall of the U.N. General Assembly, among them easily recognizable statesmen of East and West, former
presidents of the United Nations, leaders of
the American civil rights movement, clergy.
of all faiths and denominations, scholars and
scientists? What was the power that drew
all these races, religions, all ages and tongues,
and all political ideologies together? The
example of Pope John XXIII against the
fatalism and cynicism of our time • • •"
Rabbi Bronstein also wrote to you and said
he wanted to organize meetings in the
Rochester area to carry on the work.
James W. Bush, Jr., of Boston College
wrote • • • to say that the college, Fairfield
University, and the College of the Holy Cross

were sponsoring a conference on Pacem in
Terris • • •.

•

•

•

•

•

The New York Times said: "The encyclical
has the rare capability of providing a common ground on which people of all kindspriests and rabbis, pacifists and Communists,
philosophers, and nuns--can consider .moral
and religious problems beyond the thicket
of sectarian and doctrinal differences. This
capability is an outgrowth of one of the
late Pope's most important points-that differing ideologies are not a barrier to coexistence, and that coexistence does not
mean giving up beliefs or the surrender of
any side to any other."

WOOL TEXTILES
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, it is a common rule of politics that foreign trade
and domestic economic stability are often
difficult to reconcile; and it is an uncommon experience of political life when
a practical plan to bridge the gap between these often divergent forces is advanced.
Such a plan was put forward this
week by the distinguished Senator from
Maine [Mr. MUSKIE] in the form of Senate bill 2022, the Orderly Marketing Act
of 1965, which I am proud to cosponsor:
All of us, I am sure, would like to live
in a comfortable world in which the various national economies would be perfectly complementary, and in which
trade would mean equal opportunity for
each trading partner. We have, to be
sure, taken several steps toward this ideal
goal, through the Trade Expansion Act;
but no one can deny that in this country
there are some critical pockets of economic distress, resulting from inequitable trade; and, unfortunately, one of
them is in my own State.
·
I refer in particular to the woolworsted textile industry, in which production declined by some 10 percent last
year, while imports accounted for approximately 20 percent of the American
market. Since 1950, approximately 50
woolen-worsted plants in Rhode Island
have gone out of business; and we have
lost over 10,000 jobs in the last 6 years.
The Muskie bill is designed to provide
just the kind of relief we in Rhode Island
need. The bill will establish a well
thought-out, systematic way in which
import controls can be invoked, in the
event of substantial and persistent invasion of American markets by products
from abroad; and the bill will do so without denying reasonable prospects for
foreign competitors to participate in the
future growth of the American market,
provided they do not cause economic disruption.
Specifically, the Muskie bill provides
that an industry may be eligible for relief action in the ratio of imports to
domestic production has increased by
50 percent or more during the preceding
5 years, and by 10 percent during the
immediately proceding calendar year.
This formula is clearly relevant to the
woolen-worsted industry, in which im·
ports accounted for 12.5 percent· of the
U.S. market 5 years ago, but now account
for nearly 20 percent, as I have said. In
other words, in this industry, there has
been a 62-percent increase in the ratio of
imports to the total domestic market.
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Obviously, the ratio of imports to dwindling domestic production would be even
steeper.
We who represent this beleaguered industry have been trying long and hard to
reverse the flood of import competition
which has caused our economy such grief.
I hardly need mention the outstanding
efforts of my senior colleague, Senator
PASTORE, who has done such outstanding
work as chairman of the Special Subcommittee on Textiles.
·
My own special concern for the industry has been from the viewpoint of a
former Foreign Service officer and as a
member of the Senate's Foreign Relations Committee. Recently, I sought to
put forward what I hope is a constructive sugge~tion for resolving the woolworsted crisis through forthright action
in the diplomatic field. In brief, my proposal was that the United States set a
deadline for convening a multilateral
conference to work out a world marketing plan, and a second deadline at which
we would begin to initiate unilateral import restrictions, if there had not been
any progress at the multilateral level.
I spelled out that proposal at a recent
meeting of the Rhode Island Textile Association; and I ask unanimous consent
that the text of my speech there be
printed in the RECORD at the conclusion of my remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
(See exhibit 1.)
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, the Department of State has taken cognizance of
my proposal; and in this connection I
ask unanimous consent that a letter from
Assistant Secretary of State Douglas
MacArthur II, be printed in the RECORD
at the conclusion of my remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
(See exhibit 2.)
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I appreciate
the Department's continuing concern
with this matter, although I am, naturally, sorry that the Department is not
able to be more immediately receptive to
my proposal for deadlines for negotiation. I note with interest that there is
to be a United States-Japanese Conference on Wool Textiles in Tokyo during
the week of June 7; and I hope the Conference will lead to a palpable relaxation of the import problem. All of us
will be awaiting with interest the outcome.
The problem is so serious, and the reso- .
lution of it of such great consequence to
my constituency, that I believe we should
leave no stone unturned until our industry receives the protection it deserves.
I hope the Department of State will continue to press for every avenue of relief;
but in the event its efforts do not bear
fruit, we must, perforce, pursue other
channels. It is in this spirit that I have
cosponsored the Muskie bill, and will
work for its enactment.
ExHIBIT

1

REMARKS BY SENATOR CLAIBORNE PELL AT AN-

NUAL MEETING OF THE RHODE ISLAND TEx-

TILE AsSOCIATION, APRIL 19, 1965
I am honored to . have this opportunity
to address the Rhode Island Textile Association. Your organization represents a most
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influential cross section of the economic
leadership of our State, and I therefore welcome occasions like this in which you and I
can have. the closest possible exchange of
views.
I will be frank to say, at the outset, that
I do not presume to re~esent myself as an
expert on your industry. My senior colleague, JOHN PASTORE, has done a wonderful
job and deserves most of the credit for implementing the seven-point relief program
which has brought so many benefits in the
past 3 years. He has worked with immense
diligence and effectiveness, and his command
of the field is preeminent. I salute him for
his work and look forward to supporting him
in it for a long while to come.
I hope you will consider my remarks today as those of an informed nonexpert who
has your interests very much in mind and
who wants to work in partnership with you
to help you achieve in the realm of public
policy what you need to succeed and thrive
as a competitive enterprise.
I acknowledge at the outset that th,is is
often easier said than done. We have heard
a lot of talk recently about how Congressmen and Senators should obtain rich benefits
for their respective States and districts. I
noted with interest in this regard Governor
Chafee's letter to the Woonsocket Call the
other day regarding the woolen-worsted
situation. I am delighted to know that we
have his f:ill and vigorous support in coping
with this problem.
Obviously, each of us in Congress wants the
best that can be won for our home State,
and we devote vast amounts of time and
energy to bring some of these benefits home.
Often, when the benefits do arrive they arrive like icebergs--with only a small portion
of the accomplishment revealed and the vast
underpinning of hf!,rd work lost from view.
With regard to the woolen-worsted situation, I want to assure you at the outset that
I for one will continue to bend every effort
to ease the lot of the Rhode Island industrywhether by an international quota agreement or unilateral import restrictions or any
other action. I would be less than honest,
however, if I did not say that we must balance our determination to win regional relief
by a realistic understanding of our prospects.
So often our success is in direct proportion
to the degree to which our interests coincide
with those of several other regions or States.
When that coincidence is lacking, it's often
much more difficult to get our way in the
Federal system. I would deceive you if I
were to pretend that this is not the case.
We had a remarkable demonstration of the
efficacy of multiregional coincidence of interests in the formulation and implementation of the 1961 seven-point textile relief program, instituted by President Kennedy and
continued by President Johnson. That comprehensive program touched all segments of
the vast textile complex-from the cotton
farms of Louisiana to the mills of Maine.
All in all, about one-third of the Congress
was directly affected-about 40 Senators and
approximately 130 Members of the House.
The results that have flowed from that
program have been dramatic indeed.
The one-price cotton · 1aw which was
signed last year and which we will work to
continue far beyond its scheduled expiration
in 1966, has been cited as the most important
factor in a general resurgence of strength in
the textile industry triggered by the administration program. Consumption of U.S.
cotton is expected to increase over a million
bales in the 1964-65 crop year, testimony to
the fact that U.S. mills will use cotton when
they can get it at competitive prices.
I am well aware also of current interest
in a special subsidy for dyers, printers, and
finishers, providing these processors do not
already benefit from. the one-price subsidy.
I will do everything I can to promote consideration of this proposal.
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Another factor is the new, rapid depreciation schedules on textile eq'Qipment and the
7-percent investment credit, which last year
was improved to provide that claiming of
the credit would not reduce the depreciation
basis of a new asset.
The result of these reforms has been a
recordbreaking infusion of the new investment in plants and equipment in th~ industry as a whole. Capital expenditures, which
averaged $414 million in the 19()0-60 period
stood at $750 million in 1964 and might go
as high as $950 million in 1965. The 1964
expenditures stood at 13 percent of the industry~s net worth, the highest of any major
industry.
Still another factor has been public and
private investment in research and development and training in the textile industry.
In the research realm, new fabrics, fibers,
and processes are being produced-particularly in such areas as manmade fibers and
stretch fabrics.
In this general regard, I want to commend
the industry in Rhode Island for its initiative in establishing your own textile training
center. I was pleased to attend the opening
of this center last January, and I wish it
all success.
I hope also that the industry will continue
to give its attention to retraining and improvement of our existing skilled labor pool.
In this connection, I want to remind you
that I serve on the Senate Subcommittee on
Employment and Manpower and stand ready
to render you any assistance or service I can
in this area.
In this regard, it is interesting to note that
since its inception in 1962, the Manpower
Development and Trainillg Act has resulted
in approved training courses for 1,197 Rhode
Islanders with a dollar commitment of
$2,195,996 through January of this year.
During approximately the same period of
time, the Area Redevelopment Act has
brought our State approved training for
1,225 persons with an expenditure of $949,815.
The Senate SubCommittee on Employment
and Manpower recently held hearings on the
Manpower Act amendments which would extend this valuable program to June of 1969.
April 13 brought final House action on this
measure, and I expect President Johru:on to
sign this act shortly. This could bring to
Rhode Island over $1,600,000 in Federal
matching funds on a 90-to-10 basis for training programs.
Up to January of this year, training was
approved for 120 automatic spindle weavers
under the Area Redevelopment Act. Under
the Manpower Act, training was approved for
24 loomfixers and 12 loomfixer apprentices.
The courses in loom fixing ran 24 weeks.
One final factor that stems from the Government's comprehensive textile program is
the international cotton marketing agreement which was reached in 1961. Under its
terms, the United States has negotiated 18
bilateral agreements with cotton textile producing countries, binding them to reduce
shipments if the importing country makes a
finding of market disruption.
These agreements have led to restraint in
several lines of products, although I understand not all. At any rate, imports of textiles
in 1964 were down approximately 6 percent
below 1963 levels; according to the American
Textile Manufacturers Institute. And what
seems most encouraging is the fact that U.S:
exports rose by at least 10 percent over 1963
levels.
Now I realize all too fully that only a
portion of the Rhode Island textile industry
participated in these encouraging trends and
that many of you, because you are so heavily
concentrated in the woolen-worsted sector,
did not benefit at all.
The facts and figures on woolen worsteds
are not happy ones. Some of the key points,
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from the Government point of view, seem
to be as follows:
Production of raw wool in the United
States declined by a.bout 16 percent in 1964
from 196L
Mill use of raw wool dropped to its lowest
level since 1958.
Wool's share of total fiber consumed by
u:s. textile plants has dropped to 4% percent a.s against 6% percent 4 years ago.
Production of woolen and worsted fabric
declined by some 10 percent in the first ha.If
of 1964 from 1963 levels.
Imports now account for about 20 percent
of the U.S. woolen market, as compared with
12.5 percent 5 years ago and less than 5 percent 10 years ago.
·
Seventeen more wool textile mills ·Closed
their doors in the first 10 months of 1964,
joining a casualty list of 117 since 1956.
One important consequence of these unpleasant facts was that many woolen mills
· were realistically shifting to manmade fiber&-production of which increased by 25
percent during the 1963-64 marketing season,
or 10 times the rate of growth of wool production. It seems to me that this is an inevitable trend and one to which Rhode Island
mills should adapt whenever possible-as I
know many of you are.
In a sense, the plight of the wool-worsted
industry reflects the fact that its influence
is not as pervasive as the more comprehensive
cotton elements of the textile industry which
I have already described. But this does not
mean that the industry is without friends
in high places.
I am sure you are all aware of President
Johnson's pledge, when he visited Providence
last fall, to keep wool textile and apparel imports at reasonable levels. He pledged the
efforts of the administration to convene a
multination meeting to work out an international marketing agreement, like the one
now regulating cotton trade.
I can assure you that the administration
is still committed to this goal even though
results have not yet been forthcoming. As
recently as last December, at the meeting
of the International Wool Study Group in
London, the United States restated its plea
for convening such a regulatory conference.
The reason why our efforts have not borne
fruit is simple. The other nations involved
are not willing to participate. Whereas a
substantial group of countries had a direct
interest in negotiating the international cotton agreement for their own good, the list
of wool exporting nations is much narrower
and their control of the market much tighter.
The principals involved are the United
Kingdom, Italy, Japan, and Hong Kong, and
I am informed that at least two of these
exporting areas have stated flat opposition
to a regulatory conference.
As a former Foreign Service officer, I can
well appreciate our Government's desire to
control the wool import problem by multilateral agreement rather than · by national
action. The multilateral agreement protects us in advance from retribution. There
is no -doubt that this is a much tidier and
safer mechanism for our diplomats.
Looking at the problem from my present
vantage point on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, however, I am not indefinitely sympathetic to the sensitivities of
the diplomatic corps. It seem to me that
we have just about exhausted our capacity
for a tidy, diplomatic solution; and that
you here on the home!ront have had to
pay far too high a price to tolerate further
dabbling at diplomatic niceties.
What I propose is this: It seems to me that
the United States should serve notice to the
wool-exporting nations that we cannot continue to tolerate the extremely difficult position in which our domestic industry now
finds itself. We should invite these nations,
one last time, to sit down and work out a
reasonable international marketing agree-

ment, specifying a definite date to convene
the conference-such as next July l. Then
we should serve notice that if reasonable
progress has not been reached toward such
an agreement by another fixed date-say October 1-we should take steps to invoke unilateral quotas and restraints.
I have no special insights as to whether
such an approach would work, and, given
the rather limited base of power for wool
textiles, which I have already described, I can
make no guarantee that we can commit the
Government to such a "get tough" policy.
But I promise that we will never stop trying.
Alternatively, perhaps the executive branch
can be persuaded to move directly to unilateral quotas without making the one final
effort to a diplomatic solution. I would certainly support this move too, if it has any
chance of success.
At any rate, I want you to know that I
share what I know must be your belief that
we already have been asked to bear too much
and that we can ·wait no longer for effective
relief. There is, after all, no substitute for
new orders and more business !or Rhode
Island plants.

tlori attractive but continues to believe that
a &Qlution to this problem must be found
through the multilateral approach. In 1964
U.S. imports of wool textiles amounted
to approximately $234 million. Unilateral
action with respect to this trade would,
under GATT rules, lay the United States
open to retaliatory action or payment
of compensation to the countries affected by such a move on an equivalent
amount of trade, for example, through withdrawal of tariff · concessions. Conceivably
unilateral action might even endanger the
existence of the long-term cotton textile
arrangement. It is for this reason-to avoid
injury to other segments of the U.S. economy, including possibly large segments of
the U.S. textile industry-that the Department considers a multilateral approach as
serving best the national interest as well as
the interest of the ·~r.s. textile industry as
a whole. We will · continue our efforts to
that end.
If there is any additional information
which we can furnish on this matter, please
let me know.
Sincerely,
DOUGLAS MACARTHUR II,
Assistant Secretary for
Congressional Relations.
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DEAR SENATOR PELL: The Under Secretary
has asked me to reply to your letter to him
of April 30, 1965 concerning the wool textile
import problem.
I was very much interested to read your
address before the Rhode Island Textile Association and have noted your suggestion
that the administration set a cutoff date to
its efforts to find a multilateral solution to
the problem of import competition in wool
textiles.
The Department certainly appreciates the
importance of the wool textile industry to
the economy of New England and in particular to the State of Rhode Island. As your
statement recognizes, we have been making
repeated efforts over the last few years to
find a multilateral solution to this problem.
The United States first raised this issue at
the seventh plenary of the International
Wool Study Group in London in December
1962, and since that time, the Department
has raised the matter repeatedly in bilateral
discussions with senior government officials
of the major wool textile exporting countries. Several high-level missions have been
sent abroad for this purpose.
More recently, as reported to you in Mr.
Lee's letter of February 5, 1965, the President
personally raised this problem in his discussions with Prime Minister Sa.to during
the latter's visit on January 12 and 13, 1965.
As a result, Japan has now agreed to a joint
government-industry meeting in Tokyo during the week of June 7, which will give the
United States an opp<;>rtunity to review with
Japanese Government officials the effect of
imports on the U.S. wool textile market and
to present our case for an international wool
textile conference. This will be the first
United States-Japanese meeting of this kind,
convened specifically for the purl:>ose of reviewing this problem.
As you are aware, the Governments of the
other principal exporting countries have been
relu<:tant to discuss this matter and have
not agreed, as of this time, to participate in
an international conference. In the light of
this, the Department finds it difficult to
project the progress of our efforts to find a
multilateral solution to this problem and
hence does not consider it desirable to set
a specific deadline to discussions at this
time.
The Department realizes that som.e of those
affected by competitive imports of wool
textiles find the idea of unilateral U.S. ac-

MILWAUKEE SUCCESS IN JOBSFOR-YOUTH PROGRAM
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, the
Nation's high schools and colleges will
recess for the summer in several weeks
and more than 10 million young persons
will join the labor market in search of
summer jobs.
·
It is not easy for these young folks to
find summer jobs. Most of them have
little or no experience and there are
many more applicants than there are
jobs to fill.
I am happy to report that a group of
civic leaders in Milwaukee have recognized this problem and have done something about it. A plan of action-worked
out by a business leader-was implemented by the youth committee of the
social development commission with help
from other civic groups and community
leaders.
The result of these efforts was the creation of Youthpower, Inc., a private enterprise. nonprofit, job placement house
operated by and for 16- to 21-year-olds.
The plan for the firm came from Elmer
Winter, a brilliantly successful Milwaukean and president of Manpower, Inc.,
a Milwaukee-based international company specializing in temporary clerical,
business, and industrial help.
In 1963, its first year in operation,
Youthpower processed 4,700 job applications and filled 1,276 jobs. Salaries
ranged from 50 cents an hour for yard
work to $120 a week for driving a truck.
Despite the salary differential or the
range of work provided, job satisfaction
was high arr..ong both the young workers
placed and the employers and supervisors
who hired them.

A detailed description of Milwaukee's
summer job placement program was
given in an article by Mary Ann Robertson, which appeared. in the May 1965 issue of Better Homes & Gardens magazine.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to place the article, entitled "Found:
Summer Jobs for Teenagers," in the
RECORD.

.

.
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There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows: ·
FOUND: SUMMER JOBS FOR TEENAGERS

(By Mary Ann Robertson)
It isn't easy for young people to find summer jobs-and the problem gets tougher all
the time. This summer an avalanche of
teenagers will be unleashed on the job market. Youth, energy, ambition they have in
abundance. What they lack, obviously, is
experience. It's the old dilemma: If you
don't have experience, you can't get a joband if you can't get a Job, you can't get experience.
What's the solution? One answer might
lie in the experience of Milwaukee-a city
that saw the problem and met it head on.
At a meeting of the youth committee of the
social development commission in· April of
1963, civic leaders were told that no less
than 14,000 unemployed teenagers would be
thrown on the Milwaukee area job market
that summer. The businessmen were urged
to suggest ways of findings jobs for the young
people.
The plan that was adopted came from
Elmer Winter, president of Manpower, Inc.,
a Milwaukee-based company specializing in
temporary business and industrial help, and
chairman of the Voluntary Equal Employment Opportunity Council in Milwaukee.
He suggested the formation of Youthpower,
Inc., a private enterprise, nonprofit, job
clearinghouse to be operated by, and for,
16- to 21-year olds. · ·
After winning the quick approval of the
social development commission's youth
committee, Winter enlisted the support of
The Other 98-a youth service group dedicated to publicizing the activities of the nondelinquent 98 percent of Milwaukee's young
people.
On June 1, 1963, Youthpower, Inc., opened
its doors for business. Manpower, Inc., had
provided office space, furniture, telephone
service, and supplies. The young organization had its own president, vice president
and public relations director, and office manager. Altogether the staff of volunteer workers numbered over 80.
Thanks in large measure to extensive advance newspaper coverage, the immediate
response to Youthpower was overwhelming.
Nearly 750 young people filed into the Youthpower office the first day. By the end of the
summer, total number of applicants reached
4,700, and total number of jobs filled, 1,276.
Youthpower operated much like any other
Job placement agency, in miniature. However, no fee was charged for the job placement service, and wages were left to employer and teenager. Salaries ranged from
50 cents an hour for yardwork to $120 a week
for driving a dairy truck.
Finding the teenage applicants was no
problem-but finding enough Jobs to go
around was. Rather . than waiting for jobs
to materialize, the eager staff contacted prospective employers by phone, letters, and
personal calls-and mailed out 10,000 postcards to homeowners.
What kind of jobs did Youthpower uncover? Out of the 1,276 total Jobs filled, 292
were housework-babysitting; 273 lawnworkhandyman; 194 sales jobs; 119 office work.
The miscellaneous other 398 jobs ranged from
blending spices to helping Milwaukeeans
clean up their flooded basements after a
rainstorm.
To equip teenagers for specific work areas,
Youthpower sponsored several training programs, such as the sales clinic where young
people learned selling techniques and met
with prospective employers. Over 90 applicants for sales jobs were hired on the spot
by 14 sales companies participating. Other
highly successful training experiments were
the baby sitting clinic and a hostess helper
training clinic.
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One of the most interesting aspects of the
Youthpower idea is its :flexibility. The basic
plan is adaptable to any size community,
with or without a manpower office. Principal requirements for setting up a Youth·
power-type job clearinghouse are:
1. A group of adult sponsors: This could
be a manpower office, or a civic club or service
organization, a local business firm, or PTA
group. Main responsibilities of the parent
group would be to enlist the support of the
business community; provide an office, office
supplies, telephone service; and financial assistance to cover costs of advertising and
ma111ngs. Once the project is underway, the
teenagers can and should assume responsib111ty for operating the Job bureau.
2. A capable staff of volunteer workers:
Enlisting young people to man the job
bureau should begin as far in advance of
opening day as possible-before they make
other plans for the summer. Most likely
source of workers will probably be the high ·
schools and colleges-so it's essential to win
the cooperation of school authorities. In Milwaukee, many volunteers were signed up
through "The Other 98"-a teenage service
group. College students interested in business administration, personnel work, public
r elations, and advertising make particularly
effective workers. Other sources of volunteers: sororities and fraternities, school clubs,
religious youth organizations, community
organizations such as Junior Achievement
and Y-Teens. Once recruited, volunteers
should participate in a training program
to familiarize them with office procedure and
wih Youthpower objectives.
3. The backing of the community: Obviously, the more backing the project has,
the more new job areas it can open up for
teenagers. M:ike sure the business leaders
of the community are contacted while the
project is still in the planning stage. Seek
their counsel at the outset-and keep them
posted every step of the way via meetings,
letters, maillngs, personal contact-and personal "thank you's" whenever they hire a
teenage worker.
In winning the support of the community
at large, local newspapers-as demonstrated
by Youthpower's experience-can be of inestimable value-and it should be simple
enough to enlist their help. Newspaper editors are exposed every day to the consequences of teenage idleness, restlessness,
and rootlessness. And most of them will
bend over backward to support any community effort to solve the problem. In Milwaukee, radio and television interviews and
public service announcements gave added
impetus to the project. Other ways to alert
the community: mailings to businessmen
and homeowners calling attention to specific
jobs teenagers can fill; a "speakers bureau"
of young volunteers to address civic clubs,
women's clubs, PTA groups, etc.; advertisements in daily and neighborhood newspapers. .
While the Youthpower experiment in Milwaukee represented community-wide effort
to meet the problem of teenage unemployment during the summer, the basic idea
could be carried out successfully on a much
more modest scale-confined, say, to a single
school or neighborhood. Why not suggest it
at your next civic club or PTA meeting?
Certainly it's more constructive than worriedly wondering "what the younger generation is coming to."

WISCONSIN WINS ONE-MAN, ONEVOTE FOR COUNTY BOARDS
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, 1n a
short while we will begin :floor debate
on a proposal to amend the Constitution
to allow States to get around the U.S.
Supreme Court's "one person, one vote"
ruling. This proposal would enable rural
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areas to continue to dominate State governments by permitting one house of
State legislatures to be apportioned on
a basis other than population.
I am opposed to this amendment because I think it is a step backward. It
seeks to perpetuate rural domination of
State legislatures and thus deprive the
millions of Americans who have participated in· the mass migration to urban .
areas of an effective voice in their
g.overnment.
I am proud to report, therefore, that
while there are some in Federal Government who are looking backward, the
State of Wisconsin has moved boldly
ahead in the field of apportionment and
is now applying the "one man, one vote"
concept to county government.. The ·
motto of Wisconsin is "Forward" and
my State is living up to its motto. Having already completed reapportioning
the congressional and State senate and
State assembly districts, the Wisconsin
Legislature recently overhauled the
State's 115-year-old system of county
board representation.
The fight for reapportionment in Wisconsin was not an easy one, however.
Although the State has traditionally been
several years tardy in reapportioning
congressional districts to bring them in
line with Federal census results, it has
eventually done so. This has not always
been true of apportionment for the State
senate and State assembly, unfortunately.
·
The legislature was forced to act following the 1960 census by former Attorney General John w~ Reynolds. Reynolds took the legislature to court and
continued the court battle after he was
elected Governor in 1962. Reynolds won
his court battle and Wisconsin's legistive districts were reapportioned by the
State supreme court.
The current reapportionment of the
county boards was also forced by the
supreme court. The court, acting on a
suit brought by two editors of the Milwaukee Sentinel, gave the legislature
until November 1 to come up with a
plan that establishes "a substantial
equality of population among supervisory
districts." The change will not only
equalize representation on the boards,
but will also cut down the size of the
boards which in some counties had become unwieldy.
My purpose in bringing this matter to
the attention of the Senate is to illustrate a key point that I think has been
forgotten in the apportionment controversy.
The point is this: Wisconsin has accepted the Supreme Court's ruling and
has acted.
The Wisconsin experience is typical.
Wisconsin has been a rural oriented
State for most of its history. Only in
recent years has industry replaced agriculture as the top revenue producer and
only in the past few years have cities
and urban areas held a majority of the
population.
In Wisconsin, as in all similarly situated States, there was an understandable
reluctance on the part of the legislature
to, in effect, vote itself out of power by
reapportioning so that legislative districts truly represented the electorate.
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The legislature therefore needed the
prodding of the courts. The U.S. Supreme Court fulfilled its function by interpreting the Constitution in this matter
and ruled that the "one person, one
vote" principle should apply. _ Many
other State supreme courts have ruled
similarly.
We on the Federal level, who by and
large are not affected, should follow this
example instead of attempting to disrupt the separation of powers by seeking an amendment to thwart the "one
person, one vote'' ruling of the U.S. Supreme Court.
ADJOURNMENT
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, I
move, in accordance with the previous
order, that the Senate stand in adjournment until tomorre>w at 12 o'clock noon.
The motion was agreed to; and Cat 7
o'clock and 29 minutes p.m.) the Senate

adjourned, under the previous order,
until Thursday, May 27, 1965, at 12
o'clock meridian.
CONFIRMATIONS

Executive nominations confirmed by
the Senate May 26 (legislative day of
May 24) , 1965:
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, ED'UCATION, AND
WELFARE
Wilbur J. Cohen, of Michigan, to be Under
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
COMMISSION
The following-named persons to the position indicated:
To be members of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission
·

Eileen Hernandez, of California, !or the .
term expiring July 1, 1965.
Richard Graham, of Wisconsin, for the
term expiring July 1, 1966.

Franklin D; Roosevelt, Jr., of New York,
for the term ex'piring July l, 1967.
Samuel C. Jackson, of Kansas, for the term
expiring July 1, 1968.
Rev. Luther Holcomb, of Texas, for the
term expiring July 1, 1969.
Eileen Hernandez, of California, for the
term of 5 years expiring July 1, 1970.
Pum.IC HEALTH SERVICE
The following candidates for personnel ac:..
tion in the regular corps of the Public Health
Service, subject to qualifications therefor as
provided by law and regulations:
I. For appointment:
To be senior surgeon

Paul D. Pedersen
To be senior assistant sur geons

Alan I. Levenson
Amos C. Lewis
To be senior assistant sani tarian

William P. Wollschlager
II. For permanent promotion:
To be assistant pharmacist

Douglas O. Sharp

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS
Need for Uniform State Residency Requirements
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT W. KASTENMEIER
OJ' WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 26, 1965

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Speaker, I
wish to call to the attention of the Members of the House a highly informative
article written by our colleague, the
gentleman from Iowa, Congressman
JOHN R. SCHMIDHAUSER, which appeared
in the Michigan Law Review of February 1963.
The gentleman from Iowa, Congressman ScHMP>HAUSER, then professor of pe>litical science at the State University of
Iowa, conducted a penetrating study of
the various State residency requirements
for voting and the effect they have uppn
our highly mobile population.
As a member of the House Judiciary
Committee, which has recently completed its study of the voting rights bill,
I would like to point out to the House
that there are other factors besides that
of race which disenfranchise a large
number of potential voters. The gentleman from Iowa, Congressman SCHMIDHAUSER, estimated that, under our uni:.
versal suffrage system, some 8 million
citizens in 1960 were unable to meet the
various residency requirements set up by
State statutes and, thus, were denied the
right to vote.
As our population continues to show
a tendency toward greater mobility, the
necessity increases for a uniformity
among our State residency requirements.
The gentleman from Iowa, Congressman
SCHMIDHAUSER, is to be commended for

bringing this vital problem to our atten- the U.S. Civil Rights Commission. But one of
most striking examples of denial of
tion and to all of those who are inter- the
rights because of legislative inaction,
ested in rectifying this inequity within voting
that arising from outmoded State residency
our system.
requirements for voting, was oinitted from
The article follows:
the long list of "problems still unsolved"
which was compiled by the Commission in
1961.0
It is the purpose of this article to determine the extent to which persons otherwise
qualified to vote are disenfranchised by the
complex of State residency requirements and
to assess the practical and constitutional aspects of any statutory prospects for change.
What are the dimensions of the problem of
disenfranchisement through the operation
of State residency requirements? Two salient factors are involved: the restrictions
imposed by the particular State residency requirements and the mobility of the population of the United States. Certainly the restrictive nature of State residency requirements for voting would not seriously affect
voting participation if Americans were not
inveterate movers.
Geographic mobility has intensified at a
comparatively steady rate in every decade
'Since 1900. Historical census data indicate
'that the percentage of persons who do not
live in the State of their birth has in 1960
increased by 5.7 percent over the percentage
of such persons in 1900. The shift ls much
more striking among nonwhites than among
whites. The percentage of nonwhites who
do not live in the State of their birth has
increased by 12.2 percent (27 .7 percent of the
Nation's population in 1960 as compared with
15.5 percent in 1900). For whites the increase is modest-4.7 percent (26.1 percent
of the Nation's population in 1960 as compared with 21.4 percent in 1900). Demographically, the highest percentage of persons
living in States in which they were not born
is found in urban settings (29.4 percent), the
next highest in rura~ nonfarm areas (22.1
percent), and the lowest in rural farm areas
1 Professor of political science, State Uni(12.l percent). These and subsequent miversity of Iowa.
gration data were derived from Census Bu2 Asbury Park Press, Inc. v. Woolley, 33 N.J.
reau
sources partially reproduced in the two
l, 11, 161 A. 2d 705, 710 (1960).
.charts and the map. [See charts I a.nd II.
a 369 U.S. 186 (1962).
'See 1961 U.S. Commission on Civil Rights Map not printed in the RECORD.]
Report, bk. 1, 5.
11 1961 U.S. Commission on Civil Rights Re11 See Washington Post, Oct. 8, 1962, p. B-1,
port, bk. 1, 6-6.
col. 6; id. Nov. 27, 1962, p. A-16, col. 1.

[From the Michigan Law Review, vol. 61,
No. 4, February 1963]
RESIDENCY REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING AND
THE TENSIONS OF A MOBILE SOCIETY
(By JOHN R. ScHMIDHAUSER) 1
("No man can boast of a higher privilege
than the right granted to citizens of our
State and Nation of equal suffrage and
thereby to equal representation in the making of the laws of the land. Under our Constitution that right is absolute. It is one of
which he cannot be deprived, either deliberately or by inaction on the part of a legislature." 2
The spirit of contemporary appellate decisionmaking in the :field of voting rights is
daring and realistic. This spirit is perhaps
best exemplified by the Supreme Court's recent decision in Baker v. Carr.a While deliberate deprivations of voting rights assume
a variety of forms, the most blatant have
been grounded upon racial discrimination.
The 1961 report of the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights indicates that in approximately
100 counties in 8 Southern States most Negro citizens are prevented from voting.'
Economic considerations also have been recently invoked to provide a basis for disenfranchisement. In Virginia in November
1962 approval was sought, albeit unsuccessfully, of a State constitutional amendment
rendering persons who were not freeholders
of land ineligible to vote on bond issue referendums for new schools, streets, libraries,
and other local improvements.15 Most of the
deliberate efforts at invidious restriction of
suffrage have received searching analysis by

